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RIGHT IN THE MIDDLE BUT LEFT OUT 

Jeffery Trees
$10.99 • 149 pages • 978-1-64069-609-9

How can a Pastor provide advice, counsel, and encouragement at the church when he, 
himself is having problems and is becoming a problem to the community? Author Jeffery 
Trees shares a heartrending story of his experiences of 
learning that his first wife has repressed memories of 
being an incest victim, of being a Pastor at a church 
where no one could offer help, and of going through it 
all with his new wife who had a physical disability. In his 
memoir, Right in the Middle but Left Out, he hopes that 
readers will find inspiration and hope from what he went 
through, so they can also stand up and get through with 
whatever issues or conflicts they are dealing with right 
now. 

The author’s first wife was an incest victim as a child 
and when she was forced through circumstances to 
bring back up the repressed memories, each member 
of the family was changed. Nine months went by before 
his wife was able to express what she was dealing with. 
Society has made incest a taboo issue and no one knew 
the extent of such devastation this would bring into life for the author and his family, 
friends, Church and other employers, as well as insurance companies. 

No one within the Church knew how to deal with issues of incest and what it does to a 
family and a Pastor never did anything to bring help into the situation. Even though he 
asked for help from the Bishop, District Superintendent and asked who was in charge of 
insurance, no help was ever given. 

He asked for visitation for his wife and family and never received any help of any kind 
so there was no resolution. This even caused a deep problem with the Church with his 
new wife who had a physical disability. He became a problem rather than a pastor for 
the United Methodist Church. But through it all, God took care of everyone through His 
grace. And this proves that God is the refuge everyone seeks.



Master Storyteller
SETTERFIELD

From the instant #1 New York 

Times-bestselling author of the 

“eerie and fascinating” (USA Today) 

The Thirteenth Tale comes a richly 

imagined, powerful new novel 

about how people explain the 

world to themselves, themselves 

to others, and the meaning of their 

lives in a universe that remains 

impenetrably mysterious.

9780743298070  |  $28.00 HC

“This is magical, bewitching 

storytelling...High prose expressed 

with rare clarity, story for the 

unashamed sake of story, a kind 

of moral dreaminess...well, the list 

continues to grow.”—Jim Crace, 

National Book Critics Circle  

winner and author of Being  

Dead and Harvest
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Inheritance
Dani Shapiro
The acclaimed author of Hourglass now 
shares a new memoir about identity, 
paternity, and family secrets—a real-time 
exploration of the staggering discovery 
she recently made about her father.
9781524732714  |  $24.95 HC
Knopf Publishing Group

The Water Cure
Sophie Mackintosh
Longlisted for the 2018 Man Booker 
Prize. The Handmaid’s Tale meets The 
Virgin Suicides in this dystopic feminist 
revenge fantasy about three sisters on an 
isolated island, raised to fear men.
9780385543873  |  $25.95 HC
Doubleday Books

—Home of Great BooksRandom House
Dreyer’s English
Benjamin Dreyer
A witty, informative guide to writing from Random House’s longtime 
copy chief and one of Twitter’s leading language gurus—in the 
tradition of The Elements of Style.
9780812995701  |  $25.00 HC
Random House

Elsey Come Home
Susan Conley
From the widely praised author of Paris Was the Place comes a 
shattering new novel that bravely delves into the darkest corners of 
addiction, marriage, and motherhood.
9780525520986  |  $25.95 HC
Knopf Publishing Group

The Plotters
Un-Su Kim
From the novelist dubbed “the Korean Henning Mankell” (The 
Guardian) comes a fantastical crime novel set in an alternate Seoul 
where assassination guilds compete for market dominance.
9780385544382  |  $25.95 HC
Doubleday Books

The Unwinding of the Miracle
Julie Yip-Williams
As a young mother facing a terminal diagnosis, the author began to 
write her story which became something more than the chronicle of 
an imminent death—a powerful exhortation to the living.
9780525511359  |  $27.00 HC
Random House

The Weight of a Piano
Chris Cander
Cander presents a tour-de-force about two women and the piano that 
inexorably ties their lives together through time and across continents, 
for better and for worse.
9780525654674  |  $26.95 HC
Knopf Publishing Group

You Can’t Go Wrong Doing Right
Robert J. Brown
An unforgettable account of a quietly remarkable life, Brown’s 
memoir takes readers behind the scenes of pivotal moments from 
the 20th century, where the lessons he learned helped him shape 
America today.
9781524762780  |  $26.00 HC
Convergent Books

The Banished Immortal
Ha Jin
From the National Book Award-winning 
author of Waiting comes a narratively 
driven, deeply human biography of the 8th 
century poet, Li Bai—also known as Li Po. 
Chinese versions of his poetry are included.
9781524747411  |  $28.00 HC
Pantheon Books

Black Is the Body
Emily Bernard
An extraordinary, exquisitely written memoir 
(of sorts) that looks at race in a fearless, 
penetrating, honest, true way in 12 tell-tale, 
connected, deeply personal essays.
9780451493026  |  $25.95 HC
Knopf Publishing Group

The Dreamers
Karen Thompson Walker
An ordinary town is transformed by a 
mysterious illness that triggers perpetual 
sleep in this mesmerizing novel from the 
New York Times-bestselling author of The 
Age of Miracles.
9780812994162  |  $27.00 HC
Random House

All the Lives We Ever Lived
Katharine Smyth
Smyth’s story moves between the New 
England of her childhood and Virginia 
Woolf’s Cornish shores and Bloomsbury 
squares, exploring universal questions 
about family, loss, and homecoming.
9781524760625  |  $26.00 HC
Crown Publishing Group
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GET AHEAD OF 
YOUR FINANCES
NEW TAX GUIDES FROM WILEY

Speak to your Sales Representative today to order!

The most up-to-date 
version of the classic, 
completely annotated 
to steer professionals to 
the case law and revenue 
rulings behind each 
section in the book.

9781119532699 | $90.00  
January 2019 | HC 

9781119532712  
$24.95 | Dec 18 | PB 

9781119521587 
$22.95 | Nov 18 | PB 

9781119511540  
$22.95 | Nov 18 | PB 

9781119559139 
$24.95 | Jan 19 | PB 

The future of banking 
is already here — are 
you ready? Bestselling 
author Brett King brings 
us the final book in the 
multi-year digital “BANK” 
series.

9781119506508 | $37.50  
February 2019 | HC 

Simplify your financial 
life and ensure financial 
success today and into the 
future. For those seeking 
to secure a solid financial 
future, this guide is the 
roadmap to get you there.

9781119537878 | $29.95  
January 2019 | HC 



The Ash Family
Molly Dektar
When a young woman joins 
an off-the-grid community 
headed by an enigmatic 
leader, she discovers that 
belonging comes with a 
deadly cost.
9781501144868  |  $26.00 HC
Simon & Schuster

Hark
Sam Lipsyte
A brilliant send-up of 
contemporary culture from the 
critically acclaimed author of 
Home Land, centered around 
an unwitting mindfulness guru 
and the phenomenon  
he initiates.
9781501146060  |  $27.00 HC
Simon & Schuster

Her One Mistake
Heidi Perks
What should have been a 
fun-filled day takes a tragic 
turn for the worse for one 
mother when her best  
friend’s child goes missing 
in this darkly twisted 
psychological thriller.
9781501194221  |  $26.00 HC
Gallery Books

The Light Over London
Julia Kelly
Eager to find the author 
of a hauntingly beautiful, 
unfinished diary, Cara digs 
into a soldier’s life, but soon 
realizes she may not have 
been ready for the stark 
reality of wartime London  
she finds within the pages.
9781501196416  |  $26.00 PB
Gallery Books

Me for You
Lolly Winston
From the New York Times-
bestselling author of Good 
Grief comes a richly poignant 
and stirring story that asks: 
How soon is too soon to  
fall in love again?
9781501179129  |  $26.00 HC
Touchstone Books

Stay Up with Hugo Best
Erin Somers
An incredibly timely debut 
about a young writers’ 
assistant on a comedy show 
and what transpires when she 
accepts an invitation from its 
host to spend a long weekend 
at his mansion.
9781982102357  |  $26.00 HC
Scribner Book Company

The Wolf and the Watchman
Niklas Natt Och Dag
In this intricately constructed 
novel set in 18th-century 
Stockholm, a dying man 
searches among the city’s 
teeming streets and intriguing 
inhabitants to unmask a 
ruthless murderer.
9781501196775  |  $27.00 HC
Atria Books

You Know You Want This
Kristen Roupenian
Roupenian’s highly anticipated 
debut is a compulsively 
readable collection of short 
stories that explores the 
complex—and often darkly 
funny—connections between 
gender, sex, and power.
9781982101633  |  $24.99 HC
Gallery/Scout Press

Spring Fiction Must-Haves
FROM SIMON & SCHUSTER
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Planting Gardens in Graves, Vol.3
r.h. Sin
Sin completes his bestselling series 
with another powerful collection of 
poetry that celebrates connection, 
mourns heartbreak, and above all, 
empowers readers to seek  
the love they deserve.
9781449489441  |  $17.99 PB

Child of the Moon
Jessica Semaan
An illustrated poetry collection 
about finding light in the darkness, 
set against the backdrop of 
the Lebanese Civil War and the 
author’s turbulent family life.
9781449494483  |  $14.99 PB

I Am Her Tribe
Danielle Doby
#IAmHerTribe creator Doby shares a collection 
of poetry drawing on the viral Instagram handle 
and online hashtag that creates connection 
through empowerment and storytelling.
9781449495558  |  $14.99 PB

Stargazing at Noon
Amanda Torroni
The author expands on her previously 
published chapbook adding more than  
70 poems and brand-new material  
about intimacy, distance, the body,  
self-doubt, nostalgia, and love.
9781449495619  |  $14.99 PB

It’s a Lonely Love
Hunter Summerall
In his poetry collection, Summerall  
honestly reflects on the feelings of  
heartbreak and isolation before, during,  
and after a doomed relationship.
9781449495886  |  $14.99 PB

Winter of Summers
Michael Faudet
The fourth book from internationally 
bestselling poet Faudet explores 
the fine line between love and loss, 
the fragility of relationships, self-
empowerment, and 
social commentary.
9781449496395  |  $16.99 PB

Empty Bottles Full of Stories
Robert M. Drake
and r.h. Sin
A joint poetry collection 
from two virally popular and 
bestselling poets.
9781449496470  |  $17.99 PB

Old Soul Love
Christopher Poindexter
An Instagram poet with hundreds 
of thousands of followers, 
Poindexter presents a new poetry 
collection themed on love in its 
many forms.
9781449496777  |  $14.99 PB

You Are Here
Dawn Lanuza
Growth and change—two powerful 
anthems resonate throughout this 
collection of poetry and prose that 
will leave readers feeling 
emboldened and empowered.
9781449497569  |  $12.99 PB

Love Looks Pretty on You
Lang Leav
The much-anticipated new 
collection of contemporary 
poetry and prose by an 
internationally bestselling author.
9781449499358  |  $16.99 PB

Chameleon Aura
Billy Chapata
Zimbabwean poet Chapata 
provides a thought-provoking 
take on the universal experiences 
of love, pain, and what comes 
next through messages of 
empowerment in his 
poetry collection.
9781449499372  |  $14.99 PB

Soft Magic
Upile Chisala
From Malawian storyteller Chisala 
comes a poetic exploration of self, 
joy, blackness, gender, matters 
of the heart, spirituality, the 
experience of Diaspora, and 
above all, survival.
9781449499549  |  $16.99 PB

Unfollowing You
Komal Kapoor
After prolific growth on social media, 
Kapoor is utilizing her perceptive 
understanding of romance in the 
digital age to present her first 
collection of poems.
9781449499600  |  $14.99 PB

Poetry & Prose from Contemporary Bestselling Authors
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       And there he was, sat like Buddha in a soft-
furnished hell, hand-rolling a pinch of tobacco. He 
looked straight through me toward the closing door.
‘Long time, Max.’
      —The Break Line
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Melissa

First the Jews
Rabbi Evan Moffic
9781501870835, $22.99
Abingdon Press

Rabbi Moffic focuses on events since September 11, 2001, 
considering 21st century anti-Semitism and the historical pattern 
of discrimination to other groups that often follows new waves of 
discrimination against Jewish communities. With a hopeful and 
collaborative tone, he suggests actions for all people of faith to 
combat words and actions of hate while lifting up practical ways 
Christians and Jews can work together.

SELECTIONS
ADVANCE BUYERS’ RECOMMENDATIONS

Bridgett

Hero Dogs
Wilma Melville with Paul Lobo
9781250179913, $28.99
St. Martin’s Press

The subtitle is How a Pack of Rescues, Rejects and Strays Became 
America’s Greatest Disaster-Search Partners. This is the story of 
the founder of the National Disaster Search Dog Foundation, who 
prepared dogs for U.S. disasters.
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ADVANCE BUYERS’ RECOMMENDATIONS
Gail

The Banished Immortal
Ha Jin
9781524747411, $28.00
Pantheon Books

It’s not often we get a biography of an 8th-century poet—and this is written by National Book 
Award winner Jin. From Li Bai’s birth on China’s western frontier through his travels and 
troubles, this is an intriguing look at an artistic genius whose poems are beloved still.

Only as the Day is Long
Dorianne Laux
9780393652338, $26.95
W. W. Norton & Company

It was such a relief to learn that Laux has a new 
volume of poetry in 2019—well, 20 of these are 
new, and the others are taken from five other 
books. This would be a wonderful gift for yourself, 
or for a friend who’s never heard of Laux.

In My Mind’s Eye
Jan Morris
9781631495366, $24.95
Liveright Publishing Corporation

Welsh author Morris is now 92 years 
old, and what a fascinating life she’s 
led. In this diary, she comments on a 
wide variety of topics, from birds to 
aging to love to Brexit and Montaigne. 
I love the way she writes and this is a 
real treasure.

Bruegel
Elke Oberthaler et al.
9780500239841, $60.00
Thames & Hudson

Although so few Bruegel 
paintings are in the public eye, 
art aficionados will recognize 
them in an instant. This beautiful 
(and affordable) book surveys 
all of his work—it’s a tie-in to an 
exhibition in Vienna, 450 years 
after his birth.
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ACCLAIMED

Connected to the Plug 4
Dwan Williams

The streets have claimed two more victims. 
Female gangster Fuzzy is heartsick over the 
loss of her two besties, but she’s even more 
devastated that she might be responsible.

9781947340237  |  $14.99 PB

My Brother’s Envy 3
J.L. Rose

After finding out the man he swore to murder 
is his own blood brother, and that Miami’s 

legendary gangster is his own father, Boss finds 
himself doing something with the brother he 

swore to kill: reconciling.

9781947340152  |  $14.99 PB

Love & Basketball
J.L. Rose

When TaSean Prince is unexpectedly summoned 
to Miami by a cousin he hasn’t seen since 

childhood for a b-ball tournament, the lure of a 
sizable cash prize winds up being too lucrative 

to pass up. Once in town, the Brooklyn-born 
baller catches the eye of a stunning local model.

9781947340220  |  $14.99 PB

Someone’s Gonna Get It
Mychea

In this nail-biting story of hatred, revenge, and 
murder, a young detective is determined to find 

her father’s murderer.

9781943686469  |  $14.99 PB

All Work, No Play
Assa Raymond Baker

Chicago’s biggest drug trafficker, J. Ross, is fresh 
out of the pen, and looking to reclaim his spot 

atop the windy city’s criminal hierarchy. But first, 
he concocts a deadly plan of revenge. 

9781947340190  |  $14.99 PB

Tied to a Boss 5
J.L. Rose

Reconnecting with his birth mother who runs 
the Blackwell family, Dante realizes his gangster 
target Fishman and all Blackwell enemies must 

be cut down ASAP to get to the truth.

9781947340008  |  $14.99 PB

URBAN   FICTION
FROM GOOD2GO PUBLISHING

Love Hates Violence 
De’Wayne Maris

While trying to help a friend track down an 
ex-associate who robbed her of a large sum 
of cash, Heath’s newfound romance has him 

rethinking his commitment to the task at hand.

9781947340268  |  $14.99 PB

A Thug’s Devotion
J.L. Rose

A hustler sets out to free his adopted father after 
he was arrested but will have to forgo the only 
woman he loves—who also happens to be his 

adopted father’s daughter.

9781947340121  |  $14.99 PB

Supreme & Justice 3
Ernest Morris

Crime kingpin Justice swears to 
hunt down and eliminate those 

responsible for the almost-successful 
assassination of his brother. But 

Justice’s list of enemies reads like a 
phone book.

9781947340077  |  $14.99 PB

Shoe Box Money
Assa Raymond Baker

When Domeko’s mother is blindsided by a 
severe illness, it renders her incapable of being 
able to adequately provide for Domeko and his 

twin sister. Domeko concocts a plan for quick 
and sufficient funds—from the drug game.

9781947340206  |  $14.99 PB

Tomorrow’s Not 
Promised 2: The Flip Side

Robert Torres
India is still coming to grips with the gut 

punch of losing her younger brother 
Derrick. Now, India vows to protect what’s 
left of her family at all costs. But while she 
acts as guardian to a few younger kin, the 

clan itself remains incomplete.

9781947340091  |  $14.99 PB

Tears of a Hustler 6
Silk White

Wolf and Ivy are willing to go up 
against an entire army in the name 
of revenge for their daughter, but in 

the end will it all be worth it?

9780996060936  |  $14.99 PB
9781943686889  |  $23.99 HC

Dream’s Life 2: Amilia’s Chaos
Assa Raymond Baker

A young mother will do anything to flee from her 
abusive drug dealer boyfriend, but some other 

people are caught in the middle by this decision, 
which leads to a series of life-changing events. 

9781947340213  |  $14.99 PB

Loyalty to a Gangsta 2
J.L. Rose

Gabriel arrives home after a year-
long sabbatical. Glad to be back, 

those feelings quickly subside when 
he learns his fiancée’s business 

is at risk of being stolen right out 
from under her by someone Gabriel 

thought he could trust.

9781947340046  |  $14.99 PB

The Teflon Queen 6
Silk White

Angela does her best to leave her 
past behind, but when an assassin 
shows up at her front door, she is 

forced to do what she knows best. 
Which assassin will come out on top?

9781943686643  |  $14.99 PB
9781943686209  |  $24.99 HC

All Eyes on Gunz
Warren Holloway 

These days, it seems everyone wants Tom 
“Tommy Gunz” Anderson dead—his rivals, the 

feds, even Al Qaeda. With a quickly waning 
network of allies, Tommy Gunz begins to plot 

perhaps his greatest escape.

9781947340275  |  $14.99 PB

Shades of Revenge
Assa Raymond Baker

In Milwaukee, a.k.a. Killwaukeee, everybody 
fights to make it—legally or illegally. It’s no 

different for Jasso and Asad, who always have 
each other’s backs, or for gang boss Eshy and 

his goons, whose easy living comes from jacking 
hard-working hustlers like Jasso and Asad.

9781947340183  |  $14.99 PB

New Release! New Release!
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URBAN   FICTION
FROM GOOD2GO PUBLISHING
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GIFTS, GAMES, &  SIDELINES 

Little Letters of Love
Lea Redmond
Seventy-five tiny tear-out letters offer 
a delightful way to express love. Folded 
into small envelopes and sealed with 
stickers, they’re a wonderful surprise for 
loved ones and friends. 
9781452168494  |  $9.95 PB
Chronicle Books

After Dinner Amusements:  
Truth or Dare for Couples
With 50 naughty truths and 50 
challenging dares, this game is 
perfect for couples looking for 
delectable after-dinner fun! 
9781452164915  |  $8.95
Chronicle Books

15 Vintage Valentines:  
Retro Valentines
Each of the three Valentine’s Day 
card packs includes 15 different 
die-cut cards featuring whimsical 
images of animals and children 
and decorated envelopes. 
9781595833280  |  $10.95
Laughing Elephant

Sweet Hearts
This postcard book features 30 favorite heart-
centric postcards along with other images 
featuring hearts, such as heart garlands, heart 
houses, and hearts on the clothesline. 
9781595839503  |  $9.95
Laughing Elephant

Book Lovers

Bibliophile Notes
Jane Mount
9781452167244  |  $14.95
Chronicle Books

Muggles Socks 
0656554045624  |  $10.00
Out of Print Clothing

Book Nerd Socks Small
0704907495692  |  $10.00
Out of Print Clothing

I Like Big Books Tote
9781423635444  |  $20.00
Gibbs Smith

Read Local Tote
Alison Oliver, illustrator
9781423635451  |  $20.00
Gibbs Smith

HIDDEN GEMS

Paint Chip Poetry
Lea Redmond
9781452158808  |  $19.95
Chronicle Books

Monopoly: Rick and Morty
0700304048097  |  $39.95
USAopoly

Quicktionary
Forrest-Pruzan Creative
9781452159218  |  $14.95
Chronicle Books

After Dinner Amusements:  
Which Would You Choose?
9781452167473  |  $8.95
Chronicle Books

Monopoly Classic
0630509512638  |  $18.99
Hasbro

World’s Greatest Bookstore 
1,000-Piece Puzzle
0628136653510  |  $17.99
Eurographics

Cosmic Lights 500-Piece Puzzle
9780735354272  |  $13.99
Galison

Phat Dog Vintage Library 
1,000-Piece Foil Stamped Puzzle
Phat Dog Vintage, photographer
9780735353268  |  $17.99
Galison

Women in Science Puzzle
Rachel Ignotofsky
9780525573029  |  $16.99
Clarkson Potter Publishers

Starry Night Van Gogh  
1,000-Piece Puzzle
created by Eurographics
0628136612043  | $17.99
Eurographcs

May I See You Home?
Alan Mays 
Full of cheek and charm, these authentic acquaintance cards 
are how people broke the ice (and got lucky) around the turn 
of the century. 
9780451499233  |  $9.99
Clarkson Potter Publishers

Games Puzzles
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FRAGA
THE TURNOUT

“Fraga wrestles with one of the core political puzzles of our time: why does voter 
turnout lag among non-whites relative to whites? He offers a theoretically compelling 
explanation and tests it with the best available data and the most sophisticated 
analytical tools. The Turnout Gap represents a major contribution to our understanding 
of American political behavior.”

Vincent L. Hutchings, University of Michigan

“Fraga’s work is deeply situated in both the historical and contemporary politics of 
race, his evidence reflecting the advanced analytical tools and diverse data sources 
that distinguish the modern study of voter turnout. His conclusions suggest that there 
are no easy or simple political or policy ‘fixes’ to the problem of racial/ethnic inequality 
in turnout ... , but also underscore the critical importance and potential of electoral 
politics for narrowing the turnout gap.”

Jan Leighley, American University

“This is a very important book that takes a holistic approach to voting and race in the 
twenty-first century to explain the age-old question ... of who votes, who doesn’t vote, 
and why? ... This book is not just a data-rich resource on voter turnout; it provides a 
powerful theoretical explanation for the turnout gap beyond the resource model. This 
book is a must-read for anyone studying voting patterns in America today.” 

Matt A. Barreto, University of California–Los Angeles

“The American citizenry grows more racially diverse every year, and yet communities of 
color continue to lag behind whites in political power and representation. Bernard Fraga 
offers a compelling theory for why this is the case ... Fraga’s analysis is a sobering 
reminder that ‘demography is not destiny,’ and that parties and civic organizations need 
to make massive investments in outreach to disenfranchised communities in order to 
make American politics more representative.”

Karthick Ramakrishnan, University of California–Riverside

“Fraga’s analysis is full of striking findings ... This is a book that scholars, journalists, 
politicians, and the Supreme Court definitely need to read.”

John Sides, George Washington University

Cover design: Andrew Ward

Bernard L. Fraga is Assistant Professor of Political Science at Indiana University. 
His research has been published in leading scholarly journals including the American 
Journal of Political Science, the Journal of Politics, and the Stanford Law Review, and 
he is the recipient of the Midwest Political Science Association Lucius Barker Award 
and Latina/o Caucus Early Career Award. Findings from his work on race and elections 
have been featured in various media outlets including the New York Times and the 
Washington Post.
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99 Nights in Logar
Jamil Jan Kochai
A coming-of-age story about 
one boy’s journey across 
contemporary Afghanistan 
to find and bring home 
the family dog, blending 
the grit and immediacy of 
voice-driven fiction with 
mythmaking.
9780525559191  |  $25.00 HC
Viking

Adèle
Leila Slimani
From the bestselling author 
of The Perfect Nanny, 
comes the story of a 
married journalist in Paris 
consumed by an insatiable 
need for sex—a captivating 
exploration of addiction, 
sexuality, and the quest to 
feel alive.
9780143132189  |  $16.00PB
Penguin Books

Annelies
David R. Gillham
In this masterful new novel, 
Gillham explores with 
breathtaking empathy the 
woman—and the writer—
Anne Frank might have 
become.
9780399162589  |  $26.00 HC
Viking

Judgment
Joseph Finder
New York Times-bestselling 
author Finder returns with 
an explosive new thriller 
about a female judge and the 
one personal misstep that 
could lead to her—and her 
family’s—undoing.
9781101985816  |  $28.00 HC
Dutton Books
9781524723675  |  $40.00 CD
Penguin Audiobooks

The Au Pair
Emma Rous
Rous pens an addictive, highly 
commercial suspense novel 
featuring a grand estate, 
terrible secrets, and a young 
woman who bears witness 
to it all.
9780440000457  |  $16.00 PB
Berkley Books

McGlue
Ottessa Moshfegh
Darkly exquisite as drowning, 
McGlue inhabits the DTs of a 
dissolute man in the hold on a 
rough sea voyage.
9780525522768  |  $15.00 PB
Penguin Books

Buy the Change You Want 
to See
Jane Mosbacher Morris
with Wendy Paris
Morris tells inspiring 
stories about how victims 
of human trafficking and 
natural disasters have been 
empowered by economic 
opportunity. 
9780143133216  |  $17.00 PB
Tarcherperigee

Mouthful of Birds
Samanta Schweblin
The stories from a major 
international literary star 
haunt and mesmerize in 
this extraordinary, masterful 
collection.
9780399184628  |  $26.00 HC
Riverhead Books

Daughter of War
Brad Taylor
New York Times-bestselling 
author Taylor delivers a heart-
pounding thriller featuring 
Taskforce operators Pike Logan 
and Jennifer Cahill who come 
face to face with a conspiracy 
where nothing is as it seems.
9781101984840  |  $27.00 HC
Dutton Books
9780735205895  |  $45.00 CD
Penguin Audiobooks

Penguin Books                         Because What You Read Matters

The Matchmaker’s List
Sonya Lalli
Take a devoted modern girl 
and add a meddlesome, 
traditional grandmother to 
the mix, and the result is a 
heartwarming multicultural 
romantic comedy about 
finding love.
9780451490940  |  $15.00 PB
Berkley Books

No Hard Feelings
Liz Fosslien
and Mollie West Duffy
Looking at how emotions 
affect professional lives and 
how to navigate emotions 
at work, the authors take 
readers through behavioral 
economics, psychology, and 
organizational design.
9780525533832  |  $27.00 HC 
Portfolio

The Paragon Hotel
Lyndsay Faye
New from the author of Edgar-
nominated Jane Steele and 
Gods of Gotham—the Ku Klux 
Klan has arrived in Portland, 
and only Alice and her new 
“family” of Paragon residents 
are willing to search for a 
missing mulatto child.
9780735210752  |  $26.00 HC
G.P. Putnam’s Sons

The Suspect
Fiona Barton
The New York Times-
bestselling author of The 
Widow returns with a new 
novel of twisting psychological 
suspense about every parent’s 
worst nightmare—daughters 
who go missing in Thailand.
9781101990513  |  $26.00 HC 
Berkley Books
9781524779962  |  $40.00 CD 
Penguin Audiobooks

Talk to Me
John Kenney
From New Yorker writer and  
the Thurber Prize-winning 
author of Truth in Advertising 
comes a wry yet tenderhearted 
story that looks at family, 
marriage, and fame through  
the lens of a TV anchor’s 
public fall from grace.
9780735214378  |  $26.00 HC
G.P. Putnam’s Sons

Tear It Down
Nick Petrie
Iraq war veteran Peter Ash 
pursues one case—and 
stumbles into another—in 
the City of the Blues. He 
finds himself stuck between 
Memphis gangsters and an 
ex-con and his brother.
9780399575662  |  $26.00 HC
G.P. Putnam’s Sons

The Truths We Hold
Kamala Harris
From one of America’s most 
inspiring political leaders, a 
book about the core truths 
that unite people and the long 
struggle to discern what those 
truths are and how best to act 
upon them.
9780525560715  |  $30.00 HC
Penguin Press

Untouchable
Jayne Ann Krentz
A man’s quest to find answers 
for those who are haunted by 
the past leads him deeper  
into the shadows in this 
electrifying novel from the 
New York Times-bestselling 
author of Promise Not to Tell.
9780399585296  |  $27.00 HC
Berkley Books

Weird Parenting Wins
Hillary Frank
Unconventional, effective 
parenting strategies, carefully 
curated by the creator of the 
popular podcast The Longest 
Shortest Time. 
9780143132554  |  $17.00 PB
Tarcherperigee

Whole Again
Jackson MacKenzie
Foreword by Shannon 
Thomas, LCSW
From a leading voice on 
recovering from toxic 
relationships, a deeply 
insightful guide to getting 
back to one’s “old self” 
again—in order to truly heal 
and move on.
9780143133315  |  $16.00 PB
TarcherPerigee

The Woman Inside
E.G. Scott
A husband and wife are the 
most perfect—and the most 
dangerous—match for each 
other in this shocking tale of 
unfaithfulness and unreliability.
9781524744526  |  $27.00 HC
Dutton Books
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9780735210752  |  $26.00 HC
G.P. Putnam’s Sons

The Suspect
Fiona Barton
The New York Times-
bestselling author of The 
Widow returns with a new 
novel of twisting psychological 
suspense about every parent’s 
worst nightmare—daughters 
who go missing in Thailand.
9781101990513  |  $26.00 HC 
Berkley Books
9781524779962  |  $40.00 CD 
Penguin Audiobooks

Talk to Me
John Kenney
From New Yorker writer and  
the Thurber Prize-winning 
author of Truth in Advertising 
comes a wry yet tenderhearted 
story that looks at family, 
marriage, and fame through  
the lens of a TV anchor’s 
public fall from grace.
9780735214378  |  $26.00 HC
G.P. Putnam’s Sons

Tear It Down
Nick Petrie
Iraq war veteran Peter Ash 
pursues one case—and 
stumbles into another—in 
the City of the Blues. He 
finds himself stuck between 
Memphis gangsters and an 
ex-con and his brother.
9780399575662  |  $26.00 HC
G.P. Putnam’s Sons

The Truths We Hold
Kamala Harris
From one of America’s most 
inspiring political leaders, a 
book about the core truths 
that unite people and the long 
struggle to discern what those 
truths are and how best to act 
upon them.
9780525560715  |  $30.00 HC
Penguin Press

Untouchable
Jayne Ann Krentz
A man’s quest to find answers 
for those who are haunted by 
the past leads him deeper  
into the shadows in this 
electrifying novel from the 
New York Times-bestselling 
author of Promise Not to Tell.
9780399585296  |  $27.00 HC
Berkley Books

Weird Parenting Wins
Hillary Frank
Unconventional, effective 
parenting strategies, carefully 
curated by the creator of the 
popular podcast The Longest 
Shortest Time. 
9780143132554  |  $17.00 PB
Tarcherperigee

Whole Again
Jackson MacKenzie
Foreword by Shannon 
Thomas, LCSW
From a leading voice on 
recovering from toxic 
relationships, a deeply 
insightful guide to getting 
back to one’s “old self” 
again—in order to truly heal 
and move on.
9780143133315  |  $16.00 PB
TarcherPerigee

The Woman Inside
E.G. Scott
A husband and wife are the 
most perfect—and the most 
dangerous—match for each 
other in this shocking tale of 
unfaithfulness and unreliability.
9781524744526  |  $27.00 HC
Dutton Books
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Sponsored by The College Board, the College Level Examination Program® (CLEP®)
has been helping students save time and money on their degree programs for over 40 years. 
This credit-by-exam program allows students to take inexpensive tests and earn transferable 

college credit in a variety of academic subjects. 

Beneficial for students who want to test out of intro-level college courses, research has also 
found that students who take prior-learning assessments like CLEP tend to have higher GPAs 
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This volume contains practice questions for all 33 subject-specific exams along with
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9781457310782  |  $24.99 PB
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The Break Line
James Brabazon BRKP
British intelligence operative 
and hardened assassin Max 
McLean battles a nightmarish 
enemy in this stunning debut 
thriller from an award-winning 
war correspondent. McLean’s 
handlers send him to Sierra 
Leone on a seemingly one-way 
mission. What he finds is a horror 
beyond his imagination. It’s 
his job to root out the monster 
behind the abominations, but he 
soon discovers that London may 
consider him the most disposable 
piece in this operation. 368 pp.
978-0-440-00147-8
___044347546 27.00

BEST OF THE BEST

 
Adèle
Leila Slimani PNGN
From the bestselling author of The Perfect 
Nanny comes the story of Adèle, a successful 
journalist in Paris who lives in a beautiful 
apartment with her surgeon husband 
and their young son. But underneath the 
surface, she is bored and consumed by an 
insatiable need for sex. Suspenseful, erotic, 
and electrically charged, this is a captivating 
exploration of addiction, sexuality, and one 
woman’s quest to feel alive. 240 pp. (Fiction 
- General)
978-0-14-313218-9 
___044434148 paper 16.00

 
An Anonymous Girl
Greer Hendricks STMS
and Sarah Pekkanen
When Jessica Farris signs up for a psychology 
study conducted by the mysterious Dr. 
Shields, she thinks all she’ll have to do is 
answer a few questions, collect her money, 
and leave. But as the questions grow more 
and more intense and invasive and the 
sessions become outings where Jess is told 
what to wear and how to act, she begins to 
feel as though Dr. Shields may know what 
she’s thinking, and what she’s hiding. 384 pp. 
(Fiction - Espionage / Thriller)
978-1-25013-373-1 
___044117802 27.99

 
Babywise, 2019 Ed.
Giving Your Infant the Gift of Nighttime Sleep
Robert Bucknam, M.D. HWIG
and Gary Ezzo, M.A.
Distinguished pediatrician Bucknam and co-
author Ezzo are two of the world’s leading 
experts on infant management concepts. In 
this revised sixth edition, they demonstrate 
how order and stability are mutual allies 
of every newborn’s metabolism and how 
parents can take advantage of these 
biological propensities. 279 pp. (Family / 
Parenting / Childbirth)
978-1-932740-50-9 
___046076253 paper 17.95

 
The Best of Us
A Sullivan’s Crossing Novel
Robyn Carr MIRA
New York Times-bestselling author Carr has 
created a place where good people, powerful 
emotions, great humor, and a healthy dose 
of common sense are the key ingredients to 
a happy life. 336 pp. (Fiction - General)
978-0-7783-5130-6 
___045531581 26.99

 
Crucible
A Thriller
James Rollins MORW
In the race to save one of their own, Sigma 
Force must wrestle with the deepest spiritual 
mysteries of mankind in this mind-expanding 
adventure from the #1 New York Times- 
bestselling author, told with his trademark 
blend of cutting-edge science, historical 
mystery, and pulse-pounding action. 448 pp. 
(Fiction - Espionage / Thriller)
978-0-06-238178-1 
___043564613 28.99

 
Crucible, Large Print Ed.
978-0-06-238181-1 HLUX
___043435521 paper 28.99

 
The Current
Tim Johnston ALQN
When two women leave their college in 
the dead of winter for a 700-mile drive to 
Minnesota, they find themselves fighting for 
their lives in the icy waters of the Black Root 
River. One girl’s survival, and the other’s 
murder stun the citizens of a small Minnesota 
town, thawing memories of another woman 
who lost her life in the same river, and whose 
killer may yet live among them. 416 pp. 
(Fiction - Espionage / Thriller)
978-1-61620-677-2 
___042100707 27.95
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Daughter of War
A Pike Logan Thriller
Brad Taylor DUTT
Former Special Forces Officer and New York 
Times-bestselling author Taylor delivers a 
heart-pounding thriller featuring Taskforce 
operators Pike Logan and Jennifer Cahill as 
they come face to face with a conspiracy 
where nothing is as it seems. 416 pp. (Fiction 
- Espionage / Thriller)
978-1-10198-484-0 
___044346846 27.00

 
The First Conspiracy
The Secret Plot to Kill George Washington
Brad Meltzer FLAT
and Josh Mensch
Taking place during the most critical period 
of our nation’s birth, The First Conspiracy 
tells a remarkable and previously untold 
piece of American history that not only 
reveals George Washington’s character, but 
also illuminates the origins of America’s 
counterintelligence movement that led to the 
modern-day CIA. 432 pp. (History - Military 
/ War)
978-1-25013-033-4 
___044117542 29.99

 
Fraternity
An Inside Look at a Year of College Boys 
Becoming Men
Alexandra Robbins DUTT
These year-in-the-life stories help explain 
why students are joining fraternities in record 
numbers despite scandalous headlines. 
Fraternity is more than just an engrossing, 
character-driven read that includes a 
stunning twist. It’s a vital book about the 
transition from boyhood to manhood. 384 
pp. (Gender Studies)
978-1-10198-672-1 
___045122594 28.00

 
Freefall
Jessica Barry HR  
A propulsive debut novel with the intensity 
of Luckiest Girl Alive and Before the Fall 
about a young woman determined to survive 
and a mother determined to find her. 368 pp. 
(Fiction - Espionage / Thriller)
978-0-06-287483-2 
___044375818 27.99

 
The Golden Tresses of the Dead
A Flavia de Luce Novel
Alan Bradley DELA
A finger in a wedding cake is only the 
beginning in this deliciously shocking 
mystery featuring Flavia de Luce, “the 
world’s greatest adolescent British chemist/
busybody/sleuth” (The Seattle Times). 352 
pp. (Fiction - Mystery/ Detective)
978-0-345-54002-7 
___044329051 26.00

 
The House Next Door, Library Ed.
James Patterson GCEB
Three pulse-pounding thrillers in one book: 
The House Next Door with Susan DiLallo;  
The Killer’s Wife with Max DiLallo; and We. 
Are. Not. Alone with Tim Arnold. 448 pp. 
(Fiction - Espionage / Thriller)
978-1-53873-080-5 
___044085609 28.00

 
The House Next Door
978-1-53871-389-1 GCEB
___044085606 paper 15.99

 
The House Next Door
978-1-53871-407-2 GCEB
___044085607 paper 17.99

 
Judgment
Joseph Finder DUTT
New York Times-bestselling author Finder 
returns with an explosive new thriller about 
a female judge and the one personal misstep 
that could lead to her—and her family’s—
undoing. 400 pp. (Fiction - Espionage / 
Thriller)
978-1-10198-581-6 
___044328943 28.00

 
King of Scars
Leigh Bardugo IMRN
Nikolai Lantsov has always had a gift for 
the impossible. No one knows what he 
endured in his country’s bloody civil war, 
and he intends to keep it that way. Now, as 
enemies gather at his weakened borders, the 
young king must find a way to refill Ravka’s 
coffers, forge new alliances, and stop a rising 
threat to the once-great Grisha Army. 528 pp. 
(Young Adult Fiction)
978-1-25014-228-3 
___043958966 19.99

 
Liar Liar
James Patterson LB  
and Candice Fox
Detective Harriet Blue is a very good cop—
gone very bad. In the space of a week, she has 
committed theft and fraud, resisted arrest, 
assaulted a police officer, and is considered 
a dangerous fugitive from the law. It’s all 
because of one man who viciously killed 
the only person in the world who matters to 
Harriet—and he plans to kill her next. 400 pp. 
(Fiction - Espionage / Thriller)
978-0-316-41824-9 
___044429051 28.00

 
Liar Liar
978-0-316-41834-8 LB  
___044429052 30.00
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The Mayo Clinic Diabetes Diet, 2nd Ed.
Donald D. Hensrud, M.D. MYFO
This #1 New York Times bestseller adapted 
for people with diabetes is full of tools 
and menus designed to kick-start weight 
loss to control blood sugar from Mayo 
Clinic, a leader in health and nutrition and 
the #1 ranked hospital for Diabetes and 
Endocrinology according to the 2018 U.S. 
News & World Report best hospital rankings. 
352 pp. (Diet / Health / Fitness)
978-1-893005-45-7 
___044785737 27.99

 
The New Iberia Blues
A Dave Robicheaux Novel
James Lee Burke SS  
The shocking death of a young woman leads 
Detective Dave Robicheaux into the dark corners 
of Hollywood, the mafia, and the backwoods 
of Louisiana in this gripping mystery from 
“modern master” (Publishers Weekly) Burke. 
464 pp. (Fiction - Espionage / Thriller)
978-1-50117-687-6 
___044784564 27.99

 
One-Punch Man, Vol. 15
One VIZ 
Yusuke Murata, illustrator
Despite just finishing a martial arts 
tournament and immediately dealing with 
the Monster Association invasion, Saitama is 
still so incredibly strong that he feels empty 
inside. Meanwhile, servants of the Monster 
Association close in on Speed-o’-Sound 
Sonic! 208 pp. (Graphic Novels/Comics)
978-1-974702-23-7 
___045028681 paper 9.99

 
Out of the Dark
An Orphan X Novel
Gregg Hurwitz MNTR
Evan Smoak was raised and trained as part 
of an off-the-books operation designed to 
create deniable intelligence assets—i.e. 
assassins. He broke with the Program, using 
everything he learned to disappear and 
reinvent himself as the Nowhere Man, a man 
who helps the truly desperate when no one 
else can. But now Evan’s past is catching up 
to him. 400 pp. (Fiction - Espionage / Thriller)
978-1-25012-042-7 
___044117922 27.99

 
The Plotters
Un-Su Kim DD  
From the novelist dubbed “the Korean 
Henning Mankell” (The Guardian) comes 
a fantastical crime novel set in an alternate 
Seoul where assassination guilds compete 
for market dominance. Perfect for fans of 
Han Kang and Patrick deWitt. 304 pp. (Fiction 
- Espionage / Thriller)
978-0-385-54438-2 
___044328989 25.95

 
The Point of It All
A Lifetime of Great Loves and Endeavors
Charles Krauthammer DD  
Created and compiled by Krauthammer 
before his death, The Point of It All is 
an intimate collection of the influential 
columnist’s most important works. Spanning 
the personal, political, and philosophical, 
this is the most profound book yet by the 
legendary writer and thinker. 368 pp. (Politics 
- Current Events)
978-1-984825-48-3 
___046543044 28.00

 
The Point of It All, Large Print Ed.
978-1-984891-59-4 RHLP
___046764329 paper 30.00

 
The Rule of Law
A Dismas Hardy Novel
John Lescroart ATR 
In “master of the legal thriller” (Chicago Sun-
Times Lescroart’s electrifying new novel, 
attorney Dismas Hardy is called to defend 
the least likely suspect of his career: his 
longtime, trusted secretary, Phyllis. 336 pp. 
(Fiction - Espionage / Thriller)
978-1-50111-573-8 
___044785222 27.00

 
The Suspect
Fiona Barton BRKP
The New York Times-bestselling author of 
The Widow returns with a new novel of 
twisting psychological suspense about every 
parent’s worst nightmare—their daughters 
go missing in Thailand. As the case of the 
missing girls unfolds, they will all find that 
even this far away, danger can lie closer to 
home than they might think. 416 pp. (Fiction 
- Espionage / Thriller)
978-1-10199-051-3 
___044685139 26.00

 
The Suspect, Large Print Ed.
978-1-984882-92-9 RHLP
___045122354 paper 28.00

 
The Threat
How the FBI Protects America in the Age of 
Terror and Trump
Andrew G. McCabe STMS
Just 26 hours before his scheduled 
retirement from the organization he had 
served with distinction for more than two 
decades, McCabe was fired from his position 
as deputy director of the FBI. Here, he offers 
a dramatic and candid account of his career, 
and an impassioned defense of the FBI’s 
agents, and of the institution’s integrity 
and independence in protecting America 
and upholding ther Constitution. 288 pp. 
(Biography / Autobiography)
978-1-25020-757-9 
___046783679 29.99
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The Truths We Hold
An American Journey
Kamala Harris PGUP
From one of America’s most inspiring 
political leaders, a book about the core truths 
that unite people and the long struggle 
to discern what those truths are and how 
best to act upon them. 336 pp. (Biography / 
Autobiography)
978-0-525-56071-5 
___045295577 30.00

The Truths We Hold, Large Print Ed.
978-1-984886-22-4 RHLP
___045536616 paper 32.00

 
Turning Point
Danielle Steel DELA
In Steel’s powerful new novel, four trauma 
doctors confront exciting new challenges, 
both personally and professionally, when 
given an unusual opportunity. When an 
unspeakable act of mass violence galvanizes 
them into action, their temporary life in Paris 
becomes a stark turning point: a time to face 
harder choices than they have ever made 
before. 288 pp. (Fiction - General)
978-0-399-17935-8 
___044328958 28.99

 
Turning Point, Large Print Ed.
978-1-984827-66-1 RHLP
___044247855 paper 31.00

 
Undo It!
How Simple Lifestyle Changes Can Reverse 
Most Chronic Diseases
Dean Ornish, M.D., BALL
and Anne Ornish
Fight cancer, diabetes, heart disease, 
weight gain, and even the aging process 
itself with one simple, scientifically proven 
plan to reverse disease—as well as prevent 
and reduce symptoms—from the world-
renowned pioneer of lifestyle medicine. 544 
pp. (Diet / Health / Fitness)
978-0-525-47997-0 
___044329128 30.00

 
Untouchable
Jayne Ann Krentz BRKP
A man’s quest to find answers for those who 
are haunted by the past leads him deeper 
into the shadows in this electrifying novel 
from the New York Times-bestselling author 
of Promise Not to Tell. 320 pp. (Fiction - 
Romance)
978-0-399-58529-6 
___044088599 27.00

 
Verses for the Dead
A Pendergast Novel
Douglas Preston GCEB
and Lincoln Child
After an overhaul of leadership at the FBI’s 
New York field office, A.X.L. Pendergast is 
abruptly forced to accept an unthinkable 
condition of continued employment: the 
famously rogue agent must now work with a 
partner. 352 pp. (Fiction - Mystery/ Detective)
978-1-53874-720-9 
___045290273 28.00

 
Verses for the Dead
978-1-53871-548-2 GCEB
___045290265 30.00

 
Watching You
Lisa Jewell ATR 
New York Times- and #1 Sunday Times-
bestselling author and “brilliant storyteller” 
(Shelf Awareness, starred review) Jewell 
weaves another suspenseful page-turner 
about a shocking murder in a picturesque 
and well-to-do English town, perfect for fans 
of Big Little Lies. 336 pp. (Fiction - General)
978-1-50119-007-0 
___043008368 26.00

 
What to Eat When
A Strategic Plan to Improve Your Health and 
Life Through Food
Michael F. Roizen, M.D. NAGE
and Michael Crupain, M.D., M.P.H.,
with Ted Spiker
New York Times-bestselling author Dr. Roizen 
reveals how daily food choices—and the time 
they’re made—can affect health, energy, sex, 
the waistline, attitude, and aging. 352 pp. 
(Diet / Health / Fitness)
978-1-42622-011-1 
___045009034 28.00

 
The Wicked King
Holly Black LB  
As seneschal to High King Cardan, Jude must 
fight to keep control of the Faerie throne 
while her younger brother, Oak, enjoys the 
childhood she never knew. 336 pp. (Young 
Adult Fiction)
978-0-316-31035-2 
___045922750 19.99

 
The Woman Inside
E.G. Scott DUTT
An impossible-to-put-down domestic thriller 
about secrets and revenge, told from the 
perspectives of a husband and wife who are 
the most perfect, and the most dangerous, 
match for each other. What follows is an 
unpredictable and stylish game of cat and 
mouse—a shocking tale of unfaithfulness 
and unreliability that will keep readers 
racing until the final twist. 336 pp. (Fiction - 
Espionage / Thriller)
978-1-52474-452-6 
___045294746 27.00
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You Can’t Go Wrong Doing Right
How a Child of Poverty Rose to the White 
House and Helped Change the World
Robert J. Brown CNVT
An unforgettable account of a quietly 
remarkable life, Brown’s memoir takes 
readers behind the scenes of pivotal 
moments from the 20th century, where the 
lessons he learned at his grandmother’s knee 
helped him shape America today. 240 pp. 
(Self-Help)
978-1-52476-278-0 
___042629064 26.00

ANIMALS / PETS

 
Return of the Grizzly
Sharing the Range with Yellowstone’s Top 
Predator
Cat Urbigkit SYHO
Conflicts arise when humans and grizzlies 
are forced into close quarters. 192 pp.
978-1-51072-747-2 
___038258370 
24.99

ARCHAEOLOGY / ANTHROPOLOGY

 
The Last Whalers
Three Years in the Far Pacific with a 
Courageous Tribe and a Vanishing Way of Life
Doug Bock Clark LB  
Clark details how the fragile dreams of one 
of the world’s dwindling indigenous peoples 
are colliding with the irresistible upheavals of 
our rapidly transforming world, and delivers 
to readers a group of families they will never 
forget. 368 pp.
978-0-316-39062-0 
___041566647 30.00

ARCHITECTURE

 
Architecture and Design at the 
Museum of Modern Art
The Arthur Drexler Years, 1951-
1986
Thomas S. Hines GETT
A comprehensive look at the 
history of the Museum of Modern 
Art’s Architecture and Design 
Department under the leadership 
of the influential curator Arthur 
Drexler. 208 pp.
978-1-60606-581-5
___043568628 5% 50.00

 
Pierre Koenig
A View from the Archive
Neil Jackson GETT
A heavily illustrated and highly 
designed tribute to American 
architect Koenig, who became 
one of the leading figures of the 
Modernist movement. Throughout 
his career, he would champion 
socially responsible design, as 
well as buildings that responded 
deftly and directly to the Southern 
Californian climate. 304 pp.
978-1-60606-577-8
___043568625 5% 55.00

ART & ART INSTRUCTION

 
Bitter with Baggage Seeks Same
Sloane Tanen BLMS
A beautiful new gift edition of Tanen’s 
bestselling work with iconic scenes from 
modern life featuring fluffy yellow chicks. 80 pp.
978-1-63557-373-2 
___045445056 18.00

 
Understanding Illuminated 
Manuscripts
A Guide to Technical Terms
Michelle Brown GETT
revised by Elizabeth Teviotdale
and Nancy K. Turner
A standard reference in the field 
of manuscript studies for more 
than 20 years, now revised 
and updated with full-color 
illustrations throughout. 128 pp.
978-1-60606-578-5
___043568626 paper 19.95

BIOGRAPHY / AUTOBIOGRAPHY

 
All the Lives We Ever Lived
Seeking Solace in Virginia Woolf
Katharine Smyth CRNP
Smyth’s story moves between the New 
England of her childhood and Woolf’s 
Cornish shores and Bloomsbury squares, 
exploring universal questions about family, 
loss, and homecoming. 304 pp.
978-1-52476-062-5 
___044329407 26.00
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All the Wild Hungers
A Season of Cooking and Cancer
Karen Babine MLKW
Generous and bittersweet, All the Wild 
Hungers is an affecting chronicle of one 
family’s experience of illness and of a 
writer’s culinary attempt to make sense of 
the inexplicable. 184 pp.
978-1-57131-372-0 
___041446743 
paper 16.00

 
The Banished Immortal
A Life of Li Bai (Li Po)
Ha Jin PANT
From the National Book Award-winning 
author of Waiting comes a narratively driven, 
deeply human biography of the 8th century 
poet, Li Bai—also known as Li Po—one of 
the most beloved poets ever to emerge from 
China. Chinese versions of his poetry are 
included. 320 pp.
978-1-52474-741-1 
___044329431 28.00

 
Black Is the Body
Stories from My Grandmother’s Time, My 
Mother’s Time, and Mine
Emily Bernard KNPF
An extraordinary, exquisitely written memoir 
that looks at race in 12 connected, deeply 
personal essays that explore the complexities 
and paradoxes, the haunting memories and 
ambushing realities of growing up black 
in the South, of getting a PhD from Yale, of 
marrying a white man from the North, of 
adopting two babies from Ethiopia, and 
living in New England.  240 pp.
978-0-451-49302-6 
___044328975 25.95

 
Breaking and Entering
The Extraordinary Story of a Hacker Called 
“Alien”
Jeremy N. Smith MRNB
This taut, true thriller takes a deep dive into 
a dark world that touches everyone, as seen 
through the brilliant, breakneck career of an 
extraordinary hacker—a woman known only 
as Alien. 304 pp.
978-0-544-90321-0 
___042197058 28.00

 
Che
A Revolutionary Icon
Luis Enrique Martinez CHWL
The story of the man behind the famous 
photograph—a richly illustrated biography 
of the Marxist revolutionary, guerrilla leader, 
military theorist, and pop icon. While Che 
Guevara documented his life meticulously, 
this book encapsulates him in one carefully 
crafted volume. 192 pp.
978-0-7858-3632-2 
___044329174 17.99

 
Code Name: Lise
The True Story of the Woman Who Became 
WWII’s Most Highly Decorated Spy
Larry Loftis GLLY
The extraordinary true story of Odette 
Sansom, the British spy who operated in 
occupied France and fell in love with her 
commanding officer during World War II—
perfect for fans of Unbroken, The Boys in the 
Boat, and Code Girls. 320 pp.
978-1-50119-865-6 
___044784843 27.00

 
Deep Creek
Finding Hope in the High Country
Pam Houston NORT
In essays as lucid and invigorating as 
mountain air, Deep Creek delivers Houston’s 
most profound meditations yet on how “to 
live simultaneously inside the wonder and 
the grief…to love the damaged world and do 
what I can to help it thrive.” 288 pp.
978-0-393-24102-0 
___044508628 25.95

 
Deep Water Dream
A Medical Voyage of Discovery in Rural 
Northern Ontario
Gretchen Roedde DUND
In underserved areas of Canada, the 
communities themselves can be one of the 
strongest parts of the health care team. Dr. 
Roedde, a physician who has been working 
in northern Ontario since the late 1970s, 
shows how local communities play a major 
role in responding to illness, birth, and death, 
making each more meaningful and bearable. 
184 pp.
978-1-45974-329-8 
___043015984 
paper 21.99

 
Diderot and the Art of Thinking Freely
Andrew S. Curran OTHR
A spirited biography of the prophetic and 
sympathetic philosopher who, along with 
Voltaire and Rousseau, helped build the 
foundations of the modern world. 528 pp.
978-1-59051-670-6 
___044329498 28.95

 
The Elephant in the Room
One Fat Man’s Quest to Get Smaller in a 
Growing America
Tommy Tomlinson SS  
In the tradition of Roxane Gay’s Hunger 
comes a searing, honest, and candid 
exploration of what it’s like to live as a fat 
man, from acclaimed journalist Tomlinson, 
who decided he had to change his life as 
he neared the age of 50 weighing in at 460 
pounds. 256 pp.
978-1-50111-161-7 
___044785529 27.00
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Giving
Purpose Is the New Currency
Alexandre Mars HRSF
Dubbed “the little French Bill Gates” in his 
native country, Mars quit the startups that 
made him rich, transforming himself from 
entrepreneur to philanthropist. Determined 
to become a responsible and effective giver, 
Mars traveled around the world, asking 
two very simple questions. “Do you give to 
charity?” and “Do you give enough?” 112 pp.
978-0-06-291240-4 
___046124122 21.99

 
Help Me!
One Woman’s Quest to Find Out if Self-Help 
Really Can Change Your Life
Marianne Power GOVR
Already an international phenomenon sold 
to 23 publishers around the world, Power’s 
Help Me! is the hilarious, thought-provoking, 
and unfailingly honest account of one 
woman’s year-long, often madcap, quest to 
find out if self-help books really can change a 
person’s life. 384 pp.
978-0-8021-2906-2 
___044886161 
26.00

 
Hero Dogs
How a Pack of Rescues, Rejects, and Strays 
Became America’s Greatest Disaster-Search 
Partners
Wilma Melville STMS
with Paul Lobo
The incredible memoir of how Melville 
turned a band of shelter dogs into one 
of America’s foremost disaster-response 
assets in catastrophes from 9/11 to Katrina. 
This work recounts struggles and triumphs 
as the dogs and their handlers face off with 
hurricanes, bombings, and other staggering 
disasters. 336 pp.
978-1-25017-991-3 
___044117903 28.99

 
Hollywood’s Eve
Eve Babitz and the Secret History of L.A.
Lili Anolik SCRB
From one of Vanity Fair’s rising stars comes 
a brilliant, star-studded portrait of the 
glamorous and brazen Hollywood artist, 
muse, and writer Eve Babitz—a provocative 
work that is equal parts biography and 
detective story. 288 pp.
978-1-50112-579-9 
___043009138 26.00

 
In My Mind’s Eye
A Thought Diary
Jan Morris LIVR
Riffing on cats and Brexit, the Royals and 
the annoyances of aging, the nonagenarian 
Morris delights with her wickedly hilarious 
first-ever diary collection. 208 pp.
978-1-63149-536-6 
___044506781 24.95

 
An Indefinite Sentence
A Personal History of Outlawed Love and 
Sex
Siddharth Dube ATR 
From his time as a child in 1960s India, the 
author knew that he was different. Reckoning 
with his femininity and sexuality—and his 
intellect—would send him on a lifelong 
journey of discovery: from Harvard 
classrooms to unsafe cruising sites; from 
ivory-tower think-tanks to shantytowns; 
from halls of power at the UN and World 
Bank to jail cells where sexual outcasts are 
brutalized. 384 pp.
978-1-50115-847-6 
___039325560 28.00

 
Inheritance
A Memoir of Genealogy, Paternity, and Love
Dani Shapiro KNPF
The acclaimed author of Hourglass now 
shares a new memoir about identity, 
paternity, and family secrets—a real-time 
exploration of the staggering discovery she 
recently made about her father, and her 
struggle to piece together the hidden story 
of her own life. 272 pp.
978-1-52473-271-4 
___044546402 24.95

 
Jefferson’s Daughters
Three Sisters, White and Black, in a Young 
America
Catherine Kerrison BALL
The remarkable untold story of Thomas 
Jefferson’s three daughters—two white 
and free, one black and enslaved—and 
the divergent paths they forged in a newly 
independent America. 448 pp.
978-1-10188-626-7 
___044546265 paper 18.00

 
Joy Enough
A Memoir
Sarah McColl LIVR
From a bracing new voice comes this life-
affirming memoir of a daughter making and 
remaking her life in her mother’s image. 160 
pp.
978-1-63149-470-3 
___044508107 21.95

 
Maid
Hard Work, Low Pay, and a Mother’s Will to 
Survive
Stephanie Land HHTT
Evicted meets Nickel and Dimed in Land’s 
memoir about working as a maid—a beautiful 
and gritty exploration of poverty in America. 
Includes a Foreword by Ehrenreich. 288 pp.
978-0-316-50511-6 
___044429035 27.00
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The Me, Without
A Year Exploring Habit, Healing, and 
Happiness
Jacqueline Raposo IXIA
An account of the author’s quest for self-
improvement details the ways in which her life 
changes when she abstains from engaging in 
habits like social media, shopping, sugar, and 
negative thoughts. 256 pp.
978-0-486-82688-2 
___043208240 26.95

 
The Monk of Mokha
Dave Eggers VINT
The bestselling author of The Circle tells 
the true story of Mokhtar Alkhanshali, a 
young Yemeni-American man raised in San 
Francisco who dreams of resurrecting the 
ancient art of Yemeni coffee but finds himself 
trapped in Sana’a by civil war. 352 pp.
978-1-10197-144-4 
___045536464 paper 16.95

 
Prisoner
My 544 Days in an Iranian Prison—Solitary 
Confinement, a Sham Trial, High-Stakes 
Diplomacy, and the Extraordinary Efforts It 
Took to Get Me Out
Jason Rezaian HR  
The dramatic memoir of the journalist who 
was held hostage in a high-security prison in 
Tehran for 18 months and whose release—
which almost didn’t happen—became a part 
of the Iran nuclear deal. 320 pp.
978-0-06-269157-6 
___044236782 29.99

 
Queen of the World
Elizabeth II: Sovereign and Stateswoman
Robert Hardman PSUK
Written by renowned royal biographer 
Hardman and with privileged access to the 
Royal Family and the Royal Household, this 
is a brilliant new portrait of the most famous 
woman in the world and her place in it. 368 
pp.
978-1-64313-002-6 
___044914321 35.00

 
Queen Victoria: Twenty-Four Days That 
Changed Her Life
Lucy Worsley STMS
Perhaps one of the best known of the English 
monarchs, Queen Victoria forever shaped 
a chapter of English history, bequeathing 
her name to the Victorian age. Worsley 
introduces this iconic woman in a new light, 
considering Victoria as a woman leading 
a truly extraordinary life in a unique time 
period. 432 pp.
978-1-25020-142-3 
___044117222 32.50

 
A Serial Killer’s Daughter
My Story of Faith, Love, and Overcoming
Kerri Rawson NELN
What is it like to learn that one’s ordinary, 
loving father is a serial killer? Rawson, 
the daughter of the notorious serial killer 
known as BTK (Bind, Torture, Kill), tells the 
nightmarish story of that discovery and of 
her long journey of faith and healing. 336 pp.
978-1-40020-175-4 
___043413824 22.99

 
Telling Tales
The Fabulous Lives of Anita Leslie
Penny Perrick BLMS
Anita Leslie (1914-85), best known for the 
popular biographies of her extraordinary 
relatives, including Jennie Churchill 
(Winston’s mother) and sculptor Clare 
Sheridan, was also a most unlikely war 
heroine. This revealing biography describes 
the complex character behind the sunny 
façade she was at pains to project. 288 pp.
978-1-44821-721-2 
___044248545 paper 16.00

 
Trailblazer
A Pioneering Journalist’s Fight to Make the 
Media Look More Like America
Dorothy Butler Gilliam CEE 
Butler Gilliam, whose 50-year-career as a 
journalist put her in the forefront of the fight 
for social justice, offers a comprehensive 
view of racial relations and the media in the 
U.S. This timely memoir, which reflects the 
tradition of boot-strapping African-American 
storytelling from the South, is a smart, 
contemporary consideration of the media. 
368 pp.
978-1-54608-344-3 
___044423843 27.00

 
Transformed
A Navy SEAL’s Unlikely Journey from the 
Throne of Africa, to the Streets of the Bronx, 
to Defying All Odds
Remi Adeleke NELN
An inspiring story of following God’s voice, 
overcoming the odds, and ultimately 
experiencing true personal transformation. 
280 pp.
978-0-7852-1976-7 
___043413774 24.99

 
The Unwinding of the Miracle
A Memoir of Life, Death, and Everything That 
Comes After
Julie Yip-Williams RH  
As a young mother facing a terminal 
diagnosis, the author began to write her 
story, a story like no other. What began as 
the chronicle of an imminent and early death 
became something much more—a powerful 
exhortation to the living. 320 pp.
978-0-525-51135-9 
___043415682 27.00
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A Walking Disaster
What Surviving Katrina and Cancer Taught 
Me about Faith and Resilience
Jamie Aten, Ph.D. TEMF
Dr. Aten, a leading researcher in the 
psychology of disaster recovery, shares the 
profound lessons and counterintuitive truths 
he learned after Hurricane Katrina struck his 
community and he received a devastating 
cancer diagnosis. 256 pp.
978-1-59947-544-8 
___044775117 24.95

 
Why We Fight
One Man’s Search for Meaning Inside the 
Ring
Josh Rosenblatt ECCO
Sharing an insightful and moving rumination 
on the nature of fighting, the author weaves 
together cultural history, criticism, biology, 
and anthropology to understand what 
happens to the human body and mind when 
under attack, and to explore why he, a self-
described “cowardly boy from the suburbs,” 
discovered so much meaning in putting his 
body, and others’, at risk. 224 pp.
978-0-06-256998-1 
___044117444 26.99

 
The World According to Fannie Davis
My Mother’s Life in the Detroit Numbers
Bridgett M. Davis LB  
Set against the dramatic backdrop of 1960s 
and ‘70s Detroit, novelist Davis’ stirring 
memoir tells how her ingenious mother used 
Detroit’s illegal lottery to support her family 
She describes how Fannie and her husband 
traveled from Nashville to Detroit as part 
of the last wave of The Great Migration,and 
how she “made a way out of no way” for her 
family. 320 pp.
978-0-316-55873-0 
___044429059 28.00

BUSINESS / ECONOMICS / FINANCE

 
Be Fearless
5 Principles for a Life of Breakthroughs and 
Purpose
Jean Case SS  
Philanthropist, investor, and technology 
pioneer Case brings to life the five Be 
Fearless principles common to the people 
and organizations that change the world. 
This work is a call to action for those seeking 
to live extraordinary lives and bring about 
transformational change. 288 pp.
978-1-50119-634-8 
___044785391 25.00

 
Developing the Leader Within You 2.0
John C. Maxwell NELN
In this thoroughly revised and updated 25th 
anniversary edition of his now-classic work, 
Maxwell reveals how to develop the vision, 
value, influence, and motivation required of 
successful leaders. 224 pp.
978-0-7180-7408-1 
___043939143 paper 17.99

 
Disrupt-It-Yourself
Eight Ways to Hack a Better Business—-
Before the Competition Does
Simone Bhan Ahuja NELN
Foreword by James M. Loree
Bestselling author and renowned innovation 
expert Ahuja reveals the secret to winning in 
a “disrupt or be disrupted” market: innovate 
from within. 256 pp.
978-1-59554-049-2 
___043413683 24.99

 
Fearless Success
Beyond High Performance
John Foley GENI
Author and former Blue Angel pilot Foley 
discusses the secrets that elite performers 
know and practice on a daily basis. He will 
change readers’ outlook on life and free 
them to break through barriers so they can 
achieve the success they seek. 200 pp.
978-0-692-12989-0 
___045825451 21.95

 
Merchants of Truth
The Business of Facts and the Future of 
News
Jill Abramson SS  
Merchants of Truth is the groundbreaking and 
gripping story of the precarious state of the 
news business told by one of the country’s 
most eminent journalists. She raises crucial 
questions about the crisis in trust that 
threatens the free press. 544 pp.
978-1-50112-320-7 
___041024175 30.00

 
Millionaire Success Habits
The Gateway to Wealth & Prosperity
Dean Graziosi HHSU
A legendary business coach and entrepreneur 
takes readers from where they are in life to 
where they want to be, using simple tools to 
reshape daily routines and open new doors 
to prosperity—whether the reader is a fellow 
entrepreneur, an employee or executive, or 
a new grad.
978-1-40195-687-5 
___044328837 26.99

 
Naked Economics, 3rd Ed. 
Undressing the Dismal Science
Charles Wheelan NORT
Foreword by Burton G. Malkiel
Demystifying buzzwords, laying bare the 
truths behind oft-quoted numbers, and 
answering the questions people were 
always too embarrassed to ask, the breezy 
Naked Economics offers the tools to engage 
with pleasure and confidence in the deeply 
relevant, not so dismal science. 384 pp.
978-0-393-35649-6 
___044507163 paper 16.95
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No Hard Feelings
Emotions at Work (and How They Help Us 
Succeed)
Liz Fosslien PTFL
and Mollie West Duffy
Looking at how emotions affect professional 
lives and how to navigate emotions at work, 
the authors take readers on a romp through 
behavioral economics, psychology, and 
organizational design. 304 pp.
978-0-525-53383-2 
___044329221 27.00

 
Opportunity
Eben Pagan HHSU
After interviewing hundreds of successful 
entrepreneurs, self-made millionaires, and 
billionaires, the author found that successful 
people have something in common: they are 
better at finding and creating opportunity, 
and they’re better at choosing which 
opportunities to bet on. This book shows 
how they do it. 288 pp.
978-1-40195-709-4 
___046688422 26.99

 
Optimizing Digital Strategy
How to Make Informed, Tactical Decisions 
That Deliver Growth
Christopher Bones et al. KOGN
Readers can explore and understand the 
choices facing leaders in the fast-changing 
world of technology-enabled business and 
discover how to resource the investments 
that are guaranteed to deliver growth. 288 pp.
978-0-7494-8781-2 
___046345711 
15% 29.95

 
The Prosperity Paradox
How Innovation Can Lift Nations Out of 
Poverty
Clayton M. Christensen et al. HUSI
Global poverty is one of the world’s most 
vexing problems. This text reveals a paradox 
at the heart of the approach to solving 
poverty and suggests that the right kind of 
innovation not only builds companies, but 
also builds countries. 352 pp.
978-0-06-285182-6 
___044192097 29.99

CAREERS / JOB OPPORTUNITIES

 
Let Them See You
The Guide for Leveraging Your Diversity at 
Work
Porter Braswell LORJ
Braswell outlines all the lessons he has learned 
from advising people of color on the front 
lines of the fast-changing workplace, such as 
how to scale not-so-invisible obstacles, create 
perceived value, get recognized, be true to 
yourself, build a personal brand, harness 
fear of failure, and embrace uncomfortable 
conversations. 224 pp.
978-0-399-58140-3 
___044329131 19.99

COMPUTER BOOKS - DIGITAL MEDIA

 
My iPad® for Seniors, 6th Ed. 
Michael Miller QUE 
A comprehensive guide to using 
all of Apple’s iPad models. It 
includes everything from basic 
setup information to finding 
and installing new apps to using 
the iPad for communication, 
entertainment, and productivity. 
704 pp.
978-0-7897-6032-6
___045673157 paper 26.99

 
My iPad®, 10th Ed. 
Gary Rosenzweig QUE 
A full-color, fully illustrated 
resource to using an iPad. Each 
task is clearly titled and has 
corresponding visuals that are 
numbered to match the step they 
are referring to. Step-by-step 
instructions with callouts to iPad 
photos show readers exactly what 
to do to get the most out of their 
iPad. 544 pp.
978-0-7897-6044-9
___045673156 paper 26.99

 
My iPhone® for Seniors, 5th Ed. 
Brad Miser QUE 
A visually rich, task-based guide 
to helps seniors in particular 
navigate the settings and features 
of their iPhone in a way that is clear 
and easy to follow. The organized, 
task-based format allows readers 
to quickly find exactly the task 
they want to accomplish, and 
then shows them how to achieve 
it with minimal text and plenty of 
visual cues. 744 pp.
978-0-7897-6030-2
___045673158 paper 29.99
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My iPhone®, 12th Ed. 
Brad Miser QUE 
This comprehensive, trusted guide 
includes step-by-step instructions 
with callouts to iPhone images 
that show users exactly what to 
do, advice when they run into 
problems or limitations, and tips 
and notes to get the most from 
the iPhone. 704 pp.
978-0-7897-6039-5
___044194102 paper 29.99

COMPUTER BOOKS - LANGUAGES / PROGRAMMING

 
Refactoring, 2nd Ed. 
Improving the Design of Existing 
Code
Martin Fowler AW
Kent Beck, contributor
For more than 20 years, 
experienced programmers 
worldwide have relied on Fowler’s 
guide to improve the design of 
existing code and to enhance 
software maintainability, as well 
as to make existing code easier to 
understand. This eagerly awaited 
new edition has been fully 
updated to reflect crucial changes 
in the programming landscape. 
448 pp.
978-0-13-475759-9
___039075483 25% 59.99

CONSUMER FINANCE

 
Bad with Money
The Imperfect Art of Getting Your Financial 
Sh*t Together
Gaby Dunn ATR 
The beloved writer-comedian expands on 
her popular podcast with an engaging and 
empowering financial literacy book for 
Millennials and Gen Z. She argues that the 
inability to speak honestly about money is 
the #1 barrier to understanding it, leading 
people to feel alone, ashamed, and anxious, 
which in turns makes them feel even more 
overwhelmed by it. 304 pp.
978-1-50117-633-3 
___043009137 paper 16.00

 
Millennial Money Makeover
Escape Debt, Save for Your Future, and Live 
the Rich Life Now
Conor Richardson CRRP
A Certified Public Accountant offers a helpful 
and elegantly designed program to tackle 
essential money matters. He presents a six-
step journey to transform people’s financial 
lives and set them up for lifelong success. 
Built for readers in their 20s and 30s, this book 
gives Millennials a proven playbook. 240 pp.
978-1-63265-145-7 
___043157534 paper 15.95

 
Playing with Fire 
Financial Independence: Retire Early
Scott Rieckens NWLB
Foreword by Mr. Money Mustache
This edition shares one family’s journey 
into the FIRE (Financial Independence Retire 
Early) subculture as they radically change 
their spending and lifestyle to reach financial 
independence. 300 pp.
978-1-60868-580-6 
___042224550 
paper 16.95

 
A Random Walk Down Wall Street, 12nd Ed. 
The Time-Tested Strategy for Successful 
Investing
Burton G. Malkiel NORT
The best investment guide money can buy, 
with more than 1.5 million copies sold, now 
fully revised and updated. 448 pp.
978-1-32400-218-5 
___044508575 29.95

 
Your Score
An Insider’s Secrets to Understanding, 
Controlling, and Protecting Your Credit Score
Anthony Davenport MRNB
with Matthew Rudy
An insider’s look at what every consumer 
needs to know about their credit score—and 
most importantly, how to fix it. 224 pp.
978-1-32850-799-0 
___042197045 paper 15.99

CONSUMER HEALTH

 
The Alkaline Reset Cleanse
The 7-Day Reboot for Unlimited Energy, 
Rapid Weight Loss, and the Prevention of 
Degenerative Disease
Ross Bridgeford HHSU
A powerful seven-day, whole-food cleanse 
to completely reset and reboot one’s body, 
this program targets the Five Master 
Systems (endocrine, digestive, immune, 
detoxification, and pH balancing).
978-1-40195-548-9 
___044329266 25.99
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Beyond the Pill
A 30-Day Program to Balance Your 
Hormones, Reclaim Your Body, and Reverse 
the Dangerous Side Effects of the Birth 
Control Pill
Dr. Jolene Brighten HRSF
Out of the 100 million women—almost 11 
million in the U.S. alone—who are on the pill, 
roughly 60 percent take it for non-contraceptive 
reasons like painful periods, endometriosis, 
PCOS, and acne. Specializing in treating 
women’s hormone imbalances caused by 
the pill, the author shares her proven 30-day 
program designed to reverse the myriad of 
symptoms women experience  whether they 
choose to stay on the pill or not. 384 pp.
978-0-06-284705-8 
___044248120 27.99

 
Do What Feels Good
Recipes, Remedies, and Routines to Treat 
Your Body Right
Hannah Bronfman HRWV
From Instagram influencer and lifestyle and 
fashion it-girl Bronfman comes a guide to 
finding a health and wellness routine that 
doesn’t punish or deprive, but works—and 
feels good—including over 70 recipes. 336 pp.
978-0-06-279095-8 
___043720258 29.99

 
Sicker, Fatter, Poorer
The Urgent Threat of Hormone-Disrupting 
Chemicals to Our Health and Future . . . and 
What We Can Do about It
Leonardo Trasande, M.D., M.P.P. HM  
A leading voice in public health policy and 
top environmental medicine scientist reveals 
the alarming truth about how hormone-
disrupting chemicals are affecting people’s 
daily lives—and how to fight back. 240 pp.
978-1-32855-349-2 
___042197098 22.00

COOKING / WINE

 
3-Day Detox
Safely Reset Your Diet with Simple, Delicious 
Food
The Editors of Cooking Light OXMO
The editors of Cooking Light help readers 
tune up their diet with real, unprocessed, 
nutrient-dense foods. Streamlined for their 
busy lives, these recipes are delicious, easy 
to prepare, affordable, and can be prepared 
in 20 minutes or less. 288 pp.
978-0-8487-5743-4 
___044182072 paper 24.99

 
5 Ingredients
Quick & Easy Food
Jamie Oliver FLAT
With easy, quick, and cheap recipes that taste 
delicious, bestselling author Oliver shows 
how accessible healthy food can be at home 
and will revolutionize the way readers cook. 
320 pp.
978-1-25030-388-2 
___045318082 35.00

 
Air Fryer Perfection
From Crispy Fries and Juicy Steaks to Perfect 
Vegetables, What to Cook & How to Get the 
Best Results
America’s Test Kitchen, editor ATST
Get the best possible results from an air fryer 
and discover the best ways to use it (not 
just frying!) with 75 fast, convenient, great-
tasting recipes. 192 pp.
978-1-945256-75-2 
___044819310 paper 24.99

 
Amazing Mexican Favorites with Your Instant 
Pot®
80 Tacos, Burritos, Fajitas and Other Flavor-
Packed Recipes
Emily Sunwell-Vidaurri PGST
and Rudy Vidaurri
Cookbook author Sunwell-Vidaurri and her 
chef husband share 80 family recipes for 
making the most popular Mexican dishes 
the quick and easy way. Each dish has rich 
and vibrant flavors streamlined for today’s 
health-conscious home cook. 192 pp.
978-1-62414-709-8 
___044248825 paper 17.99

 
Cook It in Your Dutch Oven
150 Foolproof Recipes Tailor-Made for Your 
Kitchen’s Most Versatile Pot
America’s Test Kitchen, editor ATST
A Dutch oven is the most versatile pot in a 
kitchen: a soup pot, a deep fryer, a braiser, 
a roaster, an enclosed bread oven, and the 
perfect vessel for one-dish meals. America’s 
Test Kitchen helps cooks make the most of 
theis with an abundance of creative and 
approachable recipes tailored to these all-in-
one pots. 328 pp.
978-1-945256-56-1 
___043570440 paper 29.99

 
The Essential Instant Pot® Keto Cookbook
210 Delicious Ketogenic Recipes to Fuel You 
Every Day
Casey Thaler GCEB
Transform one’s life, kitchen, and waistline 
with delicious comfort food favorites—fully 
endorsed by Instant Pot. Thaler offers a 
definitive look at how to easily live a keto 
lifestyle and explains how and why the keto 
diet is so successful for sustained wellness. He 
serves up 210 wholesome recipes that contain 
no processed foods, are free from sugars, and 
omit inflammatory grains.  320 pp.
978-1-53873-256-4 
___046076645 paper 22.99

 
Fix-It and Forget-It® Healthy 5-Ingredient 
Cookbook
150 Easy and Nutritious Slow Cooker Recipes
Hope Comerford GDBK
Comerford presents easy, tasty, healthy slow 
cooker recipes that will appeal to the whole 
family. 352 pp.
978-1-68099-412-4 
___042613206 
paper 19.99
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Fix-It and Forget-It® Slow Cooker Freezer 
Meals
150 Make-Ahead Meals to Save You Time and 
Money
Hope Comerford GDBK
The author presents a collection of make-
ahead recipes home cooks can freeze and 
then pop in a slow cooker for the easiest 
dinners ever. 352 pp.
978-1-68099-390-5 
___042241214 
paper 19.99

 
The Home Cook’s Guide to Journaling
Organize Meal Plans, Grocery Shopping, and 
Food Budgets with One Notebook
Paige Rhodes LARK
Transform eating and cooking habits with 
journaling! Using the ideas and fill-in pages in 
this guide, anyone can streamline shopping 
lists, stock a pantry, plan meals, and track the 
grocery budget. Includes recipes for more 
than 50 dishes range from 10-minute fish 
tacos to a chicken tagine to freeze for later, 
and tips for batch cooking and repurposing 
leftover ingredients. 160 pp.
978-1-45471-081-3 
___044598283 paper 16.95

 
Instant Pot® Fast & Easy
100 Simple and Delicious Recipes for Your 
Instant Pot
Urvashi Pitre HM  
From the bestselling author of Indian Instant 
Pot® Cookbook comes a new collection of 
recipes. The focus is on whole foods instead 
of artificial convenience ingredients, so the 
recipes are delicious, easy, and healthful too. 
240 pp.
978-1-32857-786-3 
___043957984 paper 21.99

 
Keto Basics
Your Guide to the Essentials of the Keto 
Diet—And How It Can Work for You!
Adams Media ADMP
Lately, more and more people have been 
turning to the keto diet for its high-fat, low 
carb approach to health and weight-loss. This 
volume offers simple, easy to understand 
explanations and 100 tips, tricks, and advice 
on how to adapt the keto diet to fit individual 
needs. 224 pp.
978-1-50721-009-3 
___045927810 paper 14.99

 
Keto Cooking with Your Instant Pot®
Recipes for Fast and Flavorful Ketogenic 
Meals
Dr. Karen S. Lee PGST
This versatile collection of recipes from the 
author of Paleo Cooking with Your Air Fryer 
helps people enjoy all the benefits of the 
Keto diet, without time-consuming meal 
prep and planning. 192 pp.
978-1-62414-697-8 
___044248346 paper 21.99

 
Mixology: Happy Hour Astrology Guide
The Enthusiast LFEL
A drink for every sign! Reads can spin the 
wheel on the cover and find the perfect drink 
to match their zodiac sign. 48 pp.
978-1-51491-194-5 
___044230598 
12.95

 
Modern Kitchen, Old-Fashioned Flavors
Gooseberry Patch GOSB
Learn how to get good old-fashioned flavor 
from a slow cooker, Instant Pot®, microwave 
and more using new kitchen-shortcuts. 224 
pp.
978-1-62093-309-1 
___043913949 17.95

 
Paleo Power Bowls
100 Easy, Nutrient-Dense, Anti-Inflammatory 
Meals
Julia Mueller SYHO
A tremendous holistic resource, Paleo Power 
Bowls features vegan, vegetarian, one-pot, 
slow cooker, and 30-minute meals that can 
be assembled any night of the week.  240 pp.
978-1-51073-578-1 
___041658673 
24.99

 
Sourdough
Wholesome Recipes, Organic Grains
Casper Andre Lugg COLN
and Martin Ivar Hveem Fjeld
Master the art of sourdough from creating a 
starter to baking and serving delicious loaves 
in this full-color, step-by-step, illustrated 
guide that demystifies this traditional bread 
that has been enjoyed around the world for 
generations. 160 pp.
978-0-06-286415-4 
___044192099 29.99

CRAFTS / HOBBIES

 
Summer Knits
30 Patterns for Warm-Weather Clothes and 
Accessories
Jody Long FOXP
Author and pattern designer Long shows how 
to handcraft summer with 30 lightweight, 
colorful patterns. Go beyond sweaters with 
breezy clothing and sunny accessories. 160 
pp.
978-1-56523-954-8 
___043235463 paper 19.99
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DIET / HEALTH / FITNESS

 
The Dr. Sears T5 Wellness Plan
Transform Your Mind and Body, Five Changes 
in Five Weeks
William Sears, M.D. BEBE
and Erin Sears Basile
Written by a father-daughter team who went 
through their own mental and physical 
transformations, this book is five-step, five-
week mind and body makeover. 410 pp.
978-1-946885-77-7 
___042897459 
paper 16.95

 
The Greenprint
Change Your Diet, Change Your Health, 
Change the Planet
Marco Borges POTR
Introduction by Jay-Z and Beyoncé
New York Times-bestselling author and CEO 
of 22 Days Nutrition, Borges introduces 
one of the most inclusive, practical, and 
revolutionary plant-based lifestyle plans. By 
following its 22 proven effective guidelines, 
readers will shift their mindsets, improve 
health, lose weight, and impact the planet 
for the better. 320 pp.
978-1-984823-10-6 
___046543039 27.99

 
The Hormone Zone
Lose Weight, Restore Energy, Feel 25 Again!
Don Colbert, M.D. SIOM
This book helps readers enjoy a happy, 
vigorous life by learning to balance their 
hormones, which will reduce memory 
loss, minimize menopause symptoms, and 
ultimately improve overall health. 256 pp.
978-1-62999-573-1 
___044994819 21.99

 
Plant Paradox Quick and Easy
The 30-Day Plan to Lose Weight, Feel Great, 
and Live Lectin-Free
Steven R. Gundry, M.D. HRWV
From bestselling author Dr. Gundry comes 
a quick and easy guide to a program that 
gives readers the tools to enjoy the benefits 
of lectin-free eating in just 30 days. 256 pp.
978-0-06-291199-5 
___046781702 paper 18.99

 
Quick and Healthy Keto Zone Cookbook
The Holistic Lifestyle for Losing Weight, 
Increasing Energy, and Feeling Great
Don Colbert, MD WRHY
New York Times bestselling author Colbert 
offers recipes for getting into and staying 
in the Keto Zone in order to lose weight, 
increase energy, and feel great. 224 pp.
978-1-68397-301-0 
___044823421 24.99

 
The Setpoint Diet
The 21-Day Program to Permanently Change 
What Your Body wants to Weigh
Jonathan Bailor HHTT
From the New York Times bestselling author 
of The Calorie Myth comes a breakthrough 
eating plan proven to help anyone lose 
weight naturally and maintain it for the rest 
of his or her life. 352 pp.
978-0-316-48383-4 
___044429034 27.00

 
Target 100
The World’s Simplest Weight-Loss Program 
in 6 Easy Steps
Liz Josefsberg BEBE
Foreword by Jennifer Hudson
Today, it feels like there are a million different 
apps, tools, workouts, and eating plans 
designed to help people lose weight. Here a 
celebrity weight-loss coach streamlines the 
weight-loss process into six easy-to-follow 
guidelines and shows how to adjust them to 
fit anyone’s lifestyle. 280 pp.
978-1-946885-50-0 
___042781504 
paper 16.95

 
The Truth about Fat
Anthony Warner ONWL
Warner scrutinizes the explanations of 
experts in every field, speaking to those who 
dedicate their lives to helping obese people 
and to others who live with their own larger 
bodies every day. He rails against quack 
theories preying on the desperate and offers 
the unvarnished truth about one of the great 
preoccupations of the modern age. 320 pp.
978-1-78607-513-0 
___043955433 
26.99

 
The Whole30’s Food Freedom Forever
Letting Go of Bad Habits, Guilt, and Anxiety 
Around Food
Melissa Hartwig HM  
In this New York Times-bestselling book, 
Hartwig defines “food freedom” as being 
in control of the food people eat, instead of 
food controlling them. The Whole30 helps 
everyone jump-start the process, but as 
anyone who’s dieted knows, holding on to 
that freedom and creating healthy habits that 
last is the hard part.  272 pp.
978-0-358-09742-6 
___046149636 paper 19.99
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EDUCATION / TEACHING

 
None of the Above
The Untold Story of the Atlanta Public 
Schools Cheating Scandal, Corporate Greed, 
and the Criminalization of Educators
Shani Robinson BEAC
and Anna Simonton
An insider’s account of the infamous Atlanta 
Public Schools cheating scandal of 2013, 
which scapegoated black employees for 
problems caused by an education reform 
movement that is increasingly a proxy for 
corporate greed. 256 pp.
978-0-8070-2220-7 
___044329460 28.95

 
The Orchid and the Dandelion
Why Some Children Struggle and How All 
Can Thrive
W. Thomas Boyce, M.D. KNPF
A developmental pediatrician reveals how 
genetic make-up and environment shape 
behavior and explains how to understand 
troubled children for their unique 
sensibilities, their considerable challenges, 
and their remarkable gifts. 304 pp.
978-1-10194-656-5 
___042100822 27.95

ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES

 
A Bright Future
How Some Countries Have Solved Climate 
Change and the Rest Can Follow
Joshua S. Goldstein PUBA
and Staffan A. Qvist
Foreword by Steven Pinker
The first book to offer a proven, fast, 
inexpensive, practical way to cut greenhouse 
gas emissions and prevent catastrophic 
climate change. 288 pp.
978-1-54172-410-5 
___044329293 26.00

 
The End of Ice
Bearing Witness and Finding Meaning in the 
Path of Climate Disruption
Dahr Jamail NPRS
The author who Jeremy Scahill calls the 
“quintessential unembedded reporter” visits 
“hot spots” around the world in a global 
quest to discover how we will cope with our 
planet’s changing ecosystems. 320 pp.
978-1-62097-234-2 
___042471769 
25.99

ETHNIC ISSUES

 
It Was All a Dream
A New Generation Confronts the Broken 
Promise to Black America
Reniqua Allen NBOO
The story of how the American Dream has 
failed young black Americans, offering a 
deeply reported, compassionate portrait of a 
generation searching for a better future. 400 pp.
978-1-56858-586-4 
___044328769 28.00

FAMILY / PARENTING / CHILDBIRTH

 
Act Natural
A Cultural History of Misadventures in 
Parenting
Jennifer Traig ECCO
From a distinctive, inimitable voice comes a 
wickedly funny and fascinating romp through 
the strange, and often contradictory, history 
of Western parenting. 352 pp.
978-0-06-246980-9 
___043958629 26.99

 
Better Apart
The Radically Positive Way to Separate
Gabrielle Hartley HRWV
with Elena Brower
Marital strife and divorce often tear families 
apart, but it doesn’t have to be that way. 
Better Apart shows how instead they can 
be opportunities to exercise mindfulness 
and a deep understanding that change, 
while difficult, can put the struggling couple 
and their family on a path towards more 
harmonious lives. 256 pp.
978-0-06-268938-2 
___044325250 26.99

 
Creating Compassionate Kids
Essential Conversations to Have with Young 
Children
Shauna Tominey NORT
Young children can surprise us with tough 
questions. Tominey’s essential guide teaches 
readers how to answer them and foster 
compassion along the way. 256 pp.
978-0-393-71159-2 
___039485864 24.95

 
The Enchanted Hour
The Miraculous Power of Reading Aloud in 
the Age of Distraction
Meghan Cox Gurdon HR  
A Wall Street Journal writer’s conversation-
changing look at how reading aloud makes 
adults and children smarter, happier, 
healthier, more successful and more closely 
attached, even as technology pulls in the 
other direction. 304 pp.
978-0-06-256281-4 
___044192086 26.99
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Weird Parenting Wins
Bathtub Dining, Family Screams, and Other 
Hacks from the Parenting Trenches
Hillary Frank TEIE
Unconventional—yet effective—parenting 
strategies, carefully curated by the creator 
of the popular podcast The Longest Shortest 
Time may help readers find that someone 
else’s weird parenting win works, or the tips 
may just provide a good laugh. 256 pp.
978-0-14-313255-4 
___044328780 paper 17.00

FICTION - ESPIONAGE / THRILLER

 
48 Hours
William R. Forstchen FRGE
From the New York Times-bestselling author 
of the smash hit One Second After series 
comes a nail-biting and prescient thriller 
about a solar storm with the power to destroy 
the world’s electrical infrastructure. 336 pp.
978-0-7653-9791-1 
___044118004 26.99

 
As Long as We Both Shall Live
Joann Chaney FLAT
Detectives Loren and Spengler want to know 
if Matt is a grieving, twice-unlucky husband 
or a cold-blooded murderer. They dig into the 
couple’s lives to see what they can unearth. 
And they find that love’s got teeth, it’s got 
claws, and once it hitches people together, 
it’s tough to rip oneself free. 336 pp.
978-1-25007-639-7 
___042200526 27.99

 
The Bomb Maker
Thomas Perry MYSP
Edgar Award-winning author Perry takes 
his plotting to an explosive new level in this 
standalone thriller, pitting a lethally clever 
bomb maker against the skilled LAPD Bomb 
Squad. 384 pp.
978-0-8021-2923-9 
___044552597 
paper 16.00

 
The Burglar
Thomas Perry MYSP
From the New York Times-bestselling author 
“who can be depended upon to deliver high-
voltage shocks” (Stephen King) comes a new 
thriller about an unlikely female burglar who 
realizes she must solve a string of murders…
or become the next victim. 304 pp.
978-0-8021-2900-0 
___044886024 
26.00

 
The Burning Island
Hester Young PUT 
The newest haunting mystery from the 
author of The Gates of Evangeline featuring 
Charlie Cates, a headstrong heroine who 
must confront her unwanted supernatural 
gift and bring dark secrets to light if she ever 
wants to leave the Big Island. 416 pp.
978-0-399-17402-5 
___044880788 26.00

 
The Coming Storm
A Thriller
Mark Alpert STMS
America is on the brink of collapse, 
devastated by a brutal government trying to 
silence its citizens, in the next action-packed 
thriller from Alpert. 336 pp.
978-1-25006-542-1 
___044117343 27.99

 
The Dead Ex
Jane Corry PLDB
One man’s disappearance throws four 
women’s lives into chaos, and not all will 
survive. What really happened on the night 
of David’s disappearance? And how can 
Vicki prove her innocence, when she’s not 
even sure of it herself? The answer lies in the 
connection among the women and the one 
person they can’t escape. 368 pp.
978-0-525-56119-4 
___045024076 26.00

 
The Enemy of My Enemy, Large Print Ed.
A Clandestine Operations Novel
W.E.B. Griffin RHLP
and William E. Butterworth
Special agent James Cronley Jr. finds that 
fighting both ex-Nazis and the Soviet NKGB 
can lead to strange bedfellows, in the dramatic 
new Clandestine Operations novel about the 
birth of the CIA and the Cold War. 717 pp.
978-1-984827-58-6 
___043879189 paper 31.00

 
The Flight Attendant
Chris Bohjalian VINT
From the New York Times-bestselling author of 
The Guest Room comes a powerful story about 
the ways an entire life can change in one night 
when a flight attendant wakes up in the wrong 
hotel, in the wrong bed, with a dead man—and 
no idea what happened. 336 pp.
978-0-525-43268-5 
___045546127 paper 16.00

 
Golden State
Ben H. Winters MUHD
The award-winning, New York Times-
bestselling author of the Last Policeman trilogy 
channels George Orwell and Ray Bradbury for 
this mind-bending dystopian novel set in a 
world governed by absolute truth, where lies 
are as dangerous as murder 336 pp.
978-0-316-50541-3 
___044429055 28.00
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Her One Mistake
Heidi Perks GLLY
What should have been a fun-filled, carefree 
day takes a tragic turn for the worse for one 
mother when her best friend’s child goes 
missing in this suspenseful, compulsively 
readable, and darkly twisted psychological 
thriller. 320 pp.
978-1-50119-422-1 
___044784624 26.00

 
How It Happened
Michael Koryta BBB 
A frightening, tension-filled ride into the 
dark heart of rural America from the New 
York Times-bestselling author of Rise the 
Dark—a writer Stephen King has called “a 
master” and the New York Times has deemed 
“impossible to resist.” 368 pp.
978-0-316-29389-1 
___044423699 paper 16.99

 
Invisible
Andrew Grant BALL
An Army veteran and intelligence agent 
goes undercover as a janitor at a federal 
courthouse to pursue his own brand of 
justice in a thriller that’s part John Grisham, 
part Robert Crais. 320 pp.
978-0-525-61959-8 
___044328845 27.00

 
Last Woman Standing
Amy Gentry HM  
From the author of Good as Gone comes a 
brilliant and timely thriller: Strangers on a 
Train by way of Thelma and Louise. 320 pp.
978-0-544-96253-8 
___042247668 25.00

 
The Liar’s Room
Simon Lelic BRKP
A new spine-tingling thriller from the author 
of The New Neighbors—perfect for fans of 
Behind Closed Doors, The Perfect Girl, and 
The Couple Next Door—that takes place over 
the course of a therapy session, in which 
neither patient nor therapist are who they 
claim to be. 352 pp.
978-0-440-00043-3 
___044329497 paper 16.00

 
The Night Agent
Matthew Quirk MORW
A Washington, D.C., thriller in the vein of 
favorite early novels from John Grisham and 
David Baldacci about a young FBI agent’s hunt 
for a Russian mole working in the highest 
levels of the U.S. government. 432 pp.
978-0-06-287546-4 
___044172909 26.99

 
No Exit
Taylor Adams MORW
College student Darby Thorne gets caught in 
a fierce blizzard in the mountains of Colorado. 
With the roads impassable, she’s forced to 
wait out the storm at a remote highway rest 
stop with four strangers. Desperate to find a 
signal to call home, Darby goes back out into 
the storm and makes a horrifying discovery. 
In the back of the van parked next to her car, 
a little girl is locked in an animal crate. One of 
her fellow travelers is a kidnapper. But which 
one? 352 pp.
978-0-06-287565-5 
___045475198 26.99

 
The Nowhere Child
Christian White MNTR
Winner of the Victorian Premier’s Literary 
Award, The Nowhere Child is screenwriter 
White’s internationally bestselling debut 
about a woman uncovering devastating 
secrets about her family—and her very 
identity. 320 pp.
978-1-25029-371-8 
___044117493 26.99

 
One Fatal Mistake
Tom Hunt BRKP
The author of Killer Choice delivers a nail-
biting novel about a hit and run, and a lie 
that goes horribly wrong. After her son 
accidentally kills a man, Karen is forced 
to make a choice no parent should have to 
make, one that draws them both into a web 
of deceit that will change their lives forever—
if they make it out alive. 320 pp.
978-0-399-58643-9 
___044329530 26.00

 
The Paragon Hotel
Lyndsay Faye GPPS
In the new thriller by the author of Edgar-
nominated Jane Steele and Gods of Gotham, 
the Ku Klux Klan has arrived in Portland, and 
only Alice and her new “family” of Paragon 
residents are willing to search for a missing 
mulatto child. 432 pp.
978-0-7352-1075-2 
___044329589 26.00

 
The Perfect Liar
Thomas Christopher Greene STMS
A seemingly perfect marriage is threatened 
by the deadly secrets husband and wife keep 
from each other in this work ideal for fans 
of B.A. Paris and Paula Hawkins—from the 
bestselling author of The Headmaster’s Wife.  
288 pp.
978-1-25012-821-8 
___044117630 26.99
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Scrublands
Chris Hammer TOUS
On the anniversary of a mass shooting, a 
reporter meets the locals and hears their 
version of events. He begins to realize that 
the accepted wisdom—that the priest was 
a pedophile whose imminent exposure was 
the catalyst for the shooting—may be wrong. 
272 pp.
978-1-50119-674-4 
___044785218 26.99

 
The Silhouette Girl
V.C. Andrews® GLLY
From New York Times-bestselling author 
and literary phenomenon Andrews (Flowers 
in the Attic, My Sweet Audrina) comes a 
gripping and suspenseful psychological 
thriller about a stalker hell-bent on destroying 
a young woman’s life. 400 pp.
978-1-50116-266-4 
___044784535 28.00

 
The Smiling Man
Joseph Knox CRNP
When detective Aidan Waits begins to 
unravel the mystery of a victim dubbed 
the “Smiling Man,” he becomes a target. 
Someone wants very badly to make this 
case disappear, and as their threats escalate, 
Aidan realizes that the answers may lie not 
only with the wealthy families and organized 
criminals connected to the Palace, but with 
a far greater evil from his own past. 384 pp.
978-1-52476-319-0 
___044247734 26.00

 
Tangerine
Christine Mangan ECCO
A stunning debut novel—a chilling and 
unexpected portrait of a female friendship set 
in 1950s’ Morocco. This is Patricia Highsmith 
for the 21st century. 336 pp.
978-0-06-268669-5 
___043958791 paper 16.99

 
Tear It Down
A Peter Ash Novel
Nick Petrie GPPS
Iraq war veteran Peter Ash pursues one 
case—and stumbles into another—in the City 
of the Blues. He finds himself stuck between 
Memphis gangsters and a Mississippi ex-con 
and his hog-butcher brother. 384 pp.
978-0-399-57566-2 
___044880787 26.00

 
The Void Protocol
F. Paul Wilson FRGE
A New York Times-bestselling author 
concludes his medical thriller trilogy 
featuring Rick Hayden and Laura Fanning as 
they confront the entities responsible for the 
supernatural events of Panacea and The God 
Gene. 336 pp.
978-1-25017-734-6 
___044118552 27.99

 
What Doesn’t Kill Her
Christina Dodd HQPB
Kellen Adams suffers from a yearlong gap 
in her memory. A bullet to the brain will 
cause that. But she’s discovering the truth, 
and what she learns changes her life, her 
confidence, her very self. She finds herself 
in the wilderness, on the run, unprepared, 
her enemies unknown, and she is carrying 
a priceless burden she must protect at all 
costs. 384 pp.
978-1-33550-753-2 
___044192121 paper 15.99

 
What Doesn’t Kill Her
978-1-33500-578-6 HQPB
___044544724 26.99

FICTION - FANTASY

 
Cast in Oblivion
The Chronicles of Elantra
Michelle Sagara MIRA
Kaylin wasn’t sent to the West March to start 
a war. Her mission to bring back nine Barrani 
might do just that, though. She traveled with 
a Dragon, and her presence is perceived as 
an act of aggression in the extremely hostile 
world of Barrani-Dragon politics. 576 pp.
978-0-7783-0784-6 
___043435878 paper 16.99

 
The Dream of X and Other Fantastic Visions
The Collected Fiction of William Hope 
Hodgson, Vol. 5
William Hope Hodgson NGHS
Available for the first time in trade paperback, 
the final volume in a five-book set collecting 
the complete fiction of Hodgson, an influential 
early 20th-century author of science fiction, 
horror, and the fantastic. 448 pp.
978-1-59780-960-3 
___042045296 
paper 17.99

 
Goblin Slayer, Vol. 6
Kumo Kagyu YENR
and Noboru Kannatuki
It’s spring, and a new crop of would-be 
adventurers has turned up at the Guild. 
Goblin Slayer and his friends find themselves 
teaming up with a wizard boy and heading 
to an old mausoleum to deal with some 
goblins. 208 pp.
978-1-975327-84-2 
___044346617 paper 14.00

 
The Gutter Prayer
Gareth Ryder-Hanrahan OITT
A group of three young thieves are pulled 
into a centuries-old magical war between 
ancient beings, mages, and humanity in 
this wildly original debut epic fantasy. When 
an orphan, a ghoul, and a cursed man are 
betrayed by the master of the thieves guild, 
their quest for revenge uncovers dark truths 
about their city and exposes a dangerous 
conspiracy. 560 pp.
978-0-316-52531-2 
___044423705 paper 15.99
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In an Absent Dream
Seanan McGuire TOR 
A stand-alone fantasy tale from McGuire’s 
Alex Award-winning Wayward Children 
series,. This fourth entry and prequel tells the 
story of Lundy, a very serious young girl who 
would rather study and dream than become 
a respectable housewife and live up to the 
expectations of the world around her. 208 pp.
978-0-7653-9929-8 
___042888928 17.99

 
It Devours!
A Welcome to Night Vale Novel
Joseph Fink PEEA
and Jeffrey Cranor
From the authors of the New York Times 
bestseller Welcome to Night Vale, and the 
creators of the #1 international podcast of 
the same name, comes a noir-esque mystery 
exploring faith and science. 368 pp.
978-0-06-247607-4 
___044085561 paper 16.99

 
The Kingdom of Copper
S.A. Chakraborty HRVY
In a world where djinn summon flames with 
the snap of a finger and waters run deep 
with old magic and where blood can be 
dangerous as any spell, a clever con artist 
from Cairo will alter the fate of a kingdom. 
640 pp.
978-0-06-267813-3 
___044085569 26.99

 
A Labyrinth of Scions and Sorcery
Book Two in the Risen Kingdoms
Curtis Craddock TOR 
Isabelle des Zephyrs is unfairly convicted of 
breaking the treaty she helped write and has 
her political rank and status taken away. Now 
bereft, she nevertheless finds herself drawn 
into mystery when her faithful musketeer 
Jean-Claude uncovers a series of gruesome 
murders by someone calling themselves the 
Harvest King. 416 pp.
978-0-7653-8962-6 
___044118517 26.99

 
Of Blood and Bone
Nora Roberts THOP
The highly anticipated sequel to Year One, the 
breathtaking #1 New York Times bestseller 
hailed as “magnificent…a match for end-of-
world classics like Stephen King’s The Stand 
(New York Times Book Review).
978-1-43285-760-8 
___046520855 NET 38.99

 
The Prisoner of Limnos
Lois McMaster Bujold SUBR
In this sequel novella to Mira’s Last Dance, 
temple sorcerer Penric and the widow Nikys 
have reached safety in the duchy of Orbas 
when a secret letter from a friend brings 
frightening news: Nikys’ mother has been 
taken hostage by her brother’s enemies at 
the Cedonian imperial court, and confined in 
a precarious island sanctuary. 256 pp.
978-1-59606-884-1 
___045634567 25.00

 
Reckoning of Fallen Gods
A Tale of the Coven
R.A. Salvatore TOR 
The winds of change are blowing upon 
Fireach Speur. Aoelyn risked her life to save 
the trader Talmadge and it cost her everything 
that is dear to her, but Talmadge survived and 
can’t forget the amazing woman that killed a 
god. Little do they realize, war is coming to 
the mountain. Far to the west, a fallen empire 
stirs. One that sees a solar eclipse as a call to 
war. Their empire once dominated the known 
world, and they want it back. 432 pp.
978-0-7653-9530-6 
___044117940 28.99

FICTION - GENERAL

 
99 Nights in Logar
Jamil Jan Kochai VIK 
A coming-of-age story about one boy’s 
journey across contemporary Afghanistan 
to find and bring home the family dog, 
blending the grit and immediacy of voice-
driven fiction with mythmaking. 288 pp.
978-0-525-55919-1 
___044088409 25.00

 
99 Percent Mine
Sally Thorne MORW
The USA Today-bestselling author of The 
Hating Game is back with an unforgettable 
romantic comedy about a twin sister and 
brother struggling over an inheritance—and 
the sexy best friend who comes between 
them. 352 pp.
978-0-06-243961-1 
___044052485 paper 15.99

 
The Accidental Further Adventures of the 
Hundred-Year-Old Man
Jonas Jonasson MORW
The hysterical, clever, and unforgettable sequel 
to Jonasson’s international bestseller The 
Hundred-Year-Old Man Who Climbed Out of 
the Window and Disappeared, in which readers 
find out what other adventures centenarian 
Allan Karlsson has in store. 448 pp.
978-0-06-283855-1 
___044192095 paper 15.99

 
The Accidental Further Adventures of the 
Hundred-Year-Old Man
978-0-06-284613-6 MORW
___044192096 26.99

 
Addicted to an Addict
Honey UBAB
In Honey’s debut novel, a man must learn 
how to cope with his wife’s heroin addiction 
while raising two daughters and being the 
mayor of Atlanta. 288 pp.
978-1-945855-92-4 
___043870241 paper 15.95
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The Au Pair
Emma Rous BRKP
Rous pens an addictive, highly commercial 
suspense novel featuring a grand estate, 
terrible secrets, and a young woman who 
bears witness to it all. 368 pp.
978-0-440-00045-7 
___044088496 paper 16.00

 
Beasts of Extraordinary Circumstance
Ruth Emmie Lang GRIF
Through the story of Weylyn Grey, Lang 
weaves a mystical tale about life, love, 
and the ability people have to change their 
stories. “Told with brains and heart”—
Michelle Gable, New York Times-bestselling 
author of A Paris Apartment. 368 pp.
978-1-25030-666-1 
___044167768 paper 16.99

 
Before We Were Strangers
Brenda Novak MIRA
Five-year-old Sloane McBride couldn’t sleep 
that night. Her parents were arguing again, 
and in the morning, her mother was gone. 
As an adult, another traumatic loss forces 
Sloane to realize she owes it to her mother to 
find out the truth, even if it means returning 
to a small town full of secrets and lies, a jilted 
ex-boyfriend, and a father and brother who’d 
rather see her silenced. 384 pp.
978-0-7783-6875-5 
___041725358 26.99

 
Big Bang
David Bowman LB  
Introduction by Jonathan Lethem
Set in the 1950s, this epic, Warholian novel 
presents a brilliant and wholly original take 
on the years leading up to the Kennedy 
assassination. 624 pp.
978-0-316-56023-8 
___044429060 32.00

 
Carl Weber’s Kingpins: Houston
Treasure Hernandez UBAB
Life is perfect for Donna and Kim Boon 
when they move in with their aunt, until her 
murder unearths a family secret that will 
alter everything they’ve ever known. 288 pp.
978-1-945855-61-0 
___043869917 paper 15.95

 
Caroline’s Bikini
Kirsty Gunn FABR
A gorgeously intoxicating new novel about 
the nature of love from the award-winning 
author of The Big Music. 352 pp.
978-0-571-33932-7 
___043927540 
22.95

 
The Dreamers
Karen Thompson Walker RHLP
An ordinary town is transformed by a 
mysterious illness that triggers perpetual 
sleep in this mesmerizing novel from the 
New York Times-bestselling author of The 
Age of Miracles. 512 pp.
978-1-984833-67-9 
___044328832 paper 29.00

 
The Dreamers
978-0-8129-9416-2 RH  
___044329209 27.00

 
Elsey Come Home
Susan Conley KNPF
From the widely praised author of Paris Was 
the Place comes a shattering new novel that 
bravely delves into the darkest corners of 
addiction, marriage, and motherhood. 256 
pp.
978-0-525-52098-6 
___044328947 25.95

 
The End of Loneliness
Benedict Wells PNGN
Charlotte Collins, translator
A kaleidoscopic and heartfelt family saga, as 
well as a deeply felt meditation on the power 
of memory, this novel explores the invisible 
forces and currents that can change our lives 
in an instant, and asks us all to consider: If 
we spend all our life running in the wrong 
direction, could it be the right one after all? 
272 pp.
978-0-14-313400-8 
___044434412 paper 16.00

 
Everything Here Is Beautiful
Mira T. Lee PNGN
A dazzling novel of two sisters and their 
emotional journey through love, loyalty, and 
heartbreak “With ventriloquistic skill, Lee 
explores the heartache of loving someone 
deeply troubled and the unbearable 
tightrope-walk between holding on and 
letting go”—Celeste Ng, New York Times-
bestselling author of Little Fires Everywhere. 
384 pp.
978-0-7352-2197-0 
___044880780 paper 16.00

 
The Falconer
Dana Czapnik ATR 
A literary page-turner brimming with 
intelligence, energy, and wit, centered on an 
unforgettable young heroine that “will thrill 
readers of all generations” (Colum McCann). 
288 pp.
978-1-50119-322-4 
___043007839 25.00
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The Far Field
Madhuri Vijay GOVR
An elegant, epic debut from an exciting new 
talent and Pushcart Prize winner that follows 
one young woman’s search for a lost figure 
from her childhood, a journey that takes her 
from Southern India to Kashmir and to the 
brink of a devastating political and personal 
reckoning. 448 pp.
978-0-8021-2840-9 
___043944082 
27.00

 
Ghost Wall
Sarah Moss FSG 
A taut, gripping tale of a young woman and 
an Iron Age reenactment trip that unearths 
frightening behavior. 144 pp.
978-0-374-16192-7 
___044453770 22.00

 
Golden Child
Claire Adam HGTH
A new novel from Sarah Jessica Parker’s 
imprint, SJP for Hogarth, this deeply affecting 
debut novel set in Trinidad follows the lives of 
a family as they navigate impossible choices 
about scarcity, loyalty, and love. 288 pp.
978-0-525-57299-2 
___045120768 26.00

 
Happiness
Aminatta Forna GOVR
From award-winning writer Forna comes 
a stunning novel bringing an American 
scientist and a Ghanaian psychologist 
together in London in a hunt for a missing 
boy—and an expansive, subtle tale of loss, 
hope, love, compassion, culture, and the true 
meaning of happiness. 320 pp.
978-0-8021-2918-5 
___044886227 
paper 16.00

 
Hark
Sam Lipsyte SS  
A brilliant send-up of contemporary culture 
from the critically acclaimed author of 
Home Land, centered around an unwitting 
mindfulness guru and the phenomenon he 
initiates. 304 pp.
978-1-50114-606-0 
___044785730 27.00

 
Hear Our Defeats
Laurent Gaudé EUOE
Alison Anderson, translator
From the winner of the Prix Goncourt comes 
a timely and provocative novel about the 
battles that define us—those lost, won, and 
still being fought. 224 pp.
978-1-60945-500-2 
___044095329 
paper 17.00

 
Holy Lands
Amanda Sthers BLMS
A witty epistolary novel, both heartwarming 
and heart-wrenching, about a dysfunctional 
family—led by a Jewish pig farmer in Israel—
struggling to love and accept each other. 176 
pp.
978-1-63557-283-4 
___042914852 22.00

 
House of Stone
Novuyo Rosa Tshuma NORT
A masterful, haunting debut set during 
the tumultuous beginnings of Zimbabwe 
that explores the creative—and often 
destructive—act of history-making. 400 pp.
978-0-393-63542-3 
___044508507 26.95

 
A Hustler’s Queen
Saundra DFNA
Rising urban lit star Saundra ignites a sizzling 
tale of a good girl turned drug kingpin’s lady. 
288 pp.
978-1-49671-201-1 
___043868559 paper 12.95

 
In Dog We Trust
Beth Kendrick BRKP
When Jocelyn is named legal guardian for 
the late Mr. Allardyce’s pack of pedigreed 
Labrador retrievers, her world is flipped 
upside down. But her new role isn’t without 
its challenges: the dogs are more high 
maintenance than any Hollywood diva, the 
man she wants to marry breaks her heart, 
and she’s confronted at every turn by her 
late benefactor’s estranged son, Liam, who 
thinks he’s entitled to the inheritance left to 
the dogs. 336 pp.
978-0-399-58425-1 
___044088509 paper 15.00

 
The Inbetween Days
Eva Woods GYNH
From the author of Something Like Happy 
comes an uplifting and emotionally 
compelling novel about a woman in a coma 
fighting for a second chance at life, love, and 
happiness. 352 pp.
978-1-52583-047-1 
___040856830 26.99
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The Key
Kathryn Hughes HDLN
From the #1 bestselling author of The 
Letter comes an unforgettable story of a 
heartbreaking secret that will stay with 
readers forever. 448 pp.
978-1-47224-884-8 
___046226960 paper 13.99

 
Lake City
Thomas Kohnstamm CPOI
“...a hilarious and sneakily incisive examination 
of the cultural tensions and widening class 
divides that simmer on the fringes of an 
increasingly homogenized Seattle—or San 
Francisco, or Brooklyn, or Los Angeles, or any 
other American city in the throes of affluenza 
and gentrification.”—Jonathan Evison, author 
of Lawn Boy. 320 pp.
978-1-64009-142-9 
___044257520 
paper 16.95

 
The Largesse of the Sea Maiden
Stories
Denis Johnson RH  
Twenty-five years after Jesus’ Son, a 
haunting new collection of short stories on 
aging, mortality, and transcendence, from 
National Book Award winner and two-time 
Pulitzer Prize finalist Johnson. 224 pp.
978-0-8129-8865-9 
___045902468 paper 17.00

 
Last Night in Nuuk
Niviaq Korneliussen GPBC
The highly acclaimed debut from an author 
profiled by The New Yorker as her country’s 
“unlikely literary star,” this novel follows the 
lives of five young Greenlanders exploring 
their identities at the cusp of adulthood. 288 
pp.
978-0-8021-2877-5 
___041730981 
paper 16.00

 
Late in the Day
Tessa Hadley HR  
The lives of two close-knit couples are 
irrevocably changed by an untimely death 
in the latest from Hadley, the acclaimed 
novelist and short story master who “recruits 
admirers with each book” (Hilary Mantel). 
288 pp.
978-0-06-247669-2 
___044192084 26.99

 
The Martin Chronicles
John Fried GCEB
A powerful and heartfelt novel that follows 
one boy as he grows up in 1980s Manhattan, 
bringing the magic of first experiences and 
the brutal truth of hard lessons to life on the 
page. 272 pp.
978-1-53872-983-0 
___044423833 26.00

 
The Matchmaker’s List
Sonya Lalli BRKP
Take a devoted modern girl and add a 
meddlesome, traditional grandmother to 
the mix, and the result is a heartwarming 
multicultural romantic comedy about finding 
love where it’s least expected. 352 pp.
978-0-451-49094-0 
___044328831 paper 15.00

 
McGlue
A Novella
Ottessa Moshfegh PNGN
Darkly exquisite as drowning, McGlue 
inhabits the DTs of a dissolute man in the 
hold on a rough sea voyage. 160 pp.
978-0-525-52276-8 
___044434523 paper 15.00

 
Moondust Lake
Davis Bunn KENS
From the internationally bestselling author 
of Firefly Cove comes a powerful novel 
of healing old wounds, surprising second 
chances, and letting the heart lead the way. 
300 pp.
978-1-49670-835-9 
___043868555 21.95

 
Mothers
Stories
Chris Power FSG 
An extraordinary debut of unnerving beauty, 
Power’s short story collection evokes the 
magic and despair of the essential human 
longing for purpose. 304 pp.
978-0-374-21366-4 
___044453588 27.00

 
Mouthful of Birds
Stories
Samanta Schweblin RVRH
The stories from a major international 
literary star haunt and mesmerize in this 
extraordinary, masterful collection. 240 pp.
978-0-399-18462-8 
___044088516 26.00

 
Norton’s Philosophical Memoirs
The Story of a Man, as Told by His Dog
Hakan Nesser HZES
A philosophical dog narrates the story of his 
life with his two humans, and the 11 years 
they spend together. 96 pp.
978-1-78669-977-0 
___044286420 14.95
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Not That I Could Tell
Jessica Strawser GRIF
An innocent night of fun takes a shocking 
turn in the next page-turner from Strawser. 
As a police investigation goes from a media 
circus to a cold case, neighbors are forced to 
reexamine what’s going on behind their own 
closed doors. 352 pp.
978-1-25010-789-3 
___044117194 paper 16.99

 
Old Newgate Road
Keith Scribner KNPF
The author of The Oregon Experiment 
presents the story of a father’s return to his 
childhood home, the site of unspeakable 
tragedy, and of the complex and often 
warring obligations—not least forgiveness—
we have to our family, our friends, and our 
past. 320 pp.
978-0-525-52179-2 
___044329573 26.95

 
Once a Liar
A.F. Brady PRKW
From the author of The Blind comes an 
electrifying story of deception, duplicity, and 
suspense. 336 pp.
978-0-7783-6997-4 
___043180515 paper 15.99

 
An Orchestra of Minorities
Chigozie Obioma LB  
A heartbreaking story about a Nigerian 
poultry farmer who sacrifices everything to 
win the woman he loves, by a Man Booker 
Finalist and author of The Fishermen. 464 pp.
978-0-316-41239-1 
___042590616 28.00

 
The Orphan of Salt Winds
Elizabeth Brooks TINH
For fans of Eowyn Ivey, Rose Tremaine, and 
Kate Atkinson, Brooks’ novel is a bewitching 
debut about the secrets that haunt us. 300 
pp.
978-1-947793-22-4 
___044890606 paper 16.95

 
Paris by the Book
Liam Callanan DUTT
Callanan presents a riveting novel about 
a missing person, a grieving family, and a 
curious clue: a half-finished manuscript set 
in Paris. 368 pp.
978-1-10198-629-5 
___045533388 paper 16.00

 
The Perilous Adventures of the Cowboy King
A Novel of Teddy Roosevelt and His Times
Jerome Charyn LIVR
“Charyn, like Nabokov, is that most fiendish 
sort of writer—so seductive as to beg 
imitation, so singular as to make imitation 
impossible.”—Tom Bissell. 320 pp.
978-1-63149-387-4 
___044508260 26.95

 
The Red Address Book
Sofia Lundberg HM  
For fans of A Man Called Ove and The 
100-Year-Old Man Who Climbed Out 
the Window and Disappeared comes a 
heartwarming debut about 96-year-old Doris, 
who writes down her memories as she pages 
through her decades-old address book. But 
the most profound moment of her life is still 
to come. 304 pp.
978-1-32847-301-1 
___042197095 25.00

 
Restoration Heights
Wil Medearis HVSQ
A page-turning mystery and an in-depth 
study of the psychological fallout and 
deep racial tensions that result from 
economic inequality and unrestricted urban 
development. In lyrical, addictive prose, 
Medearis asks the question: In a city that 
prides itself on its diversity and inclusivity, 
who has the final say over the future? 336 pp.
978-1-33521-872-8 
___043196651 26.99

 
Sacred Darkness
Levan Berdzenishvili EUOE
Brian James Baer, translator
Based on true events, a thrilling marriage 
of reportage and fiction, Sacred Darkness 
brings together the stories of a group of 
citizens from the Soviet Union who find 
themselves in an extraordinary, absurd 
condition. 256 pp.
978-1-60945-492-0 
___044095661 
paper 17.00

 
A Spark of Light
Jodi Picoult THOP
The #1 New York Times-bestselling author 
of Small Great Things returns with a 
provocative, masterfully written new novel 
about ordinary lives that intersect during a 
heart-stopping crisis.
978-1-41046-375-3 
___044888991 NET 38.99
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Still in Love
Michael Downing CPOI
Perfect Agreement’s Mark Sternum returns 
to his work as a professor of creative writing 
in Boston. His lifelong partner is away for 
an extended stay in Europe, and Mark finds 
himself waiting anxiously on his return and 
somewhat in disarray whenever he is not 
actually in the familiar ground of teaching. 
And then a departmental crisis occurs as the 
department chair challenges Mark’s grade for 
a student. 240 pp.
978-1-64009-147-4 
___044244219 
26.00

 
Sugar Run
Mesha Maren ALQN
In 1989, 17-year-old Jodi McCarty is 
sentenced to life in prison for manslaughter. 
She’s released 18 years later and finds herself 
at a Greyhound bus stop, reeling from the 
shock of unexpected freedom. She tries to 
make a fresh start, but is that even possible 
in her Appalachian hometown that refuses to 
change? 320 pp.
978-1-61620-621-5 
___042100337 26.95

 
Talent
Juliet Lapidos LB  
In this wickedly funny debut, a young 
graduate student writing about—and 
desperately searching for—inspiration 
stumbles upon it in the unlikeliest of places. 
256 pp.
978-0-316-48055-0 
___044429054 27.00

 
Talk to Me
John Kenney GPPS
From New Yorker writer and Thurber Prize-
winning author of Truth in Advertising comes 
a wry yet tenderhearted father-daughter 
story that looks at family, marriage, and fame 
through the lens of a popular TV anchor’s 
public fall from grace. 320 pp.
978-0-7352-1437-8 
___044329079 26.00

 
Three Daughters of Eve
Shafak, Elif BLMS
The stunning, timely new novel from the 
acclaimed, internationally bestselling 
author of The Architect’s Apprentice and The 
Bastard of Istanbul. A rich and moving story 
that humanizes and personalizes one of the 
most profound sea changes of the modern 
world. 384 pp.
978-1-63286-996-8 
___044248741 paper 18.00

 
To Keep the Sun Alive
Rabeah Ghaffari CECJ
A cinematic novel about an Iranian family 
and their fruit orchard, caught up in the 
Revolution of 1979. 228 pp.
978-1-948226-09-7 
___044213803 
25.00

 
Unmarriageable
Soniah Kamal BALL
In this one-of-a-kind retelling of Pride and 
Prejudice set in modern-day Pakistan, Alys 
Binat has sworn never to marry—until an 
encounter with one Mr. Darsee at a wedding 
makes her reconsider. 352 pp.
978-1-52479-971-7 
___044328949 27.00

 
Unquiet
Linn Ullmann NORT
A stunning, genre-bending book about time, 
memory, and the author’s extraordinary 
childhood as the daughter of a genius 
filmmaker and his muse. 288 pp.
978-0-393-60994-3 
___044507762 25.95

 
We Are Family
Fabio Bartolomei EUOE
Antony Shugaar, translator
Al Santamaria is a child prodigy, maybe a 
genius. It is not out of the realm of possibility 
that he, alone, will save the human race. 
But first, he has to solve a far more urgent 
problem: finding a home for his family. 288 
pp.
978-1-60945-503-3 
___044095464 
paper 18.00

 
We Cast a Shadow
Maurice Carlos Ruffin ONWO
In a near-future Southern city, everyone is 
talking about a new experimental medical 
procedure that boasts unprecedented 
success rates. In a society plagued by 
racism, segregation, and private prisons, this 
operation saves lives with a controversial 
method—by turning people white. This 
electrifying, suspenseful novel is, at once, 
a razor-sharp satire of surviving racism in 
America and a profoundly moving family 
story. 336 pp.
978-0-525-50906-6 
___044329032 27.00
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The Weight of a Piano
Chris Cander KNPF
Cander presents a tour-de-force about two 
women and the piano that inexorably ties 
their lives together through time and across 
continents, for better and for worse. 336 pp.
978-0-525-65467-4 
___044329223 26.95

 
The Woman Who Fed the Dogs
Kristien Hemmerechts WDLC
Paul Vincent, translator
Medea meets Dexter in this 
disconcerting journey into the 
mind of Belgium’s most hated 
woman. 224 pp.
978-1-64286-007-8
___043475827 
paper 16.99

 
You Know You Want This
“Cat Person” and Other Stories
Kristen Roupenian GYSP
Roupenian’s highly anticipated debut is a 
compulsively readable collection of short 
stories that explores the complex—and often 
darkly funny—connections between gender, 
sex, and power across genres. 224 pp.
978-1-982101-63-3 
___044844822 26.00

FICTION - HISTORICAL

 
Annelies
David R. Gillham VIK 
In this masterful new novel, Gillham explores 
with breathtaking empathy the woman—and 
the writer—Anne Frank might have become. 
416 pp.
978-0-399-16258-9 
___044329517 26.00

 
As Bright as Heaven
Susan Meissner BRKP
From the acclaimed author of Secrets of a 
Charmed Life and A Bridge Across the Ocean 
comes a new novel set in Philadelphia during 
the Spanish flu epidemic of 1918, which tells 
the story of a family reborn through loss and 
love. 464 pp.
978-0-399-58597-5 
___046858874 paper 16.00

 
At the Wolf’s Table
Rosella Postorino FLAT
Leah Janeczko, translator
The internationally bestselling novel based 
on the untold true story of the women 
conscripted to be Hitler’s food tasters. 288 
pp.
978-1-25017-914-2 
___044117954 26.99

 
The Eulogist
Terry Gamble MORW
From the author of The Water Dancers and 
Good Family comes the story of an Irish 
family that emigrates to America in 1819 and 
settles in Cincinnati, Ohio, where they will 
confront the horrible reality of slavery on the 
opposite bank of the Ohio River. 320 pp.
978-0-06-283989-3 
___046010923 26.99

 
The Girls in the Picture
Melanie Benjamin BANT
From the New York Times-bestselling author 
of The Swans of Fifth Avenue and The 
Aviator’s Wife comes a fascinating fictional 
account of the friendship and creative 
partnership between two of Hollywood’s 
earliest female legends—screenwriter 
Frances Marion and superstar Mary Pickford. 
480 pp.
978-1-10188-682-3 
___044546353 paper 17.00

 
Learning to See
A Novel of Dorothea Lange, the Woman Who 
Revealed the Real America
Elise Hooper MORW
At a time when women were supposed to 
keep the home fires burning, Lange, creator 
of the most iconic photographs of the 20th 
century, dares to be different. Now, in this 
riveting new novel by the author of The 
Other Alcott, readers see the world through 
her eyes. 384 pp.
978-0-06-268653-4 
___044325249 paper 15.99

 
The Light Over London
Julia Kelly GLLY
Eager to find the author of a hauntingly 
beautiful, unfinished diary, Cara digs into 
this soldier’s life, but soon realizes she may 
not have been ready for the stark reality of 
wartime London she finds within the pages. 
304 pp.
978-1-50119-641-6 
___043008450 paper 26.00
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The Only Woman in the Room
Marie Benedict SOBK
A powerful novel based on the incredible true 
story of Hedy Lamarr, the glamour icon and 
scientist whose groundbreaking invention 
revolutionized modern communication. 272 
pp.
978-1-49266-686-8 
___043594241 25.99

 
That Churchill Woman
Stephanie Barron BALL
The Paris Wife meets PBS’ Victoria in this 
enthralling novel of the life and loves of 
one of history’s most remarkable women: 
Winston Churchill’s scandalous American 
mother, Jennie Jerome. 400 pp.
978-1-52479-956-4 
___044329516 28.00

 
The Wartime Sisters
Lynda Cohen Loigman STMS
For fans of Lilac Girls comes the next powerful 
novel from the author of Goodreads Choice 
Awards semifinalist The Two-Family House 
about two sisters working in a World War II 
armory, each with a deep secret. 304 pp.
978-1-25014-070-8 
___044117522 27.99

 
The Witches of St. Petersburg
Imogen Edwards-Jones HR  
Inspired by real characters, this transporting 
historical fiction debut spins the fascinating 
story of two princesses in the Romanov 
court who practiced black magic, befriended 
the Tsarina, and invited Rasputin into their 
lives—forever changing the course of 
Russian history. 464 pp.
978-0-06-284851-2 
___043950419 paper 16.99

FICTION - HORROR

 
The Silence, Movie Tie-In Ed.
Tim Lebbon TITB
Bestselling author Lebbon’s electrifying 
horror novel, now made into a movie starring 
Stanley Tucci and Kiernan Shipka coming 
December 7. 368 pp.
978-1-78909-050-5 
___045537073 paper 14.95

FICTION - MYSTERY/ DETECTIVE

 
The Book Artist
A Hugo Marston Novel
Mark Pryor SVHS
Marston, head of security for the U.S. 
Embassy in Paris, puts his life in danger when 
he investigates the murder of a celebrated 
artist, all the while fending off an assassin 
looking to settle an old score against him. 
272 pp.
978-1-63388-488-5 
___044328909 paper 15.95

 
Crewel and Unusual
A Haunted Yarn Shop Mystery
Molly MacRae PSUK
In the sixth mystery in this charming cozy 
series, ever-resourceful Kath Rutledge and 
shop ghost Geneva become tangled up in an 
embroidery rivalry—and a murder. 336 pp.
978-1-64313-008-8 
___044914327 25.95

 
Death Comes to Bath
A Kurland St. Mary Mystery
Catherine Lloyd KENS
On a visit to Bath, Major Sir Robert Kurland 
and Lady Lucy Kurland discover that 
the English spa town is not beneficial to 
everyone’s health. 304 pp.
978-1-49670-212-8 
___043868554 26.00

 
The Fire Court
Andrew Taylor HR  
Somewhere in the soot-stained ruins of 
Restoration London, a killer has gone to 
ground. 448 pp.
978-0-00-830995-4 
___045555613 26.99

 
First, Kill the Lawyers
A Holland Taylor Mystery
David Housewright MNTR
P.I. Holland Taylor returns in Housewright’s 
Edgar Award-winning series. Taylor is hired 
to recover stolen files before they are leaked, 
ruining more than just the careers of five local 
lawyers. But while the directive is simple, the 
case is not. As the situation becomes more 
threatening, Taylor is trapped between what 
is right, wrong, and deadly. 304 pp.
978-1-25009-449-0 
___044117605 27.99
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The Flimflam Affair
A Carpenter and Quincannon Mystery
Bill Pronzini FRGE
The latest charming historical mystery in 
Mystery Writers of America Grand Master 
Pronzini’s detective series. John and Sabina 
must not only unmask two charlatans, but 
also solve the riddle of an impossible murder 
in the midst of a séance. 240 pp.
978-0-7653-9437-8 
___044117348 25.99

 
Force of Nature
Jane Harper FLAT
From the New York Times-bestselling author 
of The Dry. When a hiker goes missing, 
secrets and betrayal among friends are 
exposed, and Agent Aaron Falk will find out 
what happened. 352 pp.
978-1-25010-565-3 
___044117777 paper 16.99

 
Fractured Truth
A Bone Gap Travellers Novel
Susan Furlong KENS
When the mutilated remains of a young 
woman are found in an Appalachian 
Mountain cave, newly sworn-in deputy 
sheriff Brynn Callahan is forced to track down 
a killer driven by twisted motives. 288 pp.
978-1-49671-169-4 
___043868558 26.00

 
The Hangman’s Secret
A Victorian Mystery
Laura Joh Rowland CKLN
Intrepid photographer Sarah Bain and her 
motley crew of friends are back to hunt 
criminals in the dark, seedy underbelly of 
Victorian London in this third mystery. But 
little do they know, the darkness may lurk 
closer than they first divined. 304 pp.
978-1-68331-902-3 
___044298988 
26.99

 
Kingdom of the Blind
A Chief Inspector Gamache Novel
Louise Penny WHEE
When a peculiar letter arrives inviting 
Armand Gamache to an abandoned 
farmhouse, the former head of the Sûreté du 
Québec discovers that a complete stranger 
has named him one of the executors of her 
will. When a body is found, the terms of the 
bizarre will suddenly seem less peculiar and 
far more menacing.
978-1-43285-936-7 
___046520915 NET 34.99

 
Leverage in Death
J.D. Robb STMS
Lieutenant Eve Dallas puzzles 
over a bizarre suicide bombing 
in a Wall St. office building in the 
latest entry in Robb’s #1 New York 
Times-bestselling In Death series. 
416 pp.
978-1-25016-157-4
___044118191 paper 8.99

 
Liars’ Paradox
A Jack and Jill Mystery
Taylor Stevens KENS
A master of international intrigue, New York 
Times-bestselling author Stevens introduces 
a pair of wild cards into the global spy 
game—a brother and sister who were raised 
to deceive and trained to kill. 320 pp.
978-1-49671-863-1 
___043868570 26.00

 
Lives Laid Away
Stephen Mack Jones SOHO
Detroit ex-cop August Snow takes up vigilante 
justice when his beloved neighborhood of 
Mexicantown is caught in the crosshairs of a 
human trafficking scheme. 312 pp.
978-1-61695-959-3 
___044329343 26.95

 
The Lost Traveller
A County Cork Mystery
Sheila Connolly CKLN
Danger comes to Cork in the seventh 
County Cork mystery from New York Times-
bestselling author Connolly, and it’s up to 
Maura Donovan to find a way to protect all 
she’s worked for. 336 pp.
978-1-68331-890-3 
___044298898 
26.99

 
No Mercy
A Mystery
Joanna Schaffhausen MNTR
Police officer Ellery Hathaway and FBI 
profiler Reed Markham take on two difficult 
new cases in this stunning follow-up to the 
award-winning novel The Vanishing Season. 
320 pp.
978-1-25029-736-5 
___044117291 26.99
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No Sunscreen for the Dead
Tim Dorsey MORW
The Sunshine State’s most lovable 
psychopath, Serge A. Storms, kills it in this 
zany adventure from the “compulsively 
irreverent and shockingly funny” (Boston 
Globe) king of mayhem, New York Times-
bestselling author Dorsey. 336 pp.
978-0-06-279588-5 
___044192093 26.99

 
Not of This Fold
Mette Ivie Harrison SOHO
The fourth installment in Harrison’s nationally 
bestselling series explores the effects of 
alienation, immigration, and extortion from 
the inner workings of the Mormon church 
as Linda looks into the murder of a young 
mother in the Spanish Ward. 360 pp.
978-1-61695-942-5 
___043106447 26.95

 
A Risky Undertaking for Loretta Singletary
A Samuel Craddock Mystery
Terry Shames SVHS
After using an online dating site for senior 
citizens, town favorite Loretta Singletary goes 
missing. When a woman from a nearby town 
who frequented the same site is murdered, 
Chief Craddock becomes alarmed. Will he 
be able to find Loretta before she suffers the 
same fate? 272 pp.
978-1-63388-490-8 
___044328730 paper 15.95

 
Rupture
An Ari Thor Thriller
Ragnar Jonasson MNTR
A huge bestseller in England, France, and 
Australia, the fourth book in the Ari Thor 
thriller series delivers another dark mystery 
that is chillingly stunning with its complexity 
and fluidity. 272 pp.
978-1-25019-335-3 
___044118495 paper 16.99

 
Rupture
978-1-25019-334-6 MNTR
___044117872 28.99

 
Seven Deadly Zins
A Wine Country Mystery
Nancy J. Parra CKLN
The second in Parra’s Wine Country mysteries 
takes readers deep into the weeds of a Napa 
Valley vineyard, and it’ll make all wine fans 
heady with delight. 288 pp.
978-1-68331-871-2 
___044299001 
26.99

 
She Lies in Wait
Gytha Lodge RH  
In the scorching summer of 1983, a group of 
teenagers goes camping in the forest. Some 
of them slip off into the woods in pairs, others 
are left jealous and heartbroken. But in the 
morning, the youngest in the group, Aurora, 
has disappeared. Thirty years later, Aurora’s 
body is unearthed and the members of the 
camping party are confronted once again with 
the events of that fateful night. 368 pp.
978-1-984817-35-8 
___044362429 27.00

 
Summoned to Thirteenth Grave
Darynda Jones STMS
In the finale of Jones’ New York Times-
bestselling paranormal series, Grim Reaper 
Charley Davidson returns from having been 
kicked off the earthly plane for 100 years. 
Now that she’s back on Earth, it’s time to put 
to rest burning questions that need answers.  
304 pp.
978-1-25014-941-1 
___039325623 27.99

 
The Widows
Jess Montgomery MNTR
Inspired by the true story of Ohio’s first 
female sheriff, Montgomery’s powerful 
debut follows two women’s search for justice 
as they take on the corruption at the heart of 
their community. 336 pp.
978-1-25018-452-8 
___044118415 26.99

 
Wine and Punishment
A Literary Pub Mystery
Sarah Fox KENS
In the first in an engaging new mystery series 
from USA Today-bestselling author Fox, the 
owner of a charming literary pub finds her 
fresh start on the rocks thanks to a case of 
murder. 352 pp.
978-1-49671-868-6 
___043868571 26.00

FICTION - PSYCHOLOGICAL SUSPENSE

 
The Alarming Palsy of James Orr
Tom Lee SOHO
A deeply unsettling story of creeping horror 
that consistently confounds expectations, 
this  Kafkaesque tale of suburban gothic 
tracks the unraveling of man’s body, mind, 
and life. 208 pp.
978-1-64129-004-3 
___044329626 23.00
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Looker
Laura Sims SCRB
A dazzling, razor-sharp debut novel about a 
woman whose obsession with the beautiful 
actress on her block drives her to the edge. 
192 pp.
978-1-50119-911-0 
___044784891 25.00

 
The Water Cure
Sophie Mackintosh DD  
Longlisted for the 2018 Man Booker Prize. The 
Handmaid’s Tale meets The Virgin Suicides in 
this dystopic feminist revenge fantasy about 
three sisters on an isolated island, raised to 
fear men. 288 pp.
978-0-385-54387-3 
___044329331 25.95

FICTION - ROMANCE

 
Any Man of Mine
An Anthology
Diana Palmer HQPB
New York Times-bestselling author Palmer 
delivers two classic tales of unexpected 
love. Includes A Waiting Game and A Loving 
Arrangement. 480 pp.
978-1-33596-113-6 
___046767584 26.99

 
The Conspiracy
Kat Martin HQPB
New York Times-bestselling author Martin 
raises the tension and the passion when 
family ambition turns deadly. 368 pp.
978-1-33554-189-5 
___044118011 24.99

 
The Other Lady Vanishes
Amanda Quick BRKP
The New York Times-bestselling author 
of The Girl Who Knew Too Much sweeps 
readers back to 1930s California, where the 
most dazzling of illusions can’t hide the 
darkest secrets.
978-0-399-58535-7 
___046618633 paper 16.00

 
The Perfect Love Storm
Anna Black UBAB
A playboy bachelor helps a grieving widow 
learn to love again, but her heart is broken 
once more when she learns their relationship 
was based on a bet in the latest novel from 
Black. 288 pp.
978-1-60162-102-3 
___043870355 paper 15.95

 
Playing for Keeps
A Heartbreaker Bay Novel
Jill Shalvis AVON
When it comes to the confident, charismatic 
Caleb Parker, Sadie Lane feels the spark—the 
kind that comes from rubbing each other the 
wrong way. She’s yoga pants, he’s a suit. 
She’s a tattoo artist, he’s a straight-laced 
mogul. But after they accidentally co-rescue 
an abandoned dog from a storm, Sadie sees 
a vulnerable side to the seemingly invincible 
hottie. 384 pp.
978-0-06-274185-1 
___044346939 26.99

 
The Wives We Play
Briana Cole DFNA
For fans of psychological and domestic 
suspense about the lies that form 
relationships comes Cole’s first novel with 
Kensington, a twisty roller coaster that will 
make readers question their expectations 
about love, lust, and monogamy. 320 pp.
978-1-49672-196-9 
___043868578 paper 15.95

FICTION - SCIENCE FICTION

 
All Systems Red
The Murderbot Diaries
Martha Wells TOR 
Now available in hardcover, the first entry 
in Wells’ New York Times- and USA Today-
bestselling science fiction series, winner of 
the 2018 Hugo Award, Nebula Award, Alex 
Award, and Locus Award. 176 pp.
978-1-25021-471-3 
___045051321 16.99

 
Alliance Rising
C.J. Cherryh DAWB
and Jane S. Fancher
SFWA Grand Master Cherryh returns to 
the Hugo-award winning Alliance-Union 
Universe with a thrilling entry in her far-
reaching sci-fi saga. 400 pp.
978-0-7564-1271-5 
___044117955 26.00
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Arkad’s World
James L. Cambias BAEN
Packed with exotic world-building and 
amazing characters, this novel is a rollicking 
adventure story about growing up and the 
things we share that make us human, from 
celebrated author Cambias. 384 pp.
978-1-48148-370-4 
___044785397 24.00

 
The Heirs of Babylon
Glen Cook NGHS
The dystopian politics of 1984 meet the naval 
warship backdrop of The Last Ship in fantasy 
master Cook’s reissued first novel, available 
for the first time in decades. 208 pp.
978-1-59780-962-7 
___042045203 
paper 14.99

 
Here and Now and Then
Mike Chen MIRA
To save his daughter, an everyday family 
man will go anywhere and any-when in this 
uniquely emotional genre-bending debut. 
336 pp.
978-0-7783-6904-2 
___043436643 26.99

 
The Lost Puzzler
The Tarakan Chronicles
Eyal Kless HRVY
A brilliantly written, page-turning, post-
dystopian novel about a society hoping to 
salvage the technology of a lost generation, a 
mysterious missing boy who can open doors 
no one else can, and a scribe who must piece 
together the past to determine humanity’s 
future. 528 pp.
978-0-06-279243-3 
___045189432 paper 16.99

 
Mathematicians in Love
Rudy Rucker NGHS
Introduction by Gregory Benford
Two mathematicians vying for the same 
partner will change reality itself to win her love, 
from award-winning author Rucker. 320 pp.
978-1-59780-963-4 
___042061867 
paper 14.99

 
Overlord, Vol. 9 (Light Novel)
Kugane Maruyama YENR
and So-Bin
Every year, a conflict breaks out between the 
Kingdom and the Empire that usually ends 
as nothing more than a stalemate. But when 
the Empire’s ruler, the Fresh Blood Emperor 
Jircniv, visits the Great Tomb of Nazarick, 
Ainz will enter the fray, turning the border 
skirmish into an all-out war! 304 pp.
978-0-316-39886-2 
___044346685 20.00

 
Polity Agent
The Fourth Agent Cormac Novel
Neal Asher NGHS
The thrilling saga of Agent Cormac continues 
as a rogue alien technology begins its 
devastating spread through the worlds of the 
Polity. 576 pp.
978-1-59780-981-8 
___042613089 
paper 7.99

 
The Storm
David Drake BAEN
The thrilling retelling of the Arthurian legend 
from a master of science fiction and fantasy 
continues! A young Champion must rescue a 
friend and battle an enemy at the heart of a 
chaotic world. 384 pp.
978-1-48148-369-8 
___044785107 26.00

 
Through Fiery Trials
Safehold
David Weber TOR 
With new alliances forged and old regimes 
fractured, Merlin—the cybernetic avatar of 
Earth’s last survivor and immortal beacon to 
humanity—and the colonies of Safehold have 
many adventures ahead in the continuation 
of Weber’s New York Times-bestselling 
military science fiction series. 752 pp.
978-0-7653-2559-4 
___044117497 28.99

 
Turing & Burroughs
Rudy Rucker NGHS
Introduction by Eileen Gunn
The lives of scientist Alan Turing and author 
William Burroughs are turned upside down 
in this off-the-wall sci-fi caper from Rucker. 
272 pp.
978-1-59780-964-1 
___041574699 
paper 14.99

 
Welcome to Dystopia
45 Visions of What Lies Ahead
Gordon Van Gelder, editor ORBO
Brutality, infrastructure collapse, daily threats 
of war: 45 writers of speculative fiction share 
their visions of what’s to come. 400 pp.
978-1-949017-06-9 
___044494533 
paper 18.95
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GAMES / GAMEBOOKS / CROSSWORDS

 
Super Smash Bros. Ultimate, Official 
Collector’s Edition Guide
Prima Games PRMA
Everything gamers need to come out on top 
in the eagerly anticipated newest entry in 
the beloved Super Smash Bros. franchise! 
The stunning collector’s edition features art 
showcasing the characters, moves, items, 
and stages in a gorgeous design, plus access 
to a digital version of the guide. 352 pp.
978-0-7440-1904-9 
___046828998 39.99

 
Super Smash Bros. Ultimate, Official Guide
Prima Games PRMA
Gamers will be fully ready for the newest 
entry in the beloved Super Smash Bros. 
franchise with the help of this complete 
guide, which features comprehensive 
strategies and move sets, tips and tricks to 
succeed with every contender, and access to 
a digital version of the guide. 208 pp.
978-0-7440-1903-2 
___046828689 paper 14.99

GENDER STUDIES

 
Boys
What It Means to Become a Man
Rachel Giese SEAL
A vital and sweeping examination of today’s 
“boy crisis,” demonstrating the ways in 
which we raise boys into a culture of toxic 
masculinity and offering solutions that can 
liberate us all. 240 pp.
978-1-58005-876-6 
___043953290 27.00

 
The Time Has Come
Why Men Must Join the Gender Equality 
Revolution
Michael Kaufman CPOI
“...an important guide to the many men 
now seeking ways to stop violence against 
women, to create a more nurturing and 
loving culture for all.”—Judy Norsigian, co-
creator, Our Bodies Ourselves. 224 pp.
978-1-64009-119-1 
___042780835 
26.00

GRAPHIC NOVELS/COMICS

 
Batman Beyond, Vol. 4: Target: Batman
Dan Jurgens DCOM
Phil Hester, illustrator
Get ready for another nonstop, all-out, 
action-packed adventure in Neo-Gotham 
with Terry McGinnis, as he keeps the city on 
the right track. 128 pp.
978-1-40128-563-0 
___044052096 paper 14.99

 
Black Butler, Vol. 27
Yana Toboso YENR
Three years ago, on his 10th birthday, Earl Ciel 
Phantomhive lost everything—but he was not 
alone. From the attack on the Phantomhive 
manor to the moment the contract with a 
certain devil was made, Ciel starkly recounts 
all that has come to pass, leaving all who bear 
witness breathless! 176 pp.
978-1-975383-61-9 
___045533272 paper 13.00

 
Black Hammer, Vol. 3: Age of Doom Part One
Jeff Lemire DHC 
D’Israeli et al., illustrators
The Eisner Award-winning superhero saga 
returns with this two-part mystery with lots 
of revelations! 136 pp.
978-1-50670-389-3 
___044738575 paper 19.99

 
Blue Exorcist, Vol. 21
Kazue Kato VIZ 
Rin and his exorcist classmates find 
themselves caught in a secret war against 
the forces of darkness. 202 pp.
978-1-974703-93-7 
___045153282 paper 9.99

 
Buffy the Vampire Slayer Season 12: The 
Reckoning
Joss Whedon et al. DHC 
This story takes place after the events in 
Buffy the Vampire Slayer season 11. Buffy 
and crew are confronted by a future Big Bad 
who has traveled to the present, intent on 
stealing the power of the Slayers, becoming 
all-powerful, and destroying the world as we 
know it! 112 pp.
978-1-50670-915-4 
___044738582 paper 19.99

 
The Case Study of Vanitas, Vol. 5
Jun Mochizuki YENR
Long ago, France was terrorized by The 
Beast of Gévaudan, who indiscriminately 
murdered hundreds. Now, on the streets 
of 19th-century Paris, news breaks of the 
Beast’s gruesome return. As Noé and Vanitas 
rush to learn more about the Beast and its 
connection to vampirekind, none other than 
the Holy Knight, Astolfo, and Jeanne, the 
Hellfire Witch, stand in their way. 256 pp.
978-1-975383-68-8 
___045533275 paper 13.00
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Dark Days: The Road to Metal
Scott Snyder DCOM
Jim Lee et al., illustrators
Members of the Justice League suspect 
Batman of hiding a dark secret that could 
threaten the very existence of the multiverse! 
This prologue to the next great DC epic 
collects Dark Days: The Forge #1, Dark Days: 
The Casting #1, Nightwing #17, and stories 
from Detective Comics #950. 304 pp.
978-1-40128-762-7 
___046688264 paper 19.99

 
Dark Nights: Metal
Scott Snyder DCOM
Greg Capullo, illustrator
The Dark Multiverse is coming, and nothing 
will ever be the same! Now in paperback, one 
of the biggest events in DC history is here 
in the shocking, action-packed epic volume 
from critically acclaimed author Snyder 
and Capullo, reuniting after their smash-hit 
Batman series. 280 pp.
978-1-40128-858-7 
___046688307 paper 19.99

 
Deadpool by Skottie Young, Vol. 1: Mercin’ 
Hard for the Money
text by Skottie Young MARV
Scott Hepburn
and Nic Klein, illustrators
While Deadpool tries to get his humble 
mercenary-for-hire business back off 
the ground, a catastrophic threat so 
unfathomably huge—so mind-breakingly 
cataclysmic that it defies description—is 
heading toward Earth, and there’s only one 
person who can stop it! Oh no, wait...it’s not 
Deadpool, is it? 144 pp.
978-1-30291-172-0 
___045117806 paper 17.99

 
The Delinquent Housewife!, Vol. 3
Nemu Yoko VTIL
A family comedy manga about a high school 
boy and his sister-in-law who moves into the 
house and has a big secret from her past.
978-1-947194-29-8 
___044347311 paper 12.95

 
The Demon Prince of Momochi House, Vol. 
13
Aya Shouoto VIZ 
Aoi’s and Himari’s shikigami restraint rings 
release after Aoi reveals his true feelings 
for her. Kasha appears and shoots Himari, 
and she sees her own corpse. Can Aoi save 
Himari if she’s already dead? 172 pp.
978-1-974704-02-6 
___045149545 paper 9.99

 
Dr. Stone, Vol. 3
Riichiro Inagaki VIZ 
Boichi, illustrator
One fateful day, all of humanity turned to 
stone. Many millennia later, Taiju frees himself 
from the petrification and finds himself 
surrounded by statues. The situation looks 
grim—until he runs into his science-loving 
friend Senku! Together they plan to restart 
civilization with the power of science! 200 pp.
978-1-974702-63-3 
___045153439 paper 9.99

 
Dragon Ball Super, Vol. 4
Akira Toriyama VIZ 
Toyotarou, illustrator
Goku’s adventure from the bestselling classic 
manga Dragon Ball continues in this new 
series written by Toriyama himself! Ever 
since Goku became Earth’s greatest hero and 
gathered the seven Dragon Balls to defeat 
the evil Boo, his life on Earth has grown a 
little dull. But new threats loom overhead. 
200 pp.
978-1-974701-44-5 
___045152639 paper 9.99

 
Dungeons & Dragons®: Evil at Baldur’s Gate
Jim Zub et al. IDDW
The Baldur’s Gate heroes return to the city at 
last, but their time adventuring in Ravenloft 
and the frozen northern reaches of the 
Realms has changed them. Still, each of them 
must face great trials ahead before they’ll be 
ready to embrace their destiny. 128 pp.
978-1-68405-335-3 
___043894852 paper 17.99

 
Haikyu!!, Vol. 30
Haruichi Furudate VIZ 
Ever since he saw the legendary player 
known as “the Little Giant” compete at the 
national volleyball finals, Shoyo Hinata has 
been aiming to be the best volleyball player 
ever. Who says you need to be tall to play 
volleyball when you can jump higher than 
anyone else? 200 pp.
978-1-974702-58-9 
___045028182 paper 9.99

 
I Moved to Los Angeles to Work in Animation
Natalie Nourigat BOBX
Moving from Portland to Los Angeles for 
a career in animation, Nourigat realized 
nothing truly prepared her for the wild world 
that awaited in the studios of Southern 
California. This memoir explores the highest 
highs and lowest lows of pursuing a dream. 
96 pp.
978-1-68415-291-9 
___044842717 paper 9.99
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Is It Wrong to Try to Pick Up Girls in a 
Dungeon?, Vol. 10 (Manga)
Fujino Omori et al. YENR
A Black Goliath falls upon the Under Resort 
and its unprepared inhabitants. Has it 
awoken because gods have dared trespass 
in the Dungeon? Bell, Hestia, and their 
mismatched team of gods and adventurers 
prepare to fight this unexpected floor boss. 
176 pp.
978-1-975383-58-9 
___045533271 paper 13.00

 
Jim Henson’s Labyrinth: The Novelization
created by Jim Henson AZHA
A.C.H. Smith
Brian Froud, illustrator
The official novelization of Henson’s cult 
classic film along with a behind-the-scenes 
look at the film’s conception from the Jim 
Henson Archives. 272 pp.
978-1-68415-299-5 
___044784665 paper 14.99

 
The Life of Frederick Douglass
A Graphic Narrative of a Slave’s Journey 
from Bondage to Freedom
David F. Walker et al. TENS
A graphic novel biography of the escaped 
slave, abolitionist, public speaker, and most 
photographed man of the 19th century, 
based on his autobiographical writings and 
speeches, spotlighting the key events and 
people that shaped the life of this great 
American. 192 pp.
978-0-399-58144-1 
___044247562 paper 19.99

 
Mighty Morphin Power Rangers Archive, Vol. 
2
Tom Bierbaum et al. BOSU
This volume collects classic Power Rangers 
stories from Image, Valiant, and Papercutz, 
featuring the Turbo Rangers, Super Samurai 
Rangers, Megaforce Rangers, and the classic 
Mighty Morphin Power Rangers. 480 pp.
978-1-68415-313-8 
___044842748 paper 19.99

 
Monster Wrestling, Vol. 1
Mixed Martial Arts Monster Girls
Ganmarei YENR
Tyataniyou
produced by Takeo Aoki
In a world where humans and demi-humans 
coexist, the sport of monster wrestling is a 
major hit! A young half-Cerberus named 
Tirol dreams of becoming a pro monster 
wrestler herself! But will she ever debut in 
the big leagues when she’s had 15 straight 
losses? 192 pp.
978-1-975328-66-5 
___045444873 paper 13.00

 
Monthly Girls’ Nozaki-Kun, Vol. 10
Izumi Tsubaki YENR
Chiyo, Nozaki, and company are about to 
embark on the greatest event of their high 
school lives—the class trip! Lovelorn Chiyo 
diligently studies up on Nozaki’s trip plans, 
but before she knows it, the day of departure 
has arrived! When Chiyo later finds herself 
alone with Nozaki, will her efforts finally bear 
fruit? 160 pp.
978-1-975383-64-0 
___045533273 paper 13.00

 
Moon Girl and Devil Dinosaur, Vol. 6
text by Brandon Montclare MARV
Natacha Bustos, illustrator
New York City has a new mayor, and his 
name is—Wilson Fisk! Yes, the Kingpin is in 
charge of the Big Apple and everything in it, 
including the Department of Education. But 
he won’t be running it alone. Readers will be 
thrilled to meet the newest Marvel character, 
Princess Fisk! What’s her tragic past? 112 pp.
978-1-30291-100-3 
___045117802 paper 17.99

 
My Hero Academia: Vigilantes, Vol. 3
Hideyuki Furuhashi VIZ 
Betten Court, illustrator
created by Kohei Horikoshi
Sometimes, a non-licensed hero needs all 
the help he can get. For Koichi, unexpected—
but not entirely unwelcome—assistance 
comes in the form of Makoto Tsukauchi, one 
of Koichi’s friends at school who’s got a self-
confident vibe that makes Pop Step more 
than a little anxious. 208 pp.
978-1-974702-57-2 
___045028035 paper 9.99

 
New Challengers (New Age of Heroes)
Scott Snyder DCOM
and Aaron Gillespie
Andy Kubert, illustrator
Spinning out of the bestselling Dark Nights: 
Metal epic comes this volume, in which a 
group of fearless explorers uncovers the 
worst—and weirdest—the DC Universe has 
to offer. 144 pp.
978-1-40128-344-5 
___044052083 paper 16.99

 
Nightwing, Vol. 7: The Bleeding Edge
Benjamin Percy DCOM
Chris Mooneyham, illustrator
It’s a new beginning for Dick Grayson, as 
novelist Percy takes the vigilante on a high-
octane, adrenaline-fueled adventure in this 
volume, a great jumping on point for new 
readers! 160 pp.
978-1-40128-559-3 
___044052092 paper 19.99
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Nyankees, Vol. 1
Atsushi Okada YENR
Readers will purr with laughter as they 
explore the hidden world of rough-and-
tumble stray cats depicted as delinquents in 
this quirky and hilarious series by mangaka 
Okada! 176 pp.
978-1-975383-37-4 
___045533248 paper 13.00

 
Radiant, Vol. 3
Tony Valente VIZ 
The world is overrun with monsters called 
Nemeses—and a young boy infected by one 
will stop at nothing to defeat them all! 192 pp.
978-1-974703-84-5 
___045153034 paper 9.99

 
Sailor Moon Eternal Edition 3
Naoko Takeuchi KDHA
The guardians in sailor suits return in this 
definitive edition of the greatest magical girl 
manga of all time! Features all-new cover art 
by creator Takeuchi, a glittering holographic 
coating, French flaps, and a newly revised 
translation. 300 pp.
978-1-63236-154-7 
___042358400 paper 27.99

 
The Sandman, Vol. 4: Season of Mists, 30th 
Anniversary Ed.
Neil Gaiman VETG
Kelley Jones, illustrator
The fourth installment of Gaiman’s seminal 
series celebrates its 30th anniversary with 
all all-new edition! Ten thousand years ago, 
Morpheus condemned a woman who loved 
him to Hell. To right the injustice, Morpheus 
must return to Hell to rescue his banished 
love—and Hell’s ruler, the fallen angel Lucifer, 
has already sworn to destroy him. 160 pp.
978-1-40128-581-4 
___046903360 paper 19.99

 
Shut-In Shoutarou Kominami Takes on the 
World
Dan Ichikawa YENR
After not leaving his house for several months, 
Shoutarou Kominami by chance lands a part-
time job in an attempt to break free of his 
less-than-human existence and “shlocken” 
(shy + lonely + chicken) personality. But 
unbeknownst to the former shut-in, his new 
boss is a manga artist, and Shoutarou is 
about to become his muse. 528 pp.
978-1-975383-67-1 
___045533274 paper 30.00

 
Skip-Beat! (3-In-1 Edition), Vol. 13
Includes Vols. 37, 38 & 39
Yoshiki Nakamura VIZ 
When Kyoko’s heart is broken, she decides 
that revenge is a dish best served in the 
spotlight! 576 pp.
978-1-42159-592-4 
___045028591 paper 14.99

 
Star Wars®: Doctor Aphra, Vol. 4: The 
Catastrophe Con
The Catastrophe Con
Si Spurrier MARV
Kev Walker, illustrator
Doctor Aphra is behind bars. Again. But this 
time she’s in Imperial custody, strapped to 
an explosive transmitter synced to a single 
hubdroid. Take one step too far? Kablooey! 
Normally, sitting still wouldn’t be an issue—
but what happens when Aphra’s captors 
send her hubdroid right into the middle of a 
war zone? 152 pp.
978-1-30291-153-9 
___045117804 paper 17.99

 
The Water Dragon’s Bride, Vol. 8
Rei Toma VIZ 
Asahi is captured by a human who’s using 
the god of darkness to take over the world! 
Trapped in the underworld, Asahi resolves to 
figure out the true intention of this ruthless 
boy while the water dragon god and Subaru 
form a tag team to try and save her. 184 pp.
978-1-974702-28-2 
___045028312 paper 9.99

 
Yume de Mita Anoko No Tameni, Vol. 1
Kei Sanbe YENR
As a young child, Senri Nakajou saw his 
family murdered before his eyes, and he’s 
lived for revenge ever since. From his daily 
activities to his studies, everything is about 
attaining the power and money necessary to 
find the killer and make him pay—even if it 
means getting a little dirty himself. 176 pp.
978-1-975328-86-3 
___045444385 17.00

HISTORY - GENERAL HISTORY

 
Army of Empire
The Untold Story of the Indian Army in World 
War I
George Morton-Jack BASC
Drawing on untapped new sources, this 
volume offers the first global history of the 
Indian Expeditionary Forces in World War I. 
608 pp.
978-0-465-09404-2 
___043913860 40.00
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Bluff City
The Secret Life of Photographer Ernest 
Withers
Preston Lauterbach NORT
The little-known story of an iconic 
photographer, whose work captured—and 
influenced—a critical moment in American 
history. 288 pp.
978-0-393-24792-3 
___044506690 27.95

 
A Bound Woman Is a Dangerous Thing
The Incarceration of African American Women 
from Harriet Tubman to Sandra Bland
DaMaris B. Hill BLMS
A Publishers Weekly Top 10 History Title for 
the season. A revelatory work in the tradition 
of Claudia Rankine’s Citizen, Hill’s searing and 
powerful narrative-in-verse bears witness 
to American women of color burdened by 
incarceration. 192 pp.
978-1-63557-261-2 
___044248304 25.00

 
Cræft
An Inquiry Into the Origins and True Meaning 
of Traditional Crafts
Alexander Langlands NORT
An archaeologist takes readers into the 
ancient world of traditional crafts to uncover 
their deep, original histories. 352 pp.
978-0-393-35657-1 
___044508685 paper 16.95

 
Cuba Libre!
Che, Fidel, and the Improbable Revolution 
That Changed World History
Tony Perrottet BRID
Historian and travel writer Perrottet chronicles 
the events of the Cuban Revolution and the 
figures at the center of the guerrilla uprising: 
Che Guevara, Fidel Castro, and the scrappy 
band of rebel men and women who followed 
them. 400 pp.
978-0-7352-1816-1 
___044329541 28.00

 
The Edge of Anarchy
The Railroad Barons, the Gilded Age, and the 
Greatest Labor Uprising in America
Jack Kelly STMS
“Pay attention, because The Edge of Anarchy 
not only captures the flickering Kinetoscopic 
spirit of one of the great Labor-Capital 
showdowns in American history, it helps 
focus today’s great debates over the power 
of economic concentration and the rights 
and futures of American workers.”—Brian 
Alexander, author of Glass House. 320 pp.
978-1-25012-886-7 
___044117864 28.99

 
Fault Lines
A History of the United States Since 1974
Kevin M. Kruse NORT
and Julian E. Zelizer
Two award-winning historians explore the 
origins of a divided America. 400 pp.
978-0-393-08866-3 
___044507371 28.95

 
Free All Along
The Robert Penn Warren Civil Rights 
Interviews
Stephen Drury Smith NPRS
and Catherine Ellis, editors
A stunning collection of previously 
unpublished interviews with key figures of 
the black freedom struggle by Pulitzer Prize-
winning author Warren. 256 pp.
978-1-59558-818-0 
___018583906 
26.99

 
Good Trouble
Lessons from the Civil Rights Playbook
Christopher Noxon ABR 
A helpful antidote to all the pessimism and 
name-calling that is permeating today’s 
political and social dialogues. Revisiting 
episodes from the civil rights movement 
of the 1950s and 1960s, it highlights the 
essential lessons that modern-day activists 
and the civically minded can extract and 
embrace in order to move forward and create 
change. 192 pp.
978-1-41973-235-5 
___043100792 19.99

 
The Heartbeat of Wounded Knee
Native America from 1890 to the Present
David Treuer RVRH
A sweeping history—and counter-narrative—
of Native American life from the Wounded 
Knee massacre to the present. 528 pp.
978-1-59463-315-7 
___041551775 28.00

 
Henry VIII
And the Men Who Made Him
Tracy Borman ATMP
From acclaimed historian Borman comes a 
penetrating new portrait of Henry VIII and 
the men who greatly impacted his life and 
historic reign. 320 pp.
978-0-8021-2843-0 
___041557624 
27.00
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Hitler’s Pawn
The Boy Assassin and the Holocaust
Stephen Koch CPOI
A remarkable story of a forgotten 17-year-old 
Jew who was blamed by the Nazis for the 
anti-Semitic violence and terror known as 
the Kristallnacht, the pogrom still seen as an 
initiating event of the Holocaust. 272 pp.
978-1-64009-144-3 
___044242033 
26.00

 
Ike’s Mystery Man
The Secret Lives of Robert Cutler
Peter Shinkle STEE
This Cold War narrative brings a new 
dimension to the understanding of the inner-
workings of the Eisenhower White House at 
a time when Executive Order 10450 banned 
anyone suspected of homosexuality from 
any government job. 416 pp.
978-1-58642-243-1 
___043570170 29.95

 
Last Boat Out of Shanghai
The Epic Story of the Chinese Who Fled 
Mao’s Revolution
Helen Zia BALL
The dramatic, real life stories of four young 
people caught up in the mass exodus 
of Shanghai in the wake of China’s 1949 
Communist revolution—a precursor to the 
struggles faced by emigrants today. 528 pp.
978-0-345-52232-0 
___044328969 28.00

 
The Persecution of the Knights Templar
Scandal, Torture, Trial
Alain Demurger PSUK
Teresa Lavender Fagan, translator
The definitive account of history’s most 
infamous trial, following the doomed Order 
of the Knights Templar from scandal to 
suppression. 368 pp.
978-1-64313-001-9 
___044914320 27.95

 
The Restless Kings
Henry II, His Sons and the Wars for the 
Plantagenet Crown
Nick Barratt FABR
“A vivid and humane study of the 
Plantagenets’ diabolical and devious first 
family—a real joy to read.”—Dan Jones, 
author of The War of the Roses. 416 pp.
978-0-571-32910-6 
___043927738 
32.95

 
A Rope from the Sky
The Making and Unmaking of the World’s 
Newest State
Zach Vertin PSUK
A remarkable chronicle of America’s 
audacious attempt to forge a nation from 
scratch, from euphoric birth to heart-
wrenching collapse. 528 pp.
978-1-64313-051-4 
___044914345 29.95

 
Silence
A Social History of One of the Least 
Understood Elements of Our Lives
Jane Brox HM  
From the author of the dazzling epic Brilliant 
comes a compelling history of silence as a 
powerful shaper of the human mind—in 
prisons, in places of contemplation, and in 
our own lives. 320 pp.
978-0-544-70248-6 
___043414290 27.00

 
The Snow Leopard Project
And Other Adventures in Warzone 
Conservation
Alex Dehgan PUBA
The remarkable story of the heroic effort to 
save and preserve Afghanistan’s wildlife—
and a culture that derives immense pride 
and a sense of national identity from its 
natural landscape. 288 pp.
978-1-61039-695-0 
___042023937 28.00

 
The Square and the Tower
Networks and Power, from the Freemasons 
to Facebook
Niall Ferguson PNGN
A brilliant recasting of the turning points in 
world history, including the present, as a 
collision between old power hierarchies and 
new social networks. 592 pp.
978-0-7352-2293-9 
___046828900 paper 18.00

 
The Texas Chainsaw Massacre and Its 
Terrifying Times
A Cultural History
Joseph Lanza SYHO
Lanza explore The Texas Chainsaw Massacre 
and a decade of American nightmares. 304 
pp.
978-1-51073-790-7 
___042061730 
24.99
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Unexampled Courage
The Blinding of Sgt. Isaac Woodard and the 
Awakening of President Harry S. Truman and 
Judge J. Waties Waring
Richard Gergel FSG 
Gergel explores how the blinding of 
Sergeant Isaac Woodard changed the course 
of America’s civil rights history. 336 pp.
978-0-374-10789-5 
___044453334 27.00

 
Unruly Waters
How Rains, Rivers, Coasts, and Seas Have 
Shaped Asia’s History
Sunil Amrith BASC
From a MacArthur “Genius” comes a bold 
new perspective on the history of Asia, 
highlighting the long quest to tame its 
waters. 416 pp.
978-0-465-09772-2 
___043913704 35.00

HISTORY - MILITARY / WAR

 
The New Rules of War
Victory in the Age of Durable Disorder
Sean McFate MORW
An urgent, fascinating exploration of 
warfare—past, present and future—and what 
we must do if we want to win today from 
an 82nd Airborne veteran, former private 
military contractor, and professor of war 
studies at the National Defense University. 
320 pp.
978-0-06-284358-6 
___044236785 29.99

 
Smoky the Brave
How a Feisty Yorkshire Terrier Mascot Became 
a Comrade-In-Arms During World War II
Damien Lewis DACP
From acclaimed thriller and war dog writer 
Lewis comes the story of Smoky, the 
smallest and arguably bravest dog of World 
War II, who served as the U.S. military’s first 
therapy dog. 320 pp.
978-0-306-92254-1 
___043913679 28.00

 
Spy Pilot
Francis Gary Powers, the U-2 Incident, and a 
Controversial Cold War Legacy
Francis Gary Powers, Jr., PROE
and Keith Dunnavant
Foreword by Sergei Krushchev
Based on newly available information, the 
son of famed U-2 pilot Francis Gary Powers 
presents the facts and dispels misinformation 
about the Cold War espionage program that 
his father was part of. 336 pp.
978-1-63388-468-7 
___044329238 25.00

HOUSE & HOME

 
The CHAOS Cure
Clean Your House and Calm Your Soul in 15 
Minutes
Marla Cilley SEAL
With the help of New York Times-bestselling 
author and housekeeping guru Cilley, 
readers can cure their household CHAOS 
(Can’t Have Anyone Over Syndrome) by 
changing their messy home into a soothing 
sanctuary. 208 pp.
978-1-58005-802-5 
___043913945 paper 15.99

 
The Martha Manual
How to Do (Almost) Everything
Martha Stewart HMHD
From America’s best known and most trusted 
authority on all things domestic, a fully 
illustrated guide on how to do everything: 
including organizing and decorating, cleaning 
and caring for a home and garden, celebrating, 
hosting, achieving career goals, and managing 
finances—and much more. 400 pp.
978-1-32892-732-3 
___044378077 35.00

HUMOR

 
41 Reasons I’m Staying In
A Celebration of Introverts
Hallie Heald HR  
In a world of seemingly unending social 
obligations, we could all use a night off. 
Here, illustrator and self-proclaimed introvert 
Heald imaginatively portrays engaging and 
sometimes outlandish excuses to avoid 
leaving home. 96 pp.
978-0-06-274989-5 
___044325252 16.99

 
How to Date Men When You Hate Men
Blythe Roberson FLAT
From New Yorker and Onion writer and 
comedian Roberson comes a comedy 
philosophy book aimed at interrogating what 
it means to date men within the trappings of 
modern society. 288 pp.
978-1-25019-342-1 
___044117831 19.99

INSPIRATIONAL

 
55, Underemployed, and Faking Normal
Your Guide to a Better Life
Elizabeth White SS  
For the millions of people in their 50s and 
60s who find themselves out of work, unable 
to find a job, and financially incapable of 
retiring, here’s a practical plan for getting 
past any blame or shame, overcoming 
denial, and finding a path to a new normal. 
272 pp.
978-1-50119-680-5 
___044785346 26.00
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All This and Heaven Too!
Thanking God for the Gift of Life
Anthony DeStefano HARH
DeStefano uses eye-catching photos and 
simple, smart, and witty words to draw the 
reader’s attention to the plain truth that the 
Creator has given them much. Encouraging, 
heartwarming, and smile-inspiring, this little 
book is a blessing for anyone needing a 
reminder to look up and say thanks to God. 
64 pp.
978-0-7369-6475-3 
___040597236 10.99

 
I’ve Been Thinking: A Journal
Reflections, Prayers, and Meditations for a 
Meaningful Life
Maria Shriver PLDB
An inspiring, interactive journal that 
encourages readers to open up and let their 
innermost thoughts, wishes, and dreams 
onto the page, based on #1 New York Times 
bestseller  I’ve Been Thinking.... 256 pp.
978-1-984878-02-1 
___046687908 18.00

 
You Always Change the Love of Your Life (for 
Another Love or Another Life)
Amalia Andrade PNGN
A delightful interactive roadmap for getting 
over a broken heart, with quirky illustrations, 
song lyrics that totally get it, recipes for 
eating one’s feelings, the unique comfort of 
making lists, and much more. 240 pp.
978-0-14-313346-9 
___044778629 paper 18.00

LANGUAGE ARTS / LINGUISTICS / LITERACY

 
Dreyer’s English
An Utterly Correct Guide to Clarity and Style
Benjamin Dreyer RH  
A witty, informative guide to writing from 
Random House’s longtime copy chief and 
one of Twitter’s leading language gurus—in 
the tradition of The Elements of Style. 320 
pp.
978-0-8129-9570-1 
___044328765 25.00

LEGAL REFERENCE / LAW PROFESSION

 
Conflicts of Interest in Science
How Corporate-Funded Academic Research 
Can Threaten Public Health
Sheldon Krimsky HOTK
This work explores more than 30 years of 
peer-reviewed studies on the corporate ties 
and vested interests that influence scientific 
research. 400 pp.
978-1-51073-652-8 
___040891422 
27.99

 
The Little Book of Racial Healing
Coming to the Table for Truth-Telling, 
Liberation, and Transformation
Thomas Norman DeWolf GDBK
and Jodie Geddes
This work shares Coming to the Table’s vision 
for the United States—a vision of a just and 
truthful society that acknowledges and seeks 
to heal from the racial wounds of the past. 
Readers will learn practical skills for better 
listening; discover tips for building authentic, 
accountable relationships; and will find specific 
and varied ideas for taking action. 128 pp.
978-1-68099-362-2 
___039488659 
paper 5.99

 
Punishment Without Crime
How Our Massive Misdemeanor System 
Traps the Innocent and Makes America More 
Unequal
Alexandra Natapoff BASC
A revelatory account of the misdemeanor 
machine that unjustly brands millions of 
Americans as criminals. 352 pp.
978-0-465-09379-3 
___043913707 30.00

LITERATURE - CLASSICS / CRITICISM

 
Bookends
Collected Intros and Outros
Michael Chabon PEEA
A brilliant, idiosyncratic collection of 
introductions and afterwords (plus some 
liner notes) by New York Times-bestselling 
and Pulitzer Prize-winning author Chabon—
”one of contemporary literature’s most gifted 
prose stylists”(Michiko Kakutani). 192 pp.
978-0-06-285129-1 
___045553092 paper 15.99

 
Penguin Classics: Cane
Jean Toomer PNGN
Foreword by Zinzi Clemmons
A masterpiece of the Harlem Renaissance 
and a canonical work in both the American 
and the African-American literary traditions. 
“A breakthrough in prose and poetical 
writing...This book should be on all readers’ 
and writers’ desks and in their minds.”—
Maya Angelou.  224 pp.
978-0-14-313367-4 
___044880786 paper 15.00

LOVE / SEX / MARRIAGE

 
Clean Eating, Dirty Sex
Sensual Superfoods and Aphrodisiac 
Practices for Ultimate Sexual Health and 
Connection
Lisa Davis, MPH, SYHO
and Erin MacDonald, RDN
This guide helps readers learn all about the 
art and science of food, sex, and connection.
978-1-51072-998-8 
___039043011 
22.99
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Getting the Love You Want
A Guide for Couples
Harville Hendrix, Ph.D., GRIF
and Helen Lakelly Hunt, Ph.D.
The New York Times-bestselling guide to 
transforming an intimate relationship into a 
lasting source of love and companionship, 
now fully revised with a new Forward and a 
brand-new chapter. 352 pp.
978-1-25031-053-8 
___044118167 paper 17.99

 
Make It Work
22 Time-Tested, Real-Life Lessons for 
Sustaining a Healthy, Happy Relationship
Tony A. Gaskins HWDP
Proven principles—drawn from real life 
failures and successes—for building and 
sustaining a loving, healthy relationship in 
today’s trying times, from a celebrity life 
coach and motivational speaker. 256 pp.
978-1-50119-932-5 
___044785582 26.00

 
My Date My Story
Confessions on Love, Breakups, and Healing
Jesse Stern SYHO
Modern Romance meets Humans of New 
York in this collection of stories, questions, 
and aftermath of relationships, from real 
people around the world about what dating 
is really like today. 176 pp.
978-1-51073-895-9 
___042121591 
12.99

 
Rebel Love
Break the Rules, Destroy Toxic Habits, and 
Have the Best Sex of Your Life
Dr. Chris Donaghue, Ph.D. RUNN
Dr. Donaghue, (of The Amber Rose and Dr. 
Chris Show) reveals how traditional dating 
“rules” are toxic, why everything readers 
have learned about dating and relationships 
is wrong, and how to have the best sex of 
one’s life. This book welcomes all sexualities 
and identities, and empowers people to be 
authentically who they are both in and out of 
the bedroom. 240 pp.
978-0-7624-6533-0 
___044423711 paper 15.99

MEDICAL / NURSING

 
Hurry Down Sunshine, 10th Anniversary Ed.
A Father’s Story of Love and Madness
Michael Greenberg OTHR
A TIME Best Book of the Year, this 
mesmerizing account tells the story of the 
extraordinary summer when, at the age of 
15, Greenberg’s daughter, Sally, was struck 
mad. Unsentimental and deeply humane, 
this work chronicles Sally’s journey into and 
out of psychiatric wards and its effect on 
those closest to her. 240 pp.
978-1-59051-981-3 
___043570564 paper 15.95

 
The Magic Feather Effect
The Science of Alternative Medicine and the 
Surprising Power of Belief
Melanie Warner SCRB
The acclaimed author of Pandora’s Lunchbox 
and former New York Times reporter takes 
an enlightening, engaging deep dive into 
the world of alternative medicine and the 
surprising science that explains why it may 
work. 288 pp.
978-1-50112-149-4 
___044785183 27.00

 
Overcoming Overwhelm
Dismantle Your Stress from the Inside Out
Dr. Samantha Brody SOUD
A pioneering naturopathic physician shows 
that we simply can’t solve stress and 
overwhelm by doing more and more of what 
we’ve been doing, and offers an alternative. 
In this step-by-step guide, she helps readers 
restore balance and sanity by showing how 
we can take back control of every dimension 
of our lives. 240 pp.
978-1-68364-161-2 
___043009221 paper 17.95

 
Tarascon Pocket Pharmacopoeia 2019 Classic 
Shirt-Pocket Edition, 33rd Ed. 
Richard J. Hamilton, editor TASC
Used by prescribers around the world, 
including physicians, pharmacists, nurses, 
physician assistants, dentists, and medical 
transcriptionists, this edition continues 
its tradition as the leading portable drug 
reference packed with vital drug information 
to help clinicians make better decisions at 
the point of care. 292 pp.
978-1-28416-752-8 
___045571206 paper 19.95

 
Tarascon Pocket Pharmacopoeia 2019 Deluxe 
Lab-Coat Edition, 20th Ed. 
Richard J. Hamilton, editor TASC
Used by prescribers around the world, this 
work continues its tradition as the leading 
portable drug reference packed with vital 
drug information to help clinicians make 
better decisions at the point of care. This 
edition is an expanded version of the Classic 
Shirt-Pocket Edition, containing more drugs, 
black box warnings, evidence-based off-label 
indications, and additional tables. 500 pp.
978-1-28416-754-2 
___044738637 paper 39.95

 
When Death Becomes Life
Notes from a Transplant Surgeon
Joshua D. Mezrich, M.D. HR  
A gifted surgeon illuminates one of the 
most profound, awe-inspiring, and deeply 
affecting achievements of modern day 
medicine—the movement of organs between 
bodies—in this exceptional work of death 
and life. 384 pp.
978-0-06-265620-9 
___044192087 27.99
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MUSIC

 
The Birth of Loud
Leo Fender, Les Paul, and the Guitar-
Pioneering Rivalry That Shaped Rock ‘n’ Roll
Ian S. Port SCRB
A riveting saga in the history of rock ‘n’ roll: 
the decades-long rivalry between the two 
men who innovated the electric guitar’s 
amplified sound—Leo Fender and Les Paul—
and their intense competition to convince 
rock stars like The Beatles, Jimi Hendrix, and 
Eric Clapton to play the instruments they 
built. 352 pp.
978-1-50114-165-2 
___044785380 28.00

 
How to Be Invisible
Lyrics
Kate Bush FFSS
Selected and arranged by the author, this 
work presents for the first time the lyrics of 
Bush—a true iconoclast and one of the most 
revered contemporary musical artists of 
recent years. 208 pp.
978-0-571-35094-0 
___045550134 
24.00

 
Metaphysical Graffiti
Rock ‘n’ Roll and the Meaning of Life
Seth Kaufman ORBO
A provocative, entertaining but ultimately 
serious examination of rock’s most essential 
questions: Beatles or Stones? Which is the 
best air guitar to play? Does Rush suck? And 
what is the meaning of Billy Joel? 176 pp.
978-1-949017-08-3 
___044494377 
paper 16.95

NATURE / FIELD GUIDE BOOKS

 
The Scouting Guide to Tracking: An Official 
Boy Scouts of America Handbook
Essential Skills for Identifying and Trailing 
Animals
The Boy America SYHO
Current Scouts, Scout alumni, and readers 
interested in the outdoors are provided with 
time-tested advice on how to track big and 
small animals over different types of terrain. 
192 pp.
978-1-51073-773-0 
___041480766 
paper 16.99

NEW AGE / PARAPSYCHOLOGY

 
Area 51
The Revealing Truth of UFOs, Secret Aircraft, 
Cover-Ups & Conspiracies
Nick Redfern VINK
Taking a thorough review of the historical 
record, eyewitness accounts, whistleblower 
allegations, and deathbed confessions, this 
volume peers behind the highly fortified, 
heavily guarded CIA testing ground to 
understand fully the nature, history, and 
scope of the most secret and controversial 
base in the United States. 400 pp.
978-1-57859-672-0 
___044095642 
paper 19.95

 
Hex Your Ex
And 100+ Other Spells to Right Wrongs and 
Banish Bad Luck for Good
Adams Media ADMP
A collection of 100 edgy spells and rituals to 
help readers get what they want, whether 
it’s money, love, revenge, happiness, or 
whatever else their hearts desire. 224 pp.
978-1-50720-996-7 
___044889696 13.99

 
Today I Affirm
A Journal That Nurtures Self-Care
Alexandra Elle ANMM
From the celebrated poet and author of Neon 
Soul and Words from a Wanderer comes 
a journal and guide to reading and writing 
daily affirmations. 176 pp.
978-1-44949-521-3 
___045149764 paper 19.99

NONFICTION - TRUE CRIME / ESPIONAGE

 
Adnan’s Story
The Search for Truth and Justice After Serial
Rabia Chaudry GRIF
This reexamination of the murder case that 
captivated the nation, chronicled in the 
Peabody Award-winning podcast Serial, 
offers intimate details and newly uncovered 
evidence along with personal reflections 
from Adnan Syed himself.  432 pp.
978-1-25014-654-0 
___045153686 paper 18.99

 
Burned
A True Story of Murder and the Crime That 
Wasn’t
Edward Humes DUTT
More than a gripping detective story, Burned 
is a shocking tale that upends the almost 
universal confidence we have in flawed 
forensics—the “CSI” so long-celebrated 
in fiction and film—that has put thousands 
in prison as our justice system chose to 
embrace junk science over protecting the 
innocent. 336 pp.
978-1-52474-213-3 
___044328848 28.00
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PERFORMING ARTS

 
The Actor’s Guide to Self-Marketing
How to Brand and Promote Your Unique 
Image
Carla Renata ALLW
How do actors sell their personality? What 
does it take to make a lasting impression? 
How can actors use their image to achieve 
their dreams? This guide from an author with 
a background in acting and publicity answers 
all these questions and more. 208 pp.
978-1-62153-551-5 
___039598814 
paper 16.99

PHILOSOPHY

 
Aristotle’s Way
How Ancient Wisdom Can Change Your Life
Edith Hall PGUP
From renowned classicist Hall comes an 
examination of one of history’s greatest 
philosophers, showing us how to lead happy, 
fulfilled, and meaningful lives. 272 pp.
978-0-7352-2080-5 
___044329596 27.00

 
The Common Good
Robert B. Reich VINT
From the bestselling author of Saving 
Capitalism comes a passionate, clear-eyed 
manifesto on why society must restore the 
idea of the common good to the center of our 
economics and politics. 208 pp.
978-0-525-43637-9 
___045536630 paper 15.00

POETRY

 
Chameleon Aura
Billy Chapata ANMM
Social media sensation Chapata provides 
a thought-provoking take on the universal 
experiences of love, pain, and what comes 
next through messages of empowerment. 
This collection of poetry and prose will justify 
heartache and inspire the fortitude to survive 
and prosper. 288 pp.
978-1-44949-937-2 
___046076306 paper 14.99

 
The Long Take
A Noir Narrative
Robin Robertson KNPF
Shortlisted for the 2018 Man Booker Prize. 
From the award-winning British author 
comes a poet’s noir narrative that tells the 
story of a D-Day veteran in postwar America: 
a good man, brutalized by war, haunted by 
violence and apparently doomed to return to 
it, yet resolved to find kindness again, in the 
world and in himself. 256 pp.
978-0-525-65521-3 
___044329610 28.00

 
The Twenty-Ninth Year
Hala Alyan MRNB
Wild, lyrical poems that examine the 
connections between physical and interior 
migration, from award-winning Palestinian-
American poet, novelist, and clinical 
psychologist Alyan, author of Salt Houses. 
96 pp.
978-1-32851-194-2 
___042247669 paper 15.99

POLITICS - CURRENT EVENTS

 
Camelot’s End
Kennedy vs. Carter and the Fight That Broke 
the Democratic Party
Jon Ward TWLE
From a strange, dark chapter in American 
political history comes the captivating story 
of Ted Kennedy’s 1980 campaign for president 
against the incumbent Jimmy Carter, told in 
full for the first time. 400 pp.
978-1-45559-138-1 
___044429093 28.00

 
China and Israel
978-1-61811-894-3 ACDR
___044821260 
5% 90.00

 
Confessions of a Rogue Nuclear Regulator
Gregory B. Jaczko SS  
A shocking exposé from the most powerful 
insider in nuclear regulation about how 
the nuclear energy industry endangers our 
lives—and why Congress does nothing to 
stop it. 208 pp.
978-1-47675-576-2 
___044785429 26.00

 
Deep State Reality
The Anatomy of America’s Shadow 
Government
Alan Axelrod SYHO
An unflinching look into the truth behind the 
army of lobbyists, corporate interests, and 
the military-industrial complex that comprise 
the true Deep State. 256 pp.
978-1-51073-376-3 
___042673865 
22.99

 
Democracy May Not Exist, But We’ll Miss It 
When It’s Gone
Astra Taylor HOLT
What is democracy really? What do we mean 
when we use the term? And can it ever truly 
exist. Taylor, hailed as a “New Civil Rights 
Leader” (Los Angeles Times), provides 
surprising answers. 208 pp.
978-1-25017-984-5 
___042770093 27.00
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Fascism: A Warning
Madeleine Albright PEEA
Albright draws on her experiences as a child 
in war-torn Europe and her distinguished 
career as a diplomat to question the 
assumption that the world would reject the 
spiritual successors to Hitler and Mussolini 
should they arise in our era. She explores the 
questions we must answer if we are to save 
ourselves from repeating the tragic errors of 
the past. 304 pp.
978-0-06-280220-0 
___044423684 paper 17.99

 
Fire and Fury
Inside the Trump White House
Michael Wolff PICD
A #1 New York Times bestseller. With 
extraordinary access to the West Wing, 
Wolff reveals what happened behind-the-
scenes in the first nine months of the most 
controversial presidency of our time. 352 pp.
978-1-25030-146-8 
___044118518 paper 18.00

 
The Gospel of Self
How Pat Robertson Stole the Soul of the 
GOP
Terry Heaton ORBO
The inside story of how, using deliberate 
and strategic social engineering, The 700 
Club moved Christians steadily into the 
Republican Party—and moved the party itself 
to the right, by a former executive producer 
of the show. 208 pp.
978-1-949017-04-5 
___044440217 
paper 18.00

 
The Jihadi Next Door
How ISIS Is Forcing, Defrauding, and 
Coercing Your Neighbor Into Terrorism
Kimberly Mehlman-Orozco SYHO
An unprecedented look at how ISIS targets 
and recruits terrorists—and what we can do 
to stop them. 224 pp.
978-1-51073-286-5 
___042106819 
22.99

 
Let Me Finish
Trump, the Kushners, Bannon, New Jersey, 
and the Power of In-Your-Face Politics
Chris Christie HHTT
with Ellis Henican
From the outspoken former governor, 
presidential candidate, and chair of the 
Trump transition comes a no-holds-barred 
account of Christie’s years atop the national 
political scene—his rise to power through 
the bare-knuckle politics of New Jersey, his 
15-year friendship with Donald Trump, and 
his frank insights and experiences with the 
president and his inner circle. 304 pp.
978-0-316-42179-9 
___045443690 28.00

 
Mar-A-Lago
Inside the Gates of Power at Donald Trump’s 
Presidential Palace
Laurence Leamer FLAT
The inside story of how President Trump 
became King of Palm Beach—and how 
Palm Beach continues to be his spiritual 
home even as president—is rollicking, 
troubling, and told with unrivaled access and 
understanding by Leamer. 304 pp.
978-1-25017-751-3 
___046644992 27.99

 
Shortest Way Home
One Mayor’s Challenge and a Model for 
America’s Future
Pete Buttigieg LIVR
A mayor’s inspirational story of a Midwest 
city (South Bend, Indiana) that has become 
nothing less than a blueprint for the future of 
American renewal. 352 pp.
978-1-63149-436-9 
___044507392 27.95

 
Tell Your Children
The Truth about Marijuana, Mental Illness, 
and Violence
Alex Berenson FREP
An eye-opening report from an award-
winning author and former New York Times 
reporter reveals the link between teenage 
marijuana use and mental illness, and a 
hidden epidemic of violence caused by the 
drug—facts the media have ignored as the 
United States rushes to legalize cannabis. 
272 pp.
978-1-982103-66-8 
___044842972 26.00

 
Try Common Sense
Replacing the Failed Ideologies of Right and 
Left
Philip K. Howard NORT
Award-winning author Howard lays out the 
blueprint for a new American society. 160 pp.
978-1-32400-176-8 
___044507937 25.95

 
Whiteshift
Populism, Immigration, and the Future of 
White Majorities
Eric Kaufmann OVER
Drawing on detailed and extraordinary 
survey, demographic, and electoral data and 
enriched with illustrative stories, Whiteshift 
explores the majority response to ethnic 
change in Western Europe, North America, 
and Australasia. 624 pp.
978-1-46831-697-1 
___044854055 35.00
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PSYCHOLOGY

 
Advice Not Given
A Guide to Getting Over Yourself
Mark Epstein PNGN
“Most people will never find a great 
psychiatrist or a great Buddhist teacher, 
but Mark Epstein is both, and the wisdom 
he imparts in Advice Not Given is an act of 
generosity and compassion. The book is 
a tonic for the ailments of our time.”—Ann 
Patchett, New York Times-bestselling author. 
224 pp.
978-0-399-56434-5 
___044880782 paper 16.00

 
Are U Ok?
A Guide to Caring for Your Mental Health
Kati Morton, LMFT DACP
A licensed family therapist and YouTube 
personality answers the most commonly 
asked questions about mental health, 
including when to get help and where to find 
it. 256 pp.
978-0-7382-3499-1 
___043913938 20.00

 
Creative Awaking
Soul Touch Coloring Journal
Deborah Koff-Chapin CFTD
The Soul Touch Coloring Journal: 
Creative Awakening is one in a 
series of uniquely soulful adult 
coloring books by Koff-Chapin, 
creator of the independently 
published, bestselling SoulCards 
decks. The images in each book 
evoke a positive, universal human 
attribute such as love, creativity, 
contemplation, appreciation 
of nature, and the gifts of the 
feminine.
978-0-9645623-8-7
___028308128 paper 13.99

 
Duped
Double Lives, False Identities, and the Con 
Man I Almost Married
Abby Ellin PUBA
Ellin was shocked to learn that her fiancé 
was leading a secret life. But as she soon 
discovered, double lives are everywhere. 
Studying the art and science of lying, talking 
to women who’ve had their worlds upended 
by men who weren’t who they professed to 
be, and writing with great openness about 
her own mistakes, she lays the phenomenon 
bare. 272 pp.
978-1-61039-800-8 
___044329521 27.00

 
Kid Confidence
Help Your Child Make Friends, Build 
Resilience, and Develop Real Self-Esteem
Eileen Kennedy-Moore, Ph.D. NEWH
Foreword by Michele Borba
A clinical psychologist and parenting expert 
offers practical, evidence-based parenting 
strategies to help children build satisfying 
relationships, embrace personal growth, and 
discover the freedom that comes with a quiet 
ego—a deeply rooted sense of competence, 
confidence, and compassion for oneself and 
others. 240 pp.
978-1-68403-049-1 
___042200554 paper 16.95

 
The Misinformation Age
How False Beliefs Spread
Cailin O’Connor YALE
and James Owen Weatherall
The social dynamics of “alternative facts” 
and why what someone believes depends on 
who they know. 280 pp.
978-0-300-23401-5 
___043870073 26.00

 
The Positive Shift
Mastering Mindset to Improve Happiness, 
Health, and Longevity
Catherine A. Sanderson, Ph.D. BEBE
A psychology expert and professor lays out 
the significant difference we can really make 
in our daily lives simply by adjusting our 
outlook. 250 pp.
978-1-946885-44-9 
___042448501 
paper 17.95

 
The Recovering
Intoxication and Its Aftermath
Leslie Jamison BBB 
By the New York Times-bestselling author of 
The Empathy Exams comes an exploration of 
addiction—and the stories people tell about 
it—that reinvents the traditional recovery 
memoir. 544 pp.
978-0-316-25958-3 
___044423698 paper 18.99

 
Whole Again
Healing Your Heart and Rediscovering Your 
True Self After Toxic Relationships and 
Emotional Abuse
Jackson MacKenzie TEIE
Foreword by Shannon Thomas
From a leading voice on recovering from 
toxic relationships, a deeply insightful guide 
to getting back to one’s “old self” again—in 
order to truly heal and move on. 304 pp.
978-0-14-313331-5 
___044088588 paper 16.00
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REFERENCE

 
The Only Business Writing Book You’ll Ever 
Need
Laura Brown NORT
Foreword by Rich Karlgaard
A must-have guide for writing at work, with 
practical applications for getting one’s point 
across quickly, coherently, and efficiently. 
192 pp.
978-0-393-63532-4 
___044508400 24.95

 
The Scouting Guide to First Aid: An Official 
Boy Scouts of America Handbook
Essential Skills for Emergency Medical 
Assistance
The Boy Scouts of America SYHO
Anyone interested in the outdoors is provided 
with time-tested advice on how to triage, 
assess, and identify medical emergencies, 
what to include in a first aid kit for the home, 
when to seek help for health emergencies, 
and other topics. 192 pp.
978-1-51073-971-0 
___042635143 
paper 16.99

RELIGION - CHRISTIAN

 
10 Choices Successful Couples Make
The Secret to Love That Lasts a Lifetime
Dr. Ron Welch FMRV
A marriage counselor with more than 20 
years of experience reveals 10 positive 
choices successful couples make that will 
help readers minimize conflict, improve 
communication, and build a strong 
partnership. 240 pp.
978-0-8007-2968-4 
___044776853 paper 14.99

 
Afraid of All the Things
Tornadoes, Cancer, Adoption, and Other Stuff 
You Need the Gospel For
Scarlet Hiltibidal BROD
A humorous, serious, surprising, book about 
how to reframe all of our cares in light of the 
gospel. 272 pp.
978-1-53590-593-0 
___043518977 17.99

 
Beyond Blessed
God’s Perfect Plan for No Financial Stress
Robert Morris FAHW
Foreword by Dave Ramsey
As a follow-up to his bestseller The Blessed 
Life, Pastor Morris offers biblical principles to 
help readers reach their financial goals and 
abundant living. 272 pp.
978-1-54601-009-8 
___043591377 22.00

 
Brave Love
Making Space for You to Be You
Lisa Leonard ZNDV
In Brave Love, the founder/designer of Lisa 
Leonard Designs helps women find freedom 
from the pressure they face to be the perfect 
wife, mom, and professional so they can love 
others—and themselves—more boldly and 
deeply than ever before. 256 pp.
978-0-310-35230-3 
___043414406 22.99

 
Cry Like a Man
Fighting for Freedom from Emotional 
Incarceration
Jason Wilson COOK
Foreword by Eshon Burgundy
In this powerful, message-driven memoir, 
Wilson uses his life’s trials and triumphs 
to show men how to escape emotional 
incarceration and embrace true masculinity. 
224 pp.
978-0-8307-7594-1 
___045634611 paper 16.99

 
The Easter Code 
A 40-Day Journey to the Cross
O.S. Hawkins NELN
The Easter Code  by bestselling author 
Hawkins, is a meaningful devotional booklet 
for the Lent season and is an ideal gift for 
friends and family, pastoral staff, Bible study 
groups, and church congregations. Each day 
includes Scripture, a devotion, a Code Word 
to think on, and a prayer. 96 pp.
978-1-40021-148-7 
___043413852 paper 20% 2.99

 
Inside an Amish Home
A Rare and Intimate Portrait
Herald Press HERA
A rare glimpse inside the home of an Old 
Order Amish family, who lives their Christian 
faith in community, simplicity, and humility.
978-1-51380-425-5 
___046889296 10.99

 
Irresistible Study Guide
Reclaiming the New That Jesus Unleashed 
for the World
Andy Stanley ZNDV
In this six-session video-based Bible study, 
pastor and author Stanley shows how Jesus’ 
arrival signaled that the Old Testament was 
fulfilled and its laws reduced to a single 
verb—love—to be applied to God, neighbor, 
and enemy. 112 pp.
978-0-310-10049-2 
___044880847 paper 12.99
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A Mom After God’s Own Heart
10 Ways to Love Your Children
Elizabeth George HARH
As moms meet their children’s daily needs, 
God gives them a unique position of 
influence over their lives—moms guide their 
children’s hearts and they can help their 
children experience His love, blessings, and 
provisions. George explores this in 10 unique 
ways. 288 pp.
978-0-7369-7450-9 
___044819657 paper 15.99

 
Mom Fog
7 Steps to Overcoming Mom Fatigue 
Syndrome
Hannah Keeley NELN
Keeley, America’s top Christian mom coach, 
gets to the root of what it is to be “mom tired” 
and offers a step-by-step process to help readers 
be the in-control, rested, and productive moms 
God created them to be. 224 pp.
978-1-40020-772-5 
___043413827 paper 16.99

 
Unimaginable
What Our World Would Be Like Without 
Christianity
Jeremiah J. Johnston BETF
Foreword by Steve Green
In a day when Christians are often attacked for 
their beliefs, this provocative and enlightening 
book looks at the positive influence of 
Christianity, both historically and today. The 
author guides readers through the halls of 
history to see how Jesus’ teachings dramatically 
changed the world and continue to be the most 
powerful force for good today. 240 pp.
978-0-7642-3216-9 
___044776827 paper 15.99

 
Vertical Marriage
The One Secret That Will Change Your 
Marriage
Dave and Ann Wilson ZNDV
with John Driver
Honest to the core and laugh-out-loud funny, 
marriage coaches Dave and Ann Wilson 
share the one key secret and its principles 
that brought them from the brink of divorce 
to a healthy and vibrant relationship. 240 pp.
978-0-310-35214-3 
___043414404 22.99

RELIGION - CONTEMPORARY ISSUES

 
Shameless
A Sexual Reformation
Nadia Bolz-Weber CNVT
From the New York Times-bestselling author 
of Pastrix and Accidental Saints comes a 
full-blown overhaul of our harmful and 
antiquated ideas about sex, gender, and 
our bodies. To make her case, Bolz-Weber 
offers experiences from her own life and 
stories from her parishoners alongside 
biblical theology to explore what the church 
has taught about sex and the harm those 
teachings have caused. 224 pp.
978-1-60142-758-8 
___045630029 25.00

RELIGION - INSPIRATION / SPIRITUALITY

 
The Bright Life
40 Invitations to Reclaim Your Energy for the 
Full Life
Jen Wise ZNDV
The refresh readers are craving is here. Bible 
teacher Wise invites them on a 40-day journey 
from out-of-control chaos to discovering the 
unforced rhythms of grace. They’ll be able to 
reset their lives with spiritual insights and 
reclaim energy for a full life. 224 pp.
978-0-310-35111-5 
___043414401 paper 16.99

 
Irresistible Faith
Becoming the Kind of Christian the World 
Can’t Resist
Scott Sauls NELN
From an influential pastor and author—whose 
writing Ann Voskamp calls “sharp, informed, 
[and] culturally savvy”—comes a revelatory 
blueprint for an utterly transformative and 
enticing Christianity. 224 pp.
978-1-40020-179-2 
___043413825 paper 16.99

 
Just Enough Light for the Step I’m On
Trusting God in the Tough Times
Stormie Omartian HARH
With insights and interactive questions, 
this new edition of an Omartian classic is a 
valuable tool for prayer life as readers spend 
time every day with the One who knows 
where they need to go and how to get them 
there. 320 pp.
978-0-7369-7544-5 
___044819684 paper 15.99

 
Meeting God Face to Face
Daily Encouragement to Seek His Presence 
and Favor
Bill Johnson CRHU
This book will help readers know God in a 
way that changes everything about how they 
pray, worship, and seek to understand Him. 
384 pp.
978-1-62999-581-6 
___044993884 17.99

 
One Minute with the Men of the Bible
Jim George HARH
Readers will discover that God doesn’t 
require perfection to accomplish His 
purpose. In the Bible, God used everyday, 
ordinary men, like Moses, Jonah, and Paul—
and he can use readers, too. 240 pp.
978-0-7369-7360-1 
___044819506 17.99
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Reclaiming Our Forgotten Heritage
How Understanding the Jewish Roots of 
Christianity Can Transform Your Faith
Curt Landry NELN
Rabbi Landry, founding pastor of House of 
David Ministries, reveals how understanding 
the Jewish roots of Christianity leads to a 
more vibrant, secure, and powerful Christian 
walk. 240 pp.
978-1-40020-940-8 
___043413838 paper 16.99

 
What If It’s True?
A Storyteller’s Journey with Jesus
Charles Martin NELN
With a storyteller’s imagination, New York 
Times-bestselling novelist Martin illuminates 
the key moments in Jesus’ life and ministry 
and brings to life the meaning of the gospel 
in fresh and profound ways that call us to live 
differently—today. 320 pp.
978-0-7852-2132-6 
___043413785 24.99

 
A Woman After God’s Own Heart®
Elizabeth George HARH
Women can discover an experience of 
peace, order, and joy when they follow God’s 
guidelines for every area of their life—and 
become a woman after His heart. George 
shows how to practice God’s priorities when 
it comes to family, home, work, and ministry. 
320 pp.
978-0-7369-7268-0 
___044819704 19.99

RELIGION - RELIGIOUS FICTION

 
The Amish Sweet Shop
Emma Miller et al. KENS
It’s almost Valentine’s Day, the busiest time of 
the year at Beechy’s Sweets, where the Amish 
gifts of love and faith are even sweeter than 
the homemade candy. This volume contains 
three novellas by Miller, Laura Bradford, and 
Mary Ellis.  304 pp.
978-1-49671-860-0 
___043913659 paper 15.95

 
Bathed in Prayer
Father Tim’s Prayers, Sermons, and 
Reflections Collected from the Beloved 
Mitford Series
Jan Karon THOP
For the first time, readers will have the chance 
to walk with Father Tim through a collection 
of prayers, sermons, and inspirational 
passages that incorporates material from 
each of the novels in the Mitford series.
978-1-43285-522-2 
___046520820 NET 37.99

 
The Beloved Hope Chest
An Amish Heirloom Novel
Amy Clipston ZNDV
In the final installment of the Amish Heirloom 
series, the Fisher sisters learn the mystery 
behind their parents’ marriage and about the 
sibling who has never been spoken of. 320 
pp.
978-0-310-35288-4 
___043414408 paper 7.99

 
A Bound Heart
Laura Frantz FMRV
Their stations could not have been more 
different: a Scottish laird and a simple lass. 
When a tragedy forces both to colonial 
Virginia as indentured servants, can a love 
thwarted by tradition come to life in a new 
land? 416 pp.
978-0-8007-2664-5 
___044776839 paper 15.99

 
Code of Valor
Blue Justice, Book 3
Lynette Eason FMRV
Detective Brady St. John isn’t looking for 
love—just a few days of rest at his family’s 
cabin. But an attempted murder—and a 
secretive woman—change all his plans. 336 
pp.
978-0-8007-2704-8 
___044776840 paper 15.99

 
The Curse of Misty Wayfair
Jaime Jo Wright BETF
A century apart, two women seek their 
mothers in Pleasant Valley, Wisconsin. In 
1908, Thea’s search leads her to an insane 
asylum with dark secrets. In modern-day 
Wisconsin, Heidi Lane answers the call of a 
mother battling dementia. Both confront the 
legendary curse of Misty Wayfair—and are 
entangled in a web of danger that entwines 
them across time. 384 pp.
978-0-7642-3030-1 
___044776821 paper 14.99

 
Flights of Fancy
American Heiresses
Jen Turano BETF
To escape an unwanted marriage, heiress 
Isadora Delafield runs away and disguises 
herself as a housekeeper. She finds a 
position at the home of self-made man Ian 
MacKenzie’s parents. Ian is unexpectedly 
charmed by Isadora and her unconventional 
ways, but when Isadora’s secret is revealed, 
will they still have a chance at happily-ever-
after? 368 pp.
978-0-7642-3167-4 
___044776825 paper 15.99
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In the Shadow of Croft Towers
Abigail Wilson NELN
From debut author Wilson comes a 
mysterious Regency tale of secrets and 
spies, love and treachery. 336 pp.
978-0-7852-2366-5 
___043413802 paper 15.99

 
A Love to Behold
Forever Freedom, Book 3
Sharlene MacLaren WTKH
Two years after the Civil War, Lydia Albright 
is an established teacher in Boston when 
she senses God’s call to leave the comfort 
and security of her job and go south. She 
accepts a position to teach in a school for 
former slaves in Charleston, South Carolina, 
but must contend with men of the Ku Klux 
Klan, hell-bent on seeing that the new school 
fails. 336 pp.
978-1-64123-098-8 
___043753937 paper 14.99

 
Seasons of an Amish Garden
Four Amish Stories
Amy Clipston ZNDV
In Amy Clipston’s new novella collection, 
young Amish couples manage a community 
garden to raise money for a good cause, 
harvesting friendships and love along the 
way. 400 pp.
978-0-310-35430-7 
___043414417 paper 15.99

 
Secrets at Cedar Cabin
A Lavender Tides Novel
Colleen Coble NELN
USA Today-bestselling author Coble delivers 
her signature blend of romance and 
suspense when Brenna Fleming flees to a 
cabin in Lavender Tides, only to discover that 
everything she believed about herself has 
been a lie. 336 pp.
978-0-7180-8584-1 
___043413758 paper 16.99

 
To the Moon and Back
Karen Kingsbury HWDP
From #1 New York Times-bestselling author 
Kingsbury comes a new love story in the 
Baxter Family collection about two people 
who lost their parents in the same national 
tragedy—two people desperate to find each 
other and the connection they shared for a 
single day that changed everything. 384 pp.
978-1-45168-766-8 
___044785668 paper 16.00

 
Under the Midnight Sun
The Heart of Alaska, Book Three
Tracie Peterson BETF
and Kimberley Woodhouse
Fleeing her past, naturalist Tayler Hale accepts 
a position at the popular Curry Hotel in Alaska. 
There she must work with Thomas Smith, who 
calls the hotel home. As Thomas struggles to 
get used to the idea of a female naturalist, 
unexpected guests and trouble arrive at the 
Curry. They’ll have to band together to face 
the danger that follows. 336 pp.
978-0-7642-1925-2 
___044776813 paper 15.99

 
We Hope for Better Things
Erin Bartels FMRV
In this richly textured debut novel, a disgraced 
journalist moves into her great aunt’s secret-
laden farmhouse and discovers that the 
women in her family were testaments to 
true love and courage in the face of war, 
persecution, and racism. 400 pp.
978-0-8007-3491-6 
___044776856 paper 15.99

 
When Strawberries Bloom
Lizzie Searches for Love, Book 2
Linda Byler GDBK
New love, and even more questions, enter 
Lizzie Glick’s life in the second novel in this 
series written by an Amish writer and based 
on true life experiences. 304 pp.
978-1-68099-396-7 
___041818234 
paper 6.99

 
With This Pledge
Tamera Alexander NELN
History takes on vivid life in the stunning first 
full-length installment of Alexander’s new 
series, The Carnton Novels. 352 pp.
978-0-7180-8183-6 
___043413754 paper 16.99

RELIGION - WORLD RELIGIONS

 
Muhammad: Forty Introductions
Michael Muhammad Knight SOSK
Prophet, statesman, jurist, mystic, shaman, 
husband, father: there are infinite ways to 
remember and imagine Muhammad. This 
book provides 40 different windows into his 
life, his teachings, and his legacy. 320 pp.
978-1-59376-147-9 
___038783079 
paper 16.95
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SCIENCE

 
Gut Reactions
The Science of Weight Gain and Loss
Simon Quellen Field CHCR
A chemist shows how bodies react to food 
and the environment, and how the brain 
affects what and how much people eat, 
and in turn, is affected by what they eat. He 
shows why some diets work for some people 
but not for others and explores how dozens 
of hormones affect hunger and satiety and 
interact with the brain and the gut to regulate 
feeding behavior. 256 pp.
978-1-64160-000-2 
___044286308 paper 17.99

 
Interplanetary Robots
True Stories of Space Exploration
Rod Pyle PROE
A NASA insider tells the exciting story of 
robotic space missions to explore the solar 
system. 320 pp.
978-1-63388-502-8 
___043570218 paper 18.00

 
The Ocean Book
How Endangered Are Our Seas?
Esther Gonstalla UITC
This fascinating work is full of easy-
to-read, beautiful infographics 
that present the key issues facing 
our oceans. Rising sea levels, 
growing rubbish patches, and 
overfishing are putting our oceans 
in grave danger. Though we love 
our oceans, we must learn to 
cherish them. This book will help 
readers realize how we cause the 
problems and how we can solve 
them. 128 pp.
978-0-85784-477-4
___046220698 paper 15% 24.99

 
The Whole-Body Microbiome
How to Harness Microbes—Inside and Out—
For Lifelong Health
B. Brett Finlay, Ph.D., EXPT
and Jessica M. Finlay, Ph.D.
Biochemist Brett Finlay and gerontology 
expert Jessica Finlay offer a different—and 
truly revolutionary—solution to the quest 
for the fountain of youth, Through this 
father-daughter team’s research into the 
human microbiome, they’ve discovered that 
microbes play a crucial role in how we age. 
304 pp.
978-1-61519-481-0 
___042100656 24.95

SELF-HELP

 
Best Self
Be You, Only Better
Mike Bayer DYST
Foreword by Dr. Phil McGraw
The first book from Brayer, aka Coach Mike, a 
well-known life coach, personal development 
coach, addiction specialist, and soon-to-be 
Dr. Phil Show
978-0-06-291173-5 
___046221537 26.99

 
The Book of Help
A Memoir in Remedies
Megan Griswold RODP
A heartbreakingly vulnerable and tragically 
funny memoir-in-remedies that traces one 
woman’s lifelong quest for love, connection, 
and peace of mind, this “anti self-help” book 
details a journey of self-discovery through 
over 160 tonics, seminars, regimens, and 
transformative therapies. 384 pp.
978-1-63565-220-8 
___042485463 26.99

 
Craftfulness
Mend Yourself by Making Things
Rosemary Davidson HRWV
and Arzu Tahsin
Integrating mindfulness, neuroscience, 
positive psychology, and creativity research, 
Craftfulness offers a thought-provoking and 
surprising reconsideration of craft, and how 
making things with our hands can connect us 
to our deepest selves and improve our well-
being and overall happiness. 208 pp.
978-0-06-288354-4 
___046010924 23.99

 
Finding Happy
10 Keys to Living an Extraordinary Life
Chad Kneller CNBS
Everyone wants to be happy but most aren’t. 
Why not? Kneller escaped Hell to find happy 
and shares 10 keys that led him from deep 
depression to total joy. 160 pp.
978-1-948484-30-5 
___044230574 
paper 14.99

 
Happiness Is a Choice You Make
Lessons from a Year Among the Oldest Old
John Leland FSG 
Based on the popular New York Times 
series comes life-changing wisdom from an 
unexpected source: America’s oldest old. A 
rare, intimate glimpse into the end of life, 
and the insight that can enhance the years 
preceding. 272 pp.
978-0-374-53819-4 
___044453653 paper 16.00
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The Holy Sh!t Moment
How Lasting Change Can Happen in an 
Instant
James Fell STMS
A motivation expert and social media 
dynamo teaches readers how to skip the 
hard part and go directly from intention to 
committed action. 288 pp.
978-1-25018-631-7 
___044117248 28.99

 
How to Be Better at Almost Everything
Learn Anything Quickly, Stack Your Skills, 
Dominate
Pat Flynn BEBE
Business expert Flynn lays out the benefits 
of being a “generalist,” or someone highly 
skilled in many trades, which is a better path 
to success than striving to be the best at a 
single skill. 200 pp.
978-1-946885-41-8 
___042448803 
22.00

 
How to Hold a Grudge
From Resentment to Contentment—The 
Power of Grudges to Transform Your Life
Sophie Hannah SCRB
The first and only comprehensive 
examination of the universal but widely 
misunderstood practice of grudge-holding 
that will show readers how to use grudges to 
be their happiest, most optimistic, and most 
forgiving self. 256 pp.
978-1-982111-42-7 
___044844823 20.00

 
I Used to Be a Miserable F*ck
An Everyman’s Guide to a Meaningful Life
John Kim HRSF
The Angry Therapist who has helped 
thousands of men find more happiness 
in their relationships and more purpose 
in their lives now shares his insights with 
everyone in this powerful guide—self-help in 
a shotglass—covering essential topics, from 
vulnerability and posturing to workouts and 
women. 240 pp.
978-0-06-285634-0 
___043958832 24.99

 
Life Admin
How I Learned to Do Less, Do Better, and Live 
More
Elizabeth F. Emens HMHD
Life Admin tackles the problem of admin 
in all its forms, from everyday tasks like 
scheduling doctors appointments and 
paying bills, to life-cycle events like planning 
a wedding, a birth, a funeral. Emens explores 
how this labor is created, how it affects our 
lives, and how we might avoid, reduce, and 
redistribute admin whenever possible—as 
individuals and as a society. 304 pp.
978-0-544-55723-9 
___043022769 26.00

 
Lost Connections
Uncovering the Real Causes of Depression - 
And the Unexpected Solutions
Johann Hari BLMS
From the New York Times-bestselling author 
of Chasing the Scream: The First and Last 
Days of the War on Drugs comes a radical 
new way of thinking about depression and 
anxiety. 336 pp.
978-1-63286-831-2 
___044248828 paper 18.00

 
Mastering Adulthood
Go Beyond Adulting to Become an Emotional 
Grown-Up
Lara E. Fielding NEWH
Whoever said being a grownup was easy? 
For millennials up to the challenge, Fielding 
offers smart and entertaining strategies for 
dealing with difficult emotions while facing 
the new realities of adulthood—such as 
graduating from college, starting a career, 
gaining financial independence, and creating 
meaningful relationships. 224 pp.
978-1-68403-193-1 
___042200362 paper 16.95

 
The Severed Moon
A Year-Long Journal of Magic
Leigh Bardugo IMRN
A bewitching journal filled with prompts 
and quotations from the imagination of 
worldwide #1 bestselling author Bardugo. 
368 pp.
978-1-25020-774-6 
___046006083 16.99

 
The Universe Has Your Back
Transform Fear to Faith
Gabrielle Bernstein HHSU
New York Times-bestselling author Bernstein 
teaches readers how to transform their fear 
into faith, in order to live a divinely guided 
life. Each story and lesson in the book guides 
readers to release the blocks to what they 
most long for: happiness, security, and clear 
direction. 208 pp.
978-1-40194-655-5 
___044329055 paper 16.99

 
Women Rowing North
Navigating Life’s Currents and Flourishing as 
We Age
Mary Pipher BLMS
From the New York Times-bestselling author 
of Reviving Ophelia comes a guide to 
wisdom, authenticity, and bliss for women 
as they age. 272 pp.
978-1-63286-960-9 
___043328201 27.00
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SMALL BUSINESS / ENTREPRENEURSHIP

 
Company of One
Why Staying Small Is the Next Big Thing for 
Business
Paul Jarvis HM  
What if the real key to a richer and more 
fulfilling career was not to create and scale 
a new start-up, but rather, to be able to work 
for yourself, determine your own hours, and 
become a (highly profitable) and sustainable 
company of one? Suppose the better—and 
smarter—solution is simply to remain small? 
This book explains how to do just that. 272 pp.
978-1-32897-235-4 
___042197107 26.00

 
Disrupt-Her
A Manifesto for the Modern Woman
Miki Agrawal HHSU
From the founder of THINX and author of 
the New York Times bestseller Do Cool Sh*t 
comes a guide to making 13 “disruptions,” 
personally and professionally, that can light 
a person up, put lasting pep and purpose in 
their step, and have a transformative effect 
on everything they do. 296 pp.
978-1-40195-556-4 
___043416337 26.99

SOCIOLOGY

 
Beyond These Walls
Rethinking Crime and Punishment in the 
United States
Tony Platt STMS
A groundbreaking investigation into the 
roots of the American criminal justice system 
reveals how the past bleeds into the present. 
384 pp.
978-1-25008-511-5 
___042200767 29.99

 
The Deepest Well
Healing the Long-Term Effects of Childhood 
Adversity
Nadine Burke Harris, M.D. MRNB
A pioneering physician reveals how 
childhood stress leads to lifelong health 
problems, and what we can do to break the 
cycle. 272 pp.
978-1-32850-266-7 
___043414238 paper 15.99

 
Downhill from Here
Retirement Insecurity in the Age of Inequality
Katherine S. Newman HOLT
A sharp examination of the looming financial 
catastrophe of retirement in America. 336 pp.
978-1-25011-946-9 
___044347645 28.00

 
The Inner Level
How More Equal Societies Reduce Stress, 
Restore Sanity and Improve Everyone’s Well-
Being
Kate Pickett PGUP
and Richard Wilkinson
A groundbreaking investigation of how 
inequality infects our minds and gets under 
our skin. 352 pp.
978-0-525-56122-4 
___044329325 28.00

 
Miracle in the Cave
The 12 Lost Boys, Their Coach, and the 
Heroes Who Rescued Them
Liam Cochrane HRSF
Featuring never-before-reported details and 
exclusive interviews with the boys and their 
coach, the inspiring true story of how 12 
members of the Wild Boar Academy Football 
Club and their coach survived nine days in 
a labyrinthine cave in Northern Thailand, 
and of the incredible men and women who 
pulled off one of the greatest rescues of all 
time. 224 pp.
978-0-06-291248-0 
___046124168 paper 17.99

 
Team Human
Douglas Rushkoff NORT
“A provocative, exciting, and important 
rallying cry to reassert our human spirit 
of community and teamwork.”—Walter 
Isaacson. 256 pp.
978-0-393-65169-0 
___044507646 23.95

 
Thick
And Other Essays
Tressie McMillan Cottom NPRS
Smart, humorous, and strikingly original 
thoughts on race, beauty, money, and 
more, by one of today’s most intrepid public 
intellectuals. 224 pp.
978-1-62097-436-0 
___042472106 
24.99

SPORTS & RECREATION

 
Ron Shandler’s 2019 Baseball Forecaster
& Encyclopedia of Fanalytics
Brent Hershey et al., editors TRPB
The industry’s longest-running publication 
for baseball analysts and fantasy leaguers, 
this annual work approaches prognostication 
by breaking performance down into 
its component parts. The result is an 
unparalleled forecast of baseball abilities 
and trends for the upcoming season and 
beyond. 272 pp.
978-1-62937-613-4 
___043794141 paper 26.95
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Shooter’s Bible® Guide to Sporting Shotguns
A Comprehensive Guide to Shotguns, 
Ammunition, Chokes, Accessories, and 
Where to Shoot
Alex Brant SYHO
From the most trusted name in guns and 
ammunition comes this ultimate reference on 
shotgunning, offering everything enthusiasts 
and beginners need to know about the sport 
and its gear, from different types of sporting 
shotguns to helpful accessories. 256 pp.
978-1-51070-465-7 
___027120411 
paper 19.99

 
The Soul of a Team
A Modern-Day Fable for Winning Teamwork
Tony Dungy TYDM
with Nathan Whitaker
The New York Times-bestselling author of 
The Mentor Leader and Quiet Strength draws 
on his experiences from years of coaching 
and working with other leaders to lay out 
four essential principles practiced by truly 
effective teams. 224 pp.
978-1-49641-376-5 
___045028140 26.99

STUDY GUIDES

 
CliffsNotes® AP® English Language and 
Composition, 5th Ed.
Barbara V. Swovelin CLIF
This thoroughly helpful guide provides 
four practice tests with detailed answer 
explanations and sample essays so readers 
can score a 5 on the AP exam. 320 pp.
978-1-32846-583-2 
___043414231 paper 18.99

 
TASC Prep, 4th Ed. 
2 Practice Tests + Proven Strategies + Online
Kaplan Test Prep KPAB
This work provides expert strategies, online 
practice, and video tutorials to help readers 
pass all five TASC tests. The book and online 
resources are designed for self-study so 
readers can prep at their own pace, on their 
own schedule. Includes more than 1,000 
practice questions, full-length practice tests, 
and a diagnostic pretest to identify strengths 
and weaknesses. 912 pp.
978-1-50622-963-8 
___044784733 paper 22.99

TECHNOLOGY  & INDUSTRIAL ARTS

 
Getting to Know ArcGIS® Pro, 
2nd Ed. 
Michael Law ESRP
and Amy Collins
In the tradition of the bestselling 
Getting to Know series, the second 
edition of this trusted guide 
teaches new and existing GIS 
users how to get started solving 
problems by visualizing, querying, 
creating, editing, analyzing, and 
presenting geospatial data in both 
2D and 3D environments using 
ArcGIS Pro. 480 pp.
978-1-58948-537-2
___045615331 
paper 84.99

 
Switching to ArcGIS® Pro from 
ArcMap
Maribeth H. Price ESRP
An invaluable resource for those 
looking to migrate from ArcMap 
to ArcGIS Pro. Rather than teach 
Pro from the start, this book 
focuses on the difference between 
Pro and ArcMap for a more 
rapid adjustment to common 
workflows. 200 pp.
978-1-58948-544-0
___046893310 
paper 49.99

TRAVEL - FOREIGN

 
Frommer’s Costa Rica, 12th Ed. 
Nicholas Gill FMMD
This complete guide is packed with dazzling 
photos and detailed, opinionated and honest 
reviews, giving readers the low-down on 
what’s worth their trip and what’s not. The 
destinations are broken down into easy-to-
navigate sections and include a full-size, pull-
out map to help plan the perfect trip. 640 pp.
978-1-62887-388-7 
___042780936 
paper 26.95
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Moon New Zealand
Jamie Christian Desplaces AVEL
New Zealand’s lush, rugged landscape is sure 
to charm readers as much as the local Kiwis. 
They can explore this beautiful country with 
the help of the strategic itineraries in this 
guide, including the two-week best of New 
Zealand, and suggestions for eco-tourists, 
Lord of the Rings fans, adrenaline junkies, 
and more. 500 pp.
978-1-63121-709-8 
___043918597 paper 23.99

 
Rick Steves® France 2019
Rick Steves AVEL
Wander the lavender fields of Provence, 
climb the Eiffel Tower, and bite into a perfect 
croissant, all with Steves’ trusted advice. This 
fully updated edition includes rankings of his 
must-see favorites, from top sights to hidden 
gems. 1,246 pp.
978-1-63121-829-3 
___044347674 paper 27.99

 
Rick Steves® Germany 2019
Rick Steves AVEL
From fairy-tale castles and alpine forests to 
quaint villages and modern cities, this guide 
offers comprehensive coverage for planning 
a multi-week trip through Germany. 944 pp.
978-1-63121-830-9 
___044347710 paper 26.99

 
The Rough Guide to Seoul, 3rd Ed. 
Rough Guides RGHG
Whether readers plan to check out the 
changing of the guard at Gyeongbokgung, 
indulge in mouthwatering seafood at 
Noryangjin Fish Market or head farther out to 
discover the DMZ, this fully updated resource 
will show them the ideal places to sleep, eat, 
drink, shop and visit along the way. 208 pp.
978-0-241-31176-9 
___044712610 
paper 21.99

TRAVEL - GENERAL

 
The Cruise Handbook
Lonely Planet LONE
This practical and inspiring guide gives 
readers the lowdown on the world of cruises. 
They get essential advice and expert tips on 
everything from finding the right cruise and 
booking a great deal, to packing and traveling 
with a family. This ultimate trip-planning 
tool also features the best destinations for 
beaches, adventure, culture, chartering, and 
more. 168 pp.
978-1-78868-103-2 
___044347624 paper 17.99

TRAVEL - UNITED STATES

 
Frommer’s Arizona and the Grand Canyon, 
10th Ed. 
Gregory McNamee FMMD
and Bill Wyman
This thorough guide offers readers easy-
to-navigate sections, beautiful photos, and 
detailed, honest reviews, so that they can 
plan the perfect trip to Arizona and the Grand 
Canyon. 576 pp.
978-1-62887-406-8 
___042780741 
paper 22.95

 
Insight Guides: California, 9th Ed. 
Insight Guides ISIT
California is ideal for travelers seeking 
immersive cultural experiences, from 
exploring Yosemite National Park to 
discovering the redwood forests. Along 
with in-depth information on history and 
culture, this guide includes special features 
on California wine and the great outdoors, all 
written by local experts. 384 pp.
978-1-78671-561-6 
___038872716 
paper 24.99

 
Lonely Planet Georgia & the Carolinas, 2nd 
Ed. 
Lonely Planet LONE
Take a thoughtful trip around Atlanta’s Center 
for Civil & Human Rights, hike in the stunning 
Great Smoky Mountains National Park, 
admire Charleston’s antebellum architecture, 
and feast on low-country fare, all with this 
trusted travel companion. 384 pp.
978-1-78701-736-8 
___044346554 paper 22.99

 
Moon Pacific Northwest
With Oregon, Washington & Vancouver
Allison Williams AVEL
Rugged wilderness and gleaming urban 
landscapes: welcome to one of the wildest 
corners of North America. This thorough 
guide includes flexible, strategic itineraries 
for any budget or timeline, including one day 
in Seattle, a wine country weekend, a week-
long coastal road trip, and so much more. 
550 pp.
978-1-64049-162-5 
___044347074 paper 23.99
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ANIMALS / PETS

 
Birds in Flight
A Visual Essay
Rob Palmer AMHM
Palmer has a passion for birds and has 
traveled the world in pursuit of images that 
capture their amazing beauty and behaviors 
as they go about their lives in their natural 
environment. In this book, he has collected 
nearly 200 of his favorite shots of birds in 
flight, showcasing a wide array of species, 
locations, seasons, and activities. 128 pp.
978-1-68203-388-3 
___044368505 
paper 24.95

 
Dressage School
A Sourcebook of Movements and Tips
Britta Schoffmann TRSQ
In this fantastically detailed and uniquely 
organized reference, readers discover the 
what, the how, and—most importantly—the 
why of more than 100 dressage movements. 
Color photographs of riders of various levels 
and on different breeds of horse show how 
each movement should look when ridden 
correctly. 208 pp.
978-1-57076-923-8 
___044060284 
24.95

 
A Lexicon of Practical Terms for Pet Trainers & 
Behavior Consultants!, 3rd Ed. 
The Language You Need to Know
contributed by Niki Tudge et al. LSIG
This lexicon lists ethological, behavior 
analytic, pet cognition, neuroaffective, 
neurobiological, psychological, and common 
terms in an attempt to provide a complete 
understanding of pet behavior terminology 
to assist professionals and students. 92 pp.
978-0-692-18669-5 
___046636093 paper 12.00

 
Two Brains, One Aim
A Riding Coach’s Key Concepts for Bringing 
Horse and Rider Together (and Ending in 
Success!)
Eric Smiley TRSQ
Renowned clinician and international team 
coach Smiley provides a reliable resource 
and educational companion for the aspiring 
equestrian. He addresses fundamental 
topics pertinent to riders, with philosophical 
discussion and practical exercises applicable 
to all levels. 
978-1-57076-892-7 
___045763304 
paper 29.95

 
Who Rescued Whom?
Dogs & People Who Found Each Other
Margaret Bryant AMHM
More than 6.5 million unwanted pets 
enter animal shelters each year, greatly 
overwhelming available resources. Here, an 
author and award-winning photographer 
tells the story of some of those dogs who 
were lucky enough to be rescued and find 
their forever homes. 128 pp.
978-1-68203-384-5 
___044368450 
paper 24.95

ANTIQUES / COLLECTIBLES

 
The Courage to Aspire
Thoughts on Moments of Love, Kindness, 
Encouragement, and Aspiration
Chuks I. Ndukwe LSIG
Ndukwe’s wish of becoming an electrical 
engineer became a fantasy; his family could 
not fund his high-school education. Suddenly 
everything changed; his teacher helped him 
gain admission to a vocational high school, 
a scholarship to a technical college, and he 
became the first African electrical supervisor 
at the Nigerian Refinery. 220 pp.
978-0-9990705-5-0 
___046857080 paper 12.99

ARCHAEOLOGY / ANTHROPOLOGY

 
Anthropology and Public Service
The UK Experience
Jeremy Macclancy, editor BEBI
These days an increasing number of social 
anthropologists do not find employment 
within academia. Rather, many find jobs with 
commercial organizations or in government 
where they provide a much-needed social 
dimension to government thinking and 
practice. 202 pp.
978-1-78920-087-4 
___044580716 
paper 10% 29.95

 
Being Bedouin Around Petra
Life at a World Heritage Site in the Twenty-
First Century
Mikkel Bille BEBI
Petra, Jordan, became a UNESCO World 
Heritage site in 1985, and the semi-nomadic 
Bedouin inhabiting the area were resettled as 
a consequence. This volume asks: How could 
this happen? And what does it mean to be 
Bedouin when tourism, heritage protection, 
national discourse, an Islamic Revival, and 
even New Age spiritualism lay competing 
claims to the past in the present? 222 pp.
978-1-78920-120-8 
___044886043 
10% 120.00
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Everyday Life in the Balkans
David Montgomery, editor INUP
Gathering the work of leading scholars 
across disciplines to provide a broad 
overview of the countries of Albania, Bosnia 
and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Greece, 
Kosovo, Macedonia, Romania, Serbia, and 
Turkey, this edition moves beyond the 
images of war and post-socialist stagnation 
to instead focus on the lived experiences of 
the people in these countries. 448 pp.
978-0-253-03817-3 
___042612899 
paper 25% 42.00

 
Everyday Life in the Balkans
978-0-253-02617-0 INUP
___042613086 
5% 90.00

 
The Fayum Landscape
Ten Thousand Years of Archaeology, Texts, 
and Traditions in Egypt
Claire J. Malleson AMUC
Located some 100 kilometers southwest 
of Cairo, the Fayum region has long been 
regarded as unique, often described in 
terms that conjure up images of an idealized 
Garden of Eden. Malleson takes a novel 
approach to the study of the region by 
exploring the ways in which people have, 
through millennia, perceived and engaged 
with the Fayum landscape. 340 pp.
978-9-7741-6883-3 
___044122239 
45.00

 
Management by Seclusion
A Critique of World Bank Promises to End 
Global Poverty
Glynn Cochrane BEBI
An anthropologist and former World Bank 
Advisor argues that instead of Washington’s 
“management by seclusion,” poverty 
alleviation requires personal engagement 
with the poorest by helpers with hands-
on local and cultural skills. Here, the 
author argues, the insights provided by 
anthropological fieldwork have a crucial role 
to play. 230 pp.
978-1-78920-133-8 
___044886018 
paper 10% 29.95

 
Management by Seclusion
978-1-78920-131-4 BEBI
___044886176 
10% 150.00

 
Managing Multiculturalism
Indigeneity and the Struggle for Rights in 
Colombia
Jean E. Jackson STAN
Indigenous people in Colombia constitute 
a mere three percent of the national 
population. Jackson examines the evolution 
of the Colombian indigenous movement over 
the course of her 40-plus years of research 
and fieldwork, offering unusually developed 
and nuanced insight into how indigenous 
communities and activists changed over 
time. 344 pp.
978-1-50360-769-9 
___042807338 
paper 29.95

 
Managing Multiculturalism
978-1-50360-622-7 STAN
___042807198 
5% 90.00

 
Monetising the Dividual Self
The Emergence of the Lifestyle Blog and 
Microcelebrity in Malaysia
Julian Hopkins BEBI
Combining theoretical and empirical 
discussions with shorter “thick description” 
case studies, this book offers an 
anthropological exploration of the emergence 
in Malaysia of lifestyle bloggers—precursors 
to current social media “microcelebrities” 
and “influencers.” 220 pp.
978-1-78920-118-5 
___044886047 
10% 120.00

 
Politics of Scale
New Directions in Critical Heritage Studies
Tuuli Lahdesmaki et al., editors BEBI
International contributors provide examples 
and debates from a range of diverse 
countries, and discuss how heritage and 
scale interact in current processes of heritage 
meaning-making, and explore heritage-scale 
relationship as a domain of politics. 204 pp.
978-1-78920-016-4 
___044886435 
10% 120.00

 
Pre-Textual Ethnographies
Challenging the Phenomenological Level of 
Anthropological Knowledge-Making
Tomasz Rakowski SKIG
and Helena Patzer
Anthropologists often have fieldwork 
experiences that are not explicitly analyzed 
in their writings, though they shape their 
understandings. This volume uncovers 
these layers of knowledge-making in order 
to develop a new language for building 
anthropological works, rooted primarily in 
the pre-textual worlds of tacit and intense 
experiences. 254 pp.
978-1-907774-47-8 
___046943347 10% 90.00
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Spaces of Security
Ethnographies of Securityscapes, 
Surveillance and Control
Mark Maguire NYUP
Setha Low, editor
This volume explores spaces of security not 
only by attending to how security is produced 
by and in spaces, but also by emphasizing 
the ways in which it is constructed in the 
contemporary landscape. 280 pp.
978-1-47987-006-6 
___043971951 
paper 5% 32.00

 
Spaces of Security
978-1-47986-301-3 NYUP
___043971721 
NET 89.00

 
The Story of Sh*t
Midas Dekkers TXPC
A wry, erudite, and surprising investigation 
by an acclaimed Dutch biologist into this 
rarely discussed bodily function. 304 pp.
978-1-925355-17-8 
___042241239 
paper 16.95

 
Sweet Home Chicago?
Mexican Migration and the Question of 
Belonging and Return
Franziska Bedorf TCIV
Based on long-term ethnographic fieldwork 
among aged Mexican migrants in Chicago, 
Bedorf investigates the phenomenon of return 
migration by tracing how people’s intentions 
to go back change over time. 380 pp.
978-3-8376-4131-8 
___044440677 
paper NET 45.00

ARCHITECTURE

 
Affordable Interior Design
High-End Tips for Any Budget
Betsy Helmuth SYHO
John Ha, photographer
In this DIY home decorating handbook, 
Helmuth reveals insider tips and her tried-and-
tested methods for choosing colors, creating 
a gallery wall, how to use accent tables, entry 
benches, rugs, and more! 160 pp.
978-1-51073-847-8 
___042448461 
paper 19.99

 
Boris Iofan: Architect Behind the Palace of 
the Soviets
Maria Kostyuk DOMP
A collection of essays that charts the 
development of the architect’s variegated 
career that spanned nearly six decades. 
Iofan is best known as the architect behind 
the Palace of the Soviets. His architectural 
language evolved throughout his lifetime, 
from his eclecticist beginnings in Rome, to 
the grandeur of the wedding-cake style in 
the 1930s, to his incorporation of concrete 
panels under Khrushchev. 272 pp.
978-3-86922-312-4 
___043962023 
paper NET 39.95

 
D. Eugene Egger
The Paradox of Place in the Line of Sight
Gregory Luhan, editor OROE
Foreword by Kenneth Frampton
Frank H. Weiner, Afterword
The authors showcase the pedagogical 
sketches of Dayton Eugene Egger, the Patrick 
and Nancy Lathrop Professor Emeritus, 
Virginia Tech School of Architecture + Design. 
To Egger, architectural education is a vibrant 
vehicle for creating and disseminating 
knowledge across generations. It 
simultaneously concerns learning from the 
past and presents possible futures.  240 pp.
978-1-941806-31-9 
___046881121 
34.95

 
Georgian Soviet Modernist Mosaics from 
1960-1990
Nini Palavandishvili DOMP
and Lena Prents
Monumental, decorative mosaics were 
created in public spaces of Tbilisi during 
the Soviet era in the 1970s and 1980s. Yet 
architectural critics have largely dismissed 
them as little more than propagandistic tools. 
The authors of this guide set out to restore 
the image of Georgian mosaics, arguing that 
they were architectural artworks in their own 
right. 280 pp.
978-3-86922-691-0 
___043962084 
paper NET 39.95

 
Lessons from the Lawn
The Word Made Flesh: Dialogues Between 
Citizens and Strangers
Peter Waldman OROE
This project demonstrates the utility of 
heuristic thinking serving as an introduction 
to the central core of the book: the primer of 
spatial and material elements, which guides 
individuals and groups to analyze, engage, 
and initiate the constructed environment. 
176 pp.
978-1-940743-99-8 
___046881012 
34.95
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Place Matters
The Architecture of WG Clark
Robert McCarter OROE
The architecture of WG Clark is inextricably 
grounded in its place, the Atlantic coastal 
states of the American South. 256 pp.
978-1-940743-42-4 
___041296958 
paper 45.00

 
Rock Stars at Home
Chris Charlesworth et al. AOXO
The first-ever guide to 30 of the most 
ostentatious and over-the-top homes in rock 
‘n’ roll history from Graceland to Neverland. 
Packed with great photos throughout 
and eye-opening stories of wild behavior 
and even wilder interior décor, this is an 
entertaining and informative guide to living 
life like a rock star. 176 pp.
978-1-948062-28-2 
___044476067 
24.99

 
Soviet Modernism, Brutalism, Post-Modernism
Buildings and Projects in Ukraine 1960-1990
Oleksiy Bykov DOMP
and Ievgeniia Gubkina
This new publication is a comprehensive 
study of Soviet Modernism in Ukraine. 
The authors and architects explore the 
uniqueness of modernist objects in all its 
forms—from interior design to city plans—
across the entire territory of Ukraine and 
over three full decades. 250 pp.
978-3-86922-706-1 
___043961991 
NET 89.95

 
Urban Grids
Handbook on Regular City Design
Joan Busquets OROE
and Dingliang Yang
The result of a five-year design research 
project undertaken by Busquets and Yang 
at the Harvard Graduate School of Design 
analyzes cities and urban projects that utilize 
the grid as the main structural device for 
allowing rational development., The work goes 
further to propose speculative design projects 
capable of suggesting new urban paradigms 
drawn from the grid as a design tool. 680 pp.
978-1-940743-95-0 
___044230503 
60.00

 
Vertical Garden Design
A Comprehensive Guide: Systems, Plants 
and Case Studies
Li Aihong, editor ATPW
The spread of vertical gardens in recent 
years is a welcome addition to the visual 
environment with businesses, homeowners 
and public institutions alike incorporating 
green walls into their landscape design 
strategies. This book presents the ultimate 
guide for anyone interested in this 
burgeoning field. 288 pp.
978-1-58423-691-7 
___040032953 
55.00

 
A Year Without a Winter
Dehlia Hannah, editor CYII
Bringing together science fiction, history, 
visual art, and exploration to reframe the 
relationship among climate, crisis, and 
creation, this volume presents stories by four 
renowned science fiction authors alongside 
critical essays, extracts from Mary Shelley’s 
Frankenstein, and dispatches from extreme 
geographies. 284 pp.
978-1-941332-38-2 
___042145429 
paper NET 23.00

 
Zoo Buildings
Construction and Design Manual
Natascha Meuser DOMP
Meuser examines five generations of 
zoological structures in order to show that the 
architecture of zoos has always incorporated 
social values, fostering the coexistence of 
humans and animals, ever since the opening 
of the first scientifically run zoo. 576 pp.
978-3-86922-680-4 
___043962046 
NET 99.95

ART & ART INSTRUCTION

 
Abstract Expressions
30+ Lessons to Move Your Art Beyond Reality
Jean Pederson NOLI
The author details all the information artists 
need to know to step beyond realism. 160 pp.
978-1-44035-055-9 
___042830038 
29.99

 
Accessible America
A History of Disability and Design
Bess Williamson NYUP
Williamson provides an extraordinary look at 
everyday design, marrying accessibility with 
aesthetic, to provide an insight into a world 
in which everyone is an active participant, 
but often a passive onlooker. 304 pp.
978-1-47989-409-3 
___043971833 
15% 30.00

 
Ad Reinhardt
Ad Reinhardt DZIR
text by Robert Storr
This extensively illustrated volume—the 
first comprehensive Reinhardt overview in 
13 years—reproduces the artist’s signature 
“black” paintings, as well as his cartoons and 
photographic slide presentations. 225 pp.
978-0-9899809-9-9 
___008489276 
75.00
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The Artist’s Complete Health and Safety 
Guide, 4th Ed. 
Monona Rossol ALLW
“This book is well written, easy to read, 
practical, authoritative, and useful, not only 
for artists but also for teachers and industrial 
hygienists.”—The American Industrial 
Hygiene Association Journal 576 pp.
978-1-62153-612-3 
___038087424 
34.99

 
A Beautiful Disorder: Chinese Sculpture 
Meets English Horticulture
contributed by Bi Rongrong et al. HAJE
With this catalogue, the Cass Sculpture 
Foundation in Sussex, England, unveils an 
exhibition of newly commissioned sculptures 
by 19 contemporary artists from Greater 
China. The book accompanies the works 
as they travel from China to West Sussex, 
from the artists’ studios to production and 
installation. 304 pp.
978-3-7757-4130-9 
___032003834 
25% 60.00

 
Bruce Nauman
Spatial Encounters
Constance M. Lewallen UNCA
and Dore Bowen
“This book is a must-have for fans of Nauman 
and art enthusiasts of all kinds. It...provides 
an exceptionally nuanced close reading of 
some of the most physically innovative and 
psychologically intense American artworks 
of the mid-20th century.”—Lawrence Rinder, 
director and chief curator, University of 
California, Berkeley Art Museum and Pacific 
Film Archive. 168 pp.
978-0-520-29605-3 
___043916862 
25% 65.00

 
Cabinet 67
Sina Najafi, editor CBIT
This edition, with a special section on 
“Dreams” and coedited by Matthew 
Spellberg, includes Spellberg’s essay on the 
cultural history of doing things with dreams; 
Martin Dimitrov on the suspicious dreams 
of peasants recorded in the archives of the 
Bulgarian secret police: and Emma Lieber 
on citizens’ dreams under authoritarian 
regimes. 96 pp.
978-1-932698-82-4 
___040904687 
paper 12.00

 
Character Design Quarterly 7
Publishing 3dtotal, editor TDTT
Pick up new techniques and approaches 
to creating awesome original character 
designs, and discover industry insights from 
top professional designers! 104 pp.
978-1-909414-72-3 
___042448821 
paper 16.00

 
Christmas in El Jardin
Fairytales from Historic Florida
Alejandra Bunster-Elsesser LSIG
Irene is a unique ladybug who dresses 
elegantly, loves to read, and is especially 
fond of books. With the help of her friends, 
she will give a very special gift to El Jardin 
who is celebrating its centennial anniversary. 
64 pp.
978-0-692-19115-6 
___046753497 paper 5% 15.00

 
Country Scenes in Acrylic
Jerry Yarnell NOLI
Bestselling author, instructor, and PBS TV 
show host Yarnell delivers his latest offering 
with dozens of all new lessons and eight full 
step-by-step landscape painting projects. 
Features detailed materials lists and advice 
on how to set up a palette. 144 pp.
978-1-44035-022-1 
___042830320 
paper 22.99

 
Crash Kid 
A Hip Hop Legacy
curated by Napal Naps DRGO
A collection of more than 400 contributions, 
all exclusively produced by the protagonists 
of the period, which document the art of 
Crash Kid and at the same time tell how 
this subculture has developed, moving from 
the underground scene to a mainstream 
movement. 240 pp.
978-8-89856-539-9 
___046795532 
paper 85.00

 
Dish Rag Magazine
Caves
Jessica Merliss LSIG
and Josh Aleksanyan, editors
This publication is intended to be a biannual 
investigation of cultural fermentation 
through the lens of a new theme each 
issue. This magazine, therefore, advances a 
principled ambition: to draw on fermentation 
as both a theory and a practice as people 
journey across sub/human conditions and 
document scenes of in/animacy. 110 pp.
978-1-64316-107-5 
___045580489 paper 20% 15.00

 
Exploring Black and White
Drawing and Painting Techniques
Victor Escandell PROM
This new publication is devoted exclusively 
to the infinite creative possibilities of drawing 
and painting in black and white. Traditional 
and current, materials, techniques, and 
applications are described clearly so that 
readers can experiment with what they have 
learned and develop their creativity with a 
variety of materials. 128 pp.
978-8-416-85182-9 
___042472275 
24.95
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Fashion Prints
Ackermann’s Repository
Susana Ellis, editor LSIG
Featuring almost 500 illustrations, this 
compilation of historical fashion plates 
from Ackermann’s Repository of Arts offers 
readers a visual timeline of English women’s 
dresses from 1809 through 1828. It is an 
ideal reference book for Regency romance 
authors, artists, and fashion and costume 
designers. 502 pp.
978-1-945503-07-8 
___044764413 paper 34.99

 
Fearless Flourishing
A Step-By-Step Workbook for Embellishing 
Your Hand Lettering with Swirls, Swoops, 
Swashes and More
Alissa Chojnacki ULYS
This step-by-step workbook will teach 
everything one needs to know for flourishing 
letters, numbers, and symbols in order to 
create beautiful, polished pieces of art. 128 pp.
978-1-61243-873-3 
___044580585 
paper 16.95

 
From Extinct Monsters to Deep Time
Conflict, Compromise, and the Making of 
Smithsonian’s Fossil Halls
Diana Elizabeth Marsh BEBI
In this ethnography that documents the 
growing friction between the research and 
outreach functions of the museum in the 
21st century, Marsh describes participant 
observation and historical research at the 
Smithsonian’s National Museum of Natural 
History as it prepared for its largest-ever 
exhibit renovation, Deep Time. 280 pp.
978-1-78920-122-2 
___044886267 
10% 130.00

 
Gainsborough’s Family Album
David Solkin et al. NAPO
Spanning more than four decades, artist 
Thomas Gainsborough’s family portraits 
chart the period from the mid-1740s, when 
he plied his trade in his native Suffolk, to his 
most successful latter years at his luxuriously 
appointed studio in London’s West End. 192 pp.
978-1-85514-790-4 
___042849280 
49.95

 
Gan’s Constructivism 
Aesthetic Theory for an Embedded 
Modernism
Kristin Romberg UNCA
This groundbreaking account of Russian 
constructivism repositions the agitator 
Aleksei Gan as the movement’s chief 
protagonist and theorist. Primarily a 
political organizer during the Revolution 
and early Soviet period, Gan brought 
to the constructivist project an intimate 
acquaintance with the nuts and bolts of 
“making revolution.” 312 pp.
978-0-520-29853-8 
___043916894 
NET 65.00

 
Gerhard Richter: The Overpainted 
Photographs, a Comprehensive Catalogue
Gerhard Richter HENI
text by Dorothee Brill et al.
This extraordinary six-volume slipcased 
production offers a comprehensive account 
of a largely unexplored—though immensely 
popular—aspect of the practice of Richter: 
the Overpainted Photographs series, which 
he began creating in the mid-1980s and still 
engages with today. 1,930 pp.
978-0-9933161-2-8 
___033415244 
25% 800.00

 
Hans Arp: 20 Sketchbooks
Jean Arp SZMA
The diverse oeuvre of Hans Arp (1886-1966) 
is world-renowned, yet his sketchbooks 
remain relatively unknown. This volume 
reproduces meticulous facsimiles of 20 of 
Arp’s small sketchbooks and spiral-bound 
pads, made between 1950 and 1966 and 
today held at the Fondazione Marguerite 
Arp-Hagenbach, located in Arp’s last atelier 
in Locarno, Switzerland. 1,208 pp.
978-3-9582933-6-6 
___044060371 
paper 25% 450.00

 
How to Draw
A Comprehensive Drawing Course: Still Life, 
Landscapes, Buildings, People, and Portraits
Ian Sidaway CMHU
and Susie Hodge
The authors teach aspiring artists an essential 
skill that represents the first step into all 
other visual arts. Even absolute beginners 
will be amazed at what they can achieve by 
working through this book and learning from 
the tips, tricks, and know-how of experienced 
artists. 352 pp.
978-1-62008-295-9 
___042341161 
paper 24.99

 
How to Paint
A Complete Beginner’s Guide to Watercolors, 
Acrylics, and Oils
Angela Gair CMHU
and Ian Sidaway
This practical step-by-step guide helps beginners 
quickly achieve immediate and impressive 
results. Thirty-eight step-by-step projects each 
illustrate a different painting technique, using 
watercolors, acrylics, or oils. Readers learn 
to paint landscapes, still life, people, flowers, 
animals, buildings, and more. 352 pp.
978-1-62008-300-0 
___042340989 
paper 24.99

 
Khatt
Egypt’s Calligraphic Landscape
Basma Hamdy SAQI
Bringing together over 200 color 
photographs, this is a beautifully produced 
source book on calligraphy found across 
cities in Egypt. 160 pp.
978-0-86356-901-2 
___043028441 
35.00
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The Logic of Design Process
Invention and Discovery in the Light of the 
Semiotics of Charles S. Peirce
Tiago da Costa E. Silva TCIV
In opposition to predominant views that 
understand design processes as mechanical, 
this study characterizes design activities as 
a continuous and serendipitous interplay 
of processes of aesthetic experience, of 
defining rules, and of manifesting forms. Da 
Costa E. Silva concludes that invention and 
discovery are intrinsic to every development 
in any given design context. 340 pp.
978-3-8376-4377-0 
___044440205 
paper NET 45.00

 
The Long Roots of Formalism in Brazil
Luiz Renato Martins HMAK
Juan Grigera, editor
The grand project of Brasília is the main theme 
of this book’s early chapters, which treat the 
“ideal city’” as a case study in the ways in 
which creative talent in Brazil has been made 
to serve in the reproduction of social iniquities. 
Further chapters scrutinize the socio-historical 
basis of Brazilian art. 323 pp.
978-1-60846-082-3 
___042877269 
paper 5% 28.00

 
The Mars Tapes
L. Russell Brown THUP
and Larry Wacholtz
What happened in the past foretells the 
future. The U.S. is using the communication 
system to monitor the beyond boring 
transmissions of its astronauts’ “mapping” 
the previously unexplored regions of Mars. 
What is about to be discovered will change 
the history of humanity. 270 pp.
978-1-948715-04-1 
___046687496 paper 18.99

 
Pharmacy London
Damien Hirst STDL
In 2005 Hirst began photographing every 
pharmacy in the Greater London area. Shooting 
both the individual pharmacists behind their 
counters and the exterior views of the city’s 
1,856 chemists, he took over a decade to 
complete the project. The images are brought 
together in their entirety in this extraordinary 
10-volume artist’s book. 3,892 pp.
978-3-86930-991-0 
___044060461 
950.00

 
The Phoenix Years
Art, Resistance, and the Making of Modern 
China
Madeleine O’Dea PSUK
The riveting story of China’s rise from 
economic ruin to global giant is illuminated 
by another, equally fascinating, narrative 
beneath its surface—the story of the 
country’s emerging artistic avant-garde and 
the Chinese people’s ongoing struggle for 
freedom of expression. 368 pp.
978-1-68177-897-6 
___043091386 paper NET 25.95

 
The Praiseworthy One
The Prophet Muhammad in Islamic Texts and 
Images
Christiane Gruber INUP
In the wake of controversies over printing 
or displaying images of the Prophet 
Muhammad, Gruber’s aim is to bring back 
into scholarly and public discussion the 
“lost” history of imagining the Prophet in 
Islamic cultures. She seeks to correct public 
misconceptions and restore to Islam its rich 
artistic heritage. 448 pp.
978-0-253-02526-5 
___042241181 
25% 60.00

 
Rembrandt’s Comet
Gordon Kurby LSIG
After the Seattle Art Museum hosted an 
exhibit titled, “Rembrandt, Van Dyck, 
Gainsborough: Treasures of Kenwood House, 
London,” three friends, were inspired by a 
curious challenge. Each discovery led to more 
amazing ones, provoking questions no one 
had asked before. This is their extraordinary 
communication. 126 pp.
978-0-9995286-5-5 
___045988649 20% 39.95

 
Scaled for Success
The Internationalisation of the Mermaid
Philip Hayward, editor JHIB
Complementing previous studies of the 
interrelationship between the mermaid and 
Mami Wata spirit in West Africa, this volume 
addresses the mermaids presence in a range 
of Middle Eastern, Asian, Australian, Latin 
American, and North American contexts. 256 pp.
978-0-86196-732-2 
___044049065 
paper 25% 35.00

 
Science, Art, and Neuroethics
Transdisciplinary Collaborations to Foster 
Public Engagement
Mathilde Bessert-Nettelbeck et al., editors TCIV
This anthology introduces a special concept 
of public outreach relying on participatory 
events that create a productive overlap of 
the fields of science and art. The contributors 
from various disciplines discuss the 
relationship of both spheres, present 
current science/art initiatives, and locate this 
transdisciplinary approach within the debate 
on public engagement theories and higher 
education policy specifications. 200 pp.
978-3-8376-4176-9 
___044440393 
paper NET 35.00
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Sculpture Now
A Collection of Contemporary Artists’ 
Writings and Interviews
Jon Wood HAJE
and Julia Kelly, editors
Illustrated with works by the contributing 
artists, this publication covers every facet of 
sculpture today: the processes used to create 
it, its various means of figuration, and the 
growing number of exhibition venues now 
devoted to the medium. 296 pp.
978-3-7757-3347-2 
___015630419 
paper 55.00

 
Speculations on Anonymous Material, 
Nature After Nature, Inhuman
Susanne Pfeffer, editor KAVU
This catalogue presents a generation of 
young artists who respond to “anonymous” 
materials of the 21st century, such as 
3D-printed objects, body scans and stock 
photos. Participating artists include Michele 
Abeles, Ed Atkins, Sachin Kaeley, Oliver 
Laric, Pamela Rosenkranz, Avery Singer, and 
Ryan Trecartin. 502 pp.
978-3-86335-732-0 
___030018898 
paper 25% 40.00

 
Stick to the Skin 
African American and Black British Art, 1965-
2015
Celeste-Marie Bernier UNCA
The first comparative history of African-
American and Black-British artists, artworks, 
and art movements traces the lives and 
works of over 50 20th- and 21st-century 
painters, photographers, sculptors, mixed-
media assemblage, installation, video, and 
performance artists. 344 pp.
978-0-520-28653-5 
___043916826 
25% 85.00

 
Tony Conrad: Writings
text by Tony Conrad PMAF
A legendary figure of the New York art 
and music worlds, Conrad (born 1940) has 
traversed experimental film, drone music, 
minimalist video and writing over the course 
of his career. This is the first book to collect this 
wide range of his texts, some of which have 
never before been published, which illuminate 
the influences upon his work and address his 
theories about art and music. 250 pp.
978-0-9915585-1-3 
___020715757 
paper 30.00

 
Views of Violence
Representing the Second World War in 
German and European Museums and 
Memorials
Jörg Echternkamp BEBI
and Stephan Jaeger, editors
Twenty-first-century views of historical 
violence have been immeasurably 
influenced by cultural representations of 
World War II. This volume takes a historical 
perspective on museums covering the war 
and explores how these institutions came 
to define political contexts and cultures of 
public memory in Germany, across Europe, 
and throughout the world. 310 pp.
978-1-78920-126-0 
___044886330 
10% 130.00

 
Wagashi
The Art of Japanese Confectionery
Kazuya Takaoka PIEZ
and Mutsuo Takahashi
Hiroshi Yoda, photographer
Since ancient times, traditional Japanese 
Wagashi sweets have captured the hearts of 
Japanese people. This book introduces the 
beauty of Wagashi, categorizing each type 
by month and by season. Readers will learn 
how each confection’s concept and deep 
meaning are closely tied to the ephemeral 
tastes and sights that characterize the four 
seasons of Japan. 388 pp.
978-4-7562-4974-6 
___044197310 
paper 45.00

AUTOMOTIVE

 
Vintage Morris
Tall Tales But True from a Lifetime in 
Motorcycling
Lester Morris LSIG
Very funny memoirs of 70 years in 
motorcycling, written by Australia’s longest-
serving motorcycle writer. His material has 
been published for 50 years in all major cycle 
magazines in Oz. Every biker will identify 
with his many stories, no matter how, when, 
where, why, or how long they have been 
riding motorcycles. 194 pp.
978-0-646-96233-7 
___046809081 paper 25% 20.00

BIOGRAPHY / AUTOBIOGRAPHY

 
3,001 Arabian Days
Growing Up in an American Oil Camp in 
Saudi Arabia (1953-1962) a Memoir
Rick Snedeker LSIG
In the 1950s, American oil men developed 
the oil industry in Saudi Arabia. Many 
brought families to the desert outpost, thus 
flipping their children’s all-American life into 
one in the sand dunes and culture of Arabia. 
Snedeker details growing-up in the far-away 
company town they called “home.” 316 pp.
978-1-73223-950-0 
___046617998 paper 20% 15.95
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Albert Gore, Sr.
A Political Life
Anthony J. Badger UNPN
In chronicling the life and career of Gore, Sr., 
historian Badger explores the successes and 
failures of this Tennessee politician who was 
in the national eye for more than 30 years and 
whose career illuminates the significance of 
race, religion, and class in the creation of the 
modern South. 376 pp.
978-0-8122-5072-5 
___046522768 
10% 34.95

 
And Babies Make Seven
V.J. Koning Keelan SBAG
With humor and much self-deprecation, the 
author relates a story of lives well lived, 
horrendous events overcome, and a triumph 
of love and happiness. 260 pp.
978-0-9811795-0-6 
___004782252 paper 16.95

 
Arrival
The Story of CanLit
Nick Mount HUAP
“The most important book to be written 
in more than 40 years about the rise of 
Canadian literature...Arrival: The Story of 
CanLit brims and crackles, in equal measure, 
with information and energy.”—Winnipeg 
Free Press. 416 pp.
978-1-48700-543-6 
___043882597 
paper 22.95

 
At Least He Wasn’t Hitting You...
A Personal Memoir of Abuse and Survival.
Greg McVicker TDWR
After meeting the man of her dreams and 
saying, “I do,” one woman learns her lover’s 
modus operandi is to gain power and control 
over her life by using patterns of verbal, 
emotional, financial, and psychological 
abuse. In this gripping memoir, the fight 
for ultimate survival while enduring 
unfathomable trauma becomes a do-or-die 
situation. 252 pp.
978-1-989053-09-6 
___046416490 paper 19.99

 
Back Story Alaska
Reflections on the Wild Beauty and 
Characters of the Alaskan Bush
Lance Brewer LSIG
Robert Dreeszen, photographer
Brewer finds himself unexpectedly in love 
with bush Alaska—the land, its people, and 
their stories. With narration, photographs, 
and storied poetry, Back Story Alaska is a 
unique expression of a journey of adventure, 
friendship, reflection, and hope. 172 pp.
978-1-73237-090-6 
___046478166 paper 25% 19.50

 
Billy the Kid’s Pretenders
Brushy Bill and John Miller
Gale Cooper GAPJ
The author debunks old-timer Billy the Kid 
imposters, “Brushy Bill” Roberts and John 
Miller, by comparing their tall tales to actual 
history, and links their hoaxes to the later 
“Billy the Kid Case” forensic hoax. 348 pp.
978-0-9988655-7-7 
___046520671 paper 20% 11.99

 
Billy the Kid’s Pretenders
978-0-9988655-6-0 GAPJ
___046520683 20% 19.49

 
The Black Market Concierge
Sanction Busting, Smuggling & Spying for 
America
Barry Oberholzer LSIG
with CNN Journalist Tim Lister
Oberholzer’s secret life as a confidential 
informant, infiltrating international organized 
crime syndicates and sanction-busting 
activity, hit headlines in 2012. Oberholzer 
reported an array of vital intelligence to 
the CIA and multiple intelligence agencies 
across the world. 186 pp.
978-0-692-18725-8 
___046767923 5% 20.00

 
Blandina Segale
The Nun Who Rode on Billy the Kid
Gale Cooper GAPJ
The author exposes, as a self-serving hoax, 
the published claims of a 19th-century nun—
currently in running for sainthood—that she 
befriended famous Billy the Kid to lessen his 
outlawry. 548 pp.
978-1-949626-07-0 
___046444378 paper 20% 16.49

 
Blandina Segale
978-1-949626-06-3 GAPJ
___046444374 20% 23.99

 
Born to Fly
Australian Freestyle Roots
Peter Corney LSIG
The biography of Eric Hymans, Australian 
skiing’s original bad boy, from ski bum to 
#1 to recluse. Hymans won two Australian 
mogul championships after starting Falls 
Creek’s iconic Team Red with a bunch of 
talented athletes. This gang was instrumental 
to the explosion of freestyle skiing in the ‘70s 
and ‘80s. 234 pp.
978-0-9581930-2-3 
___046774757 paper 10% 19.99

 
Churchill and Attlee
The Unlikely Allies Who Won the War
David Cohen BBJM
Cohen tells the story of two men whose 
association would shape the destiny of 
Britain and the world. 356 pp.
978-1-78590-317-5 
___042806917 
32.95
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Clessie Cummins
Hoosier Inventor
Wtiu WTIU
The father of the American diesel truck 
engine, Cummins combined elbow grease, 
a keen mind, and rural pragmatism to co-
found what became Cummins, Inc., a Fortune 
500 international diesel and alternative 
fuel engines company headquartered in 
Columbus, Indiana.
978-0-253-04000-8 
___044049116 
18.00

 
Clessie Cummins
978-0-253-04001-5 WTIU
___044049069 
25.00

 
Cliven Bundy
American Patriot
Michael L. Stickler LSIG
The shocking—yet true—story as told to the 
author, with twists and turns, highs and lows 
of intrigue, and common sense of the life 
of one man, his devoted family, and fellow 
patriots that seems to only be matched by 
the lives of the Founding Fathers. 400 pp.
978-0-9907441-5-3 
___046687150 paper 19.99

 
Critical Thinking—A Primer
William C. Tyler OSNR
This book recounts the author’s life journey 
toward critical thinking, and how it began 
and grew exponentially over time. There is 
humor, happiness, adventure, tragedy, and 
sadness, a family dealing with critical health 
issues, the scourge of polio, and much more. 
208 pp.
978-1-938462-33-7 
___045925644 38% 49.95

 
Failing Up
A Professor’s Odyssey of Flunking, 
Determination, and Hope
Barbara Hong, Ph.D. LSIG
Hong’s inspirational journey from an 
abusive, alcoholic, illiterate sweatshop home 
in Singapore to an influential professor from 
an Ivy League school illustrates the true 
strength of grit and the power of caring 
teachers. 288 pp.
978-0-9746539-0-7 
___044969264 paper 36% 16.50

 
A Fair in Time
Adventures in the Turkey Capital of the World
David McCauley LSIG
Essays describe life in the lively prairie town 
of Worthington, Minnesota, during the 1940s 
and ‘50s. The stories are engaging and often 
humorous. As an added bonus, there are 
five fictional short stories included, all set 
in Worthington during that period. The book 
contains 13 pictures. 286 pp.
978-1-64440-348-8 
___046661216 paper 12.99

 
Finding Myself in Puglia
A Journey of Self-Discovery Under the Warm 
Southern Italian Sun
Laine B. Brown LSIG
The author gave up her job as a nurse, 
sold her home, and gave away most of her 
belongings. She had three desires bubbling 
at the heart of her choice—to write a book, 
paint a picture, and climb a mountain 
before she died. A man with a van took her 
remaining belongings, along with her basset 
hound Basil, down to the heel of Italy more 
than 1,500 miles away. 346 pp.
978-1-999654-81-8 
___046775507 paper 36% 12.99

 
Forbidden Love
The True Love Story of a Black Priest and 
a White Nun Who Defied the Church and 
Society
Lisa Jones Gentry LSIG
as told by Joe Steele
Gentry presents the true story of Father 
William C. Grau, a Black Catholic priest, 
and Sister Sophie Legocki, a White Polish-
American nun, who in the segregated 1950s, 
defied the Church and society with their 
passionate secret love affair that lasted for 
nearly a decade and gave birth to a son, Joe 
Steele. 238 pp.
978-0-692-19236-8 
___046906546 paper 19.99

 
Gorilla Tango
From Businessman to Convicted Felon and 
Surviving the U.S. Prison System
Warren Stelman LSIG
After losing all his money in a business venture 
gone wrong, Stelman does the unthinkable. 
He gets involved in a sweepstakes scam 
and makes dirty money. This is his story 
of survival—his journey through hellish 
conditions in third-world jails, the super-max 
Metropolitan Correctional Center, and four 
years in a U.S. Federal prison. 342 pp.
978-1-999450-40-3 
___046727505 paper 19.95

 
Gorilla Tango
978-1-999450-41-0 LSIG
___046769902 34.95

 
Gutenberg to the Internet in the Flash of a 
Prairie Lifetime...and Other Prairie Stories
Howard Barlow LSIG
A memoir of rich texture of small-town life in 
the 1940s and 1950s. The author was a printer 
and shares views of the changes brought 
about by the internet. Stories are a tribute to 
strength of immigrants to the prairie states. 
Many short stories depict a strong, close, rich 
family life that blesses the past and looks to 
the future with joy and humor. 202 pp.
978-0-692-07244-8 
___046569032 paper 20.00
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I Know My Way Memoir
Always Remember to Color the Sky Blue
Theresa Marafito TROR
with Linda Odubayo Thompson
Born blind in one eye with usable vision 
in the other, the author wanted to be 
considered “normal.” She married her soul 
mate, who also was visually impaired, built 
a house of love on a shoestring, had two 
children, shared a business, endured several 
eye operations, and feared becoming totally 
blind. 398 pp.
978-1-73220-961-9 
___046443062 20% 25.99

 
I Will Not Break
A Memoir
Judith Mattison LSIG
As a child, she had to forget in order to 
survive. As an adult ,she had to remember 
in order to be free. In recovering memories 
of severe abuse at the hands of her father, 
Mattison struggled to overcome shame and 
fear, to embrace anger, and to claim her 
truth. 302 pp.
978-0-692-16397-9 
___046667033 paper 20% 20.00

 
I’ve Been Semi-Retired Since the Day I Was 
Born
Essays + Lyrics from 10 Years as an Unknown 
Folksinger
Brad Sanzenbacher SGUB
Sanzenbcher started his folk-singing career 
at the age of 22, never having played 
an instrument or sung a song on stage. 
The ensuing decade became a learning 
experience and a journey on several levels. 
Follow his self-described rise into obscurity. 
102 pp.
978-1-59362-289-3 
___046875501 paper 38% 11.99

 
Jack McClelland
The Pride of Pittsburg
Vincent T. Ciaramella WIKO
Credited with bringing modern boxing to 
Pittsburgh from 1895 to 1905, McClelland 
was one of the nation’s most popular and 
talked-about boxers. 222 pp.
978-0-9903703-9-0 
___046498862 paper NET 24.95

 
Journalist on Trial
Fighting Corruption, Media Muzzling and a 
5,000-Year Prison Sentence in Libera
Rodney D. Sieh MAHE
Sieh’s explosive reports have led to arrests 
and convictions of prominent government 
officials. His sentence to 5,000 years in 
prison on a trumped-up libel charge brought 
pressure from journalists with The New York 
Times, BBC, Toronto Star, Globe & Mail, 
and others in the global journalist rights 
community to win his release. 290 pp.
978-1-988058-39-9 
___046916851 paper 19.95

 
La Courtine
A Surgeon’s Memoir
Jim Kintner LSIG
A first-person memoir of a field surgeon 
in World War I. From draft notice to boot 
camp across the Atlantic Ocean through the 
battlefields of World War I, this story is an 
epic tale of one person’s service as a field 
surgeon. The story is true, and a tribute to the 
author’s grandfather. 96 pp.
978-0-692-17250-6 
___046662202 paper 20% 24.95

 
A Legacy to Remember:
“Recollections of a Common Man”
Pamela K. Orgeron, M.A., Ed.S., BCC, ACLC, 
editor LSIG
The Great Depression, living in poverty, 
World War II, and the death of a child—
tragedies many people would have been 
bitter having experienced. Not D.V. Gillum. 
He not only survived, but he also thrived 
through his faith in God to become a 
wonderful “family man” with a successful 
career in the aeronautics. 260 pp.
978-0-9979565-5-9 
___046804081 paper 20.99

 
Léon Bloy
A Study in Impatience
Albert Béguin LSIG
Neither criticism nor canonization, this text 
simply presents the person and the preacher 
of the “Pilgrim of the Absolute,” a man with 
brilliant insights into the world as it could be 
and terrible impatience with the world as it 
was. 262 pp.
978-1-944418-82-3 
___046880491 paper 20% 19.95

 
Life in Pacific Grove, California, Book 2
created by Patricia Ann Hamilton PKPE
Peter Mounteer, photographer
Selected essays and personal stories by 
locals and visitors. 334 pp.
978-1-943887-73-6 
___046827796 paper 5% 39.95

 
Love and Success
A True Story of a Single Girl in London
Maria Ximena Halas LSIG
A beautiful real-life story of a single girl from 
Colombia, living far away from home in 
London post-divorce. Her journey starts as a 
single girl and transforms in ways she would 
have never imagined. 156 pp.
978-0-9929919-9-9 
___039654793 paper 12.99
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Love Letters from a Hore
Christine Hore LSIG
A memoir of love and music, madness, 
disappearance, death, ecstasy, courage, and 
resurrection, this volume tells how a girl 
from country NSW, Australia pulled off an 
almost-impossible feat to become an opera 
singer at international level. 282 pp.
978-0-648-39758-8 
___046553062 paper 5% 9.99

 
Low Life in the High Desert
A California Memoir
David Hirst SBEB
An Australian journalist, his girlfriend, and 
dog, move across the world to make the 
California High Desert their new home. 320 
pp.
978-1-947534-31-5 
___042241024 
paper 16.95

 
My People, My People, My God!
Donald L. Marbury LSIG
An autobiographical, generation-spanning 
work of worship and praise realized through 
the prism of the history of Black people in 
America, this book is a profoundly introspective 
and unconventional poetic account of the 
pilgrimage of a poor, little asthmatic boy from 
the Hill District of Pittsburgh to the corridors of 
America’s most hallowed, powerful, and elite 
institutions. 160 pp.
978-1-946277-20-6 
___046802834 paper 19.99

 
Navigating the Zeitgeist
A Story of the Cold War, the New Left, 
Irish Republicanism, and International 
Communism
Helena Sheehan MONT
Sheehan’s narrative vividly captures the 
global sweep and contradictions of second-
wave feminism, antiwar activism, national 
liberation movements, and international 
communism in Eastern and Western Europe—
as well as the quieter intellectual ferment of 
individuals living through these times. 384 pp.
978-1-58367-727-8 
___043971691 
paper 5% 25.00

 
Navigating the Zeitgeist
978-1-58367-728-5 MONT
___043971673 
NET 95.00

 
No Fun
How Punk Rock Saved My Life
Kelly Dessaint MOOB
An anti-memoir about growing up punk in 
a hostile world of abusive and negligent 
parents, bullies, institutionalized education, 
formulaic psychiatry, and the bureaucratic 
red tape of the foster care system. 192 pp.
978-1-62106-599-9 
___031437759 
paper 14.95

 
None Will Surpass
A Story of the Four Decade Service and 
Sacrifice of the West Point Class of 1967
Harry Rothmann, Colonel, U.S. Army 
(Retired) LSIG
The author presents the story of the four-
decade service and sacrifice to the nation 
of the U.S. Military Academy Class of 1967, 
told through the experiences of a member of 
that class. During the Vietnam War and the 
two decades that followed, the Class of 1967 
lived up to its motto “None Will Surpass” in 
its service. 270 pp.
978-0-692-18364-9 
___046443883 25.00

 
Nora & John
The Russian Love Story
Nora and John Murray LSIG
A gripping story of forbidden love surviving 
the brutality of Stalin’s purges. In the 
unforgiving World War II climate of 1940, 
21-year-old Nora is faced with a perilous 
ultimatum: enlist with Stalin’s secret police as 
a honey trap, or face the death of her family. 
Despairingly she agrees, but after falling in 
love is imprisoned and has to escape. 402 pp.
978-1-912031-11-5 
___040978064 36% 26.99

 
Not in the Public Interest
Patti Allen-Price LSIG
with Bryon Williams
In 1988, during the notorious Fitzgerald 
Inquiry, the battered and strangled body of 
a beautiful Australian model and actress is 
discovered on a Gold coast golf course. Her 
handsome, charismatic Islamic husband 
is arrested and sent to trial. This is a new 
theory of an intriguing murder mystery that 
changed Australian legal history. 148 pp.
978-0-648-42380-5 
___046879132 paper 15.00

 
On the Marshes
A Journey Into England’s Waterlands
Carol Donaldson LBNY
Donaldson explores the conflicts between 
marsh-dwellers and corporate Britain 
and between private ownership and 
conservation. 300 pp.
978-1-908213-61-7 
___042530594 
paper 15.00

 
One Life to Share
Enzo Cianciaruso LSIG
This story is for the ordinary person with an 
ordinary life, that, knowingly or not, will one 
day, make an extraordinary difference in the 
life of another. 358 pp.
978-0-692-08254-6 
___046724444 29.99
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One Nation Under Song
My Karaoke Journey Through Grief, Joy, and 
America
L. Kris Gowen INKW
Faced with the death of her best friend, the 
author took off on a 17,774-mile karaoke 
road trip through America, singing in bars, 
American Legions, and Eagles Lodges. Along 
the way, she reconnected with old friends, 
made new ones, and healed. 312 pp.
978-1-62901-582-8 
___046885861 paper 36% 19.95

 
Open
A Memoir of Faith, Family, and Sexuality in 
the Heartland
E. Scott Jones LSIG
The author shares his story of coming out 
as a gay man while working as a Baptist 
youth minister in Texas. He explores the 
universal question of how humans live true 
to themselves as their network of relations 
pushes back. 288 pp.
978-1-943988-10-5 
___046444384 paper 20% 16.00

 
Our Little Secret
One Woman’s True Story of Healing from 
Childhood Trauma
Lorraine Hall LSIG
Foreword by Liz Mullinar
This insightful memoir reveals the one most 
important key to healing from childhood 
trauma. This key is the only way forward. 202 
pp.
978-1-62747-190-9 
___046570028 paper 19.19

 
Out Loud
Memma Chierici LSIG
A heartfelt memoir about a woman’s journey 
toward self-actualization through tough soul 
searching. Her realizations were brought 
by the challenges from early childhood and 
her married life. After years of personal 
endeavor, her self-esteem grew. Through 
strength she ended a destructive marriage 
and now lives life on her terms. 120 pp.
978-0-648-23780-8 
___046515752 paper 17.99

 
Rising Like the Sun
A Self-Help Guide Taking You from 
Brokenness to Wholeness
Anita Joe LSIG
The author shares her life story of rising 
from brokenness to wholeness. Experiencing 
sexual and verbal abuse along with rejection 
was a pain like no other. One moment with the 
Master changed the script, and her process 
of healing began. Journey through these 
pages and discover the God-given strength to 
overcome life’s challenges. 302 pp.
978-1-73232-620-0 
___046787480 20% 24.95

 
Risking the Rapids
How My Wilderness Adventure Healed My 
Childhood
Irene O’Garden MNG 
Readers who were riveted by the beautifully 
written and powerful stories of Jeannette Walls 
and Cheryl Strayed will be moved by this true 
tale of a midwestern girl overcoming and 
healing from her brutal childhood. 256 pp.
978-1-63353-887-0 
___044580677 
27.99

 
Shalom, Jack
A Celebration of the Life of Sergeant Jacob 
‘Jack’ Goldstein, RAFVR
compiled by Michael Goldstein, CBE TWIG
Jack Goldstein was a gunner in a Lancaster 
bomber shot down in the last weeks of World 
War II. His son—the author—describes his 
father’s upbringing in London’s impoverished 
East End, through to his service in the RAF, 
and details his fateful last flight. There are 
numerous photographs, documents, and 
illustrations included. 188 pp.
978-1-907953-70-5 
___045640225 paper 10% 16.99

 
The Sheriff of Squash
The Life and Times of Sharif Khan Legendary 
Squash Champion
Rob Dinerman LSIG
and Karen Khan
A story of cultural divides and deep personal 
recollections, this edition chronicles the 
exciting reports of Khan’s professional career. 
Born in rural Pakistan, Sharif was on the path of 
the outlier to become a great sports champion; 
he won every major North American hardball 
squash tournament in his career.  294 pp.
978-1-77522-740-3 
___046544402 paper 36% 25.00

 
Skirting Gender
Life and Lessons of a Cross Dresser
Vera Wylde LSIG
Wylde takes readers on a guided tour of the 
ins and outs of her life as a cross-dressing 
male. Her life experiences are interwoven 
with practical advice on how a person born 
male achieves a feminine appearance. The 
perfect book for those questioning, seeking 
guidance, wishing to better understand a 
loved one, or just the idly curious. 246 pp.
978-1-73267-591-9 
___046666014 paper 16.99
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Song of Arirang
The Story of a Korean Rebel Revolutionary 
in China
Nym Wales KAYA
and Kim San
First published in 1941 and long unavailable, 
this work tells the true story of Korean 
revolutionary Kim San (Jang Jirak), who 
left colonized Korea as a teenager to fight 
against Japanese imperialism and fought 
alongside Mao’s Red Army during the 
Chinese Revolution. This remarkable memoir 
brings to vivid life some of the most dramatic 
events of the period. 512 pp.
978-1-885030-56-6 
___043239728 
paper 24.95

 
The Songs of Kamal
I.B. Fander LSIG
Like Neale Donald Walsch in Conversations 
with God, Kamal gives readers a rare 
opportunity to get a glimpse of a seeker’s 
experience through personal diary pages in 
his dialogue with The One. Readers witness 
his deep love and compassion for humanity 
and his honesty and devotion to the divine. 
82 pp.
978-8-7994-6590-3 
___044094564 20% 25.00

 
Through It All
A Story of Faith and Survival
Brigitte Kitenge DFOS
Rwanda in 1994 became a civil war-ravaged 
land besieged by tribal warfare, routine 
murders, and blatant abuses of power. 
Kitenge’s miraculous rescue from these 
horrors will renew readers’ faith in the 
providence of God and His power to save not 
only lives, but also souls. 284 pp.
978-1-933965-36-9 
___046557169 paper 19.95

 
True Starlight
From Living in the Shadows to Being Stellar
Ebba P. Karlsson MGAM
A true heroine’s journey about a woman 
who, despite her painful past, decides to 
rise above the shadows of darkness and 
transforms herself into a True Star. 190 pp.
978-1-64279-030-6 
___043961957 
paper 16.95

 
The Truth Behind the Badge
Pamela Robinson IVOD
The author had to toughen up quickly as 
she went from a life of fun and friends along 
the Canadian St. Lawrence shores to the 
miseries of fitting in as the first policewoman 
in a city near Ottawa, Ontario. As she did her 
job, she withstood the snide remarks and 
antagonism of men who feared she was a 
threat to their advancement. She endured 
despite them. 134 pp.
978-1-77538-990-3 
___046932364 paper 20% 11.61

 
A Unique Hustle
My Drive to Be the Best Car Customizer in 
Hip Hop and Sports
Will Castro MNG 
and Mark Finkelpearl
Foreword by DJ Khaled
Castro is the go-to guy for the most tricked-
out custom cars and, thanks to his TV show 
Unique Cars and the wild enthusiasm of 
his fans and customers, including LeBron 
James, Niki Minaj, and many more. He is a 
self-made man and cult hero whose story 
will be told for this first time in this “auto 
biography.”
978-1-63353-889-4 
___045593939 
paper 18.99

 
Victim of Jerkumstance
Colleen Michele Reilly LSIG
Bitter and broken after the end of her abusive 
marriage, the author vows to never date 
anyone again. But with encouragement from 
others, she finally decides to give love one 
last chance. Submitting a profile to a dating 
site, she encounters a myriad of men who 
are less than honest, and few appear to be 
who they have described in their profiles. 
288 pp.
978-1-945650-37-6 
___033658150 paper 16.99

 
Vietnam Abyss
A Journal of Unmerited Grace
Michael J. Snook LSIG
with Stan Corvin Jr.
The inspiring true story of Snook, a Vietnam 
veteran, who served in the U.S. Army and 
descended into the darkness of chronic and 
debilitating Post Traumatic Stress Disorder 
(PTSD) after returning home from the war. 
234 pp.
978-1-73276-253-4 
___046688577 paper 20% 16.00

 
A View from a Tall Hill
Robert Ruark in Africa
Terry Wieland SYHO
Foreword by Thomas McIntyre
Ruark was perhaps the most renowned safari 
writer of the 20th century. As a respected 
columnist and author during his lifetime, his 
writings have influenced thousands of hunters 
to travel to Africa to see the places that he has 
immortalized in his writings. 432 pp.
978-1-51073-712-9 
___042240862 
paper 18.99

 
War Child, Life 1
Annalisa Count LSIG
This captivating true story could easily be 
mistaken for a novel. It is beautifully written, 
evocative, and will effortlessly transport 
readers to Hitler’s war-torn Germany in an 
instant. The author has survived to tell the 
tale and now almost in her 80th year, she has 
decided to share these intriguing memories, 
and hold nothing back. 326 pp.
978-1-916406-03-2 
___046178671 paper 12.99
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The Weird One
Michael Scott LSIG
Dare to be weird. Let these stories from 
the author’s life provide motivation and 
inspiration to be The Weird One.  78 pp.
978-1-53238-714-2 
___046707304 paper 9.99

 
Won Over
William Alsup NSOT
This memoir traces the journey of U.S. District 
Judge Alsup, born white in 1945 to hard-
=working parents in Mississippi who believed 
in segregation. But they also taught their 
children fairness and decency and therein 
lay the conflict, a struggle at the core of the 
human predicament in the South. 250 pp.
978-1-58838-342-6 
___044865703 
27.95

 
You Could Be Prime Minister One Day Son
Memoir of a Baby-Boomer
Dennis Harrison LSIG
Told with self-deprecating humor in the 
style of William McInnes and Hugh Lunn, 
this amusing but deeply reflective memoir 
demonstrates that out of struggle and 
hardship with the right mentors, love, 
and friendship, the heart endures, and life 
blossoms.  334 pp.
978-0-648-36050-6 
___046688145 paper 30% 14.73

BUSINESS / ECONOMICS / FINANCE

 
The 30 Day MBA, 5th Ed. 
Your Fast Track Guide to Business Success
Colin Barrow KOGN
This edition explains how to transform 
skillsets and accelerate business careers 
without going into a classroom and without 
the two-year commitment. 352 pp.
978-0-7494-8295-4 
___044780847 
paper 24.95

 
The 31 Practices
Release the Power of Your Organization’s 
Values Every Day
Alan Williams LBXC
and Dr. Alison Whybrow
Drawing its principles from psychology, 
sociology, philosophy, neuroscience and 
leadership, The 31 Practices method has 
been successfully adopted by large and 
small companies around the world, and has 
been responsible for significantly enhancing 
customer satisfaction and loyalty. 336 pp.
978-1-912555-01-7 
___044832018 
paper 22.95

 
90 Days of Intention Journal
Brandon Turner BGKT
Created by investors, for investors, this 
volume offers a daily framework for setting 
and reviewing goals, establishing processes 
that will bring about the results, and 
positioning readers in the peak state needed 
to work less, earn more, and achieve true 
financial freedom through real estate.
978-1-947200-14-2 
___046795591 
29.99

 
The Activist Director
Lessons from the Boardroom and the Future 
of the Corporation
Ira M. Millstein COLU
Millstein takes readers into the boardrooms 
of several of the greatest catastrophes 
and success stories of America’s best-
known corporations and offers pragmatic 
suggestions for recruiting activist directors 
to the boardroom to secure the future of the 
corporation. 240 pp.
978-0-231-18135-8 
___044440884 
paper 18.95

 
Advertising Headlines That Make You Rich, 
Special 10th Anniversary Ed.
Create Winning Ads, Web Pages, Sales 
Letters and More
David Garfinkel MGAM
A copywriting expert who mentors other 
copywriters for $15,000 and up offers one of 
his most prized possessions—his carefully 
chosen, market-tested set of advertising 
headline templates that can truly make 
anyone rich. 148 pp.
978-1-68350-145-9 
___043868906 
paper 14.95

 
Ageing and Employment Policies
Synthesis Report
Organization For Economic Cooperation and 
Development OECD OECD
People today are living longer than ever 
before, while birth rates are dropping 
in the majority of OECD countries. Such 
demographics raise the question: Are current 
public social expenditures adequate and 
sustainable? 150 pp.
978-9-264-23260-0 
___025962262 
paper 5% 49.00

 
Amazon
How the World’s Most Relentless Retailer 
Will Continue to Revolutionize Commerce
Natalie Berg KOGN
and Miya Knights
Explore Amazon’s disruptive new retail 
strategies, its impact on the wider eCommerce 
sector, and gain valuable lessons that can be 
applied to retailers globally. 240 pp.
978-0-7494-8279-4 
___044780627 
paper 15% 29.95
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Artificial Intelligence for HR
Use AI to Support and Develop a Successful 
Workforce
Ben Eubanks KOGN
Readers can understand applications of AI for 
the human resource function and confidently 
use AI to recruit and develop a successful 
workforce to thrive in the future world of 
work with the helpful of this comprehensive 
guide. 256 pp.
978-0-7494-8782-9 
___046345499 
15% 135.00

 
Black Gold Black Scorpion
George S. Boughton LSIG
Fifty years on this memoir of the Biafran War 
(1967-70) couldn’t be timelier, recounting the 
lives of a young oil engineer, his wife, and 
newborn child when the international media 
had no access to one of the worst episodes 
of African history. Theirs is a different story of 
Africa, oil, and aid during a conflict that cost 
over a million lives. 118 pp.
978-1-912031-46-7 
___042371667 36% 16.99

 
The Bold Maneuver
The Ambitious Woman’s Playbook for 
Achieving Greater Success
Callie Cummings MGAM
The author helps women understand the 
factors that produce success outside of 
education, experience, and hard work, and 
gives them the high achiever’s playbook. 140 
pp.
978-1-64279-136-5 
___045031014 
paper 14.95

 
The Book on Estimating Rehab Costs, 2nd 
Ed. 
The Investor’s Guide to Defining Your 
Renovation Plan, Building Your Budget, and 
Knowing Exactly How Much It All Costs
J. Scott BGKT
Learn detailed tips, tricks, and tactics to 
accurately budget nearly any house flipping 
project and investment property renovation 
from expert real estate investor and fix-
and-flipper Scott. Discover the tried-and-
tested steps of his professional framework 
and methodology for precisely evaluating 
renovation costs in hundreds of his own 
successful rehab projects.
978-1-947200-12-8 
___044765819 
paper 24.99

 
The Book on Flipping Houses, 2nd Ed. 
How to Buy, Rehab, and Resell Residential 
Properties
J. Scott BGKT
This no-fluff book contains a detailed flipping 
blueprint perfect for both the complete 
newbie or seasoned real estate pro looking 
to build a profitable house flipping business.
978-1-947200-10-4 
___044765610 
paper 24.99

 
The Business Owner’s Guide to Google 
Shopping
How to Do More with Less with Google 
Shopping
Mark Hammersley LSIG
Want to understand more about Google 
Shopping? This book will position readers to 
drive more results with less spending from 
this essential marketing channel. Put yourself 
in the driving seat, whether you are running 
campaigns yourself or using a Google Ads 
Agency. 116 pp.
978-1-64370-880-5 
___046605150 paper 9.99

 
Business Quotes
From the Book Shrapnel Free Explosive 
Growth
Paquita Lamacraft LSIG
This volume collects inspirational quotes 
from leaders of industry together with a 
short background on their lives and ideals. 
54 pp.
978-1-999627-31-7 
___046540409 paper 9.80

 
The CEO’s Boss, 2nd Ed. 
Tough Love in the Boardroom
William M. Klepper COLU
In this revised edition, Klepper renews the 
paradigm set forth in the previous edition 
with new case studies of companies such as 
Wells Fargo, BP, Hewlett-Packard, and Proctor 
& Gamble. 224 pp.
978-0-231-18750-3 
___044552233 
NET 35.00

 
The Compass and the Nail
How the Patagonia Model of Loyalty Can 
Save Your Business, and Might Just Save the 
Planet
Craig Wilson RRBK
Winner of the 800-CEO-READS Best 
Marketing Book of 2015, this edition presents 
an unconventional perspective of how 
particular organizations create rabid fan 
bases, in turn making them more successful 
and more profitable. 280 pp.
978-1-947856-61-5 
___043433321 
paper 16.95

 
Confronting Inequality
How Societies Can Choose Inclusive Growth
Jonathan D. Ostry et al. COLU
Foreword by Joseph E. Stiglitz
Three International Monetary Fund 
economists show that the increase in 
inequality has been a political choice—and 
explain what policies people should choose 
instead to achieve a more inclusive economy. 
192 pp.
978-0-231-17469-5 
___044440245 
paper NET 30.00

 
Confronting Inequality
978-0-231-17468-8 COLU
___044552485 
NET 90.00
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Conquering Shifts
Insights from Top Mortgage Sales 
Professionals
Cindy Douglas LSIG
and Kathleen Heck
Twelve top mortgage sales professionals 
share their stories of failure and success: Greg 
Frost, Drew McKenzie, David Jaffe, Jeff Lake, 
Julie Miller, Larry Bettag, Michael Deery, Mike 
Smalley, Ralph Massella, Tom Ninness, Mark 
Raskin, and Karen Deis. 224 pp.
978-0-9997037-0-0 
___046887050 paper 19.00

 
The Creative Copywriter’s Companion
One of America’s Most Award-Winning 
Copywriters Explains How to Write Great 
Creative Copy. Covers All Traditional and 
Digital Media.
Tom Attea RAGU
One of America’s most award-winning 
copywriters and creative directors, who 
conducted the copywriting training program 
at Young & Rubicam for five years, shares 
the most complete, and often refreshingly 
original, strategic, and creative guidelines 
ever described for creative copywriting. 312 
pp.
978-0-9821218-4-9 
___046958241 paper 5% 19.95

 
Crisis and Sequels
Capitalism and the New Economic Turmoil 
Since 2007
Martin Thomas, editor HMAK
This volume brings together contributions 
which take up the key debates regarding the 
economic crash of 2007-2008 and its sequels. 
325 pp.
978-1-60846-086-1 
___042877287 
paper 5% 28.00

 
Crystallizing Public Opinion
Edward L. Bernays CYAP
Bernays, the original public relations pioneer, 
brings us the best ways for the government 
and corporations to relate to the public. He 
details the original basic principles behind 
the techniques that corporations have been 
using to influence the public for the past 100 
years.
978-1-945186-85-1 
___046893452 
paper 5.99

 
Customer Centred Signalling, 2018 Ed. 
Klaas Fleischmann LSIG
Stop selling and start responsible influencing. 
The author offers new insights into online 
and social B2B marketing strategies. Practical 
insights and managerial implications are 
based on academic research. 114 pp.
978-9-08-279630-8 
___044809534 57.99

 
Dark Matter Credit
The Development of Peer-To-Peer Lending 
and Banking in France
Philip T. Hoffman et al. PRIN
Drawing on centuries of cleverly collected 
loan data from France, this volume reveals 
how credit abounded well before banks 
opened their doors. This incisive book shows 
how a vast system of shadow credit enabled 
nearly a third of French families to borrow in 
1740, and by 1840 funded as much mortgage 
debt as the American banking system of the 
1950s. 320 pp.
978-0-691-18217-9 
___044166263 
NET 39.95

 
Diverse Voices
Profiles in Leadership
Shelley and Barry Spector LSIG
Providing public relations students and 
practitioners a better understanding of the 
challenges faced by minorities in the field, 
this edition will feature interviews with 
minority corporate, organizational, and 
agency leaders discussing their successes, 
obstacles faced, and lessons learned in their 
careers. 388 pp.
978-0-9990245-4-6 
___046854234 paper 10% 39.00

 
Domestic Violence: Changing Culture Saving 
Lives
A Workplace Guide for Developing a Culture 
of Empathy and Understanding
Lisa McAdams LSIG
McAdams offers a guide to help workplaces 
understand the complexities of domestic 
violence, the impact on their business, and 
the role they play, so employees no longer 
feel out of their depth. She helps employees 
understand the signs and symptoms of 
domestic abuse in order to gain empathy and 
understanding, and to develop the confidence 
to communicate effectively. 238 pp.
978-0-648-31850-7 
___046625439 paper 10% 20.95

 
The Edge of Broken
From Losing Everything to Building a 
Business Empire. a True Story.
Linda Ward LSIG
From horrific sexual abuse, years of 
homelessness and poverty, losing children, 
and fighting crippling depression and anxiety 
to building a multi-million dollar business 
empire by the age of 25, and building a life 
made out of dreams—this is the true story of a 
girl who grew up in poverty in Turkey, faced a 
horrific life, and then built an empire. 208 pp.
978-1-73256-740-5 
___046949356 paper 14.99
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The European Guilds
An Economic Analysis
Sheilagh Ogilvie PRIN
Exploring guilds’ inner workings across 
eight centuries, this resource shows how 
privileged institutions and exclusive 
networks shape the wider economy—for 
good or ill. 672 pp.
978-0-691-13754-4 
___044166237 
NET 39.95

 
The European Single Market
John-Paul Salter ACHC
Despite the centrality of the single market 
to the European project, it is a relatively 
recent achievement and also one around 
which there is considerable confusion and 
misunderstanding. This short book aims to 
illuminate the concept and critically examine 
its crucial role in the EU and beyond. 176 pp.
978-1-78821-066-9 
___044440146 
paper NET 25.00

 
The European Single Market
978-1-78821-065-2 ACHC
___044440374 
NET 70.00

 
The Franchisee Handbook
Everything You Need to Know about Buying 
a Franchise
Mark C. Siebert ETRM
This book speaks to entrepreneurs who are 
interested in growing a business through 
purchasing and operating a well-known 
and respected franchise model, explaining 
the tools and strategies they need to not 
only become successful franchise owners 
(franchisees) but to achieve career-making 
franchise moves toward diversification of 
assets for the long term. 320 pp.
978-1-59918-639-9 
___043904978 
paper 21.99

 
Gamification for Business
Why Innovators and Changemakers 
Use Games to Break Down Silos, Drive 
Engagement and Build Trust
Sune Gudiksen KOGN
and Jake Inlove
The authors explain how to use games 
to drive engagement, collaboration, and 
innovation in business and improve 
organizational performance 320 pp.
978-0-7494-8783-6 
___046345459 
15% 135.00

 
Good Charts Workbook
Tips, Tools, and Exercises for Making Better 
Data Visualizations
Scott Berinato HABU
The Good Charts Workbook extends the 
usefulness of Good Charts by putting theory 
into practice. Author, HBR editor, and dataviz 
expert Berinato helps readers become more 
sophisticated in understanding the dataviz 
around them. 144 pp.
978-1-63369-617-4 
___042400666 
paper 35.00

 
Harvard Business Review 20-Minute 
Manager Ultimate Boxed Set (16 Books)
This 16-volume boxed set makes a perfect 
gift for aspiring leaders who are short on 
time but need advice fast, on topics from 
creating business plans and giving feedback 
to managing time and presentations.
978-1-63369-778-2 HABU
___046893769 
paper 200.00

 
HBR Guide to Thinking Strategically
Harvard Business Review HABU
Providing practical advice and tips, this 
edition helps managers see the big-
picture perspective in every aspect of daily 
work—from making decisions to setting 
team priorities to attacking to-do lists and 
becoming the leader they aspire to be. 272 
pp.
978-1-63369-693-8 
___044476317 
paper 19.95

 
How to Be Successful in Spite of Yourself
Ann Kaplan PGTW
In this deeply personal self-help book, 
CEO, award-winning entrepreneur, and 
“unhousewife” of the hit TV show The Real 
Housewives of Toronto Kaplan offers a 
behind-the-curtains view of her life and a 
holistic approach for working women to find 
success. She covers everything from finances 
and entrepreneurship to relationships and 
physical health. 140 pp.
978-1-989025-40-6 
___045550179 
paper 15.95

 
Humanity’s Lucky Clover
A History of Discoveries, Technologies, 
Competition and Wealth
Vadim Makhov LBXC
Having studied hundreds of sources, 
scrutinized numerous tangled intricacies 
in world history, and found interesting 
correlations between various events 
and phenomena, the author sets out to 
demonstrate that, through careful analysis 
of the past, people can find the right path to 
success. 352 pp.
978-1-911498-94-0 
___044230330 
paper 34.95
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Hustle and Float
Reclaim Your Creativity and Thrive in a World 
Obsessed with Work
Rahaf Harfoush DVRN
Part big idea book, part prescriptive guide, 
Hustle and Float gives a large-scale picture 
of the problem of employee burnout, 
then moves on to introduce the tools and 
techniques that creative professionals can 
implement in their own lives to overcome 
organizational fatigue, bridge the gap 
between productivity and creativity, and 
begin the journey towards a more balanced 
and fulfilling career. 256 pp.
978-1-63576-578-6 
___044850040 
paper 14.99

 
In The Trenches™: Personalized Philanthropy
Crash the Fundraising Matrix
Steven L. Meyers, Ph.D. CRHN
Personalized philanthropy is a radical new 
approach to planned giving. Meyers has 
finally broken through the linguistic and 
strategic logjam to make sense of connecting 
donor and charities in a way that will change 
the way money is raised. 172 pp.
978-1-938077-68-5 
___043916749 paper 27.95

 
The Influence Book
Practical Steps in Becoming a Strong 
Influencer
Nicole Soames LBXC
In today’s digital age, the power to influence 
has never been more important. Soames’ 
inspiring and engaging handbook is packed 
with expert advice, practical tools, and 
exercises to help anyone become a master of 
influence. 128 pp.
978-1-911498-92-6 
___044230466 
14.95

 
Innovating Innovation
Leadership Tools for Moving Your Business 
Forward and Making Change Happen
David Morey MNG 
One of America’s leading strategic consultants 
will teach, coach, and guide readers across 
11 concrete and pragmatic steps that unlock 
and drive day-to-day innovation in business 
and help them gain a long-term competitive 
advantage in the marketplace. 256 pp.
978-1-63353-844-3 
___044368431 
27.99

 
Is Your Networking Net Working?
The How to Guide for Professionals and 
Entrepreneurs to Become Their Own Center 
of Influence
John R. Dade MGAM
The how-to guide for professionals and 
entrepreneurs to become their own center 
of influence using a unique and exciting 
business networking strategy. 104 pp.
978-1-64279-047-4 
___044213622 
paper 11.95

 
Jeffrey Gitomer’s Sales Manifesto
Imperative Actions You Need to Take and 
Master to Dominate Your Competition and 
Win for Yourself...for the Next Decade
Jeffrey Gitomer SNWM
After writing 13 bestselling books, Gitomer 
has finally written the guide that sets the 
standard, and lays bare what it will take for 
salespeople to succeed now, and for the next 
decade. 192 pp.
978-0-9992555-2-0 
___044049023 
24.95

 
The Journal of Not Knowing Workbook
Charting Your Own Course
Julie Benezet MOHL
A companion workbook to The Journey of 
Not Knowing guides individuals and groups 
on a mission of self-discovery to confront the 
scariness of change to reach something better 
for their organizations and themselves. 140 pp.
978-0-9978139-2-0 
___046803655 paper 19.95

 
Joy to You and Me At Work!
Amy Thornton TCJV
Forty-eight percent of employees worldwide 
don’t like their jobs. The author shares ideas 
that could bring some life back into the 
workplace. 200 pp.
978-1-944056-72-8 
___044804372 20.00

 
The Lateral-Thinking Entrepreneur
33 Principles for Expansive Leadership
Madelaine Cohen LSIG
Apply the mindset of a lateral-thinking 
entrepreneur and take a journey into reverse 
engineering success. For 25 years, Cohen 
has made an impact in business that is 
holistic, grounded, and expansive. Create 
ease in business and career by applying 
the 33 strategies of innovation in conscious 
communication leadership. 208 pp.
978-0-9953926-0-1 
___035586382 paper 36% 26.44

 
The Lateral-Thinking Entrepreneur
33 Strategies To Transform Your Business 
Success
978-0-9953926-1-8 LSIG
___035499807 paper 36% 26.44

 
The Leadership Killer
Reclaiming Humility in an Age of Arrogance
Bill Treasurer LSIG
and Captain John R. Havlik
The Leadership Killer aims to help aspiring, 
early-stage, and experienced leaders alike 
answer a critical question: How will I use my 
leadership power? Co-authored by renowned 
author and executive development trainer 
Treasurer and retired U.S. Navy SEAL 
Captain Havlik, this book explores hubris and 
why some good leaders go bad. 148 pp.
978-1-948058-13-1 
___046820133 paper 36% 15.95
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Leading High-Performance Team
Coaching in the Asian Culture
Laurence Tan LSIG
and C. Eng Neo
Leading High-Performance Team tells the 
story of how a business coach helped 
transform a traditionally run Asian small- 
and medium-sized enterprise (SME) into a 
high-performance organization. It covers 
the practical leadership skills and mindset 
shift adopted by the management team to 
overcome their business challenges and 
develop their people. 172 pp.
978-9-8111-7929-7 
___046822176 paper 12.95

 
The Lean Supply Chain, 2nd Ed. 
Managing the Challenge at Tesco
Barry Evans KOGN
and Robert Mason
The authors explore key lessons from leading 
global retailer, Tesco, on how organizations 
can compete through lean thinking and 
putting customers first. 336 pp.
978-0-7494-8779-9 
___046345778 
15% 180.00

 
Listen, Sister
Live Your Life and Leave a Legacy
Debbi Coder LSIG
and Wendi Green
A direct networking business can give 
people not only the financial freedom they 
need but also the time and  freedom to enjoy 
life to the fullest. This book breaks down the 
simple, proven methods that helped the 
authors achieve seven-figure incomes, reach 
the top of their company, and build teams of 
multiple tens of thousands. 166 pp.
978-0-9849082-8-8 
___046687904 paper 15.95

 
Make Difficult People Disappear Action 
Manual Workbook
with Monica Wofford PNUS
Wofford helps readers identify and resolve 
the specific issues with their difficult person. 
Beyond dealing with difficulty, and an ideal 
companion to the book with the same title, 
this self-guided workbook creates solutions 
and action that reduce stress, eliminate 
conflict, and build better relationships. 118 pp.
978-0-9752722-8-2 
___046884870 paper NET 49.99

 
Mastering Ethereum 
Building Smart Contracts and Dapps
Andreas M. Antonopoulos OREI
and Gavin Wood
For those who are looking to get started with 
the Ethereum protocol—or are among the 
many open source developers, integrators, 
and system administrators already working 
with this platform—comes the definitive 
book on the topic. 415 pp.
978-1-49197-194-9 
___036645757 
paper 20% 59.99

 
Men of Steel
Louis A. Rosati LSIG
Michael A. Rosati, photographer
The history of a steel mill as told by the men 
who labored under its roof during the period 
of its prosperity, and a postmortem analysis 
of its decline, closure, and toxic legacy. 292 
pp.
978-0-9849621-1-2 
___046560118 paper 15.00

 
The Micro-Script Rules, 2nd Ed. 
How to Tell Your Story (and Differentiate Your 
Brand) in a Sentence...or Less.
Bill Schley NWWR
Today’s #1 communication’s secret is: it’s not 
what people hear. It’s what they repeat. That’s 
why “the right six words will always beat 
6,000” when you know which to pick! And 
it’s all here in The Micro-Script Rules. 204 pp.
978-1-73274-880-4 
___046615581 paper 36% 16.95

 
Myths of Branding
A Brand Is Just a Logo, and Other Popular 
Misconceptions
Andy Milligan KOGN
and Simon Bailey
Two renowned branding experts explore 
the huge number of misguided, mistaken, 
and blatantly false myths that abound in 
the branding arena. From the belief that 
developing brands is nothing more than 
fiddling with logos, to the perception that 
it’s a “soft” area of marketing that doesn’t 
go beyond visual identity—these myths are 
all surprisingly entrenched, yet could not be 
further from the truth. 240 pp.
978-0-7494-8309-8 
___042090698 
paper 19.95

 
Netflix Nations
The Geography of Digital Distribution
Ramon Lobato NYUP
Combining media industry analysis with 
cultural theory, Lobato explores the political 
and policy tensions at the heart of the digital 
distribution revolution, tracing their longer 
history through the evolving understanding 
of media globalization. 240 pp.
978-1-47980-494-8 
___043971674 
paper 5% 25.00

 
Netflix Nations
978-1-47984-151-6 NYUP
___043971668 
NET 89.00

 
Non-Obvious 2019
How to Predict Trends and Win the Future
Rohit Bhargava IDPP
In this all-new ninth edition, discover what 
more than a million readers already have: 
how to use the power of non-obvious 
thinking to grow a business and make a 
bigger impact in the world. 270 pp.
978-1-940858-66-1 
___042944542 
paper 17.95
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Persistent Inequalities
Wage Disparity Under Capitalist Competition
Howard Botwinick HMAK
Botwinick provocatively shows that 
competition and technical change often 
militate against wage equalization, and calls 
for militant union organization that can once 
again take wages and working conditions out 
of capitalist competition. 375 pp.
978-1-60846-019-9 
___042877276 
paper 5% 28.00

 
Persuasive Copywriting, 2nd Ed. 
Cut Through the Noise and Communicate 
with Impact
Andy Maslen KOGN
Improve consumer engagement and sell with 
confidence using this complete handbook for 
creative professionals. The text is ideal for 
those seeking to accelerate their copywriting 
skills to the next level. 256 pp.
978-0-7494-8366-1 
___044780617 
paper 15% 29.95

 
Plant Your Flag
The Seven Secrets to Winning
Carolyn J. Rivera LSIG
Through personal stories, relatable 
examples, and specific calls to action, the 
author breaks down the steps necessary to 
win in today’s ever-changing environment 
professionally and personally. 178 pp.
978-1-73279-621-8 
___046828487 paper 28.95

 
The Power of Finance
Financialization and the Real Economy
Malcolm Sawyer ACHC
The author explores the pervasive forms 
that financialization has taken, its rise 
as a global phenomenon, its impact on 
economic growth, its transformative effect 
on businesses, and the costs that people pay 
as consumers. 320 pp.
978-1-911116-95-0 
___044440213 
NET 35.00

 
Property, Social Action and the Legal-
Economic Nexus
Joseph Sima ACHC
Property rights, once at the heart of classical 
economic orthodoxy, have been all but 
disregarded by today’s economists. Sima 
shows that although the concept of property 
has been a focal point of the discipline of 
law and economics, a more meaningful and 
relevant theory of property can be found in 
the writings of Carl Menger. 224 pp.
978-1-78821-043-0 
___044440741 
NET 90.00

 
Public Speaking Super Powers
Unleash Your Inner Speaking Superhero 
and Communicate Your Message with 
Confidence
Carma Spence LSIG
Foreword by Cindy Ashton
If public speakers were super heroes, what 
would their powers be, and could anyone 
develop those super powers? The author 
asked these questions of dozens of speakers 
and discovered the answer was, “Yes!” This 
book will show how to overcome the fear of 
speaking and develop foundational speaking 
skills. 282 pp.
978-1-64085-332-4 
___045569152 paper 19.99

 
The Purpose of Capital
Elements of Impact, Financial Flows, and 
Natural Being
Jed Emerson LSIG
An exploration of the understanding of 
the purpose of capital and the cultural, 
historic, and environmental aspects of 
how people have come to understand the 
relation between economic, social, and 
environmental components of capital. This 
edition offers a vision of capital as a fuel to 
promote individual freedom in the context of 
community and Earth. 364 pp.
978-1-73245-311-1 
___046566235 paper 12.50

 
The Purpose of Capital
978-1-73245-310-4 LSIG
___046639643 22.99

 
Renewable Energy
A Primer for the Twenty-First Century
Bruce Usher COLU
In a primer for readers of all levels on the 
coming energy transition and its global 
consequences, Usher provides a concise yet 
comprehensive explanation for the growth in 
wind and solar energy; the trajectory of the 
transition from fossil fuels to renewables; 
and the implications for industries, countries, 
and the climate. 224 pp.
978-0-231-18785-5 
___044440232 
paper NET 20.00

 
Renewable Energy
978-0-231-18784-8 COLU
___044552531 
NET 60.00

 
The Results! Formula
Why Goals Don’t Work and Results Do!
Jean Oursler LSIG
Setting goals won’t get anyone an iota closer 
to achieving success. But what if they shifted 
their thinking to start focusing on results? 
With this mind shift, everyone can achieve 
undreamed-of opportunity. 222 pp.
978-1-945853-13-5 
___046877845 21.95
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Rethinking IT Outsourcing
The New IT Offshoring
Frank Howard LSIG
The author describes the superiority of IT 
offshoring over old traditional IT outsourcing 
by detailing the weaknesses of outsourcing 
and the ways that offshoring solves them. He 
describes how offshoring puts the company 
using it in charge, not the old traditional IT-
outsourcing company. 124 pp.
978-0-9998732-0-5 
___046468584 paper 9.95

 
Sales in a New York Minute™
Jennifer Gluckow SNWM
Foreword by Jeffrey Gitomer
From attracting customers online and face to 
face, to helping secure lifelong relationships, 
referrals, and reorders by building trust 
over time to ensuring profitable sales and 
customer loyalty, readers will learn 212 
strategies that when put into practice will 
make sales and success soar. 224 pp.
978-0-9962077-2-0 
___044166501 
24.95

 
The Salon Punk
How to Make Your Salon a Raging Success
Alan Forrest Smith LSIG
Written by an ex-hairdresser and salon 
expert, this book tells the whole story of how 
the author went from new salon owner, a 
hopeless boss, and an almost-catastrophic 
salon owner to owing an insanely busy #1 
salon for over 17 years. It will give any salon 
owner a ton of deeper insights and tips most 
salon owners could be missing. 232 pp.
978-1-51362-861-5 
___046353170 paper 10% 12.85

 
Scientific Advertising
Claude C. Hopkins CYAP
Advertising has always served the same 
purpose: to make sales. In his book, 
Hopkins outlines the best techniques to take 
advantage of consumer behavior and make 
the best decisions for one’s business. 
978-1-945186-82-0 
___046893545 
paper 5.99

 
Secret of Wealth Creation
Principle Lessons on the Secrets of Building 
a Long Lasting Wealth
Sir Patrick Bijou LSIG
The subject matter is deep, but the author has 
successfully discussed the basic principles 
and lessons on the secrets of building long-
lasting wealth. 80 pp.
978-1-72420-513-1 
___046542666 paper 19.99

 
Sell Online Like a Creative Genius™
A Guide for Artists, Entrepreneurs, Inventors, 
and Kindred Spirits
Brainard Carey ALLW
Carey explains how to sell art or anything 
else online without leaving one’s home. 160 
pp.
978-1-62153-649-9 
___041744176 
paper 12.99

 
The Seller’s Challenge
How Top Sellers Master 10 Deal Killing 
Obstacles in B2B Sales
Thomas Williams LSIG
and Thomas Saine
A reference guide of practical advice on 
how to handle some of the most difficult 
challenges in B2B sales encountered today, 
this edition will help both experienced and 
new sellers prepare and execute more 
effectively. 276 pp.
978-1-948974-02-8 
___046411053 paper 28.00

 
Selling Your House, 3rd Ed. 
Nolo’s Essential Guide
Ilona Bray, J.D. NOLO
Bray draws on input from a wide range of 
experts, helping readers conclude a sale 
they’ll be satisfied with, no matter the state 
of the local housing market. 272 pp.
978-1-41332-583-6 
___044048970 
paper 24.99

 
Shift the Work
The Revolutionary Science of Moving from 
Apathetic to All in Using Your Head, Heart 
and Gut
Joe Mechlinski MGAM
The New York Times-bestselling author of 
Grow Regardless shares his personal journey 
to find purpose, and how it influenced him to 
take a deeper dive into the science of human 
behavior. 262 pp.
978-1-64279-172-3 
___045314230 
paper 17.95

 
Small Changes, Big Results
Streetwise Business Strategy for Small and 
Medium Sized Businesses.
Andrew Johnston LSIG
Showing how most small- and medium-
sector businesses can be producing a 
sustainably better result for the owner(s) 
in regards to profits, time involved, and 
ease of running, an award-winning author 
and business development specialist 
encapsulates over 20 years of hands-on 
business development experience. 122 pp.
978-0-473-44191-3 
___046958933 paper 24.95
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#Sold
Social Media for Agents
Linda Ward LSIG
Cold calling? Forget it! Find out how to 
make social media the tool that skyrockets 
a career in real estate. Not only will readers 
understand everything they need to know 
about marketing and branding on social 
media, but this edition also covers online 
automation. 208 pp.
978-1-73256-741-2 
___046958654 paper 17.95

 
Startup: It’s a Blood Sport
The Art & Science Behind Tech Startup 
Success
Warwick J. Kirby LSIG
Foreword by Tony J. Hughes
This book combines both the science and 
the art/experience in defining what makes a 
startup special and capable enough to jump 
the commercial chasm. Extrapolating out the 
Lean Canvas, it introduces the Six Success 
Themes to enable and empower investors 
and entrepreneurs to focus on what is 
important. 134 pp.
978-0-646-99315-7 
___046605215 paper 22.00

 
Startups and the Tech Revolution
The Essential Guide
James McCann LSIG
An introductory guide to how startups are 
driving the technological revolution that is 
changing the world. 130 pp.
978-1-949639-08-7 
___046523017 paper 19.99

 
Still a Soldier, 2nd Ed. 
A Story of Christian, Military, Educational 
and Civic Leadership
Dr. LC Johnson LSIG
with Beth Volpert Johansen
Dr. Johnson shares leadership and 
management tools that took a lifetime to 
properly hone, only keeping the most relevant 
and useful for his missions in the Christian, 
military, education, and civic service arenas. 
This anecdotal memoir is supported by a 
lifetime of diverse conversations and is a 
must for any leadership study. 136 pp.
978-1-73274-180-5 
___046820972 paper 19.99

 
Straight Talk About Public Relations, Revised 
and Updated
New Strategies on Social Media and Content 
Marketing
Robert Wynne MVHU
Wynne uses wit, humor, and, yes, straight 
talk to help readers learn the art of public 
relations. 200 pp.
978-1-938548-85-7 
___045455646 
paper 19.95

 
Strategic Human Resource Management
An HR Professional’s Toolkit
Karen Beaven KOGN
Use this practical guide to implement HR 
processes that benefit both employees 
and the business as a whole and develop 
essential skills for HR professionals. 256 pp.
978-0-7494-8404-0 
___044780622 
paper 15% 39.95

 
Successful Feedback
How Leaders Can Increase Performance, 
Motivate and Engage Their Team.
Sally Foley-Lewis LSIG
Leaders need confidence and structure to 
have feedback conversations. This guide is 
the how-to of making feedback conversations 
effective and results-oriented. 116 pp.
978-0-9874186-5-4 
___046817420 paper 5% 17.99

 
Supply Chain Finance
Risk Management, Resilience and Supplier 
Management
Wendy L. Tate et al., editors KOGN
The authors explain the links between supply 
chain and finance by connecting supply chain 
financial tools and supply chain financial, social, 
and environmental performance. 288 pp.
978-0-7494-8778-2 
___046345502 
15% 225.00

 
Tax Savvy for Small Business, 20th Ed. 
A Complete Tax Strategy Guide
Frederick W. Daily NOLO
Understanding taxes is an essential part of 
any small business. Small business owners 
need to know about business deductions, 
writing off business assets, and the tax 
consequences of business decisions. This 
book provides all this information and more. 
368 pp.
978-1-41332-578-2 
___044049100 
paper 29.99

 
Trade in the 21st Century
Back to the Past?
Bernard M. Hoekman BROK
and Ernesto Zedillo, editors
Two distinguished experts argue that, despite 
appearances to the contrary, not only is trade 
policy alive and well, but also that there are 
grounds for optimism about the prospects 
for international trade and investment 
growth in the 21st century. 240 pp.
978-0-8157-2904-4 
___031081285 
paper 5% 37.99
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Twenty-First Century Inequality & Capitalism
Piketty, Marx and Beyond
Lauren Langman HMAK
and David A. Smith, editors
This volume collects critiques of Thomas 
Piketty’s 2014 book from different 
perspectives, such as those of critical theory, 
global political economy or public sociology, 
drawing on the work of Marx or the Marxist 
tradition. 390 pp.
978-1-60846-134-9 
___042877262 
paper 5% 28.00

 
Urban Logistics
Management, Policy and Innovation in a 
Rapidly Changing Environment
Michael Browne et al., editors KOGN
Readers can understand the importance of 
city infrastructures, transport planning, and 
the implications for urban logistics with this 
in-depth, research-based book. 288 pp.
978-0-7494-8777-5 
___046345612 
15% 200.00

 
US Money
What Is It? Why We Must Change. How We 
Can.
Virginia Hammon LSIG
People are afraid for the future, angry at the 
dysfunctional status quo, and hungry for 
a basis for hope. There is a practical path 
to a better future. A simple yet profound 
change to the money system is that path. 
This book explains money, different money 
systems, how the U.S. system works and its 
consequences, and the alternatives. 540 pp.
978-0-9786007-3-0 
___046801642 paper 34.95

 
Ways of the Relay-Racers
Essays on Leaders, Misleaders, and the 
Culture-Strong Organization
Brian Lewis LSIG
Lewis explores what it means to develop a 
“way” that is passed forward by a team of 
relay-racers. What does it mean to identify 
“urgencies” for an organization—to be a 
time-teller and time-keeper? 190 pp.
978-0-692-87946-7 
___046962475 20% 19.95

 
The Wellbeing Book
50 Ways to Focus Your Mind, Boost Your Body 
and Supercharge Your Soul
Andrew Sharman LBXC
The author provides 50 practical and uplifting 
ways to improve physical and mental 
wellbeing by focusing on the mind, body, and 
soul. In doing so, he helps readers to hit the 
pause button and learn how to enhance energy 
and build resilience, cultivate emotional and 
physical wellbeing, manage stress, and live a 
happier and more fulfilled life. 128 pp.
978-1-911498-87-2 
___044230424 
14.95

 
The Wise Advocate
The Inner Voice of Strategic Leadership
Art Kleiner et al. COLU
Providing a transformative explanation of 
how cutting-edge neuroscience can help 
business leaders set a course toward better 
management, the authors map the functions 
of a manager onto established patterns of 
mental activity and identify crucial brain 
circuits and their parallels in organizational 
culture.  224 pp.
978-0-231-17804-4 
___044552349 
29.95

 
Work Pause Thrive
How to Pause for Parenthood Without Killing 
Your Career
Lisen Stromberg BEBE
Going from an executive to a stay-at-home 
mom to an award-winning journalist, 
Stromberg details how trailblazers disrupted 
the original paradigm by incorporating 
pauses into their careers and embracing all 
aspects of life. 384 pp.
978-1-946885-79-1 
___042964674 
paper 17.95

 
Yes Vote
The Public Hearing Plan for Developers
Katie Coates MGAM
A guide that shows developers how to 
overcome the challenges of building 
community support, overcoming opposition, 
and getting approval for real estate 
developments with hands-on strategies and 
tactics. 170 pp.
978-1-64279-039-9 
___044213728 
paper 16.95

 
You’re On! 
100 Ways to Shine in the Media Spotlight
Gail Hulnick LSIG
A quick guide to improving results in a media 
interview—whether the reader is answering 
the questions or asking them. Hulnick distills 
more than 20 years as a TV reporter, radio 
talk show host, and media interviewer into 
this valuable reference. 132 pp.
978-1-947527-91-1 
___046468349 paper 14.99

 
Your Complete Guide to a Successful and 
Secure Retirement
Larry Swedroe HIMN
and Kevin Grogan
Foreword by Wade Pfau
Two investment and personal finance experts 
present uniquely comprehensive coverage 
of every important aspect a person needs 
to think about as retirement approaches, 
including Social Security, Medicare, 
investment planning strategy, portfolio 
maintenance, retirement issues faced by 
women, the threat of elder financial abuse, 
and much more.
978-0-85719-732-0 
___046795515 
paper 18.99
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Zen and the Art of Fundraising
8 More Pillars of Success
Alexandra Pia Brovey, JD, LLM CRHN
Just when it seemed there was nothing else 
to say about the art and science of charitable 
fundraising, along comes a book that shows 
the fundraising professional—even one with 
years of experience and accomplishment—
how to continue on the path to success. 94 pp.
978-1-938077-75-3 
___046897293 paper 19.95

CAREERS / JOB OPPORTUNITIES

 
...and Then I Painted the Garage
Getting the Job You Want in the Least 
Amount of Time
Larry Finkelstein LSIG
Going through a job search can be a very 
difficult experience. The author explains how 
to decide what jobs to target, write the right 
resume, convince the interviewer you are the 
best individual, and deal with the stress of 
rejection. 202 pp.
978-1-945990-71-7 
___046827751 paper 19.95

 
Shift
Moving from Where You Are to the Life You 
Want
John Hinkle LSIG
and Russell Lake
Shift is a unique story that tracks the story of 
David Jericho, a struggling middle manager, on 
a journey through the Italian countryside that 
shows him what it will take for him to reach the 
next level in his career and life. 224 pp.
978-1-58695-010-1 
___046373348 paper 19.95

 
There’s Money Where Your Mouth Is, 4th Ed.
A Complete Insider’s Guide to Earning 
Income and Building a Career in Voice-Overs
Elaine A. Clark ALLW
Voices are increasingly in demand for 
commercials, video games, audio books, 
cartoon characters, announcements, and 
other spots. This outstanding handbook 
explains how to launch a career and work in 
the field of professional voice-overs. 304 pp.
978-1-62153-669-7 
___041743831 
paper 24.99

CHILDREN’S ALL AGES

 
The Adventures of Mr. Fuzzy Ears
Searching for a Furry Friend
Donna Carr Roberts LSIG
One dog’s search for a friend gets him into 
troubled places but he finally finds his friends 
at the Humane Society. The text is filled with 
humor and life lessons with 24 original hand-
painted images. 36 pp.
978-0-692-18421-9 
___046576149 25% 19.95

 
Annie McDoogan Secret Visions
Pat O’Connor LSIG
This paranormal adventure story features 
three diverse South Florida teens who band 
together to inspire teenagers to spread peace 
through telepathy. The action never stops as 
the trio faces threats from opponents who 
fear they are practicing mind control. Will 
the kids fail in their quest or receive support 
from a most unexpected source? 224 pp.
978-1-73275-763-9 
___046825606 paper 9.99

 
Ava Va A La Playa Con Amigos
Alicia Coleman-Clark LSIG
and Ava J. Clark
Lizett Contreras Pelayo, translator
A child with autism visits the beach for 
the first time. This is the second Spanish 
translation in the series of the Ava Goes...
books. 32 pp.
978-0-692-19292-4 
___046852052 paper 15.00

 
The Bag Family
Karen Zander LSIG
Dawn Nelson, illustrator
Bags come in many different shapes and 
sizes—just like families—each with its own 
unique and important purpose. 38 pp.
978-0-692-15136-5 
___046565550 19.95

 
A Christmas Dragon
Larry McCloskey LSIG
Danny and Zigo O’Neill really love 
Christmas—usually. But this year is different. 
This year Christmas is turning out to be 
complicated, and trouble seems to find them 
everywhere they go. 178 pp.
978-1-77535-252-5 
___046640003 paper 25% 9.99

 
Cordelia and the Whale
Michelle Nelson-Schmidt FNPJ
Foreword by Asha de Vos, Ph.D.
Cordelia, an 11-year-old introverted loner, is 
often bullied at school. She finds comfort in 
facts and knowledge, preferring a world of 
consistency. Nothing is ever the same for 
Cordelia after she befriends an ancient whale 
and finds out secrets of the universe that she 
must learn and master. 220 pp.
978-1-73269-421-7 
___046787126 paper 20% 9.99

 
Cordelia and the Whale
978-1-73269-420-0 FNPJ
___046728120 20% 19.99

 
The Flashlight
A Time Machine
Alec Yates LSIG
Four children walk into an abandoned 
building, find a flashlight, and realize it’s not 
just a flashlight... 40 pp.
978-1-64133-507-2 
___045151169 paper 5% 9.99
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The Girl in the Blue Tie-Dye Shirt
The Mud Street Misfits Adventure, Book 1
Brian O’Dell LSIG
and Beth Lauderdale
A freak bike accident unravels Liam’s reality, 
leaving him with a psychic ability and 
mysterious visions. He thinks he’s losing 
his mind and confides in his close friends. 
Together, they risk their lives, coming face to 
face with the unknown to solve the mystery 
behind the visions and help Liam get his life 
back. 220 pp.
978-1-73267-230-7 
___046874199 paper 8.99

 
Gorgeous George...and the Timewarp 
Trouser Trumpers
Stuart Reid LSIG
John Pender, illustrator
Ever wanted a book so exciting it keeps you up 
past your bedtime? A story so mad that you’re 
scared to put it down in case the adventure 
goes on inside the pages after you’ve stopped 
reading? This book is a big ball of wibbly-
wobbly, timey-wimey stuff that loops and 
swoops and poops and pops out to the shops, 
then meets itself coming back! 162 pp.
978-1-910614-11-2 
___046174829 paper 9.99

 
Grendel’s Mother, Large Print Ed.
Diana Stout LSIG
A 15-year-old girl is sacrificed to a dragon 
who rescues her. She must learn how to 
survive alone in the wilderness, giving 
birth and keeping her son from dangers. 
She becomes one with Nature and a fierce 
defender of her son against Beowulf. 212 pp.
978-0-9974223-3-7 
___043917757 paper 12.95

 
The Little Angel and the Last Christmas
Alan Forrest Smith LSIG
God wants to end Christmas. Thomas the 
little angel asks God for a final chance to 
prove the Christmas spirit exists. Thomas is 
sent to Earth. If he fails he will lose his wings, 
Christmas will be no more, and Thomas will 
end his days as a human. 56 pp.
978-1-51362-882-0 
___041624242 paper 16.00

 
Little Big Wheels
Elizabeth Bradford LSIG
Amy Koch Johnson, illustrator
This picture book describes the adventures 
of a group of tiny people who come out at 
night to drive a child’s miniature cars and 
trucks. Both the vehicles and the little folk 
who drive them are depicted in whimsical 
color illustrations. 32 pp.
978-0-692-18388-5 
___046875508 paper 5% 7.99

 
Mrs. Murray’s Ghost
A Piccadilly Street Story
Emily-Jane Hills Orford TCJV
It’s 1967, and Mary’s family has moved into 
a huge Victorian mansion. She loves her 
gigantic new house, especially her room. But 
then she begins to meet the house’s other 
residents. 214 pp.
978-1-944056-79-7 
___046409547 paper 15.00

 
A Nap with a Nurse Anesthetist
A Race Car Adventure
Trish Labieniec LSIG
Angie Jones, illustrator
Evan and his parents learn what to expect 
on his day of surgery. This interactive 
story allows children to understand a few 
essential pieces which will encourage them 
to participate in the process and reduce their 
anxiety on the day of their surgery. 24 pp.
978-1-73270-550-0 
___046574026 5% 24.99

 
Pepper Miss Pepperoni Finds Someone to Love
Jodi Stapler WBUY
InSong Nam, illustrator
Pepper Miss Pepperoni finds herself at an 
animal shelter. She is lonely, confused, and 
sad as she watches all the younger dogs being 
adopted into their forever homes. Will Pepper 
ever find someone to truly love her? 66 pp.
978-1-948256-08-7 
___045106201 10% 16.99

 
The Pirate Princess and the Golden Locket
Suzanne Lowe LSIG
When Lotty, the brave young orphan, is 
cast out from the Sevenoaks home for 
children, she meets Mr. Jacks, a lovable and 
very cheeky dog. Together, they encounter 
ruthless pirates, secret islands, and discover 
the truth about Lotty’s golden locket in a 
story full of excitement and adventure, filled 
with friendship, humor, and pirates! 122 pp.
978-0-648-39080-0 
___046794077 paper 9.90

 
Ploop
Alec Gould LSIG
Through inner belief in himself, watching 
and learning from those around him, and 
with the love of others, Ploop realizes his 
dream of becoming a Christmas Tree. 32 pp.
978-0-9862925-7-6 
___046686476 paper 14.95

 
Poof 123
Touch & Learn Numbers—Ages 2-4 for 
Toddlers, Preschool and Kindergarten Kids
Arielle Berg LSIG
Isabel Casal, illustrator
Aiden the Astronaut is back! This time, upon 
heading to Planet 123, the numbers had a big 
fight and split apart. Help Aiden join them 
back together in a book designed to help 
children learn how to count. 32 pp.
978-0-9950441-3-5 
___045512876 paper 20% 12.95
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Swifty the Guinea Pig and His New Super 
Powers
Swifty’s Adventures, Book One
Jacqueline Robertson-Yeo LSIG
Swifty the Guinea Pig and His New Super 
Powers is brought to life with many 
beautifully illustrated characters, allowing 
young readers to immerse themselves 
and become part of this magical adventure 
series. 134 pp.
978-1-916420-10-6 
___046482553 paper 9.03

CHILDREN’S BABY / PRESCHOOL

 
Changing Seasons
Which Season Do You Like Most of All?
Laurie Read LSIG
A child’s narrative of the changing seasons 
and the exciting activities involved in each 
one. 28 pp.
978-1-999459-00-0 
___046887056 paper 10.95

 
Dennis and the New Baby
Michaela Renee Johnson LSIG
When the new baby came along, Dennis 
realized tearing up shoes wouldn’t land him 
more attention. It’s not long before Dennis 
learns that having a new baby around can be 
very special. 34 pp.
978-0-692-17669-6 
___046522779 20% 17.95

 
The Downing Farm
Sharen Baylor Scott LSIG
Sharen and Wendi Scott, illustrator
The Downing Farm had so many geese—
honking noisy geese everywhere—all 
preparing for the big contest. 24 pp.
978-1-947352-20-9 
___044563316 paper 5% 8.99

 
Hannah’s Two Homes
Life in a “Blended” Family—A 5 Year Old’s 
Perspective
Melodie Tegay LSIG
Hannah lives in two separate residences—
her mom’s and dad’s—with her new 
stepfamilies. She shares her emotions as she 
tells her tale of hope and love. 26 pp.
978-1-64133-474-7 
___044433707 paper NET 7.99

 
I Love You to Pluto and Back
Shelly Lanette Hogan-King LSIG
This educational book of illustrations shows 
just how far love reaches. Measurements of 
love have always stood the test of time. Let 
loved ones know you love them to Pluto and 
back, which is way further than the moon. 20 
pp.
978-0-692-18522-3 
___046905897 18.99

 
The Land Beyawned
Lynn Monhollen WOND
Leslie Lynn Monhollen, illustrator
A fictional tale about the first time anyone 
ever experienced a yawn. When this strange 
phenomena made its debut, it derived its 
name from the first people it afflicted, the 
Yawnees. The Yawn was throughout the land 
as an invisible living entity, and no one was 
immune to its urging. The Kingdom needed 
a hero. 32 pp.
978-1-73209-120-7 
___046616932 19.99

 
Little Boys’ Adventure at the Beach, Book 1
Treasure Hunt & Magical Ocean Adventures
Irene Jane Holmes LSIG
Children learn about safety at the beach, 
discover water animals, and learn to share 
their treasures. 26 pp.
978-1-64133-106-7 
___044393757 paper 5% 9.99

 
The Rabbit Was Not My Idea
Wy Livingston LSIG
An amazing journey as told through the eyes 
of the family petriarch, Blizzard, the retriever. 
This relatable story provides lessons in life 
for all ages but particularly for those 3-8 
years old. 40 pp.
978-1-64370-057-1 
___046764599 19.99

 
Violet Lion
A La Recherche de Mes Origines
Heaven R.W. LSIG
Theodore Boyomo, translator
Beautifully illustrated with mesmerizing 
scenes of modern travel, the richly colored 
pages of this wonderful little animal tale 
are coupled with soundly translated French 
from A-Z. A perfect read-aloud for the end of 
the day, or as a fun supplement to learning 
French or English as a teen or adult. Includes 
an A-Z guide to French. 34 pp.
978-0-692-16712-0 
___046887371 5% 22.50

CHILDREN’S AGES 4-8

 
The Adventures of Farley the Field Mouse, 
Book 2
Wonder World
Allan Zion LSIG
Farley and his friend, Betsy Browntail, go to 
the vegetable field to look for something to 
eat and end up trapped in a box of carrots, 
riding in the back of a truck, and going to 
a park. Great fun and exciting times follow 
as they enjoy the magic of Wonder World 
after being rescued by two new fairy friends 
Lainey Luster and Brynley Bright. 72 pp.
978-1-53238-545-2 
___046892874 paper 7.99
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Dill Gets in a Pickle
Danielle Elison Webb LSIG
Ashley Fairbourne, illustrator
When a young cucumber named Dill hears 
about a dangerous new craze, he is left with a 
difficult choice. Will Dill follow the trend and 
get pickled, or will he stay out of the brine 
and find himself in the spotlight? Find out in 
this delightfully illustrated rhyming book for 
children ages 4-8. 26 pp.
978-0-9907384-4-2 
___046821724 20% 13.99

 
Johnnie Mr. Tough Guy
Raffaella Buffolino LSIG
Michael Monochello, illustrator
Spend the day with Johnnie and his mother 
at the zoo and see the zoo through the eyes 
of a child. It’s true what they say, children do 
say the darndest things! 28 pp.
978-0-9990636-1-3 
___046837482 paper 20% 7.99

 
Like Mother Like Daughter, Starring Bobbie
Robert F. Byrne LSIG
Bobbie is challenged by a special attribute, ADD, 
that defines her personality and spontaneously 
leads her on a variety of adventures. Family 
traits, just like family genes, are often passed 
down through generations, but Bobbie has a 
wonderful family who accepts and loves her 
for who she is. 34 pp.
978-0-692-14366-7 
___046520614 22.95

CHILDREN’S AGES 9-12

 
Blessings, My Child
Ginger Payne LSIG
This volume contains 101 blessings, each 
with a colorful illustration, a short passage 
of Scripture, a blessing written to the child in 
first person from God, and questions to go 
deeper, hopefully to help parents get to know 
their children even better. 210 pp.
978-1-947360-00-6 
___046805062 paper 19.95

 
Fairy Daze
Carol Keeney LSIG
Travel to a fair built by fairies. Meet unicorns, 
sea horses, and mermaids as they go from 
one adventure to another. 110 pp.
978-0-9752699-2-3 
___046741701 paper 7.99

 
Flunking Magic
L. Lee Shaw OHOB
Linda Brewster, illustrator
It’s hard being a witch when you have no 
witch skills at all. 98 pp.
978-0-9907073-0-1 
___046497068 paper 5% 7.99

 
The Freedom Stone
Judi Howe LSIG
Moses, a 12-year-old enslaved boy living 
in Virginia in the 1850s, knows that he and 
his family are nothing more than property—
the same as a horse or a plow. After the 
unexpected death of his papa, he leads his 
sister, Addie, and their mama on a dangerous 
journey to freedom on the Underground 
Railroad. 222 pp.
978-0-9994302-7-9 
___046918701 paper 16.95

 
In the Soft Moonlight
Haiku Poetry for Children of All Ages
Donna Peltier Bain FSTC
In this wonderfully illustrated work, the 
author and illustrator combines artwork and 
haiku of nature at work and play on a moonlit 
night. Readers are invited to add their own 
inspired creations on the last page of the 
book. 30 pp.
978-1-73243-430-1 
___046827770 25% 19.00

 
Jason Hunter and the Talisman of Elam
Jim Mastro LSIG
Jason Hunter and his friends find a spaceship 
and must use it to flee for their lives. To 
save the Earth from invasion and rescue his 
parents, Jason must travel across the galaxy 
to claim an ancient talisman, but the path 
is fraught with great danger, and success is 
unlikely. 332 pp.
978-1-73266-100-4 
___046801365 paper 36% 14.95

 
The Key
Origins of Magic, Book One
Mark Wesley PCWD
Timothy was ready for another birthday. 
What he did not expect was his life to be 
forever changed by a rusty, ancient birthday 
gift he is sworn to keep secret and safe. This 
is the beginning of a new adventure series. 
Infused with magical fantasy and clever wit. 
The Key will take readers on a journey sure 
to spark their imaginations. 164 pp.
978-1-64237-080-5 
___045441889 paper 7.99
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Mama’s Needle
Jeanette W. Stickel LSIG
Helen S. Worcester
and Jeanette W. Stickel, illustrators
A boy tells of his mama’s needle patching 
holes in the knees of his pants, binding 
scraps of cloth into quilts, and stitching 
dreams into reality. When he has a magical 
dream, Mama stitches a quilt together for 
remembering, and on it, are images of his 
dreams. Wearing his quilt as a cape, he flies 
with his imagination. 34 pp.
978-1-73201-572-2 
___046808007 paper 10.95

 
Sadie & Claire, The Fire Horses
Michael Pattarozzi LSIG
Blueberry Illustrations, illustrator
Claire graduates from the Fire Horse 
Academy and is chosen by Sadie to be her 
new partner. Together, they have many 
adventures. Claire learns to face her fears, 
and they become legends. 48 pp.
978-0-692-16621-5 
___046593690 19.95

 
The Tale of Christmas Steve
Rich Berra LSIG
Steve, a small elf with a big heart, is looking 
for where he belongs. With a dash of magic, 
Steve comes face to face with the big guy 
himself, just in time to save the day. Written 
by national iHeart Radio host Berra of The 
Johnjay & Rich Show, this work reminds 
readers that everyone has something to 
offer—no matter the outside package. 34 pp.
978-0-578-19793-7 
___046905494 20.00

 
The Toad and the Princess
Rhonda Madison LSIG
This book addresses domestic violence and 
sexual assault, bullying, and the importance 
of unconditional parental love. 28 pp.
978-1-64133-295-8 
___042661052 paper 20% 9.99

 
Treasure Hunt at Pirate’s Paradise
The Audacious Adventurers Series
Mahima Kalla LSIG
The first book in the Audacious Adventurers 
series presents exciting exploits of the aunty-
nephew team of history teacher Leia and 12-
year old Krish. Go on a treasure hunt with 
these two audacious adventurers through the 
mysterious and menacing Pirate’s Paradise 
Island, a tiny deceivingly beautiful island 
tucked away in the Pacific Ocean. 114 pp.
978-1-983250-61-3 
___046650940 paper 20% 10.99

 
Woot!
Janice Lipsky LSIG
A 12-year-old boy is pitted against his father 
when the man’s prized racing pigeon—
and the boy’s beloved pet—gets lost after 
competing in the Southwest Regional Pigeon 
Race. 136 pp.
978-0-692-14138-0 
___046957082 24.00

COLORING BOOKS

 
A Quick Succession of Busy Nothings
A Coloring Book Featuring the Wit, Wisdom, 
& Sass of Jane Austen
created by Kate Zarrella LSIG
An adult coloring book containing scenes, 
quotes, and themed line art from some of 
Jane Austen’s most popular books: Pride and 
Prejudice, Emma  and more. The illustrations 
are varied, with clean lines which are easy 
to fill in with pencil, marker, or a brush and 
printed on paper which will hold up to oil, 
acrylic, and watercolor. 68 pp.
978-0-9965683-5-7 
___046803187 paper 14.95

COMPUTER BOOKS - APPLE / MACINTOSH

 
macOS Mojave in Easy Steps
Covers V 10.14
Nick Vandome IEAY
This reference is perfect for those wanting 
to quickly get a grasp of this latest Mac 
operating system. 192 pp.
978-1-84078-835-8 
___045020791 
paper 15.99

 
macOS Mojave: The Missing Manual
The Book That Should Have Been in the Box
David Pogue OREI
With Mojave, Apple gives macOS new 
features and improvements both right on 
your desktop and under the hood. This new 
edition shows how to use the revamped App 
Store, all-new apps like News and Stocks, 
FaceTime’s new Group Chat, and Dynamic 
Desktop. 896 pp.
978-1-49204-040-8 
___046795618 
paper 24.99

COMPUTER BOOKS - COMMUNICATIONS / NETWORKING

 
Modeling and Simulation of Complex 
Networks
Muaz A. Niazi, editor IAMU
This title covers key topics and approaches 
for next generation networks and complex 
communication systems, and the various 
aspects of modeling and simulation of these 
networks from a complex adaptive systems 
perspective. 500 pp.
978-1-78561-355-5 
___045182793 
30% 170.00
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COMPUTER BOOKS - DATABASE MANAGEMENT

 
Good Charts to Get Backed
How to Build the Perfect Pitch Deck with 
Persuasive Data Visualizations
Scott Berinato et al. HABU
This Harvard Business Review collection 
brings together two popular books to 
help anyone craft a story, design better 
visualizations, impress an audience, and turn 
an idea into reality. 488 pp.
978-1-63369-731-7 
___045248978 
paper 65.00

COMPUTER BOOKS - DIGITAL MEDIA

 
Value-Based Learning Healthcare Systems
Integrative Modeling and Simulation
Bernard P. Zeigler et al. IAMU
The authors present an innovative, unique, 
and holistic approach to modeling and 
simulation approaches in healthcare 
management from leaders in computer 
modeling and simulation. 450 pp.
978-1-78561-326-5 
___044789274 
30% 165.00

COMPUTER BOOKS - GENERAL INFORMATION

 
AutoCAD 2019 For Beginners
CADFolks LSIG
AutoCAD 2019 For Beginners makes it easy to 
learn drafting in AutoCAD. Using real-world 
examples, readers will master the basics of 
this leading CAD software by following step-
by-step instructions. Each topic starts with a 
brief explanation, and then launches into the 
example that gives a direct experience and a 
good start. 318 pp.
978-8-19-372411-8 
___046533965 paper 28.00

 
From Gutenberg to Google
The History of Our Future
Tom Wheeler BROK
In this fascinating book, former FCC chairman 
Wheeler brings to life the two great network 
revolutions of the past and uses them to help 
put in perspective the confusion, uncertainty, 
and even excitement most people face today. 
300 pp.
978-0-8157-3532-8 
___042781210 
24.99

COMPUTER BOOKS - INTERNET

 
The Cybersecurity to English Dictionary, 4th 
Ed. 
Raef Meeuwisse LSIG
Designed to be a useful companion 
for anyone who wants to keep up on 
cybersecurity terms or confound others with 
their understanding, this clear and concise 
dictionary contains over 400 cybersecurity 
terms. 138 pp.
978-1-911452-24-9 
___046810563 paper 20% 12.99

 
Tube Ritual
Jumpstart Your Journey to 5,000 Youtube 
Subscribers
Brian G. Johnson MGAM
A YouTube success manual based on results 
that teaches readers how to stake their claim, 
amplify their message, and inspire action. 
180 pp.
978-1-64279-018-4 
___043622370 
paper 17.95

COMPUTER BOOKS - LANGUAGES / PROGRAMMING

 
Bash in Easy Steps
Mike McGrath IEAY
The author guides the reader through the 
basics of programming in Bash. 192 pp.
978-1-84078-809-9 
___042036686 
paper 15.99

 
Java in a Nutshell, 7th Ed. 
A Desktop Quick Reference
Ben Evans OREI
and David Flanagan
This updated edition not only helps 
experienced Java programmers get the most 
out of Java versions 9 through 11, it’s also a 
learning path for new developers. Chock full 
of examples that demonstrate how to take 
complete advantage of modern Java APIs and 
development best practices, this thoroughly 
revised book includes new material on Java 
Concurrency Utilities. 500 pp.
978-1-49203-725-5 
___043744650 
paper 59.99

COMPUTER BOOKS - OPERATING SYSTEMS

 
Windows 10 in Easy Steps, Special Ed., 3rd Ed. 
Covers the October 2018 Update
Mike McGrath IEAY
This helpful guide is written to help non-
technical PC-users to make the most of their 
Windows 10 computer, all in the familiar 
Easy Steps style. Covers the Redstone 4 
update. 480 pp.
978-1-84078-807-5 
___042036539 
paper 24.99
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COMPUTER BOOKS - SPREADSHEETS

 
Excel 2019 in Easy Steps
Michael Price IEAY
Price helps the reader to get to grips with 
Microsoft Excel 2019 quickly—whether the 
user is new to this popular spreadsheet 
application or just upgrading from an older 
version. 192 pp.
978-1-84078-821-1 
___044279621 
paper 15.99

CONSUMER FINANCE

 
Build Your Human Equity Line of Credit™
The Secrets to Creating a Lifetime of Assets 
in Any Economy
Steven E. LaBroi LSIG
A guide to create a “Positively Selfish” 
position on building a lifetime financial 
foundation, this resource includes bonus 
sections on retirement and asset building. 
106 pp.
978-0-9834354-4-0 
___046956831 paper 14.95

 
Cherished Fortune
Make Your Wealth Your Business
Andrew Allentuck DUND
and Benoit Poliquin
An early start in investing can be a huge 
advantage, but investors must quickly learn 
to make the most of opportunities. Thinking 
like a small-business owner can yield great 
benefits to investors’ portfolios. Using 
a similar mindset, novice investors can 
manage their portfolios by understanding 
what works, controlling risk, and building 
knowledge. 200 pp.
978-1-45974-240-6 
___042027814 
paper 26.00

 
Everyday Millionaires
How Ordinary People Built Extraordinary 
Wealth—And How You Can Too
Chris Hogan RMSY
Foreword by Dave Ramsey
Destroying the myths that keep people from 
achieving financial independence, Hogan 
and the Ramsey research team reveal how 
more than 10,000 U.S. millionaires reached 
their financial status. 272 pp.
978-0-9774895-2-7 
___044832138 
24.99

 
The Good Retirement Guide 2019
Everything You Need to Know about 
Health, Property, Investment, Leisure, Work, 
Pensions and Tax
Allan Esler Smith, editor KOGN
Make the most of retirement with this clear 
and concise guide to a broad range of 
subjects that affect UK retirees. 280 pp.
978-0-7494-8397-5 
___044780606 
paper 29.95

 
Who Needs the Bank?
Why You Should Be a Bank Instead of 
Investing in One!
Bob Zachmeier OOFX
With stock market uncertainty, and banks 
paying a fraction of one percent, Americans 
are moving their money into real estate 
notes. When people own paper instead of 
property, they can receive five to 50 times 
more than banks pay without the “tenant 
and toilet” hassles of rental properties. Learn 
how to increase monthly cash flow with 
“mailbox money.” 150 pp.
978-0-9801855-6-0 
___046906134 paper 25% 20.00

 
Your Home Sweet Home
How to Decide Whether You Should Stay or 
Move in Retirement
Penelope S. Tzougros, Ph.D., ChFC, CLU LSIG
Though many retirees love their homes, 
maintenance, taxes, changes in their 
physical ability and the neighborhood could 
become obstacles. Can they stay and be 
independent? If not, what other housing 
options could enhance their lives financially, 
physically, and socially? Interviews and 
analytical tools help sort out fears, facts, and 
finances. 308 pp.
978-0-9709870-3-7 
___046833205 paper 19.95

CONSUMER HEALTH

 
108 Yoga and Self-Care Practices for Busy 
Mamas
Julie M. Gentile MSIS
With working mom, certified yoga teacher, 
and widely published author Gentile as 
their personal wellness mentor, readers can 
discover their own authentic wellness path. 
118 pp.
978-1-942891-84-0 
___046645517 paper 12.95

 
The 5-Minute Recharge
31 Proven Strategies to Refresh, Reset, and 
Become the Boss of Your Day
Lynne Everatt PGTW
and Addie Greco-Sanchez
Researchers have discovered the formula 
for living a good life, so why is depression 
still the world’s leading disability and anxiety 
the most common mental health disorder 
in North America? Most people don’t know 
what will truly make them happy, and far too 
few make proven wellness practices a part of 
their lives.
978-1-989025-50-5 
___046822558 
24.95
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The Accidental Gambler
Cally Berryman LSIG
Following a terrifying accident involving their 
daughter, Rachael, the lives of a husband and 
wife are thrown into turmoil. Rachael’s sister 
Sarah is witness to her parents’ grief and 
unravelling. Later when Rachael’s life spins 
out of control with a heroin habit, her mother 
develops a gambling habit. 390 pp.
978-0-646-95454-7 
___046502039 paper 16.89

 
Badass Boxing Workouts
A Hard-Hitting Program to Smash Stress, 
Have Fun and Get in the Best Shape of Your 
Life
Jennifer Dugwen Chieng ULYS
Boxing is the ultimate workout to shake up 
a boring fitness routine. The high-intensity, 
full-body workouts in this book will help 
sculpt every muscle, improve balance and 
coordination, and challenge readers. These 
workouts incorporate footwork, punches, 
kicks, bag work, and strength training. 128 pp.
978-1-61243-875-7 
___044580436 
paper 14.95

 
Be Heart Smart
Understand, Treat, and Prevent Coronary 
Heart Disease
Waqar Khan, M.D., MPH LSIG
Coronary heart disease (CHD) takes the lives 
of 2,000 Americans every day. Those who 
have been diagnosed with CHD or suffered a 
heart attack can still live a long, heart-healthy 
life. Be Heart Smart shows how. 206 pp.
978-1-73226-860-9 
___046392429 paper 12.95

 
Drunk Yoga®
50 Wine & Yoga Poses to Lift Your Spirit(s)
Eli Walker SYHO
Justin Pettit, illustrator
The official Drunk Yoga book by the rebel 
behind the viral phenomenon! 192 pp.
978-1-51074-082-2 
___043645479 
16.99

 
Everybody’s Beautiful
One God. One Love. One Human Tribe.
Tom Hafer LSIG
Loving faith communities become fragmented 
hostile tribes when the religious double down 
on divisive ideologies. They try desperately to 
be right to the exclusion of inner peace and 
love for neighbor. When this failure happens, 
everyone suffers. Faith is not an outside battle, 
it is a long journey inward toward peace and 
love for others. 112 pp.
978-0-692-19768-4 
___046949212 paper 11.99

 
Foam Roller Workbook, 2nd Ed. 
A Step-By-Step Guide to Stretching, 
Strengthening and Rehabilitative Techniques
Dr. Karl Knopf ULYS
A full-color, step-by-step guide to end pain, 
regain range of motion, and prevent injury 
using the foam roller, the most widely 
available and affordable device for at-home 
healing. This updated, and now four-color 
edition offers 50 effective exercises paired 
with step-by-step photos that will help 
readers roll to better posture, balance, and 
relaxation. 100 pp.
978-1-61243-871-9 
___044095306 
paper 14.95

 
How to Ikigai
Lessons for Finding Happiness and Living 
Your Life’s Purpose
Tim Tamashiro MNG 
The Japanese lifestyle tradition of Ikigai has 
been quietly taking the world by storm. World 
authority Tamashiro shares the wisdom of 
Ikigai in short, inspiring lessons. 224 pp.
978-1-63353-900-6 
___044590487 
24.99

 
A Life Less Stressed
The Five Pillars of Health and Wellness
Dr. Ron Ehrlich SBEB
A holistic guide to the stresses that wear 
people down and the simple changes that 
lead to happier, healthier, and more resilient 
lives. 416 pp.
978-1-947534-33-9 
___042240932 
paper 18.95

 
Menopause: The One-Stop Guide
Kathy Abernethy PFIK
A sensible and practical menopause advice 
from an experienced specialist nurse. 272 pp.
978-1-78125-872-9 
___042673971 
paper 15.95

 
The Miracle of Pain
David E. Smalley, M.D. LSIG
Written for a general audience, especially 
for those dealing with acute or chronic 
musculoskeletal pain, this resource is for 
those who are looking for better ways to deal 
with pain when what they are trying is not 
working. 384 pp.
978-1-73228-732-7 
___046552960 paper 36% 22.95
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Ninety Nine Nifty Notes from the Nine Lives 
Experts
A Primer for Revivors
Chris Collins LSIG
Marian Brickner, collaborator
Cats are experts in staying alive nine times! 
Readers can tap them for their wisdom and 
humor as they teach how to heal, especially 
when others say there is no hope. 136 pp.
978-0-9700703-1-9 
___046764891 paper 23.95

 
Step-Training Workout
Quick and Effective Workouts for the Whole 
Body
Sofia Sjöström Ståhl SYHO
Containing 60 exercises along with 
suggestions on structuring workouts into 
timesaving and utility-boosting intervals, 
this plan is perfect for anyone who can’t fit in 
a full workout. 96 pp.
978-1-51073-019-9 
___038486612 
paper 12.99

 
Thai Massage Techniques for Pregnancy, 
Labor & Postpartum
Noam Tyroler LSIG
A practitioner’s guidebook for the treatment 
of pregnant and postpartum women, this 
edition explains 25 treatment routines 
for common pregnancy and postpartum 
discomforts. The guide includes a treatment 
routine during labor. 452 pp.
978-9-659-22427-2 
___046632788 paper 20% 130.00

 
The Ultimate Guide to College Safety
Peter J. Canavan LSIG
From defining safety concerns and comfort 
zones to learning about the dangers of mixing 
alcohol and energy drinks to cybersecurity 
and identity theft to defending themselves 
from physical attack and active shooters, 
this comprehensive resource compiled for 
college students details how to stay safe in 
the physical and digital worlds. 242 pp.
978-1-64440-874-2 
___046415976 paper 16.95

 
Unlocking Your Self-Healing Potential
A Journey Back to Health Through Creativity, 
Authenticity and Self-Determination
Josef Ulrich FLRS
Taking mindfulness one step further, the 
author presents a key guide to using one’s 
brain to fix the body. 232 pp.
978-1-78250-533-4 
___043889894 
paper 19.95

 
You Power
Why Health Is Not What You Do—But Who 
You Must Be
Radha Gopalan, M.D. PTP 
In this follow-up to Second Opinion: 8 
Deadly Diseases, Dr. Gopalan explains how 
to harness the eight powers of “you” for 
a healthy life and explores his belief that 
individuals are responsible for—and create 
or perpetuate—their own illness. 240 pp.
978-1-61268-036-1 
___031794725 
paper 18.95

 
Your Fittest Future Self
Making Choices Today for a Happier, 
Healthier, Fitter Future You
Kathleen Trotter DUND
Take control over health and find individual 
equilibrium with this guide that offers 
a framework for making appropriate, 
individualized health choices that will lead 
to a healthier, more fulfilled, and fitter future 
you. 160 pp.
978-1-45974-128-7 
___043776837 
paper 19.99

COOKING / WINE

 
Asian Ingredient Substitutions
Jean B. MacLeod LSIG
A treasure trove of alternatives for ingredients 
typically found in Asian dishes—including 
items from South Asia, Southeast Asia, 
and India—this volume serves as a handy 
resource not only for Asian food aficionados, 
but also for newbies seeking help in making 
some of their favorite dishes. 168 pp.
978-0-9974464-8-7 
___046666918 paper 14.95

 
Baking Macarons
The Swiss Meringue Method
Lisa Maliga LSIG
This unique cookbook is designed for bakers 
of all levels. Follow each carefully detailed 
recipe and bake stunning macarons that will 
impress any dessert lover. 152 pp.
978-0-692-15399-4 
___046476737 paper 14.95

 
The Center of the Plate
Recipe and Menu Genesis: A Culinary Guide
Chef Robert Joe Saia PTOL
with Sous Chef Sharity Saia
This manual is meant to stimulate the 
imagination of one’s culinary soul. Based on 
Chef Saia’s recipe development and balance 
philosophy, it is the ultimate cheat sheet to 
help anyone create recipes. Companion apps 
provide easy reference on portable devices. 
234 pp.
978-1-943119-11-0 
___046617057 paper 36% 28.99
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Cravings Made Vegan
50 Plant-Based Recipes for Your Comfort 
Food Favorites
Bianca Haun SYHO
and Sascha Naderer
The creators of elephantasticvegan.com 
show that it’s possible to have cake and 
veganize it, too! 160 pp.
978-1-51073-932-1 
___042530385 
22.99

 
Diabetes Superfoods Cookbook and Meal 
Planner
Power-Packed Recipes and Meal Plans 
Designed to Help You Lose Weight and 
Control Your Blood Glucose
Cassandra L. Verdi, MPH, RD, ADIA
and Stephanie A. Dunbar, MPH, RD
This complete nutrition action plan provides 
expert information on diabetes superfoods 
and presents more than 110 truly delicious, 
diabetes-friendly recipes and 40 days of meal 
plans centered around these nutrient-packed 
ingredients. 176 pp.
978-1-58040-679-6 
___043952297 
paper 19.95

 
Eat Your Veggies!
A Vegetable Cookbook for the Non-
Vegetarian
Alicia Christian LSIG
The author shares 149 recipes ranging from 
breakfast to meaty main dishes to dessert—
and every single one has a vegetable in it! 
210 pp.
978-1-73272-532-4 
___046906018 paper 27.99

 
Evergreen
Vegan Recipes From A Nordic Kitchen
Mikkel Karstad CDYU
Anders Schoennmann, photographer
More and more people are focusing on 
eating green in their daily lives, and the 
author introduces vegetable recipes to 
inspire. He has managed to make easy, tasty, 
and beautiful vegetable dishes that will make 
the most carnivorous appreciate a green 
meal. 288 pp.
978-1-908337-50-4 
___042530396 
50.00

 
For the Love of Pumpkins
(A Cookbook)
Marilyn Alice Tuckman LSIG
The author shares 100 pumpkin recipes—
many original or adapted—using either 
fresh, canned, or hulled pumpkin seeds and 
pepitas. 246 pp.
978-1-64133-358-0 
___045533792 paper 5% 24.99

 
The Gestational Diabetes Cookbook
101 Delicious, Dietitian-Approved Recipes for 
a Healthy Pregnancy and Baby
Sara Monk Rivera, RD ULYS
While it is one of the most dreaded conditions 
of pregnancy, fortunately the proper nutrition 
and lifestyle modifications detailed in this 
book can help prevent or manage gestational 
diabetes. And the 100 delicious recipes make 
it easy to follow the program. 208 pp.
978-1-61243-868-9 
___044060385 
paper 14.95

 
The Healthy 5-Ingredient Air Fryer Cookbook
70 Easy Recipes to Bake, Fry, or Roast Your 
Favorite Foods
Bonnie Matthews SYHO
and Dawn Hall
Bonnie Matthews, photographer
The authors have incorporated a myriad 
of world flavors with a generous selection 
of vegetarian and vegan options as well as 
more traditional comfort foods—all utilizing 
only a handful of ingredients. 176 pp.
978-1-51074-159-1 
___044821352 
paper 19.99

 
The Healthy Green Drink Diet
Advice and Recipes to Energize, Alkalize, 
Lose Weight, and Feel Great
Jason Manheim SYHO
One juice or smoothie a day—made from 
green vegetables such as kale, cucumber, 
celery, and spinach—works wonders for 
organ health, immune system strength, 
and weight loss. Now the founder of 
heathygreendrink.com offers a persuasive 
argument for adding a green drink to your 
day, as well as recipes for dozens of different 
variations. 176 pp.
978-1-51073-993-2 
___042830096 
paper 14.99

 
On Spice
Advice, Wisdom, and History with a Grain of 
Saltiness
Caitlin Penzeymoog SYHO
A revealing look at the history and production 
of spices, with modern, no-nonsense advice 
on using them at home. 192 pp.
978-1-51073-525-5 
___041557637 
19.99

 
The Quintessential Kale Cookbook
Simple and Delicious Recipes for Everyone’s 
Favorite Superfood
Julia Mueller SYHO
The author offers 75 delicious, nutrient-
packed recipes to incorporate kale into every 
meal. 208 pp.
978-1-51073-816-4 
___042471924 
paper 14.99
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Tea Cocktails
Unique and Delicious Tea-Infused Cocktails
Abigail R. Gehring SYHO
The author serves up 75 unique cocktail 
recipes featuring the hottest trend in 
mixology—tea! 176 pp.
978-1-51073-796-9 
___042192536 
paper 14.99

 
A Wisconsin Town and Country Christmas, 
30th Anniversary Ed.
Traditions, Memories, & Irresistible Recipes!
Larry Lynch LSIG
and Renee Howarton
Foreword by James Eggert
This volume explores Christmas traditions 
brought by early settlers from the old 
country—Slovaks, Scandinavians, Irish, 
English, Swiss, Germans—through interviews 
with their descendants living on farms, in 
towns, and in old cheese factories. Illustrated 
with 19th-century etchings and drawings of 
Wisconsin farms in the snow. 102 pp.
978-0-945309-05-5 
___046553075 paper 36% 9.95

CRAFTS / HOBBIES

 
Crocheted Birds
A Flock of Feathered Friends to Make
Vanessa Mooncie GMCF
Let creative urges take flight with this 
wonderful collection of birds to crochet. 
Featuring 10 gorgeous projects, all with 
stunning photographs and detailed charts, 
this edition is a bird lover’s delight. Intricate 
charts are included with the patterns to help 
the feathered friends come to life. 160 pp.
978-1-78494-458-2 
___044399467 
paper 22.95

 
The Dinosaur Craft Book
15 Things a Dino Fan Can’t Do Without
Laura Minter GMCF
and Tia Williams
Containing 15 fantastic dinosaur-themed 
projects to make, this edition will get children 
crafting and creating in no time. Projects 
come with handy templates and make use 
of otherwise-wasted household items. 64 pp.
978-1-78494-484-1 
___044399427 
paper 9.95

 
Doubleweave, Revised & Expanded, 2nd Ed. 
Jennifer Moore INWV
Conventional shaft loom weaving constricts 
the weaver into making only a single layer of 
fabric that is no wider than the loom. In this 
comprehensive guide to doubleweave, master-
weaver Moore revisits the tips and techniques 
to weaving in multiple layers. 176 pp.
978-1-63250-644-3 
___042830231 
paper 29.99

 
Gradient Style
Color-Shifting Techniques & Knitting Patterns
Kerry Bogert, editor INWV
Gradient yarns and colorful color-shifting 
patterns are everywhere in knitting today. 
Knowing what and how to knit with color-
shifting yarns, and how to combine colors 
for successful color-fade projects, can be a 
challenge. Let the editors at Interweave be 
the guides to the colorful world of knitting 
gradients. 160 pp.
978-1-63250-650-4 
___042830044 
paper 26.99

 
Inspiring Improv
Explore Creative Piecing with Curves, Strips, 
Slabs and More
Nicholas Ball LKSM
Using a series of reliable, repleatable, and 
fun piecing techniques, this guide introduces 
a series of techniques to create 12 uniquely 
individual quilts that encourage readers to 
manipulate fabric in new and inspiring ways. 
128 pp.
978-1-940655-37-6 
___044399535 
paper 27.95

 
Knitted Safari
A Collection of Exotic Knits to Make
Sarah Keen GMCF
Keen’s latest book is packed full of fabulous 
safari animals to knit, as well as a jeep to 
take knitters on an imaginary adventure of a 
lifetime crafting creatures that will entertain 
children for hours. 192 pp.
978-1-78494-401-8 
___044399368 
paper 19.95

 
Little Crocheted Monsters
12 Mini Mutants to Make
Lan-Anh Bui GMCF
and Josephine Wan
The craze for crocheting cute characters 
was born in Japan, and now everyone can 
discover its appeal with the authors guide to 
creating 12 weird and wonderful creatures to 
amuse and delight. 48 pp.
978-1-78494-463-6 
___044399404 
paper 9.95

 
Mary Thomas’s Dictionary of Embroidery 
Stitches
Jan Eaton TRSQ
First published in 1934, this guide has long 
been a well-loved favorite of novice and 
experienced embroiderers alike. Updated by 
Eaton, this indispensable handbook pictures 
and describes over 400 embroidery stitches, 
arranged by usage, ranging from basic outline 
and border stitches to more complex detached-
filling and pulled-fabric stitches. 208 pp.
978-1-57076-921-4 
___044241435 
paper 29.95
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Mini Menagerie
20 Miniature Animals to Make in Polymer 
Clay
Lynn Allingham GMCF
Stunning photographs and extensive 
techniques section will show everything 
crafters need to know to embark on these 
intricate projects—20 adorably tiny polymer 
clay creatures. 192 pp.
978-1-78494-459-9 
___044399420 
paper 24.95

 
Paper Cutting
10 Creative Projects to Make
Claire Culley GMCF
and Amy Phipps
With projects ranging from party hats to 
paper pictures, plus oodles of information 
and inspiration, this fabulous new guide in 
the Super+Super series has it all. Readers 
can sink their teeth into 20 fun and fabulous 
projects, which include a cake topper, baby 
mobile, lampshade, bunting, party props, 
and more. 48 pp.
978-1-78494-464-3 
___044399361 
paper 9.95

 
The Step-By-Step Guide to 200 Crochet 
Stitches
Tracey Todhunter INWV
The perfect resource for new and experienced 
crocheters alike, this edition offers 200 
stitches with detailed written, charted, and 
photographed instructions. 192 pp.
978-1-63250-657-3 
___042830128 
paper 22.99

DIET / HEALTH / FITNESS

 
The Cancer Effect
Claudia Bretzing LSIG
The author shares an inspiring story of the 
celebration of life, love, family, self-discovery, 
and the power of faith and prayer. 374 pp.
978-0-9998597-7-3 
___046876837 paper 5% 12.99

 
The Diet List
Tips, Tricks and Weight Loss Secrets from 
Atkins to Paleo and Beyond
Alice Mary Alvrez MNG 
A top food writer and healthy living 
workshopper demystifies major diet plans 
so readers can pick what is right for them. 
202 pp.
978-1-63353-881-8 
___044590315 
paper 16.99

 
Eat to Love
A Mindful Guide to Transforming Your 
Relationship with Food, Body and Life
Jenna Hollenstein PGTW
A nutritionist present a joyful, non-diet 
approach to mindfulness, intuitive eating, 
and falling in love with the body you live in. 
256 pp.
978-1-989025-11-6 
___044230637 
paper 16.95

 
Food Junkies, 2nd Ed. 
Recovery from Food Addiction
Vera Tarman, M.D. DUND
This newly revised and expanded second 
edition brings the latest research and 
practical strategies for people facing the 
complicated challenges of eating disorders 
and addictions, offering an affirming and 
manageable path to healthy and sustainable 
habits. 256 pp.
978-1-45974-197-3 
___043776893 
paper 24.99

 
God, Science, Food
Right-Sizing the Body Through Principled 
Nutrition and the Divine Universal Order
Linda D’ Nise LSIG
The author believes she has found the 
powerful nexus between God, science, and 
food, and has cracked the code for stress-
free weight management. The text includes 
introspective questions for the reader at the 
end of most of the chapters, an enlightening 
Frequently Asked Questions Section, and a 
Glossary. 216 pp.
978-0-692-18889-7 
___046958676 paper 21.99

 
Healing the Gerson Way
The All-Natural Solution for Cancer & 
Chronic Disease
Charlotte Gerson DHNP
with Beata Bishop
Created in the 1920s by Dr. Max Gerson, 
The Gerson Therapy is the most effective all-
natural solution ever created for restoring 
and maintaining good health. Dr. Gerson’s 
research led to a simple conclusion: the body 
will prevent most illnesses, keep one free of 
cancer and chronic disease until there is a 
breakdown of the immune system. 484 pp.
978-1-939438-60-7 
___046353237 NET 38.95

 
Lose Weight or Gain Weight
Nutrition & Exercise
Roxana P. Samson LSIG
A complete manual for losing weight, gaining 
muscles, and staying in shape forever, this 
guide describes healthy nutrition and types 
of exercise for both a regular individual and 
a future competitor. 262 pp.
978-0-692-18130-0 
___046411054 paper 20% 49.99
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Resetting Normal
The End of Yo-Yobesity
Tessa Wizon BZXY
Wizon shares an action plan to end the cycle 
of yo-yo dieting, where up-the-scale always 
exceeds down-the-scale, causing continual 
weight gain. She explains how to normalize 
weight without dieting, and effortlessly keep 
it stable. 258 pp.
978-1-73215-630-2 
___046567765 paper 17.99

EDUCATION / TEACHING

 
Black, White and Brown
The Battle for Progress in 1950s Norfolk
Forrest R. “Hap” White PRKE
In this reissue of his award-winning 1992 
doctoral thesis, White shows how Norfolk, 
Virginia, used redevelopment and city 
planning in the ‘50s to not only reshape the 
aging Southern port city for the 20th century, 
but also to resist and delay the public school 
desegregation ordered by the Supreme 
Court’s 1954 ruling. 290 pp.
978-1-73231-050-6 
___046814380 paper 10% 22.95

 
Case Studies for Inclusive Educators & Leaders
Darrin Griffiths LSIG
and James Ryan
Using a conception of inclusion that 
acknowledges issues of race, gender, class, 
sexual orientation, religion, and ability, this 
book provides readers with a useful blend of 
theory and practice. 334 pp.
978-0-9918626-3-4 
___046593718 paper 20% 26.99

 
English B for the IB Diploma
Mark McGowan et al. HODR
Develop competent communicators who 
can demonstrate a sound conceptual 
understanding of the language with a flexible 
course that ensures thorough coverage of the 
updated English B Guide and is designed to 
meet the needs of all IB students at Standard 
and Higher Level.
978-1-51044-657-1 
___044840738 
paper NET 50.00

 
Hacking School Libraries
10 Ways to Incorporate Library Media Centers 
Into Your Learning Community
Kristina A. Holzweiss LSIG
and Stony Evans
School Librarian of the Year Holzweiss and 
Evans discuss 10 practical hacks that will help 
create a welcoming and exciting school library 
program. They show how to turn a library into 
the hub of the school community. 198 pp.
978-1-948212-06-9 
___046434206 paper 23.95

 
Inspection Authorization Test Prep
Study & Prepare: A Comprehensive Study 
Tool to Prepare for the FAA Inspection 
Authorization Knowledge Exam
Dale Crane AVSA
Terry Michmerhuizen
This study tool provides Aviation 
Maintenance Technicians (AMTs) with 
everything they need to pass the FAA’s 
exam for inspection authorization, and 
helps candidates become familiar with the 
privileges and limitations of the highest level 
of maintenance certification. Includes nearly 
500 sample questions.
978-1-61954-825-1 
___046808369 
paper 69.95

 
Integrating Technology in the Classroom
Tools to Meet the Needs of Every Student
Boni Hamilton ILST
Teachers possess unique skills, knowledge, 
and experience. So why should their 
approaches to classroom technology look 
the same? In this new edition of the popular 
guide, Hamilton helps teachers discover 
technology tools and projects that resonate 
with their teaching style, classroom context, 
and technology skill level while helping 
students achieve academic growth.
978-1-56484-725-6 
___046715067 
paper 34.95

 
Montessori, Dewey, and Capitalism
Educational Theory for a Free Market in 
Education
Jerry Kirkpatrick TJOK
Synthesizing ideas from such disparate 
thinkers as educator Maria Montessori, 
philosophers John Dewey and Ayn Rand, 
and Austrian economist Ludwig von Mises, 
this work presents a philosophy of education 
that requires laissez-faire capitalism for its 
full realization. 214 pp.
978-0-9787803-2-6 
___001827951 42.95

 
Oxford College Arms
Intriguing Stories That Lurk Behind the 
Shields of Oxford’s 44 Colleges and Halls
John Tepper Marlin, Ph.D. LSIG
Lee Lumbley, illustrator
A guide to Oxford University’s coat of arms 
and history, and to the arms and history of 
each of Oxford’s 44 colleges and halls. 112 
pp.
978-0-9845232-3-8 
___046458355 paper 20.00

 
The Spiritual Nature of Atomic Structure
Patsy Stanley LSIG
Exploring the three parts of an atom—the 
proton, the electron, and the neutron—this 
resource translates those three parts into 
human energies and lays a solid foundation 
for understanding how the color and 
elemental energies work in human beings. 
46 pp.
978-1-73261-935-7 
___046946948 paper 7.00
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The Whitney Guide, 10th Ed. 
The Los Angeles Private School Guide
Fiona Whitney TEEH
The 10th edition is a must-have for all parents 
looking for the right school for their children. 
The reviews are written in a down-to-earth 
way from a parent’s perspective. 252 pp.
978-0-9825304-9-8 
___046905886 paper 10% 49.99

 
The Whitney Guide, 7th Ed.
The Los Angeles Preschool Guide
Fiona Whitney TEEH
Whitney is the premier school consultant 
of the greater Los Angeles area. She offers 
a bespoke consultation service, a modern 
manners P’s & Q’s course for children, and 
ISEE test prep. 320 pp.
978-0-9825304-7-4 
___046767209 paper 5% 49.95

 
Wondering About God Together
Research-Led Learning & Teaching in 
Theological Education
Les Ball LSIG
and Peter G. Bolt, editors
A collection of essays originally delivered at 
the Sydney College of Divinity 2017 Learning 
& Teaching Theology Conference exploring 
Research-Led Theological Education. 486 pp.
978-1-925730-02-9 
___046479266 paper 20% 45.00

 
Your Roadmap to Being the Teacher They 
Never Forget
Chuck Poole LSIG
Veteran teacher, blogger, podcaster, and 
presenter Poole provides 10 destinations 
that will give educators the inspiration and 
knowledge they need to take action and 
impact students in ways they’ll remember. 
242 pp.
978-1-948212-09-0 
___046877471 paper 23.95

ETHNIC ISSUES

 
Every Day in the USA: 30 Black Moments
Anika Nailah LSIG
C. Andrew Williams, illustrator
An undisguised portrayal of life in Black 
America, spearheading conversation to 
incite change. The author connects with 
those who can relate and raises awareness 
for those who cannot through Williams’ 30 
black-and-white illustrations of everyday 
racial microaggressions in the U.S. 100 pp.
978-0-692-16769-4 
___046688567 paper 12.95

FAMILY / PARENTING / CHILDBIRTH

 
How Not to F*ck-Up Your Kids
Minimising Childhood Trauma and Practical 
Parenting Ideas
Wayne Lee LSIG
Lee’s guide can help parents raise emotionally 
mature children who will become confident, 
empowered, and self-assured adults. 204 pp.
978-1-999963-04-0 
___045024011 paper 5% 9.99

 
My Brother Has a Thing...and I Want One
A Sibling’s View of Autism
Rachel Jackson LSIG
Zeke Clough, illustrator
A wonderful companion book to The Thing 
giving a sibling’s eye view of the world of 
autism. 30 pp.
978-1-999676-93-3 
___046684012 paper 20% 10.99

 
Praying for Murder, Receiving Mercy
From At-Risk to at Peace; My Journey from 
Fear to Freedom
Kelly J. Stigliano LSIG
Growing up in a quiet Amish town, the author 
was bored. Meeting Dace was exciting. 
Follow Stigliano’s  journey from pregnant 
teen bride to a brainwashed wife, begging 
God to kill. She fled to protect herself and her 
two toddlers. Her search for independence 
and approval from men nearly brought her 
full circle to the peril she’d originally fought 
to escape. 394 pp.
978-0-692-18162-1 
___046788794 paper 20% 15.99

 
Simply Unbreakable
Overcoming Childhood Trauma and Living a 
Fearless Life
DE Fletcher, M.ED LSIG
This emotional roller-coaster true story takes 
readers on a ride filled with pain, laughter, 
loss, and secrets kept in the dark for over 30 
years. It’s an intense, sarcastic, inspirational 
story of struggling with self-identity and 
safety amidst racism, bullying, and sexual 
abuse, and of overcoming the feeling life is 
just one long nightmare. 194 pp.
978-0-692-11178-9 
___046372342 paper 12.99

 
When Autism Becomes the New Awesome
The Story of How My Son Beat the Odds and 
Secrets Parents Need to Know
Tania Malaniak LSIG
The author, a mother of an autistic son, 
explains her unconventional methods that 
significantly impacted the development of 
her son who overwhelmingly exceeded the 
expectations of autism professionals. 182 pp.
978-1-73207-642-6 
___046495150 paper 15.95
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Womanish
A Grown Black Woman Speaks on Love and 
Life
Kim McLarin IGUB
McLarin explores how being both black 
and female—not to mention middle-aged—
complicates everything from dating to 
parenting to mental health to race relations, 
and how one woman responds to those 
challenges. 252 pp.
978-1-63246-079-0 
___042554841 
paper 16.95

FASHION / GROOMING

 
Fashion Patternmaking Techniques for 
Accessories
Shoes, Bags, Hats, Gloves, Ties, Buttons, and 
Dog Clothing
Antonio Donnanno PROM
An essential and practical tool for designing 
and creating fashion accessories for men and 
women. Intended for fashion students and 
professionals, the book includes different 
pattern techniques for each type of accessory 
and explains the production processes for 
each piece. 249 pp.
978-8-416-85161-4 
___042471707 
paper 45.00

 
Wigs, Scarves & Lies
Why Your Hair Is Thinning and How to Grow 
It Back
Myrna J. Buckles MGAM
Coach and hair loss expert Buckles teaches 
women about hair loss—how to deal with it and 
how to disguise the hair loss while it is growing 
back. Because yes—this guide provides the 
specific steps to grow hair back! 128 pp.
978-1-64279-032-0 
___044048917 
paper 12.95

FICTION - ADULT

 
Her Gilded Prison
Beverley Oakley LSIG
She was determined to secure the succession; 
he was in it for the pleasure. Falling in love 
was not part of the arrangement. When 
dashing Stephen Cranborne arrives at the 
estate he will one day inherit, it’s expected 
he’ll marry his beautiful second cousin, 
Araminta. But her mother, Sybil, a lonely, 
neglected wife, wins his heart. 222 pp.
978-0-648-25245-0 
___046569423 paper 16.99

 
A Life of Whoredom
Susan Conway LSIG
Deeply seductive and profoundly compelling, 
this work weaves the tale of a troubled young 
woman from rural South Carolina, desperate 
to heal and seeking her truth, when she meets 
a mysterious older gentleman who captivates 
her heart. Taking her by the hand, he leads her 
into the belly of the BDSM lifestyle. 206 pp.
978-0-692-18349-6 
___046640518 paper 24.99

 
Thresholds
Christopher Donaho LSIG
Two friends with benefits start falling for one 
another. However, they’re broken people, 
each with problems seen and unseen. Reality 
is the elephant in the room. Together, they’re 
amazing, but they fall apart in each other’s 
absence. This erotic tale is a fresh take on 
the genre with horribly real and flawed 
characters. 114 pp.
978-0-692-19431-7 
___046877846 paper 5% 8.99

FICTION - ESPIONAGE / THRILLER

 
The Association
Sharon Ann Ziegler LSIG
Back after an extended hiatus, an attorney 
must find it within herself to navigate and 
succeed in a world where grossly confident 
men grandstand in gold jewelry; private 
investigators are always listening; and judges 
are not honorable—a world where people 
aren’t at all who they seem to be. 286 pp.
978-1-64111-128-7 
___046784257 paper 10% 18.00

 
The Association
978-1-64111-129-4 LSIG
___046784157 10% 28.00

 
The Astronaut’s Son
Tom Seigel LSIG
A Jewish astronaut must reassess his moral 
compass when forced to confront NASA’s 
early collaboration with Nazis and the role it 
may have played in his father’s death. “Seigel’s 
solid debut provides an intriguing and 
plausible variant on moon landing conspiracy 
theories...Equally strong on plotting and 
characterization.”—Publishers Weekly. 226 pp.
978-0-9975437-8-0 
___044914361 25.95

 
The Berlin Tunnel
A Cold War Thriller
Roger L. Liles LSIG
In a Berlin awash with spies from both the 
East and West, construction of an American 
top-secret tunnel commences. During its 
construction, the Berlin Wall is closed, and 
the Berlin Crisis occurs. Every scene in The 
Berlin Tunnel could have happened. 456 pp.
978-1-947392-27-4 
___046768610 paper 5% 15.99

 
The Berlin Tunnel
978-1-947392-28-1 LSIG
___046683977 5% 24.99
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Bluff
Jane Stanton Hitchcock PPEN
“Driven by the heart-pounding suspense of 
a high-stakes poker game, Bluff is a vivid, 
compelling novel about deceit, seduction, 
and delicious revenge that will keep you 
spellbound and cheering as you turn the last 
page.”—Susan Cheever, New York Times-
bestselling author.
978-1-46421-069-3 
___043905172 
paper 15.95

 
Bluff
978-1-46421-068-6 PPEN
___043904976 
paper 23.95

 
Bluff
978-1-46421-067-9 PPEN
___043905207 
26.95

 
Dollhouse
M.T. Ellis LSIG
Brisbane’s elite are being abducted and 
murdered. Detective Rose suspects a 
hoarder named Lillian is the culprit, only to 
find Lillian isn’t all that she seems. 314 pp.
978-0-648-04384-3 
___046823267 paper 17.99

 
Fairwood
Eli Yance SYHO
Dexter and Pandora are desperate to escape 
the clutches of the law. But Fairwood isn’t 
all that it seems. Something sinister lurks 
underneath the residents’ happy smiles and 
friendly chatter. The fugitives were sure that 
they had found a safe haven, but they begin 
to suspect that the perfect town may be worse 
than the life of crime they left behind. 256 pp.
978-1-51070-439-8 
___042090652 
paper 16.99

 
February’s Son
Alan Parks CNNG
The second gripping Harry McCoy thriller 
from Parks, the most exciting new voice in 
Scottish noir.
978-1-78689-417-5 
___045777236 
paper 22.00

 
Flamingo Coast
Martin Jay Weiss RRBK
After Special Agent Jennifer Morton is fired 
from the IRS, she discovers a community that 
shelters some of the most wanted white-collar 
fugitives in the world. Just as she’s about to 
expose the entire web, she unearths the truth 
about her father and must choose between 
two very different kind of betrayals. 248 pp.
978-1-947856-58-5 
___043369833 
paper 16.95

 
The Girl Who Lived
A Thrilling Suspense Novel
Christopher Greyson LSIG
Ten years ago, four people were brutally 
murdered. One girl lived. No one believes 
her story. The police think she’s crazy. Her 
therapist thinks she’s suicidal. Everyone else 
thinks she’s a dangerous drunk. They’re all 
right—but did she see the killer? 298 pp.
978-1-68399-306-3 
___046687223 27.99

 
The Guilt We Carry
Samuel W. Gailey OVEW
After Alice O’Farrell’s negligence in the tragic 
accident that results in her younger brother’s 
death, her life spirals out of control. That 
is, until the day she discovers a duffel bag 
full of cash and runs, quickly finding herself 
trapped in circumstances far more harrowing 
than her own past. 336 pp.
978-1-60809-320-5 
___044049026 
26.95

 
Honolulu Heat
Between the Mountains and the Great Sea
Rosemary and Larry Mild MEEI
In the sequel to Cry Ohanna, Noah Wong 
is an idealistic youth who teeters on both 
sides of the law. He and his dream girl, Nina, 
unwittingly immerse themselves in a bloody 
feud in Honolulu’s underworld. Torn between 
loyalty and betrayal, only Noah can unlock 
their freedom and bring peace to their two 
families—and Chinatown. 310 pp.
978-0-9905472-3-5 
___046553007 paper 10% 14.95

 
Horse Latitudes
Morris Collins DZAC
A harrowing examination of post-colonial 
blight, Horse Latitudes is a lushly written 
tropical gothic—part thriller, part nightmarish 
journey into the corruption at the heart of 
U.S. intervention in Central America—that 
peers into the world of Mario Vargas Llosa’s 
The Neighborhood through the lens of Elliot 
Ackerman’s Dark at the Crossing. 344 pp.
978-1-945814-76-1 
___043744681 
paper 16.95

 
The Last Resort
David Farrell LSIG
For Rob and Celeste, the honeymoon is over. 
In an effort to rekindle the romance in their 
relationship, they take a trip to an isolated 
mountain resort. The weekend getaway takes 
a turn when Celeste’s ex-boyfriend shows up, 
ready to execute a diabolical plan to win her 
back—no matter the cost. There are three 
sides to every story. 168 pp.
978-0-646-99319-5 
___046796148 paper 9.99
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Let’s Disappear
Gary L. Stuart LSIG
Vivian and her father live in a small town 
where neither is who they seem to be. She 
might have a brother named Vince. They 
live under false names, in a ratty Airstream 
trailer. Dad is afraid of the FBI but won’t tell 
her why. In this psychological thriller, Vivian 
watches the swirl. Don’t tell her she’s not 
who she says she is! 380 pp.
978-0-9863441-6-9 
___046923925 paper 15.95

 
Lone Wolf
A Sebastiano Cangio Thriller
Michael Gregorio SVHT
When a body is found, evidence leads the 
police to Italy and park ranger Sebastiano 
helps DI Harris uncover the victim’s identity. 
Meanwhile, something monstrous is in 
the forests of Umbria. Are the rumors of 
werewolves true? 208 pp.
978-1-84751-829-3 
___045541489 
paper 17.95

 
Mindless
R.W.K. Clark LSIG
Awakening from a coma, he decides he 
wants a female in his life. Not being able to 
cope with rejection, the psycho decides to 
take them captive instead. The abductor’s 
horrific experiments alter their minds in 
gruesome ways. 226 pp.
978-1-948312-26-4 
___046645502 paper 17.95

 
MurderLand
A Crime Novel
Joseph Mark Glazner LSIG
Is Harry Holiday lucky enough to get away 
with the perfect murder? Can he save the 
family business—MurderLand—an iconic but 
failing tourist trap of murder and mob-related 
exhibits overlooking Niagara Falls? Find out in 
this unique literary tour de force. 320 pp.
978-1-77500-585-8 
___045695599 paper 14.99

 
A New Valhalla
Mike Whicker WLKE
In 1948, former World War II German spy 
Erika Lehmann works for the CIA along with 
Heinrich Himmler’s top Gestapo henchman, 
Axel Ryker. Despite Erika’s loathing for the 
murderous Ryker, their CIA controller forces 
her to join forces with the brutal former 
Gestapo hitman to stop a dire threat to the 
population of Denver, Colorado. 294 pp.
978-0-9995582-1-8 
___046616775 paper 20% 19.95

 
Red Diana
Susan Alexander LSIG
When eight-year-old Davi is abducted on 
Market Street in San Francisco, her mother 
Karen is gripped by fear. She finds Davi, 
unharmed, but a note is pinned to Davi’s 
shirt: “You’re next, Karen.” Haunted by the 
note, Karen relentlessly seeks to find out who 
abducted Davi. Her clues: Davi’s recall of a 
brown sofa and the words “Red Diana.” 170 pp.
978-0-692-18193-5 
___046883137 paper 13.95

 
Riders
R.K. Brown LSIG
Suspenseful and romantic, this work blends 
preternatural legends and actual historical 
events to weave an epic love story that 
transcends the confines of normal human 
existence. 314 pp.
978-1-73257-760-2 
___046547300 paper 14.99

 
Shibumi, Deluxe 40th Anniversary Ed.
Trevanian RRBK
A classic spy novel from bestselling author 
Trevanian, about a westerner raised in 
Japan who becomes one of the world’s most 
accomplished assassins. 480 pp.
978-1-947856-59-2 
___043369892 
30.00

 
The Singularity Witness
Dan Grant LGHU
In a work that blends science, medicine, 
and technology in a cross-genre thriller that 
exposes a government research program, 
an undercover FBI agent and neurologist 
must stop a rogue scientist from controlling 
a radical technology—and abduction and 
murder are just the beginning. 440 pp.
978-1-73250-401-1 
___046443928 paper 19.95

 
The Singularity Witness
978-1-73250-400-4 LGHU
___046795439 36% 29.95

 
Stone Cold
James Glass LSIG
Detective Rebecca Watson is tracking a 
vicious serial killer in Eugene Falls, Florida. 
As a distraction, she’s dragged back into 
court for the retrial of a man convicted of 
murdering his girlfriend five years earlier. 
His defense attorney will use any means to 
get his client freed, including uncovering old 
wounds from Watson’s past. 274 pp.
978-1-50922-332-9 
___046944830 paper 20% 14.99
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The Unassuming Stranger
Leo Chace LSIG
The ancient tribes of history unite under a 
secret Druid brotherhood in search for the 
last 13th daughter of the lost tribes to unite 
again the Great Mother to Nature and take 
back the Earth from the Greek and Roman 
and the modern institutions based on them. 
334 pp.
978-1-73218-720-7 
___046807650 paper 12.00

 
The Urge
CL Gibson LSIG
The theft of childhood innocence tore the 
center out of Woody and Vette, while the 
taking of seven-year-old Alice’s life in the 
cruelest way possible lingers forever with 
Betty, her friend that escaped. The pedophile 
hides in plain sight, and the killer lives on in 
prison. All those twisted from childhood will 
twist together in the end. 266 pp.
978-1-73267-201-7 
___046117641 5% 26.95

 
Vindication
A Matt Royal Mystery
H. Terrell Griffin OVEW
A premier adult community with everything 
anyone could possibly want, need, or dream 
of doing in their retirement years is just a 
golf cart ride away—and now is the scene of 
a murder. 320 pp.
978-1-60809-332-8 
___044060477 
paper 16.00

 
Who Trespass Against Us
The Untold Story of the Las Vegas Shooter & 
One Girl’s Journey Through That Dark Night
D.P. Conway LSIG
“A gripping fictional account of one of the 
nation’s worst tragedies, Who Trespass 
Against Us offers an emotional account 
of a killer’s lineage and upbringing, with a 
surprising ending that will offer solace and 
comfort to all.”—Connie Swenson, editor. 
298 pp.
978-1-64440-948-0 
___046582442 paper 25% 16.95

 
The Winner Maker
Jeff Bond LSIG
When a polarizing teacher goes missing, 
four ex-students reunite to find him. 
Kirkus Reviews says: “An exhilarating and 
emotionally astute mystery...Bond collapses 
two distinct literary genres into one 
seamless novelistic whole: a mystery and 
an emotional drama...ingeniously inventive, 
he consistently moves the story in wholly 
unpredictable directions.” 334 pp.
978-1-73225-520-3 
___046559524 paper 12.95

FICTION - FANTASY

 
After the Dark
The Castaway King Chronicles, Book 1
Spencer Labbe LSIG
An American Fiction Award winner, this 
action-adventure, dystopian fantasy follows 
Pil Persins and his two best friends, Felicity 
Falon and Dunken Dirk, on their journey as 
they fight for survival above ground. Elfin 
fear the light; but to survive they must not 
hide in the shadows any longer. 336 pp.
978-1-948208-05-5 
___046795847 paper 15.95

 
Bad Blood
Shyla Colt LSIG
A freak accident thrusts Nakeeta Alva into a 
dangerous world of secrets, ancient spells, 
and a legacy she never wanted. The last in a 
magical line, she’s tasked with restoring the 
balance to a supernatural world poised for 
ruin. 186 pp.
978-0-692-19143-9 
___046687495 paper 36% 8.99

 
Blizzard
Book Two of The Black Ice Trilogy
Mikayla Elliot LSIG
Desperate to find her niece, Neva is willing 
to do anything to get her back, but the path 
she follows unveils a dark past with volatile 
truths, and a present intertwined with 
unforgiving consequences. In a race against 
time and dire odds, Neva embarks on a 
journey that will forever change the lives of 
those she knows and loves, as well as her 
own. 430 pp.
978-0-692-18417-2 
___046444316 paper 36% 15.50

 
Bulwark
Brit Lunden LSIG
Recently separated from his wife, Sheriff 
Clay Finnes can only think about what went 
wrong and whether Jenna will come back to 
him. He’s troubled by a bothersome reporter 
trying to build a story from what he thinks is 
a normal day in his life. Clay has to admit that 
the fantastical stories and unusual sightings 
of wolves are getting a bit strange. A visit to 
the ominous Gingerbread House makes him 
realize that his life as he knows it will never 
be the same 114 pp.
978-1-947188-91-4 
___043454245 paper 8.99

 
The Catalyst
Bradley Walker LSIG
An undergraduate with little experience 
of life or socializing, Kurt is shocked when 
he wakes to find humanity has developed 
incredibly terrifying abilities—and he has 
telekinesis. Authority has crumbled, and 
power is literal. Kurt and friends find one 
person with a semblance of control, and her 
intentions are dubious. 246 pp.
978-1-912031-44-3 
___043204901 23.99
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Darksoul: The Red Gods Have Risen
Anna Stephens TLOS
In the besieged city of Rilporin, Commander 
Durdil Koridam is crowned a reluctant king, 
and orders that the city’s people must fight to 
the last rather than surrender to the armies of 
the Mireces and their evil Red Gods. Prophet 
Dom Templeson reaches Rilporin: the Red Gods 
have tortured and broken his mind, and he is 
forced to tell all his secrets. What he knows 
could win the war for the Mireces. 384 pp.
978-1-945863-28-8 
___039398788 
paper 15.99

 
Daughter of Angels
Sami Bonsignore LSIG
Zina is just barely 18, awkward, and just 
trying to make it to graduation. Coming 
home from school, her entire world is rattled. 
Learning the truth about who she is changes 
everything until she has to go on the run. 
Ever wonder what happens when angels fall 
in love? 278 pp.
978-0-692-19090-6 
___046796919 paper 5% 12.99

 
Dragon’s Shadow
Allison Morse LSIG
Royal twins ripped apart at birth become 
reluctant champions of good and evil. Kylie, a 
teenage science geek, has no faith in people. 
Her brother, Prince Jarlon’s only hope is help 
from his sister, whom he has never met. 256 
pp.
978-1-50922-238-4 
___046780769 paper 20% 14.99

 
The Duchess of the Shallows
Book One of The Grey City
Neil McGarry LSIG
and Daniel Ravipinto
To uncover the secrets of her own past, the 
bread girl known as Duchess will dare a 
daunting initiation and in doing so discover 
that, in Rodaas, the most dangerous game is 
one even the Grey does not play... 250 pp.
978-1-941614-20-4 
___046692382 paper 14.95

 
The Gifts of Life
Oliver Smuhar LSIG
Swept on a journey, Perry is forced to fight 
for survival. His powers begin to mutate! But 
is it too late? Is Perry still that same curious 
boy? The only resolution comes in finding 
the gifts of life. 486 pp.
978-0-648-33200-8 
___045545745 paper 20% 20.75

 
Gods’ Warrior
Derek E. Pearson LSIG
The ancient and peaceful city of Lijiang and 
the iconic Tiger Leaping Gorge, China, 1918, 
are the stage when the world is riven by 
endless war, for a final titanic struggle that 
could mean the preservation or end of all 
humanity. The enigmatic Preacher Spindrift’s 
gods having deserted him, he is now the last 
of his kind remaining on Earth. 202 pp.
978-1-912031-28-3 
___046398659 21.99

 
Guardians
The One True Child
L.C. Conn BZXY
The fourth installment in the epic One True 
Child series. While working on her honors 
degree, Claire has the opportunity to work 
on an archaeological dig in Scotland. There 
she finds the ancient world of her ancestors 
and ever-stronger Talents. Will she find 
the strength to defend the sacred lands of 
the Guardians from an evil that has never 
stopped hunting her? 364 pp.
978-1-73217-232-6 
___046839146 paper 25% 17.99

 
Gunsmoke & Glamour
Hillary Monahan LSIG
Marshall Clayton Jensen’s job is to fix things 
for the people too weird for the government 
to touch—witches, fairies, and monsters. 
When he finds himself on the receiving end of 
a witch’s curse following a breakup from the 
love of his life, he enlists the help of his best 
friend and his ex-girlfriend’s sister to search 
for a cure before time runs out. 288 pp.
978-0-9987783-7-2 
___046854717 paper 5% 14.99

 
Harper
A Collection of Horrors
Gunnar K.A. Njalsson LSIG
In the sunny, southern California city of 
Harper, established near the coast in the 
early 1900s, something is very, very wrong. 
Between 1950 and 1980, children were 
stalked and taunted, even killed by things 
that simply should not exist. Entire families 
disappeared overnight. 212 pp.
978-1-987881-01-1 
___044358583 paper 20% 19.77

 
Mama, Me, and the Holiday Tree
Jeanne Gfellers LSIG
Centenary Rhodes and her mother are at 
constant odds. It’ll take more than popcorn 
strings and paper snowflakes to heal the rift 
that’s formed between Cent and Mama. It’s 
going to take assistance from everyone on both 
sides of Embreeville Mountain and lots of magic 
to reset the balance between them. 74 pp.
978-1-73232-775-7 
___046922099 paper 6.99
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The Man Who Was Different
Mark Currie LSIG
A deceptively simple fable featuring a man 
unlike any other who proudly presents 
himself to the world in search of love and 
acceptance. The book is thought-provoking 
and motivational, incorporating simple 
black-and-white illustrations to highlight an 
essential truth about human nature. 46 pp.
978-0-9568581-2-2 
___046912382 25% 16.00

 
Nethermost Regained
Nancy Guild Bendall LSIG
The underground kingdom of Nethermost, 
once the ideal home to magical and non-
magical beings, is now a continent in crisis. 
When 18-year-old Cait O’Quinn learns that 
Nethermost’s future may rests on her uneasy 
shoulders, her panic is palpable. Grayscale 
edition. 360 pp.
978-0-9939049-9-8 
___046707124 paper 19.95

 
Nethermost Regained
Four-color edition.
978-1-999400-02-6 LSIG
___046856073 paper 36% 27.95

 
The One and Only
The Eli Chronicles
Julia Ash GNLC
For fans of the movie World War Z, this work 
features a strong female lead and a blistering 
international conspiracy. The page-turning 
thriller adds new, smart twists to the zombie 
trope. 344 pp.
978-1-73208-161-1 
___046877712 paper 12.99

 
The Path to Horn Cottage
A Cunning Folk Mystery
Prudence S. Thomas LSIG
A young man seeking village witch Meryall 
Holt’s help to find his missing sister draws 
her into an ever more complex and sinister 
mystery. Can she use her divination skills 
to help solve the mystery of the missing 
woman and avert a tragedy? 234 pp.
978-1-52722-855-9 
___046720750 paper 11.00

 
Queen of the Shining Sea
Blade and Rose Series, Book 4
Miranda Honfleur LSIG
Rielle and her friends patrol the Shining Sea, 
waging battles against clandestine Divinity 
ships in an effort to weaken its ability to 
grasp for power. But the Divinity does not 
accept defeat, and when the Grand Divinus 
strikes back, it is not at Rielle but at Emaurria. 
Will she give up her war against the Divinity, 
or will Emaurria fall? 602 pp.
978-0-9994854-9-1 
___046445692 paper 5% 16.99

 
The Reaper’s Inception
Book 1: The Reaper’s Inception
Remmy Stourac FIRB
An epic tale begins as the Angel of Death is 
granted a body in a brave new world, rich with 
mythological monsters and deities of its own. 
Death finds himself changing the perspective 
on mankind as he grows compassion, but 
many deny his divinity and deem him the 
Devil instead. The Devil himself is unleashed 
for Death to define himself as a god. 294 pp.
978-1-77370-794-5 
___045557903 5% 22.00

 
Snow
Book One of The Black Ice Trilogy
Mikayla Elliot LSIG
Taken from all she has ever known and 
loved, Neva finds herself swept into a 
world of vampires where she learns she will 
determine their future. 224 pp.
978-0-692-18416-5 
___046444317 paper 36% 9.00

FICTION - GENERAL

 
Anne and Charles
Passion and Politics in Late Medieval France
Rozsa Gaston LSIG
This historical depiction of Anne of Brittany’s 
marriage to Charles VIII of France is the first in 
the Anne of Brittany Series. Publishers Weekly 
says “an enchanting blend of royalty, love, 
and the French Renaissance. Comparable 
to Philippa Gregory’s Plantagenet and Tudor 
Novels.” “Historically sharp and dramatically 
stirring.”—Kirkus Reviews. 372 pp.
978-0-9847906-5-4 
___046568248 paper 14.95

 
Awaken to the Journey
Nikki Karis LSIG
Join Zeni for an adventure ride as she recounts 
her tales to find Prince Charming. During 
her journey, Zeni uncovers some life-altering 
secrets of the Universe changing her perception 
of life, love, and relationships. Armed with 
this knowledge, she transforms into her 
superhuman, Divine Self, and then shares her 
journey with guests to empower them. 332 pp.
978-1-949244-00-7 
___046523019 paper 5% 22.00

 
Awaken to the Journey
978-1-949244-01-4 LSIG
___046443870 5% 28.00

 
Back to the Garden, Part 1
Wild Mountain Series
Clara Hume DAFY
The author presents a frightening and tragic 
possibility for the future but doesn’t ignore 
the affirmative connection to the wilderness 
and to other people. The novel attempts 
to open people’s eyes to the importance of 
respecting limits before it’s too late. 304 pp.
978-1-927685-30-3 
___046767782 paper 5% 14.95
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Baked in Seattle
Homestyle Desserts
Shaw Sander LSIG
A band of 1990s cultural misfits creates their 
own family as they shock the two-stepping gay 
bar, endure Capitol Hill AA meetings, and invade 
the Ban Roll-On Building’s top-secret dome, 
finessing a paparazzi frenzy, an international 
hate crime, alternative parenthood, relocation, 
birth, weddings, and death. 212 pp.
978-0-692-15287-4 
___046543035 paper 10.75

 
Beauty and Perspective
Jeremiah Cobra LSIG
Issac has a gun to confront his father. 
Sebastian has a paintbrush to confront his 
demons. Quincy has a dream to pursue 
his freedom. Miriam has a promise to keep 
to her enslaved mother. Follow these four 
as they journey away from tumultuous 
beginnings in pursuit of happiness. In this 
collection, beauty is in the eye of the tortured 
beholder. 150 pp.
978-0-692-19780-6 
___046946652 paper 9.99

 
Bloody January
Alan Parks CNNG
An exciting, evocative first-in-series noir 
novel set in 1973 Glasgow, a city on the cusp 
of a heroin epidemic, featuring detective 
Harry McCoy. 320 pp.
978-1-78689-136-5 
___042849213 
paper 15.00

 
Blue Moon Luck
Linda Collison LSIG
Growing up in the 1980s in Falling Waters, 
West Virginia, on the banks of the Potomac 
River, Chancellor Lee and his best friend, 
Tollie, play music, get high, and dream of 
becoming rock stars in this story of the 
power of friendship, the meaning of luck, and 
the strings that tie people to home. 200 pp.
978-0-9893653-5-2 
___028828737 paper 25% 12.95

 
Blueberry Muffins Are Up a Buck a Pair
Starmel Spring LSIG
and Leroy Henry
Eric Digilov, illustrator
A heartwarming, fantasy novel written by two 
best friends in their early 20s back in the 1970s 
but not released until the recent passing of one 
of the authors. This wonderful tribute is full of 
fun, imagination, creativity, friendship, levity, 
and adventure. Four-color edition. 92 pp.
978-1-62967-133-8 
___046533971 paper 24.95

 
The Book of Dave
Will Self GOVR
Self’s much-celebrated novel, dubbed by 
Sam Lipsyte “his satiric masterpiece...
gripping, funny, and pleasurably intricate.” 
496 pp.
978-0-8021-2926-0 
___044886097 
paper 16.00

 
Born to Die in My Place
A Timeless Story
Diana Rowe LSIG
This captivating story gives a glimpse from 
Jesus’ childhood including those challenging 
teenage years to the riveting moments of 
adulthood. Readers will understand why this 
awesome Son of God demonstrated to the 
universe that He loves them unconditionally. 
30 pp.
978-0-9989420-8-7 
___046046949 paper 18.99

 
Born to Die in My Place
978-1-73269-722-5 FNPJ
___046192393 paper 19.99

 
Budapest Romance
Rozsa Gaston BZXY
In Budapest’s exotic thermal baths, Kati’s 
heart unfolds to Jan in the slow simmer 
of unhurried discovery. But can their love 
survive reality? A tender tale of two strangers 
meeting in one of Europe’s most glorious 
cities, this sweet romance is a Budapest 
travel must-read. 280 pp.
978-1-73258-990-2 
___046767063 paper 11.95

 
Burnside Field Lizard and Selected Stories
Theresa Griffin Kennedy OGYE
In this collection of short stories, Kennedy’s 
characters are sharply insightful and as 
damaged as they are intriguingly complex. 
Jolting the reader into regular double 
takes, this work gives an authentic, place-
based portrayal of some of Portland’s less-
privileged inhabitants. 182 pp.
978-1-53237-286-5 
___046949683 paper 14.99

 
The Button
D.L. Finn BZXY
Lynn Hill left a difficult childhood behind when 
she turned 18. The 1980s were going to be the 
beginning of a great life. Then what started as 
an ordinary evening out with her best friend, 
Stacy, turns into a nightmare. Lynn must learn 
to trust again. Her survival depends on it in 
this paranormal thriller. 272 pp.
978-0-9977519-6-3 
___046687607 paper 10.99

 
Buy the Horse a Guinness & Other Wee Tales 
of Ireland
David K. McDonnell LSIG
Rob Wilkinson, illustrator
Eight delightful Irish tales told by critically 
acclaimed and award-winning author and 
storyteller McDonnell, whimsically illustrated 
by British artist Wilkinson. 106 pp.
978-0-9860385-1-8 
___046373175 paper 36% 25.95
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Careful What You Wish For
Jackie Calhoun BBOS
Chelsea Danforth Browning left her marriage, 
her two grown daughters, and her best 
friend in Indiana to move to Wisconsin for a 
woman, June Paulson. When it all falls apart, 
Chelsea must try to create a meaningful new 
life without losing those she loved and left.
978-1-64247-012-3 
___044590318 
paper 16.95

 
Catching Fire
Rose Senehi KIMN
With over 20 fires raging in the North 
Carolina mountains, how does an emergency 
response network pushed to the breaking 
point respond to a fire threatening to devour 
four towns? Woven throughout this tale of 
two firefighters in love, yet, torn apart by 
swirling suspicions and mistrust, is the story 
of a family struggling with its past in the 
frightening present. 270 pp.
978-0-692-18911-5 
___046876681 paper 25% 18.70

 
Cave Diver
Jacob P. Avila LSIG
A celebrated adventurer accepts a contract 
to search a bottomless cavern for a World 
War II Japanese submarine. On location he 
discovers his employers are terrorists out to 
salvage a lethal bio-weapon. To survive he 
must overcome impossible odds and face an 
even deeper fear. 470 pp.
978-0-648-39560-7 
___046013861 paper 25% 14.99

 
Christmas Stories from the Crones Castle
Patsy Stanley LSIG
as told by A.B. Snow
Enchanting and timeless, chock full of original 
illustrations and six fresh, new stories for the 
young-at-heart reader, this Christmas book is 
about an imaginary kingdom hidden inside a 
rusty, old shoe box factory and the children 
protected by the Crones, Box Keepers, and 
Others who live there. 112 pp.
978-1-73261-934-0 
___046787130 paper 22.00

 
Christmas Stories from the Crones Castle
978-1-73261-933-3 LSIG
___046796926 45.00

 
Cincinnati Corpatria
Moments from the Future
Roy W. Jones et al. LSIG
A sci-fantasy world based on the U.S. after 
a worldwide corporate takeover and global 
ecological disaster forces everyone to live in a 
network of dome-cities run by the corporations 
similar to high-tech fiefdom and caste system. 
Different aspects of life in this world are 
highlighted from the super-elite aristocratic to 
the disenfranchised poor. 238 pp.
978-0-692-19140-8 
___046710834 paper 23.95

 
A Complicated Kindness
Miriam Toews CPOI
From the beloved and award-winning author 
of All My Puny Sorrows comes this welcome 
reissue of one of Toews’ most celebrated 
novels. This darkly funny novel is the world 
according to Nomi, a bewildered and wry 
16-year-old trapped in a town governed by 
fundamentalist religion and in the shattered 
remains of a family it destroyed. 272 pp.
978-1-64009-141-2 
___044243514 
paper 16.95

 
The Consigliere
Donna Masotto LSIG
A middle-aged mafia lawyer realizes his life 
is meaningless after the tragic drowning of 
his eight-year-old daughter. At a crossroad 
between misery and peace, he shuns his 
duties as the Consigliere and attempts 
to evade the mob to find the sister he 
abandoned when he joined the mob 30 years 
ago. 398 pp.
978-0-692-15809-8 
___046828675 paper 15.99

 
Cooked to Death, Vol. III
Hell for the Holidays
Rhonda Gilliland, editor LSIG
A mystery foodie anthology, this edition 
serves up 15 stories set around the holidays. 
194 pp.
978-1-73202-160-0 
___046845279 paper 20% 17.95

 
Cotton Mathis: Journey to Memphis
Cecilia Croft Clanton LSIG
When Cotton Mathis is called to Memphis 
with his National Guard unit in the days 
leading up to the King assassination, he finds 
his life will never be the same. At the height 
of the civil rights movement, one young man 
confronts his family’s tragic past and his own 
uncertain future, a future that hinges on his 
ability to forgive. 240 pp.
978-0-692-09315-3 
___046767099 paper 14.00

 
Crossing Limbo
Deep Moments, Shallow Lives
Shane Joseph BDNA
Greed, desire, ambition, loss, illness, death, 
and the driving quest to find purpose in a 
meaningless world—this literary collection 
tempts readers with a multitude of themes 
and subjects, each more daring than the last. 
246 pp.
978-1-927882-37-5 
___046918737 paper 14.99
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The Dagger
Pam Anders RCJU
The murder of Kat Delaney’s father catapults 
her from a peaceful and tranquil life into a 
cesspool of violence and evil, where she 
must learn to fight or die. 246 pp.
978-0-692-17977-2 
___046667047 paper 14.99

 
Darke
Rick Gekoski CNNG
A daringly entertaining debut novel by a 
72-year-old about the nature of a good life 
and a good death. 320 pp.
978-1-78211-939-5 
___041743801 
paper 16.00

 
Dear Tallulah
Kay Rickenbaugh OKIT
Emily, a widow for more than 20 years, filled 
her life with raising a daughter, Trudy. When 
grown, Trudy takes a job overseas for two 
years. Emily decides to move to Orchard 
Pines Residence and Spa, an independent 
living facility. In Trudy’s absence she journals 
intrigue, murder, a “job,” travel, romance, 
wonderful new friends, and Tallulah. 458 pp.
978-1-977200-30-3 
___045792278 paper 20% 20.95

 
Dear Tallulah
978-1-47875-117-5 OKIT
___045792279 20% 33.95

 
Digging Up the Dead
A Crispin Leads Mystery
Meredith Lee LSIG
This second thriller in the Crispin Leads 
Mystery Series finds the young scholar in 
Egypt dodging murderers and outwitting 
con artists as she tracks down the truth about 
ancient curses and dark family secrets. Move 
over King Tut. 268 pp.
978-0-9992233-2-1 
___046633491 paper 16.99

 
Distant Saga Trilogy
A Short Story Collection
Jeff Walker LSIG
In this short story collection of three science 
fiction/thriller stories: a man accidentally 
travels back in time, but can he return? An 
investigation of a deadly bio-hazardous 
moon. A boy discovers he has the blood cure 
for all humanity. A bonus story preview is 
included. 144 pp.
978-1-999416-70-6 
___045665086 paper 10.95

 
Emily’s Art and Soul
Joy Argento BDOB
When Emily meets Andi Marino she thinks 
she’s found a new best friend but Emily 
doesn’t know that Andi is fast falling in 
love with her. Caught up in exploring her 
sexuality, will Emily see the only woman she 
needs is right in front of her?
978-1-63555-355-0 
___043580873 
paper 16.95

 
Enlightenment
Book One of the Bathala Series
Reno Ursal LSIG
When Dorothy meets Adrian and his 
mysterious knowledge of Filipino history, 
her life takes an unchartered detour. Adrian 
knows Dorothy’s true calling, but can’t reveal 
it and keeps his secret identity hidden, 
regardless of how close she gets to the truth. 
Together, they experience a transformational 
journey to protect the ones they love. 296 pp.
978-0-9844408-1-8 
___046372642 paper 11.99

 
The Fan
Michael Scott LSIG
TIffany Hart is a troubled woman whose 
finds her escape with professional wrestler 
Big Rick McGraw. Will love bring their hearts 
together, and will she finally have the life 
they deserve? Love, forgiveness, and dreams 
coming true are things of normal life, but will 
it happen for The Fan?  46 pp.
978-1-53238-715-9 
___046876215 paper 5.99

 
Ferðablóm
Petur Halldorsson LSIG
A novel about the settlement of Iceland and 
the allegory of its settlers’ religion. 128 pp.
978-9-935244-11-6 
___046633753 paper 5% 37.00

 
Float Plan
Rob Hiaasen AREE
Float Plan is a contemporary novel featuring a 
chain-saw attack on a gazebo, a basset hound 
named Dean, and a lifesaving mozzarella 
stick. At its quirky, serious heart, the story 
is about what happens to a young man who 
steers himself toward love, forgiveness, and 
happiness—or close enough. 228 pp.
978-1-62720-200-8 
___046415501 paper 18.99
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The Fortunate Brother
Donna Morrissey CNNG
A rich and compelling novel about murder in 
a claustrophobic Newfoundland community 
from bestselling and award-winning novelist 
Morrissey. 272 pp.
978-1-78689-060-3 
___042964709 
paper 15.00

 
Found in Thought
Jay Michael Stein LSIG
Becoming a Rebbe is more than just being 
a Rabbi. This novel about the transformation 
of a person from young man to one of the 
most influential thinkers of the 20th century 
is every person’s story.  154 pp.
978-0-692-18828-6 
___046828074 paper 14.99

 
The Fourth Shore
The Confines of the Shadow Volume II
Alessandro Spina ARCK
Andre Naffis-Sahely, translator
The modern classic about the colonization of 
Libya continues, as Italy watches its prized 
colony slip away. 272 pp.
978-1-62872-836-1 
___042155218 
27.99

 
The Freedom Factory
Ksenia Buksha PHMD
Anne O. Fisher, translator
Buksha tells the story of a real military factory 
in Saint Petersburg, recounted in the form of 
monologues collected from its anonymous 
workers, managers, and engineers. 140 pp.
978-1-944700-15-7 
___035695330 
paper 15.00

 
Ghost Next Door
Alice MacDonald Greer Mystery Series
Helen Currie Foster LSIG
At a barbecue cook-off in Texas Hill Country, 
lawyer Alice MacDonald Greer trips over 
the body of a sharp-tongued food writer. 
The grill-masters all have stout alibis. When 
a malevolent stalker pursues Alice and her 
client, Alice needs more than her legal skill to 
survive. 278 pp.
978-0-692-16827-1 
___046898161 paper 14.99

 
The Ghost of Christmas Past
Michael Hebler LSIG
Beverly Hills Book Award Finalist. Based on 
Charles Dickens’ character of the same name, 
the radiant spirit is given another chance 
to shine when it embarks on a spiritual 
adventure of its own to find meaning for its 
being. 152 pp.
978-0-692-67408-6 
___046476396 paper 12.95

 
A Girl in Exile
Requiem for Linda B.
Ismail Kadare CPOI
John Hodgson, translator
Winner of an English PEN award, Kadare’s 
depiction of the reach of the authoritarian 
state is executed with an elegant combination 
of horror, other-worldliness, absurdity, and 
indignation. 192 pp.
978-1-64009-163-4 
___044440635 
paper 16.95

 
The Great Great Blue
Carrier Slocomb LSIG
An epic tale of two families—one rich, the 
other poor—bound together for centuries by 
secret bloody events. Readers will dig their 
way into a Connecticut past that they never 
knew existed. Back to a time when property, 
wealth, and breeding were earned the old-
fashioned way—they stole and slaughtered 
for it.  542 pp.
978-0-692-16623-9 
___045988901 paper 22.00

 
The Handsome Monk and Other Stories
Tsering Döndrup COLU
Christopher Peacock, translator
Döndrup is one of the most popular and 
critically acclaimed authors writing in Tibet 
today. This collection brings together short 
stories from across Döndrup’s career to 
create a panorama of Tibetan society. 192 pp.
978-0-231-19023-7 
___044440206 
paper NET 20.00

 
The Handsome Monk and Other Stories
978-0-231-19022-0 COLU
___044568791 
NET 60.00

 
Homage to the Eighth District
Giorgio and Nicola Pressburger LSIG
Gerald Moore, translator
The Eighth District is the last great center of 
European Jewry to withstand the Nazis and 
resist communism. The stories of its Jews 
and Gypsies, peasants and market traders, 
scholars and musicians have remained 
hidden until now, both to Hungarians and to 
the rest of the world, but come alive in this 
telling with humor, fantasy, and tenderness. 
148 pp.
978-0-930523-76-3 
___000259351 paper 10% 16.95

 
Hunt the Shadow
A Phil Pfeiffer Thriller, Book 1
Oliver F. Chase LSIG
Just when a doubting widow convinces Pfeiffer 
to investigate her husband’s untimely death, 
his picture appears in a national magazine. 
Before the mystery can be unraveled, the 
man dies yet again, this time leaving Pfeiffer 
fighting for his own life. 360 pp.
978-0-9967564-3-3 
___046897286 paper 15.99
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I Am Ned Pine
George Byron Wright LSIG
Ashley and Ned have spoken perhaps six 
words over yet another dispirited evening 
meal when black-booted attackers kick in their 
kitchen door wielding aluminum bats and 
no explanations. Who is behind the heinous 
attack? Answers lie in the convoluted layers 
of Ned Pine’s ordinary life. He has written it all 
down—the worst six months of his life. 284 pp.
978-0-9632655-7-9 
___046444800 paper 15.95

 
Ian and Eli
Near Identical Twins: Their Story
James A. Gauthier, J.D. LSIG
The prolific author of the Inside Out trilogy 
and Emily books presents a new literary 
masterpiece from which readers can gain 
significant life lessons. The book relates 
the story of near-identical twins Ian and Eli 
Gehardi, who were gifted with incredibly 
high IQs. 260 pp.
978-1-949338-07-2 
___046498589 paper 11.99

 
Inherit the Whirlwind
The Last Great Courtroom Battle for the Fate 
of Humanity
D.R. Pope UAXE
In the near future, science has achieved 
extreme life longevity. When a leading 
bioengineer achieves breakthrough results 
in his laboratory, he becomes involved in a 
battle with religious fanatics in a courtroom 
drama which owes part of its DNA to the real-
life battle between evolution and religion in 
the Scopes Monkey Trial of 1925 in Tennessee 
266 pp.
978-0-648-08953-7 
___046950277 paper 14.95

 
Julian
Raphael O. Shonibárè LSIG
A powerful tech company conspires with the 
secret service and Parliament to take control 
of the government, turning the United 
Kingdom into a fascist state, thus leaving 
the fate of the nation in the hands of three 
hackers. This edition includes three unique 
fantasy short stories. 106 pp.
978-1-916459-11-3 
___046856038 paper 6.99

 
Just Once
Lori Handeland SVEH
Frankie Sicari’s ex-husband, Charley 
Blackwell is back—and thinks they are still 
married. And he is married, but to Hannah. 
When medical tests reveal shocking results, 
Frankie reluctantly cares for Charley, but can 
she forgive him for the past? And how can 
Hannah cope with her husband’s demise and 
the knowledge that he never stopped loving 
Frankie? 336 pp.
978-0-7278-8833-4 
___044334693 
28.99

 
Lament
A Soviet Woman and Her True Story
Liz MacKie LSIG
A young Jewish woman’s epic struggle 
to survive the 20th century’s most pitiless 
decades, becomes a timely novel about 
women, children, and divided families; 
of exile, war, prejudice, poetry, and 
performance, and the testing of humanity’s 
spirit by the ultimate challenges. 710 pp.
978-1-73239-311-0 
___046639479 paper 25% 25.00

 
Lies of Omission
Elena Graf LSIG
In 1938, Margarethe von Stahle is desperately 
trying to practice ethical medicine despite the 
Nazi policy of “racial hygiene” that is forcing 
doctors to collaborate in the extermination 
of the handicapped and mentally ill. She has 
always avoided politics, but now she must 
make important decisions. 320 pp.
978-0-9836960-3-2 
___046919478 paper 36% 15.95

 
Lighter Than Air
Linda Hoover     
England, summer, 1900. When Elena Bishop 
lost her mother at age 12, her father lost his 
purpose for living. Now they’ll lose their 
home unless he can pay his gambling debt 
by the end of the summer.
978-0-9981806-2-5 
___000000000 19.99

 
London
Children of a Good War: French Letters
Jack Woodville London VIRE
Four decades after World War II, a year of 
airplane hijackings, personal computers, 
CD players, AIDS, and Miami Vice, Frank 
Hastings suddenly learns that he doesn’t 
know who he really is. 440 pp.
978-0-9906121-8-6 
___046687601 paper 18.95

 
A Lovely Lie
Katie Hubbard MACJ
Hubbard takes readers on a journey from 
her realistic inspirations to transforming 
them into a suspenseful and dramatic visual 
cinema. The suspenseful journey between 
two lifelong friends will make readers think 
about how far they would go for friends. 276 
pp.
978-1-945454-00-4 
___046823784 20% 25.00
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Mad God of the Toltecs, 2nd Ed.
Ben Nuttall-Smith RPLT
An Irish priest and monks are shipwrecked 
then taken as slaves by Norse traders. The 
ship is pushed to a strange new land where 
they are all marooned. A monk-turned-
shaman is summoned by visions to rescue 
the priest from forces of evil. Battles are 
fought and won but fate steps in to fulfill 
the mystery, beauty, and horror of the 
Quétzalcoatl myth. 386 pp.
978-1-988739-31-1 
___046684043 paper 15.15

 
Magnetism
Ruth Figgest MCWV
The debut novel from a six-time Bridport Prize 
finalist chronicles a darkly comic and sharply 
observed mother-daughter relationship as it 
unfolds episodically over 50 years. 368 pp.
978-0-9955900-6-9 
___042400683 
paper 14.95

 
Mala Vida
Marc Fernandez ARCK
Molly Grogan, translator
Almodóvar meets Orwell in this acclaimed, 
fast-paced contemporary noir novel 
exposing the most shameful secrets of the 
Franco era. 288 pp.
978-1-62872-743-2 
___039390499 
24.99

 
The Man Who Couldn’t Die
The Tale of an Authentic Human Being
Olga Slavnikova COLU
Marian Schwartz, translator
Introduction by Mark Lipovetsky
In the chaos of early 1990s Russia, a paralyzed 
veteran’s wife and stepdaughter conceal the 
Soviet Union’s collapse from him in order to 
keep him—and his pension—alive, until it 
turns out the tough old man has other plans 
in this instant classic of post-Soviet Russian 
literature. 248 pp.
978-0-231-18595-0 
___044552445 
paper 14.95

 
The Man Who Couldn’t Die
978-0-231-18594-3 COLU
___044552669 
NET 30.00

 
Marcia’s Revenge
A Johnson Station Novel
Marj Charlier LSIG
All along, Marcia knew she couldn’t stay in 
Johnson Station. Her father said so. Unjustly 
fired from the town bank, she yearns for a 
city job to cap off her career with the patina 
of success. Waylaid by friends’ need for help 
in reversing the town’s stagnation, she’s torn 
between an offer in Seattle and contributing 
to the town revitalization. 300 pp.
978-0-9995612-2-5 
___046617038 paper 15.95

 
A Mother’s Choice
Kristin Noel Fischer LSIG
For 30 years, Nadine Kingsley has kept 
a heart-wrenching secret. When a letter 
arrives threatening to reveal the truth that 
could destroy her tight-knit family, Nadine 
embarks on a difficult journey to explain her 
painful decision, especially to her youngest 
daughter. 358 pp.
978-0-9997856-4-5 
___046358492 paper 14.99

 
Mrs. Saville
Ted Morrissey LSIG
On the 200th anniversary of the publication 
of Frankenstein, Margaret Saville has finally 
been given voice. Mrs Saville’s husband has 
been away on business for weeks and has 
stopped replying to her letters. Her brother, 
Robert Walton, has returned after three years 
at sea, having barely survived his exploratory 
voyage to the northern pole. 218 pp.
978-0-9987057-6-7 
___046523066 27.00

 
Murder on the Brandywine
An Emily Menotti Mystery
Maryellen Winkler LSIG
Engaged to be married, Alicia is on the 
verge of having her dreams come true. 
She is also involved with a revolutionary 
group that plans to strike a blow against the 
evils of the banking industry. One Sunday 
morning, however, she is found murdered in 
Brandywine Creek State Park. 194 pp.
978-1-935751-48-9 
___046949172 paper 14.99

 
My Angel the Devil
Dan Agbeje LSIG
Ungodly fanatical violence sweeps through 
her region, making Fatima tap into a strong 
sense of defiance that almost sends her mad. 
As the world burns, follow a town’s desperate 
struggle for survival in this engaging cultural 
journey into Nigeria. 256 pp.
978-0-646-98019-5 
___042035227 paper 13.99
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Omega Genesis
Emancipation
Baart Groot LSIG
After witnessing a murder, Reyn flees from 
the Upper city to the slums of Scumtown. 
Initially a victim of circumstance, he 
bands together with others to live through 
bombings, mutants, and the wrath of Charles 
Greenworth, hell bent on controlling the 
world, even if hell is unleashed. 442 pp.
978-0-648-41470-4 
___046553885 paper 20.00

 
On Herring Cove Road
Mr. Rosen and His 43lb Anxiety
Michael Kroft LSIG
An emotionally and socially broken old Jew, 
his doting but sickly wife, and the lonely child 
of his racist next-door neighbor develop an 
unlikely and “accidental” friendship during 
the summer of 1976. 254 pp.
978-0-9937328-4-3 
___046444387 paper 16.99

 
On Purpose
Angela Cartwright LSIG
and Bill Mumy
All beings need a purpose, even young 
faeries who live in ancient realms beyond 
the pale of mortal understanding. Pilwenny 
is one such faerie, who with her friend and 
assigned chronicler Brigon, sets out on a 
quest to find her unique path and purpose. 
254 pp.
978-1-944068-76-9 
___046787136 paper 20% 17.99

 
The Orderly
Rebekah L. Fraser BEEB
Inspired by actual events, this work is a story 
of love, trauma, disease, and the power of 
relationships to heal or destroy us. “Beautiful 
and gripping... Original and deeply felt, The 
Orderly gives voice to those who are too 
often silenced.”—Hester Kaplan, author, 
Unravished. 372 pp.
978-1-73261-870-1 
___046893211 paper 36% 13.99

 
Ordinary Is Perfect
D. Jackson Leigh BDOB
Atlanta marketing superstar Autumn Swan’s 
life derails when she inherits a country home, 
a child, and a very interesting neighbor.
978-1-63555-280-5 
___042807425 
paper 16.95

 
Otherwise Engaged
Lindsey J. Palmer SYHO
Life is sweet for New Yorkers Molly and Gabe: 
they’re young, in love, and newly engaged. 
But when Gabe sells his first novel—a thinly 
veiled retelling of his wild love affair with ex-
girlfriend Talia—and it becomes a national 
sensation, Molly can’t help but feel like the 
third wheel. To make matters worse, Talia 
reappears in Gabe’s life. 304 pp.
978-1-51073-239-1 
___038883221 
24.99

 
The Patricide of George Benjamin Hill
James Charlesworth SYHO
From a powerful new literary voice comes 
a sweeping epic of one family and the 
destructive power of the American Dream. 
320 pp.
978-1-51073-179-0 
___038836363 
24.99

 
Phone
Will Self GOVR
Booker-shortlisted Self completes his trilogy, 
begun with Umbrella and continued with 
Shark, with this highly praised exploration of 
technology and psychopathology from World 
War I to WikiLeaks, and a story of love, death, 
and madness. 624 pp.
978-0-8021-2921-5 
___044886095 
paper 18.00

 
Pink
Siobhan Colman LSIG
The author offers a heartwarming story 
about a little girl and a mysterious stranger 
and what it means to be brave. 306 pp.
978-0-648-40020-2 
___046863031 paper 15.00

 
The Pirate Dunn
A Memory
Damian Light LIHI
In a heroic adult satire, Pirate Dunn brags 
of a time-traveling first mate who falls in 
love, battles heroes and evil, and destroys 
dragons and foes in this ultimate tale of 
legend. 442 pp.
978-1-64255-437-3 
___043845326 paper 17.99
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Poseidon’s Child
George Morrison LSIG
Kirin grows up on the run from the men 
who killed her parents. To survive, she 
must discover the truth about herself and 
a war that has burned for 3,000 years. But 
all of the answers are locked away in the 
Book of Atlantis, which has not been seen 
since Kirin’s mother died; and books can be 
dangerous. 368 pp.
978-0-692-17998-7 
___046796693 paper 18.95

 
Protests, Death and Cover-Up in the Secret 
City
Oak Ridge, Tennessee
Daniel Baker LSIG
and Gwen Nalls
A team of intruders surprise armed security 
at a nuclear weapons plant in Oak Ridge, 
Tennessee, triggering events that shatter the 
reputation of the “Secret City,” where the first 
atomic bomb was built. Old-school detective 
work and forensic technology combine as 
investigators pursue the truth. 204 pp.
978-0-9898450-2-1 
___046808736 paper 16.95

 
Remember Us
Lindsay Blake MJFN
and Layne James
A story that explores a dysfunctional family 
confronting its past. 276 pp.
978-1-64279-084-9 
___044568982 
paper 14.95

 
Remember Us
978-1-64279-085-6 MJFN
___046648062 
30.95

 
Reminds Me of My Innocence
Amorous Adventures Among Kissing 
Cousins
Peter Kelton LSIG
This novel traces brotherly and sisterly 
ties through a lifetime of misadventures, a 
journey into absurdity, where Alzheimer’s 
takes the narrator. He unravels tales from 
that inner brain, spliced together with 
imagination, in a humorous delight, a 
complex litany of literary fiction, adventure, 
mystery, suspense, myth, romance, and 
desire. 498 pp.
978-0-692-17761-7 
___046415824 paper 16.95

 
The Rites of Passage
The Goldberg Variations
Jonathan A. Taylor LSIG
Jamie Goldberg suspects his homosexuality 
at an early age. He manages to hide it from 
his 1970s Detroit community, his Jewish 
activist parents, and even from himself 
until his rape at the age of 16. Profoundly 
ashamed, he constructs an imaginary world, 
which soon begins to crumble. Jamie must 
face his demons, and then the emotional 
sparks fly. 456 pp.
978-0-9995336-3-5 
___046625331 paper 19.95

 
Running Wild Novella Anthology, Vol. 2, Part II
Lisa Diane Kastner, editor LSIG
Join an Irishman’s escapades as he uncovers 
a local legend is real; help a young orphan 
find her biological parents and unearth 
a family secret; experience the lives of a 
prisoner and his torturer; and discover what 
Horatio thinks about Hamlet—just a few of the 
stories embedded in this anthology. 482 pp.
978-1-947041-21-9 
___046667050 paper 24.99

 
Sacred Cesium Ground and Isa’s Deluge
Two Novellas of Japan’s 3/11 Disaster
Kimura Yusuke COLU
Doug Slaymaker, translator
In these two novellas, Yusuke explores 
human and animal life in northern Japan 
after the natural and nuclear disasters of 
March 11, 2011. The author inscribes the 
“Triple Disaster” into a rich regional tradition 
of storytelling, incorporating far-flung voices 
to testify to life and the desire to represent it 
in the aftermath of calamity. 176 pp.
978-0-231-18943-9 
___044440365 
paper NET 20.00

 
Sacred Cesium Ground and Isa’s Deluge
978-0-231-18942-2 COLU
___044552498 
NET 60.00

 
Seeking Glory
Patricia Hamilton Shook OKIT
Life is never static. Just when everything seems 
under control, that illusion is shattered, and life 
has spun off in unimaginable directions. With 
themes of loss, recovery, estrangement, and 
reconciliation woven throughout, Seeking Glory 
tells a story of a woman seeking to uncover 
truths about her granddaughter’s origin. 264 pp.
978-1-47879-204-8 
___046287360 paper 36% 17.95

 
Six Months
Mona Sedrak LSIG
For 20 years, Mikala Jacobson had it all: loyal 
friends, a precious little girl, and a man who 
adored her. Then double tragedy strikes, and 
her perfect world shatters. As her spirit and 
heart heal, she not only finds closure, but 
also the beauty of a new love built upon an 
old friendship. 330 pp.
978-1-50922-302-2 
___046482604 paper 20% 16.99

 
So Great a Man Trilogy:
The Ploughboy
Robert Scott LSIG
with Lucy Skoulding
In 1805, young William Neal ran away 
from his life as a ploughboy in the Scottish 
borders, eventually reaching London. He 
initially lived as a street urchin until, for his 
honesty and by a happy coincidence, he 
became an assistant coachman to a banker 
who later recognized his hidden talents and 
employed him as a teller. 262 pp.
978-1-912031-82-5 
___043151604 23.99
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Strings Attached
Holly Stratimore BDOB
Success. Riches. Music. Passion. It’s a life 
most can only dream of, but stardom comes 
at a cost.
978-1-63555-347-5 
___043581255 
paper 16.95

 
Superflare
The Fortunate Ones
Lisa Poché Calhoun LSIG
A highly rated story of a determined family 
that fights to survive the aftermath of a giant 
solar flare and EMP destruction. They deal 
with their losses and adapt to their new way 
of life, intent to forge ahead and survive. This 
survival fiction, contemporary western novel, 
includes a couple of captivating romantic 
veins that carry the story well. 626 pp.
978-0-692-07075-8 
___046468099 paper 29.99

 
That Was a Shiver, and Other Stories
James Kelman CNNG
Intimate new stories from the Booker Prize-
winning Kelman, who “brings alive a human 
consciousness like no other writer can” (Alan 
Warner). 320 pp.
978-1-78689-092-4 
___044368458 
paper 17.00

 
A Thousand Doors
An Anthology of Many Lives
J.T. Ellison, editor LSIG
Through the unique voices of New York 
Times bestsellers and rising stars in women’s 
fiction, this anthology examines how the 
smallest decisions can create lasting effects, 
and allows the thought: can people actually 
change their lives? 404 pp.
978-1-948967-08-2 
___046798262 paper 16.99

 
A Thousand Doors
978-1-948967-06-8 LSIG
___046814500 27.99

 
Three British Mystery Novels
Thomas Brown et al. LSIG
Three mysteries by British authors, set in 
Britain: Lynnwood by Thomas Brown, A Taste 
for Blood by David Stuart Davies, and Ellipsis 
by Nikki Dudley—presented in one attractive 
omnibus edition. 522 pp.
978-1-907230-73-8 
___046698421 paper 29.95

 
Thursday’s Child
Beth MacMillan INKW
Sometimes comic and occasionally tragic, 
Thursday’s Child is about finding home, the 
weirdness of families, the ups and downs of 
marriage, the joy of dog ownership, life in a 
foreign country, and feeling estranged from 
all of the above. 312 pp.
978-1-62901-517-0 
___045631028 paper 20% 17.95

 
Tinkers, 10th Anniversary Ed.
Paul Harding BEVU
Foreword by Marilynne Robinson
This special anniversary edition celebrates 
Harding’s Pulitzer Prize-winning debut novel, 
a contemporary classic and independent 
press sensation. 208 pp.
978-1-942658-59-7 
___042807356 
24.99

 
To Squeeze a Prairie Dog
Scott Semegran LSIG
A young man from a small town joins a 
government agency. His coworkers discover 
a computer glitch, saving the State of Texas 
millions, but the governor and a reporter 
threaten to ruin their lives in this humorous 
American tale revealing that camaraderie 
among friends wins the day over evil 
intentions. 328 pp.
978-0-9997173-8-7 
___046710835 paper 15.99

 
Trapped
Maria Hernandez LSIG
The author explores how a successful and 
mature woman from East Harlem, New York, 
finds herself the victim of a love affair gone 
bad in spite of her best intentions. 180 pp.
978-0-9979624-2-0 
___046665977 paper 14.95

 
Treadwell
Book One of the Gastineau Channel Quartet
Stoney Compton PDZW
In 1915, seasoned Pinkerton investigator 
August Lepke is sent to Alaska Territory to 
box up a captured serial killer. He assumes it 
will be routine and clear cut, just like his life. 
Once in Juneau, he encounters suffragette 
Florence Malone, her sister Fiona, and their 
shady, politician father, Jack. His life will 
never be routine again. Illustrated. 864 pp.
978-0-9906395-3-4 
___046707695 paper 25% 27.00
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Treason
Gun Brooke BDOB
Zoem Malderyn’s existence is a deadly threat 
to everyone on Gemocon and Commander 
Neenja KahSandra must find a way to save 
the woman she loves from committing the 
ultimate sacrifice.
978-1-63555-244-7 
___042807291 
paper 16.95

 
Trust
Daines L. Reed SDIT
When Ruthena escapes an abusive marriage 
and finds herself homeless, she realizes she 
may not be prepared to care for herself or 
her family. When Ruthena’s book club begins 
operating a frivolous rotating savings pool, 
she suggests they restructure it into a trust 
fund. As the unexpected arises, the women 
learn that trust runs deeper than dollar signs. 
174 pp.
978-1-943258-90-1 
___046857671 paper 36% 14.95

 
Vernon God Little
DBC Pierre CNNG
Winner of the 2003 Man Booker Prize and 
the 2003 Whitbread First Novel Prize. Peopled 
by a cast of grotesques, freaks, coldblooded 
chattering housewives, and one very special 
adolescent with an unfortunate talent for being 
in the wrong place at the right time, this novel 
puts lust for vengeance, materialism, and trial 
by media squarely in the dock. 304 pp.
978-1-78689-301-7 
___040559036 
paper 15.00

 
Vertical Racing
Yuriy Bashmanov LSIG
The collection includes stories about 
mountaineering, the army, and the life of an 
ordinary Soviet with a free soul, hooligan 
character, and noble goals. The author does 
not claim high literary prowess, but his 
stories are full of vitality and heroic optimism 
that fill the soul and inspire exploits. Russian 
ed. 158 pp.
978-1-910886-82-3 
___046759142 paper 5% 12.95

 
Virginia Woolf in Manhattan
Maggie Gee FUMR
Virginia Woolf, restored to life in 
contemporary Manhattan, is amazed at 
modern attitudes to freedom, love, sex, 
bookselling, and literature. 480 pp.
978-1-909572-10-2 
___042992530 
paper 15.95

 
We Can’t Be Broken
H.K. Christie LSIG
Inspired by true events. Nine-year-old 
Casey’s perfect family is welcoming a new 
baby sister. But one heartbreaking diagnosis 
will force Casey to wonder: with the family 
they once had gone, will they ever again find 
peace, happiness, or each other? 250 pp.
978-0-9982856-0-3 
___046667038 paper 10% 11.99

 
We Five
Mark Dunn DZAC
We Five tells the story of five young female 
friends and co-workers through the voices 
of five different authors, the story unfolding 
against five distinct historic backdrops. 380 
pp.
978-1-941088-60-9 
___031686817 
paper 16.95

 
What Hell Is Not
Alessandro D’Avenia ONWL
Jeremy Parzen, translator
A heart-rending novel of deprivation and 
resilience in mafia-run Palermo, based on a 
true story. 304 pp.
978-1-78607-275-7 
___042155313 
24.99

 
Whispers in the Alders
H.A. Callum LSIG
Whispers in the Alders is an impassioned 
experience that will test the emotions and is 
a story that will linger with the reader long 
after the last page is turned. 240 pp.
978-1-62006-911-0 
___046874375 paper 16.95

 
The Winter in Lilly
Nicole Gray LSIG
When it comes to love, can fate be ignored? 
294 pp.
978-0-692-17450-0 
___046363956 paper 16.99
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The Yesterlings
Secrets Among the Wild Horses of Sable 
Island
Peter Kelton LSIG
A yachting expedition to film a remote 
Canadian island famed for wild horses and 
shipwrecks uncovers an Argentine dandy’s 
hoax and secrets. New Orleans femme 
fatale Geraldine investigates his claim he 
was raised by those horses when his father 
shipwrecked and discovers the raw truth of 
Sable Island. 330 pp.
978-0-692-18313-7 
___046838433 paper 16.95

FICTION - HISTORICAL

 
Beautiful Invention
A Novel of Hedy Lamarr
Margaret Porter LSIG
Hollywood beauty. Brilliant inventor. 
Escaping scandal and Nazis, Austrian actress 
Hedy Kiesler arrives in Hollywood to confront 
the demands of studio, stardom, marriage, 
and motherhood. Motivated by German 
atrocities during World War II, she secretly 
invents new technology for her adopted 
country’s defense—and unexpectedly 
changes the world. 378 pp.
978-0-9907420-3-6 
___046786007 paper 14.95

 
The Blood Throne of Caria
Roy Casagranda BZXY
In a time when uttering a woman’s name 
in public is taboo, Artemisia dreams of 
replacing her father as King of Halikarnassos. 
While the kings of Caria plot to use her for 
their own ends, she outmaneuvers them in 
the palace and on the field of battle, cleaving 
the ramparts of patriarchy to become one of 
history’s fiercest heroines. 358 pp.
978-1-73247-750-6 
___046478213 paper 12.99

 
Clara’s Soldier
A Retelling of the Nutcracker
Brittany Fichter LSIG
A bride-to-be without answers. A soldier 
who never came home. A nutcracker that 
might hold one last Christmas wish. History 
and fantasy collide as Clara awaits the return 
of her missing soldier in this retelling of The 
Nutcracker.  162 pp.
978-1-949710-00-7 
___046917518 paper 8.99

 
Gihli, The Chief Named Dog
Book 3 of the Cherokee Chronicles
Courtney Miller LSIG
Set in a time when the Cherokee were at their 
peak and before the European influence, this 
fast-paced story of peace and war, good 
versus evil, and love and happiness takes the 
reader through a range of emotions while 
showing the culture that was the Cherokee. 
524 pp.
978-1-949742-00-8 
___046615783 paper 20.00

 
He Touched Me
Sheilah R. Craft LSIG
Nineteen-year-old Caroline Hart heads to 
Memphis, Tennessee, in 1973, hoping to at 
least see her idol, Elvis Presley. Never does 
she expect that an accidental encounter 
leads to a friendship that lasts until Elvis’ 
untimely death in August 1977. 188 pp.
978-0-615-96510-9 
___042244024 paper 25% 15.00

 
The Longest Night
Going Home, Book 3
Jim Burnside LSIG
The third book in a highly acclaimed saga 
portraying the lives of Scottish families 
during the Great War follows five-star titles 
Fever Therapy and Hannah Duff and is a story 
of bravery, romance, and heartbreak during 
the desperate battles of Nonne Boschen 
Wood (November 1914) and Festubert (May 
1915). 528 pp.
978-0-9929711-4-4 
___046561012 paper 5% 16.88

 
Miraculum
Steph Post POLI
The year is 1922. The carnival is Pontilliar’s 
Spectactular Star Light Miraculum, set up 
on the Texas-Louisiana border. One blazing 
summer night, a mysterious stranger steps 
out onto the midway, lights a cigarette, and 
forever changes the world around him. 320 
pp.
978-1-947993-41-9 
___044580409 
26.00

 
Only Love Can Heal
Rosie Harris SVHT
When the war was over, Lieutenant Kate 
Russell was supposed to marry a man with 
a pedigree as sound as her own. Those plans 
go out the window when she meets Robert 
Campbell, a mere staff driver that she can’t 
help but love. But when peace is declared 
and Robert achieves the rank of Major, Kate 
finds she has her own bitter and personal 
war to contend with. 224 pp.
978-1-84751-791-3 
___045541116 
paper 17.95

 
Phillippa, Wife of Columbus
John T. Maxwell LSIG
Maxwell offers a fictionalized account of 
the life of Phillippa Moniz Perrestrello, a 
Portuguese Basque noblewoman and wife of 
Christopher Columbus. 336 pp.
978-0-692-13199-2 
___046525324 paper 16.95
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Rhode Island Rendezvous
Book Three of the Patricia MacPherson 
Nautical Adventure Series
Linda Collison LSIG
A young widowed woman makes her way to 
Colonial America disguised as a man aboard 
ship in the third book in the Patricia MacPherson 
Nautical Adventure Series. 288 pp.
978-1-943404-12-4 
___041028670 paper 25% 16.95

 
Shanghai Torah
Yuanfen
Briana London LSIG
As World War II erupts, a young Jewish scribe 
flees Lithuania with his in-progress Torah, 
meeting a family of Chinese calligraphers 
living under Japanese occupation. Moshe’s 
faith is challenged by his attraction to 
Ming, the young daughter of the renowned 
poet, Zhao Heng. Moshe learns the power 
he wields when he sets his words onto 
parchment. 254 pp.
978-1-970022-40-7 
___044813917 24.95

 
Virginia Woolf in Richmond
Peter Fullagar, editor AUMT
A collection of edited diaries and letters 
relating to the decade that beloved author 
Woolf lived in Richmond. 224 pp.
978-1-912430-03-1 
___042635132 
paper 15% 36.95

 
The Way of Glory
Patricia J. Boomsma GENI
In the 12th century, Cate, her brothers, 
and her Aunt Mary embark on an armed 
pilgrimage to Jerusalem. The family’s 
closeness frays as they confront the terrors 
and contradictions of holy war while battling 
the Moors in Hispania. Cate must decide 
how to live in a conquered land as she learns 
the cost of betrayal and the loss of all she’s 
known. 406 pp.
978-1-73268-200-9 
___046821502 paper 16.00

 
The Welsh Guardsman
Ann Brough LSIG
The poverty-stricken streets of Neck End 
in England’s industrial Midlands were a 
lonely and miserable place for a little girl. 
Abandoned by her mother, Dorothy clings to 
the memory of her father, who lives in the 
capital city. London seems an entire world 
away, as she hopes for the day when he 
might send for her, and she can finally get 
out. 350 pp.
978-1-999423-80-3 
___046666097 paper 16.99

 
Wolf Constellation
Lauren Small LSIG
Fifteen-year-old Anna Glanz has stopped 
speaking in the wake of her brother’s death, 
and it’s up to psychiatrist Gus Thaler to find 
out why, taking him deep in the past to a 
mystical rabbi-healer who once treated 
Anna’s grandmother. Fifty years later, as 
Anna lies dying, her daughter uncovers the 
truth her mother still can’t bring herself to 
say. 444 pp.
978-1-73216-302-7 
___046741773 paper 16.99

FICTION - HORROR

 
Beneath the Waves
Tales from the Deep
Steve Dillon, editor LSIG
An edition that contains more than 20 
terrifying short stories with an underwater 
theme. Some are reprints from classics, but 
the majority are new terrifying tales from 
the deep by contemporary award-winners 
or emerging writers. With more than 15 
illustrations throughout, mostly specially 
commissioned for stories by H.G. Wells, 
Jules Verne, Clive Barker, and others. 426 pp.
978-1-980720-12-6 
___044334040 paper 30.00

 
High Cross
Paul Melhuish HCJW
When a deserted village is renovated into a 
brand-new community for the 21st century, 
an ancient evil stirs. Lady Grey has awoken, 
and unless a disparate band of reluctant 
heroes can stop her, England’s newest village 
will become a hell on Earth. 598 pp.
978-1-910283-20-2 
___046957345 paper 10% 16.99

 
The House of Frozen Screams
Thana Niveau HCJW
A young couple’s dream home has a dark 
and sinister past that threatens their sanity 
and lives. If they don’t discover Wintergate 
House’s secrets in time, they may become its 
latest victims. 424 pp.
978-1-910283-21-9 
___046634275 paper 10% 13.99

 
Linx & Bogie: A Bogie in the Boat
Elizabeth Hunter LSIG
When a neighbor finds a grim discovery in 
the waterways of Venice Beach, Linx Maxwell 
gets an unexpected visitor in the form of a 
new ghost. Now she’s snooping around 
a tech millionaire’s house, posing as the 
victim’s girlfriend, and catching the attention 
of the very handsome—and very alive—
Detective Lee. 162 pp.
978-1-941674-27-7 
___046786894 paper 7.99
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The Lovecraft Squad: Dreaming
created by Stephen Jones PSUK
The third volume in the new interconnected 
trilogy that reveals the origins of “The 
Lovecraft Squad”—a super-secret worldwide 
organization dedicated to battling the eldritch 
monstrosities given form in H.P. Lovecraft’s 
fevered imagination. 368 pp.
978-1-68177-867-9 
___043091048 paper NET 19.95

 
The Lovecraft Squad: Waiting
978-1-68177-896-9 PSUK
___043091168 paper NET 19.95

 
Stop the ‘pocalypse! I Wanna Get Off!
Christopher Ritchie LSIG
An astonishing political satire on the end of 
the world, inspired by current events from 
award-winner Ritchie. The third world war 
that occurred just over 100 years earlier all 
but destroyed civilization and now, after 
rescuing her, Marty Molloy must travel back 
in time with Earth’s last angel to stop the 
“false apocalypse.” 244 pp.
978-1-912031-06-1 
___043053179 36% 20.99

 
The Stronger Half
Jeff Coleman LSIG
George, a junior-high school janitor, 
struggles to protect his disabled twin Bill 
from an otherworldly evil. In the process, he 
discovers a startling secret about his brother, 
one that leaves him questioning decades-old 
assumptions and wondering which of them 
truly is the stronger half. 240 pp.
978-1-945997-13-6 
___046693908 paper 18.99

 
The Stronger Half
978-1-945997-12-9 LSIG
___046794564 29.99

 
Vacuity and Other Tales
Feind Gottes et al. TCJV
Dare to journey through the bloody mind of 
a madwoman, or escape, if you can, from 
an underground military compound, where 
secret experiments may land you on the 
menu. Those who curl up with this unique 
collection of horror stories will sleep with the 
lights on for weeks. 246 pp.
978-1-944056-82-7 
___046958809 paper 15.00

FICTION - MYSTERY/ DETECTIVE

 
Amsterdam Noir
René Appel AKAB
and Josh Pachter, editors
Amsterdam is a multidimensional city, 
populated by a wide assortment of social 
groups, and not all of those groups agree 
on what constitutes normal social values 
and mores. This results in a lively mix—and 
problems. 224 pp.
978-1-61775-614-6 
___042224395 
paper 15.95

 
Bad Blood
A Henry Christie Mystery
Nick Oldham SVHT
Henry Christie foils the kidnap attempt on his 
fiancée’s daughter and realizes his family is the 
target of a killer. But who and why? Henry also 
witnesses a murder and unwittingly steps into 
the conspiracy. Pursued by assassins, Henry 
must defend himself against a killer who will 
stop at nothing to take back what he believes 
is rightfully his. 224 pp.
978-1-84751-783-8 
___045541544 
paper 17.95

 
Bellini and the Sphinx
Tony Belloto AKAB
The highly entertaining debut crime-
fiction novel from Brazilian music icon 
and bestselling author Bellotto is finally 
published in English. 224 pp.
978-1-61775-689-4 
___042448753 
32.95

 
The Belting Inheritance
Julian Symons PPEN
Introduction by Martin Edwards
Lady Wainwright presides over the gothic 
gloom at Belting, in mourning for her two 
sons lost in World War II. Long afterwards 
a stranger arrives at Belting, claiming to be 
the missing David Wainwright—who was not 
killed after all, but held captive for years in a 
Russian prison camp. His arrival is shadowed 
by suspicion and intrigue—and then the first 
body is found.
978-1-46421-087-7 
___043776824 
paper 12.95

 
Bones Behind the Wheel
A Haunted Guesthouse Mystery
E.J. Copperman CKLN
Barry Award-winning author Copperman is 
back with the 10th hilarious installment in his 
national bestselling series. 336 pp.
978-1-68331-887-3 
___044299104 
26.99

 
The Damage Done
A Louis Kincaid Thriller
PJ Parrish GNLC
Louis Kincaid is back in the most thrilling 
and poignant chapter in the New York Times-
bestselling series. 402 pp.
978-1-73208-674-6 
___046632608 paper 16.99
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A Deadly Betrothal
An Ursula Blanchard Mystery
Fiona Buckley SVHT
In 1579, Ursula is summoned to court to 
assist in negotiations for Queen Elizabeth’s 
engagement to the Duke of Alençon. The 
proposed marriage causes unrest throughout 
the kingdom, but would someone kill 
to prevent it? Tensions increase when a 
prominent nobleman is accused of murder. 
Ursula is convinced the man is innocent, but 
can she prove it? 224 pp.
978-1-78029-580-0 
___045541084 
paper 17.95

 
Deadly Sins
Stacy M. Jones LSIG
A ruthless serial killer is hunting and killing 
women from a wealthy suburb. Private 
investigator Riley Sullivan must battle her 
own emotional demons to untangle the web 
of lies created by the residents of Little Rock’s 
most upscale neighborhood, find a serial 
killer, and keep herself from becoming the 
final victim. 318 pp.
978-0-692-12630-1 
___046478869 paper 13.95

 
Death Comes by Drone
A Bromo Perkins Investigation
Tony Berry LSIG
Disgraced former agent and reluctant 
sleuth Bromo Perkins is again coerced 
into unmasking the evil lurking beneath 
the surface of a trendy inner-Melbourne 
suburb. Comforted by the loyal Liz Shapcott 
he confronts murder, muggings and 
corruption—and his own demon—before the 
thrilling all-guns-blazing conclusion. 402 pp.
978-1-916460-50-8 
___046230513 paper 20% 10.50

 
The Death of Bernadette Lefthand
Ron Querry CNPU
A 25th anniversary edition of Querry’s 
haunting first novel about the mysterious 
death of a young Indian dancer is a stunning 
portrayal of the spirit and struggles of the 
Southwest’s native peoples. 232 pp.
978-1-947627-08-6 
___042781054 
paper 17.95

 
Death Opens a Window
Book 2 of The Mourning Dove Mysteries
Mikel J. Wilson LSIG
Emory Rome is back in the follow-up to the 
national bestseller Murder on the Lake of 
Fire. 286 pp.
978-1-947392-39-7 
___046670849 27.00

 
Death Shall Come
An Ishmael Jones Mystery
Simon R. Green SVHT
Ishmael and Penny go to Cardavan House for 
the unveiling of an Egyptian mummy. When 
a body is found, Ishmael doesn’t believe 
the mummy’s curse is to blame. He sets 
out to find the human killer, but how can he 
explain the odd footsteps creeping along the 
corridors? Who is playing games with them 
and why? 192 pp.
978-1-84751-828-6 
___045541206 
paper 17.95

 
Done Deal
A Bromo Perkins Investigation
Tony Berry LSIG
The thrilling first book in the ongoing 
Bromo Perkins crime fiction series set in the 
Australian city of Melbourne. Intrigue and 
murder among property developers, gallery 
owners, and corrupt officials lead Bromo on 
a devious and dangerous trail through the 
city’s murky underbelly. 304 pp.
978-1-52139-652-0 
___046828480 paper 20% 10.50

 
The Hanging Psalm
A Simon Westow Mystery
Chris Nickson SVEH
Leeds, 1820. Simon Westow, a Leeds thief-
taker, knows all about lost property. But when 
he is asked to find the kidnapped daughter 
of a successful Leeds businessman, Simon 
and his assistant, Jane, face a challenge like 
no other. Could the answers lie within the 
streets of Leeds and a figure from Simon’s 
own past? 224 pp.
978-0-7278-8831-0 
___044334336 
28.99

 
The Ill-Fated Scientist
Alice Zogg AVEE
Syndicated columnist Tara Blunt knows her 
track record with men hasn’t been stellar and 
now she’s faced with four men in her life—
and one of them might be a murderer. But 
Tara figures her skill at sorting out facts for 
her news column will get her to the bottom 
of the unusual death of a brilliant scientist. 
206 pp.
978-1-59330-946-6 
___046014234 paper 36% 12.95

 
Immortal Wounds
A Doctor Nora Kelly Mystery
Kate Scannell LSIG
A doctor struggling to recover from a 
devastating family trauma is drawn back into 
her life during a perilous quest to solve the 
mystery of multiple deaths among the staff 
at Oakland City Hospital. 328 pp.
978-1-73257-140-2 
___046887980 paper 11.99
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In the Shadow of Lies, 2nd Ed. 
An Oliver Wright WW II Mystery
Mary Adler LSIG
San Francisco, World War II. When an Italian 
prisoner of war is murdered on Angel Island, 
and black soldiers are suspected of the crime, 
the Army asks homicide detective Oliver 
Wright, on medical leave from the Marines, 
to investigate. 374 pp.
978-1-73200-973-8 
___045510564 paper 14.95

 
Jackal
Kelly Oliver LSIG
With only an old photograph to go on, 
Jessica James is sent on a mission by her 
dying mother to find a washed-up magician 
called the Mesmerizer. Along the way, Jessica 
gets way more than she bargained for when 
she stumbles into a black-market organ ring 
and learns secrets about her mother that will 
change her own life forever. 370 pp.
978-0-9975836-5-6 
___046810165 paper 17.99

 
Long Shot
R.J. Loffredo INKW
Long Shot combines mystery, drama, 
international intrigue, and rich characters for 
a compelling story that’s hard to put down. 
268 pp.
978-1-62901-564-4 
___046640029 paper 36% 16.95

 
Lucky Supreme
A Darby Holland Crime Novel
Jeff Johnson ARCK
The night world of Old Town, Portland, 
Oregon, has gone mad in the grip of 
gentrification, and at the center of it all is 
Lucky Supreme, a seedy tattoo parlor, whose 
proprietor is a street-bred artist with a unique 
approach to problem solving. Darby’s efforts 
to reclaim stolen tattoo artwork set him on a 
dangerous path. 304 pp.
978-1-62872-976-4 
___042062062 
paper 14.99

 
The Melancholy Howl
An Allison Coil Mystery
Mark Stevens LSIG
The fifth entry in The Allison Coil Mystery 
Series braids interweaving strands of murder 
and mystery as hunting outfitter Coil and 
newspaper reporter Duncan Bloom follow 
clues that lead to a cunning conspiracy 
involving Colorado’s budding business of 
retail marijuana. “Smart and indelible.”—
Kirkus Reviews. 376 pp.
978-0-9907224-7-2 
___046615014 paper 16.95

 
Monument Road
A Franky Dast Mystery
Michael Wiley SVHT
Having spent eight years on death row for 
a crime he didn’t commit, Franky Dast now 
helps others in the same situation. But when 
he learns that Bill Higby, the detective whose 
testimony helped convict him, is facing his 
own murder charge, Franky must decide 
whether to help the man who remains 
convinced of Franky’s guilt. 256 pp.
978-1-84751-857-6 
___045541045 
paper 17.95

 
Murder à la Mocha
A Maggy Thorsen Mystery
Sandra Balzo SVEH
Uncommon Grounds coffeehouse owner 
Maggy Thorsen is full of good intentions 
when she attempts to return Mocha, a 
lost chihuahua who jumped out in front 
of her car, to her owners. But a trip to the 
Satterwite’s house and meeting their dog-
sitter give Maggy a bad feeling...and leads 
to an even worse discovery. Can she solve 
another deadly puzzle? 192 pp.
978-0-7278-8824-2 
___044334810 
28.99

 
Murder at the Queen’s Old Castle
A Reverend Mother Mystery
Cora Harrison SVEH
On her first visit in 50 years to Cork’s main 
department store, the Queen’s Old Castle, 
the Reverend Mother is struck by how little 
has changed. But when the store’s owner 
staggers from his office and topples over 
the railings to his death, Mother Aquinas 
is once again drawn into a baffling murder 
investigation. 240 pp.
978-0-7278-8830-3 
___044334694 
28.99

 
Murder in July
A Benjamin January Mystery
Barbara Hambly SVHT
When the body of a mysterious Englishman 
is found floating in a New Orleans’ river with 
links to another unsolved murder in Paris 
nine years before, Benjamin must unravel 
the earlier murder in order to solve this 
second killing.  256 pp.
978-1-84751-855-2 
___045541421 
paper 17.95

 
Murder in the Charlestown Bricks
A Dermot Sparhawk Crime Novel
Tom MacDonald LSIG
Private investigator Dermot Sparhawk is 
taking on cases no one else will touch. Born 
and raised in the Charlestown projects in 
Boston, Sparhawk fights for the underdog. 
He calls on his connections and physical 
skills to keep him from getting killed. 272 pp.
978-0-9967332-3-6 
___046625267 paper 15.00
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A Murder Unmentioned
A Rowland Sinclair Mystery
Sulari Gentill PPEN
The gun used in Rowland Sinclair’s father’s 
death some 13 years earlier has turns up 
in a drained dam at the family’s country 
homestead in Yass. And when Rowland 
offends right-wing New Guard leader Eric 
Campbell, Campbell uses his influence to set 
the police to renew their inquiries into Henry 
Sinclair’s death.
978-1-46420-699-3 
___031646186 
paper 15.95

 
A Murder Unmentioned
978-1-46420-698-6 PPEN
___031646238 
paper 23.95

 
A Murder Unmentioned
978-1-46420-697-9 PPEN
___031646170 
26.95

 
No Easy Money
A Dale Hunter Thriller
Delvin Chatterson FIRB
The first in the series of Dale Hunter Crime 
Novels is an explosive mix of crime, cash, 
and computers in the 1980s. A young 
entrepreneur in the computer business finds 
himself under attack by the gangsters and 
Mafia of Montreal. He wants to survive and 
not play by gangster rules. Somebody is 
going to get killed. 286 pp.
978-0-228-80483-3 
___046463192 paper 13.95

 
Out of Tupelo
Mark Gilleo LSIG
Edward Winston leads a quiet, happy 
existence in the Deep South until his wife 
goes missing. When Edward’s search for his 
spouse is thwarted by the local sheriff, he is 
forced to seek help from a shadowy source 
buried deep in his past. Revenge, murder, 
and betrayal surround Edward as he seeks to 
clear his name and get out of Tupelo alive. 
402 pp.
978-0-9990472-2-4 
___046843133 paper 5% 14.99

 
A Quaint Town for a Killing
Jeffrey Whitmore PKPE
Meet Preston “Presto” Kane, freelance 
writer, former newspaper reporter, and part-
time researcher for a Pacific Grove private 
investigator. When Presto is assigned to 
ferret out background information on the 
upcoming auction of a legendary gem, it all 
seems part of a normal day’s work—until 
a young woman turns up dead in Presto’s 
shower. 182 pp.
978-1-943887-74-3 
___046827687 paper 5% 9.95

 
The Ring
A Grand & Batchelor Mystery
M.J. Trow CDLC
A grisly discovery fished out of the River 
Thames marks the start of an intriguing 
new case for private detectives Grand and 
Batchelor. 224 pp.
978-1-78029-109-3 
___046345525 
28.99

 
The Ring
978-1-78029-111-6 CDLC
___044352882 
28.99

 
Run Cold
An Edna Ferber Mystery
Ed Ifkovic PPEN
Jack Mabie claims to be the meanest man in 
Alaska, and after he’s found beaten to death, 
a novelist must clear the name of the prime 
suspect. But horrible secrets carried from 
the Arctic Circle make this case even more 
complicated.
978-1-46421-115-7 
___044197714 
paper 15.95

 
Run Cold
978-1-46421-114-0 PPEN
___044197631 
paper 23.95

 
Run Cold
978-1-46421-113-3 PPEN
___044197566 
26.95

 
Season of Blood
A Crispin Guest Medieval Noir Mystery
Jeri Westerson SVHT
1390. Hailes Abbey, Gloucestershire. Two 
monks lie murdered, their Holy Blood relic 
stolen. As he attempts to return the relic to 
where it belongs, Crispin Guest must shield 
a former nemesis from a charge of murder 
while becoming entangled with a mysterious 
woman caught between Church politics and 
the dangerous intrigues of King Richard’s 
court. 224 pp.
978-1-84751-862-0 
___045540846 
paper 17.95

 
Season of Sacrifice
A Maya Mallick Mystery
Bharti Kirchner SVHT
Maya sees two women set themselves 
ablaze. She’s even more shocked to recognize 
one of them: Sylvie Burton, a scientist, who 
is the adopted sister of Maya’s best friend. 
An onlooker says that the two women are 
martyrs, protesting the Chinese occupation 
of Tibet. Yet, with so much to live for, why 
would Sylvie end her life in this horrific way? 
224 pp.
978-1-84751-831-6 
___045541165 
paper 17.95
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Shaking Trees
An Abby Eaton Mystery
Vicki Stevens LSIG
Secrets hide within the branches of every 
family tree. Some truths fear disclosure, 
while others beg to be discovered in this 
evocative, suspenseful mystery—with a 
touch of humor—about love, loss, and 
deception, and the fear that keeps the truth 
hidden. 358 pp.
978-0-648-38311-6 
___046838582 paper 18.99

 
Shelved Under Murder
A Blue Ridge Library Mystery
Victoria Gilbert CKLN
Autumn leaves aren’t the only things falling 
in the historic Virginia village of Taylorsford—
so are some cherished memories, and a few 
bodies. 352 pp.
978-1-68331-920-7 
___044299055 
paper 15.99

 
The Sicilian Woman’s Daughter
Four Generations of Mafia Women
Linda Lo Scuro LSIG
Most victims of the mafia are the Sicilians 
themselves. The role of women both as 
perpetrators and victims has been grossly 
overlooked until now. As the daughter of 
Sicilian immigrants, Maria fully embraces 
the English way of life in her teens. But a 
minor incident wakes up feelings of revenge 
in her. 296 pp.
978-1-907230-69-1 
___046429824 paper 19.95

 
Smoke and Mirrors
A Miss Barnum Mystery
Casey Daniels SVHT
Evie Barnum is in charge of her brother’s 
museum, a place teeming with scientific 
specimens and human wonders, including 
Jeffrey, the Lizard Man. When an old friend 
shows up and begs for her help but is then 
found dead at the museum, suspicion for 
the murder falls on Jeffrey. Evie becomes 
determined to solve the mystery of her 
friend’s murder. 224 pp.
978-1-84751-830-9 
___045541234 
paper 17.95

 
Take-Out
And Other Tales of Culinary Crime
Rob Hart POLI
Hart has firmly established himself as one of 
the best crime writers of his generation with 
his acclaimed Ash McKenna series. Here, he 
collects 18 stories of culinary crime and noir 
that will have readers savoring every deadly 
bite. 304 pp.
978-1-947993-42-6 
___044590407 
paper 16.00

 
Tangled Tail
Susan Williamson LSIG
Madelaine Jones once again finds crime and 
intrigue within the world of horses. Only this 
time she has more to lose, including a new 
teenage daughter and a found love. 246 pp.
978-1-948979-08-5 
___046544567 paper 5% 11.99

 
Tularosa Treasure
L.L. Byars DVEP
A developing romance between the main 
characters is at risk as well as their lives 
when a dangerous drug cartel is involved 
in the fifth New Mexico adventure of Rick 
Morales and Yolanda Garcia. 160 pp.
978-0-9964902-1-4 
___046501312 paper 36% 10.95

 
Uninvited Guest
A Dan Landes Mystery
Robert Rahula LSIG
Death, that uninvited guest, has come to the 
small town of Villa Rosario in Panama, taking 
away a young woman who was loved by 
many but understood by none. Ex-lover Dan 
Landes is haunted by a vision of her ghost, but 
uncovering the truth about her is more than he 
can handle. He steps into a world of sorcery, 
Colombian drug lords, and murder. 184 pp.
978-0-9994736-4-1 
___046503175 paper 14.99

 
Walk in the Fire
Steph Post POLI
Life hasn’t gotten any easier for Judah 
Cannon. He may have survived the fiery 
showdown between his father, the tyrannical 
Pentecostal preacher Sister Tulah, and the 
Scorpions outlaw motorcycle club, but now 
Judah and Ramey, the love of his life turned 
partner in crime, are facing new and more 
dangerous adversaries. 320 pp.
978-1-947993-45-7 
___044821377 
paper 16.00

 
Washed Up
A Bromo Perkins Investigation
Tony Berry LSIG
The second in the ongoing series of crime 
fiction thrillers featuring disgraced British 
agent and reluctant sleuth Bromo Perkins 
as he battles murder and corruption in a 
cosmopolitan inner-Melbourne suburb 
where the gloss of respectability is a thin 
veneer on the evil that lies beneath. 352 pp.
978-1-52139-659-9 
___046920121 paper 20% 10.50
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Wheel of Fire
A David Vogel Mystery
Hilary Bonner SVEH
When Sir John Fairbrother, head of one of the 
world’s biggest private banks, burns to death 
in a catastrophic fire at his Somerset home, 
DI Vogel finds himself dealing with a complex 
and mystifying sequence of events. If arson 
was involved, as Vogel believes, the obvious 
suspect is Sir John’s chauffeur, George Grey. 
But is it as simple as that? 256 pp.
978-0-7278-8828-0 
___044334740 
28.99

 
Why Do We Like It?
Lara Prodan LSIG
At the final concert of an international 
competition, Anna and Sergey are stunned to 
see an American violinist who looks like their 
daughter, Masha. During the intermission, 
Masha runs backstage to meet Maureen—and 
both girls disappear. Maureen’s father comes 
from America to join in the investigation into 
who kidnapped the children, why the girls 
are so similar, and what is the meaning of 
mysterious messages found in bottles thrown 
out by the ocean in different parts of the 
globe. Russian ed. 96 pp.
978-1-910886-79-3 
___046435071 paper 5% 12.95

 
Witch Swindled in Westerham
Paranormal Investigation Bureau, Book 2
Dionne Lister LSIG
Just when Lily’s settling into life in Westerham 
and making new friends, the Paranormal 
Investigation Bureau needs her help again. 
A witch has been misappropriating millions 
from unsuspecting retirees, but she’s 
destroyed all the evidence. Lily’s unique 
witchy skills are the only thing that can 
uncover the past, but will it get her killed? 
230 pp.
978-0-648-34896-2 
___046559528 paper 13.99

FICTION - PSYCHOLOGICAL SUSPENSE

 
Faces in the Shadows
Gregory El Harvey LSIG
MS and blindness can be catastrophic for 
any artist. In this autobiographical novel, the 
author has drawn upon personal experience 
to paint a picture of hope for everyone. 
Through the gloom that permeates this 
story, love and respect shine bright. 224 pp.
978-1-73266-920-8 
___046638561 paper 10.95

FICTION - ROMANCE

 
After Midnight
Stories of Mystery and the Macabre
Sidney Wainwright LSIG
Introduction by Archibald Jerome
A collection of gothic short stories based on 
the folk legends and cautionary tales of the 
unknown that were collected in Britain by 
missing author Wainwright. All the tales are 
born from that inane human fascination with 
mystery and the macabre. 102 pp.
978-0-646-99358-4 
___046539377 paper 9.99

 
Bewitching Breeze
K.M. Daughters LSIG
Breeze Layton and her sisters are the newest 
generation of identical female triplets in her 
family who can shapeshift and sense the 
future. Despite her supernormal gifts, she 
had no premonition that Jackson Tremonti 
and his daughter, Gabriella, were her destiny 
when they checked into her family’s Inn of 
The Three Butterflies. 262 pp.
978-1-50922-251-3 
___046944828 paper 20% 14.99

 
Blood King: Revamping the Monarchy
The Heart Nebula Series
Ava Cuvay LSIG
Vampires are actually bloodsuckers from an 
alien planet, and Kaz just fell in lust with their 
sexy yet mysterious king. Leaving her sucky 
life behind, Kaz hungers to be more than 
just a meal. Amid her abduction, murdered 
palace staff, and political power plays, the 
king struggles to keep his randy fangs off his 
beautiful guest. 358 pp.
978-0-9971892-6-1 
___046687242 paper 14.99

 
Brace for Impact
Becky Harmon BBOS
As the two women battle the challenges 
in their own lives, their connection to each 
other becomes evident. Can Dex convince 
Lucy they have a chance together before 
Lucy disappears again?
978-1-64247-008-6 
___043852657 
paper 16.95

 
Deadly Sai, Book One
J & L Brown LSIG
Kamari is an assassin for hire who kills 
without detection, leaving a string of 
murders across the U.S., but little does she 
know the strikingly handsome Detective 
Jordan Thompson is hot on her trail. When 
their worlds collide, will he turn her in or 
change her murderous ways? 124 pp.
978-0-692-17903-1 
___046416157 paper 14.95
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Deal with the Dragon
Nicole Blanchard EVFC
In exchange for peace, a prince promises his 
sister to the last living dragon, Rhysander 
Blaque. But she refuses to be a prize he can 
claim. 300 pp.
978-1-63576-239-6 
___040490278 
paper 16.99

 
Dog Sitters
A Man, a Woman, and a Schnoodle
Rozsa Gaston BZXY
When Hint Daniels hands off her friends’ 
Schnoodle to the man who’s supposed to 
look after him next, Percy gets lost, and Hint 
needs to decide whether to leave Jack to find 
him alone, or forego the career opportunity 
of a lifetime, and help Jack find the dog. She 
makes her choice and ends up finding more 
than the dog. 288 pp.
978-1-73258-991-9 
___046660171 paper 13.95

 
The End Zone
An Ahmad Jones Novel
Kevin Fitch LSIG
Through the application of astrology, a 
former New York City cop and FBI consultant 
uncovers a criminal plot to take over a 
foreign government. 480 pp.
978-0-692-94439-4 
___046616709 paper 20% 16.99

 
For the Love of Mercy
Linda H. Bost LSIG
Two hearts woven together by love threaten 
to come undone by misunderstandings. 392 
pp.
978-0-692-14447-3 
___046521255 paper 14.99

 
Fulfilment
Barbara Delinsky SVEH
In order to determine who is best suited for 
a powerful position at an elite department 
store, two childhood rivals and longtime 
adversaries are confined together for a week 
in an elegant Boston town house, where 
they must catalogue and store a priceless 
collection of antiques. But away from the 
pressures of corporate life, their feelings for 
each other suddenly seem less clear. 256 pp.
978-0-7278-8829-7 
___044334346 
28.99

 
Genesis
The Infinity Series, Vol. 2
Bellamy Westbay LSIG
Kirkus Starred Review. Selected for Best 
Indie Books of the Month for the Month of 
November 2018 by Kirkus Reviews. This 
work is a unique take on the age-old tale of 
humans and angels falling in love. 410 pp.
978-0-9996065-1-3 
___046795868 paper 36% 15.50

 
House of Darken
Secret Keepers Series
Jaymin Eve LSIG
When Emma moves to Astoria, Oregon, she 
is given one rule: don’t cross to “their” side 
of the street. While she finds this both weird 
and insulting, Emma has no actual intention 
of breaking these rules—until her guardians 
go missing. Now all bets are off. 340 pp.
978-1-925876-00-0 
___046525381 paper 13.95

 
In the Long Run
Valerie Norris CDZM
The author offers a relationship story set 
around training for and running the London 
Marathon. 174 pp.
978-1-999612-96-2 
___046481957 paper 25% 9.99

 
Ink
A Love Story on 7th and Main
Elizabeth Hunter LSIG
She sells ink. He tattoos it. Unusual? Yes. But 
a book shop/tattoo studio might be the ticket 
for both Emmie and Ox to find success on 
their own terms. As long as they keep their 
attention focused on business. 288 pp.
978-1-941674-28-4 
___046787134 paper 11.99

 
Interlude
D. Kelly EVFC
The highly anticipated spin-off to Kelly’s fan-
favorite Illusion series. 460 pp.
978-1-63576-558-8 
___044808639 
paper 16.99

 
Leaving, Not Running!
AM Johnson LSIG
A young woman’s journey of discovery. Will 
she find what she’s looking for before he 
finds her? Can she truly be free? 306 pp.
978-0-648-38260-7 
___046553048 paper 36% 12.00
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Mackerel Sky
S. Jade Castleton LSIG
A debut work, Mackerel Sky tells the tale 
of a teenager struggling to deal with the 
consequences of secrets being stripped 
bloody and raw, as well as an attraction that 
should have no place in his life after what 
he’s been through. 532 pp.
978-0-473-44028-2 
___045560062 paper 5% 14.99

 
Making the Minors
A Karny Wilson Adventure
M.G. Polk LSIG
Karny found his father and the love of 
his life, Naomi, but struggles keeping his 
baseball ability sharp. His angel friends 
have successfully kept him and friend Bobby 
Leonard safe. After a tryout, he is offered a 
minor league contract. He must decide to 
stay and regret what might have been, or see 
if he is man enough to make it in pro ball. 
232 pp.
978-0-9890120-1-0 
___046415672 paper 17.95

 
The Passion Season, 2nd Ed. 
Book I of the Covalent Series
Libby Doyle LSIG
A superhuman warrior from another 
dimension. An FBI agent with a troubled past. 
A search for a killer that uncovers a depraved 
cult. Enter the world of the Covalent, ancient 
beings who hold the elemental forces in 
balance. 468 pp.
978-0-9972985-5-0 
___046700838 paper 17.99

 
Plundering the Past
A Tide of Times Novel
Robert A. Tayler RWDV
A rollicking pirate adventure, with a sci-fi 
twist. The Petrie brothers were lost at sea in 
2003, to be found two years later. Evidence 
is mounting that something incredible 
happened to them. What really happened to 
them? 294 pp.
978-1-73254-914-2 
___046502383 paper 14.95

 
Return Home
Susan Amond Todd SDIT
After a tragedy, Cynthia finds herself on an 
extended stay overseas. When she finally 
returns home, she expects to fall into her 
same old life—but when you’re out of touch, 
people and places change. Tragedy lurks at her 
doorstep when someone from her past returns 
to darken her world. She is forced to face her 
fears—and her future—head on. 400 pp.
978-1-73233-622-3 
___046767183 paper 36% 16.95

 
Rima’s Dreams: Love Is All There Is
Sameer Zahr OKIT
Rima, a young, talented pianist brought up 
during the Soviet Regime, has dreams. While 
abroad, Rima signs with a modeling agency 
and becomes a sensation through a top New 
York fashion magazine. In New York, she 
navigates work, romance, and heartache—
all in pursuit of ultimate goals: empowering 
women in her country and helping Russian 
war veterans. 288 pp.
978-1-47876-774-9 
___046192023 paper 20% 17.95

 
Rima’s Dreams: Love Is All There Is
978-1-977201-01-0 OKIT
___046192021 20% 26.95

 
Rough Edge, Book One
CD Reiss LSIG
New York Times bestselling author and Audie 
Award winner Reiss breaks every genre 
expectation with this erotic, psychological 
thriller about a military couple pushed 
to extraordinary acts of recklessness 
and bravery to save each other. By turns 
compelling, heartbreaking, and shocking, 
The Edge Series leaves nothing on the table. 
232 pp.
978-1-942833-60-4 
___046890069 paper 14.99

 
Royal Court
Jenny Frame BDOB
When royal dresser Holly Weaver’s 
passionate personality begins to melt Royal 
Marine Captain Quincy’s icy heart, will Holly 
be ready for what she exposes beneath?
978-1-63555-290-4 
___042807473 
paper 16.95

 
Seventeen Days
Linda Griffin LSIG
Divorcee Jenna Scott moves to a quiet 
California fishing village to make a new life in 
a house inherited from her grandfather. Her 
next-door neighbor recommends widowed 
handyman Rick Alvarez to fix her leaky roof. 
Jenna is intimidated by his good looks and 
annoyed by his self-assurance, but disarmed 
by his affection for his young son. 182 pp.
978-1-50922-296-4 
___046660301 paper 20% 12.99

 
The Shadow Master’s Miss
Book One of The Shadow Masters Series
Barbara St. Raine LSIG
An attack forces Tara and her mother to plan 
a quick escape. This one moment in time will 
change their world forever. Drake Masters, the 
legendary “Shadow Master” arrives to help 
the Kingsleys vowing to protect them. Can 
they succeed? They face the dark unknown. 
Lies, betrayal, and even death could be 
waiting there...in the Shadows. 344 pp.
978-0-692-12326-3 
___046567792 paper 16.99
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Shenanigans
Jade C. Jamison EVFC
From bestselling author Jamison comes the 
second title in the Pretense and Promises 
series, where Conor talks his assistant 
Morgan into posing as his fiancée for his 
high school reunion, but it isn’t long before 
their acting starts feeling real. 190 pp.
978-1-63576-525-0 
___044279350 
paper 15.99

 
Surge
Angel Payne WTHS
Payne offers a superhero romantic saga 
unlike anything the world has ever known.
978-1-947222-49-6 
___043439299 
paper 15.99

 
Tales of the Crimson Diamond, Book 1
Tina Boulton LSIG
Desiree Hamilton is left without a home or a 
job when her boss shacks up with a college 
co-ed and replaces her as his senior business 
accountant. When the offer of living rent-
free comes her way, she gladly accepts. She 
knows no one in Venice, Florida, until she 
meets her handsome neighbor Griffin Hart. 
152 pp.
978-0-692-17738-9 
___046938843 paper 10% 7.99

 
Thorn
Anna Burke BYAT
When a fatal mistake brings Rowan into 
the hands of the Huntress, she finds herself 
trapped in an enchantment that is every bit 
as alluring as it is cruel. 215 pp.
978-1-61294-143-1 
___042673902 
paper 16.95

 
Touch of Danger
Carol A. Strickland LSIG
A super hero can be too powerful, but 
Valiant’s foes have temporarily destroyed his 
powers, leaving him to outrun a mercenary 
army, accompanied by a beautiful woman, 
Lina. Valiant doesn’t want those powers 
back—not yet. Too bad that psychic Lina is 
acutely phobic to touch. What the world’s 
greatest super hero asks for is what she’s 
unable to give. 462 pp.
978-1-941318-30-0 
___046836270 paper 25% 16.99

 
The Traveled Heart
Veronica Mahara LSIG
In 1885 New England and San Francisco, 
20-year-old Jessica Messing struggles to 
find her way as an artist while her heart 
endeavors to protect a relationship she 
knows would bring great shame to her and 
her family. 316 pp.
978-1-73237-120-0 
___046946443 paper 16.99

 
Unmasked
Blood Bond: Parts 10, 11 & 12 (Volume 4)
Helen Hardt WTHS
The latest installment in the Blood Bond 
series by #1 New York Times-, USA Today-, 
and Wall Street Journal- bestselling author 
Hardt.
978-1-64263-085-5 
___046927031 
paper 15.99

 
Waking Virginia
The Tantra Series, Book One
Dorothea Hunt LSIG
Fredrick swept her off her feet, flew her to 
Geneva with so many promises, and then 
he changed overnight. That’s what she gets 
for not listening to her sister. Now, she’s 
stranded here in Geneva, but that’s only the 
beginning of her story because that’s when 
she met Ben. 236 pp.
978-0-9987230-4-4 
___043881622 paper 12.00

 
White Sheep Inn
Genevieve Fortin BBOS
Melodie Beaulieu has never planned to 
follow in her grandmother’s footsteps and 
become an innkeeper. The only thing she’s 
wanted all her life is to live by the sea, in 
her home town. When engineering geologist 
Ana Bloom comes to the White Sheep Inn 
and threatens her entire way of living, she 
simply won’t have it. Ana and Melodie would 
gladly keep staying out of each other’s way, 
but Mother Nature has other plans.
978-1-64247-020-8 
___044580416 
paper 16.95

FICTION - SCIENCE FICTION

 
Alien Disclosure: Amnesty
Allan Kules LSIG
The 1954 film of Eisenhower meeting aliens 
from another planet is liberated from a 
government facility and given to UFO 
researcher James Broadhurst. He, along 
with his associate and a secret government 
operative, rush to deliver the film for viewing 
at the UN General Assembly. 296 pp.
978-1-73245-520-7 
___046690626 paper 12.95
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The Click
Steve Shear LSIG
In the distant future, all humans who reach 
the age of 75 experience the “Click’”and die. 
It’s considered God’s chronological death 
sentence intended to prevent overpopulation. 
272 pp.
978-1-50922-276-6 
___046809173 paper 20% 14.99

 
Future World Rolls!
Terry Tumbler ADOH
This space opera is set to rock ‘n’ roll and 
classical music, however many of the songs 
are entirely original and premiered by the 
author. The work starts in the mid-20th 
century as talented FBI agents are tasked 
with recruiting people to undertake an 
unusual mission. 372 pp.
978-1-64440-067-8 
___046767204 paper 15.99

 
Galahad Suns
David Kimberley LSIG
Warring corporations, dangerous worlds, 
and the darker sides of the human psyche 
will ultimately change the direction of 
mercenary Davian Kurcher’s life. In his frantic 
hunt across known space, more dubious 
organisations vie to take advantage of the 
unique situation. 368 pp.
978-1-912031-45-0 
___042322875 26.99

 
Genetic Nightmare
The Bio Wars Saga, Book One
Timothy Gibbs MKDM
and Guy Lozier
The Guardians of humanity are leaving, 
returning to their dimension. Military 
experiments on aliens are souring 
relationships between humans and aliens. 
Vampires and werewolves come out of the 
shadows to help. Military leaders step out 
to control everything, sending mankind’s 
chances spiraling into the abyss. 170 pp.
978-1-64370-128-8 
___045622250 paper 9.99

 
God Makings I
The New Hubris
Dave Pryor BZXY
Complex and emotive, this debut is full of 
action that’s made meaningful by deeper 
conflicts over the nature of existence, the 
potential links between quantum science 
and ancient notions of God, the meaning of 
love in the struggle to survive life’s greatest 
pains, and lessons on dealing with the worst 
experiences people encounter. 344 pp.
978-1-73247-721-6 
___046473983 paper 17.99

 
Gust of Wind
R.G. Bisig LSIG
Two mutants—brother and sister—must 
work together to prevent the assassination 
of the U.S. President and the start of World 
War III, mutant versus human. 330 pp.
978-1-73245-240-4 
___046553949 paper 16.00

 
Heart of the Dragon
Peter Man LSIG
A Chinese-Canadian teenager discovers 
that everything she knows about everything 
is a lie. Victoria learns of an ancient oracle 
which connects her with the prophecy of a 
cataclysmic catastrophe. Booklife Prize 2018. 
366 pp.
978-1-999401-90-0 
___046796292 paper 15.00

 
Innocent Earth
Dale E. McClenning BCWC
Aliens arrive on Earth taking the form of God 
from the Bible and have come to claim “their 
own.” Religion and politics clash, and a lowly 
translator is caught in the middle. 340 pp.
978-1-928011-21-7 
___046897238 paper 20% 14.99

 
The Insane Journey
Jeffrey Baumgartner LSIG
A twisted tale about mentally unbalanced 
men, clever women, a talking penguin, and 
a couple of aliens all participating in a deadly 
chase across a desolate, wind-swept Europa 
that exists in a tomorrow slightly to the left. 
312 pp.
978-9-491-15610-6 
___046946883 paper 14.95

 
Mechanical Animals
Tales at the Crux of Creatures and Tech
Selena Chambers LSIG
and Jason Heller, editors
Mechanical Animals presents a biomimicry 
menagerie of animalistic machines that blur 
the lines between what is and isn’t nature’s 
design. Featuring 15 original stories by today’s 
top science fiction and fantasy authors and 
contextual mecha-fauna essays by Insect Lab 
Studio maker, Mike Libby, and SF encyclopedist 
and author Jess Nevins. 418 pp.
978-0-9997736-7-3 
___046547563 paper 19.99
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Nothing Personal
Carol A. Strickland LSIG
After small-town waitress Tam wakes up 
in a hospital, she discovers she’s living 
on a county-sized space station, located...
somewhere. She’s one of the few humans in a 
community made up of giant, sapient lizards 
and birds. She must find twho kidnapped 
her. Only he knows the way home. 304 pp.
978-1-941318-24-9 
___046689121 paper 13.99

 
Order of the Centurion
Anspach and Cole LSIG
An all-new series of stand-alone military 
science fiction thrillers set in the Galaxy’s 
Edge universe, ranging from the Savage 
Wars to the arrival of the Black Fleet. Each 
book features the legendary heroes of the 
Legion who forgot nothing in their earning 
of the Legion’s highest honor. 314 pp.
978-1-949731-02-6 
___046498857 paper 12.99

 
Puramore, The Lute of Pythagoras
Steven Wood Collins LSIG
George Smythe spills his blood for The 
Cause before he has a conscious thought 
as to either its true nature or his role as its 
leader in the distant future. 436 pp.
978-0-615-44352-2 
___033249129 37.50

 
Saint John’s Ambulatory
Book Two of The Aleronde Trilogy
Ed Charlton SBXL
In South London, the parish church of 
St. John’s In The Green holds an ancient 
secret. Beneath its quiet sanctuary lies a 
passageway—The Ambulatory. What links 
The Ambulatory with the murder of an 
unpopular priest and the ensuing police 
investigation, the nearby Islamic center, the 
priest’s belief in UFOs, and a group of thirsty 
Morris men? 182 pp.
978-1-935751-46-5 
___046615125 paper 20% 10.99

 
Secrets Revealed
Book 3 of the Secrets Series
Amy M. Ward LSIG
and Olivia Cayenne
Those below ground and above search for 
answers. They long for freedom. Freedom 
from oppression. Freedom from lawlessness. 
Both groups soon realize that their problems 
go much deeper than they thought. Without 
the truth, they will never be able to live in 
peace. 246 pp.
978-0-692-18478-3 
___046503192 paper 12.00

 
Selfdestructible
Mike Vago BZXY
Selfdestructible is about people with super 
powers, but it’s not a riff on comic books—
no capes, tights, and all the old clichés. It 
does with superheroes what The Magicians 
did with fantasy—it uses genre trappings 
to explore the characters’ emotions, 
relationships, and inner struggles while still 
giving readers a fun, otherworldly adventure. 
272 pp.
978-1-73247-901-2 
___046667623 paper 13.00

 
The Tau Ceti Diversion
Chris McMahon LSIG
On approach to the planet Cru, the Starburst 
is hit with a surge of deadly radiation. Karic 
must get control of the fusion drive before 
the ship turns into a giant hydrogen bomb. 
310 pp.
978-0-9803870-4-9 
___046557178 paper 5% 16.99

FICTION - WESTERN

 
The Arkansas Regulators
Friedrich Gerstacker BEBI
Charles Adams
and Christoph Irmscher, translators
A rousing tale of frontier adventure, first 
published in German in 1846, but virtually 
lost to English readers for well over a 
century. This long-awaited translation 
and scholarly edition of the novel offers a 
startling revision of the frontier myth from a 
European perspective.
978-1-78920-212-0 
___046893271 
paper 10% 24.95

 
The Arkansas Regulators
978-1-78920-137-6 BEBI
___044886150 
10% 140.00

 
Barbed Wire, Windmills, & Sixguns
A Book of Trivia, Fact, and Folklore About 
Westerns & the American West
Donald K. Kirk LSIG
This illustrated Old West trivia book is a 
must-have reference for western writers, 
reenactors, and diehard fans who love 
westerns and want to discover hundreds of 
interesting lists, fascinating stories, historical 
events, unusual people, and special places 
relating to the American West. 742 pp.
978-0-9801743-5-9 
___036148779 paper 27.95
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Clown William and the Lincoln County War
Robin Elno LSIG
When reluctant gunslinger William escorts 
the lady Emily over the mountains and into 
Lincoln, New Mexico, he finds her brother 
John in a battle for survival in the infamous 
Lincoln County War. Eastern newspapers 
called Lincoln’s main street “the most 
dangerous street in American.” And that was 
before William arrived. 176 pp.
978-0-9990573-3-9 
___046827601 paper 12.99

FOREIGN LANGUAGE - DICTIONARIES / PHRASE BOOKS

 
Advanced Arabic Through Discussion
16 Debate-Centered Lessons and Exercises 
for MSA Students
Nevenka Korica Sullivan AMUC
A classroom-tested Advanced Arabic course 
that uses an inquiry-based approach to 
challenge advanced learners of Arabic 
by engaging them in thought-provoking 
discussions about social, ethical, and legal 
issues related to advertising, censorship, 
dress-codes, environment, rap music, extreme 
sports, GMOs, and other topics. 240 pp.
978-9-7741-6882-6 
___044122125 
paper 45.00

 
Beginner’s Korean with Online Audio
Jeyseon Lee HIPR
and Kangjin Lee
Ideal for those new to Korean, learning 
at home or in the classroom, this volume 
includes 12 carefully paced and practical 
lessons with dialogues, vocabulary, and 
easy-to-follow grammatical explanations. 
Also features exercises for each lesson with 
answer keys, and much more. 520 pp.
978-0-7818-1377-8 
___042781177 
paper 24.95

 
Let’s Speak Korean with Audio
Learn Over 1,400+ Expressions Quickly and 
Easily with Pronunciation & Grammar Guide 
Marks - Just Listen, Repeat, and Learn!
Fandom Media LSIG
With over 1,400 expressions from 21 topics, 
paired with audio files by a native Korean 
voice actor, as well as pronunciation guide and 
this edition’s unique grammar guides, even 
beginners will speak Korean in no time. 138 pp.
979-1-18819-546-6 
___046616958 paper 25% 7.95

 
Mandarin Chinese for Beginners
Mastering Conversational Chinese
Yi Ren TUTL
and Xiyuan Liang
Chinese is a fascinating language that can 
seem impossibly difficult to learn at first 
but is relatively easy if readers focus on the 
spoken language. This user-friendly guide 
to the basics helps readers learn how to 
speak Chinese quickly and easily by drawing 
parallels with something they already 
know—English. 224 pp.
978-0-8048-4946-3 
___041658363 
paper 18.99

 
Periplus Pocket Cantonese Dictionary
Cantonese-English English-Cantonese (Fully 
Revised & Expanded, Fully Romanized)
Martha Lam TUTL
and Lee Hoi Ming
The ideal resource for students, travelers, 
and business people—a convenient and 
handy pocket-sized dictionary that contains 
the most common Cantonese vocabulary 
readers will need to use and understand, 
whether as a traveler, student, or beginner 
just discovering the Cantonese language. 
192 pp.
978-0-7946-0780-7 
___041659194 
paper 6.99

GAMES / GAMEBOOKS / CROSSWORDS

 
Fortnite Battle Royale Hacks: Advanced 
Strategies for Winning Duos Matches
An Unofficial Guide to Tips and Tricks That 
Other Guides Won’t Teach You
Jason R. Rich SYPY
Readers can enhance their communication, 
strategy development, and teamwork in this 
essential guide to Fortnite Battle Royale, 
which focuses exclusively on the wildly 
popular Duos game play mode.
978-1-51074-453-0 
___045626450 
9.99

 
John Mulholland’s Story of Magic
The Development of the Art of Illusion as 
Told by the CIA’s Master Magician
John Mulholland RHSE
Foreword by Ben Robinson
A classic history of magic by a renowned 
expert. 96 pp.
978-1-63158-309-4 
___042502422 
9.99

 
Linjaa
An Addictive Line Art Game
Renske Solkesz BIUL
Linjaa is a beautifully designed edge-
matching game. Players concentrate on 
their own plan or sabotage the plans of 
their fellow players. It’s up to each player to 
choose which line to take. 80 pp.
978-9-06-369503-3 
___042612833 
19.95

 
Mensa® Mind Puzzles™
More Than 100 Word, Logic, and Symbol 
Games
David Millar SYHO
Millar is back with 100 new brain games and 
puzzles to get the blood pumping and the brain 
racing! These never-before-seen games are a 
fun way to unwind, or make it a competition 
between friends and family. 112 pp.
978-1-51073-863-8 
___042045388 
paper 8.99
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My Photography Toolbox
A Game to Refine Your Eye and Improve Your 
Skills
Rosa Pons-Cerda BIUL
Lenno Verhoog
A game for creating powerful images while 
learning the basic principles in photography. 
This set includes two games: Be a Master 
and Refine Your Eye. 72 pp.
978-9-06-369504-0 
___042613145 
19.95

GARDENING / HORTICULTURE

 
Beauty of Cannabis
200 Strains of Marijuana—A Visual Guide
Spurs Broken AMHM
An award-winning photographer takes 
readers as deep as the lens will allow by 
directing light into the valleys between the 
leaves and through fissures full of crystal 
trichomes to reveal the beautiful strands, 
strings, and balls of earthly delight. 128 pp.
978-1-68203-386-9 
___044494369 
paper 24.95

 
Cannabis Breeding
Basic to Advanced Marijuana Propagation
James Loud QUIK
A detailed guide on seed germination, 
cloning, pollen, setting up a facility, 
understanding genetics, and creating 
regular, feminized, and auto flower seeds. 
256 pp.
978-1-936807-45-1 
___044904352 
paper 34.95

GRAPHIC NOVELS/COMICS

 
30 Days: March-April
Tara Booth CLOD
This volume explores the first 30 days of 
sobriety—visiting the coasts, reaching out to 
an ex, nature, friends, and family. 72 pp.
978-1-937541-45-3 
___043348856 
paper 24.00

 
Captain Cannabis, No. 2, 40th Anniversary
Verne Andru LSIG
The 40th anniversary edition of the 
1970’s original contains two stories, both 
continuations from issue No. 1. Originally 
done during 1977-78, the story has been 
updated with all new artwork for this edition. 
28 pp.
978-0-9738851-7-0 
___046640868 paper 8.40

 
Cupcake & Astronaut
Question No 6., illustrator ATAV
She has one eye and three arms. She loves 
cupcakes and shotguns. She desperately 
wants to be an astronaut—but there’s a small 
problem with the available spacesuits. This 
is the first collection of short graphic stories 
by popular Doctor Who and Sherlock comic 
cover illustrator Question No. 6. 104 pp.
978-1-68148-594-2 
___038509164 
paper 15.95

 
Diosamante
Alejandro Jodorowsky HMND
Jean-Claude Gal, illustrator
The Kingdom of Arhas is clenched in the iron 
fist of Queen Diosamante. This pitiless queen 
is known as much for her cruelty as for her 
incredible beauty. The reputation of Urbal 
de Sarabba one day challenges the pride 
of the young queen, as this king is said to 
be wiser, more powerful, and loved by his 
people. But their contentious meeting takes 
an unexpected turn when the two sovereigns 
fall madly in love with each other. 96 pp.
978-1-59465-850-1 
___044230399 
paper 19.95

 
New Life
Xavier Betaucourt HMND
Yannick Marchat, illustrator
With his son grown and his marriage 
dissolving, Xavier, a 48-year old writer, finds 
himself deep in the heart of a mid-life crisis. 
Setting out on his own, he finds emotional 
freedom and true independence. A romantic 
tale of unexpected love, second chances, and 
the questions we all must answer when a 
new life is put in our hands. 128 pp.
978-1-59465-756-6 
___044230512 
paper 17.95

 
Susanna, Mother of Columbus
John T. Maxwell LSIG
The fictional biography of the mother of 
Christopher Columbus is a story of a strong 
woman trying to survive in a world where 
women have little power. She resists the 
constraints of her religion, her marriage, 
and her time, eventually leaving Genoa, 
her husband, and her normal life to join her 
two sons, Christopher and Bartholomew, 
in Lisbon where the borders of the known 
world are exploding in the era of exploration. 
270 pp.
978-0-692-17813-3 
___046533653 paper 16.95
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Viking’s Last Voyage
The Lost Greenland Colony Found and Lost 
Again
Iral C. Nelson LSIG
The search for the Western Greenland 
Colony that disappeared in the 14th century 
leads them into the midwestern states where 
a fortuitous romance aids them in reaching 
friendly natives with whom they find the lost 
Colony—with bittersweet success. 272 pp.
978-0-9672904-4-7 
___046755635 paper 14.95

 
Viking’s Last Voyage
978-0-9672904-5-4 LSIG
___046755637 28.95

HISTORY - GENERAL HISTORY

 
Akan Pioneers, 2nd Ed.
African Histories, Diasporic Experiences
Kwasi Konadu DAVJ
This groundbreaking study tells the story of a 
West African people, the origins and character 
of their cultural forms and ideas, and how 
these Akan, or “pioneering peoples,” shaped 
the politics and societies of their homeland as 
well as the European colonies in the Americas 
that received their enslaved members since 
the 16th century. 336 pp.
978-1-937306-66-3 
___046502068 paper 5% 19.99

 
The American Yawp
A Massively Collaborative Open U.S. History 
Textbook, Vol. 2: Since 1877
Joseph L. Locke STAN
and Ben Wright, editors
The American Yawp began as a free, online, 
collaboratively built American history 
textbook. Now, over 300 historians joined 
together to create the book they wanted 
for their own students—an accessible, 
synthetic narrative that reflects the best of 
recent historical scholarship and provides a 
jumping-off point for discussions in the U.S. 
history classroom and beyond. 448 pp.
978-1-50360-688-3 
___043852423 
paper 24.95

 
The American Yawp
978-1-50360-671-5 STAN
___043852378 
paper 24.95

 
Birth of a Cemetery
Forest Lawn Memorial-Park
John F. Llewellyn TOOP
For the first time, the true story of the early 
struggles to start the cemetery that became the 
famous Forest Lawn Memorial-Park are told by 
former Forest Lawn CEO  Llewellyn, the third 
and last generation to manage this uniquely 
Southern California institution. 476 pp.
978-0-9665801-6-7 
___046445950 34.75

 
British Justice and Turkish Leaders Accused 
of War Crimes Against Armenians in World 
War I
Walter C. Bandazian IBEX
Bandazian traces developments which 
led to the arrest, detention, and finally, 
the release of young Turks and their allies 
accused of committing war crimes during 
and after World War I against the Christian 
population of Ottoman Turkey, most notably 
the Armenians. 398 pp.
978-1-58814-184-2 
___046567737 paper NET 30.00

 
Bugs and Bullets
The True Story of an American Doctor on the 
Eastern Front During World War I
J. Breckinridge Bayne, M.D. CRMD
Ernest H. Latham, Jr., Ph.D., editor
A fascinating autobiographical account by 
an American doctor who bravely chose to 
remain behind enemy lines in Romania 
during World War I to care for the wounded 
and to aid the civilian population. Edited with 
an introduction by American scholar Latham 
Jr., this book provides valuable insight into 
life on the Eastern Front during the war. 310 
pp.
978-1-59211-015-5 
___046011097 25% 49.99

 
By More Than Providence
Grand Strategy and American Power in the 
Asia Pacific Since 1783
Michael Green COLU
In a history that spans the 18th century to 
the present, Green follows the development 
of U.S. strategic thinking toward East Asia, 
identifying recurring themes in American 
statecraft that reflect the nation’s political 
philosophy and material realities. 760 pp.
978-0-231-18043-6 
___044552633 
paper NET 26.00

 
The Canary Connection
Phillip Spolin LSIG
In an age permeated with torture and death, 
a brother’s daring attempt to save his sister 
casts their lives into the peril of escape 
to new lands. It is August 3, 1492, the day 
Christopher Columbus sets sail to the New 
World, and also the final day the King of 
Spain’s edict expels all Jews and Muslims, 
beginning the Jewish Diaspora. 348 pp.
978-1-64255-552-3 
___046520635 37.99

 
The Changing Meanings of the Welfare State
Histories of a Key Concept in the Nordic 
Countries
Nils Edling, editor BEBI
In this volume, specialists from Denmark, 
Finland, Sweden, Norway, and Iceland 
chronicle the historical trajectory of “the 
welfare state,” tracing the variable ways in 
which it has been interpreted, valued, and 
challenged over time. 362 pp.
978-1-78920-124-6 
___044886427 
10% 130.00
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Charting the Past
The Historical Worlds of Eighteenth-Century 
England
Jeremy Black INUP
Eighteenth-century England was a place 
of enlightenment and revolution, where 
new ideas abounded. But even as England 
propelled itself into the future, it was 
preoccupied with notions of its past. Black 
considers the interaction of history with 
knowledge and culture during this time and 
shows how this engagement with the past 
influenced English historical writing. 296 pp.
978-0-253-03777-0 
___042384047 
paper 25% 35.00

 
Charting the Past
978-0-253-03776-3 INUP
___042383897 
5% 80.00

 
Cinema, Nation, and Empire in Uzbekistan, 
1919-1937
Cloe Drieu INUP
Adrian Morfee, translator
Based on archival research in the Uzbek 
and Russian State Archives and on in-depth 
analyses of 14 feature-length films, Drieu’s 
work examines the lively debates within the 
totalitarian and so-called revisionist schools 
that invigorated Soviet historiography. 360 pp.
978-0-253-03784-8 
___042612781 
paper 25% 42.00

 
Cinema, Nation, and Empire in Uzbekistan, 
1919-1937
978-0-253-03783-1 INUP
___042612975 
5% 100.00

 
The Duchess of Landsfeld
Dov Silverman LSIG
Lola Montez was anything but well-behaved. 
Many were enamored by her sparkling blue 
eyes and midnight black hair, but she was 
captivated by fame, power, and money. In 
an age where women struggled for equality, 
she danced to the top where she eventually 
became the Duchess of Landsfeld. 656 pp.
978-1-944322-24-3 
___046617622 paper 20% 22.99

 
Engaging the Ottoman Empire
Vexed Mediations, 1690-1815
Daniel O’Quinn UNPN
O’Quinn investigates the complex 
interpersonal, political, and aesthetic 
relationships between Europeans and 
Ottomans in the long 18th century. Richly 
illustrated and provocatively argued, this 
volume demonstrates that study of the 
Ottoman world is vital to understanding 
European modernity. 552 pp.
978-0-8122-5060-2 
___043917298 
10% 75.00

 
Famous Gunfights of the American West
Dave Southworth WBSC
From the pages of this book spring the 
grit and daring of such gunfighters as Billy 
the Kid, Jesse James, Doc Holliday, Butch 
Cassidy, Bill Doolin, and the Dalton Gang. To 
many men, robbery and killing was a way of 
life. There were others intent on bringing the 
outlaws to justice. Here are their stories with 
an impressive gallery of photographs 414 pp.
978-1-890778-13-2 
___012565430 paper 36% 29.95

 
Frolicksome Women & Troublesome Wives
Wife Selling in England
Barb Drummond BCGM
French visitors claimed that if an Englishman 
was tired of his wife he could sell her at 
Smithfield Market. Yet it was never made 
illegal, and many pretended it did not happen 
at all. This is the story of English marriage and 
unmarriage, of human—and in particular—
women’s rights. This book is about English 
law, rituals, families, and much more. 266 pp.
978-1-912829-07-1 
___046498650 paper 15.35

 
The Greeks and the Making of Modern Egypt
Alexander Kitroeff AMUC
The first account of the modern Greek 
presence in Egypt from its beginnings during 
the era of Muhammad Ali to its final days 
under Nasser. 256 pp.
978-9-7741-6858-1 
___041725895 
5% 49.95

 
The History and Expressive Cultures of the 
Acholi of South Sudan
Saturnino Onyala LSIG
This historic work, the first of its kind, is an 
essential part of the modern Acholi story and 
a must-read for historians, anthropologists, 
sociologists, and those from Acholi 
backgrounds living around the world. Here, 
Onyala documents the rich histories and 
cultures of the Acholi of South Sudan. 658 pp.
978-0-648-43670-6 
___046909957 paper 5% 40.00
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The History of the Silk Road
The Land & Maritime Routes
Liu Yingsheng CDPY
This edition with high academic value not 
only comprehensively reflects the current 
research level of researches on the history of 
Silk Road in the Chinese academy, but also 
promotes academic exchanges among the 
world’s scholars who study the magnificent 
heritage of civilization. 640 pp.
978-6-05-991475-8 
___046662142 paper 50.00

 
How the Shopping Cart Explains Global 
Consumerism
Andrew Warnes UNCA
In his inventive new book, Warnes examines 
how the everyday shopping cart is connected 
to a complex web of food production and 
consumption that has spread from the 
United States throughout the world. 176 pp.
978-0-520-29529-2 
___044653532 
paper NET 24.95

 
How the Shopping Cart Explains Global 
Consumerism 
978-0-520-29528-5 UNCA
___043916854 
NET 85.00

 
It’s Never Going to Work.
A Tale of Art and Nonprofits in the 
Minneapolis Community
Jamie Schumacher MROE
Athena Currier, illustrator
Schumacher, a tireless advocate of the 
arts, shines a spotlight on the Northeast 
Arts community, nonprofits, and Altered 
Esthetics. The nonprofit gallery she founded, 
Altered Esthetics, continues to play a pivotal 
role in the Twin Cities’ art scene. 288 pp.
978-1-73263-500-5 
___046533668 paper 15.95

 
Jews Make the Best Demons
‘Palestine’ and the Jewish Question
Eric Rozenman WENT
Cover stories in The Atlantic and 
Commentary magazines have asked if it’s 
time for Jews to leave Europe. A mob at San 
Francisco State University screamed “Hitler 
didn’t finish the job!” at pro-Israel students. 
Such examples proliferate as an anti-Zionist/
anti-semitic indoctrination intensifies. Why is 
anti-semitism on the rise? 358 pp.
978-1-943003-20-4 
___046686160 paper 29.99

 
King and the Other America 
The Poor People’s Campaign and the Quest 
for Economic Equality
Sylvie Laurent UNCA
Foreword by William Julius Wilson
This volume explores a neglected and 
obscured episode of the late Civil Rights 
movement, The Poor People’s Campaign, 
designed by Martin Luther King, Jr., in 1967 
and carried out after his death. The often-
overlooked campaign brought together 
impoverished Americans of all races to 
demand better wages, better jobs, better 
homes, and better education. 384 pp.
978-0-520-28857-7 
___043884095 
paper 25% 29.95

 
King and the Other America
978-0-520-28856-0 UNCA
___043867322 
NET 85.00

 
The Kingdom and the Republic
Sovereign Hawai’i and the Early United 
States
Noelani Arista UNPN
Arista uncovers a trove of previously unused 
Hawaiian language documents to chronicle 
Hawaiians’ experience of encounter and 
colonialism in the 19th century, reconfiguring 
familiar histories of trade, proselytization, 
and negotiations over law and governance in 
Hawai’i. 328 pp.
978-0-8122-5073-2 
___043917310 
10% 45.00

 
Labour, Unions and Politics Under the North 
Star
A thorough history of politics in the Nordic 
countries from the 1700s to the 2000s.
978-1-78920-081-2 BEBI
___046574860 
paper 10% 34.95

 
Less Oil or More Caskets
The National Security Argument for Moving 
Away from Oil
Gregory A. Ballard PSTG
Ballard argues that changing the fuel in our 
vehicles and embracing new technologies 
in transportation will result in our country 
being on the path to oil-independence in 
two decades and will also result in saving 
the lives of the hundreds of thousands of 
soldiers stationed in the Middle East. 168 pp.
978-0-253-03744-2 
___042224691 
paper 30.00
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Marie of France
Countess of Champagne, 1145-1198
Theodore Evergates UNPN
In this engaging biography, Evergates offers 
a rounded view of Countess Marie of France 
as both a cultural patron and a successful 
ruler of Champagne, one of the wealthiest 
and most vibrant principalities in medieval 
France. 216 pp.
978-0-8122-5077-0 
___043917313 
10% 69.95

 
Memory, Politics, and Yugoslav Migrations to 
Postwar Germany
Christopher Molnar INUP
During Europe’s 2015 refugee crisis, more 
than a hundred thousand asylum seekers 
from the western Balkans sought refuge in 
Germany. This work tells the story of how 
Germans received the many thousands of 
Yugoslavs who migrated to Germany as 
political emigres, labor migrants, asylum 
seekers, and war refugees from 1945 to the 
mid-1990s. 320 pp.
978-0-253-03772-5 
___042383744 
paper 25% 40.00

 
Memory, Politics, and Yugoslav Migrations to 
Postwar Germany
978-0-253-03771-8 INUP
___042383786 
5% 85.00

 
The Midas of Manumission
The Orphan Samuel Gist and His Virginian 
Slaves
Barb Drummond BCGM
Samuel Gist was an orphan sent to Virginia 
in the early 18th century. He became rich 
as a tobacco trader and owned slave ships. 
But when he died, he freed his slaves. This is 
the story of transatlantic trade, slavery, and 
manumission, British and North American 
life and commerce, and the origins of colonial 
slavery and the kidnapping of children. 224 pp.
978-1-912829-04-0 
___046523165 paper 15.35

 
Native American Prayer Trees of Colorado
John Wesley Anderson LSIG
A work of research describing the modifying 
of trees by Native Americans for navigation, 
medicinal, burial, educational, and spiritual 
purposes, this text includes 70 pictures 
and illustrations and a Foreword by a Ute 
Reservation Elder. The fascinating work 
greatly moves forward the understanding of 
these cultural and spiritual landmarks. 130 pp.
978-1-943829-01-9 
___046875177 20% 37.95

 
Palestine to Israel: Mandate to State, 1945-
1948 (Volume I)
Rebellion Launched, 1945-1946
Monty Noam Penkower TURO
Seventy years after the creation of the State 
of Israel, this series offers the definitive 
narrative of the achievement of Jewish 
sovereignty in the beleaguered Promised 
Land. Extensive primary research and a lucid 
prose make Professor Penkower’s account a 
riveting reading experience. 400 pp.
978-1-61811-874-5 
___046808236 
paper 30% 35.00

 
Palestine to Israel: Mandate to State, 1945-
1948 (Volume I)
978-1-61811-873-8 TURO
___046808199 
5% 119.00

 
Palestine to Israel: Mandate to State, 1945-
1948 (Volume II)
 400 pp.
978-1-61811-877-6 TURO
___046808346 
paper 30% 35.00

 
Palestine to Israel: Mandate to State, 1945-
1948 (Volume II)
978-1-61811-876-9 TURO
___046808274 
5% 119.00

 
Partitions
A Transnational History of Twentieth-Century 
Territorial Separatism
Arie M. Dubnov STAN
and Laura Robson, editors
This volume offers the first collective history of 
the concept of partition, tracing its emergence 
in the aftermath of World War I and locating 
its genealogy in the politics of 20th-century 
empire and decolonization. 376 pp.
978-1-50360-767-5 
___042807108 
paper 29.95

 
Partitions
978-1-50360-698-2 STAN
___042807176 
90.00

 
The Pennsylvania Dutch
From Migration to Acculturation
Richard L.T. Orth SBNW
The customs, habits, and contributions 
of early Pennsylvania Dutch settlers are 
recounted in this volume. 216 pp.
978-1-62006-274-6 
___046566094 paper 36% 29.95
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Popular Music and Public Diplomacy
Transnational and Transdisciplinary 
Perspectives
Mario Dunkel TCIV
and Sina A. Nitzsche, editors
This volume illuminates the interrelation of 
popular music and public diplomacy from a 
transnational and transdisciplinary angle. The 
contributions argue that, as popular music 
has been a crucial factor in international 
relations, its diplomatic use has substantially 
impacted the global musical landscape of the 
20th and 21st centuries. 350 pp.
978-3-8376-4358-9 
___044440094 
paper NET 45.00

 
Prairie Imperialists
The Indian Country Origins of American 
Empire
Katharine Bjork UNPN
Bjork examines how the experiences of 
American Army officers on the domestic 
frontier shaped them for the later roles 
they played in U.S. expansion abroad in the 
Philippines, Cuba, and Mexico. 384 pp.
978-0-8122-5100-5 
___043917318 
10% 55.00

 
“Pretends to Be Free”
Runaway Slave Advertisements from 
Colonial and Revolutionary New York and 
New Jersey
Graham Russell Hodges FORD
and Alan Edward Brown, editors
This republication on the 25th anniversary 
of Pretends to Be Free recognizes the signal 
importance of its sterling presentation of 
northern self-emancipation. 416 pp.
978-0-8232-8215-9 
___043439334 
paper 35.00

 
Puzzles, Quiz and Activities Suitable for 
Social Events, Vol. 1
Ray Filby LSIG
A variety of puzzle and quiz which are suitable 
both for social events and for recreation at 
home. 240 pp.
978-1-999683-52-8 
___046953251 paper 30.00

 
Puzzles, Quiz and Activities Suitable for 
Social Events, Vol. 2
978-1-999683-54-2 LSIG
___046950634 paper 33.00

 
The Red Abalone Shell
The Last Crystal Trilogy, Book 2
Frances Schoonmaker LSIG
The second installment of The Last Crystal 
Trilogy is even more engaging than the first 
as Grace’s son, James, sets out on a journey 
full of danger, discovery, memory, and 
maturity. 294 pp.
978-0-9979607-7-8 
___046686314 paper 5% 16.00

 
Ruptures in the Everyday
Berghahn Books BEBI
This work offers views of modern Germany 
from the ground.
978-1-78920-082-9 
___046574740 
paper 10% 34.95

 
Selling the Sights
The Invention of the Tourist in American 
Culture
Will B. Mackintosh NYUP
Mackintosh takes readers on a fascinating 
journey through the origins of the American 
tourist, describing the cultural significance of 
this new type of traveler. 272 pp.
978-1-47988-937-2 
___043971911 
5% 35.00

 
Solitary
Alone We Are Nothing
Gladys Ambort WASB
This first English translation takes the reader 
inside the mind of a young woman isolated 
from all she knew—a true story of how a 
17-year-old paid harshly for her progressive 
beliefs. A valuable addition to the literature 
of political repression. 198 pp.
978-1-909976-61-0 
___046544529 paper 10% 29.95

 
Swahili Muslim Publics and Postcolonial 
Experience
Kai Kresse INUP
An exploration of the ideas and public 
discussions that have shaped and defined 
the experience of Kenyan coastal Muslims. 
304 pp.
978-0-253-03754-1 
___042240930 
paper 25% 35.00

 
Swahili Muslim Publics and Postcolonial 
Experience
978-0-253-03753-4 INUP
___042241129 
5% 85.00

 
Time and Power
Visions of History in German Politics, from 
the Thirty Years’ War to the Third Reich
Christopher Clark PRIN
The author of the national bestseller The 
Sleepwalkers explores how four leaders’ 
understanding of time informed their use of 
state power. 312 pp.
978-0-691-18165-3 
___046509909 
29.95
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Vagrants and Vagabonds
Poverty and Mobility in the Early American 
Republic
Kristin O’Brassill-Kulfan NYUP
This work explores the topics of social class 
and poverty and their implications in the 
early American republic. 280 pp.
978-1-47984-525-5 
___043971945 
5% 35.00

 
Viking Language 1, 2nd Ed.
Learn Old Norse, Runes, and Icelandic Sagas
Jesse L. Byock JLWM
Presented in a new smaller book size, this 
edition contains everything necessary 
to learn Old Norse, the language of the 
Iceland and Old Scandinavia. For beginner 
to advanced, the text includes graded 
lessons, saga readings, runes, myths, old 
Icelandic, grammar exercises, pronunciation, 
vocabulary, and study guides. 366 pp.
978-0-9881764-1-6 
___046676757 paper 39.99

 
Who Owns the News?
A History of Copyright
Will Slauter STAN
This volume explores the intertwined 
histories of journalism and copyright law in 
the United States and Great Britain, revealing 
how shifts in technology, government policy, 
and publishing strategy have shaped the 
media landscape. 344 pp.
978-1-50360-771-2 
___042780718 
paper 29.95

 
Who Owns the News?
978-1-50360-488-9 STAN
___042780677 
90.00

 
Workers on Arrival
Black Labor in the Making of America
Joe William Trotter UNCA
In his engrossing new history, Trotter charts 
the black working class’s vast contributions 
to the making of America, expanding upon 
America’s economic and idustrial growth 
and the real challenges confronting black 
urban communities today. 328 pp.
978-0-520-29945-0 
___043916916 
29.95

HISTORY - MILITARY / WAR

 
The Battle of Nashville
Recollections of Confederate and Union 
Soldiers
Lochlainn Seabrook SBMV
After the Battle of Nashville, Yankees proudly 
claimed that they had “crushed the backbone 
of the rebellion.” But the South didn’t rebel, 
and the Confederate Cause—conservatism—is 
more alive today than ever before. So what are 
the facts about this famous conflict? 150 pp.
978-1-943737-73-4 
___046887412 paper NET 9.99

 
Bubbleheads
The Med Run
Steven Brock LSIG
In this irreverent dramedy about a nuclear 
submarine on a 1980s Mediterranean run, 
John and Garrett and the rest of the crew 
endure the isolation, challenges, and lost 
loves navigating the USS Lapon deep 
beneath the ocean’s waves. 272 pp.
978-0-692-16617-8 
___046886707 paper 14.95

 
A Guide to the British Army’s Numbered 
Infantry Regiments of 1751-1881
Ray Westlake NVAM
The first in a series of British Army guides 
deals with the numbered regiments that 
existed between 1751, when the British 
infantry was ordered to discard their 
colonels’ names as titles and be known 
in future by number only, and 1881 when 
numerical designations were replaced by the 
now-familiar territorial names. 136 pp.
978-1-78331-473-7 
___046636095 paper 10% 45.00

 
Helping the Disabled Veteran
How to Assist Your Disabled Veteran’s 
Adjustment to Civilian Life
Joanna Romer MSIS
In this, her final, book, the late author 
suggests ways to assist disabled veterans 
leaving the military and trying to integrate 
back into mainstream society. 124 pp.
978-1-942891-78-9 
___046444278 paper 14.95

 
Shuttle Bombings in WWII
Robert Underhill LSIG
Six shuttle bombs raids were conducted to 
show cooperation with Russia. The raids 
had almost no military value and were 
forerunners of confrontations yet to come 
between the world’s two superpowers. 100 
pp.
978-1-947309-52-4 
___046468768 paper 14.95

 
Violence of Action
The Untold Stories of the 75th Ranger 
Regiment in the War on Terror
Marty Skovlund, Jr. LSIG
with LTC Charles Faint
and Leo Jenkins
Foreword by Mat Best
These are the stories of the 75th Ranger 
Regiment during the The Global War on 
Terrorism (GWoT). These events/missions 
forever changed the world view of Special 
Operations Forces. The 75th is a small but 
essential part of an elite fraternity of quiet 
professionals who selflessly dedicate their 
lives to protecting freedom. 404 pp.
978-0-9989005-0-6 
___046444982 paper 20% 23.75
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HOME IMPROVEMENT/CONSTRUCTION

 
My Home Journal
Troy Stallings LSIG
This journal was developed so that users 
could keep their thoughts organized during 
their journey building or remodeling a home. 
138 pp.
978-1-64255-514-1 
___046848386 paper 9.95

HOUSE & HOME

 
The Owners Success System to Home 
Construction
How to Save Time, Money and Eliminate 
Stress with Your Contractor
Troy Stallings LSIG
This book takes readers on a journey in 
home renovation or new construction. It 
shows how much time and energy it takes 
when starting this kind of a project and why a 
coach to look out for the owner’s best interest 
is needed. 146 pp.
978-1-64255-515-8 
___044352498 paper 9.95

HUMOR

 
Good Moaning France
Officer Crabtree’s Fronch Phrose Berk
Arthur Bostrum WASB
Foreword by Rick Wakeman
Bostrom, who played Crabtree in ‘Allo 
‘Allo!  on stage and screen, mixes vowels 
and mispronunciation as he strives to 
educate those less well-versed in the French 
“longwodge.” 114 pp.
978-1-909976-59-7 
___046946577 paper 10% 14.95

 
Postcards to Alice
Gail Gauvreau LSIG
A collection of hilarious travel stories 
that whisks the reader around the world 
and shows them the funnier side of 
misadventures in different countries. From 
the trials of a train trip in northern Africa to 
“sad” luggage in southeast Asia, this book 
delivers on the promise to amuse, entertain, 
and charm the reader. 294 pp.
978-1-999446-41-3 
___046533642 paper 13.99

 
Scantily Clad Truths
Essays on Life with Clothes (and Without)
Leslie C. Halpern LSIG
From panty lines to punch lines, these and 
other scantily clad truths are revealed in 
15 humorous personal essays with the 
common thread of clothing that provide the 
occasional, though well-deserved, dressing 
down from an award-winning author. 110 pp.
978-0-9993763-3-1 
___046636526 paper 5% 9.99

 
Someone Should Make That!
Drunken Ideas That Could Change the World
Lydia Hillary LBXD
A compendium of humorous ideas, 
complete with no real instructions, very 
little detail, and all of the numbskullery to be 
expected from the beer-soaked mind. Perfect 
as an inspirational book for the inventor or 
schemer. 104 pp.
978-1-936806-19-5 
___046957083 paper 12.95

 
Travel for Stoics
Empowering the Solo Traveler Who Is 
Obsessive, Introverted, and Compulsive
Eva Rome LSIG
Both a travel book and a survival manual, this 
edition explains how to master solo travel 
challenges while successfully managing 
an obsessive-compulsive personality and 
introverted self. 326 pp.
978-0-9678995-1-0 
___046877469 paper 17.95

 
You Are My Punshine
Compliments with a Punchline
Rob Patterson LBXD
This book of love-themed puns is a great way 
to express your admiration for a loved one 
in a lighthearted way! Full-color illustrations 
accompany beautiful typography on every 
page. 136 pp.
978-1-936806-20-1 
___046764664 paper 14.95

INSPIRATIONAL

 
7 Slates of Success
Wilson A. LaFaurie, Esq. LSIG
Slates of Success is based on even principles, 
handed down to the author 30 years ago by 
an elderly man named Pierre. The principles 
were passed down over thousands of years 
to the main character Walter. Walter uses 
the principles to gain worldly riches, but 
the dream is only fulfilled when he meets a 
young man named Norman. 214 pp.
978-1-73273-490-6 
___046810392 paper 16.99

 
Changing the Picture
Zig Ziglar’s Most Complete Series on 
Personal Growth and Success Ever Written
Zig Ziglar MFSP
Volume two of the legendary How to Stay 
Motivated series—the most complete series 
on personal growth and success ever written. 
This work focuses on what readers need to 
do in order to rise above their circumstances 
rather than being controlled by them. 180 pp.
978-1-61339-746-6 
___038859321 
paper 17.99
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A Passion in the Bones
Guide to Breaking the Chains of Negativity 
and Living Your Own Adventure
Elaine Howard RDBG
A motivational book based on one simple 
truth. When our minds are focused on 
something positive and exciting, our 
enthusiasm creates a positive energy that 
not only improves the quality of our lives, but 
also draws positive people and opportunities 
to us. 112 pp.
978-1-63576-588-5 
___046795477 
paper 12.99

 
Unapologetically Dope
Lessons for Black Women and Girls on 
Surviving and Thriving in the Tech Field
A. Nicki Washington, Ph.D. LSIG
Foreword by Brenda Darden Wilkerson
Black women and girls in the tech field face 
battles that often extend beyond academic 
performance or professional experience. 
Unapologetically Dope provides the lessons 
necessary to be successful yet still remain 
one’s most authentic self in a field where 
less than 1 percent of all graduates are Black 
women. 114 pp.
978-0-9847467-9-8 
___046803654 paper 14.95

 
Uncharted Waters
The Life and Loves of Emily Fahrmann, An 
Austrian Landlady’s Daughter
Editha Maria Flossmann ABZU
The author’s ultimate goal of writing her 
memoir was for cathartic reasons—to find 
inner peace from the turmoil and challenges 
of her “uncharted” life. 340 pp.
978-1-64314-051-3 
___046949365 paper 5% 13.99

LANGUAGE ARTS / LINGUISTICS / LITERACY

 
Championing Science
Communicating Your Ideas to Decision 
Makers
Roger D. Aines UNCA
and Amy L. Aines
This comprehensive guide shows scientists 
how to persuasively communicate complex 
scientific ideas to decision-makers in 
government, policy, and education, offering 
a wealth of real-world tactics. 272 pp.
978-0-520-29809-5 
___043884098 
paper 25% 29.95

 
Championing Science
978-0-520-29807-1 UNCA
___043867335 
NET 85.00

 
Connect Using Humor and Story
How I Got 18 Laughs 3 Applauses in a 7 
Minute Persuasive Speech
Ramakrishna Reddy LSIG
Reddy presents the secrets, tools, and 
devices that helped him create 18 laughs 
and three applauses in a seven-minute 
persuasive speech. 110 pp.
978-1-73221-274-9 
___044913717 paper 19.99

 
Mini Style Guide
An Introduction to Good Writing and 
Manuscript Presentation
Denise O’Hagan LSIG
An easy-to-use guide for writers, editors, 
and students, this resource will prove an 
invaluable tool helping anyone write clearly 
and present a manuscript professionally. 
It covers Plain English, references, and 
bibliographies, and publishing options, 
among other areas. 262 pp.
978-0-648-00205-5 
___046796149 paper 14.95

 
Publishing for Smarties
Finding a Publisher, 2nd Ed.
B.L. Ham MSIS
For authors in search of a publisher, this book 
is chock full of information about how to 
find one and provides a model for decision-
making to avoid wasting time in the process. 
164 pp.
978-1-942891-73-4 
___046521215 paper 14.95

 
To Comma or Not to Comma
The Best Little Punctuation Book Ever!
Arlene Miller BBCX
Why do commas have so many rules? Does 
the period go before or after the quotation 
mark? How do I use an ellipsis? Is a semicolon 
much different from a colon? Find out the 
answers to these and all other punctuation 
questions here. 156 pp.
978-0-9984165-6-4 
___046373200 paper 14.00

 
The Way to Begin
Get Your Story Out of Your Head
Michael W. Harkins LSIG
Ideas are easy, words on paper are hard, 
especially for beginners and new writers. 
The Way to Begin takes writers beyond “how 
do I start?” by providing a step-by-step path 
to confronting the blank page and actually 
writing a story’s opening pages. 70 pp.
978-0-9965672-3-7 
___046547386 paper 10.00

 
The Writer’s Guide to Achieving Success
A Workbook for Implementing the Plan
Theresa V. Wilson LSIG
The author provides direction and strategies 
to help those who find procrastination, 
family-life issues, career, and unexpected 
events play a role in delaying their ability to 
produce a completed work. 122 pp.
978-0-692-98377-5 
___046557156 paper 20% 14.99
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LEGAL REFERENCE / LAW PROFESSION

 
Attorney Drafted L-1 Intracompany-
Transferee Visa Application
Entreprenuer Visa for People Who Want Their 
Own U.S. Business Branch
Brian D. Lerner LSIG
An immigration attorney with over 25 years of 
experience shares a fully executited and real 
example of a complete L-1 Petition. 282 pp.
978-1-948774-07-9 
___046687162 paper 5% 110.00

 
Attorney Drafted U.S. Immigration Petitions
Attorney Drafted B-2 Application
Brian David Lerner LSIG
Want to come to the U.S., but do not know 
how to prepare a Visitor Visa? Here is an 
attorney-prepared Visitor Visa to use as a 
guide. It is a roadmap to success written by 
an immigration attorney. 46 pp.
978-1-948774-01-7 
___046444296 paper 35.00

 
Attorney Drafted U.S. Petitions
H-1b Specialty Occupation Work Visa for 
College Graduates
Brian D. Lerner LSIG
For those who have had their F-1 revoked or 
no longer are on a Student Visa, this resource 
is an attorney-drafted immigration F-1 
Reinstatement Petition with real examples 
of a cover letter, exhibits, declarations, and 
supporting evidence. It will allow improve 
the chance of success at getting the F-1 
Reinstatement approved at a fraction of the 
price. 118 pp.
978-1-948774-08-6 
___046687161 paper 5% 110.00

 
Attorney Drafted U.S. Sample Business Plan 
for The E-2 and L-1
Brian D. Lerner LSIG
A good business plan will help with the 
approvability of an L-1 or E-2 Visa. This 
business plan was drafted by an immigration 
attorney with over 25 years of experience. 
For those who cannot afford an immigration 
attorney, this is a great alternative. 46 pp.
978-1-948774-03-1 
___046654858 paper 5% 35.00

 
Dear Future Lawyer
An Intimate Survival Guide for the Minority 
Female Law Student
Neena R. Speer, ESQ. LSIG
The road to becoming a lawyer is difficult, 
especially for minority women. So the author 
recorded her raw, authentic experiences to 
provide readers with tools to apply to their 
law school and life journey. 92 pp.
978-0-692-16362-7 
___046454439 paper 26.95

 
The Debate That Changed the West
Grotius Versus Althusius
Ruben Alvarado WOBE
At the dawn of the modern age, a choice was 
made between two competing syntheses, 
one provided by Hugo Grotius, the other 
by Johannes Althusius. This choice proved 
fateful, because it determined the further 
course of Western civilization. 282 pp.
978-9-07-666051-6 
___046796320 paper 22.50

 
Intellectual Property Rights in China
Zhenqing Zhang UNPN
Zhang argues that China does respect 
international intellectual property rights, but 
only in certain cases. Here, he addresses the 
variation in the effectiveness of China’s IPR 
policy and explains the mechanisms for the 
uneven compliance with global IPR norms. 
320 pp.
978-0-8122-5106-7 
___043917322 
10% 69.95

 
Introduction to Employment Law, 5th Ed. 
Fundamentals for HR and Business Students
Kathy Daniels CPDK
Gain a thorough understanding of 
employment law and its application with this 
clear and easy-to-navigate textbook which is 
ideal for students with no experience of UK 
employment law. 312 pp.
978-0-7494-8414-9 
___044399464 
paper 15% 60.00

 
The New Stock Market
Law, Economics, and Policy
Merritt B. Fox et al. COLU
This volume covers a wide range of issues 
including the practices of high-frequency 
traders, insider trading, manipulation, short 
selling, broker-dealer practices, and trading 
venue fees and rebates. The book illuminates 
both the existing regulatory structure of 
our equity trading markets and how we can 
improve it. 336 pp.
978-0-231-18196-9 
___044552628 
NET 65.00

 
Personal Injury & Clinical Negligence:
Consumer Rights & Provider’s 
Responsibilities
Joel Akande STGH
The author addresses the gaping hole in the 
rights of consumers to consume goods and 
services that are free from harm. When an 
injury occurs, the consumer should and does 
have a right to correction and restitution. 224 
pp.
978-1-908064-33-2 
___046561024 paper 5% 18.00
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Screw Consent
A Better Politics of Sexual Justice
Joseph J. Fischel UNCA
Is consent the feminist holy grail to 
emancipated sex? This provocative new book 
argues “no” by focusing on what the politics 
of consent cannot teach us about the harm of 
harmful sex. 272 pp.
978-0-520-29541-4 
___043916856 
paper 25% 34.95

 
Screw Consent
978-0-520-29540-7 UNCA
___043916855 
NET 85.00

 
Unequal Profession
Race and Gender in Legal Academia
Meera E. Deo STAN
The first formal, empirical investigation into 
the law faculty experience using a distinctly 
intersectional lens, examining both the 
personal and professional lives of law faculty 
members. 248 pp.
978-1-50360-784-2 
___042807399 
paper 24.95

 
Unequal Profession
978-1-50360-430-8 STAN
___042807394 
85.00

 
The United States of Opioids
America’s Deadliest Health Crisis
Harry Nelson FOBE
Nelson offers a prescription for liberating a 
nation in pain.
978-1-946633-32-3 
___045698358 
24.99

LITERATURE - CLASSICS / CRITICISM

 
The Believer, Issue 123
February/March
The Believer, a five-time National Magazine 
Award finalist, is a bimonthly literature, arts, 
and culture magazine featuring journalism, 
essays, intimate interviews, an expansive 
comics section, poetry, and on occasion, 
delightful and unexpected bonus items.
978-0-9993231-9-9 BRMZ
___045776811 
paper 12.00

 
The Border and the Line
Race, Literature, and Los Angeles
Dean J. Franco STAN
Examining neighborhoods in east, south 
central, and west Los Angeles—and their 
imaginative representation by Chicana, 
African American, and Jewish American 
writers—this book investigates the moral 
and political implications of negotiating 
space. 208 pp.
978-1-50360-777-4 
___042807217 
paper 25.95

 
The Border and the Line
978-1-50360-729-3 STAN
___042807041 
85.00

 
Critical Rhythm
The Poetics of a Literary Life Form
Ben Glaser FORD
and Jonathan D. Culler, editors
Rhythm constitutes an untapped resource 
for understanding poetry, making legible a 
range of ways poetry affects us that cannot 
be parsed through the traditional resources 
of poetic theory. 288 pp.
978-0-8232-8203-6 
___043312247 
paper 35.00

 
Critical Rhythm
978-0-8232-8204-3 FORD
___043311874 
125.00

 
The Dancing Poet
Rabindranath Tagore and Modernity in 
Performance
Rimli Bhattacharya TKBK
Drawing on a range of visual archives 
and personal collections, this book casts 
Rabindranath Tagore as the “Dancing 
Poet”—in whom the contours of a pan-Indian 
diversity seek to merge, albeit selectively, 
with that of the world, eschewing most 
emphatically the territorial borders of the 
nation-state while reiterating civilizational 
strands. 232 pp.
978-9-382-38198-3 
___038830251 
NET 40.00

 
Divided Highways
Road Narrative and Nationhood in Canada
Heather MacFarlane UNOT
The road trip genre, well established in 
the literatures of Canada, is a natural 
outcome of the nation’s obsession with 
geography. Divided Highways examines the 
rich intersection of history and geography 
colour the sense of place and nationhood in 
road trip narratives written by Anglophone, 
Québécois, and Indigenous authors.
978-0-7766-2773-1 
___045593834 
paper 29.95
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Fixing Landscape
A Techno-Poetic History of China’s Three 
Gorges
Corey Byrnes COLU
Byrnes reconsiders China’s Three Gorges 
Dam in relation to the aesthetic history 
of the Gorges region over more than two 
millennia, thereby offering radically new 
ways of thinking about cultural and spatial 
production in contemporary China. 352 pp.
978-0-231-18806-7 
___044552693 
NET 65.00

 
Forms of a World
Contemporary Poetry and the Making of 
Globalization
Walt Hunter FORD
What happens when we think of poetry as 
a global literary form, while also thinking 
the global in poetic terms? This volume 
shows how the innovations of contemporary 
poetics have been forged against a backdrop 
of globalization. 192 pp.
978-0-8232-8221-0 
___043311916 
paper 30.00

 
Forms of a World
978-0-8232-8222-7 FORD
___043311876 
105.00

 
The Hard Facts of the Grimms’ Fairy Tales, 
Expanded Ed.
Maria Tatar PRIN
Murder, mutilation, cannibalism, infanticide, 
and incest: the darker side of classic fairy 
tales is the subject of this groundbreaking 
and intriguing study of Jacob and Wilhelm 
Grimm’s Nursery and Household Tales. 368 pp.
978-0-691-18299-5 
___044166310 
paper 22.95

 
In Gogol’s Shadow
Andrei Sinyavsky COLU
Josh Billings, translator
This irreverent and incisive analysis of 
Gogol’s life and work is a path-breaking 
exploration of literary creativity in times of 
strict censorship and ideological control. 384 
pp.
978-0-231-18177-8 
___038993199 
paper 19.95

 
In Gogol’s Shadow
978-0-231-18176-1 COLU
___038929036 
NET 40.00

 
In the Dark Room
Brian Dillon FZCE
Foreword by Frances Wilson
A lucid and delicate exploration of memory 
and grief from the author of Essayism. 272 
pp.
978-1-910695-72-2 
___042502263 
paper 17.95

 
The Literary Field Under Communist Rule
Ausra Jurgutiene ACDR
and Dalia Satkauskyte, editors
This volume widens the field of Soviet 
literature studies by interpreting it as 
a multinational project, with national 
literatures acting not as copies of the Russian 
model, but as creators of a multidimensional 
literary space. The book proposes a 
reconsideration of Pierre Bourdieu’s theory 
of literary field and discusses its functioning 
under communist rule. 260 pp.
978-1-61811-977-3 
___046881127 
5% 119.00

 
Los Angeles Review of Books Quarterly 
Journal: The Epistolary Issue
No. 21, Winter 2018
Medaya Ocher, editor LRFK
An independent, nonprofit, multimedia 
literary, and cultural arts magazine that 
combines the great American tradition of 
the serious book review with the evolving 
technologies of online publishing. 144 pp.
978-1-940660-40-0 
___042964828 
paper 12.00

 
A Mania of Love
J.N. Pratley LSIG
The latest literary masterpiece from Pratley 
features a memorable tale about two kinds 
of love: one that springs from disease and 
one that originates from love. It narrates 
the romantic exploits of Clarence, a bipolar 
classics professor, while on sabbatical on the 
Greek island of Hydra. 170 pp.
978-1-948817-95-0 
___046444286 paper 9.99

 
Mrs. Dalloway
Virginia Woolf CYAP
Enter the world of Clarissa Dalloway and 
enjoy the writings of one of the most prolific 
female authors of the 20th century with this 
beautifully rejuvenated edition of Woolf’s 
novel.
978-1-945186-78-3 
___046893475 
paper 5.99

 
My Book Club Journal
Marsha Blevins LSIG
A perfect reader’s companion for book 
discussions. Readers can make notes about 
the meeting and selected book to create an 
“at a glance” page. Each book entry has up 
to four lined pages for notes, insights, and 
thoughts on the book as well as a page for 
notes from the actual discussion. A must-
have for all book club readers. 92 pp.
978-1-73266-030-4 
___045828884 paper 12.00
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My Brilliant Friends
Our Lives in Feminism
Nancy Miller COLU
An innovative group biography of three 
friendships forged in second-wave feminism. 
Poignant and politically charged, the book 
is a captivating personal account of the 
complexities of women’s bonds. 240 pp.
978-0-231-19054-1 
___044552616 
NET 28.00

 
My Name Was Never Frankenstein
And Other Classic Adventure Tales Remixed
Bryan Furuness, editor INUP
This inventive collection reanimates favorite 
literary characters into new and exciting 
escapades, upending old territory and classic 
characters and reclaiming them for a new 
generation. 160 pp.
978-0-253-03635-3 
___041871134 
paper 18.00

 
My Name Was Never Frankenstein
978-0-253-03634-6 INUP
___041871149 
5% 75.00

 
Poetics of History
Rousseau and the Theater of Originary 
Mimesis
Philippe Lacoue-Labarthe FORD
Jeff Fort, translator
This short but potent text from a powerful 
European thinker places Rousseau at the 
origin of modern speculative philosophy 
by showing that his thinking on the theater 
articulates a radical thinking of originary 
mimesis that was to inflect the future of 
philosophy. 176 pp.
978-0-8232-8233-3 
___043311962 
paper 28.00

 
Poetics of History
978-0-8232-8234-0 FORD
___043311901 
95.00

 
Re-Discovering Age(ing)
Narratives of Mentorship
Emma Dominguez-Rue et al., editors TCIV
The contributions of this volume analyze this 
narrative of mentorship that offers a mirror 
and also a narrative practice through which 
ageist views of later life (and also of youth) 
may be undermined, while it at the same 
time enables a study of questions relevant to 
wisdom in old age. 204 pp.
978-3-8376-4396-1 
___044440588 
paper NET 30.00

 
Redemption Ground
Essays and Adventures
Lorna Goodison MCWV
In her first-ever collection of essays, poet and 
novelist Goodison interweaves the personal 
and political to explore themes that have 
occupied her working life: her love of poetry 
and the arts, colonialism and its legacy, 
racism and social justice, authenticity, and 
the enduring power of friendship. 224 pp.
978-1-912408-13-9 
___043668700 
paper 14.95

 
The Shahnameh
The Persian Epic as World Literature
Hamid Dabashi COLU
Dabashi insightfully traces the history, 
authorship, poetic significance, complicated 
legacy, and enduring significance of the 
Iranian epic poem the Shahnameh. In addition 
to explaining what makes it such a distinctive 
literary work, he makes a powerful case 
that we need to rethink the notion of “world 
literature” in light of the poem. 272 pp.
978-0-231-18344-4 
___044552614 
NET 35.00

 
Silence Would Be Treason, 2nd Ed.
The Last Writings of Ken Saro-Wiwa
Ide Corely et al., editors LSIG
These letters and poems are invaluable 
fragments of a living conversation that 
portrays the indomitable power in humans to 
stay alive in the face of certain death, evoking 
such intense memories of his resolute 
struggles against an oil behemoth and a deaf 
autocratic government. It was Saro-Wiwa’s 
leadership that forced Shell out of Ogoni in 
1993. 222 pp.
978-1-988832-24-1 
___046824359 paper 18.99

 
Thread II: Eurasian Literary Collection
compiled by Olga Mitakovich LSIG
Maria Kosheleva, illustrator
The Eurasian Creative Guild partners with 
the Belarusian Association for the Protection 
of Intellectual Property to present a collection 
of works by members and friends of the 
Eurasian Creative Guild, once united by one 
common cultural space—countries of the 
former Soviet Union. Russian ed. 76 pp.
978-1-910886-86-1 
___046893933 5% 22.50

 
Thread I
Russian ed.
978-1-910886-85-4 LSIG
___046794792 5% 22.50
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Topophrenia
Place, Narrative, and the Spatial Imagination
Robert Tally Jr. INUP
This volume gathers essays by Tally that 
explore the relationship between space, 
place, and mapping, on the one hand, and 
literary criticism, history, and theory on the 
other. The book provides an introduction to 
spatial literary studies, exploring in detail the 
theory and practice of geocriticism, literary 
cartography, and the spatial humanities 
more generally. 256 pp.
978-0-253-03766-4 
___042383937 
paper 25% 30.00

 
Topophrenia
978-0-253-03770-1 INUP
___042383813 
5% 75.00

 
Who Can Speak and Who Is Heard/Hurt?
Facing Problems of “Race,” Racism and 
Ethnic Diversity in the Humanities in 
Germany
Mahmoud Arghavan et al., editors TCIV
Departing from a critique of practices 
employed by the German branch of American 
studies, this volume offers (self-)reflective 
approaches by scholars from different 
fields in the German humanities. It seeks to 
provide a solid basis for thorough and candid 
discussions of the mechanisms behind and 
the implications of racialized power relations 
in the humanities and society at large. 300 pp.
978-3-8376-4103-5 
___044552272 
paper NET 40.00

 
Wordsworth’s Poetry, 1815-1845
Tim Fulford UNPN
Fulford argues that Wordsworth’s later 
work reveals an unexpectedly varied and 
innovative poet. Writing from the perspective 
of age, Wordsworth remodeled the poetry 
of his youth, creating a body of work that 
changed the terms of love poetry, political 
poetry, and the poetry of memorialization. 
376 pp.
978-0-8122-5081-7 
___043917316 
10% 75.00

LOVE / SEX / MARRIAGE

 
Connect
How to Love and Accept Yourself After 
Divorce
Dawn Burnett CNBS
Fifty percent of marriages end in divorce in 
the U.S. Although this is a shocking statistic, 
the end result doesn’t have to be traumatic. 
Get ready to be inspired to thrive instead of 
cry. 192 pp.
978-1-948484-12-1 
___043312009 
paper 13.99

 
Fear of Flying Solo
An Empowering Guide to Recovery from 
Divorce
Marsha Vaughn MGAM
A licensed clinical social worker teaches 
those going through divorce how to manage 
the transition and all of the overwhelming 
to-do’s that come with it. She guides them 
through asking for support, what to do (or 
not do) about sex and dating, how to begin 
anew, and what practices carry them forward 
into their new lives. 170 pp.
978-1-64279-011-5 
___043524616 
paper 16.95

 
Kinky Sex Tips for Curious Girls
A BDSM Activity Book for Beginners
Mona Darling LSIG
Written by a professional dominatrix with 
over 20 years experience teaching people 
about kink and BDSM, this whimsical color 
book is packed full of solid information. From 
negotiation to aftercare and everything, in 
between this is the perfect book for curious 
beginners. 238 pp.
978-0-9889647-2-3 
___043757788 paper 25.00

 
Unhitched
Unlock Your Courage and Clarity to Unstick 
Your Bad Marriage
Sunny Joy McMillan MGAM
McMillan offers a heart-centered guide for 
women in unhappy marriages. 192 pp.
978-1-64279-037-5 
___044060225 
paper 17.95

 
What’s Happening to Us?
How the Quest for Equality Has Eroded 
Communication and Connectedness in Our 
Relationships
Regg Miller CNBS
Has the pursuit of gender equality altered 
“real men” as women gained power? Are 
those same women any happier? Can 
a relationship survive the struggle and 
frustration from the turmoil? Miller offers an 
honest exploration of these questions and 
more. 240 pp.
978-1-948484-29-9 
___044230374 
paper 14.99

MATHEMATICS

 
Mastering Algebra, 2nd Ed. 
An Axiomatic Approach
Roger W. Oster LSIG
This book takes a different approach to 
learning algebra: instead of just robotically 
practicing the rules of algebra, it explains 
the “why” of the rules. It provides a deep 
understanding of the axioms, definitions, and 
theorems governing algebra, and through 
assimilating the power of their recursive 
patterns gain mastery of the subject. 178 pp.
978-0-9987133-0-4 
___045689730 paper 19.85
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Multiplication Facts: A Self-Study Guide
Practice Worksheets
Shobha Pandey LSIG
Just like learning to walk before a person can 
run, learning and familiarizing oneself with 
numbers are building blocks for other math 
topics taught in school such as division, long 
multiplication, fractions, and algebra. 110 pp.
978-0-9997408-1-1 
___046919930 paper 5% 9.95

MEDICAL / NURSING

 
31 1/2 Essentials for Running Your Medical 
Practice
Dr. John Guiliana GBAH
and Dr. Hal Ornstein
with Mark Terry
The authors map out practical, turnkey 
solutions to the harsh realities facing 
medical, dental, and all healthcare practices, 
including: tough competition, patient 
expectations, shrinking reimbursement, 
litigation, malpractice insurance costs, 
complex regulations, high rents, soaring 
utilities, and other challenges. 166 pp.
978-0-9827055-1-3 
___046658833 paper 69.95

 
Accreditation Ready For Aged Care 
Professionals
Smart Strategies for Successful Stress-Free 
Audits
Felicity Hamilton LSIG
Running an aged-care organization and 
being prepared for accreditation 24/7 can be 
complicated, but it doesn’t have to be. With 
the right tools, knowledge and technology, an 
organization can transition from stress, waste, 
and confusion to being forever Accreditation 
Ready. The secret is having one simple system 
supporting the complex world. 172 pp.
978-0-648-38270-6 
___046644173 paper 20.00

 
An Adolescent’s Guide to ME/CFS
Vidhima Shetty LSIG
An essential resource addressing a hidden 
health crisis. Young people dealing with 
chronic fatigue syndrome not only have to 
deal with their illness but also with the lack 
of understanding from the outer world. This 
edition provides an excellent overview of 
what this disease is including its history and 
possible causes. 122 pp.
978-0-9995162-3-2 
___046467629 paper 25% 9.99

 
Bedside Ultrasound, Level 1, 2nd Ed. 
Peter Steinmetz, M.D. LSIG
This introductory handbook has received 
outstanding reviews as a practical reference 
for healthcare workers starting to apply 
point of care ultrasound. The second edition 
includes expanded chapters, national 
CPoCUS guidelines, false-positives and false-
negatives, new figures to better illustrate 
important concepts, and new instructional 
videos. 212 pp.
978-0-9919566-8-5 
___046888216 paper 5% 63.50

 
Breakdown
A Clinician’s Experience in a Broken System 
of Emergency Psychiatry
Lynn Nanos, L.I.C.S.W. LSIG
The author opens a dialogue with anyone 
interested in improving the system of care for 
the seriously mentally ill population. Using 
vignettes based on real interactions with 
patients, their families, police officers, and 
other mental health providers, Nanos shares 
her passion for helping this population. 296 pp.
978-0-692-16842-4 
___046963209 paper 5% 13.50

 
Do Food Labels Drive You Crazy? A Simple 
Start to Basic Nutrition Knowledge
Maria Sakowitz, MS, RDN OKIT
With recent changes to the labeling system, 
there is more confusion than ever. This book is 
a simple start to basic nutrition knowledge that 
can empower anyone to take control of food 
choices and make sense of the information 
printed on food labels. Learn to read labels 
fast, make sense of the information, and avoid 
false nutrition claims. 58 pp.
978-1-977200-26-6 
___046287364 paper 20% 19.95

 
The Evolutionary Mechanism of Human 
Dysfunctional Behavior
Relaxation of Natural Selection 
Pressures Throughout Human Evolution, 
Excessive Diversification of the Inherited 
Predispositions Underlying Behavior, and 
Their Relevance to Mental Disorders
Ivan Fuchs RDBG
A highly renowned psychiatrist argues that 
while humanity is by far the most successful 
animal in the animal kingdom, when it 
comes to instincts that ensure the survival of 
the species, we pull against natural selection. 
604 pp.
978-1-63576-601-1 
___046574846 
59.99

 
Fecal Transplant
New Treatment for Ulcerative Colitis, Crohn’s, 
Irritable Bowel Disease, Diarrhea, C.Diff., 
Multiple Sclerosis, Autism, and More: How to 
Change Your Own Gut Bacteria to Heal Your 
Immune System, Brain and Digestive Tract.
Diane York, MS, CRC LSIG
The complete guide to fecal microbiota 
transplant includes who might benefit from 
FMT and how to find donors, test them, and 
do it at home or find professionals who can 
help. The text includes the latest research 
on application of FMT for ulcerative colitis, 
Crohn’s, C. diff., MS, Parkinson’s Disease, 
autism, and more. 238 pp.
978-0-9889734-1-1 
___046767849 paper 20% 19.99
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First International Conference of Tibetan 
Medicine
Man - Medicine - Society
Chogyal Namkhai Norbu LSIG
This publication contains the transcription 
of the proceedings of the First International 
Conference of Tibetan Medicine held April 
26-30, 1983, in the Giorgio Cini Foundation, 
Venice and the Municipality of Arcidosso, 
Merigar, Italy. 248 pp.
978-8-87834-162-3 
___046938386 paper NET 15.99

 
The Handbook for Credentialing Healthcare 
Providers
Ellis M. “Mac” Knight, MD, MBA, FACP, 
FACHE, FHM GBAH
This handbook enables an organization 
to systemize the tedious, ongoing, and 
mandatory process of credentialing a 
medical staff and to understand why it’s 
important. 50 pp.
978-0-9972847-6-8 
___039243656 paper 59.00

 
Hematology
Pathophysiology, Diagnosis and Treatment
Sante Tura et al. LSIG
The 13th edition of a book written for 
students and specialists who are interested 
in developing a fundamental understanding 
of pathology and treatment of hematologic 
diseases. 526 pp.
978-8-89385-083-4 
___046480139 20% 95.00

 
Lean Six Sigma for the Medical Practice
Improving Profitability by Improving 
Processes
Frank Cohen, MPA, GBAH
contributed by Owen Dahl, MBA, FACHE, CHBC
This book is written to translate Lean Six 
Sigma principles, and to provide the tools 
specifically needed for the real-world 
medical practice environment. 260 pp.
978-0-9768343-9-7 
___005270313 paper 89.00

 
The Nightingale Gene
Lessons to Living a Balanced Life and Having 
the Nursing Career of Your Dreams
Jayne Van Brunt MGAM
The first in a trilogy highlighting caregiving as 
a demanding, yet rewarding, profession that 
forces work-life imbalance, The Nightingale 
Gene provides lessons for those who make 
caring for others a priority over taking care 
of themselves. 172 pp.
978-1-64279-026-9 
___044298949 
paper 14.95

 
Own the Phone
Proven Ways of Handling Calls, Securing 
Appointments, and Growing Your Healthcare 
Practice
Spencer Peller GBAH
Peller offers a detailed plan for phone 
improvement which can generate quick 
results for any medical practice. This includes 
in-depth instructions on how to set up office 
phones to the best advantage. 154 pp.
978-0-9910135-6-2 
___046788118 paper 54.00

 
Pain Heroes
Stories of Hope and Recovery
Alison Sim LSIG
Pain is experienced by everyone at some 
point in their life. Some people experience 
pain that hangs around longer than it 
should. This books tells the stories of people 
who have experienced persistent pain and 
recovered. It also gives practical, evidence-
based advice on how to embrace what 
modern science says about pain in order to 
recover. 146 pp.
978-0-648-32500-0 
___045154576 paper 15.00

 
The Patient-Centered Payoff
Driving Practice Growth Through Image, 
Culture, and Patient Experience
Judy Capko GBAH
and Cheryl Bisera
Learn the steps a practice can take to reap 
the many payoffs of achieving high patient-
centered standards without having to make 
a big financial investment. 262 pp.
978-0-9883040-6-2 
___020062991 paper 64.00

 
Physician: Time to Invest in Yourself!
Work-Life Balance, the Needs of the Patient, 
and Medical-Legal Risk Management
Timothy E. Paterick, MD, JD, MBA, GBAH
and Elizabeth P. Ngo, MD
Written for physicians who feel as if they 
race from patient to patient and procedure to 
procedure without time to pause and reflect, 
and those who feel that they are melting 
down both physically and emotionally, this 
volume is the ideal resource to help turn 
things around. 160 pp.
978-0-9974472-6-2 
___039243694 paper 38.50

 
Staffing the Medical Practice
Deborah Walker Keegan, Ph.D., FACMPE, 
MGUM
and Elizabeth W. Woodcock, MBA, FACMPE, CPC
The authors discuss staffing tools and 
techniques to help medical practice 
administrators create the right care team for 
their medical practice—one that is current with 
today’s delivery system and that optimizes 
provider productivity and efficiency, practice 
profitability, staff recruitment and retention, 
and patient value. 298 pp.
978-1-56829-546-6 
___046567773 paper 20% 69.00
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Why Am I Sick?
Eliminate the Causes and Be Well Forever!
Dr. George J. Georgiou, Ph.D., D.Sc (AM), 
N.D. LSIG
Behind all chronic diseases there is a myriad 
of causes that keep the disease alive. Simply 
suppressing the symptoms with medications 
will not help to eliminate the underlying 
causes. This book discusses many of the 
“hidden” causes that are often overlooked in 
chronic disease and what to do about them 
using natural healing protocols. 400 pp.
978-9-925569-20-5 
___046897679 paper 5% 29.99

MUSIC

 
Build Your Music Career from Scratch, 2nd 
Ed. 
Andrae Alexander LSIG
The author offers a step-by-step guide for 
those who are interested in becoming a 
successful musical artist. 158 pp.
978-1-947041-19-6 
___046639388 paper 19.99

 
Dead Straight Guide to Queen
Phil Chapman RDPT
Few bands embodied the pure excess of the 
Seventies like Queen. Theatrical, brilliant, 
even mercurial—there has never been 
another band like them, or a frontman like 
Freddie Mercury. This work tells the full story 
of the band and its members from pre-Queen 
to post-Freddie. 304 pp.
978-1-911346-33-3 
___042530231 
paper 24.95

 
Dead Straight Guide to The Jam
Rick Buckler RDPT
and Ian Snowball
Jam drummer Buckler was one-third of 
the powerhouse sound of The Jam along 
with Paul Weller and Bruce Foxton. He talks 
readers through the formation of The Jam 
and their early days, picks the 50 greatest 
Jam tracks and shares how they were 
written, and critiques every studio album 
as well as listing every tour, The Jam on TV, 
awards, video locations, and more. 304 pp.
978-1-911346-08-1 
___042530132 
paper 24.95

 
Dreaming with Open Eyes
Opera, Aesthetics, and Perception in 
Arcadian Rome
Ayana O. Smith UNCA
This work examines visual symbolism in late 
17th-century Italian opera, contextualizing 
the genre amid the broad ocularcentric 
debates emerging at the crossroads of the 
early modern period and the Enlightenment. 
328 pp.
978-0-520-29815-6 
___043916888 
NET 70.00

 
Guitar Logic, 9th Ed. 
Patterns for Creative Expression
Fletcher Epperson LSIG
A definitive book of guitar instruction for 
beginner to pro that, for the first time, 
seamlessly integrates the improvisation 
of blues, jazz, rock, and country into the 
Western musical system for the guitarist to 
have every tool available to easily focus on 
being creative. 250 pp.
978-0-692-14017-8 
___046547539 paper 29.99

 
The Life and Times of Blind Boy Billy
Y’All Don’t Know the Half of It
Bill Wharton LSIG
The author filets the story of his life, smokes 
it, and sandwiches it between original songs, 
photos, and recipes. Wharton is the Sauce 
Boss, known for his gastronomic boogie-
woogie, and his Liquid Summer Hot Sauce. 
He cooks a big pot of gumbo on stage, and 
serves it up for free. 136 pp.
978-0-692-17309-1 
___046808151 paper 24.99

 
Obsessed with Cigar Box Guitars, 2nd Ed.
Over 120 Hand-Built Guitars from the 
Masters
David Sutton CMHU
The author of Cigar Box Guitars shares 
his amazing photo gallery of handmade 
musical greatness. This work includes a new 
step-by-step project for building one’s own 
tenor ukulele, and instructions for playing 
homemade guitars using both innovative 
and traditional techniques. 208 pp.
978-1-62008-313-0 
___042898146 
paper 19.99

 
Sounding Brass
A Curious Musical Partnership
S.P. Somtow DPOD
An extraordinary tale of a collaboration 
between a composing prodigy and a 
Washington politician, the story of how a 
Thai schoolboy came to create the entire 
oevre of an American composer is fabulous 
in the true sense of the world—a modern 
mythic journey. 212 pp.
978-1-940999-33-3 
___046876669 35.00

 
Stravinsky in the Americas
Transatlantic Tours and Domestic Excursions 
from Wartime Los Angeles (1925-1945)
H. Colin Slim UNCA
Foreword by Richard Taruskin
This work explores the “pre-Craft” period 
of Igor Stravinsky’s life, from when he first 
landed on American shores in 1925 to the 
end of World War II in 1945. Through a rich 
archival trove of ephemera, correspondence, 
photographs, and other documents, eminent 
musicologist Slim examines the 20-year 
period which ended with Stravinsky as a 
popular figure in American culture. 488 pp.
978-0-520-29992-4 
___043916924 
NET 45.00
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The Theory and Creation of Music
A Comprehensive Guide to Composing Your 
Own Music
Ryan Taylor BZXY
For those with a passion for music, this 
resource explains how to explore the art of 
improvisation,  develop a clear understanding 
of music theory, uncover the deep principles 
and inner workings of musical expression, 
and other topics. 472 pp.
978-1-73248-190-9 
___046785227 36% 75.00

NATURE / FIELD GUIDE BOOKS

 
Birdsong After the Storm
Averting the Tragedy of Global Wildlife Loss
Margi Prideaux LSIG
There is a storm brewing. People are choosing 
between the market, people, and wildlife. In 
this poignant essay, Dr. Prideaux describes 
how to amplify voices from Africa, Asia, and 
Latin America to design a promising future. 
Tragedy can be averted. People can choose 
to hear the birdsong after the storm. 126 pp.
978-1-925856-10-1 
___046821096 25% 23.95

 
Conscious Conservation: Less Doing, More 
Being
Dr. Hayley R. Adams LSIG
Through the conscious approach to 
conservation, readers will learn to transform 
their perspective, their mindset, and their 
approach in order to create positive change 
amidst the modern crisis. 152 pp.
978-0-9998557-0-6 
___046686145 paper 9.99

 
Foraging for Survival
Edible Wild Plants of North America
Mykel Hawke SYHO
and Douglas Boudreau
Readers learn how to find tasty and 
ecofriendly food in the wild with the help of 
this comprehensive guide. 160 pp.
978-1-51073-833-1 
___042240889 
paper 14.99

 
The Moon
NASA Images from Space
Amherst Media Inc, editor AMHM
Enjoy hundreds of NASA photographs and 
illustrations of the Moon that show up-
close lunar details, history, exploration, 
composition, surveys, geography, and its 
awe-inspiring wonders. 128 pp.
978-1-68203-368-5 
___043145932 
paper 24.95

 
Tsavo
Oddball Reseachers Use Data and Guns to 
Save African Elephants
Daniel B. Botkin LSIG
with Joan Melcher
Based on real research and attempts to save 
African elephants, this volume introduces 
some of the strangest characters in the 
world, the kind of people who can’t survive in 
normal society and, with their odd behavior, 
retreat to wilderness. 388 pp.
978-1-949574-03-6 
___045844857 paper 5% 9.99

 
A Year on the Wild Side
A Naturalist’s Almanac
Briony Penn THOO
A freshly designed, new edition of a 
funny weekly chronicle that offers a year-
long, intimate view of the flora and fauna 
populating the West Coast. 224 pp.
978-1-77151-267-1 
___040610746 
paper 18.00

NEW AGE / PARAPSYCHOLOGY

 
Areekeera™ Vibration
Healing Yourself from Within
Julie Lewin LSIG
A welcome and timely self-care breakthrough 
book for people who want to transform their 
lives and have improved health and well 
being, this is the perfect companion for 
“Medical Medium” books. Healing requires 
a multi-pronged approach. 220 pp.
978-0-9874957-1-6 
___046669844 paper 36% 25.23

 
Awakening Darkness
J.M. Seis LSIG
Awakening Darkness is a first-person account 
of a gay child in a mental institution. Seis also 
portrays a feminist awakening by a young 
girl in a violent male-dominant society where 
abuse of power is rampant. Along with the 
photos and drawings, this book illustrates 
a time in the history of mental health rarely 
written about. 330 pp.
978-0-9996960-0-2 
___046917103 paper 19.95

 
Dream Come True
How Love, Gratitude, and Simplicity Can 
Bring Your Beautiful Dream to Life!
Diana Davin MOCO
Filled with Davin’s best hope-addicted, 
dream-seeking ideas, this resource explains 
how dreams keep hope alive and let people 
stretch, learn, invent, make new connections, 
and create fresh ideas precisely because they 
believe they can. 178 pp.
978-1-891019-39-5 
___046767807 paper 12.95
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Elfhame’s Children
The Covenant of Witch and Faery
Veronica Cummer PEDB
Cummer explores, explains, enlightens, and 
fleshes out that most important covenant. 
Using personal experiences, research, Faery 
messages, divination, rituals, crafts, recipes, 
and meditations, she guides the reader 
through the World of Faery in a way that only 
one truly “of the blood” can do. 318 pp.
978-1-936922-91-8 
___046445942 paper 20% 24.95

 
Get Powerful Now
Your Guide to Moving on
Carol Zurita MGAM
A woman’s guide from zero to becoming her 
own hero after “he” is gone. 100 pp.
978-1-64279-036-8 
___043776889 
paper 9.95

 
Life Is But a Dream
Understanding Your Self Through 
Understanding Your Dreams
Tarak Uday LSIG
Dreams will finally make sense. Learn what 
dreams are, why people dream, where 
they come from, and, most importantly, 
begin learning how to derive the message 
contained within every dream. 100 pp.
978-1-73281-161-4 
___046880498 paper 9.99

 
Master in the Making
Julie Ann Guthrie-Smulson LSIG
In this stranger-than-fiction memoir about 
a spiritual awakening journey, a woman 
follows a mystical supernatural path to heal 
her broken heart only to lead to another path 
in becoming a spiritual energy healer. 188 
pp.
978-1-73255-203-6 
___046502326 paper 18.95

 
Necronomicon, 10th Anniversary Collector’s Ed. 
The Anunnaki Bible
Joshua Free, editor LSIG
The Necronomicon of Mesopotamia... 
Sumerians... Star-Gates of Babylon... The 
Anunnaki... “Ancient Alien Gods...” Igigi 
“Watchers” of the Old Testament... Religion, 
mythology, and magick of a long-lost 
forgotten age returns in this revised and 
updated collector’s edition. 402 pp.
978-0-692-19010-4 
___046689045 50.00

 
Now Is the Time
A Manual for the True Spiritual Warrior
S.D. Kaplan LSIG
A manual for all true spiritual warriors and for 
anyone that wishes to improve and use their 
true potential to create positive change, this 
resource details the change in consciousness 
that is needed. 110 pp.
978-1-73216-352-2 
___046617122 paper 12.99

 
One with God
Awakening Through the Voice of the Holy 
Spirit, Book 2
Marjorie Tyler et al. LSIG
The second volume in the series demonstrates 
the daily progression of awakening for three 
women who all hear the Voice of the Holy 
Spirit. The text is a vehicle to help the reader 
awaken from the dream of separation. It will 
guide them to the understanding of how best 
to hear the Holy Spirit. 262 pp.
978-0-9965785-2-3 
___036344305 paper 25% 19.99

 
One with God
Awakening Through the Voice of the Holy 
Spirit, Book 3
Marjorie Tyler et al. LSIG
A continuation of the primary teaching of A 
Course in Miracle  to hear the Voice of the 
Holy Spirit and to awaken from the dream 
of separation. Through 114 daily dictations 
readers are guided in an awakening process 
demonstrated by the lives of the three 
authors who are guided by their Inner Voice. 
404 pp.
978-0-9965785-6-1 
___040826844 paper 25% 19.95

 
One with God
Awakening Through the Voice of the Holy 
Spirit, Book 4
Marjorie Tyler et al. LSIG
Through 97 daily dictations readers are guided 
in an awakening process demonstrated by 
the lives of the three authors who are guided 
by their Inner Voice. 360 pp.
978-0-9965785-8-5 
___046820421 paper 25% 19.95

 
Prioridades Para Un Planeta En Transición
Los Hermanos del Espacio Por La Justicia Y 
La Libertad
Gerard Aartsen BDUG
In the context of the current world situation, 
Aartsen reveals that space visitors have 
warned humanity since World War II about 
the crisis mankind faces today. He provides 
an irresistibly hopeful perspective of a 
sustainable and peaceful future. Spanish ed. 
200 pp.
978-9-08-154958-5 
___046515082 paper 20% 16.00

 
UFOs and the ET Presence
Rosemary Ellen Guiley, editor LSIG
A must-have anthology of authoritative 
articles on the evidence for UFOs and ETs 
by researchers, scientists, and experiencers, 
spanning 1948 to the present from the 
archives of FATE magazine. Illustrated with 
45 original photos and drawings. 262 pp.
978-1-942157-33-5 
___046877473 paper 19.95
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NONFICTION - TRUE CRIME / ESPIONAGE

 
9/11 Overlooked Facts
How the Carnage Was Carried Out
Patrick Freeman LSIG
The author presents an analysis of the floor 
disappearance rate at the Twin Towers that 
made any previously proposed method 
of destruction pointless. The confirmed 
Pentagon crash plane swap explains why 
there were no plane victims at the site of 
the blasted-to-smithereens plane outside all 
over the grounds. These newly detailed facts 
are a must read. 96 pp.
978-0-692-18028-0 
___046372617 paper 25.00

 
Smuggler’s Blues
A True Story of the Hippie Mafia
Richard Stratton ARCK
The memoir of the unlikeliest of kingpins, 
this volume tells of Stratton’s adventure 
while centering on his last years of work 
as he travels from New York to Lebanon’s 
Bekaa Valley to source and smuggle high-
grade hash in the midst of civil war, from the 
Caribbean to the backwoods of Maine, and 
from the Chelsea Hotel to the Plaza as his 
fortunes rise and fall. 320 pp.
978-1-62872-911-5 
___039105424 
paper 16.99

PERFORMING ARTS

 
Colored Flames
An Anthology of Contemporary Dramatic 
Plays
Florence J. Mills LSIG
Colored Flames includes five original, 
dramatic plays that deal with issues 
concerning the human condition. This 
collection of plays has something for 
everyone. They draw on the human 
experience and make people laugh and cry. 
206 pp.
978-0-692-16154-8 
___046444463 paper 5% 25.00

 
The ‘d’ Monologues
Kaite O’Reilly ORON
This unique collection of fictional dramatic 
monologues was written specifically for D/
deaf and disabled performers. Covering a 
wide variety of form, content, and theatrical 
styles, the monologues challenge and 
subvert preconceptions of disability and 
celebrate the possibilities of human variety.
978-1-78682-635-0 
___046534253 
paper 22.95

 
Paul Bunyan, Two Old Men, and a Wizard
A Collection of Fantasy, Absurdist, and 
Theatrical Plays from a Career in Theatre
Bob May LSIG
This edition contains 15 proven gems from 
10-minute plays to full-length scripts. 596 pp.
978-0-692-17963-5 
___046741194 paper 5% 29.99

PHILOSOPHY

 
Being with the Dead
Burial, Ancestral Politics, and the Roots of 
Historical Consciousness
Hans Ruin STAN
Ruin’s premise is that people can explore 
their lives with the dead as a cross-cultural 
existential, a priori out of which the basic 
forms of historical consciousness emerge. 
272 pp.
978-1-50360-775-0 
___042807427 
paper 24.95

 
Being with the Dead
978-0-8047-9131-1 STAN
___042807090 
85.00

 
Chakras, Meridians, and the Color Energies
Patsy Stanley LSIG
This book is about the chakra network and its 
systems, describing how an ancient spiritual 
energy system utilizing the elements 
and color energies works. It offers a brief 
metaphysical-philosophical explanation of 
the chakra network and the meridian energy 
structures the color energies travel through. 
80 pp.
978-1-73261-936-4 
___046877822 paper 7.00

 
Elemental Discourses
John Sallis INUP
Sallis’ thought is oriented to two overarching 
tasks: to bring to light the elemental in nature 
and to show how the imagination operates at 
the very center of human experience. 200 pp.
978-0-253-03723-7 
___043905042 
paper 25% 30.00

 
Elemental Discourses
978-0-253-03722-0 INUP
___043905144 
5% 80.00

 
The Elements
Patsy Stanley LSIG
This book combines philosophical, scientific, 
and metaphysical thinking to the elements. 
It offers a brief explanation of the spiritual 
nature of the elements, their power 
and organic spirituality, and its spiritual 
practitioners. 84 pp.
978-0-9997453-5-9 
___046804233 paper 7.00
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The Idea of Unity
Edward Merkus LSIG
The author traces western humanity’s 
physical and mythological evolution from its 
earliest known origins to the present day. 506 
pp.
978-0-648-40391-3 
___046688529 5% 26.50

 
Political Categories
Thinking Beyond Concepts
Michael Marder COLU
Marder proposes a new methodology for 
political science and philosophy, one which 
he terms “categorial thinking.” Under this 
lens, the political appears not as a singular 
concept but as a family of categories, 
allowing room for new, plural, and often 
antagonistic ideas about the state, the 
people, sovereignty, and power. 256 pp.
978-0-231-18869-2 
___044440847 
paper NET 30.00

 
Political Categories
978-0-231-18868-5 COLU
___044552295 
NET 90.00

 
Powers of the Mind
Mental and Manual Labor in the 
Contemporary Political Crisis
Michael Bray TCIV
The Marxist conception of the division between 
mental and manual labor is a critical yet 
unrecognized aspect of contemporary political 
struggles. Departing from this novel argument, 
Bray traces the conceptual and sociopolitical 
history of this labor division. 200 pp.
978-3-8376-4147-9 
___044440105 
paper NET 100.00

 
Spiritual Atheist, 2nd Ed. 
A Quest to Unite Science and Wisdom Into a 
Radical New Life Philosophy to Thrive in the 
Digital Age
Nick Seneca Jankel LSIG
For the millions who want to find peace, love, 
and purpose without religion, Cambridge-
educated leadership guru and philosopher 
Jankel sets out a radical new life philosophy 
that reunites cutting-edge science with timeless 
spiritual wisdom to help people make better life 
choices and transform their lives, loves, and 
leadership challenges so they thrive. 290 pp.
978-1-999731-52-6 
___046459763 paper 17.95

 
Taming the Wild Horse
An Annotated Translation and Study of the 
Daoist Horse Taming Pictures
Louis Komjathy COLU
In 13th-century China, a Daoist monk 
named Gao Daokuan composed a series 
of illustrated poems and accompanying 
verse commentary known as the Daoist 
Horse Taming Pictures. In this annotated 
translation and study, Komjathy argues that 
this virtually unknown text offers unique 
insights into the transformative effects of 
Daoist contemplative practice. 264 pp.
978-0-231-18127-3 
___044440774 
paper NET 26.00

 
Tom Petty and Philosophy
Randall E. Auxier OPNC
and Megan Volpert, editors
Philosophers analyze the last of the great 
rock stars. 256 pp.
978-0-8126-9465-9 
___043921417 
paper 19.95

PHOTOGRAPHY

 
42nd Street, 1979
Langdon Clay, photographer STDL
A collection of Clay’s photos of a 
quintessential strip of 42nd Street near Times 
Square, showing its gritty neon charm before 
it became the more Disney/Las Vegas hub for 
the theater concoctions of today. 128 pp.
978-3-9582928-1-9 
___041365161 
80.00

 
Anders Petersen: City Diary #4
Anders Petersen, photographer SZUN
Greger Nilson, editor
This book is the latest of Petersen’s award-
winning City Diaries series, the first three 
of which are now out of print. Through his 
candid, empathetic yet somewhat detached 
eye, Petersen discloses difficult realities with 
a sense of bewilderment and currency. 64 pp.
978-3-9582933-4-2 
___039101418 
paper 35.00

 
Anders Petersen: Zoo
Anders Petersen, photographer SZUN
Greger Nilson, editor
Readers are invited on a wild ride through the 
oeuvre of Swedish photographer Petersen in 
this racy edit of his work that has animals as 
its central theme. 320 pp.
978-3-9582933-3-5 
___039101417 
65.00
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Bayble
Capital of Poetry
Graeme Farnell, photographer LSIG
Fifty miles off the Scottish coast is a village 
of 400 people called Bayble. It has reared 
an unprecedented number of poets, three 
internationally acclaimed, despite their 
poetry not being written in English. This 
book, in stark, simple images, explores the 
environment which helped produce this 
phenomenon. 64 pp.
978-1-912528-08-0 
___046657939 NET 39.00

 
Christer Strömholm: Lido
Christer Strömholm, photographer SZUN
Gunnar Smoliansky, editor
This book presents little-known photos 
by the legendary Swedish photographer 
Strömholm, selected by Smoliansky. The 
photos date from the late 1940s and early 
1950s, and show Strömholm’s formative 
years in Paris, the south of France, Morocco 
and other destinations. 96 pp.
978-3-9582933-5-9 
___041658742 
40.00

 
Crossing Sea
Southeast Asian Contemporary Photography
Gwen Lee, editor STDL
This volume presents the diverse practices 
of photography in Southeast Asia over the 
past decade. Interspersed between the 
works of 55 Southeast Asian photographers 
are research extracts, essays, and interviews 
by historians, writers and curators who have 
been contributing to the understanding of 
photography from this region. 296 pp.
978-3-9582949-5-0 
___044060049 
75.00

 
David Busch’s Nikon® D3500 Guide to Digital 
SLR Photography
David D. Busch RNOK
An all-in-one comprehensive resource and 
reference for the Nikon D3500 camera, the 
company’s most compact and easy-to-use 
entry-level dSLR. Filled with detailed how-
to steps and full-color illustrations, this 
guide covers all the camera’s features in 
depth, from taking the first photos through 
advanced details of setup, exposure, lens 
selection, lighting, and more. 352 pp.
978-1-68198-476-6 
___046534256 
paper 34.95

 
David Freund: Playground Once
David Freund, photographer STDL
In 2003, as Freund was driving to Missouri 
to see a 102-year-old friend, she died. 
Reflecting on their meeting when he was a 
child, he stopped in Illinois to photograph 
an old playground and soon realized that 
such places were endangered species. What 
happened next was a two-year odyssey to 
find and photograph playgrounds. 168 pp.
978-3-9582950-2-5 
___044116122 
55.00

 
David Maisel: Proving Ground
David Maisel, photographer STDL
An unsettling encounter with one of the most 
secretive of American military zones, Proving 
Ground is California-based photographer 
Maisel’s investigation of Dugway Proving 
Ground, a classified site covering nearly 
800,000 acres in a remote region of Utah’s 
Great Salt Lake Desert. 200 pp.
978-3-9582928-8-8 
___039082781 
65.00

 
Ed Clark: On Assignment
1931-1962
Ed Clark, photographer STDL
Drawn from the extensive personal archive 
of photographs, negatives, contact sheets 
and scrapbooks of Clark, these three volumes 
reveal the work of a key figure from the 
golden age of American photojournalism. 
648 pp.
978-3-9582950-6-3 
___044116126 
145.00

 
Ed Kashi: Abandoned Moments
Ed Kashi STDL
For nearly 40 years, New York-based 
photographer Kashi has photographed the 
ordinary imperfections that define his idea 
of the abandoned moment. The photos in 
this book offer moving glimpses of transitory 
events full of untamed, frenetic energy—the 
perfect chaos of everyday life. 128 pp.
978-3-9582927-4-1 
___036319916 
25% 40.00

 
Ernest Cole: House of Bondage
Ernest Cole, photographer STDL
text by Thomas Flaherty
and Joseph Lelyveld
First published in the U.S. in 1967 and in 
Britain in 1968, this volume presents images 
from South Africa that shocked the world. In 
185 photographs, Cole’s book showed from 
the vantage point of the oppressed how 
the apartheid system closely regulated and 
controlled the lives of the black majority. 192 
pp.
978-3-9582934-6-5 
___039101422 
60.00

 
Ernst Haas: Abstrakt
Ernst Haas, photographer STDL
A collection of photographs selected by Haas 
for a two-projector 25-minute film he worked 
on until his death in 1986. The photographs 
span his entire career in color from 1952 to 
1984. 240 pp.
978-3-9582939-3-9 
___041658889 
55.00
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Ferris Bueller: Catharsis
Ferris Bueller STDL
Alex Bohn, photographer
In 2017, New York-based marketing consultant 
Rodney “Ferris Bueller” Bailey documented 
the contents of his old room in his parents’ 
house in Queens, New York—full of ephemera 
collected while growing up in the late 1980s 
and 1990s, and largely untouched since. This 
is a record of life before the Internet or social 
media, before everyone knew what everyone 
else was doing all the time. 176 pp.
978-3-9582949-2-9 
___044060428 
40.00

 
Flamingo
Chloe Sells GOST
In the second monograph from artist Sells, 
the images reproduced are adapted from 
photographs taken in Makgadikgadi Salt 
Pans in Botswana, one of the largest breeding 
grounds for flamingos in the Southern 
Hemisphere.
978-1-910401-16-3 
___042321226 
60.00

 
François-Marie Banier: Tranquille
François-Marie Banier, photographer STDL
text by Erri De Luca
This book presents Banier’s portraits of 
Parisian construction workers sleeping or 
at rest in their places of work. These candid 
and tender images continue Banier’s practice 
of photographing strangers he meets 
throughout Paris. 224 pp.
978-3-9582950-7-0 
___044116094 
25% 40.00

 
Frank Gohlke: Measure of Emptiness
Frank Gohlke, photographer STDL
Originally published in 1992, this work is a 
meditation on the vast spaces of the Great 
Plains, the heartland of American agricultural 
productivity and the centrality of the grain 
elevator to its social and symbolic life. 120 pp.
978-3-9582949-8-1 
___044060301 
55.00

 
Gunnar Smoliansky: Hands
Gunnar Smoliansky, photographer SZUN
Greger Nilson, editor
This book contains more than 400 pictures 
of Swedish photographer Smoliansky’s 
hands—each a spontaneous composition 
crafted by the photographer in his traditional 
darkroom. 440 pp.
978-3-9582933-1-1 
___039101415 
50.00

 
Gunnar Smoliansky: Promenade Pictures
Gunnar Smoliansky, photographer SZUN
This volume collects a suite of humble yet 
profound pictures taken by Smoliansky 
in the 1970s and 1980s during long walks 
throughout Stockholm and its surrounds. 
128 pp.
978-3-9582933-2-8 
___039101416 
paper 45.00

 
Hannah Collins: Noah Purifoy
Hannah Collins STDL
In the last 15 years of his life, Noah Purifoy 
lived in the Mojave Desert where he created 
large-scale sculptures spread over 10 acres. 
British photographer Collins made a series 
of exquisite black-and-white photographic 
studies of Purifoy’s assemblages and 
sculptures, presented here. 44 pp.
978-3-9582926-8-0 
___036320123 
25% 85.00

 
Ivor Prickett: End of the Caliphate
Ivor Prickett, photographer STDL
Working exclusively for The New York Times, 
Prickett shares the result of over a year’s 
work in 2016 and 2017 photographing the 
military campaign to reclaim Iraq’s second 
largest city, Mosul, from ISIS. 144 pp.
978-3-9582949-3-6 
___044060532 
40.00

 
Joel Sternfeld: Rome After Rome
Joel Sternfeld, photographer STDL
In his 1992 book Campagna Romana: The 
Countryside of Ancient Rome, Sternfeld 
focused on the ruins of grand structures with 
a clear warning: great civilizations fall, ours 
may too. Here, his questions multiply. Who 
are these modern Romans? What is their 
relationship to the splendor that was? What 
is the nature of sullied modernity in relation 
to the Arcadian ideal? 112 pp.
978-3-9582926-3-5 
___036320211 
85.00

 
Juergen Teller: The Master IV: Boris Mikhailov
Juergen Teller, photographer STDL
A work that offers new portraits celebrating 
leading Russian photographer Mikhailov, 
whom Teller considers a master of the 
discipline. 48 pp.
978-3-86930-496-0 
___041659290 
paper 20.00
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Juergen Teller: The Master V: Araki
Juergen Teller, photographer STDL
Teller made his first Master book in 2005 as an 
homage to those he believes are masters in 
their particular disciplines, from chef Fergus 
Henderson to Kurt Cobain or even (tongue 
in cheek) himself. This latest work celebrates 
Araki and features new portraits of the 
renowned Japanese photographer. 48 pp.
978-3-9582940-4-2 
___041659406 
paper 20.00

 
Juergen Teller: The Master VI: William 
Eggleston
Juergen Teller, photographer STDL
The latest Master pamphlet celebrates 
one of Teller’s most important masters, 
Eggleston, and features new portraits of the 
photographer. 48 pp.
978-3-9582941-7-2 
___041659391 
paper 20.00

 
Lee Friedlander: Pickup
Lee Friedlander, photographer STDL
In this compendium, Friedlander examines 
the ordinary pickup truck, a quintessentially 
American mode of transportation. 88 pp.
978-3-9582950-1-8 
___044116121 
45.00

 
Lee Friedlander: Workers
The Human Clay
Lee Friedlander, photographer STDL
In the capstone volume of his epic series 
The Human Clay, Friedlander has created 
an ode to people who work. Drawn from 
his incomparable archive are photographs 
of individuals laboring on the street and on 
stage, as well as in the field, in factories, and 
in fluorescent-lit offices. 200 pp.
978-3-9582950-0-1 
___044116120 
65.00

 
Lewis Baltz: The New Industrial Parks
Lewis Baltz, photographer STDL
As a young photographer, California native 
Baltz became fascinated by the man-made 
landscapes that were fast taking over agrarian 
Southern California. His photos from this period, 
The New Industrial Parks were first published 
in 1974. The acclaimed series unflinchingly 
details the landscape of construction sites and 
suburban sprawl. 108 pp.
978-3-86930-990-3 
___026961045 
65.00

 
Liu Zheng: Dream Shock
Liu Zheng, photographer STDL
Zheng is one of the few Chinese 
photographers whose work has reached the 
West. This collection brings us to another 
space that exists in the mind itself. Some 
of the characters, such as a Peking Opera 
singer, may be half-familiar, but the historical 
references to occupation and the sexual 
explicitness take us into unprecedented 
territory. 108 pp.
978-3-9582926-7-3 
___036320129 
65.00

 
A Lot of Mud to Work In
Graeme Farnell, photographer LSIG
A unique documentary record in images—
and the fishermen’s own poetic words—
of manual labor virtually unchanged for 
generations on the exposed North Norfolk 
coast of England as, with feet deep in mud 
and hands bare, they cultivate their crop. 
Fishing has been a way of life here for over 
2,000 years.  64 pp.
978-1-912528-04-2 
___046636894 NET 39.00

 
Martin d’Orgeval: Découpages
Martin d’Orgeval, photographer STDL
At first d’Orgeval’s fifth monograph appears 
to be a highly anonymous entity. Information 
is deliberately missing: there is no title on 
the cover, no printed text inside, no linearity 
of subject. Yet as the book unfolds, the 
photographer’s attention to shapes, lines, 
and surfaces emerges. 44 pp.
978-3-86930-998-9 
___026959801 
25% 35.00

 
Motor City Underground
Leni Sinclair Photographs 1963-1973
Leni Sinclair, photographer FGYN
A comprehensive document of the art, rock 
and roll, and political scenes of late 1960s 
Detroit. 384 pp.
978-0-9835870-5-7 
___032415531 
paper 50.00

 
Paul Drake & Helen File: B-Türme 
Innerdeutsche Grenze
The Last Watchtowers of the Inner German 
Border
Paul Drake STDL
and Helen File, photographers
This book records the evocative four-year 
journey of British photographers Drake 
and File into one of the most secretive and 
heavily fortified borders in the world. 272 pp.
978-3-9582950-4-9 
___044116124 
65.00
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Post-War Photography in Britain
text by Richard Cork HYWG
This work presents a substantial overview of 
key works in British photography from 1946 
to the present day. Includes photographs by 
Raymond Moore, Bill Brandt, Anne Hardy, 
Bettina von Zwehl, Tony Ray-Jones, and 
Wolfgang Tillmans, among others. 302 pp.
978-1-85332-346-1 
___030018846 
paper 30.00

 
Posy
Botanical Adventures with a Meandering 
Hobbyist
Richard M. Carr LSIG
A photographer presents a photobook of 
flowers from around the world. 86 pp.
978-0-692-15671-1 
___046762344 paper 5% 20.00

 
The Railroad Photography of Lucius Beebe 
and Charles Clegg
Tony Reevy INUP
Foreword by Jim Shaughnessy
This collection brings the best of Beebe and 
Clegg’s photographic work together in one 
book for the first time. Providing the first 
extensive biographic introduction to the 
creative and life partners published in book 
form, Reevy presents a multi-faceted view of 
the railroad industry that will appeal to rail 
enthusiasts as well as those interested in 
American food culture, the history of New 
York City, and LGBT studies. 200 pp.
978-0-253-03667-4 
___042018922 
50.00

 
Robert Heinecken: Magazines
Robert Heinecken, photographer SPMG
This book presents Heinecken’s Periodicals 
(1969-72) and Revised Magazines (1989-94) 
as 25 facsimiles. Originally conceived as 
insertions into everyday life, these collage-
publications were taken from newsstands, 
altered and then returned to be purchased by 
unsuspecting consumers. 600 pp.
978-3-9582941-6-5 
___041659368 
paper 25% 180.00

 
Robert Rauschenberg: Rauschenberg in 
China
Robert Rauschenberg KAVU
Rauschenberg (1925-2008) shot over 50 rolls 
of film during his first trip to Beijing in 1982, 
using the footage to create two major late 
works, documented here: “Study for Chinese 
Summerhall” and “The 1/4 Mile.” 200 pp.
978-3-86335-984-3 
___033415225 
25% 39.95

 
Samuel Fosso: Sixsixsix
Samuel Fosso STDL
This volume consists of 666 large-format 
Polaroid self-portraits by Cameroon-born, 
Paris-based photographer Fosso. Shot 
against the same rich, colored backdrop, 
these striking photographs depart from 
Fosso’s earlier self-portraits through their 
understated, stripped-back approach. 368 pp.
978-3-9582950-9-4 
___044116079 
25% 85.00

 
A Santu Mofokeng Reader
Santu Mofokeng, photographer STDL
Mofokeng is one of the most vital artists to 
emerge from South Africa’s late apartheid 
era. This illuminating collection of texts 
provides an informed basis for engaging 
with Mofokeng’s body of work along with its 
related concerns. 184 pp.
978-3-9582951-3-1 
___044116131 
paper 40.00

 
Santu Mofokeng: Stories
Santu Mofokeng, photographer STDL
Joshua Chuang, editor
This groundbreaking series by Mofokeng 
is the result of a multi-year collaboration 
between the photographer, bookmaker 
Lunetta Bartz, editor/curator Chuang, and 
Gerhard Steidl. Together they have carefully 
mined and distilled over 30 years of work 
into 18 definitive “stories” that are sharply 
edited, simply presented, and richly printed 
in an oversized format that recalls the golden 
age of picture magazines. 1,046 pp.
978-3-9582951-5-5 
___044116132 
paper 25% 200.00

 
Santu Mofokeng: Stories 5-7
Soweto-Dukathole-Johannesburg
Santu Mofokeng, photographer STDL
Johannesburg-based photographer 
Mofokeng’s three-volume publication, which 
continues a groundbreaking reappraisal of 
the photographer’s archive, presents aspects 
of life in Soweto, where Mofokeng grew up; 
Dukathole, a township in the East Rand of 
Gauteng Province; and Johannesburg, the 
city in which he worked. 112 pp.
978-3-9582927-7-2 
___036319929 
paper 55.00

 
Shelby Lee Adams: The Book of Life
Shelby Lee Adams, photographer STDL
text by John Rohrbach
This collection presents Adams’ color 
photographs of four generations of 
Appalachian families. 184 pp.
978-3-9582941-8-9 
___041659258 
45.00
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Sheva Fruitman: Half-Frame Diary
End of the Century
Sheva Fruitman, photographer STDL
A selection of photographs made between 
1998 and 2000 from New York-based 
photographer Fruitman’s decades-long 
photo-diary project is compiled in this book. 
Composed as diptychs, these sepia-toned 
photographic pairs depict streetscapes and 
interiors from her travels at the end of the 
20th century. 184 pp.
978-3-9582949-9-8 
___044590457 
25% 45.00

 
Summer of the Fawn
Alain Laboile KRER
Laboile’s timeless and universal images 
inspire longing for the endless summer days 
of our childhood.
978-3-86828-895-7 
___045439267 
50.00

 
Teardrop Traveler
A Visual Tour of America with Mandy Lea & 
Her Teardrop Trailer
Mandy Lea AMHM
After a 17-year career in photography 
stores, photographer Lea realized that her 
wanderlust had become overwhelming—so 
she left her secure job, hit the road with her 
teardrop camper (now her full-time home), 
and set out to pursue freelance photography 
and maybe learn a thing or two about life. 
128 pp.
978-1-68203-376-0 
___042613202 
paper 24.95

 
Thirtythree
Rona Kopeczky, editor HAJE
This catalog supplies an overview of the last 
33 years of photography from Moholy-Nagy 
University of Art and Design in Budapest, 
with works by Sári Ember, Anna Fabricius, 
Viola Fátyol, Adél Koleszár, Gábor Arion 
Kudász, Péter Puklus, Gergely Szatmári, and 
Éva Szombat. 256 pp.
978-3-7757-4452-2 
___043852558 
paper 25% 59.95

 
This Miraculous Saint Grants Everything. No 
Matter How Difficult.
Graeme Farnell, photographer LSIG
Through powerful images and memorable 
original texts, this book aims to analyze reality 
through the experience of its participants, 
rather than merely reflect it. 64 pp.
978-1-912528-06-6 
___046654739 NET 39.00

 
Tom Wood: Landscapes
Tom Wood, photographer STDL
These three volumes of Wood’s new work 
are drawn from the artist’s extensive unseen 
and unpublished landscape photographs, 
taken in County Mayo in the west of Ireland, 
Merseyside, and Wales. 480 pp.
978-3-86930-742-8 
___020242685 
98.00

 
Volker Heinze: +-0
Volker Heinze, photographer STDL
text by Martin Kippenberger
+- 0 (“plus minus null”) is a facsimile of a 
unique, handmade artist’s book crafted by 
German photographer Heinze in 1986. Its 
photos are the result of the young Heinze’s 
decision to capture the world around him—
cityscapes, rooms cast in warm artificial 
light, friends or simply objects sitting on a 
table. 72 pp.
978-3-9582935-2-6 
___044590341 
25% 175.00

 
William Eggleston: Musik (Vinyl)
William Eggleston STDL
and Gerhard Steidl, photographers
Accompanied by a booklet of photos 
showing Eggleston while playing, Musik 
(Vinyl) reveals previously unknown facets 
of his creativity, and is part of Steidl’s plan 
to publish Eggleston’s complete works: his 
books, music and a future release of his 1974 
video Stranded in Canton.
978-3-9582927-6-5 
___044590357 
25% 85.00

 
William Eggleston: Polaroid SX-70
William Eggleston, photographer STDL
This work is a facsimile of an album of 
Eggleston’s Polaroids assembled by the 
photographer himself, and containing the 
only photos he made in this medium. 24 pp.
978-3-9582950-3-2 
___044116123 
75.00

 
Woodstock 50th Anniversary
An Inside Look at the Movie That Shook Up 
the World and Defined a Generation
Dale Bell BRNK
Henry Diltz, photographer
Foreword by Martin Scorcese
A new photo book that goes behind the 
scenes of the Academy Award-winning 
documentary film Woodstock, offering a 
collection of remembrances and perceptions 
from the filmmakers. 176 pp.
978-1-947856-27-1 
___043433428 
40.00
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PLAYS / DRAMA

 
1 Hour Photo
Tetsuro Shigematsu TLNK
By exploring the major currents of the 20th 
century through the life story of one man, 
Mas Yamamoto, 1 Hour Photo presents a 
moving portrait of our times. 88 pp.
978-1-77201-215-6 
___042448762 
paper 16.95

 
Ada
Emily Holyoake AUMT
A play about Ada Lovelace, the first computer, 
and AI today. 96 pp.
978-1-912430-09-3 
___042634808 
paper 15% 22.95

 
Chile Con Carne & Other Early Works
Carmen Aquirre TLNK
Three early plays from influential Canadian 
Latina playwright Aguirre, all of which treat 
the theme of exile.
978-1-77201-228-6 
___046387143 
paper 18.95

 
Head of Passes (TCG Ed.)
Tarell Alvin McCraney THEC
A corrosive drama about a self-destructive 
family by the award-winning playwright of 
The Brother/Sister Plays. 96 pp.
978-1-55936-565-9 
___038509063 
paper 14.95

 
How I Learned What I Learned
August Wilson THEC
Wilson’s extraordinary memory play about 
his early life in Pittsburgh. 96 pp.
978-1-55936-585-7 
___039968343 
paper 14.95

 
How to Transcend a Happy Marriage (TCG 
Ed.)
Sarah Ruhl THEC
A compelling new play about sexuality, 
boundaries, and transformation. 120 pp.
978-1-55936-572-7 
___039627916 
paper 14.95

 
The Lost Letters of William Shakespeare
The Undiscovered Diary of His Strange 
Eventful Life and Loves
Terry Tamminen, editor LSIG
Could a treasure trove of 400-year-old letters 
constitute a previously unknown “diary” 
written by William Shakespeare? After 25 
years of research the astonishing answer is 
yes. We learn that Shakespeare left home 
bound for the New World, where he hoped 
to restore is family’s fortunes, instead 
succeeding in London playhouses as a 
writer/actor. 546 pp.
978-0-9997368-3-8 
___046910878 paper 10% 19.95

 
Merrily We Roll Along (TCG Ed.)
George Furth THEC
and Stephen Sondheim
The legendary musical by Sondheim and 
Furth is available again in print for the first 
time in 20 years. 120 pp.
978-1-55936-576-5 
___039627931 
paper 14.95

 
Plays for the Public
Richard Foreman THEC
In his five decades of work in theatre, 
Richard Foreman has become known as 
the figurehead of the “downtown” scene, 
the king of all things experimental and 
unconventional. This new anthology is a 
tribute to his mammoth acclaim, including 
such memorable works as The Gods are 
Pounding My Head, Idiot Savant, and Old-
Fashioned Prostitutes. 280 pp.
978-1-55936-555-0 
___038509463 
paper 19.95

 
St. Joan
Clydesdale Classics
George Bernard Shaw CYAP
Rediscover the story of the inspirational 
Saint Joan of Arc with this beautiful new 
edition of the classic play, and discover why 
the Catholic Church made this young woman 
into one of the most famous saints known 
today.
978-1-945186-89-9 
___046893772 
paper 5.99

 
Summit
Andy Smith ORON
In a blend of English, Farsi, and fully 
integrated BSL, three performers use their 
individual perspectives to tell the story of a 
fateful international meeting. 
978-1-78682-563-6 
___046534368 
paper 14.95
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Until the Flood
Dael Orlandersmith THEC
A new documentary solo play from a Pulitzer 
Prize finalist, written in response to Michael 
Brown’s death. 96 pp.
978-1-55936-596-3 
___043312134 
paper 14.95

POETRY

 
All These Things
A Collection of Poems
Ginger McGee LSIG
Depression is so much more than just 
sadness. Comparing sadness and depression 
is like saying that getting wet and drowning 
are the same thing. These poems are about 
the author’s co-existence with mental 
illness—a glimpse into her “drowning 
moments.” 58 pp.
978-0-692-15144-0 
___046702805 paper 16.00

 
Awaken Perceptions
Vidal Joy LSIG
The author presents a new inspirational book 
that relates the unique human experience of 
what it means to be a citizen of the world 
and to coexist with others and the divine 
universe. 66 pp.
978-1-948346-98-6 
___043413195 paper 11.99

 
Black Book of Poems
Vincent Hunanyan LSIG
Hunanyan’s long-awaited second collection 
of poetry. 140 pp.
978-1-73259-757-0 
___046823252 paper 12.99

 
Circus
Dante Micheaux LSIG
“Micheaux’s superb poetic aptitude is 
wedded to an equally superb poetic 
amplitude. Intimate soliloquy, lyric address, 
and linguistic allegory merge with resonating 
voices and personae. This poem is masterful, 
paradoxical, and spiritual.”—Terrance Hayes. 
60 pp.
978-1-945023-20-0 
___046946436 paper 14.99

 
Dadou Mon Univers
Harry Borno HYWG
A collection of love poems, illustrated with 
some family pictures and a selection of the 
author’s paintings, this work is a special 
tribute to the author’s wife but it is also a 
bouquet of love to the couples seeking to 
fortify the roots of their union and to those 
who are trying to piece together a broken 
relationship. French ed. 82 pp.
978-0-692-17920-8 
___046615773 paper 50.00

 
Dead Dogs Don’t Bark
A Collection of Poetic Wisdom for the 
Discerning
Tolu’ A. Akinyemi LSIG
The second poetry collection from the 
acclaimed author speaks volumes to all age 
groups as they feature finding one’s inner 
talent and celebrating individuality. 198 pp.
978-1-999815-92-9 
___046567772 paper 13.13

 
Dead Lions Don’t Roar
A Collection of Poetic Wisdom for the 
Discerning
Tolu’ A. Akinyemi LSIG
Addressing many issues close to home 
and also many taboo subjects, the author’s 
poetry is reflecting of today’s struggles 
and lights the way to a positive future. The 
uplifting book will appeal to all age groups 
and anyone going through change. 134 pp.
978-1-999815-90-5 
___040383639 paper 13.13

 
The Dictator and the Heretic
Momodou Sallah LSIG
In this work, the author muses and 
ruminates on the way things are and the 
need to question the logic of convention. In a 
poignant, palpable, and provocative way, he 
pierces the sacred “logic of the system” and 
with his rhyme and lyrics, lays bare a range 
of themes including corruption, exploitation, 
and dependency in Africa. 64 pp.
978-0-9956460-2-5 
___046615044 paper NET 13.00

 
Dictionary of Midnight
Abdulla Pashew PHMD
Alana Marie Levinson-Labrosse, translator
Foreword by William T. Vollmann
With a foreword by National Book Award-
winning author Vollmann, this volume 
collects almost 50 years of poetry by 
Pashew, the most influential Kurdish poet 
alive today. Pashew’s poems chart a personal 
cartography of exile, recounting the recent 
political history of Kurdistan and its struggle 
for independence. 385 pp.
978-1-944700-80-5 
___045129797 
paper 22.00
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The Drum That Beats Within Us
Mike Bond IDNP
Based on his own experiences in many 
dangerous, war-torn regions of the world and 
its last wild places, Bond’s poems portray the 
innate hunger of the human heart for good, 
the intense joys of love, the terror and fury of 
battle, the sinister conspiracies of dictators, 
corporations, and politicians, and the beauty 
of the vanishing natural world. 128 pp.
978-1-949751-00-0 
___046946671 paper 5% 5.99

 
Everybody’s Vaguely Familiar
Jack Powers GDNN
Powers finds poetry—aka humor and 
wisdom—in limitations. The 39 poems in 
this collection come from a family’s life; they 
catch the edges in teen rivalries, the fun in 
songs poorly sung, the bravado of kids with 
cars, the sense of loss, the sense of time, the 
twinkle in an alzheimered eye. 78 pp.
978-1-936135-63-9 
___046411336 paper 15.95

 
Goose River Anthology, 2018
Deborah J. Benner, editor GSRV
The 16th annual Goose River Anthology, 
2018 is a fine collection of the best poetry, 
fiction, and essays submitted from all parts 
of the U.S. There are over 75 talented authors 
represented in this volume. 214 pp.
978-1-59713-199-5 
___046681218 paper 20% 15.95

 
Humane Intentions, Vol. 1
Samuel Donte Djuan Davis LSIG
Diving into the minds of both women and 
men, Davis uses his poems to inspire, reveal, 
and teach. 206 pp.
978-0-692-43335-5 
___025978359 paper 25% 24.50

 
Imitating the Sufis
Dildora Tulyagano LSIG
The author, a professional journalist, 
scriptwriter, photographer, and poet from 
Tashkent (Uzbekistan), presents a collection 
of her work. Russian ed. 76 pp.
978-1-910886-83-0 
___046794789 paper 5% 9.95

 
The Lachrymose Report
Sierra Nelson LSIG
Nelson’s poems are hypotheses of the 
evanescent world: its evaporations and 
evasions, its silences and speeches. 106 pp.
978-1-949166-00-2 
___046411429 22.95

 
Leaving Traces
Mary Pargeter LSIG
From nostalgic and evocative reflections on 
past experiences, this work contrasts the 
spectrum of life from tragedy to laughter. 
The writing is accessible, the poet writing 
honestly to pinpoint the scene, event and 
emotion accurately. 82 pp.
978-1-912576-24-1 
___046919837 36% 15.99

 
The Lies She Believed
D. Harris LSIG
This poetic story will provide insight about 
the inner struggles that people experience 
along healing’s journey. 46 pp.
978-0-692-18053-2 
___046767803 paper 8.99

 
Life of Lotus
Kartikay D. Pawar LSIG
This profound poetry collection explores the 
meaning behind life, love, pain, faith, and 
creation of the universe. 214 pp.
978-9-353-21151-6 
___046706344 paper 11.99

 
Light of the North Star
Part I: The Descent
Dhrubajyoti Bhattacharya SYES
From award-winning author Bhattacharya 
comes an epic poem that tells the tale of two 
empires from Greece and India following the 
Trojan War and the flood that submerged 
Dwaraka. “...richly detailed and evocative...
Bhattacharya is a talented and elegant writer 
who is breaking new ground...”—Kirkus 
Review. 138 pp.
978-1-73224-320-0 
___046553958 paper 12.95

 
Mayakovsky Maximum Access
Vladimir Mayakovsky LSIG
Jenny Wade, translator
Futurist, hooligan, revolutionary, 
propagandist, lover, clown, martyr, hero—the 
poet Mayakovsky was the powerhouse and 
rock star of Russia’s Silver Age. This bilingual 
edition provides “maximum access” to 
his best-known poems. This is undiluted 
Mayakovsky, in the highest obtainable proof 
for non-native speakers. 240 pp.
978-0-9961570-7-0 
___046949509 29.95
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Moments
O. C. , Joanna MROE
After a grueling number of years in a 
corporate environment, coupled with 
the challenges that followed, along with 
personal hardships, the author decided to 
dedicate her little notes and writing to print 
form. 126 pp.
978-1-73263-980-5 
___046946833 paper 5% 12.95

 
My Heart Is a Rose Manhattan
Nikki Reimer TLNK
A darkly humorous collection about grief and 
isolation. The poems consider death and loss, 
architecture, alcohol, social media, feminist 
theory, and the abuses of rape culture.
978-1-77201-224-8 
___046387149 
paper 16.95

 
An Old Man Leaning Into Life
David Joseph Johnson LSIG
A collection of poems that focuses on the 
journey of an old man into whatever remains 
of his life. His journey is one of memory, 
integrity, strength, and leaning into every 
moment that is left. For him the Earth is his 
holy place and work his grace. He moves 
in reverence and often in silence, knowing 
holiness. 126 pp.
978-0-9908903-3-1 
___046787554 paper 15.00

 
One True Love
A Year of Love Poetry
Michael Watkins CNBS
This collection of love poems is for everyone 
who aspires to experience one true love. 
Organized according to the seasons of the 
year and of life, the poems chronicle the 
evolution of love from passion, growth, and 
maturity to the prospect of loss and hope of 
transcendence. 128 pp.
978-1-948484-25-1 
___044230339 
14.95

 
The Opulence of Invention
E.P. Mattson LSIG
A sprawling work of poetry and original 
illustrations roaming the landscapes of the 
mythic and the surreal, while revealing the 
mystery behind the mundane in our Universe 
of opulent reality. At times lyrical and darkly 
humorous with a sharp satirical edge, it 
celebrates the human experience, the avante 
garde, and the beauty of the natural world. 
130 pp.
978-0-9993982-0-3 
___046444680 paper 14.95

 
Our Bruises Kept Singing Purple
Malcolm Friend IBOZ
Afro-Jamaican-Boricua poet Friend presents 
a collection that is politically charged and 
culturally woke. Crafted in rhythm seasoned 
Latinx dialect, emerging from ancestral 
roots, replanted in the urban spectrum of 
hip-hop and rap, his voice is heart-inspired, 
soul-empowered, new-wave griot. 126 pp.
978-1-73240-320-8 
___046832613 paper 15.00

 
Perfact
Nicole Raziya Fong TLNK
A three-part series of poems exploring 
the nature of experience, language, and 
identity, influenced by 20th- and 21st-century 
experimental poets and poetics.
978-1-77201-227-9 
___046387393 
paper 16.95

 
Poems About Love and Space Stuff And 
Some Other Subjects
Storey Campbell LSIG
This collection by nonbinary poet Campbell 
explores the journey through the universe, 
and discoveries about what love is. Often 
somber, sometimes optimistic, and 
otherwise passionate, these poems hope 
to bring peace through an intimate look 
through their perspective. 40 pp.
978-0-692-19910-7 
___046909618 paper 13.99

 
The Prophet
Clydesdale Classics
Kahlil Gibran CYAP
Considered one of the greatest classics of our 
time, Gibran’s collection of 26 beautiful and 
intriguing essays delves into the workings 
and passions of the human mind, exploring 
what makes us human and what controls our 
most basic instincts.
978-1-945186-87-5 
___046893287 
paper 5.99

 
Pungent Dins Concentric
Vanessa Couto Johnson LSIG
Couto Johnson’s dazzling pungent dins 
concentric unfold in a sequence of evocations, 
each one summoning into view a moment 
of bustle in a specific but overloaded social 
space. Linguistic wit and sassy irreverence 
partially veil Johnson’s dismay, but they 
cannot veil the poet’s ebullient joie de vivre. 
90 pp.
978-1-948800-06-8 
___045634185 paper 17.50
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Recycled
Anna Komar LSIG
John Farndon, editor
A bilingual collection by Belarusian award-
winning poet Komar. Her poems are strongly 
personal, yet they are reflections of the 
reality that is so familiar to many. 146 pp.
978-1-910886-81-6 
___046435063 5% 20.50

 
Reptilia
Hanna Tawater LSIG
With bold approaches that seek to unravel 
the nature of patriarchal realities, Tawater’s 
poetry captures the fury of modern female 
rage encased in the unblinking demeanor of 
the serpent. 108 pp.
978-0-692-06530-3 
___046768608 paper 14.99

 
Sharing Our Horizon
A Journey Through the Scottish Highlands 
with Two Adopted Whippets
Xenia Tran LSIG
The poems and photographs capture 
daily moments in the lives of two adopted 
whippets, Eivor and Pearl, who love 
spending time in nature. They walk in forests 
and glens, climb mountains and run along 
quiet beaches in the Scottish Highlands and 
on the Moray coast. 84 pp.
978-1-916470-42-2 
___046953957 paper 20% 11.99

 
A Small Rising Up in the Lungs
Kit Frick NACC
“...language shimmers at the heart of all 
things. Frick uses the page like a canvas, 
spacing words so the reader is made aware 
of both space and time. These poems are a 
stunning meditation on the act of seeing, 
being, and this perilously fleeting thing we 
call life.”—Jesse Lee Kercheval. 84 pp.
978-1-941561-13-3 
___046817086 paper 14.95

 
Sunday Sparrows
Song Lin ZEPH
Jami Proctor Xu, translator
Lin’s poems explore his sojourns in several 
countries, the natural world outside him, 
and his own inner landscape. His early 
imprisonment during the 1989 Tiananmen 
Square protests gave rise to the title poem, 
as well as a profound sense of yearning that 
pervades much of his work. 144 pp.
978-1-938890-25-3 
___042472252 
paper 15.00

 
Thank God for Losers
Poems for Jazz
Michael Krumm LSGP
These poems question the widely held 
assumptions that throw more and more 
Americans into desperation. These 
assumptions trap many into believing that 
their misfortune is totally their fault. If things 
are going to change for the better, people must 
stop holding onto the myths that are making 
things worse for most Americans. 94 pp.
978-1-73231-320-0 
___046903157 paper 10.95

 
A Treasury of Rumi’s Wisdom
Jalal Al Rumi ICFD
Muhammad Isa Waley
This newly translated anthology of Rumi’s 
poetry, with accompanying commentaries, 
aims to uncover the true meaning held 
within his cherished verse. 192 pp.
978-1-84774-102-8 
___035606907 
14.95

 
Undying
A Love Story
Michel Faber CNNG
Faber honors the memory of his wife, who 
died after a six-year battle with cancer. 
Bright, tragic and candid, these poems are 
an exceptional chronicle of what it means to 
find the love of one’s life and what it is like to 
have to say goodbye. 144 pp.
978-1-78211-856-5 
___040558920 
paper 16.00

 
Whatever
Zellia E. Fossett GPUG
The author confronts stigmas associated 
with queerness and love between women 
by chronicling her own life experiences as 
an educated, creative, queer, and masculine-
presenting, young woman of color. 168 pp.
978-0-9998578-2-3 
___046933460 paper 20% 20.00

 
Whistling Past the Tavern
Jeff Wolverton LSIG
and Bob Jaeger
Whistling Past the Tavern is powerful and 
direct. Though the poems address many 
difficulties and questions on the path to God 
in the form of Avatar Meher Baba, there is 
also laughter as the writers stumble through 
life situations readers will surely recognize. 
136 pp.
978-0-692-11608-1 
___046640480 paper 5% 15.00
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Wobbly-Sabi
Michael Browne LSIG
This poetry collection is based on the life 
and times of an old man and his two dogs 
living in a small Northern California village—
living with aging, disabilities, pain, and the 
inevitable event horizon he faces, and the joy 
he experiences living in the moment from 
day to day. 98 pp.
978-0-692-19489-8 
___046798099 paper 5% 20.00

 
The Wolf & Her Moon
Louve -ch LSIG
The author bares her soul through her 
poetry—a tale of a queer girl’s life from 
abuse, mental health, love, trauma, and 
healing as she conquers her demons and 
fights her way back to the moonlight. 356 pp.
978-1-73252-451-4 
___046809703 paper 18.99

 
Word and Mortar
Secular Verse
Jim Gronvold LSIG
A collection of Gronvold’s rhymed poems 
that expresses appreciation for nature and 
the poet’s personal conviction that life itself 
deserves mankind’s deepest attention. 
The author is a former homeless shelter 
counselor and administrator who has been 
writing poems for over 50 years. 108 pp.
978-0-9987189-8-9 
___046827767 paper 15.00

 
Write This Second
A Poetic Memoir
Kira Lynne Allen NGTH
One woman’s story of finding voice through 
recovery and poetry, designed to empower 
others to find and proclaim their authentic 
selves. 100 pp.
978-1-946706-01-0 
___044060445 
paper 14.95

POLITICS - CURRENT EVENTS

 
1000 Days of Revolution
Chilean Communists on the Lessons of 
Popular Unity 1970-73
Kenny Coyle, editor PAXI
contributed by Luis Corvalan
contributed by and Gladys Marin
Nine prominent Chilean communists analyze 
the reasons for the defeat of President 
Salvador Allende’s Popular Unity government 
from 1970-1973. 140 pp.
978-1-899155-07-1 
___046780888 paper 20.00

 
After Victory, New Ed.
Institutions, Strategic Restraint, and the 
Rebuilding of Order After Major Wars
G. John Ikenberry PRIN
What do states that win wars do with their 
newfound power and how do they use it 
to build order? In examining the postwar 
settlements in modern history, Ikenberry 
argues that powerful countries do seek 
to build stable and cooperative relations, 
but the type of order that emerges hinges 
on their ability to make commitments and 
restrain power. 336 pp.
978-0-691-16921-7 
___028104627 
paper 20% 19.95

 
Against Segregation in America’s Schools
Stephen Breyer BROK
Introduction by Thiru Vignarajah
Edited and introduced by former Supreme 
Court Justice Breyer’s former law clerk—
and accompanied by a sobering update on 
the state of segregated schools in America 
today—this volume contains the full text 
of Breyer’s most impassioned opinion, a 
dissent that Justice John Paul Stevens called 
at the time “eloquent and unanswerable.” 
140 pp.
978-0-8157-3166-5 
___038277527 
14.95

 
Art and Economics in the City
New Cultural Maps
Caterina Benincasa et al., editors TCIV
Economists, sociologists, urbanists, 
architects, and creative artists offer a broad 
and deep assessment of urban dynamics and 
their visions for years to come. 250 pp.
978-3-8376-4214-8 
___044440382 
paper NET 35.00

 
Atrocity Exhibition
Life in the Age of Total Violence
Brad Evans LRFK
Introduction by Henry Giroux
Writings from the foremost chronicler of 
violence in our times, a fundamental issue 
for the future of the human race, looked at 
from every angle. 200 pp.
978-1-940660-46-2 
___044743332 
paper 17.00

 
Austro-Marxism: The Ideology of Unity, Vol. 2
Changing the World: The Politics of Austro-
Marxism
Mark E. Blum HMAK
and William Smaldone, editors
This essential volume collects the key 
writings of Austrian Social Democracy on 
the questions of war, revolution, and political 
strategy. 909 pp.
978-1-60846-993-2 
___042877114 
paper 5% 50.00
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Beyond Liberal Egalitarianism
Marx and Normative Social Theory in the 
Twenty-First Century
Tony Smith HMAK
An original and convincing political and 
philosophical argument that capitalism—
even when highly regulated—will always 
breed massive inequality. 386 pp.
978-1-60846-997-0 
___042877086 
paper 5% 28.00

 
British Communism and the Politics of Race
Evan Smith HMAK
A groundbreaking examination of how the 
Communist Party of Great Britain helped 
shape the anti-racist movement in the UK. 
275 pp.
978-1-60846-998-7 
___042877217 
paper 5% 28.00

 
China and Israel
Chinese, Jews; Beijing, Jerusalem (1890-
2018)
Aron Shai ACDR
In the fascinating story of Israel-China 
relations, unique history and culture 
intertwine with complex diplomacy and 
global business ventures—some of which 
have reached impressive success. China and 
Israel is a living collage that addresses these 
issues from a point of view that combines 
the professional and the personal. 300 pp.
978-1-61811-895-0 
___044821195 
paper 29.95

 
The Class Strikes Back
Self-Organised Workers’ Struggles in the 
Twenty-First Century
Dario Azzellini HMAK
and Michael G. Kraft, editors
This volume examines case studies of 21st-
century workers’ struggles from both the 
Global North and South, highlighting the 
stories of workers fighting to organize and 
join democratic and independent unions. 
321 pp.
978-1-60846-016-8 
___042877118 
paper 5% 28.00

 
Congressional Procedure
A Practical Guide to the Legislative 
Process in the U.S. Congress: The House of 
Representatives and Senate Explained
Richard A. Arenberg TCON
Foreword by Alan S. Frumin
Explaining the legislative and congressional 
budget processes along with all aspects of 
Congress, this guide is for anyone who wants 
to know how Congress really works: federal 
executives, attorneys, lobbyists, media and 
public affairs staff, government affairs, policy 
and budget analysts, congressional staff, and 
students. 240 pp.
978-1-58733-282-1 
___046856565 paper NET 29.00

 
Dark Agenda
The War to Destroy Christian America
David Horowitz HMTD
New York Times-bestselling author Horowitz 
exposes not only the progressive war 
against Christianity, but also a war against 
America and its founding principles, which 
are Christian in their origin. 224 pp.
978-1-63006-114-2 
___044949582 
26.99

 
Desperately Seeking the Fair Go
We Know How to Make Australia a Better 
Place and It’s Not That Hard
Geoff Davies LGUE
Once, Australia was a world leader, resilient, 
bold, socially progressive. Then the country 
dropped the ball. None of this has to be. 
Australians know how to live well without 
squabbling and without ruining the land 
and the planet. But don’t ask the political 
mainstream for the answers. 246 pp.
978-0-648-29680-5 
___045627861 paper 20% 16.99

 
Development and Democracy: Relations in 
Conflict
Victor Manuel Figueroa Sepulveda HMAK
This work examines the conflicting relations 
between technological development and 
democracy as they unfold in a new and ever 
more challenging environment. 247 pp.
978-1-60846-088-5 
___042877170 
paper 5% 28.00

 
The Dialectical Self
Kierkegaard, Marx, and the Making of the 
Modern Subject
Jamie Aroosi UNPN
By drawing out important themes 
bequeathed them by their shared 
predecessor G.W.F. Hegel, Aroosi shows 
that Marx and Kierkegaard were engaged 
in parallel projects of making sense of the 
modern, “dialectical” self, as it realizes 
itself through a process of social, economic, 
political, and religious emancipation. 248 pp.
978-0-8122-5070-1 
___043917308 
10% 59.95

 
The Economy of the Gulf States
Matthew Gray ACHC
Examining Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, Kuwait, 
Oman, Qatar, and the United Arab Emirates, 
this title in the World Economies series 
provides a synthesis of the modern economic 
history and political economy of countries 
that collectively are a hugely important 
component within the global economy. 224 
pp.
978-1-78821-001-0 
___044440263 
paper NET 25.00

 
The Economy of the Gulf States
978-1-78821-000-3 ACHC
___044440681 
NET 90.00
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Energy Kingdoms
Oil and Political Survival in the Persian Gulf
Jim Krane COLU
Krane takes readers inside the monarchies to 
consider the conundrum facing the Gulf states. 
He traces the history of their energy use and 
policies, looking in particular at how energy 
subsidies have distorted demand. 224 pp.
978-0-231-17930-0 
___044552581 
NET 32.00

 
Fearless Cities
A Guide to the Global Municipalist 
Movement
Barcelona En Comu et al. NINT
Self-government or ‘”municipalism,” is 
changing politics all over the world. This 
is a guide to winning back our towns and 
cities from below with real radical policies 
happening now, with practical organizing 
strategies and tools and profiles of 50 
pioneering municipalist platforms from 
around the world. 256 pp.
978-1-78026-503-2 
___045249087 
paper 16.95

 
The February Revolution, Petrograd, 1917
The End of the Tsarist Regime and the Birth 
of Dual Power
Tsuyoshi Hasegawa HMAK
A timely reassessment and detailed history 
of the epic uprising that toppled the tsarist 
monarchy and ushered in the next stage of 
the Russian Revolution. 701 pp.
978-1-60846-015-1 
___042877267 
paper 5% 50.00

 
The Government of Time
Theories of Plural Temporality in the Marxist 
Tradition
Vittorio Morfino HMAK
and Peter D. Thomas, editors
This volume seeks to provide new resources 
for understanding the specificity of historical 
time by studying the articulation of the real, 
plural temporalities of mass political action. 
291 pp.
978-1-60846-017-5 
___042877009 
paper 5% 28.00

 
Iran Reconsidered
The Nuclear Deal and the Quest for a New 
Moderation
Suzanne Maloney BROK
Maloney argues that the nature of the Islamic 
Republic amplifies the threat posed by its 
nuclear ambitions and animates the most 
tenacious opponents of the deal. For that 
reason, the fierce debate that has erupted 
in Washington over the deal hinges on the 
prognosis for Iran’s future. 270 pp.
978-0-8157-2824-5 
___028104860 
5% 32.00

 
Marx and Social Justice
Ethics and Natural Law in the Critique of 
Political Economy
George E. McCarthy HMAK
A detailed and comprehensive overview 
of the ethical, political, and economic 
foundations of Marx’s theory of social justice 
in his early and later writings. 390 pp.
978-1-60846-011-3 
___042877038 
paper 5% 28.00

 
Marx’s Theory of the Genesis of Money
How, Why, and Through What Is a Commodity 
Money?
Samezo Kuruma HMAK
and Michael Schauerte
In this volume, Kuruma analyzes Marx’s 
approach to the commodity and money 
in the first two chapters of Capital, Vol I. 
including a discussion of the theory of the 
value-form and other important theoretical 
questions posed by Marx. 204 pp.
978-1-60846-058-8 
___042877069 
paper 5% 28.00

 
Mexico’s Human Rights Crisis
Alejandro Anaya-Munoz UNPN
and Barbara Frey, editors
This work offers a broad survey of the human 
rights issues that plague Mexico. Impunity, 
contributors argue, is the root cause of a 
climate of generalized violence that is carried 
out, condoned, or ignored by the state and 
precludes any hope for justice. 344 pp.
978-0-8122-5107-4 
___043917323 
10% 69.95

 
Narco Noir
Mexico’s Cartels, Cops, and Corruption
Vanda Felbab-Brown BROK
Crime and security expert Felbab-Brown 
conducted more than eight years of fieldwork 
across Mexico analyzing policy interventions 
in key crime and violence hotspots, as 
well as in control cases. The result is this 
extensive and unique set of organized crime 
case studies. 300 pp.
978-0-8157-2818-4 
___028832688 
28.00

 
The New Debtors’ Prison
Why All Americans Are in Danger of Losing 
Their Freedom
Christopher B. Maselli SYHO
The truth about the U.S. prison system 
that unfairly incarcerates, disenfranchises, 
and destroys the poor and middle class of 
America. 256 pp.
978-1-51073-325-1 
___042806885 
22.99
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On the Road to Global Labour History
A Festschrift for Marcel Van Der Linden
Karl Heinz Roth, editor HMAK
A comprehensive overview of the discipline 
of global labor history, including wide-
ranging case studies which take into account 
the local, regional, and continental processes 
of the working class. 412 pp.
978-1-60846-012-0 
___042877046 
paper 5% 28.00

 
The Petrograd Workers in the Russian 
Revolution
February 1917-June 1918
David Mandel HMAK
Two definitive works on the early days of the 
Russian Revolution, now collected in one 
captivating volume. 400 pp.
978-1-60846-006-9 
___042877272 
paper 5% 28.00

 
Policy Entrepreneurship
A Guide to Shaping and Understanding 
Policy
Lynn C. Ross BROK
Ross examines the impact of policy 
entrepreneurs at all stages of policymaking. 
Anyone who hopes to have any impact on 
policymaking will benefit from learning how to 
think and act like a policy entrepreneur. 60 pp.
978-0-8157-2736-1 
___029717027 
paper 5% 12.00

 
The Politics of Losing
Trump, the Klan, and the Mainstreaming of 
Resentment
Rory McVeigh COLU
and Kevin Estep
McVeigh and Estep trace the parallels 
between the 1920s Klan and today’s right-
wing backlash, identifying the conditions 
that allow white nationalism to emerge from 
the shadows. Their sociological analysis 
of the Klan’s outbreaks sheds light on how 
Trump’s rise to power was made possible by 
a convergence of circumstances. 272 pp.
978-0-231-19006-0 
___044552601 
NET 32.00

 
The Poverty Industry
The Exploitation of America’s Most 
Vulnerable Citizens
Daniel L. Hatcher NYUP
Hatcher shows readers how state 
governments and their private industry 
partners are profiting from the social safety 
net, turning America’s most vulnerable 
populations into sources of revenue. 288 pp.
978-1-47982-697-1 
___043972085 
paper 5% 24.00

 
The Psychology of Inequality
Rousseau’s Amour Propre
Michael Locke McLendon UNPN
McLendon shows how amour-propre can 
be transformed into the demand for praise, 
whether or not one displays praiseworthy 
qualities, and demonstrates the ways in 
which this pathology continues to play a 
leading role in the psychology and politics of 
modern liberal democracies. 256 pp.
978-0-8122-5076-3 
___043917312 
10% 69.95

 
Rebranding China
Contested Status Signaling in the Changing 
Global Order
Xiaoyu Pu STAN
Drawing on a sweeping body of research, 
including original Chinese sources and 
interdisciplinary ideas from sociology, 
psychology, and international relations, this 
book puts forward an innovative framework 
for interpreting China’s foreign policy. 176 pp.
978-1-50360-683-8 
___042807038 
65.00

 
A Research on Current Political Thought 
Trends in China
Conception of Political Thought Trends and 
Their Regularities
Wang Bingquan CDPY
The research object of this book is political 
thought trends, and to further deepen the 
study of their laws, to deepen the research 
on specific thought trends so as to further 
improve ideological work, and make a 
modest contribution to the task of insisting 
on guiding political thought trends with 
socialist core value systems. 394 pp.
978-6-05-991466-6 
___046662152 paper 32.00

 
Responses to Marx’s Capital
From Rudolf Hilferding to Isaak Illich Rubin
Richard B. Day HMAK
and Daniel F. Gaido, translators
The essential collection of early documents—
most translated for the first time—responding 
to Karl Marx’s Capital. 877 pp.
978-1-60846-999-4 
___042877219 
paper 5% 50.00

 
Russia’s Addiction
How Oil, Gas, and the Soviet Legacy Have 
Shaped a Nation’s Fate
Clifford G. Gaddy BROK
and Barry W. Ickes
Gaddy and Ickes argue that Russia’s addiction 
to oil and gas are comparable to a physiological 
compulsion—the country understands that it 
is destroying itself by continuing down this 
road, but is unable to stop. They investigate 
the country’s dependence on oil, and how 
Putin manages to run his corrupt system, 
and question what will happen to this system 
when Putin is gone. 240 pp.
978-0-8157-2770-5 
___028832659 
paper 5% 30.00
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Selected Essays of Nigel Harris
From National Liberation to Globalisation
Nigel Harris HMAK
Ahmed Shawki, editor
The key works of one of the most prolific and 
insightful Marxist economists of the second 
half of the 20th century. 522 pp.
978-1-60846-010-6 
___042877039 
paper 5% 36.00

 
The Selected Works of Eugene V. Debs, Vol. 1
Building Solidarity on the Tracks, 1877-1892
Tim Davenport HMAK
and David Walters, editors
An extensive compilation of articles, 
speeches, press statements, and open letters 
by American socialist Debs, this book is the 
first in a six-volume series that assembles 
much of Debs’ work for the first time in a 
single place. 540 pp.
978-1-60846-972-7 
___042696834 
paper 24.95

 
The Selected Works of Eugene V. Debs, Vol. 1
978-1-60846-548-4 HMAK
___043928016 
36.00

 
Targeting Top Terrorists
Understanding Leadership Removal in 
Counterterrorism Strategy
Bryan C. Price COLU
Price offers a data-driven examination 
of leadership decapitation tactics in 
counterterrorism. Analyzing hundreds of 
cases of leadership turnover from over 200 
terrorist groups, Price demonstrates that 
the loss of top leaders significantly reduces 
terror groups’ life spans. 256 pp.
978-0-231-18823-4 
___044440210 
paper NET 30.00

 
Targeting Top Terrorists
978-0-231-18822-7 COLU
___044552458 
NET 90.00

 
Think Tanks
The New Knowledge and Policy Brokers in 
Asia
James G. McGann BKAD
Think tanks have become especially 
important in many Asian nations over the 
past decade. This book by a noted expert 
in the field traces the growing influence of 
these policy actors in Asia, places the trend 
in historical context, and explores how 
the region’s countries have fostered the 
growth of think tanks with uniquely Asian 
characteristics.
978-0-8157-3291-4 
___039484708 
paper 44.99

 
Tobacco, Trusts, and Trump
How America’s Forgotten War Created Big 
Government
Jim Rumford LSIG
Drawing on one of the largest private 
collections of Tobacco Wars primary 
documents and family ties to the conflict, 
Rumford shows how recent headlines—from 
the TEA Party to Occupy Wall Street to the 
election of President Donald J. Trump—echo 
the events leading up to America’s Forgotten 
War. 184 pp.
978-1-73271-040-5 
___046728067 paper 17.99

 
Toppling Foreign Governments
The Logic of Regime Change
Melissa Willard-Foster UNPN
Willard-Foster argues that as long as 
domestic opposition drives leaders to resist 
the demands of stronger states, the strong are 
likely to opt for regime change, seeing it as 
more cost effective than negotiations. 336 pp.
978-0-8122-5104-3 
___043917320 
10% 79.95

 
The Truth Is the Whole
Essays in Honor of Richard Levins
Tamara Awerbuch et al., editors LSIG
A collection of essays that pays tribute to 
Richard Levins by carrying forward his work 
in the development of the understanding of 
the dialectics of nature and society. 302 pp.
978-0-9988891-0-8 
___046640515 paper 25.95

 
Unmasking the Administrative State
The Crisis of American Politics in the Twenty-
First Century
John Marini ETCB
Ken Masugi, editor
Marini argues that the biggest shockwaves 
of the 2016 presidential election were felt not 
in the progressive parishes of Manhattan or 
San Francisco, but in the halls of the political 
elite’s cherished and oft-overlooked center 
of power: Washington, D.C.’s sprawling 
“administrative state.” 408 pp.
978-1-64177-023-1 
___042696965 
27.99

 
Visas and Walls
Border Security in the Age of Terrorism
Nazli Avdan UNPN
States’ migration and border control policies 
must enhance security while facilitating 
commerce. Sealing off borders appears as 
a panacea against transnational terrorist 
threats. This work shows that trade and 
financial dependence keep borders open 
as long as terrorist violence does not harm 
states’ own citizens or territories. 224 pp.
978-0-8122-5105-0 
___043917321 
10% 79.95
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We Want to Negotiate
The Secret World of Kidnapping, Hostages 
and Ransom
Joel Simon CMGO
This volume is an exploration of the ethical, 
legal, and strategic considerations of a 
bedeviling question: Should governments 
pay ransom to terrorists? 170 pp.
978-0-9997454-2-7 
___042529862 
paper 14.99

 
When Civil Resistance Succeeds
Building Democracy After Nonviolent 
Uprisings
Jonathan Pinckney LSIG
Why do some nonviolent revolutions lead 
to successful democratization while others 
fail to consolidate democratic change? What 
can activists do to push toward a victory 
over dictatorship that results in long-term 
political freedom? The author explores these 
questions, offering takeaways for a variety of 
readers interested in supporting movements. 
104 pp.
978-1-943271-16-0 
___046942215 paper 10% 10.70

 
Words That Matter
How the News and Social Media Shaped the 
2016 Presidential Campaign
Leticia Bode et al. BROK
This volume explores how the 2016 news 
media environment allowed Trump to win 
the presidency and what information—true, 
false, or somewhere in between—actually 
helped voters make up their minds. 200 pp.
978-0-8157-3191-7 
___038540877 
5% 25.99

POP ARTS / POP CULTURE

 
Carceral Fantasies
Cinema and Prison in Early Twentieth-
Century America
Alison Griffiths COLU
A groundbreaking contribution to the study 
of nontheatrical film exhibition, Carceral 
Fantasies tells the little-known story of how 
cinema found a home in the U.S. penitentiary 
system, and how the prison emerged as 
a setting and narrative trope in modern 
cinema. 472 pp.
978-0-231-16107-7 
___044440874 
paper NET 25.00

 
Creepshow
Simon Brown AEUR
Released in cinemas in 1982, Creepshow is 
typically regarded as a minor entry in both 
the film output of George A. Romero and 
the history of adaptations of the works of 
Stephen King. Brown examines the making 
and release of the film and its legacy through 
a comic book adaptation and two sequels. 
120 pp.
978-1-911325-91-8 
___044440740 
paper NET 15.00

 
Desires for Reality
Radicalism and Revolution in Western 
European Film
Benjamin Halligan BEBI
As with many aspects of European cultural 
life, film was galvanized and transformed 
by the revolutionary fervor of 1968. This 
groundbreaking study provides a full account 
of the era’s cinematic crises, innovations, 
and provocations, as well as the social and 
aesthetic contexts in which they appeared. 
262 pp.
978-1-78920-086-7 
___044580671 
paper 10% 27.95

 
The Divo and the Duce
Promoting Film Stardom and Political 
Leadership in 1920s America
Giorgio Bertellini UNCA
In the post-World War I American climate of 
isolationism, nativism, and consumerism, 
Italian-born star Rodolfo Valentino and Italy’s 
dictator Benito Mussolini became surprising 
paragons of authoritarian male power and 
mass appeal. Drawing on extensive archival 
research in the U.S. and Italy, Bertellini’s 
work shows how their popularity largely 
depended on the efforts of public opinion 
managers. 352 pp.
978-0-520-30136-8 
___046887292 
paper NET 34.95

 
Dune
Christian McCrea AEUR
David Lynch’s 1984 film is one that science 
fiction—and the director’s most ardent 
fans—can neither forgive nor forget. This 
book is the first long-form critical study of 
the film; it delves into the relationship with 
the 1965 novel by Frank Herbert and the 
rapidly changing context of early 1980s’ 
science fiction. 112 pp.
978-1-911325-82-6 
___044440340 
paper NET 15.00

 
The Elohssa
A Phenomenal Pest
Jorge Rodriguez-Walling LSIG
This book and the characters in it are all 
fictional accounts of a particular kind of 
person who has always been a perpetual 
presence in all civilizations. Spell it 
backwards. 100 pp.
978-0-692-14773-3 
___046150330 paper 11.99

 
The Historians, Book 6: Toys
Peter Greenaway DIVO
Filmmaker and author Greenaway’s 
preoccupation with the deficiencies of 
taxonomy yields further fruit in this second 
installment of his 100-book project, an 
encyclopedic compendium of everything in the 
world gathered together in one place. 128 pp.
978-2-914563-38-3 
___001774203 
paper 29.00
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The Interactive Documentary Form
Aesthetics, Practice, and Research
Stefano Odorico TCIV
While the concept of the documentary film 
is well established, interactive documentary 
is a newly emerging form of nonlinear, 
nonfiction narrative that animates viewers 
to control their own path through a film. 
Odorico examines the aesthetic structures 
and dynamics of interactive documentary as 
a web-based film experience. 200 pp.
978-3-8376-4231-5 
___044440203 
paper NET 40.00

 
Mad Max
Martyn Conterio AEUR
George Miller’s directorial debut was a 
singular piece of action cinema, one that 
had a major cultural impact and spawned 
a movie icon in Max Rockatansky (played 
by Mel Gibson). This monograph examines 
the film’s considerable formal qualities in 
detail, including Miller’s theory of cinema 
as “visual rock ‘n’ roll” and his marriage of 
classical Hollywood editing and Soviet-style 
montage. 112 pp.
978-1-911325-86-4 
___044440439 
paper NET 15.00

 
Stock Footage + Everything Under the Sun
Using Archival Material to Make Your Good 
Film Great
James Forsher MWF 
This is the only book that gives an overview of 
the use of archival footage and how it played 
an expanding and crucial role in documentary 
and TV films. Readers learn how to research 
images and clear the rights. 212 pp.
978-1-61593-295-5 
___044177589 
paper 29.95

PSYCHOLOGY

 
The Big Book on Borderline Personality 
Disorder
Shehrina Rooney UHOK
Those who live with borderline personality 
disorder (BPD) already know how painful it 
can be. But recovery is possible. This volume 
offers advice from someone who’s been 
there and speaks from inside BPD, with 
empathy, care and insight. 260 pp.
978-1-936268-61-0 
___044267403 
paper 17.95

 
The Big Book on Borderline Personality 
Disorder
978-1-936268-16-0 UHOK
___042635198 
paper 17.95

 
Calel
A Memoir of My Greek Mother
Cally Berryman LSIG
How would a person cope if she came to a 
foreign country against her wishes and her 
husband is killed by a drunk driver leaving 
her destitute with three children to feed and 
look after? How would she cope if the grief of 
his death brought on mental illness? 346 pp.
978-0-648-28510-6 
___046502359 paper 16.99

 
The Clutter Connection
How Your Personality Type Determines Why 
You Organize the Way You Do
Cassandra Aarssen MNG 
This volume examines and explains the 
correlation between brain types and how 
each type directly relates to organization and 
clutter. 236 pp.
978-1-63353-856-6 
___044580613 
paper 16.99

 
Cultivating the Doula Heart
Essentials of Compassionate Care
Francesca Lynn Arnoldy LSIG
Foreword by Bob Gramling, M.D., D.Sc.
Part how-to guide, part hopeful manifesto, 
this resource provides a clear framework for 
supporting those facing hardship, grief, and 
loss. Succinct and straightforward, this “work 
of heart” covers: Components of Doula Care, 
Aspects of Loss, Ways of Being/Ways of 
Doing, Grief Support, and Contemplative 
Exercises. 100 pp.
978-1-73278-060-6 
___046893212 paper 10.95

 
The Ego and the Id
Sigmund Freud CYAP
One of Freud’s most prominent ideas was 
that of the id, the ego, and the super-ego—
the three main factors behind the workings 
of the human mind. This new edition delves 
deeper into the concepts of the human mind 
and the results of the conflicts and workings 
between them.
978-1-945186-79-0 
___046893448 
paper 5.99

 
Explain Me This
Creativity, Competition, and the Partial 
Productivity of Constructions
Adele Goldberg PRIN
Goldberg explores why our use of language 
is highly creative yet also constrained. 208 
pp.
978-0-691-17425-9 
___044245839 
NET 80.00
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Fear-Less
The Art of Using Your Anxiety to Your 
Advantage
Dr. Kate Dow MGAM
With the most compelling teachings, stories, 
and practices, Fear-Less teaches women 
how to overcome anxiety and become 
empowered. 194 pp.
978-1-64279-024-5 
___043776613 
paper 16.95

 
Grieving to Believing
Discovering the Afterlife
Deb Sheppard LSIG
A spiritual psychic medium shares that her 
journey of healing and explains how to heal 
from loss. 162 pp.
978-1-73204-560-6 
___046501967 24.99

 
Homme...Femme...Connaître Son Ombre
Le Code Invisible, de la Psyché À La Cellule, 
Volume 2
Ariane Page LSIG
This new approach in psychology takes into 
account brain research and human intuition 
to provide an innovative look that simplifies 
the knowledge of the functioning psyche in 
men and women. French ed. 214 pp.
978-1-77508-774-8 
___046681217 paper 5% 19.99

 
How Young Are You?
Understanding Psychological Age, Time, 
Causometry, to Create Meaningful, 
Harmonious, Productive Lives
A.A. Kronik, Sc.D. NWAP
This research-based, self-help book 
introduces the goal-and-causal theory of 
“Psychological Time,” and helps readers 
calculate their “Psychological Age”—that 
is, how old they feel, based on significant 
events in their lives. 148 pp.
978-0-9981477-8-9 
___046687152 20% 38.00

 
It’s Grief
The Dance of Self-Discovery Through Trauma 
and Loss
Edy Nathan LSIG
Foreword by Thomas Moore
The author examines the emotional and 
devastating impact of loss and trauma. In an 
eclectic approach, he combines cognitive-
behavioral therapy techniques, Jungian 
theory, and tools that lead to a journey of 
self-discovery including how to integrate 
grief into life. 304 pp.
978-0-9971743-0-4 
___046836835 paper 24.95

 
It’s Never Too Late
Healing Prebirth and Birth at Any Age
Mia Kalef LSIG
Foreword by Jaap Van Der Wal
This groundbreaking guide decodes 
adult challenges like anxiety, depression, 
addiction, and low self-esteem, as well as 
common challenges seen in babies. Through 
detailed and easy-to-access steps, take a 
journey that shows how conception, early 
weeks in utero, birth, and days after birth 
shape how babies, and later adults feel, live, 
and love. 168 pp.
978-1-77539-850-9 
___046940402 paper 19.95

 
Life Works When
A Story of Piecing Happiness Together for a 
Successful Life
Sarah Godfrey LSIG
Carol Gray, illustrator
A lighthearted story on the serious topic of 
managing life and well-being, this illustrated 
parable will get readers thinking how to 
discover the happiness jigsaw. Follow Mo, 
(Modus Operandi, the part of people stuck 
in old patterns), as he learns to value self-
care, belonging, purpose, self esteem and 
authenticity 82 pp.
978-0-648-41610-4 
___046690977 paper 15.50

 
Love Is Unconditional
A Guide to Awaken Your Soul’s Destiny
Shelley Leutschaft, Ph.D. LSIG
Life’s greatest mysteries focus on our 
creation, our purpose for being, and the intent 
of our time on Earth. Spirituality, science, and 
religion hold varied perspectives regarding 
our origin and purpose. For many, there is 
a yearning—an almost insatiable desire—to 
expand the understanding of their purpose. 
176 pp.
978-1-948806-00-8 
___046704300 paper 16.95

 
Origins of the Kabbalah
Gershom Gerhard Scholem PRIN
R.J. Zwi Werblowsky, editor
Allan Arkush, translator
Foreword by David Biale
A crucial work in the oeuvre of Scholem, 
this book—originally published in 1950—
details the beginnings of the Kabbalah in 
12th- and 13th-century southern France and 
Spain, showing its rich tradition of repeated 
attempts to achieve and portray direct 
experiences of God. 504 pp.
978-0-691-18298-8 
___043638833 
paper 29.95
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The Timeshare
Ari Shaffer LSIG
Mystery, suspense, and unconditional 
love await readers. Sophie has multiple 
personalities and the host personality is 
fading away. The alter stepping in may not 
be the best partner for her husband Steve. 
Follow them through heartbreak and healing. 
398 pp.
978-1-73267-020-4 
___046373514 paper 16.95

 
Transformation in Troubled Times
Re-Vision’s Soulful Approach to Therapeutic 
Work
Chris Robertson LSIG
and Sarah Van Gogh, editors
To celebrate its 30 years of pioneering work, 
the Re-Vision Centre for Transpersonal & 
Integrative Therapy has brought together 
a selection of writing by practitioners and 
teachers who have worked at the heart of 
the organization. A compelling work for 
psychotherapists, counselors, trainees, and 
anyone interested in psychotherapy. 210 pp.
978-1-912698-02-8 
___046458204 paper 29.99

 
Unattended Sorrow
Recovering from Loss and Reviving the Heart
Stephen Levine MFIH
Foreword by Mirabai Starr
Introduction by Ondrea Levine
Wise, compassionate advice from one of the 
nation’s most trusted grief counselors to help 
heal emotional wounds that prevent people 
from leading fulfilling lives. 240 pp.
978-1-939681-90-4 
___042849405 
paper 16.95

REFERENCE

 
Abney, Vol. 1, 2nd Ed. 
Ancestry and Genealogy of Dr. Abraham 
Abney of Virginia
Raymond Robert Abney LSIG
Ancestry of the American Abney family from 
the 10th century to the present, including 
dozens of related families. Also included are 
British history, American history, Southern 
history, and information on Hurricanes 
Katrina and Betsy with hundreds of 
photographs and pedigrees. 786 pp.
978-0-9993282-2-4 
___046796450 65.00

 
The Anarchist Encyclopedia
Abridged
Sebastien Faure, editor AKPR
Mitchell Abidor, translator
Anarchism from A to Z, with selections from 
one of the movement’s most ambitious 
publishing projects. 340 pp.
978-1-84935-306-9 
___042400669 
paper 22.00

 
The Commonsense Guide to Everyday 
Poisons
How to Live with the Products You Love (and 
What to Do When Accidents Happen)
Teddy Vincent Angert, BSN, CSPI LSIG
Anything in a home can be toxic under the 
right circumstances—they are everyday 
poisons. But everything can also be non-
toxic. Written by a poison specialist, this 
indispensable volume gives up-to-date and 
truly useful information about the household 
products used the most. 198 pp.
978-0-692-19612-0 
___046821402 paper 25% 12.99

 
Eyeglasses Buying Guide
How to Buy Eyeglasses and Sunglasses—
Pay Less and Get More
Mark Agnew LSIG
Learn everything about how to buy 
eyeglasses, including 15 tips to save $100 
and more on eyewear, 11 secrets the 
opticians don’t want people to know, 10 
reasons not buy cheap glasses, how to buy 
glasses online with confidence, and how to 
get the most out of vision insurance. 132 pp.
978-1-73265-570-6 
___046442754 paper 19.95

 
Eyeglasses Buying Guide
978-1-73265-572-0 LSIG
___046442758 29.95

 
Graduate Programs in Business, Education, 
Information Studies, Law & Social Work 
2019, 53rd Ed. 
Peterson’s PETG
This work reviews more than 10,400 graduate 
programs across all of the relevant disciplines 
to help readers decide on their plan for 
graduate study. Includes user-friendly data 
summaries, each program’s accreditation, 
degree requirements, application deadlines, 
financial support details, and much more. 
1,712 pp.
978-0-7689-4227-9 
___044122257 
54.95

 
Museum Websites and Social Media
Issues of Participation, Sustainability, Trust 
and Diversity
Ana S. Laws BEBI
Online activities present a unique 
challenge for museums as they harness 
the potential of digital technology for 
sustainable development, trust building, 
and representations of diversity. This volume 
offers a holistic picture of museum online 
activities that can serve as a starting point for 
cross-disciplinary discussion. 212 pp.
978-1-78920-050-8 
___044580684 
paper 10% 29.95
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Pace Your Plot
200 Techniques & Insider Advice for Pacing 
Your Fiction
Jodell Sadler WRDG
This work shows writers how to manage one 
of the most important—and challenging—
aspects of fiction writing: using pacing 
within a plot to engage readers throughout 
the narrative. 288 pp.
978-1-44035-401-4 
___042829980 
paper 18.99

 
Total Survival
How to Organize Your Life, Home, Vehicle, 
and Family for Natural Disasters, Civil Unrest, 
Financial Meltdowns, Medical Epidemics, 
and Political Upheaval
James C. Jones SYHO
Knowing that no survival book can cover 
every conceivable aspect of surviving 
in every conceivable situation, veteran 
survivalist Jones delivers tips that cover the 
most likely needs of readers and for which 
there is useful and practical instruction. His 
goal is to share a variety of practical survival 
skills, principles, and ideas in an easy-to-read 
format that will aid the reader in becoming 
stronger, safer, and more self-reliant. 192 pp.
978-1-51073-900-0 
___042036435 
paper 16.99

 
The Writer’s Crime Lab
How to Portray the Forensic Sciences in 
Screenplays and Fiction
Ron Armstrong SCXU
How long does decomposing flesh take to 
attract a carrion insect? Can a gloved hand 
leave its telltale print on a victim? What 
details does a speeding vehicle leave behind 
in a skid mark. Through experimentation, 
observation, and a bit of documentation, 
readers of this volume will delve into the 
world of forensic sciences and learn firsthand 
how to incorporate accurate details into their 
screenplays and fiction. 304 pp.
978-1-44034-850-1 
___030570100 
paper 19.99

RELIGION - BIBLES

 
Dare to Believe
Looking with Intention Into the Mirror of 
God’s Word
Marjie Schaefer LSIG
A five-week deep dive into the book of 
James, often called “the Proverbs of the 
New Testament,” This inductive Bible study 
addresses trials, wisdom, the power of the 
tongue, showing favoritism, and practical 
aspects of walking with Jesus by faith. 70 pp.
978-0-9972333-7-7 
___046618908 paper 15.00

 
Proclaimed: Jesus the Messiah
Finer Grounds Bible Study
Lacy Crowell LSIG
In this 13-chapter journey through Mark’s 
gospel account, readers are able to see 
the humanity and emotion of Jesus as 
he prepares his apostles for the most 
important job the world has ever known in 
the face of constant animosity, criticism, and 
disappointment. 138 pp.
978-1-73266-610-8 
___046502117 paper 20% 11.95

RELIGION - CATHOLICISM

 
Exploring the Catholic Classics
Stay Connected Journals for Catholic Women
Tiffany Walsh LSIG
Walsh introduces readers to seven inspiring 
historical and modern works of Catholic 
spiritual literature, then invites readers to 
reflect on significant spiritual themes and 
record their own thoughts and experiences. 
Reflection prompts, guided prayer, and 
whimsical line art make this a journal 
Catholic women will treasure. 166 pp.
978-1-944008-59-8 
___046523241 paper 14.95

 
Invite the Holy Spirit Into Your Life
Stay Connected Journals for Catholic Women
Deanna G. Bartalini LSIG
Bartalini invites readers to learn how the 
Holy Spirit can change their lives, exploring 
the fruits of the Spirit through real-life 
stories, examples from the Old and New 
Testaments, and the wisdom of the Church. 
Includes writing prompts, guided prayers, 
and reflection questions. 134 pp.
978-1-944008-60-4 
___046444367 paper 14.95

 
Meditations for Each Day
Antonio Cardinal Bacci LSIG
A series of daily meditations written by 
Cardinal Bacci (1885-1971). This is the second 
English edition (2018) newly typeset and 
updated with an Introduction. 554 pp.
978-1-999472-90-0 
___046809097 paper 20% 25.99

RELIGION - CHRISTIAN

 
Absolute Faith in Jesus Christ
Utilizing the Power of Faith and Positive 
Thinking to Attain Your Life Purpose and 
Destiny
Dr. John S.O. Famodimu LSIG
This book was written to clear up many 
myths about Christianity today. The author 
was inspired to lead the readers to use the 
supreme power in the resurrected Christ, 
God’s Word, and positive thinking to attain 
their life purpose. 500 pp.
978-0-9966381-0-4 
___046707343 paper 25.99
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A Faith That Works
Moving from Seeing to Believing
Teresa A. Stith LSIG
The author offers the first of many books to 
come to motivate and help others rediscover 
their faith and not lose hope in these trying 
times. As a bonus, she includes her own 
personal testimony that shows that when 
she thought that faith wasn’t working, it 
actually was. 102 pp.
978-0-692-11149-9 
___044835198 paper 10% 19.63

 
The Fathers Refounded
Protestant Liberalism, Roman Catholic 
Modernism, and the Teaching of Ancient 
Christianity in Early Twentieth-Century 
America
Elizabeth A. Clark UNPN
Clark examines the lives and scholarship 
of professors Arthur Cushman McGiffert, 
George LaPiana, and Shirley Jackson Case, 
who modernized the academic study of 
Christianity in the early 20th century. 448 pp.
978-0-8122-5071-8 
___043917309 
10% 79.95

 
Get Up!
Rise Into Your Passion
Marilyn Brooks BAFC
A manual for women who fear they may 
have missed God’s purpose for their lives, 
this encouraging, practical workbook guides 
women from where they are to where they 
want to be. 256 pp.
978-1-896213-91-0 
___046849679 paper 29.95

 
Grace and Guts
Strategies for Living a Knock-Out Life
Shannon Perry MJFH
A counselor, speaker, and award-winning 
author offers life-changing answers in 12 
areas where women claim they struggle the 
most. 145 pp.
978-1-64279-045-0 
___044213823 
paper 14.99

 
An Illness Observed Through Reluctant Eyes
Encouragement, Ideas and Anecdotes for 
Individuals Facing a Serious Illness as a 
Patient or Caregiver
Lisa Pence MJFH
Pence offers encouragement, ideas, and 
anecdotes interwoven with humor for 
individuals going through or facing a serious 
illness as a patient or caregiver. 158 pp.
978-1-64279-013-9 
___043524577 
paper 14.99

 
Letters to Her
Becoming a Woman of Purity, Purpose, and 
Proverbs 31 Virtue
Jennifer Imediegwu CNBS
Imediegwu takes readers on a journey in 
deepening their relationship with God, 
discovering their calling, and discerning how 
God uses their relationships to impact and 
facilitate their destiny. 128 pp.
978-1-946889-69-0 
___044169729 
paper 13.99

 
Margins of Islam
Ministry in Diverse Muslim Contexts
Gene Daniels CARW
and Warrick Farah, editors
This volume brings together a stellar 
collection of experienced missionary 
scholar-practitioners who explain their own 
approaches to a diversity of Muslims across 
the world. 240 pp.
978-0-87808-066-3 
___046686400 paper NET 15.99

 
Reimagine Church
Clarify the Win, Escape Busyness and Fulfill 
Your True Purpose
Nic Harding LSIG
The author presents the totally doable, nuts-
and-bolts essentials of reproducing leaders, 
disciples, and community. 274 pp.
978-1-64370-087-8 
___046856830 paper 5% 16.99

 
Restoring the Shattered
Illustrating Christ’s Love Through the Church 
in One Accord
Nancy E. Head MGAM
Foreword by William D. Watkins
Written in an easy-to-understand, 
conversational style, this work is an 
account of Head’s journey through single-
motherhood and poverty that depicts a 
family’s passage from shattered to restored 
and calls for Christian accord. 238 pp.
978-1-64279-049-8 
___044279412 
paper 15.99

 
Secret Freedom
How to Fly Again and Gain Freedom from 
Keeping Secrets
Ilonka Deaton MJFH
Deaton explores the pitfalls and struggles 
people carry when they keep secrets and the 
resulting effects. She guides each reader into 
a journaling experience to not only explore 
their own story but to walk deeper into a 
place of healing and freedom. 164 pp.
978-1-64279-043-6 
___044122318 
paper 14.99
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Where’s God?
Revelations Today
Bryan Foster LSIG
Foster invites the reader to journey with him 
through an exploration of who and where 
God is, along with what God’s messages 
are for today’s world. He details the 12 
Revelations received from God by the author. 
272 pp.
978-0-648-40011-0 
___046533759 paper 19.95

RELIGION - CONTEMPORARY ISSUES

 
God Theory
A Scientific Quest for God and the Cosmos: A 
Prequel to the Unified Superstandard Model, 
a Composite, Functionally Triune God, the 
Necessity of an Everlasting, Divine Cosmos, 
Predestination vs. Free Will Resolved by 
Quantum Physics, God as UL
Stephen Blaha, Ph.D. PIEE
The first physical theory of important aspects 
of God’s nature resolves many theological 
questions. The author proves the cosmos 
exists forever—no beginning, no end. 58 pp.
978-0-9984575-4-3 
___046639932 20% 12.95

 
Restoring the Ancient Paths
Restoring Right Understanding Between 
Jew and Gentile
Felix Halpern LSIG
Readers will discover the symbiotic 
relationship between the Jew and Gentile, 
the church, and Israel; their destinies are 
prophetically linked. Also, one discovers 
the difference between the kingdom of God 
and the coming kingdom of Heaven, and the 
church’s role in the last days regarding Israel 
and the Jewish people. 292 pp.
978-0-692-16873-8 
___046678169 10% 18.00

 
Solidarity and Defiant Spirituality
Africana Lessons on Religion, Racism, and 
Ending Gender Violence
Traci C. West NYUP
West shows how activists in Ghana, South 
Africa, and Brazil provide inspiration and 
strategies for combating the gender violence 
epidemic in the United States. 336 pp.
978-1-47983-399-3 
___043972002 
paper 5% 35.00

 
Solidarity and Defiant Spirituality
978-1-47984-903-1 NYUP
___043971679 
NET 99.00

RELIGION - INSPIRATION / SPIRITUALITY

 
55 Days
Memoirs of Life in God’s Hands
Tom Glenn CNBS
Fifty-five days after their first date, he 
proposed. She accepted. Forty-seven years 
later, 55 days after the first ER visit, she died. 
The true story of life in God’s Hands. 448 pp.
978-1-946889-81-2 
___044476106 
paper 15.99

 
Dripping in Grace
The True Story of Past Horror, Present 
Healing, and Permanent Grace
Kim Chadwell LSIG
Foreword by Bob Russell
A true story of pain, neglect, abuse, and 
hardship—and finding the path to freedom. 
176 pp.
978-0-692-16252-1 
___046906175 paper 12.95

 
Glimpses of God’s Heart
Divinely Inspired Daily Devotions
Gwen Wellington LSIG
A retired psychotherapist and pastor 
practices the art of listening to the voice of 
God in daily meditation. To help readers 
experience the peace and joy that results 
from intimacy with a God who is Love, she 
shares what she hears in this collection of 
366 life-giving love notes from God to the 
reader. 432 pp.
978-1-999427-10-8 
___046523094 paper 19.99

 
I Am
Awaken Your Nature
created by Edward Pike LSIG
Embark on a transformative and meditative 
journey through 62 photographs of the 
magical island of Crete in Greece, and 
rediscover the beauty of life and the gift of 
being human. 116 pp.
978-1-52722-893-1 
___046515756 20% 42.00

 
Journey Beyond the Self
Vignettes of a Seeker’s Life
Dr. E.M. Martin LSIG
For those who have wondered what the 
journey to enlightenment is like, this resource 
explains the process. 122 pp.
978-0-648-38560-8 
___046273924 paper 17.99
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The Magical Jewel of Devotion in Kashmir 
Shaivism
Bhatta Narayana’s Stava Cintamani
Swami Lakshmanjoo LSIG
A sublime and unique hymn addressed 
to Lord Shiva, whom the author clearly 
venerates as the Supreme Reality. Though 
these hymns are both practical and deeply 
philosophical, the constant theme that runs 
through them is that love and devotion 
towards Lord Shiva is everything. 220 pp.
978-1-947241-05-3 
___046730701 paper 39.95

 
The Terror of the Lord
Expanding Our Understanding of the 
Character of God
Sheldon Mark CNBS
The terror of the Lord is just as real as 
the love of God. This book balances the 
understanding between God’s forgiving 
mercy and His fierce wrath. 192 pp.
978-1-946889-87-4 
___044569035 
paper 14.99

 
To Change the World for Good...
Exploring and Applying the Lord’s Prayer
John Belham LSIG
The apostles got a name for turning the 
ancient world upside down. Under the hand 
of God, this prayer, prayed and lived with 
all Christians’ hearts, minds, and strengths, 
could do the same today day. 136 pp.
978-0-9929465-7-9 
___046631309 paper 9.10

 
Whispers of the Heart
Erika Laz LSIG
An inspirational collection of insights, 
thoughts, and artwork taken from the 
direct experience of years of self-discovery. 
This work is designed to facilitate self-
understanding, inner inquiry, creativity, and 
spiritual growth. 214 pp.
978-1-941876-02-2 
___046730497 paper 5% 29.99

 
Worship and Praise
A Response to Love
Ted J. Hanson LSIG
In a work based upon the author’s experience 
as a worship leader, worship director, 
psalmist, song writer, and leader in the 
church for more than 30 years, he explains 
that worship and praise are not rituals to 
perform; they are responses to God’s love. 
The result is seen in heavenly changes in the 
world. 142 pp.
978-0-9968053-1-5 
___046877838 paper 20% 14.00

RELIGION - MORMON / LATTER DAY SAINTS

 
101 Reasons to Quit Believing in the Mormon 
God(s)
From a Mormon’s Perspective
Richard Nemelka LSIG
How long should a person believe in 
Mormonism based just on faith? The 
author adroitly lays out the complex issues 
surrounding Mormonism, Christianity, and 
God that have plagued him and others for 
decades. 314 pp.
978-0-9826175-5-7 
___046617749 paper NET 9.99

 
On Fire in Baltimore
Black Mormon Women and Conversion in a 
Raging City
Laura Rutter Strickling GBSM
Women of color tell stories of drug addiction 
and rape, of nights spent in jail and days 
looking for work, of single motherhood and 
grief for lost children. They share how they 
reconcile their membership in a historically 
white church that once denied them full 
membership. 212 pp.
978-1-58958-716-8 
___046787624 paper 20% 20.95

 
On Fire in Baltimore
978-1-58958-722-9 GBSM
___046877743 20% 34.95

RELIGION - REFERENCE

 
Christianity: A Successful Failure
Finding Faith in an Age of Fear and Falsehood
Tim Spiess LSIG
The ultimate exposé of the Christian religion. 
A special Man, some 2,000 years ago, said, 
“follow me.” Instead of doing what he says 
and following him, the Christians make 
a figurehead out of him and create their 
religion in his name. Learn the difference 
between “being a Christian” and following 
Jesus of Nazareth. 432 pp.
978-0-692-18314-4 
___046639372 paper 18.99

 
Journal of Gospels and Acts Research, Vol. 2
Peter G. Bolt, editor LSIG
This volume collects a number of essays, 
including a study of Mark 11:1-25; the 
“Gospels’ Jesus Tradition, Memory, and 
Issues;” “Preparing Israel for the Arrival of 
the Son of Man;” and “The Kingship of Jesus 
in the Gospel of John.” 140 pp.
978-1-925730-04-3 
___046557180 paper 5% 24.00
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Yah’s Set-Apart Scripture of Truth
The Black Man’s Bible, History & Culture, Red 
Letter Ed.
Noriyah Yisrael LSIG
This volume includes the Old Testament and 
the Book of Jasher with a revised chronology, 
some restored names and places, and 
commentary that is aimed at inspiring the 
Black man to return back to serving the 
Creator as prophesied. The YSST bible is the 
Black man and woman’s bible, history and 
culture all rolled in one. 744 pp.
978-0-692-14831-0 
___046653205 paper 5% 105.00

RELIGION - RELIGIOUS FICTION

 
Bad Wing Crow
Jim Powell ECBP
Powell’s work of historical western fiction 
focuses on the life struggles and adventures 
of a young African-American man and his 
family. It is a story of survival in the face 
of the extreme injustice and prejudice that 
prevailed in late-Civil War and post-Civil War 
eras. 330 pp.
978-1-937162-15-3 
___046517671 paper 20% 16.00

 
God’s Love Affair: The Heart of Lent
Liena Apsukrapsa CNBS
Prayerfully composed of the author’s letters, 
this Lent companion draws readers into 
intimate engagement with the Savior. Each 
devotional uniquely guides them through 
the process of preparing to reflect, praying, 
entering the Scripture scene through senses, 
discovering the deeper message, and 
journaling their responses to God, if desired. 
224 pp.
978-1-946889-75-1 
___044230219 
paper 14.99

 
Red Sky Over America
Ladies of Oberlin, Book One
Tamera Lynn Kraft LSIG
In 1857, America, the daughter of a slave 
owner, is an abolitionist and a student at 
Oberlin College. America goes home during 
school break to confront her father about 
freeing his slaves. Her classmate, William, 
goes to Kentucky to preach abolition. They 
land in the center of the approaching storm 
sweeping the nation. 288 pp.
978-1-949564-02-0 
___046468322 paper 14.99

 
This Courageous Journey
Heart of the Mountains, Book 4
Misty M. Beller LSIG
When Noelle Grant visits her brother in the 
Canadian Rockies, making a name for herself 
as a news correspondent finally seems within 
reach. But when the dangers become more 
than she bargained for, she finds herself—
and the mountain man she’s come to love—
in a situation more hazardous than any story 
her imagination could conjure. 282 pp.
978-0-9997012-6-3 
___046946524 paper 14.95

 
Who’s Your Daddy?
Bible-Based Stories Showing God as a 
Father for Us All
David R. Nelson MJFH
A collection of biblically-based stories that 
explores how characters in Scripture felt as 
they lived through their experiences. 208 pp.
978-1-64279-041-2 
___044213617 
paper 17.99

RELIGION - THEOLOGY

 
Revelation 1-3 in Christian Arabic Commentary
John’s First Vision and the Letters to the 
Seven Churches
Stephen J. Davis et al., editors FORD
The first publication in the new series 
Christian Arabic Texts in Translation, this 
book presents English-language excerpts 
from 13th-century commentaries on the 
Apocalypse of John by two Egyptian authors, 
Būlūs al-Būshī and Ibn Kātib Qas.ar. It 
provides a valuable entry-point to important 
but understudied theological work taking 
place at the meeting-points of the medieval 
Christian and Muslim worlds. 192 pp.
978-0-8232-8183-1 
___043311927 
paper 25.00

 
Revelation 1-3 in Christian Arabic 
Commentary
978-0-8232-8184-8 FORD
___043312252 
85.00

RELIGION - WORLD RELIGIONS

 
The Cuckoo of Instant Presence
The Six Vajra Verses
Chogyal Namkhai Norbu LSIG
The Cuckoo of Instant Presence  or The Six 
Vajra Verses  is a synthesis of the entire 
Dzogchen teaching. These verses contain few 
words and are accompanied by instructions 
for a practice. 142 pp.
978-8-87834-164-7 
___046560624 paper 5% 15.99

 
Divinely Praising Upon the Pearl of Creation
Distinguished Collection of Arabic Salawats 
and Urdu Nasheeds with Translation
Nurjan Mirahmadi LSIG
This edition is a distinguished collection 
of supplications and praisings upon the 
Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him). 
By sending salutations the reciter builds a 
tremendous light and energy within the heart 
and soul while increasing love and gratitude 
for all Prophets and the Divine. 154 pp.
978-0-9958709-6-3 
___046415971 paper 5% 19.00
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The Exodus Diary
Lee Levin LSIG
A 3,500-year-old cask is unearthed Egypt. It 
contains a miracle—the diary of Pharaoh Ay, 
successor to Tutankhamen, telling the tale 
of the Exodus as seen through the eyes of 
pharaoh himself. There was truth in the story 
as contained in the Bible, but pharaoh had his 
own truths, and they are explosive! 522 pp.
978-0-9831027-6-2 
___046922405 paper 20% 16.95

 
Fate and the Twilight of the Gods
The Norns and an Exegesis of Voluspa
Gwendolyn Taunton LSIG
This volume contains two sections, the first 
of which elaborates on the Norns (Nornir) 
and the concept of fate. The second half of 
the book examines Ragnarok, and provides 
an exegesis of Voluspa—the prophecy which 
outlines the “Twilight of the Gods.” 116 pp.
978-0-648-29965-3 
___046553938 19.95

 
Magic, Monsters, and Make-Believe Heroes
How Myth and Religion Shape Fantasy Culture
Douglas E. Cowan UNCA
This volume looks at fantasy film, television, 
and participative culture as evidence of 
our ongoing need for a mythic vision—for 
stories larger than ourselves, into which we 
write ourselves and through which we can 
become the heroes of our own story. 248 pp.
978-0-520-29399-1 
___046827837 
paper NET 29.95

 
Magic, Monsters, and Make-Believe Heroes
978-0-520-29398-4 UNCA
___046827839 
NET 85.00

 
Signs on the Earth
Islam, Modernity and the Climate Crisis
Fazlun Khalid ICFD
The magnum opus of the West’s leading 
Muslim environmentalist. 256 pp.
978-1-84774-075-5 
___042448321 
paper 18.95

 
Signs on the Earth
978-1-84774-076-2 ICFD
___042612964 
34.95

 
Understanding the Tibetan Buddhist Temple
A Photographic Study of Vajrayana Shrine 
Offerings
John Harvey Negru LSIG
An extensively annotated portfolio of 
154 color photographs of statues, shrine 
offerings, thangka paintings, and other ritual 
objects from Karma Tekchen Zabsal Ling, a 
Thrangu lineage Tibetan Buddhist temple. 
This book explores the rich symbolism of 
Tibetan Buddhist icons with explanatory text 
that will bring their meaning to life. 126 pp.
978-1-896559-07-0 
___046502381 paper 36% 39.95

SCIENCE

 
Green Chemistry for Surface Coatings, Inks 
and Adhesives
Royal Society of Chemistry RSOC
This work looks at the sustainable 
applications of green chemistry for surface 
coatings, inks, and adhesives.
978-1-78262-994-8 
___046206049 
15% 251.00

 
Stem Cells
The 21st Century Fountain of Youth
Dr Paul Lapeña Casingal LSIG
Stem cells have fascinated scientists, 
doctors, and now the public. Stem cells are 
blank or undifferentiated cells that turn in to 
specialized cells and tissues in the area of the 
body that they are introduced. 126 pp.
978-1-64440-373-0 
___046876683 paper 29.95

SELF-HELP

 
The Achiever Fever Cure
How I Learned to Stop Striving Myself Crazy
Claire Booth LIFE
A self-help book for skeptics, written by 
an ambitious executive who discovered a 
mindfulness-based path to greater fulfillment 
after realizing that she’d been “striving 
herself crazy.” 256 pp.
978-1-928055-35-8 
___042944248 
paper 17.99

 
Addicted to the Monkey Mind
Change the Programming That Sabotages 
Your Life
JF Benoist LSIG
A thought leader in the fields of addiction 
treatment and personal development offers 
a toolbox of practical skills to shift self-
sabotaging, programmed thinking. He uses 
the journeys of two relatable characters 
to teach how to develop a powerful new 
mindset and break the cycle of debilitating 
habits. 370 pp.
978-0-692-97859-7 
___046775354 paper 19.99

 
The Administrator
A Startling True Story of Politics & Deception
N. Paul Onuzuruike, MPA, CFRM LSIG
A down-on-his-luck executive defies all odds 
to devise a survival plan amidst all the chaos 
and supernatural mishaps. Merely equipped 
with his professional skill set, the destitute 
and chastened administrator defies all odds 
to methodically and unwaveringly slog his 
way out of the mayhem. 268 pp.
978-0-9988288-1-7 
___046859944 5% 23.95
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Adrift in Memories
Lessons Learned Leading a Nomadic Life
Deane B. Turner SBEU
Having moved 29 times in their life, Turner 
flunked retirement and had to reinvent 
himself. Here he shares how his desire to 
explore and travel started early in his life. 
318 pp.
978-1-73211-153-0 
___046617857 paper 16.95

 
Beyond Resilient
The Coach’s Guide to Ecstatic Growth
Marc Cordon MGAM
A unique balance of quirky revelations and 
empirical data that helps life coaches and 
clients simultaneously achieve personal 
fulfillment, client development, and 
entrepreneurial success. 148 pp.
978-1-64279-028-3 
___043622300 
paper 13.95

 
Breaking the Mold
You Are Enough
Sajatha Jaffer CNBS
Everyone faces adversity. In this memoir, 
Jaffer offers a powerful collection of stories 
that help women of all ages overcome it. 
This book is about self-acknowledgment, 
self-acceptance, and living one’s truth—
unapologetically! 160 pp.
978-1-948484-21-3 
___044169594 
paper 14.99

 
Communication Breakthrough
How Using Brain Science and Listening to 
Body Cues Can Transform Your Relationships
Vincentia Schroeter, Ph.D. LSIG
The author shows how the brain reacts 
under stress and provides powerful body 
techniques to easily shift moods to become a 
successful communicator at home, at work, 
and in social settings. He offers innovative 
tools for better listening and handy skills for 
more effective communication. 208 pp.
978-0-9963249-5-3 
___046800608 paper 19.99

 
Confidence Is Beautiful
Daily Journal for Women
Dr. V. Brooks Dunbar LSIG
This lined journal with blank vision map 
pages is for women and girls to express their 
journey towards building confidence and to 
map the actions, successes, lessons learned, 
and tools used to embrace confidence as a 
lifestyle for self, career, relationships, and in 
their personal spaces such as community, 
home and haven, and work spaces. 166 pp.
978-0-9987966-2-8 
___046808145 paper 20% 12.95

 
Dismantled
How Love and Psychedelics Broke a 
Clergyman Apart and Put Him Back Together
Bruce Sanguin EBHP
Foreword by Andrew Feldmar
The author, a former clergyman, describes his 
healing journey with the help of psychedelics, 
sacred ceremony, and psychotherapy. A 
marriage breakdown, the end of a career in 
the church and love force him to look at how 
early trauma (failures of love) impacted his 
life. This is a provocative, hopeful, look at the 
human condition. 234 pp.
978-0-9948870-2-3 
___046469028 paper 19.95

 
The Dog with Not One F*%k to Give
How to Manage Your F*%ks for a Stress-Free 
Life
Jennifer Gunn MROE
Helen Cochrane, illustrator
From a chance encounter with “the dog with 
not one f*%k to give,” the author began to 
think about how people react to stressful 
situations. With humor and candid honesty, 
she lays out some concise guidelines to help 
readers decide what is worth giving a f*%k 
about and what isn’t. 66 pp.
978-1-73263-670-5 
___046780999 20% 15.99

 
Don’t Tell Me I Can’t
Forget the Critics—Unlock Your Millions
Donna Rae LSIG
For those daydreaming or constantly talking 
about how their lives could be different 
both professionally or personally if not 
for roadblocks, the author can show  how 
anything is possible with a little tenacity and 
a lot of gratitude. 158 pp.
978-1-925830-95-8 
___046443318 paper 20% 25.00

 
Finding Your Own Happy
The Soul-Searcher’s Guide to Peace and 
Happiness in Everyday Life
Elana Davidson MGAM
An in-depth guide for the conscious soul 
searcher who wonders why, after so much 
work on themselves, they still aren’t all that 
happy. 170 pp.
978-1-64279-034-4 
___043776744 
paper 16.95

 
Getting Real About Enlightenment
A Modern Companion to Your Journey of 
Sovereign Spirituality
Kim Seppala LSIG
What happens to people’s minds, hearts, and 
bodies when they allow self-realization? How 
does awakening affect their lives, and how 
can they navigate through the dark night of 
the Soul into the dawn of enlightenment? 
This book lifts the veils of mystery around 
embodied spirituality and supports the 
reader in connecting with their inner wisdom 
and mastery. 300 pp.
978-8-7929-8066-3 
___043633589 paper 20% 25.00
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Gold in the Cracks
Move from Shattered to Whole and Reveal 
Your Light
Rani St. Pucchi KATB
In this inspiring book, an award-winning 
designer and international bestselling author 
draws from the wisdom gained from having 
helped more than 20,000 women in her 
30-year career as well as from her own life 
experiences. 448 pp.
978-0-9978809-1-5 
___046907959 36% 44.95

 
Hard Times Create Strong Men
Why the World Craves Leadership and How 
You Can Step Up to Fill the Need
Stefan Aarnio CNBS
This book is raw, real and politically incorrect. 
It will threaten and challenge ideas of what 
does it mean to be a man and how to better 
serve one’s purpose. 432 pp.
978-1-949572-05-6 
___046454643 
paper 29.99

 
Help! I Need to Master Critical Conversations
Trevor Manning LSIG
Daily conversations can quickly become 
emotional despite good intentions. Honest 
conversations are required to address the real 
issues. If these conversations are planned and 
executed well, people can speak the brutal 
truth without invoking negative emotions. 
Advice, practical frameworks, and worked 
examples are included in the book. 138 pp.
978-0-648-19151-3 
___046523225 paper 14.99

 
I Choose Gratitude
Stefanie Dunnigan LSIG
and Tina Traina
Gratitude can be a bridge to help people shift 
from fear to love. Wouldn’t it be nice to view 
life from a lens of love? 38 pp.
978-0-9962796-1-1 
___046723190 paper 5% 8.95

 
If I Could Tell You Just One Thing...
Encounters with Remarkable People and 
Their Most Valuable Advice
Richard Reed CNNG
Samuel Kerr, illustrator
This work is not only packed with great 
advice but is also enormously entertaining, 
brilliantly written, and stunningly designed. 
From advice on work and relationships, to 
creativity, spirituality and survival, some of 
the world’s most remarkable people share 
their most valuable pieces of wisdom. 416 pp.
978-1-78211-924-1 
___040558786 
paper 20.00

 
Investing in Brokenness
Lessons from Living with an Addict
Matt Moore RWDV
A life-changing how-to manual designed 
for anyone supporting an addict’s recovery. 
The edition includes real-world examples, 
practical techniques, and straightforward 
advice from an experienced professional. 
132 pp.
978-1-73254-801-5 
___046444319 paper 10.99

 
Journey to Me
Becoming Functionally Self-ISH
Fiona Jeanne LSIG
In this day and age, the entire world is talking 
about helping others. Then it’s time for you 
to “Be Your Own Best Friend” and nourish 
yourself first. 202 pp.
978-1-64324-616-1 
___046730173 paper 21.95

 
Let Stress Heal Your Life
Uncover Your Amazing Capacity to Thrive
Gillian Padgett LSIG
Padgett’s powerful guide to approach, resolve, 
and manage stress from a holistic perspective 
includes strategies and tools to monitor stress 
levels and handle challenges. It introduces 
ways to re-balance and be stress resilient 
through life. The MP3 Easy Relaxation is 
available with this edition. 238 pp.
978-0-9953061-0-3 
___046617994 paper 17.95

 
Living a Spiritual Life in a Material World
Practical Guidance in Light of Kriya Yoga
Rudra Shivananda AGTP
Insightful and inspiring guidance from an 
experienced teacher who has helped seekers 
all over the world will aid readers as they 
navigate the traps of the material world 
while engaged on a spiritual path. 222 pp.
978-1-931833-53-0 
___046864476 paper 5% 19.50

 
Mad Like Me, 2nd Ed. 
Travels in Bipolar Country
Merryl Hammond, Ph.D. LSIG
A wild gallop through a health professional’s 
battles with bipolar disorder, this work 
vividly demystifies bipolar, humanizes 
those affected, and shares how to reclaim 
mental stability. Recovery is possible! It is an 
essential resource for patients, families, and 
health professionals. 294 pp.
978-0-9876788-8-1 
___046703620 paper 14.99
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Money Detox
Your Invitation to Liberation
Tammy Lally LSIG
The complete guide to Lally’s signature 
“Money Detox” process, a seven-step 
journey that allows anyone to achieve 
financial freedom and joy. During this 
powerful and life-changing book, readers will 
learn to conquer their own money shame, 
redefine their sense of wealth and worth, and 
take back control of their lives. 240 pp.
978-0-692-15834-0 
___046596467 paper 20% 16.99

 
Muck Off
The Starting Point to Your Happily Ever After
Carol L. Lopez LSIG
Lopez shares how abandonment affected 
her self-esteem, which resulted in decisions 
and behaviors that lea to a painful life. Never 
feeling like she was good enough, her life 
journey of recovery allowed her to capture 
her lost dreams. 232 pp.
978-1-64085-279-2 
___046934838 22.99

 
New Mindset, New Results
Kerry Johnson, MBA, Ph.D. GDMA
A mindset impacts everything one thinks, 
says, and does. It can create hope and 
hopelessness, success and failure. Research 
has shown that those with a Results Focused, 
Growth Mindset make more money and are 
happier than those with a fixed mindset, 
and here, Johnson details how to build and 
develop the right mindset to achieve goals.
978-1-72251-016-9 
___046927013 
27.00

 
Outrageous Living
A Daily Guide to a Life Without Limits
Bernadette Soares LSIG
Learn powerful insights and keys for success 
with this easy-to-read daily interactive journal 
for outrageous living from one of New 
Zealand’s most successful entrepreneurs. 
Nature edition. 230 pp.
978-0-473-45241-4 
___046445343 paper 36% 19.99

 
Outrageous Living
Women’s edition.
978-0-473-44915-5 LSIG
___046423857 paper 36% 19.99

 
The Power of the Master Mind
Mitch Horowitz GDMA
Millions read the works of Napoleon Hill and 
are catapulted to their dreams. Others say 
they get nowhere. Why? Acclaimed historian 
Horowitz posits that the difference between 
success and failure lies in the use of the 
Master Mind—the pooling of intellectual, 
intuitive, and creative mental resources that 
occurs when two or more people enter a 
supportive pact to assist one another’s aims.
978-1-72251-014-5 
___046926459 
30.00

 
The Productive Muslim
Where Faith Meets Productivity
Mohammad Faris LSIG
Ever wondered if there’s a practical way to 
lead a productive lifestyle that combines 
the best of Islamic tradition and modern 
psychology and science? This book provides 
this practical framework that helps urban 
global Muslims lead a productive lifestyle—
spiritually, physically, and socially. 240 pp.
978-1-905837-38-0 
___046427769 paper 5% 19.00

 
Purpose, Passion & Provision
Releasing the 3-Dimensional You
Lawrence L. Hancock, Sr., CSSBB LSIG
This no-frills self-help book engages the 
reader to identify their purpose, passion, 
and provision using information, managed 
via action plans, and assisted by the readers’ 
most-trusted family and friends. This edition 
gets past the emotions and disappointments 
of the reader, and gets them moving towards 
the life they deserve. 68 pp.
978-0-692-18603-9 
___046887345 paper 5% 9.99

 
The Self-Love Workbook
A Life-Changing Guide to Boost Self-Esteem, 
Recognize Your Worth and Find Genuine 
Happiness
Shainna Ali ULYS
This interactive workbook, written by a expert 
counselor, makes it easy for readers to see 
their daily progress as they find freedom and 
peace by learning to love themselves. 160 pp.
978-1-61243-866-5 
___044060179 
paper 15.95

 
The Small Guide to Anxiety
Gary Small, M.D., HMTD
and Gigi Vorgan
From a New York Times-bestselling 
author and expert on neuroscience and 
human behavior, this volume provides a 
comprehensive overview of anxiety, panic 
attacks, and phobias, along with the latest 
treatment solutions from conventional 
and alternative therapies to new scientific 
discoveries and interventions. 224 pp.
978-1-63006-089-3 
___038087839 
paper 15.99

 
The Soulmate Checklist
Keys to Finding Your Perfect Partner
Rani St. Pucchi KATB
Foreword by Jack Canfield
Delving into the meaning of soulmate 
relationships, the author guides readers on a 
quest for love that lasts a lifetime. This guide will 
help readers avoid misconceptions about love, 
find the blueprint for coming to terms with the 
past, experience unconditional love, and find 
out what a soulmate is—and isn’t. 276 pp.
978-0-9976977-6-6 
___036345058 20% 36.95
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Stick with Us and We’ll Get You There
How to Be Where You Want to Be on the Road 
and in Life
Mary Walker Baron LSIG
and Jeff Baugh
This resource will help readers identify their 
personal obstacles and guide them around 
them. 218 pp.
978-1-936380-08-4 
___046811643 paper 14.95

 
The Stress Management Handbook
A Practical Guide to Staying Calm, Keeping 
Cool, and Avoiding Blow-Ups
Eva Selhub, M.D. SYHO
Dr. Selhub shows readers how to shift 
negativity into positivity in seconds. 216 pp.
978-1-51073-050-2 
___039390005 
17.99

 
Transformation Lessons
38 Insights to Manifest Your Best Life
Atl Europe PNMA
Thirty-eight transformational leaders 
share stories of their own personal 
transformational experiences. They offer 
these stories, lessons, insights, tools, and 
techniques to support the reader in his own 
life, and maybe even in his own personal 
transformation. 256 pp.
978-1-78452-149-3 
___046875297 paper 36% 19.99

 
Twelve Secular Steps
An Addiction Recovery Guide
Bill W. LSIG
Twelve Secular Steps features biology-based 
explanations of both addiction and of the 12 
Step recovery process. The author, a scientist 
and recovered addict, emphasizes an active 
role for the recovering addict. 118 pp.
978-0-9996435-0-1 
___046767915 paper 10.75

 
What We Must Do
A Guide for Perilous Times
Wendy Wood LSIG
and Thaïs Mazur
To take good care of oneself and the world is 
a universal obligation of fundamental moral 
importance. Courageous and thoughtful, 
the authors have written a practical guide 
for responding purposefully and with 
compassion to the threats the world now 
faces at home and abroad. 98 pp.
978-0-9980081-4-1 
___046690625 paper 12.99

 
When Life Feels Messy
Daily Inspiration for Soothing the Soul and 
Calming the Heart
Kartya Wunderle PAEJ
Feel inspired and motivated by reading a 
daily message of hope and positivity to 
overcome feelings of negativity, pain, and 
sadness. Soothe the soul with words of love 
and wisdom. Heal mind, body, and soul by 
changing the way you think. 236 pp.
978-0-9922734-3-9 
___046645516 paper 14.20

 
Your Body, Your Style
Simple Tips on Dressing to Flatter Your Body 
Type
Rani St. Pucchi KATB
The author teaches simple tricks on how 
to dress in a way that will enhance assets 
and camouflage areas that a person may 
be uncomfortable about or find lacking in 
any way. She explains how to elevate self-
confidence by defining personal style and 
becoming clear on how you wish to be seen 
in the world. 146 pp.
978-0-9976977-3-5 
___035937366 20% 26.95

SMALL BUSINESS / ENTREPRENEURSHIP

 
Align + Attract
Align Your Energy to Create a Business You 
Actually Love
Kerry Rowett LSIG
Creating and growing a business can 
bring up many challenges and blocks. This 
resource guides readers back into alignment 
and connection with their own wisdom as 
the fictitious Anna is hit up against common 
challenges and progressively come into a 
greater state of alignment. 134 pp.
978-0-648-39980-3 
___046515736 paper 20% 18.00

 
Intentional Success
The Power of Entrepreneurship: How to 
Build an Extraordinary Small Business
Brad Taylor MFSP
Written for the aspiring entrepreneur, the 
business professional, the dreamer, and the 
doer and taken from actual life lessons, this 
book provides a real-world viewpoint on 
what it takes to succeed as an entrepreneur. 
166 pp.
978-1-64146-314-0 
___042471783 
23.00

 
Mind Your Business
A Workbook to Grow Your Creative Passion 
Into a Full-Time Gig
Ilana Griffo PGTC
This volume is created for entrepreneurial 
women (but men are welcome too!) who 
want to turn their creative passions into a 
full-time job. It is designed to inspire them, 
to help them get organized, and to put them 
in the driver’s seat, with actionable steps to 
achieving their dreams. 176 pp.
978-1-944515-72-0 
___044230594 
paper 17.95
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You Don’t Know Spit
Real-World Skills We Were Never Taught in 
Dental School
Dr. Scott Menaker SDIT
From his no-nonsense suggestion to slow 
down to simple networking wisdom, 
Menaker reminds readers that work is 
supposed to be fun. As a leading dentist 
of over 30 years, he knows what it takes to 
run a successful business and enjoy doing 
it. This book is for those who have recently 
graduated from school or who are starting 
their own business. 110 pp.
978-1-943258-80-2 
___046372730 paper 12.95

SOCIOLOGY

 
After the Protests Are Heard
Enacting Civic Engagement and Social 
Transformation
Sharon D. Welch NYUP
Welch provides a guide to creating long-
lasting social change beyond the barricades, 
when the protests are over. An invaluable 
resource for anyone invested in the fight for 
social justice. 272 pp.
978-1-47985-790-6 
___043971961 
paper 5% 28.00

 
Ali Shariati and the Future of Social Theory
Religion, Revolution, and the Role of the 
Intellectual
Dustin J. Byrd HMAK
and Seyed Javad Miri, editors
Byrd and Miri bring together a collection of 
essays by a variety of scholars who explore 
the lasting influence of the Iranian sociologist 
and revolutionary, Ali Shariati. 282 pp.
978-1-60846-113-4 
___042877251 
paper 5% 28.00

 
All the Nations Under Heaven
Immigrants, Migrants, and the Making of 
New York, Revised Edition
Frederick Binder et al. COLU
An unparalleled chronicle of the role of 
immigrants and migrants in shaping the 
history and culture of New York City. This 
updated edition of a classic text brings the 
story of the immigrant experience up to 
the present with vital new material on the 
city’s revival with deeply rooted racial and 
economic inequalities. 320 pp.
978-0-231-18985-9 
___044440239 
paper NET 35.00

 
All the Nations Under Heaven
978-0-231-18984-2 COLU
___044552638 
NET 105.00

 
Anti-Fandom
Dislike and Hate in the Digital Age
Melissa A. Click, editor NYUP
A revealing look at the pleasure we get from 
hating figures like politicians, celebrities, and 
TV characters, showcased in approaches that 
explore snark, hate-watching, and trolling. 
352 pp.
978-1-47985-104-1 
___043971865 
paper 5% 30.00

 
Anti-Fandom
978-1-47980-527-3 NYUP
___043971990 
NET 89.00

 
The Art of Loading Brush
New Agrarian Writings
Wendell Berry CPOI
Berry’s profound critique of American culture 
has entered its sixth decade, and in this 
gathering he reaches with deep devotion 
toward a long view of Agrarian philosophy. 
288 pp.
978-1-64009-158-0 
___044704698 
paper 16.95

 
The Ascent of Vishnu and the Fall of Brahma
The Galaxy of Hindu Gods, Book 2
Swami Achuthananda LSIG
Toward the end of Vedic era, Brahma became 
the supreme god, but he could not hang on 
to his position for long. With Brahma’s fall, 
Vishnu took over the reins and steadfastly 
held on to this position—which continues 
even today. In this book, readers look 
intimately at two of the supreme gods of the 
Hindu pantheon. 162 pp.
978-0-9757883-3-2 
___046415916 paper 11.85

 
Becoming International
Musings on Studying Abroad in America
Sadie Shorr-Parks, editor PIR 
Deborah J. McGraw, associate editor
This collection of flash nonfiction chronicles 
the experiences of international students 
as they leave home, cross borders, and 
begin their studies in the U.S. Sometimes 
humorous, often profound, their writings 
illustrate the peculiar process of becoming 
international. 72 pp.
978-1-64317-034-3 
___046617395 paper 5% 14.00

 
The Believer and the Modern Study of the 
Bible
Tova Ganzel et al., editors ACDR
This volume is a first attempt to bring scholars 
and rabbis to create a dialogue around the 
question of how religious belief in the divine 
revelation at Sinai can be combined with 
critical Bible study. The volume contains 21 
essays by contemporary Jewish academics 
and thinkers on the relationship between 
faith and the source-critical study of the 
Bible. 660 pp.
978-1-61811-951-3 
___046880782 
5% 139.00
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Beyond Marx and Other Entries
David Gleicher HMAK
Gleicher explores everything from semiotics, 
economics, anthropology, sociology, history, 
philosophy, and political science to Franz 
Kafka’s literary works. 214 pp.
978-1-60846-102-8 
___042877184 
paper 5% 28.00

 
Black Toledo
A Documentary History of the African 
American Experience in Toledo, Ohio
Abdul Alkalimat HMAK
and Rubin Patterson, editors
A documentary history of the African-
American experience of resettlement 
focusing on the particular experience of 
Toledo, Ohio. 317 pp.
978-1-60846-155-4 
___042877162 
paper 5% 28.00

 
Blaming Immigrants
Nationalism and the Economics of Global 
Movement
Neeraj Kaushal COLU
Economist Kaushal investigates the rising 
anxiety in host countries and tests common 
complaints against immigration. She finds 
that immigration, on balance, is beneficial. It 
is neither the volume nor pace of immigration, 
but the willingness of nations to accept, 
absorb, and manage new flows of immigration 
that is fueling disaffection. 224 pp.
978-0-231-18145-7 
___044440176 
paper NET 30.00

 
Blaming Immigrants
978-0-231-18144-0 COLU
___044552457 
NET 90.00

 
The Challenge of Modernizing Islam
Reformers Speak Out and the Obstacles 
They Face
Christine Douglass-Williams ETCB
Illuminating, engaging, and thought-
provoking, this work is an essential text 
for understanding the future of the United 
States and the West, and the implications 
of Muslim moderates’ struggle for the free 
world. 312 pp.
978-1-64177-020-0 
___042674180 
paper 16.99

 
Charlottesville
White Supremacy, Populism, and Resistance
Chris Howard-Woods et al., editors ORBO
When white nationalists and their supporters 
clashed with counter-demonstrators in the 
college town of Charlottesville over the 
removal of a Confederate statue, a signal 
moment in American history was reached. 
This work documents and comments upon 
the immediate aftermath of the violence and 
later addresses the context, both before and 
after, for interpreting the violence. 240 pp.
978-1-949017-00-7 
___044440228 
paper 17.95

 
Citizen Spies
The Long Rise of America’s Surveillance 
Society
Joshua Reeves NYUP
Reeves details the history of recruiting 
citizens to spy on each other in the United 
States. 256 pp.
978-1-47987-811-6 
___043971880 
paper 5% 22.00

 
Concepts in Action
Conceptual Constructionism
Hakon Leiulfsrud HMAK
and Peter Sohlberg, editors
This work follows on Theory in Action (2016) 
as part of a three volume project broadening 
our understanding of the interplay of theory 
and methods. 330 pp.
978-1-60846-157-8 
___042877215 
paper 5% 28.00

 
Considering Class
Theory, Culture and the Media in the 21st 
Century
Deirdre O’Neill HMAK
and Mike Wayne, editors
This work shows why the process of 
reconstructing class consciousness must 
take place on the terrain of cultural and 
subjective formation where everyday values, 
habits, and media practices are in play. 320 
pp.
978-1-60846-103-5 
___042877199 
paper 5% 28.00

 
Cooperativism and Democracy
Selected Works of Polish Thinkers
Bartlomiej Blesznowski, editor HMAK
This volume contains a selection of texts in 
socio-political thought focusing on Polish 
cooperativism that make an important 
contribution to the debate over the 
relationship of contemporary economics and 
politics. 416 pp.
978-1-60846-090-8 
___042877275 
paper 5% 28.00
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Creating a New World
Drawing on the Best of the Past to Build a 
Sustainable Culture
Ruth L. Miller, Ph.D. LSIG
With simple clarity Dr. Miller walks readers 
through the process of replacing ideas that 
no longer work with ones that do, showing 
how life could be lived in that new world. 
Illustrated with Appendices. 242 pp.
978-1-936902-29-3 
___046623119 paper 17.00

 
Creative Spaces
Urban Culture and Marginality in Latin 
America
Niall H.D. Geraghty ILAT
and Adriana Laura Massidda, editors
An interdisciplinary exploration of the 
different ways in which marginal urban 
spaces have become privileged locations 
for creativity in Latin America. The collection 
reassesses theories of “marginality” in 
the region and argues that these notions 
invariably allow for the production of the 
new in contemporary society. 300 pp.
978-1-908857-48-4 
___039636665 
paper 5% 30.00

 
Debord, Time and Spectacle
Hegelian Marxism and Situationist Theory
Tom Bunyard HMAK
A detailed philosophical study of the 
theoretical work of Guy Debord and the 
Situationist International that helps to 
uncover a philosophy of praxis that remains 
useful today. 430 pp.
978-1-60846-079-3 
___042877013 
paper 5% 28.00

 
Emancipation and History
The Return of Social Theory
Jose Mauricio Domingues HMAK
This volume assesses critical theory today, 
focusing on the connection between history 
and emancipation and on the trends that 
structure modernity and may lead us beyond 
it. 183 pp.
978-1-60846-105-9 
___042877072 
paper 5% 28.00

 
Fighting for Our Lives
Maya Schenwar HMAK
Schenwar explores what society could look 
like if we decommodified health care. 290 pp.
978-1-60846-964-2 
___042697037 
paper 18.00

 
Games and Bereavement
How Video Games Represent Attachment, 
Loss, and Grief
Sabine Harrer TCIV
How can videogames portray love and loss? 
This volume answers the question by analyzing 
five videogames and conducting a participatory 
design study with grievers. Harrer offers both 
theoretical and practical perspectives on 
videogames and grief and suggests a design 
model for videogames to include grievers into 
game development. 200 pp.
978-3-8376-4415-9 
___044440873 
paper NET 30.00

 
Games and Rules
Game Mechanics for the Magic Circle
Beat Suter et al., editors TCIV
Why do we play games and why do we play 
them on computers? The contributors of 
Games and Rules take a closer look at the 
core of each game, and the motivational 
system that is the game mechanics. 200 pp.
978-3-8376-4304-6 
___044440414 
paper NET 30.00

 
Heading Home
Motherhood, Work, and the Failed Promise of 
Equality
Shani Orgad COLU
Orgad reveals the stark gap between the 
promise of gender equality and women’s 
experience of continued injustice. The book 
draws on in-depth interviews with highly 
educated London women who left paid 
employment to take care of their children, 
juxtaposed with media and policy depictions 
of women, work, and family. 304 pp.
978-0-231-18472-4 
___044552297 
NET 30.00

 
How to Fix the Future
Andrew Keen GOVR
From a man known as the Christopher 
Hitchens of the internet comes the new 
rulebook for navigating the digital age—and 
its future. 352 pp.
978-0-8021-2917-8 
___044865914 
paper 17.00

 
The Identity Trade
Selling Privacy and Reputation Online
Nora A. Draper NYUP
Draper explores the successes and failures 
of an industry that claims to protect and 
promote our online identities. 320 pp.
978-1-47989-565-6 
___043971667 
15% 35.00
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The Lost Keys of Freemasonry
Clydesdale Classics
Manly P. Hall CYAP
Halls—a scholar of the occult and a high-
ranking Mason himself—writes about the 
society that has captivated public opinion 
for centuries. He tells of the ancient history 
of the society and the philosophy that it still 
follows to this day.
978-1-945186-86-8 
___046893256 
paper 5.99

 
The Myth of Meritocracy
James Bloodworth BBJM
Bloodworth argues that any genuine attempt 
at improving social mobility starts by 
reducing the gap between rich and poor. 144 
pp.
978-1-78590-053-2 
___035434507 
14.95

 
Refugees Welcome?
Difference and Diversity in a Changing 
Germany
Jan-Jonathan Bock BEBI
and Sharon MacDonald, editors
The arrival in 2015 and 2016 of over one 
million asylum seekers and refugees in 
Germany had major social consequences 
and gave rise to extensive debate about the 
nature of cultural diversity and collective 
life. This volume examines the responses 
and implications of what was widely seen as 
the most major and contested social change 
since reunification. 348 pp.
978-1-78920-135-2 
___044886318 
paper 10% 34.95

 
Refugees Welcome?
978-1-78920-128-4 BEBI
___044886404 
10% 150.00

 
Reimagining Your Tomorrows
Making Sure Your Future Doesn’t Suck
Joe Tankersley LSIG
Futurist and storyteller Tankersley illustrates 
how the massive disruptions people are 
experiencing today in technology, society, 
culture, and economics can help create 
a world of personal empowerment and 
community prosperity. 182 pp.
978-1-73262-812-0 
___046647005 paper 20% 10.99

 
Sex and Stigma
Stories of Everyday Life in Nevada’s Legal 
Brothels
Sarah Jane Blithe et al. NYUP
An intimate and original look at the lives 
of Nevada’s legal sex workers through the 
voices of current and former employees, 
brothel owners, madams, and local law 
enforcement. 320 pp.
978-1-47982-070-2 
___043971651 
paper 5% 30.00

 
Sex and Stigma
978-1-47985-929-0 NYUP
___043972111 
NET 89.00

 
Taking Back the Boulevard
Art, Activism, and Gentrification in Los 
Angeles
Jan Lin NYUP
Lin explores the promises and conflicts 
faced by public figures, artists, and leaders 
of Northeast Los Angeles as they enliven and 
defend their neighborhoods. 256 pp.
978-1-47989-570-0 
___043972023 
paper 5% 30.00

 
Taking Back the Boulevard
978-1-47980-980-6 NYUP
___043971873 
NET 89.00

 
Twelve Weeks to Change a Life
At-Risk Youth in a Fractured State
Max A. Greenberg UNCA
Going beyond the narrow stories told about 
at-risk youth through data and in policy, 
Greenberg sketches a vivid portrait of young 
men and women coming of age and forming 
relationships in a world of abiding harm and 
fleeting, fragmented support. 248 pp.
978-0-520-29776-0 
___043867332 
paper NET 29.95

 
Twelve Weeks to Change a Life
978-0-520-29774-6 UNCA
___043916881 
NET 85.00

 
Unveiling the French Republic
National Identity, Secularism, and Islam in 
Contemporary France
Per-Erik Nilsson HMAK
Nilsson uses his analysis of the Veil Affairs 
to critique the misuse of secular ideology to 
justify religious intolerance and mask ethnic 
prejudice. 225 pp.
978-1-60846-177-6 
___042877112 
paper 5% 28.00
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What We Talk About When We Talk About 
Rape
Sohaila Abdulali MCWV
A beautifully written, deeply intelligent, 
searingly honest—and ultimately hopeful—
examination of sexual assault and the 
global discourse on rape told through the 
perspective of a survivor, writer, counselor, 
and activist. 265 pp.
978-1-912408-06-1 
___042400722 
paper 16.95

SPORTS & RECREATION

 
The Essential M1 Garand
A Practical and Historical Guide for Shooters 
and Collectors
Jim Thompson SYHO
Thompson helps readers appreciate, collect, 
and maintain the M1 Garand, a part of 
history. 376 pp.
978-1-51074-012-9 
___043524599 
paper 19.99

 
Hunting Rutting Bucks
Secrets for Tagging the Biggest Buck of Your 
Life!
John Trout, Jr. SYHO
Trout shares his best-kept secrets on how 
to consistently tag out on rut-crazed bucks. 
He shares countless strategies and tips for 
hunting in all three phases of the rut. 224 pp.
978-1-51073-867-6 
___042241000 
paper 16.99

 
Original Strength Performance
The Next Level
Tim Anderson et al. LSIG
Improve athletes, improve teams, and 
improve careers with this guide that will help 
readers build strength from the inside out. 
122 pp.
978-1-64184-932-6 
___046615407 paper 33.30

 
Powder Puff and Spurs
The Story of James Cathey and the Girls 
Rodeo Association
Craig W. Cathey LSIG
and Gordon Cathey
A history of the birth and establishment 
of the Girls Rodeo Association in the late 
1940s and early 1950s, this edition features 
stories of individual early leaders and stars 
of the all-girl rodeos and of one man, the 
photojournalist and Rodeo Hall of Fame 
member James Cathey, who championed 
the rodeo cowgirls’ cause and helped them 
build their successful organization. 124 pp.
978-0-692-14430-5 
___046947896 36% 32.00

 
Simple Fly Fishing, 2nd Ed. 
Yvon Chouinard et al. PTAN
Modern-day fly fishing, like much in life, has 
become exceedingly complex, with high-tech 
gear, a confusing array of flies and terminal 
tackle, accompanied by high-priced fishing 
guides. This book reveals that the best way 
to catch trout is simply, with a rod and a fly 
and not much else. 144 pp.
978-1-938340-79-6 
___043873757 
paper 24.95

 
So You Think You’re a Detroit Red Wings Fan?
Stars, Stats, Records, and Memories for True 
Diehards
Pat Gass SRPE
This volume tests and expands the 
knowledge of any diehard Red Wings hockey 
fan. Rather than merely posing questions 
and providing answers, it gives readers the 
details behind the stories that bring to life 
players and coaches, games and seasons. 
224 pp.
978-1-68358-256-4 
___041574947 
paper 14.99

 
Tales from the Nashville Predators Locker Room
A Collection of the Greatest Predators 
Stories Ever Told
Kristopher Martel SRPE
In 1998, the Predators joined the NHL as an 
expansion team, marking the start of what’s 
been a wild ride ever since! This volume 
covers all the stories, from the adventures 
around the inaugural season to the 2017 
Stanley Cup Finals. The perfect gift for any 
fan of Nashville hockey! 224 pp.
978-1-68358-230-4 
___041574823 
19.99

STUDY GUIDES

 
Cambridge IGCSE® & O Level Economics 
Study & Revision Guide, 2nd Ed.
Paul Hoang HODR
Send students into their exam with the 
confidence to achieve their maximum 
potential using step-by-step guidance that 
helps to practice skills learned and improve 
exam technique. 120 pp.
978-1-51042-129-5 
___042674035 
paper NET 18.00

 
Cambridge IGCSE® & O Level Geography 
Study & Revision Guide, Revised Ed.
Paul Guinness HODR
This volume gives students the confidence 
they need for the IGCSE exam by building 
their skills and identifying areas for 
improvement. Fully updated for the latest 
syllabus for examination from 2020. 128 pp.
978-1-51042-139-4 
___042674067 
paper NET 18.00
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Cambridge IGCSE® and O Level Business 
Studies Study and Revision G
Karen Borrington HODR
This resource helps students maximize 
their performance on the IGCSE and offers 
examiner’s tips and suggestions on how to 
approach questions. Fully updated for the 
latest syllabus for examination from 2020. 
120 pp.
978-1-51042-126-4 
___042674221 
paper NET 18.00

 
Cambridge IGCSE® and O Level History 
Study and Revision Guide
Benjamin Harrison HODR
Updated for the latest syllabus for 
examination from 2020, this volume offers 
step-by-step guidance to help students 
practice skills learned and improve exam 
technique. 120 pp.
978-1-51042-119-6 
___042674001 
paper NET 18.00

 
Cambridge IGCSE® First Language English 
Study & Revision Guide, 3rd Ed.
John Reynolds HODR
This resource helps students maximize their 
potential and avoid common misconceptions 
about the IGCSE exam with frequent 
mistakes highlighted throughout. It builds 
students’ skills constructing and writing 
answers with a range of practice and exam-
style questions. 80 pp.
978-1-51042-134-9 
___042674063 
paper NET 19.00

 
Cambridge IGCSE® Mandarin Chinese 
Workbook
Yan Burch HODR
Support students with a clear and concise 
workbook to guide them through the 
Cambridge IGCSE Mandarin Chinese 
syllabus (0547). This work provides guidance, 
exercises, and examples in the key areas to 
improve comprehension and delivery of the 
language.
978-1-51044-866-7 
___044840694 
paper NET 36.25

 
Cambridge IGCSE® Mathematics Core & 
Extended Study & Revision Guide, 3rd Ed.
John Jeskins HODR
Send students into their exam with the 
confidence to achieve their maximum 
potential using step-by-step guidance that 
helps to practice skills learned and improve 
exam technique. 176 pp.
978-1-51042-171-4 
___042674062 
paper NET 19.00

 
CSET Foundational-Level Mathematics (211, 
212)
Sharon A. Wynne XAMO
Completely aligned with the current CSET 
exam, this resource helps readers maximize 
their studying by prioritizing domains and 
skills they need to focus on the most to 
pass the exam. Includes one practice test, 
complete with detailed answer explanations.
978-1-64239-054-4 
___045107895 
paper 64.99

 
CSET Mathematics (211, 212, 213)
Sharon A. Wynne XAMO
Unlike other teacher certification test 
preparation material, this study guide drills 
all the way down to the focus statement 
level, providing detailed examples of the 
range, type, and level of content that appear 
on the test. Completely aligned with current 
CSET exam, this book provides the support 
readers need to study and pass the exam 
with confidence!
978-1-64239-055-1 
___045107778 
paper 27.99

 
CSET Multiple Subjects (101, 214, 103)
Sharon A. Wynne XAMO
This guide, which is aligned with current 
state standards, reviews the core 
competencies and skills corresponding to 
the sub-categories of the CSET exam. Once 
readers have mastered the core content, 
they can improve their test-taking skills using 
the practice section, which includes 143 
sample-test questions and in-depth answer 
rationales.
978-1-64239-056-8 
___045107790 
paper 27.99

 
ILTS Science: Biology (105)
Sharon A. Wynne XAMO
For college students, teachers, and 
career-changing professionals who want 
to teach Science-Biology in Illinois, this 
comprehensive guide offers the resources 
and support needed to pass the ILTS exam 
with confidence. Readers can maximize their 
study by prioritizing domains and skills they 
need to focus on the most to pass the exam.
978-1-64239-052-0 
___045558773 
paper 64.95

 
Master the Nursing School & Allied Health 
Entrance Exams, 20th Ed. 
Peterson’s® PETG
A comprehensive source that offers the 
essential test prep needed for the RN, PN, 
and allied health entrance exams. This easy-
to-use guide provides in-depth review of 
the basic facts, principles, and concepts of 
all nursing entrance exam subject areas. 
In addition, there are several tests for each 
subject area. 496 pp.
978-0-7689-4309-2 
___044122206 
paper 24.95
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MTEL Biology (Field 13)
Sharon A. Wynne XAMO
Completely aligned with the current MTEL 
exam, this comprehensive resource provides 
the support readers need to study and pass 
the exam with confidence! This study guide 
includes one practice test and detailed 
answer explanations that reference related 
skills in the book, allowing readers to identify 
their strengths and weaknesses and interact 
with the content effectively.
978-1-64239-051-3 
___045558940 
paper 64.95

 
MTLE Life Science (Grades 9-12)
Sharon A. Wynne XAMO
This Minnesota Life Science 9-12 study guide 
gets all the way down to the focus statement 
level, providing detailed examples of the 
range, type, and level of content that appear 
on the test. Readers can maximize their study 
by prioritizing domains and skills they need 
to focus on the most to pass the exam.
978-1-64239-049-0 
___045559009 
paper 64.95

 
MTTC Biology (Field 017)
Sharon A. Wynne XAMO
Completely aligned with the current 
MTTC exam, this detailed guide includes 
one practice test to help readers test 
their knowledge, understand how the 
exam is weighted, and identify skills and 
competencies they need to focus on. The 
detailed answer explanations reference 
related skills in the book.
978-1-64239-050-6 
___045558660 
paper 64.95

 
NYSTCE CST Biology (006)
Sharon A. Wynne XAMO
Unlike other teacher certification test 
preparation material, this CST Biology study 
guide drills all the way down to the focus 
statement level, providing detailed examples 
of the range, type, and level of content that 
appear on the test. Completely aligned with 
current CST exam, it provides the support 
readers need to study and pass the exam 
with confidence!
978-1-64239-048-3 
___045558753 
paper 64.95

 
The Official LSAT® PrepTest 86
Nov. 2018 LSAT
Law School Council LASC
This resource is an actual LSAT administered 
on the date indicated. Readers can practice as 
if taking an actual test by following the test-
taking instructions and timing themselves. In 
addition to actual LSAT questions, this guide 
contains an answer key, writing sample, and 
score-conversion table. 52 pp.
978-0-9996580-3-1 
___042530523 
paper 10.00

 
Reading Instruction Competence 
Assessment (RICA)
Sharon A. Wynne XAMO
Get the guide that gets results! This 
comprehensive, state-aligned RICA study 
guide includes a resources section, as well 
as 125 multiple-choice questions and two 
essays with detailed answer rationales.
978-1-64239-040-7 
___045074678 
paper 24.99

TECHNOLOGY  & INDUSTRIAL ARTS

 
Achieving Sustainable Cultivation of Tree 
Nuts
Umit Serdar BHDD
and Dennis Fulbright, editors
This collection reviews the wealth of research 
addressing key issues facing the cultivation 
of tree nuts. Part 1 discusses the health 
benefits of tree nuts. Part 2 addresses safety 
issues. The remaining parts assess advances 
in breeding, cultivation and the management 
of pests and diseases. 420 pp.
978-1-78676-224-5 
___042530195 
15% 275.00

 
Advances in Mathematical Methods for 
Electromagnetics
Kazuya Kobayashi SCIH
and Paul Denis Smith, editors
This resource covers recent progress 
in advanced analytical and associated 
numerical methods applied to problems 
arising in all areas of electromagnetics. 700 
pp.
978-1-78561-384-5 
___044257501 
30% 190.00

 
Agroforestry for Sustainable Agriculture
Maria Rosa Mosquera-Losada BHDD
and Ravi Prabhu, editors
This volume reviews the latest research on 
the role and implementation of main types 
of agroforestry, the ecosystem services that 
agroforestry can deliver and techniques for 
optimizing agroforestry practice. 480 pp.
978-1-78676-220-7 
___042530047 
15% 300.00

 
Bytes, Bombs, and Spies
Herbert Lin BROK
and Amy Zegart, editors
This work explores the future of offensive 
cyber operations.
978-0-8157-3547-2 
___046669868 
paper 45.99
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Fault Diagnosis for Robust Inverter Power 
Drives
Antonio Ginart, editor IAMU
This helpful volume focuses on early diagnosis, 
prognosis, and intrinsic reliability of inverter 
power drives and their applications. Topics 
include material degradation, materials, 
semiconductors, inverter topologies, and 
early diagnosis as well as fault tolerant 
software strategies. 300 pp.
978-1-78561-410-1 
___045182630 
30% 150.00

 
Food Contact Materials Analysis
Royal Society of Chemisty RSOC
This volume explores mass spectrometry 
techniques in relation to food contact 
materials analysis.
978-1-78801-124-2 
___046893435 
15% 209.00

 
Mr. Bridges’ Enlightenment Machine
Forty Years on Tour in Georgian Britain
Barb Drummond BCGM
Henry Bridges advertised his machine The 
Microcosm, for show in 1733. It displayed 
the finest arts and technology and toured 
Britain and its American colonies for over 
40 years, with its displays evolving in 
response to changes in the wider world. This 
work describes early science, technology, 
freemasonry, curiosity cabinets, and 
traveling shows. 418 pp.
978-1-912829-01-9 
___046515155 paper 36% 21.99

 
The Organic No-Till Farming Revolution
High-Production Methods for Small-Scale 
Farmers
Andrew Mefferd NESP
A no-till chemical-free growing roadmap, 
showing how no-till lowers barriers to 
starting a small farm, reduces greenhouse 
gas emissions, increases efficiency and 
profitability, and promotes soil health. This 
hands-on manual is specifically written for 
natural and small-scale farmers. 288 pp.
978-0-86571-884-5 
___042897183 
paper 29.99

 
Product Design and the Supply Chain
Competing Through Design
Omera Khan KOGN
Readers learn about the strategic role of 
product design in the supply chain and how 
it can transform their current practices and 
organizational boundaries. 264 pp.
978-0-7494-8776-8 
___046345922 
15% 180.00

TRAVEL - FOREIGN

 
Captain Hooter’s Connoisseur’s Guide to 
Amsterdam Coffeeshops
Captain Hooter SBNW
One man on a mission: to go to every single 
coffee shop in Amsterdam in search of the 
“best of the best.” 104 pp.
978-1-62006-094-0 
___046946343 paper 19.95

 
Fodor’s Travel Essential Germany
Fodor’s Travel Guides FODR
From the vibrant nightlife and art scene 
of Berlin to the more traditional region of 
Bavaria and its capital, Munich, Germany 
offers beautiful scenery, a thriving cultural 
scene, and hearty food and drink. This 
resource makes it easy to create a perfect trip 
from start to finish. 800 pp.
978-1-64097-110-3 
___044184826 
paper 24.99

 
Fodor’s Travel London 2019
Fodor’s Travel Guides FODR
Written by locals, this essential volume is 
the perfect guidebook for those looking 
for insider tips to make the most out their 
visit to London and the surrounding areas. 
Complete with detailed maps and concise 
descriptions, this guide helps travelers plan 
their trip with ease. 400 pp.
978-1-64097-114-1 
___045628409 
paper 19.99

 
Ikaria
A Love Odyssey on a Greek Island
Anita Sullivan PANA
This author traveled to Greece during three 
different phases of her lifetime and has 
written about the island, inhabitants, beauty, 
and cultural life. Her love affair with the 
island has deeply affected her life. Her first 
book received the Western States Creative 
Nonfiction Award. Ikaria was written from 
experience and has received excellent 
reviews. 132 pp.
978-0-9777318-6-2 
___002445000 paper 17.00

 
Insight Guides: Explore Cancún (& the 
Yucatán), 2nd Ed. 
Insight Guides ISIT
From must-see attractions like Chichén 
Itzá to hidden gems, including the region’s 
cenotes (sinkholes) and idyllic beaches, the 
easy-to-follow, ready-made walking routes 
will help readers plan their trip to Cancun 
and the Yucatan, save time, and enhance 
the exploration of this fascinating/thrilling 
region. 144 pp.
978-1-78671-799-3 
___043622270 
paper 12.99
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Insight Guides: Explore Costa Rica
Insight Guides ISIT
From making sure travelers don’t miss out on 
must-see attractions like the Arenal Volcano, 
to discovering hidden gems, including the 
remote Osa Peninsula, the easy-to-follow, 
ready-made walking routes will help them 
plan their trip, save time, and enhance the 
exploration of this fascinating country. 144 pp.
978-1-78671-791-7 
___043622323 
paper 12.99

 
Insight Guides: Flexi Map Cape Town, 4th Ed. 
Insight Guides ISIT
Full-color, waterproof, and simple to use, 
this map not only helps travelers navigate 
Cape Town, but also offers handy destination 
details on the Cape Peninsula and Cape Town 
Environs, and tips on top attractions and 
getting around.
978-1-78671-941-6 
___044060126 
9.99

 
Insight Guides: Flexi Map Shanghai, 5th Ed. 
Insight Guides ISIT
This easy-to-use, full-color, waterproof map 
is all travelers need to navigate Shanghai. 
It also includes handy destination detail on 
Shanghai Area and Eastern China, and tips 
on top attractions and getting around.
978-1-78671-940-9 
___044184910 
9.99

 
Insight Guides: French Riviera Pocket Guide
Insight Guides ISIT
Featuring ideal itineraries and top travel 
tips in a pocket-sized package, this on-the-
move companion helps readers plan their 
trip and get around with ease. A convenient, 
quick-reference guide to discovering what to 
do and see in the French Riviera, from top 
attractions like Fondation Maeght, to hidden 
gems, including Domaine du Rosaire. 144 pp.
978-1-78671-576-0 
___038872677 
paper 9.99

 
Insight Guides: Germany Pocket Guide
Insight Guides ISIT
With ideal itineraries and top travel tips in a 
pocket-sized package, this convenient guide 
tells readers what to do and see in Germany, 
from the Brandenburg Gate and Cologne 
Cathedral to Meissen with its perfect porcelain 
and the Black Forest’s National Clock Museum, 
which celebrates the cuckoo clock. 144 pp.
978-1-78919-216-2 
___044983555 
paper 9.99

 
Insight Guides: Guernsey Pocket Guide
Insight Guides ISIT
A convenient, quick-reference companion to 
discovering what to do and see in Guernsey, 
from Shell Beach, Fort Grey, Hauteville 
House, and the car-free island of Sark to 
Vallette Bathing Pools and the Victorian Shop 
and Parlour. Includes perfect day itinerary 
suggestions, a pull-out map, and essential 
information on everything from dining to 
transportation. 144 pp.
978-1-78671-814-3 
___043622431 
paper 9.99

 
Insight Guides: Kraków Pocket Guide
Insight Guides ISIT
From top attractions like National Museum 
and Wawel Castle to lesser-known gems like 
the quirky Pharmacy Museum and the Old 
Synagogue, this concise and compact guide 
offers essential information for exploring 
Kraków. 144 pp.
978-1-78671-815-0 
___043622380 
paper 9.99

 
Insight Guides: Portugal Pocket Guide
Insight Guides ISIT
This convenient, quick-reference guide helps 
readers plan a trip to Portugal, experience 
perfect days, and get around with ease. 
Includes highlights of top attractions 
and hidden gems, itinerary suggestions, 
insightful overviews of landscape, history, 
and culture, and an invaluable pull-out map.
978-1-78573-075-7 
___044353066 
paper 9.99

 
Insight Guides: Sardinia, 5th Ed. 
Insight Guides ISIT
Sardinia is known for its crystal-clear emerald 
seas, snow-white beaches, and mountainous 
landscape. Including a free app and ebook, 
the new edition of this guide highlights the 
island’s top attractions, including Catalan 
culture in Alghero, glitzy Costa Smeralda 
resorts, and more. 288 pp.
978-1-78671-828-0 
___043622198 
paper 23.99
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Insight Guides: Tallinn Pocket Guide
Insight Guides ISIT
A compact and concise companion to 
discovering what to do and see in Tallinn, 
from Toompea Castle, Aleksander Nevsky 
Cathedral and the Seaplane Harbour to 
hidden gems like Town Hall Pharmacy, 
eccentric Dragon Gallery, and the Latin 
Quarter. 144 pp.
978-1-78671-813-6 
___043622243 
paper 9.99

 
Insight Guides: Tuscany and Umbria Pocket 
Guide
Insight Guides ISIT
Featuring ideal itineraries and top travel tips 
in a pocket-sized package, this guide offers 
a convenient, quick-reference companion 
to discovering what to do and see in 
Tuscany and Umbria, from top attractions 
like Florence’s Duomo and Uffizi Gallery, to 
hidden gems, including medieval Gubbio 
and the hill village of Todi. 144 pp.
978-1-78671-817-4 
___043622361 
paper 9.99

 
Let’s Go Europe 2019
The Student Travel Guide
Harvard Student Agencies LSGO
Europe has been, and will continue to be, the 
starting point for the adventures of students 
all around the world. Now, students can join 
the company of their fellow wanderlust-
stricken adventure seekers and set their 
trip apart from the rest, with the help of this 
unique guide.
978-1-61237-053-8 
___046893683 
paper 19.99

 
The Maya Sites
Hidden Treasures of the Rain Forest, 2nd Ed. 
Christian Schoen LSIG
Planning a trip to the Yucatán peninsula? 
This is the perfect guide to visit the 15 
most important Maya sites in Mexico and 
Guatemala. The text describes these sites in 
detail and contains background information 
about culture, history, language, and writing 
system, and how the Maya calendar works. 
Includes 155 illustrations, 91 in color. 248 pp.
978-3-00-060142-2 
___046560350 paper 5% 22.90

 
Pocket Rough Guide: Ibiza & Formentera
Rough Guides RGHG
Readers can discover these exciting 
volcanic islands with the most incisive and 
entertaining travel guide on the market. 
They can take this handy, pocket-sized book 
anywhere, from the backstreets of Santa 
Cruz, to a black-sand beach, or on a hike in 
the shadow of Mount Teide. 144 pp.
978-0-241-32470-7 
___044712598 
paper 13.99

 
Pocket Rough Guide: Tenerife & La Gomera
Rough Guides RGHG
Whether travelers plan to explore the Ben 
Youseff Medersa, mingle with the storytellers 
on the Jemaa el Fna, or go shopping in the 
souks, this handy, pocket-sized guide will 
show them the ideal places to sleep, eat, 
drink, shop and visit along the way. 144 pp.
978-0-241-32469-1 
___044552512 
paper 13.99

 
The Rough Guide to Sri Lanka, 6th Ed. 
Rough Guides RGHG
Readers can discover Sri Lanka with the 
most incisive and entertaining guidebook 
on the market. Whether they plan to explore 
the ancient ruins of Sigiriya, wander amid 
Ella’s verdant tea plantations, or explore the 
cave temples of Dambulla, this volume offers 
travelers the ideal places to sleep, eat, drink, 
shop and visit along the way. 472 pp.
978-0-241-31174-5 
___044712615 
paper 24.99

 
Startup Guide Frankfurt
Startup Guide, editor STGU
The up-and-coming entrepreneur’s guide to 
Frankfurt that gives readers everything from 
practicalities to personal mantras to get that 
startup started. 224 pp.
978-3-947624-09-6 
___045909619 
paper 20.00

 
Startup Guide Valencia
Startup Guide, editor STGU
The soon-to-be-entrepreneur’s guide to 
Valencia, putting a spotlight on the people 
and places shaping its startup community. 
224 pp.
978-3-947624-08-9 
___045908719 
paper 20.00

 
Time Out Berlin City Guide, 11th Ed. 
Time Out TMUT
Time Out brings its trademark honest 
voice and hunger for discovery to this fully 
updated guide to Berlin, giving readers all 
the information they need make the most of 
the city. 320 pp.
978-1-78059-264-0 
___045512358 
paper 21.95
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TRAVEL - GENERAL

 
Iceland
A Visual Tour
Tony Sweet AMHM
Readers can immerse themselves in the 
breathtaking natural landscape of Iceland 
with over 150 evocative photos from one of 
the industry’s leading photographic artists. 
128 pp.
978-1-68203-390-6 
___044904268 
paper 24.95

 
Million Dollar Host
Julie’s Airbnb Portfolio Earned Over a Million 
Dollars in Her First Year...Yours Can Too!
Julie George LSIG
In 2016, curiosity led the author to list her first 
property on the trending Airbnb site. In no 
time at all, it became apparent that there was 
more than just “holiday money” to be made. 
Far from simply listing properties, George 
turned a “hobby” into a very profitable 
business. 134 pp.
978-1-922093-55-4 
___046819539 paper 24.95

 
The Poetics of Distortion
Panoramic Photographs of the San Francisco 
Bay Area
Thomas R. Schiff GFFK
Schiff’s vivid panoramic photographs 
capture the iconic buildings and landscapes 
of San Francisco and the Bay Area in new 
and surprising ways. From the Golden Gate 
Bridge to Coit Tower, they offer a refreshing 
perspective on familiar places and reveal 
unexpected treasures in everyday ones. 192 
pp.
978-1-943532-16-2 
___046880930 
39.95

TRAVEL - UNITED STATES

 
Dear Bob and Sue, Season 2
Matt and Karen Smith LSIG
Taking a mid-career break to travel to all 58 
U.S. National Parks, the authors describe 
their sense of awe in exploring the parks and 
share humorous and quirky observations—
in the form of e-mails written to their friends. 
298 pp.
978-0-9853581-6-7 
___046956487 paper 15.99

 
Fodor’s Travel: Essential Chicago
Fodor’s Travel Guides FODR
Written by locals, Essential Chicago is the 
perfect guidebook for those looking for 
insider tips to make the most out their visit. 
Complete with detailed maps and concise 
descriptions, this Chicago travel guide will 
help readers plan their trip with ease. 304 pp.
978-1-64097-112-7 
___044184788 
paper 19.99

 
Frommer’s New England, 20th Ed. 
Kim Knox Beckius et al. FMMD
Part of the Frommer’s Complete Guides 
series, this volume is packed with dazzling 
photos and detailed, opinionated, and 
honest reviews, giving readers the low-down 
on what’s worth their trip and what’s not. The 
destinations are broken down into easy-to-
navigate sections and include a full-size pull-
out map to help readers plan the perfect trip. 
732 pp.
978-1-62887-396-2 
___043199507 
paper 24.95

 
Insight Guides: Arizona & the Grand Canyon, 
5th Ed.
Insight Guides ISIT
With in-depth insider information on must-
see, top attractions like Monument Valley and 
hidden cultural gems like Bisbee, this trusted 
and fully updated guide to Arizona and the 
Grand Canyon is ideal for travelers seeking 
immersive cultural experiences. 336 pp.
978-1-78919-701-3 
___044352942 
paper 22.99

 
Insight Guides: Explore Boston, 2nd Ed. 
Insight Guides ISIT
Easy-to-follow, ready-made walking routes 
help readers plan the perfect trip to Boston. 
Practical, pocket-sized, and packed with 
inspirational insider information, this guide 
will make the ideal on-the-move companion. 
144 pp.
978-1-78671-829-7 
___043622212 
paper 12.99

 
Insight Guides: Explore Los Angeles
Insight Guides ISIT
Readers will experience the best of Los 
Angeles with this indispensably practical 
guide. From making sure they don’t miss out 
on must-see attractions like Disneyland and 
Hollywood, to discovering hidden gems, the 
easy-to-follow, ready-made walking routes 
will help them plan their trip, save time, and 
enhance their exploration of this thrilling 
city. 144 pp.
978-1-78671-832-7 
___043622197 
paper 12.99

 
Joshua Tree: The Complete Guide, 7th Ed. 
Joshua Tree National Park
James Kaiser DSTT
Joshua Tree National Park is a stunning 
desert getaway that boasts some of southern 
California’s most dramatic scenery. From the 
weird and wonderful Mojave Desert to the 
vast and stark Sonoran Desert, this volume 
shows readers the park’s highlights and 
hidden gems. 216 pp.
978-1-940754-36-9 
___045512056 
paper 19.99
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Oregon Festivals
A Guide to Fun, Friends, Food & Frivolity
John Shewey WWID
A guide book depicting the remarkable 
diversity of festivals held throughout 
Oregon. Each festival is detailed with crisp 
and concise information and special tidbits 
from the author, and is also accompanied by 
colorful photographs depicting the festival’s 
greatest features. 224 pp.
978-1-51326-184-3 
___044230264 
paper 24.99

 
Oregon Festivals
978-1-51326-185-0 WWID
___044568742 
38.99

 
Startup Guide Miami
Startup Guide, editor STGU
The entrepreneur’s guidebook, this resource 
is complete with all the who’s, how’s, and 
where’s that the city synonymous with 
startups has to offer. 224 pp.
978-3-947624-10-2 
___045908703 
paper 20.00

 
Well-Behaved Taverns Seldom Make History
Pennsylvania Pubs Where Rabble-Rousers 
and Rum Runners Stirred Up Revolutions
M. Diane McCormick SBNW
Take a pub crawl through 12 Pennsylvania 
taverns with rebellious pasts, where the 
stakes were high, and the rum was flowing. 
312 pp.
978-1-62006-040-7 
___046767626 paper 19.95

YOUNG ADULT FICTION

 
The Blood Secrets and Lies, Book 1
Brandylan James LSIG
In 1587, the forbidden love between 
Cassondra Clare, a wycan, and her sworn 
enemy, vampire heir Daniel Croft, was 
destined to end badly, especially once 
Daniel’s jealous brother exposed the lovers. 
Now almost 500 years later, two other star-
crossed lovers, their direct descendants, 
try to defy the curse that will demand their 
blood. 354 pp.
978-0-692-17251-3 
___046958264 paper 13.99

 
Born Again
David Hull LSIG
In this journey through the challenges of 
adolescence, the solidarity of friendship 
helps the character find courage to explore 
his inner self and take a stand for his rights 
as a human being. 294 pp.
978-0-648-17580-3 
___046618082 paper 15.99

 
Far Forest Scrolls 
Na Cearcaill LSIG
Decades after invaders led by the White 
Wizard stormed across the Dark Sea and 
ravaged Verngaurd, the world is once again 
on the brink of war. Do the battered knights 
have enough strength left in them to fight the 
treachery swirling within the coming storm? 
292 pp.
978-1-73214-992-2 
___046521113 paper 20% 14.95

 
The Field of Hum
A Fable for All Ages
Jon Gamble KBBO
When Ruby starts to have conversations with 
her cat, people begin to worry. Their worry 
changes to wonder when Ruby, through 
some mysterious magic, says she can save 
her family’s farm from being ruined by the 
mining company. Suddenly, being nerdy has 
turned into awesome!  186 pp.
978-0-9752473-7-2 
___046775026 paper 10% 12.90

 
High School Stories: Life Interrupted
Joyce C. Cooper LSIG
Stockard lives with anxiety and depression. 
She struggles with living life as a typical 
teenager. Chris is the star cornerback for 
Eastridge High School with secrets that 
threatens his mental health. Their lives are 
constantly interrupted by various events that 
make them question their identities and test 
their will to live. 214 pp.
978-0-9991177-4-3 
___046476459 paper 12.95

 
The Legend of V
Book 1: The Solar System’s Prophecies
Varak Kaloustian LSIG
When V is seven, his family is kidnapped 
by an alien look-alike. Six years later on 
his quest to find them near Pluto, V must 
stop a divine evil from destroying the Milky 
Way, harnessing the powers of the Solar 
Prophecies, the Dark Spirit, and above all, 
himself. 172 pp.
978-0-9987773-2-0 
___038930197 paper 15.00

 
Love for Two Lifetimes
Martina Boone LSIG
Two generations, two great loves, one 
devastating lie...but some loves are worth 
every sacrifice. Following clues in years 
of unmailed love letters after her mother’s 
death, Izzy steps into a world of English 
royalty, glamour, and masquerades in search 
of her father, where she falls in love with the 
last person she should probably ever love. 
354 pp.
978-1-946773-19-7 
___046665979 5% 19.99
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Magic Forbidden, Book Two
Jack Hillman LSIG
One of Thook’s magic students has been 
infected with a life-draining drug. Now Thook 
and her husband, Dan, must discover who 
is using forbidden magic, but the nefarious 
ones have made a mistake. They are using 
an ancient chemical process that includes a 
compound made from dragon’s blood. They 
must find the drug’s source and stop the 
baddies. 316 pp.
978-1-947041-15-8 
___046568470 paper 24.99

 
The Making of a Leader
An Inspiring Tale for All Women
Julie Lewin LSIG
When 15-year-old Maggie writes to her 
grandmother asking her how to be part of 
the “cool group,” she expects a reply straight 
away. Maggie has to figure this one out for 
herself. It is an emotional journey of self-
discovery leading to a community project, 
bridging the gap between generations of 
women, becoming a leader, and facing 
death. 154 pp.
978-0-9874957-3-0 
___046669650 paper 36% 15.00

 
The Mask Shop of Doctor Blaack
Steve Rasnic Tem LSIG
When siblings Trevor and Laura go shopping 
for Halloween costumes, Trevor tries on the 
wrong mask, and the consequences are 
dangerous. “A light, enjoyable horror story, 
with just the right amount of creepiness for 
younger readers.”—Kirkus Reviews. 222 pp.
978-0-9997736-1-1 
___044451303 paper 15.99

 
The Mask Shop of Doctor Blaack
978-0-9997736-0-4 LSIG
___044505650 24.99

 
My Hands Hold My Story
Bethany Swafford LSIG
In 1874, 16-year-old Ivy Steele’s deafness is 
more than a handicap. It’s a disease. When 
she is sent to rejoin her father in Montana, 
she faces continual hardship and danger. 
Expecting a peaceful if not affectionate 
welcome, Ivy finds herself in greater hardship 
than she’s ever known in this stunning debut. 
270 pp.
978-1-64440-644-1 
___046644167 paper 14.99

 
Poisoned Arrow
Iris Van Ooyen LSIG
Iris must confront her own devastating 
power—and what she’s done with it—if she 
wants to use her gifts to fight for a better 
world. Poisonous arrows shot from the past 
and a power-hungry priest try to stop her. 
Will she find the strength within? 408 pp.
978-9-08-282200-7 
___046796696 paper 20% 17.95

 
The Stone Gospel
A Ghost Story
Derek E. Pearson LSIG
During two sweltering summer weeks in 
an idyllic Sussex cathedral town, police 
officer Rose Platt and child psychiatrist Sharif 
Mohammed find themselves fighting for six-
year-old Jerome Talbot’s sanity—and their 
lives—during an overwhelming assault by 
ancient magic seeking bloody revenge. 232 pp.
978-1-912031-32-0 
___046397357 22.49

 
The Summer Between
Anne G’Fellers-Mason LSIG
When the author was 18, she knew everything 
about the history of the entire world. Thank 
God for summer break, for those 10 weeks 
between high school and college when life 
took her roughly by the collar, shook her 
hard, and said with a deep, guttural laugh, 
“Buckle up, kid, ‘cause I’m drivin’, and you 
don’t know squat.” 280 pp.
978-1-73232-772-6 
___046547383 paper 16.95

 
The Unveiled
M.C. Ray LSIG
Sprite Alya Lightstar lives in a wealthy 
sanction of Keldrock, an illustrious elven-
ruled city where she has everything anyone 
could ever imagine. It seems like a perfect 
life, but with danger right around the corner, 
including a pair of yellow eyes right on 
her trail, she’ll have to summon all of her 
courage to save her home. 326 pp.
978-0-692-17897-3 
___046621560 paper 20% 19.99

YOUNG ADULT NONFICTION

 
Saving Ourselves
by Writers of the 21st Century, Vol. 1, Phase 1
C. Sade Turnipseed, Ph.D., editor LSIG
Foreword by Julianne Malveaux, Ph.D.
The writers of the 21st century are gathered in 
one accord to express their intent on healing 
by documenting the methods that prescribe 
their way to a healthy societal and spiritual re-
birth within all communities. 128 pp.
978-0-9795370-7-3 
___046650890 20% 55.00
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BIOGRAPHY / AUTOBIOGRAPHY

 
Domina
The Women Who Made Imperial Rome
Guy Bedoyere TTAD
narrated by Julian Elfer
In this captivating history, a prominent 
scholar documents the Julio-Claudian 
women—including Livia, Octavia, and 
the elder and younger Agrippina—whose 
bloodline, ambition, and ruthlessness made 
it possible for the emperors’ line to continue.
978-1-63015-887-3 
___046574851 
CD 44.99

 
Domina
978-1-51594-055-5 TTAD
___046574726 
MP3 29.99

 
Hitler’s Pawn
The Boy Assassin and the Holocaust
Stephen Kock HIGB
narrated by James Anderson Foster
Kock reveals the remarkable story of a 
forgotten 17-year-old Jew who was blamed 
by the Nazis for the anti-Semitic violence 
and terror known as the Kristallnacht, the 
pogrom still seen as an initiating event of the 
Holocaust. Simultaneous hardcover.
978-1-68441-877-0 
___046880870 
CD 29.99

 
The Indian World of George Washington
The First President, the First Americans, and 
the Birth of the Nation
Colin G. Calloway HIGB
narrated by Paul Heitsch
An authoritative, sweeping, and fresh new 
biography of the nation’s first president, 
Calloway’s work reveals fully the dimensions 
and depths of George Washington’s relations 
with the First Americans.
978-1-68441-548-9 
___046795744 
CD 49.99

 
Left to the Mercy of a Rude Stream
The Bargain That Broke Adolf Hitler and 
Saved My Mother
Stan Goldman TTAD
narrated by the author
This amazing, little-known story uncovers 
a piece of history about the undermining 
of the Nazi regime, the women of the 
Holocaust, and the strained but loving 
relationship between a survivor and her son. 
Simultaneous hardcover.
978-1-977318-83-1 
___046893395 
CD 32.99

 
Left to the Mercy of a Rude Stream
978-1-977368-83-6 TTAD
___046893222 
MP3 24.99

 
Soldier, Priest, and God
A Life of Alexander the Great
F.S. Naiden HIGB
narrated by Stephen Bel Davies
The first biography of Alexander the Great 
to explore his religious experience, to put 
his experience in Egypt and Asia on a par 
with his Macedonian upbringing and Greek 
education, and to explain how the European 
conqueror became a Moslem saint. 
Simultaneous hardcover.
978-1-68441-710-0 
___046648380 
CD 39.99

BUSINESS / PROFESSIONAL

 
Counter Mentor Leadership
How to Unlock the Potential of the 
4-Generation Workplace
Kelly Riggs TTAD
and Robby Riggs
narrated by the authors
Baby Boomer Kelly and his Millennial 
son Robby, who work with organizations 
grappling daily with multi-generational 
conflict, share their very different 
perspectives on the same problems most 
companies are dealing with, but haven’t had 
the courage, or the tools, to address.
978-1-977317-18-6 
___046345546 
CD 39.99

 
Counter Mentor Leadership
978-1-977367-18-1 TTAD
___046345580 
MP3 29.99

 
The Future of Packaging
From Linear to Circular
Tom Szaky DMSE
Szaky, a recycling pioneer, eco-capitalist, 
and founder and CEO of TerraCycle, paints a 
future of a “circular economy” that relies on 
responsible reuse and recycling to propel the 
world towards eradicating overconsumption 
and waste.
978-1-974925-09-4 
___045663537 
CD 29.99

 
The Future of Packaging
978-1-974925-10-0 DMSE
___045663533 
MP3 29.99
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Help Them Grow or Watch Them Go
Career Conversations Organizations Need 
and Employees Want
Beverly Kaye DMSE
and Julie Winkle Giulioni
The creators of Love ‘Em or Lose ‘Em 
identify three broad types of conversations 
that have the power to motivate employees 
more deeply than any well-intentioned 
development event or process to help with 
career development.
978-1-974926-46-6 
___046098409 
CD 39.99

 
Help Them Grow or Watch Them Go
978-1-974926-47-3 DMSE
___046098282 
MP3 19.99

 
The Law of Small Things
Creating a Habit of Integrity in a Culture of 
Mistrust
Stuart Brody DMSE
Exposing how today’s culture seemingly 
encourages dishonesty and duplicity, lawyer 
and politician Brody challenges listeners to 
make integrity a daily practice. Simultaneous 
trade paperback.
978-1-974927-81-4 
___046574857 
CD 39.99

 
The Law of Small Things
978-1-974927-82-1 DMSE
___046574584 
MP3 19.99

 
The Wise Advocate
The Inner Voice of Strategic Leadership
Art Kleiner et al. TTAD
narrated by Jonathan Yen
The authors give a transformative explanation 
of how cutting-edge neuroscience can help 
business leaders set a course toward better 
management. Mapping the functions of a 
manager onto established patterns of mental 
activity, they identify crucial brain circuits 
and their parallels in organizational culture. 
978-1-40017-123-1 
___046795620 
CD 37.99

 
The Wise Advocate
978-1-51593-093-8 TTAD
___046795649 
MP3 24.99

CHILDREN’S

 
Breathe with Me
Using Breath to Feel Strong, Calm, and Happy
Mariam Gates DMSE
Sarah Jane Hinder, illustrator
The bestselling creators of Good Night Yoga 
teach kids fun and easy breathing practices 
based on the proven methods of yoga and 
mindfulness meditation. Simultaneous 
hardcover. (Ages 4-8)
978-1-974926-02-2 
___046098431 
CD 14.99

 
The Electric War
Edison, Tesla, Westinghouse, and the Race to 
Light the World
Mike Winchell DMSE
Brimming with action, suspense, and rich 
historical and biographical information about 
inventors Thomas Edison, Nikola Tesla, and 
George Westinghouse, here is the rousing 
account of one of the world’s defining 
scientific competitions. Simultaneous 
hardcover. (Young adult)
978-1-974925-13-1 
___045663501 
CD 29.99

 
The Electric War
978-1-974925-14-8 DMSE
___045663742 
MP3 29.99

 
The Lonely Dead
April Henry TTAD
narrated by Piper Goodeve
When schizophrenic Adele, who possesses a 
paranormal gift, is implicated in an investigation 
that involves the murder of her former best 
friend Tori, Adele must work with Tori’s ghost 
to find the killer in this mystery from the New 
York Times-bestselling author of Girl, Stolen. 
Simultaneous hardcover. (Young adult)
978-1-977314-31-4 
___046880896 
CD 32.99

 
The Lonely Dead
978-1-977364-31-9 TTAD
___046880907 
MP3 24.99

 
We All Fall Down
Natalie D. Richards TTAD
narrated by Will Damron
and Amy McFadden
From the author of One Was Lost and Six Months 
Later comes “a haunted love story about a 
couple who bring out the best—and worst—in 
each other”—Mindy McGinnis, author of The 
Female of the Species. (Young adult)
978-1-63015-219-2 
___046574763 
CD 37.99

 
We All Fall Down
978-1-51593-387-8 TTAD
___046574534 
MP3 24.99

DRAMA / POETRY

 
Lear
The Great Image of Authority
Harold Bloom HIGB
narrated by Simon Vance
Bloom, regarded by some as the greatest 
Shakespeare scholar of our time, presents 
an intimate, wise, deeply compelling portrait 
of King Lear, the third in his five-part series 
about the great playwright’s most significant 
personalities.
978-1-68441-682-0 
___045965555 
CD 29.99
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EXERCISE / HEALTH

 
The Diabetes 2-Month Turnaround
A Safe, Effective, and Scientifically Sound 
Approach to Getting Your Diabetes Back on 
Track
Laura Hieronymus, CDE, BC-ADM, HIGB
and Stacy Griffin, PharmD, CPT
narrated by Donna Postel
Using years of behavioral research, Dr. 
Hieronymous has created a complete two-
month program for people with diabetes 
who need to get their glucose under control, 
now and for the long term. 
978-1-68441-494-9 
___046795471 
CD 29.99

 
Diabetes A to Z
What You Need to Know About Diabetes—
Simply Put
American Diabetes Association HIGB
narrated by Timothy Andres Pabon
Appropriate for all people with diabetes and 
their caregivers, and backed by the credibility 
of The American Diabetes Association, this 
latest edition is the home reference every 
person with diabetes should own.
978-1-68441-480-2 
___046795664 
CD 29.99

 
The Type 1 Diabetes Self-Care Manual
A Complete Guide to Type 1 Diabetes Across 
the Lifespan
Jamie Wood, M.D., HIGB
and Anne Peters, M.D.
narrated by Laural Merlington
Drs. Wood and Peters offer practical, 
evidence-based and common sense help 
for people with type 1 diabetes and their 
caregivers.
978-1-68441-514-4 
___046881054 
CD 29.99

 
Your First Year with Diabetes
What to Do, Month by Month
Theresa Garnero, APRN HIGB
narrated by Laural Merlington
Taking listeners step by step through the 
first year after their diabetes diagnosis, this 
practical and humorous guide includes a 
basic explanation of the disease, instructions 
on checking glucose, and details about 
diabetes nutrition, avoiding complications, 
and better management.
978-1-68441-488-8 
___046795697 
CD 34.99

FICTION - ESPIONAGE / THRILLER

 
An Anonymous Girl
Greer Hendricks MMNA
and Sarah Pekkanen
read by Barrie Kreinik
and Julia Whelan
From the authors of the blockbuster 
bestseller The Wife Between Us comes an 
electrifying thriller about doubt, passion, and 
just how much one person can trust another. 
Simultaneous hardcover.
978-1-25031-421-5 
___044203028 CD 39.99

 
The Burglar
Thomas Perry HIGB
narrated by Christina Delaine
From the New York Times-bestselling author 
“who can be depended upon to deliver high-
voltage shocks” (Stephen King) comes a new 
thriller about an unlikely female burglar who 
realizes she must solve a string of murders…
or become the next victim. Simultaneous 
hardcover.
978-1-68441-837-4 
___046795698 
CD 34.99

 
Crucible
A Thriller
James Rollins HRAU
read by Christian Baskous
In the race to save one of its own, Sigma 
Force must wrestle with the deepest 
spiritual mysteries of mankind in this mind-
expanding adventure from the #1 New 
York Times-bestselling author, told with his 
trademark blend of cutting edge science, 
historical mystery, and pulse-pounding 
action. Simultaneous hardcover.
978-0-06-289041-2 
___044542829 CD 44.99

 
The Current
Tim Johnston HIGB
narrated by Sarah Mollo-Christensen
From the author of Descent—a tour de force 
about the indelible impact of a crime on the 
lives of innocent people. “[A] gripping thriller 
and page-turner but also a masterwork 
of mood and language—a meditation on 
memory and time. ”—Ivy Pochoda, author of 
Wonder Valley. Simultaneous hardcover.
978-1-68441-638-7 
___046795642 
CD 39.99

 
Daughter of War
A Pike Logan Thriller
Brad Taylor PNGN
read by Rich Orlow
Former Special Forces Officer and New York 
Times-bestselling author Taylor delivers a 
heart-pounding thriller featuring Taskforce 
operators Pike Logan and Jennifer Cahill as 
they unravel a conspiracy where nothing is 
as it seems. Simultaneous hardcover.
978-0-7352-0589-5 
___044453772 CD 45.00
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Golden State
Ben H. Winters LB  
The award-winning, New York Times-
bestselling author of the Last Policeman 
trilogy channels George Orwell and Ray 
Bradbury for this mind-bending dystopian 
novel set in a world governed by absolute 
truth, where lies are as dangerous as murder. 
Simultaneous hardcover.
978-1-47891-774-8 
___044429073 CD 35.00

 
Judgment
Joseph Finder PNGN
read by January Lavoy
Acclaimed New York Times-bestselling 
author Finder returns with an explosive new 
thriller about a female judge and the one 
personal misstep that could lead to her—
and her family’s—undoing. Simultaneous 
hardcover.
978-1-52472-367-5 
___044347753 CD 40.00

 
Liar Liar
James Patterson LB  
and Candice Fox
On the hunt for her brother’s killer, Detective 
Harriet Blue (from Never Never) is considered 
a dangerous fugitive from the law. As she 
recklessly speeds toward the dark side—and 
finally crosses it—Harriet won’t stop until 
Regan Banks pays for the many lives he has 
taken. Simultaneous hardcover.
978-1-54911-485-4 
___044429074 CD 35.00

 
The New Iberia Blues
A Dave Robicheaux Novel
James Lee Burke SS  
The shocking death of a young woman 
leads Detective Dave Robicheaux into the 
dark corners of Hollywood, the mafia, and 
the backwoods of Louisiana in this gripping 
mystery from an author who proves that 
he “remains the heavyweight champ, a 
great American novelist whose work, taken 
individually or as a whole, is unsurpassed” 
(Michael Connelly). Simultaneous hardcover.
978-1-50826-668-6 
___044814657 CD 39.99

 
The Rule of Law
A Dismas Hardy Novel
John Lescroart SS  
In the electrifying new work by the “master 
of the legal thriller” (Chicago Sun-Times), 
attorney Dismas Hardy is called to defend 
the least likely suspect of his career: his 
longtime, trusted assistant who is suddenly 
being charged as an accessory to murder. 
Simultaneous hardcover. 352 pp.
978-1-50826-670-9 
___044814658 CD 29.99

 
The Suspect
Fiona Barton PNGN
read by Susan Duerden et al.
From the New York Times-bestselling author 
of The Widow and The Child comes a new 
novel of twisting psychological suspense 
about the worst nightmare of every parent 
when two teenage sisters go missing in 
Thailand. Simultaneous hardcover.
978-1-52477-996-2 
___044785237 CD 40.00

 
Watching You
Lisa Jewell SS  
From the instant New York Times- and #1 
Sunday Times-bestselling author of Then 
She Was Gone comes another suspenseful 
page-turner about a shocking murder in a 
picturesque and well-to-do English town. 
Simultaneous hardcover.
978-1-50826-862-8 
___044814666 CD 29.99

FICTION - GENERAL

 
A Dog Called Jack
Ivy Pembroke HIGB
narrated by Shaun Grindell
Warm, witty, and as irresistibly charming 
as its canine hero, this is the uplifting story 
of an ordinary street and the extraordinary 
dog bringing all its inhabitants together. 
Simultaneous hardcover.
978-1-68441-788-9 
___046795547 
CD 34.99

 
The Dreamers
Karen Thompson Walker RH  
read by Cassandra Campbell
The New York Times-bestselling author of 
The Age of Miracles delivers a mesmerizing 
story about a college town transformed 
by a strange illness that locks victims in a 
perpetual sleep and triggers life-altering 
dreams. Simultaneous hardcover.
978-0-525-63754-7 
___044347473 CD 40.00

 
The Far Field
Madhuri Vijay DMSE
An elegant, epic debut from an exciting new 
talent and Pushcart Prize winner that follows 
one young woman’s search for a lost figure 
from her childhood, a journey that takes her 
from Southern India to Kashmir and to the 
brink of a devastating political and personal 
reckoning. Simultaneous hardcover.
978-1-974930-06-7 
___046880878 
CD 59.99

 
The Far Field
978-1-974930-10-4 DMSE
___046881002 
MP3 29.99
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Fast Friends
Jill Mansell TTAD
narrated by Lucy Rayner
When bored housewife and mother Camilla 
Stewart impulsively invites her old school 
friends for dinner, she hardly imagines that the 
evening will shatter her comfortable existence 
in this  feel-good tale about the power of 
friendship from an international bestselling 
author. Simultaneous trade paperback.
978-1-977318-75-6 
___046795712 
CD 44.99

 
Fast Friends
978-1-977368-75-1 TTAD
___046795742 
MP3 29.99

 
The Forgiving Kind
Donna Everhart TTAD
narrated by Tiffany Morgan
In her masterful new novel, set in 1950s’ 
North Carolina, the acclaimed author of The 
Education of Dixie Dupree brings to life an 
unforgettable young heroine and a moving 
story of family love tested to its limits. 
Simultaneous trade paperback.
978-1-63015-575-9 
___046647829 
CD 44.99

 
The Forgiving Kind
978-1-51593-743-2 TTAD
___046648201 
MP3 29.99

 
Once Upon a River
Diane Setterfield SS  
read by Juliet Stevenson
Combining folklore and science, magic and 
myth, the author of the instant #1 New York 
Times bestseller The Thirteenth Tale presents 
a richly imagined, powerful story about how 
people explain the world to themselves, 
themselves to others, and the meaning of 
life. Simultaneous hardcover.
978-1-50825-677-9 
___044814656 CD 39.99

 
Problems
Jade Sharma HIGB
narrated by Emily Woo Zeller
Dark, raw, and very funny, this Girls-meets-
Trainspotting story introduces Maya, a young 
woman with a smart mouth, time to kill, and 
a heroin hobby that isn’t much fun anymore.
978-1-68441-694-3 
___046648015 
CD 29.99

 
The Secret Life of Mac
Melinda Metz HIGB
narrated by Elise Arsenault
From the author of Talk to the Paw, a 
lighthearted novel inspired by the true story 
of a kleptomaniac cat who stole his way into 
America’s heart. Simultaneous trade paperback.
978-1-68441-784-1 
___046795539 
CD 29.99

 
Sugar Run
Mesha Maren HIGB
narrated by Hillary Huber
In 1989, 17-year-old Jodi McCarty is 
sentenced to life in prison for manslaughter. 
She’s released 18 years later and finds herself 
at a Greyhound bus stop, reeling from the 
shock of unexpected freedom. She tries to 
make a fresh start, but is that even possible 
in her Appalachian hometown that refuses to 
change? Simultaneous hardcover.
978-1-68441-640-0 
___046795611 
CD 39.99

FICTION - MYSTERY/ DETECTIVE

 
Crewel and Unusual
A Haunted Yarn Shop Mystery
Molly MacRae TTAD
narrated by Emily Durante
In the sixth mystery in this charming cozy 
series, ever-resourceful Kath Rutledge and 
shop ghost Geneva become tangled up 
in an embroidery rivalry—and a murder. 
Simultaneous hardcover.
978-1-63015-699-2 
___046648202 
CD 37.99

 
Crewel and Unusual
978-1-51593-867-5 TTAD
___046648022 
MP3 24.99

 
The Curse of La Fontaine
M.L. Longworth TTAD
narrated by Christa Lewis
In the sixth captivating installment of 
Longworth’s acclaimed Verlaque & Bonnet 
Provençal Mystery series, the newlywed 
investigators contend with their most sinister 
challenge yet: a centuries-old curse.
978-1-40012-117-5 
___046574730 
CD 37.99

 
The Curse of La Fontaine
978-1-49454-924-4 TTAD
___046574558 
MP3 24.99

 
Death by Chocolate Malted Milkshake
A Death by Chocolate Mystery
Sarah Graves DMSE
When a mysterious murder takes place at 
the wedding of the summer, Jake and Ellie, 
owners of The Chocolate Moose, have to 
act fast before the killer can strike again. 
Simultaneous hardcover.
978-1-974925-27-8 
___045663400 
CD 29.99

 
Death by Chocolate Malted Milkshake
978-1-974925-31-5 DMSE
___045663392 
MP3 29.99
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Fallen Mountains
Kimi Cunningham Grant TTAD
narrated by James Patrick Cronin
When Transom Shultz goes missing shortly 
after returning to his sleepy hometown of 
Fallen Mountains, Pennsylvania, Red, the 
sheriff, is haunted by the possibility that a crime 
Transom was involved in 17 years earlier—a 
crime Red secretly helped cover up—may 
somehow be linked to his disappearance. 
Simultaneous trade paperback.
978-1-63015-288-8 
___046795601 
CD 39.99

 
Fallen Mountains
978-1-51593-456-1 TTAD
___046795523 
MP3 29.99

 
The Golden Tresses of the Dead
A Flavia de Luce Novel
Alan Bradley RH  
read by Jayne Entwistle
“The world’s greatest adolescent British 
chemist/busybody/sleuth” (The Seattle 
Times) is back in this series’ 10th installment, 
in which a finger in a wedding cake is only 
the beginning of a deliciously shocking 
mystery. Simultaneous hardcover.
978-0-449-80773-6 
___044347220 CD 40.00

 
The Hangman’s Secret
A Victorian Mystery
Laura Joh Rowland DMSE
Intrepid photographer Sarah Bain and her 
motley crew of friends are back to hunt 
criminals in the dark, seedy underbelly of 
Victorian London in this third mystery. But 
little do they know, the darkness may lurk 
closer than they first divined. Simultaneous 
hardcover.
978-1-974926-48-0 
___046098523 
CD 59.99

 
The Hangman’s Secret
978-1-974926-52-7 DMSE
___046097911 
MP3 29.99

 
Murder Wears a Little Black Dress
A Resale Boutique Mystery
Debra Sennefelder TTAD
narrated by Amy Melissa Bentley
First in a new series from the author of 
the Food Blogger Mysteries. Manhattan 
fashionista Kelly Quinn thought she’d left 
her upstate New York town far behind…until 
the Seventh Avenue expat returns home to 
revamp her grandmother’s consignment 
shop into an upscale boutique—and 
unwittingly sets a trend for murder.
978-1-63015-675-6 
___046795657 
CD 37.99

 
Murder Wears a Little Black Dress
978-1-51593-843-9 TTAD
___046795612 
MP3 24.99

 
Murder with Peacocks
A Meg Langslow Mystery
Donna Andrews DMSE
In this lighthearted mystery, Meg is busily 
planning three chaotic weddings, including 
one that uses live peacocks as lawn 
decorations. When an unpopular out-of-town 
visitor is found dead, all indications lead to 
foul play, and subsequent disasters threaten 
to dampen the wedding festivities.
978-1-974925-90-2 
___046098387 
CD 59.99

 
Murder with Peacocks
978-1-974925-94-0 DMSE
___046098269 
MP3 29.99

 
No Escape Claws
A Second Chance Cat Mystery
Sofie Ryan TTAD
narrated by Marguerite Gavin
Sarah Grayson and her feline ally, Elvis, get a 
chance to see if their sleuthing skills are up to 
scratch in the sixth installment of Ryan’s New 
York Times-bestselling series. Simultaneous 
mass-market paperback.
978-1-51591-238-5 
___046881111 
CD 37.99

 
No Escape Claws
978-1-51596-238-0 TTAD
___046881152 
MP3 24.99

 
The Secrets of the Bastide Blanche
M.L. Longworth TTAD
narrated by Christa Lewis
In the spine-tingling seventh installment 
of the series, Verlaque and Bonnet must 
investigate when a controversial author new 
to Provence seems to be haunted by more 
than just his past. 
978-1-40012-118-2 
___046574582 
CD 39.99

 
The Secrets of the Bastide Blanche
978-1-49454-925-1 TTAD
___046574768 
MP3 29.99

 
Summoned to Thirteenth Grave
Darynda Jones MMNA
narrated by Lorelei King
In the finale of Jones’ New York Times-
bestselling paranormal series, Grim Reaper 
Charley Davidson returns from having been 
kicked off the earthly plane for 100 years. 
Now that she’s back on Earth, it’s time to put 
to rest burning questions that need answers. 
Simultaneous hardcover.
978-1-25030-515-2 
___043126061 CD 39.99
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Verses for the Dead
A Pendergast Novel
Douglas Preston GCEB
and Lincoln Child
The latest installment in the #1 bestselling 
series. After an overhaul of leadership at the 
FBI’s New York field office, A.X.L. Pendergast 
is abruptly forced to accept an unthinkable 
condition of continued employment: the 
famously rogue agent must now work with a 
partner. Simultaneous hardcover.
978-1-54914-222-2 
___045290295 CD 40.00

 
The Widows
Jess Montgomery MMNA
read by Susan Bennett
Inspired by the true story of Ohio’s first 
female sheriff, Montgomery’s powerful 
debut follows two women’s search for justice 
as they take on the corruption at the heart of 
their community. Simultaneous hardcover.
978-1-25031-651-6 
___044202885 CD 39.99

FICTION - PSYCHOLOGICAL SUSPENSE

 
The Alarming Palsy of James Orr
Tom Lee HIGB
narrated by Matthew Lloyd Davies
A deeply unsettling story of creeping horror 
that consistently confounds expectations, 
this  Kafkaesque suburban gothic tracks the 
unraveling of man’s body, mind, and life. 
Simultaneous hardcover.
978-1-68441-832-9 
___046648391 
CD 29.99

FICTION - RELIGIOUS

 
At Your Request
An Apart from the Crowd Novella
Jen Turano DMSE
Can a friendship weather past refusals 
and become something more? Acclaimed 
inspirational author Turano takes listeners 
into the outskirts of New York society in this 
novella in her Apart from the Crowd series.
978-1-974929-84-9 
___046880881 
CD 34.99

 
At Your Request
978-1-974929-87-0 DMSE
___046881139 
MP3 24.99

 
Code of Valor
Blue Justice
Lynette Eason TTAD
narrated by Callie Beaulieu
The third installment of Eason’s Blue Justice 
series. Detective Brady St. John isn’t looking 
for love—just a few days of rest at his family’s 
cabin. But an attempted murder—and a 
secretive woman—change all his plans. 
Simultaneous trade paperback.
978-1-63015-286-4 
___046648373 
CD 42.99

 
Code of Valor
978-1-51593-454-7 TTAD
___046648220 
MP3 29.99

 
A Lady of Esteem
A Hawthorne House Novel
Kristi Ann Hunter DMSE
The fifth installment in Hunter’s Hawthorne 
House series is a Regency romance about 
how beautiful life, love, and family can be 
when God is a part of it.
978-1-974929-79-5 
___046881095 
CD 34.99

 
A Lady of Esteem
978-1-974929-82-5 DMSE
___046880781 
MP3 24.99

 
Love by the Letter
Melissa Jagears DMSE
Award-winning author Jagears presents the 
next installment of her Unexpected Bridges 
series with this exciting prequel novella.
978-1-974929-74-0 
___046880927 
CD 34.99

 
Love by the Letter
978-1-974929-77-1 DMSE
___046880983 
MP3 24.99

 
Mind Games
Kaely Quinn Profiler, Book 1
Nancy Mehl TTAD
narrated by Traci Odom
First in a new series. After a reporter outs 
her as the daughter of an infamous serial 
killer, FBI Behavioral Analyst Kaely Quinn is 
demoted to field agent and transferred to St. 
Louis. When an anonymous poem predicts a 
string of murders—including her own—Kaely 
is paired with Special Agent Noah Hunter, 
who resents his assignment. Simultaneous 
hardcover & trade paperback.
978-1-977312-47-1 
___046574869 
CD 42.99

 
Mind Games
978-1-977362-47-6 TTAD
___046574676 
MP3 29.99
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A Search for Refuge
A Haven Manor Novella
Kristi Ann Hunter DMSE
Margaretta Fortescue desperately needs to 
disappear from London. She makes her way 
to the market town of Marlborough where, 
in spite of her efforts to avoid attention, 
she can’t seem to elude local solicitor Nash 
Banfield. Will discovering the truth about 
Margaretta make Nash think twice about 
finally taking a risk on love?
978-1-974929-89-4 
___046880962 
CD 34.99

 
A Search for Refuge
978-1-974929-92-4 DMSE
___046880990 
MP3 24.99

FICTION - ROMANCE

 
The Cottage on Rose Lane
Hope Ramsay DMSE
narrated by Amanda Dolan
USA Today-bestselling author Ramsay 
launches her new Moonlight Bay series. An 
unexpected inheritance leads Jenna Fossey 
to the charming little town of Magnolia 
Harbor. But as soon as she arrives, long-
buried family secrets lead to even more 
questions. Simultaneous mass-market 
paperback.
978-1-974927-65-4 
___046574824 
CD 59.99

 
The Cottage on Rose Lane
978-1-974927-69-2 DMSE
___046574786 
MP3 29.99

 
Hard Ass in Love
The Hard, Fast, and Forever Series
Sasha Burke DMSE
Logan thought he needed only one woman 
in his life—his daughter—until the sexy 
smarty who’s been using his gym decides to 
challenge him physically and emotionally.
978-1-974925-15-5 
___045663447 
CD 29.99

 
Hard Ass in Love
978-1-974925-19-3 DMSE
___045663562 
MP3 29.99

 
Insistent
Soul Serenade, Book Four
Kaylee Ryan TTAD
narrated by Jillian Macie
and Nelson Hobbs
Ryan presents the fourth book in her series, 
in which Cassidy let her colleague Gavin 
drag her under his spell. It can’t happen 
again, but Gavin is insistent that this is just 
the beginning.
978-1-51591-312-2 
___046881217 
CD 34.99

 
Insistent
978-1-51596-312-7 TTAD
___046880914 
MP3 24.99

 
Killer Daddy
Eve Langlais TTAD
narrated by Rebecca Mitchell
The fifth exciting story set in the Bad Boy 
Inc. world featuring a stone cold killer who 
finds out he’s a daddy. Simultaneous trade 
paperback.
978-1-54140-239-3 
___046880818 
CD 37.99

 
Killer Daddy
978-1-54145-239-8 TTAD
___046880957 
MP3 24.99

 
Movin’ On #1: The Whole Package
Marie Harte DMSE
First in a steamy new romance series from 
New York Times- and USA Today-bestselling 
author Harte, in which business might just 
have to mix with pleasure. Simultaneous 
mass-market paperback.
978-1-974929-51-1 
___046880808 
CD 59.99

 
Movin’ On #1: The Whole Package
978-1-974929-55-9 DMSE
___046881145 
MP3 29.99

 
Only for You
Hannah Howell TTAD
narrated by Ruth Urquhart
Award-winning and New York Times-
bestselling author Howell delivers a medieval 
tale set on the untamed Scottish border, 
where a man and a woman risk their hearts 
on the stormy battlefield of love. Contains 
mature themes.
978-1-63015-857-6 
___046648396 
CD 42.99

 
Only for You
978-1-51594-025-8 TTAD
___046648226 
MP3 29.99
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Racked and Stacked
A Blacktop Cowboys Novel
Lorelei James TTAD
narrated by Scarlet Chase
Opposites don’t just attract in the West—they 
sizzle—and Wyoming has never been hotter 
than in the latest installment of James’ sexy 
Blacktop Cowboys series. Contains mature 
themes.
978-1-63015-822-4 
___046648313 
CD 39.99

 
Racked and Stacked
978-1-51593-990-0 TTAD
___046648099 
MP3 29.99

 
The Truth About Us
The Truth Duet
Aly Martinez DMSE
narrated by Cynthia Farrell
and John Lane
USA Today-bestselling author Martinez 
delivers the first installment of her Truth Duet, 
two tales of searing romantic suspense.
978-1-974930-18-0 
___046881147 
CD 59.99

 
The Truth About Us
978-1-974930-22-7 DMSE
___046880880 
MP3 29.99

 
We Shall See the Sky Sparkling
Susana Aikin DMSE
Set in London and Russia at the turn of 
the 20th century, this debut introduces a 
vibrant young woman determined to defy 
convention and shape an extraordinary 
future. Simultaneous trade paperback.
978-1-974930-00-5 
___046881085 
CD 59.99

 
We Shall See the Sky Sparkling
978-1-974930-04-3 DMSE
___046881123 
MP3 29.99

FICTION - SCIENCE FICTION / FANTASY

 
The Post
Kevin A. Muñoz HIGB
narrated by Eric Martin
Zone One meets Station Eleven in this chilling, 
post-apocalyptic debut, perfect for fans of 
The Walking Dead and The Handmaid’s Tale. 
Simultaneous trade paperback. 
978-1-68441-468-0 
___044122289 
CD 39.99

 
Trifles and Folly
A Deadly Curiosities Collection
Gail Z. Martin TTAD
narrated by Amanda Ronconi
An extension of Martin’s Deadly Curiosities 
series, this collection contains nine 
adventures: “Buttons,” “The Restless 
Dead,” “Retribution,” “Coffin Box,” “Wicked 
Dreams,” “Collector,” “Bad Memories,” 
“Shadow Garden,” and “Spook House.”
978-1-63015-360-1 
___046647760 
CD 44.99

 
Trifles and Folly
978-1-51593-528-5 TTAD
___046647723 
MP3 29.99

 
Trifles and Folly 2
A Deadly Curiosities Collection
Gail Z. Martin TTAD
narrated by Amanda Ronconi
An extension of the Deadly Curiosities urban 
fantasy novel series, this collection contains 
three full novellas—The Final Death, Predator, 
and Fair Game—and four short stories: “Fatal 
Invitation,” “Redcap,” “Bloodlines,” plus three 
bonus stories: “Among the Shoals Forever,” 
“The Low Road,” and “Steer a Pale Course.”
978-1-63015-361-8 
___046647790 
CD 54.99

 
Trifles and Folly 2
A Deadly Curiosities Collection
978-1-51593-529-2 TTAD
___046648206 
MP3 39.99

FICTION - WESTERN

 
Behind the Iron
A Hank Fallon Western
William W. Johnstone TTAD
and J.A. Johnstone
narrated by A.T. Chandler
In the second gripping thriller of this series, 
America’s greatest Western storytellers 
take readers inside the dangerous world 
of undercover agent Hank Fallon and the 
deadliest jail in America. 
978-1-63015-889-7 
___046574588 
CD 39.99

 
Behind the Iron
978-1-51594-057-9 TTAD
___046574509 
MP3 29.99
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The Black Hills
A Hunter Buchanon Novel
William W. Johnstone TTAD
and J.A. Johnstone
narrated by Al Kessel
Meet Hunter Buchanon, a towering mountain 
of a man who learned how to track prey in 
Georgia, kill in the Civil War, and prospect 
in the Black Hills of Dakota. Now he’s trying 
to live a peaceful gun-free life-but fate has 
other plans for him. First in a new series by 
America’s greatest Western storytellers.
978-1-63015-577-3 
___046795644 
CD 42.99

 
The Black Hills
978-1-51593-745-6 TTAD
___046795487 
MP3 29.99

 
Bloodthirsty
A Buckhorn Western
William W. Johnstone TTAD
and J.A. Johnstone
narrated by Cody Roberts
From the masters of American frontier 
storytelling comes the third chapter in the 
Buckhorn saga—a blood-pounding tale of 
one man’s sacred mission to bring justice to 
the American west, the only way he knows 
how. Simultaneous mass-market paperback.
978-1-63015-581-0 
___046795628 
CD 39.99

 
Bloodthirsty
978-1-51593-749-4 TTAD
___046795656 
MP3 29.99

 
The Jackals
William W. Johnstone TTAD
and J.A. Johnstone
narrated by Danny Campbell
Fate brought them together...and it may 
also send them straight to hell. Alone, these 
justice fighters are dangerous enough. 
Together they’re a wild bunch known as 
the Jackals. The first in a new series by 
America’s bestselling Western storytellers. 
Simultaneous mass-market paperback.
978-1-63015-578-0 
___046871745 
CD 44.99

 
The Jackals
978-1-51593-746-3 TTAD
___046865306 
MP3 29.99

 
Luke Jensen: Bounty Hunter: Death Rides 
Alone
William W. Johnstone TTAD
and J.A. Johnstone
narrated by Corey M. Snow
Luke Jensen has earned this bounty, 
hunting down the violent man charged with 
murdering a preacher’s daughter. The outlaw 
confesses to many crimes, but not the girl’s 
murder. And he tells Luke they won’t reach 
the town of White Fork alive because a 
corrupt sheriff does the bidding of a cattle 
baron, and that man’s son is the true killer.
978-1-63015-880-4 
___046574560 
CD 39.99

 
Luke Jensen: Bounty Hunter: Death Rides 
Alone
978-1-51594-048-7 TTAD
___046574487 
MP3 29.99

 
MacCallister: The Eagles Legacy
A Duff MacCallister Western
William W. Johnstone TTAD
with J.A. Johnstone
narrated by P.J. Ochlan
The Scottish Highlands, 1885. When a young 
woman is outside a pub by two men, Duff 
MacAllister steps in and saves her, killing 
one of the assailants—who was the sheriff’s 
son. MacAllister is marked for death. His 
only hope: America. In the sprawling land 
of dreams, Duff hopes to start a new life 
with his American cousins. His saga is now 
available on audio.
978-1-63015-804-0 
___046574660 
CD 37.99

 
MacCallister: The Eagles Legacy
978-1-51593-972-6 TTAD
___046574626 
MP3 24.99

 
MacCallister: The Eagles Legacy: The Killing
978-1-63015-805-7 TTAD
___046881162 
CD 37.99

 
MacCallister: The Eagles Legacy: The Killing
978-1-51593-973-3 TTAD
___046881120 
MP3 24.99

 
MacCallister: The Eagles Legacy: Dry Gulch 
Ambush
978-1-63015-806-4 TTAD
___046880951 
CD 37.99

 
MacCallister: The Eagles Legacy: Dry Gulch 
Ambush
978-1-51593-974-0 TTAD
___046880931 
MP3 24.99
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Will Tanner: U.S. Deputy Marshal
William W. Johnstone TTAD
with J.A. Johnstone
narrated by Eric Michael Summerer
From America’s greatest storytellers come 
the first two installments of an explosive 
series featuring a new hero of the Old West 
in an epic fight for justice that begins as so 
many legends do: in a hailstorm of bullets.
978-1-63015-826-2 
___046574512 
CD 39.99

 
Will Tanner: U.S. Deputy Marshal
978-1-51593-994-8 TTAD
___046574759 
MP3 29.99

 
A Stranger in Town: A Will Tanner Western
978-1-63015-827-9 TTAD
___046574780 
CD 39.99

 
A Stranger in Town: A Will Tanner Western
978-1-51593-995-5 TTAD
___046574749 
MP3 29.99

INSPIRATION / PHILOSOPHY

 
Essentials of Biblical Studies: Women in the 
New Testament World
Susan E. Hylen HIGB
narrated by Susan Hanfield
This examination of the varying ideas about 
women in the New Testament helps modern 
listeners understand the conflicting evidence 
of women in biblical times.
978-1-68441-708-7 
___046647947 
CD 29.99

 
The Forgotten Creed
Christianity’s Original Struggle Against 
Bigotry, Slavery, and Sexism
Stephen J. Patterson HIGB
narrated by Ramon de Ocampo
This is the story of that first, forgotten creed, 
and the world of its begetting, a world in 
which foreigners were feared, slaves were 
human chattel, and men questioned whether 
women were really human after all.
978-1-68441-712-4 
___046648225 
CD 29.99

 
The Hiddenness of God
Michael C. Rea HIGB
narrated by Chris Sorensen
Rea argues that divine hiddenness is not a 
problem to be explained away but rather a 
consequence of the nature of God himself. 
He shows that it rests on unwarranted 
assumptions and expectations about God’s 
love for human beings.
978-1-68441-714-8 
___046574770 
CD 29.99

 
Jesús Siempre (Jesus Always)
Descubre el gonzo en su presencia 
(Embracing Joy in His Presence)
Descubre El Gonzo En Su Presencia 
(Embracing Joy in His Presence)
Sarah Young DMSE
With scripture and new personal reflections, 
#1 New York Times-bestselling author Young 
brings Jesus’ message of joy for today and 
every day. 
978-1-974929-98-6 
___046880942 
CD 49.99

 
Lamites (Boundaries)
Cuando Decir Si, Cuando Decir No (When to 
Say Yes, How to Say No)
Dr Henry Cloud DMSE
A biblically based guide that offers tips 
for establishing physical, emotional, and 
spiritual boundaries
978-1-974929-94-8 
___046880866 
CD 49.99

 
Monasticism
A Very Short Introduction
Stephen J. Davis TTAD
narrated by Adam Verner
In this Very Short Introduction, Davis 
discusses the history of monasticism, from 
our earliest evidence for it, and the different 
types which have developed from antiquity 
to the present day.
978-1-40017-272-6 
___046880948 
CD 29.99

 
Monasticism
978-1-51593-136-2 TTAD
___046881190 
MP3 19.99

LITERATURE / CLASSICS

 
Shakespeare and the Afterlife
John S. Garrison HIGB
narrated by Steven Crossley
Showcasing the vitality and originality of 
the author’s language and thinking, this 
title explores particular texts and characters 
with very personal visions of what awaits 
them after death. These visions reveal new 
insights into these individuals’ motivations 
and concerns as they navigate the world of 
the living. Simultaneous hardcover & trade 
paperback.
978-1-68441-706-3 
___046647729 
CD 29.99
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MOVIE / TV TIE-IN

 
Mary Queen of Scots
The True Life of Mary Stuart
John Guy TTAD
narrated by Lucy Rayner
Guy’s full-scale biography of one of history’s 
greatest women—the basis for the major 
motion picture starring Oscar® nominees 
Saoirse Ronan and Margot Robbie, who 
portray Mary and Elizabeth I respectively. 
Simultaneous trade paperback.
978-1-63015-369-4 
___046881117 
CD 59.99

 
Mary Queen of Scots
978-1-51593-537-7 TTAD
___046881144 
MP3 39.99

 
The Passage
Justin Cronin RH  
read by Edward Herrmann
Cronin’s New York Times-bestselling trilogy 
launch title is now adapted as an upcoming TV 
series on FOX, set in an apocalyptic America 
shaped by the fallout of a government 
experiment on 12 death-row inmates that 
follows the journey of a mysterious girl 
asked to save the world. Simultaneous trade 
and mass-market paperback.
978-1-984886-85-9 
___045609543 CD 19.99

NONFICTION

 
Becoming Human
A Theory of Ontogeny
Michael Tomasello TTAD
narrated by Charles Constant
Virtually all theories of how humans 
have become a distinctive species focus 
on evolution. Here, Tomasello proposes 
a complementary theory focused on 
ontogenetic processes. Built on the essential 
ideas of Vygotsky, his data-driven model 
explains how those things that make us most 
human are constructed during the first six 
years of life. Simultaneous hardcover.
978-1-63015-913-9 
___046795610 
CD 44.99

 
Becoming Human
978-1-51594-081-4 TTAD
___046795494 
MP3 29.99

 
Brazil
A Biography
Lilia M. Schwarcz TTAD
and Heloisa M. Starling
narrated by Sarah Mollo-Christensen
In an extraordinary journey that spans five 
hundred years, from European colonization 
to the 2016 Summer Olympics, Schwarcz and 
Starling offer a rich, dramatic history of this 
complex country.
978-1-977312-66-2 
___046345552 
CD 69.99

 
Brazil
978-1-977362-66-7 TTAD
___046345900 
MP3 39.99

 
Breakfast with Einstein
The Exotic Physics of Everyday Objects
Chad Orzel HIGB
narrated by Jonathan Todd Ross
The author of How to Teach Quantum 
Physics to Your Dog illuminates the strange 
phenomena lurking just beneath the surface 
of our ordinary lives by digging into the 
surprisingly complicated physics involved 
in his (and anyone’s) morning routine. 
Simultaneous trade paperback.
978-1-68441-885-5 
___046864967 
CD 29.99

 
Brilliant
The Evolution of Artificial Light
Jane Brox HIGB
narrated by Randye Kaye
A sweeping history of the human use and 
invention of artificial light, exploring how 
changes in the technology of light have 
affected perceptions of the world and altered 
the possibilities for life in it.
978-1-68441-600-4 
___046648307 
CD 39.99

 
China in the 21st Century, 3rd Ed.
What Everyone Needs to Know
Jeffrey N. Wasserstrom HIGB
and Maura Elizabeth Cunningham
narrated by Joe Barrett
Providing a concise and insightful 
introduction to this significant global power, 
this updated edition includes perspectives 
on Hong Kong’s shifting political status, as 
well as an expanded discussion of President 
Xi Jinping’s time in office.
978-1-68441-580-9 
___046795567 
CD 29.99
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Dark Agenda
The War to Destroy Christian America
David Horowitz DMSE
New York Times-bestselling author Horowitz 
shows how progressives plan to stifle their 
opponents who support the concepts of 
religious liberty that America was founded 
on and how the battle to destroy Christianity 
is really the battle to destroy America. 
Simultaneous hardcover.
978-1-974925-96-4 
___046098577 
CD 49.99

 
Dark Agenda
978-1-974926-00-8 DMSE
___046098702 
MP3 29.99

 
Environmental Ethics
A Very Short Introduction
Robin Attfield HIGB
narrated by Shaun Grindell
In this clear, concise introduction to 
environmental ethics, Attfield guides 
listeners through the key issues and debates 
in this field in ways that will also be of interest 
to a wide range of scholars and researchers.
978-1-68441-720-9 
___046647948 
CD 24.99

 
Fiber
The Coming Tech Revolution—And Why 
America Might Miss It
Susan Crawford HIGB
narrated by Randye Kaye
In a fascinating account combining policy 
expertise with on-the-ground reporting, 
Crawford reveals how the giant corporations 
that control cable and internet access in 
the United States use their lobbying power 
to tilt the playing field against competition. 
Simultaneous hardcover.
978-1-68441-520-5 
___044476375 
CD 29.99

 
The First Conspiracy
The Secret Plot to Kill George Washington
Brad Meltzer MMNA
and Josh Mensch
read by Scott Brick
History Channel host and #1 New York Times-
bestselling author Meltzer unravels the truth 
behind the secret assassination attempt 
on George Washington, and how the plot 
catalyzed the creation of the CIA and FBI. 
Simultaneous hardcover.
978-1-42729-918-5 
___044263561 CD 39.99

 
The Goodness Paradox
The Strange Relationship Between Peace 
and Violence in Human Evolution
Richard Wrangham HIGB
narrated by Michael Page
Highly accessible, authoritative, and 
intellectually provocative, Wrangham delivers 
a startlingly original theory of how Homo 
sapiens came to be. Simultaneous hardcover.
978-1-68441-558-8 
___044568851 
CD 34.99

 
Lakes
A Very Short Introduction
Warwick F. Vincent TTAD
narrated by Stephen R. Thorne
In this installment of the Very Short 
Introduction series, Vincent outlines the 
essential features of lake environments and 
their biology, offering an up-to-date view of 
lake ecosystems.
978-1-40017-274-0 
___046648249 
CD 29.99

 
Lakes
978-1-51593-138-6 TTAD
___046647785 
MP3 19.99

 
Making Radio
Early Radio Production and the Rise of 
Modern Sound Culture
Shawn Vancour TTAD
narrated by Timothy Andres Pabon
Focusing on broadcasting’s initial expansion 
during the 1920s, Vancour explores the forms 
of creative labor pursued for the medium in 
the period prior to the better-known network 
era, assessing their role in shaping radio’s 
identity and identifying affinities with parallel 
practices pursued for conversion-era film 
and phonography.
978-1-63015-418-9 
___046795508 
CD 34.99

 
Making Radio
978-1-51593-586-5 TTAD
___046795635 
MP3 24.99

 
Peace at Last
A Portrait of Armistice Day, 11 November 
1918
Guy Cuthbertson TTAD
narrated by Michael Page
Presenting a vivid, original, and intimate 
hour-by-hour account of Armistice Day 
1918, which ended World War I, Cuthbertson 
focuses solely on the day itself, examining 
how the people of Britain, and the wider 
world, reacted to the news of peace.
978-1-63015-955-9 
___046715162 
CD 37.99

 
Peace at Last
978-1-51594-123-1 TTAD
___046715135 
MP3 24.99
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Political Realignment
Economics, Culture, and Electoral Change
Russell J. Dalton HIGB
narrated by Sean Runnette
Russell tracks the evolution of citizen and 
elite opinions on economic and cultural 
issues from the 1970s to the 2010s—and the 
impact of these changes on electoral politics 
and public policy. Simultaneous hardcover.
978-1-68441-702-5 
___046647780 
CD 34.99

 
Power, Pleasure, and Profit
Insatiable Appetites from Machiavelli to 
Madison
David Wootton TTAD
narrated by Charles Constant
Wootton guides listeners through four 
centuries of Western thought to show 
how new ideas about politics, ethics, and 
economics stepped into a gap opened 
up by religious conflict and the Scientific 
Revolution. As ideas about godliness and 
Aristotelian virtue faded, theories about 
the rational pursuit of power, pleasure, and 
profit moved to the fore.
978-1-63015-355-7 
___046387215 
CD 39.99

 
Power, Pleasure, and Profit
978-1-51593-523-0 TTAD
___046387324 
MP3 29.99

 
The Sit Room
In the Theater of War and Peace
David Scheffer HIGB
narrated by Joe Barrett
Scheffer takes listeners inside the secretive 
Situation Room of the White House, the most 
important deliberative room in the world, 
during the early 1990s when the author 
was one of the policymakers who framed 
the Clinton Administration’s policy towards 
the bloody Balkans War. Simultaneous 
hardcover.
978-1-68441-716-2 
___046574550 
CD 39.99

 
Stayin’ Alive
The 1970s and the Last Days of the Working 
Class
Jefferson R. Cowie TTAD
narrated by Tom Perkins
A wide-ranging cultural and political history 
that will forever redefine a misunderstood 
decade, this award-winning work is historian 
Cowie’s remarkable account of how working-
class America hit the rocks in the political 
and economic upheavals of the 1970s.
978-1-63015-378-6 
___046387398 
CD 54.99

 
Stayin’ Alive
978-1-51593-546-9 TTAD
___046387320 
MP3 34.99

 
Storming the Heavens
African Americans and the Early Fight for the 
Right to Fly
Gerald Horne HIGB
narrated by Bill Andrew Quinn
The film Hidden Figures presents a portrait 
of how African-American women shaped 
the U.S. effort in aerospace during the 
height of Jim Crow. Here, Horne presents 
the necessary back story to this story and 
goes further to detail the earlier struggle of 
African-Americans to gain the right to fly. 
978-1-68441-839-8 
___046880915 
CD 29.99

 
The Threat
How the FBI Protects America in the Age of 
Terror and Trump
Andrew G. McCabe MMNA
read by the author
Former FBI deputy director McCabe, who 
was fired just hours before his retirement by 
President Donald Trump, offers a dramatic 
and candid account of his distinguished 
career—along with an impassioned defense 
of the FBI’s agents—and of the institution’s 
integrity and independence in protecting 
America and upholding our Constitution. 
Simultaneous hardcover.
978-1-25022-999-1 
___046783680 CD 39.99

 
The Truths We Hold
An American Journey
Kamala Harris PNGN
From one of America’s most inspiring 
political leaders, a book about the core truths 
that unite us, and the long struggle to discern 
what those truths are and how best to act 
upon them. Simultaneous hardcover.
978-1-984885-71-5 
___046877489 CD 40.00

 
Try Common Sense
Replacing the Failed Ideologies of Left and 
Right
Philip K. Howard HIGB
narrated by Mike Chamberlain
In this brief and powerful work, award-
winning author Howard attacks the failed 
ideologies of both parties and proposes a 
radical simplification of government to re-
empower Americans in their daily choices. 
Simultaneous hardcover.
978-1-68441-927-2 
___046881083 
CD 24.99
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Understanding the Brain
From Cells to Behavior to Cognition
John E. Dowling HIGB
narrated by Mike Chamberlain
In this up-to-date revision of his Creating 
Mind, Harvard neuroscientist Dowling 
conveys the essence and vitality of the field of 
neuroscience—examining the progress we’ve 
made in understanding how brains work, and 
shedding light on discoveries having to do 
with aging, mental illness, and brain health.
978-1-68441-654-7 
___046881086 
CD 29.99

 
What Do I Eat Now?
A Step-by-Step Guide to Eating Right with 
Type 2 Diabetes
Tami A. Ross, RDN HIGB
and Patti B. Geil, MS
narrated by Jo Anna Perrin
Presented in clear, concise, and down-to-
earth language that takes the mystery out 
of confusing nutrition recommendations, 
this indispensable guide can help listeners 
make lasting changes in as little as a month. 
In only four weeks, listeners can eat better, 
improve their diabetes management, and 
live a healthier lifestyle.
978-1-68441-490-1 
___046795607 
CD 24.99

SELF-HELP

 
Body Kindness
Transform Your Health from the Inside Out—
And Never Say Diet Again
Rebecca Scritchfield, RDN DMSE
narrated by the author
This practical, inspirational, and lively audio 
book explains to listeners how to create 
a healthier and happier life by treating 
themselves with compassion rather than 
shame, leading them to a sense of well-
being attained by understanding how to 
love, connect, and care for themselves—their 
minds as well as their bodies.
978-1-974927-73-9 
___046574585 
CD 49.99

 
Body Kindness
978-1-974927-77-7 DMSE
___046574697 
MP3 29.99

 
The Five Legends
A Journey to Heal Divided Hearts
Anasazi Foundation DMSE
Drawing on 30 years of helping families, this 
profound fable by the Anasazi Foundation 
illustrates the true anguish of conflict 
and explains how we can end war within 
ourselves, within our families, and even 
between nations. Simultaneous trade 
paperback.
978-1-974925-11-7 
___045663667 
CD 29.99

 
The Five Legends
978-1-974925-12-4 DMSE
___045663632 
MP3 29.99

 
Grief Day by Day
Simple, Everyday Practices to Help Yourself 
Survive…And Thrive
Alan D. Wolfet, Ph.D. HIGB
narrated by Adam Verner
One of the world’s most beloved grief 
counselors provides affirmation and answers 
to listeners who are experiencing grief. 
Dr. Wolfet explains that simple, everyday 
practices can give structure to our grief and 
hold us up when we’re feeling like we might 
collapse.
978-1-68441-843-5 
___046795728 
CD 24.99

 
Understanding Your Grief
Ten Essential Touchstones for Finding Hope 
and Healing Your Heart
Alan D. Wolfelt, Ph.D. DMSE
Explaining the important difference between 
grief and mourning, this audio book explores 
every mourner’s need to acknowledge death 
and embrace the pain of loss.
978-1-974926-54-1 
___046098720 
CD 49.99

 
Understanding Your Grief
978-1-974926-58-9 DMSE
___046098708 
MP3 29.99

SPORTS & RECREATION

 
The Club
How the English Premier League Became 
the Wildest, Richest, Most Disruptive Force 
in Sports
Joshua Robinson HIGB
and Jonathan Clegg
narrated by Shaun Grindell
Two veteran sports writers and editors 
take readers inside the history of the most-
watched sports league on earth—England’s 
Premier League. Simultaneous hardcover.
978-1-68441-668-4 
___046574782 
CD 34.99
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BEST OF THE BEST

 
The Bad Guys in Superbad
Aaron Blabey SHLS
In the eighth installment of the New York 
Times-bestselling series, the Bad Guys have 
strangely acquired superpowers. But their 
powers might be, well, defective. They can 
only do things like blow their own pants 
off in public. Defective or not, the Bad Guys 
have a job to do. Original. (Trade) (Children’s, 
Ages 9-12)
978-1-33818-963-6 
___044248251 5.99

 
Geronimo Stilton #71: Geronimo on Ice!
Geronimo Stilton SHLS
The prize for this year’s winter Ice Skating 
Championships on Mouse Island is a pair of 
antique silver skates said to contain clues to 
a hidden treasure. After learning someone 
wants to steal the Silver Skates, Geronimo 
joins the competition to keep the skates safe. 
Original. (Trade) (Children’s, Ages 9-12)
978-1-33830-621-7 
___044248472 7.99

CHILDREN’S, AGES 4-8

 
Bad Kitty: Camp Daze
Nick Bruel SQIH
Bad Kitty is headed for a camp experience 
like no other in the 11th installment of Bruel’s 
bestselling chapter book series. HC: Roaring 
Brook Press. (Trade)
978-1-25029-409-8 
___043617061 6.99

 
Dragon Masters #12: Treasure of the Gold 
Dragon
A Branches™ Book
Tracey West SHLS
Sara Foresti, illustrator
Drake and Rori travel to the lair of the Gold 
Dragon to help protect the Gold Key from the 
dark wizard Maldred. If he gets the key, he’ll 
be one step closer to controlling a powerful 
Earthquake Dragon. Can the Dragon Masters 
stop him before it’s too late? Original. (Trade)
978-1-33826-368-8 
___044248224 4.99

 
I Can Read!™, Level 1: Amelia Bedelia Under 
the Weather
Herman Parish GRNB
Lynne Avril, illustrator
Amelia Bedelia wakes up feeling…well…
under the weather! But with a little rest, 
some delicious chicken soup, and a lot of 
love, Amelia Bedelia is soon as right as rain! 
Simultaneous hardcover. (Trade)
978-0-06-265891-3 
___044346826 4.99

 
I Can Read!™, Level 1: Pinkalicious and the 
Flower Fairy
Victoria Kann HR  
Pinkalicious is absolutely positive that 
a flower fairy will visit her garden. After 
all, flower fairies love pink, and so does 
Pinkalicious! When Pinkalicious transforms 
her garden into a pink wonderland, will it 
entice the flower fairy to visit? Simultaneous 
hardcover. (Trade)
978-0-06-256701-7 
___043950403 4.99

 
I Can Read!™, Level 1: Ranger Rick: I Wish I 
Was a Wolf
Jennifer Bove HR  
Ranger Rick, the iconic raccoon ambassador 
from Ranger Rick magazine, answers 
beginning readers’ questions about wolves. 
Includes a glossary, fun facts, and an activity 
that teaches kids how to talk like a wolf. 
Simultaneous hardcover. (Trade)
978-0-06-243219-3 
___044423661 4.99

 
I Can Read!™, Level 2: Harriet Tubman: 
Freedom Fighter
Nadia L. Hohn HR  
Gustavo Mazali, illustrator
Harriet Tubman was a brave woman who was 
born a slave in Maryland in the 1800s. After 
risking everything to be free, Harriet went on 
to lead many people to freedom on a journey 
known today as the Underground Railroad. 
Includes a timeline and a rare historical photo 
of Tubman. Simultaneous hardcover. (Trade)
978-0-06-243284-1 
___043950397 4.99

 
Mia Mayhem Is a Superhero!
Kara West LSM 
Leeza Hernandez, illustrator
This series launch introduces Mia 
Macarooney, an eight-year-old who 
discovers a super-secret about herself. Now 
she must balance her regular everyday life 
and maintain her secret identity as she learns 
how to be the world’s newest superhero. 
Simultaneous hardcover. (Trade)
978-1-53443-269-7 
___044785466 5.99

 
Mia Mayhem Learns to Fly!
Kara West LSM 
Leeza Hernandez, illustrator
In her second adventure, Mia is placed in a 
beginner’s flying class with kindergartners 
and is ready to give up. But luckily, with 
help from her best friend, Eddie, and the 
superschool’s most talented flier, Mia 
finally learns how to get off the ground. 
Simultaneous hardcover. (Trade)
978-1-53443-272-7 
___044785114 5.99
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My First I Can Read!™: Biscuit Loves the Park
Alyssa Satin Capucilli HR  
Pat Schories, illustrator
When Biscuit goes chasing a ball and at first 
doesn’t come back, where could that little 
yellow puppy be? Young readers will love 
reading about all the fun things Biscuit gets 
up to at the bustling park. Simultaneous 
hardcover. (Trade)
978-0-06-243617-7 
___044423664 4.99

 
My First I Can Read!™: Pete the Kitty and the 
Case of the Hiccups
James Dean HR  
Pete the Cat makes his My First I Can Read! 
debut—as a kitten! When Pete gets a case of 
the hiccups, he asks his wisest friends for 
help. Beginning readers will laugh and easily 
relate to Pete the Kitty and his search for the 
perfect remedy for his hiccups. Simultaneous 
hardcover. (Trade)
978-0-06-286826-8 
___044423687 4.99

 
Press Start! #6: The Super Side-Quest Test!
A Branches™ Book
Thomas Flintham SHLS
King Viking has a new giant robot to help 
him take over the Animal Town. Super Rabbit 
Boy must stop him, but he needs a secret 
item. And to get the item, he has to defeat 
a dragon, escape a dungeon, and avoid lots 
and lots of robots. Original. (Trade)
978-1-33823-978-2 
___044248819 4.99

 
Purrmaids #5: A Star Purr-Formance
Sudipta Bardhan-Quallen RH  
Vivien Wu, illustrator
When Purrmaid friends Shelly, Angel, 
and Coral team up with the Catfish Club 
to audition for the annual Founder’s Day 
Showcase, they learn that singing well 
requires more than just practice. Original. 
(Trade)
978-0-525-64634-1 
___044890504 4.99

 
QUIX: Our Principal’s in His Underwear!
Stephanie Calmenson ALAD
Aaron Blecha, illustrator
Ideal for emerging readers, this QUIX chapter 
book offers a clever twist on “The Emperor’s 
New Clothes” as Mr. Bundy, the principal of 
PS 88, gets a brand-new outfit...but he’s the 
only one in the whole school who thinks it’s 
spectacular. Original. (Trade)
978-1-48146-671-4 
___044785560 5.99

 
QUIX: Royal Sweets #3: Stolen Jewels
Helen Perelman ALAD
Olivia Chin Mueller, illustrator
Princess Mini goes on a class trip to see 
the Sugar Crown Jewel at the Chocolate 
Museum with all of the other students at 
the Royal Fairy Academy in this third super-
sweet QUIX story. Original. (Trade)
978-1-48149-483-0 
___044785369 5.99

 
Unicorn Academy #1: Sophia and Rainbow
Julie Sykes RH  
Lucy Truman, illustrator
Each girl attending Lakeside Unicorn 
Academy on the island of Ellinor is matched 
with a unicorn that has special magic. In 
the launch of this new series, Sophia is 
paired with Rainbow, and after witnessing a 
sinister event, they’re on their first amazing 
adventure. Original. (Trade)
978-1-984850-82-9 
___045317649 5.99

 
Unicorn Academy #2: Scarlett and Blaze
Julie Sykes RH  
Lucy Truman, illustrator
Scarlett and Blaze love being at Unicorn 
Academy, but magical Sparkle Lake is 
starting to ice over and the school may have 
to close. Scarlett and Blaze can’t bear to 
be parted, so they decide to find out who’s 
behind the big freeze and make things right. 
Original. (Trade)
978-1-984850-85-0 
___045317453 5.99

CHILDREN’S, AGES 9-12

 
American Girl®: Girl of the Year 2019, Book 1
Jennifer Castle SHLS
Judit Mallol, illustrator
Meet American Girl’s 2019 Girl of the Year in 
these original novels. Original. (Trade)
978-1-33826-711-2 
___044248169 7.99

 
American Girl®: Girl of the Year 2019, Book 2
978-1-33826-718-1 SHLS
___044248806 7.99

 
American Girl®: Real Stories from My Time: 
The March on Washington
Bonnie Bader SHLS
Kelley McMorris, illustrator
Explore real stories and facts about the 
1963 March on Washington with historical 
American Girl character Melody. Original. 
(Trade)
978-1-33819-301-5 
___044248230 5.99
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Arlo Finch in the Valley of Fire
John August SQIH
Screenwriter and longtime Tim Burton 
collaborator August (The Corpse Bride, 
Frankenweenie) debuts a new fantasy 
adventure trilogy about a 12-year-old boy 
who joins a special scout team to learn how 
to survive in both the wilds of the forest and 
the magical world that lies within it. HC: 
Roaring Brook Press. (Trade)
978-1-25029-425-8 
___043617075 7.99

 
Betty Before X
Ilyasah Shabazz SQIH
with Renée Watson
A powerful fictionalized account of the 
childhood activism of Betty Shabazz, Malcolm 
X’s wife, written by their daughter who paints 
an inspiring portrait of a girl overcoming the 
challenges of self-acceptance and belonging 
that will resonate with young readers today. 
HC: Farrar, Straus and Giroux. (Trade)
978-1-25029-418-0 
___043617355 7.99

 
Blizzard Besties
A Wish Novel
Yamile Saied Mendez SHLS
Vanesa Campos can’t wait for winter 
vacation. Her week at Pinecloud Lodge 
promises to be cozy and perfect…and maybe 
she can make some new friends. But when 
a blizzard hits, Vanesa’s little brother, Hunter, 
may be stranded. Original. (Trade)
978-1-33831-639-1 
___044248272 6.99

 
The Boy Who Dared
Susan Campbell Bartoletti SHLS
A powerful and gripping novel about a youth 
in Nazi Germany who dares to expose the 
truth about Hitler, written by the Newbery 
Honor-winning author of the nonfiction book 
Hitler Youth. HC: Scholastic Press. (Trade)
978-0-439-68014-1 
___044248701 7.99

 
Class Pets #4: Fuzzy Fights Back
Bruce Hale SHLS
Will Fuzzy and his friends be able to fight 
against a plan by the PTA to ban class pets, 
or will they be thrown out like yesterday’s 
juice box? Original. (Trade)
978-1-33814-527-4 
___043763419 5.99

 
The Erth Dragons #2: Dark Wyng
Chris d’Lacey SHLS
A human boy named Ren has bonded with 
a pair of baby dragons, and their connection 
has given him extraordinary new powers. 
Though some of the dragons suspect he is 
plotting against the Wearle, his dragon allies 
will do anything to save him. But Ren has 
an agenda of his own. HC: Scholastic Press. 
(Trade)
978-0-545-90058-4 
___044248185 7.99

 
Fenway and Hattie Up to New Tricks
Victoria J. Coe PUFN
In his third adventure, Fenway’s dog’s-eye-
view of the world is as enthusiastic as ever, 
but his favorite short human is not acting the 
way he expects—and Fenway doesn’t like it 
one bit! HC: G.P. Putnam’s Sons Books for 
Young Readers. (Trade)
978-1-52473-785-6 
___044890105 7.99

 
Horizon, Book 3: A Warp in Time
Jude Watson SHLS
The harrowing tale of survival and suspicion 
takes its most dramatic turn yet when Molly, 
Yoshi, and the rest discover that there are 
more than just monsters in the rift in this 
third installment by National Book Award 
winner Watson (What I Saw and How I Lied). 
HC: Scholastic Press. (Trade)
978-1-33819-321-3 
___044248212 8.99

 
I Only Have Pies for You
A Wish Novel
Suzanne Nelson SHLS
From the acclaimed author of You’re Bacon 
Me Crazy and Cake Pop Crush comes another 
“foodie” tween novel with a serving of 
down-home cooking and scrumptious pies. 
Original. (Trade)
978-1-33831-641-4 
___044248653 6.99

 
The Incredible Magic of Being
Kathryn Erskine SHLS
From the author of the National Book Award-
winning Mockingbird comes a contemporary 
story about boy’s  “uni-sense,” his love of 
science and comets, and his mystical ways of 
seeing the world as he faces questions about 
what makes him special. HC: Scholastic 
Press. (Trade)
978-1-33814-853-4 
___044248803 7.99

 
Jack London and the Klondike Gold Rush
Peter Lourie SQIH
Wendell Minor, illustrator
Swept up in the Gold Rush of 1897, young 
Jack London headed north to strike it rich 
in the Klondike, but instead discovered the 
seeds of the stories that would flower into his 
classic novels The Call of the Wild and White 
Fang. Features stunning black-and-white 
art by Minor. HC: Henry Holt and Company 
(BYR). (Trade)
978-1-25029-446-3 
___043617356 12.99

 
The LEGO® Movie 2 Junior Novel
Kate Howard SHLS
The official retelling of the highly anticipated 
sequel, opening in theaters February 8, with 
an all-star cast including Chris Pratt and Will 
Arnett. This junior novelization adapts the 
story for readers, and includes full-color 
images from the film. Original. (Trade)
978-1-33830-759-7 
___044248386 6.99
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Magic Tree House® #29: A Big Day for 
Baseball
Mary Pope Osborne RH  
AG Ford, illustrator
Morgan the librarian gives Jack and Annie 
magical baseball caps to wear at a special 
ball game in Brooklyn, New York. The magic 
tree house whisks them back to 1947 where 
they meet pioneering player Jackie Robinson 
and solve a mystery. HC: Random House 
Books for Young Readers. (Trade)
978-1-52471-311-9 
___044890568 5.99

 
Magic Tree House® Fact Tracker #40: Warriors
A Nonfiction Companion to Magic Tree 
House #31: Warriors in Winter
Mary Pope Osborne RH  
and Natalie Pope Boyce
Isidre Mones, illustrator
After the events in Magic Tree House #31: 
Warriors in Winter, Jack and Annie had lots 
of questions: What kinds of weapons did 
the ancient Greeks use? How did Roman 
soldiers fight? Jack and Annie track the facts 
about ancient warriors in this nonfiction 
companion. Original. (Trade)
978-1-10193-651-1 
___044890639 6.99

 
Malcolm X
By Any Means Necessary
Walter Dean Myers SHLS
Meyers’ award-winning biography of 
Malcolm X—a Coretta Scott King Honor 
Book, an ALA Notable Children’s Book and 
Best Book for Young Adults, and a Library 
of Congress Children’s Book of the Year—
is reissued as part of the Scholastic Focus 
publishing program. (Trade)
978-1-33830-985-0 
___044248780 9.99

 
My Weirder-Est School #1: Dr. Snow Has Got 
to Go!
Dan Gutman HR  
In this first installment of the fifth arc in the 
My Weird School series, Ella Mentry School 
is having a science fair. Guest scientist Dr. 
Snow has arrived to help A.J. and his friends 
conduct their own cool experiments. But 
what is “the Snowman” really planning? And 
what does S.T.E.M. even stand for anyway? 
Original. (Trade)
978-0-06-269101-9 
___044423676 4.99

 
Payback on Poplar Lane
Margaret Mincks PUFN
ABC’s Shark Tank meets The Terrible Two 
when a pair of sixth-grade entrepreneurs 
compete to become top mogul on their block 
in this launch title of Mincks’ Poplar Kids 
series. HC: Viking Books for Young Readers. 
(Trade)
978-0-425-29091-0 
___045694482 8.99

 
Sarai Saves the Music
Sarai Gonzalez SHLS
and Monica Brown
Funding is being cut at Sarai’s school and her 
band program is the first to go. She decides 
to organize a benefit concert to raise money. 
When she and her bandmates promote the 
concert on their video channel, it catches the 
attention of Sarai’s favorite singer, Sparkles 
Sanchez! Original. (Trade)
978-1-33826-094-6 
___044248678 5.99

 
Skeleton Tree
Kim Ventrella SHLS
Twelve-year-old Stanly realizes that the weird 
bone growing in his yard is turning into a full 
human skeleton that only children can see. 
When Stanly’s little sister, Miren, starts to 
grow sick, Stanly suspects that the skeleton 
is responsible in this staggering debut. HC: 
Scholastic Press. (Trade)
978-1-33804-271-9 
___044248866 7.99

 
Stinkbomb and Ketchup-Face and the Quest 
for the Magic Porcupine
John Dougherty PUFN
Sam Ricks, illustrator
In the second book of this series, the 
villainous badgers have escaped from prison, 
and it’s up to Stinkbomb and Ketchup-Face to 
find them and put them back! Only someone 
who knows about stories can point them in 
the right direction. HC: G.P. Putnam’s Sons 
Books for Young Readers. (Trade)
978-1-10199-666-9 
___044890739 7.99

 
Thea Stilton: Mouseford Academy #6: A 
Mouseford Musical
Thea Stilton SHLS
There’s going to be a musical at Mouseford, 
and the students can’t stop squeaking about 
it! Everyone wants a role, but the auditions 
won’t be easy. Plus, sneaky Ruby Flashyfur 
has some tricks up her sleeve. Original. 
(Trade)
978-0-545-78905-9 
___044248951 7.99

 
The Trail
Meika Hashimoto SHLS
Toby and his friend Lucas made a list of things 
to do the summer before they entered middle 
school, but now Lucas is gone, and Toby sets 
out to fulfill the promise he made to his friend: 
to finish the list by hiking the Appalachian 
Trail. HC: Scholastic Press. (Trade)
978-1-33803-587-2 
___044248148 7.99
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Wings of Fire #10: Darkness of Dragons
Tui T. Sutherland SHLS
An ancient evil, a terrible prophecy—and 
five dragonets who could save the world! 
The stunning finale to Sutherland’s New York 
Times-bestselling series. Original. (Trade)
978-0-545-68548-1 
___044248258 6.99

CHILDREN’S, YOUNG ADULT

 
Halo®: Battle Born
Cassandra Rose Clarke SHLS
The author of the acclaimed adult sci-fi novel 
The Mad Scientist’s Daughter (nominated for 
a Philip K. Dick Award) delivers the first-ever 
young adult fiction novel based on the mega-
hit Halo video game series. Ficton-Action & 
Adventure. Original. (Trade)
978-1-33825-364-1 
___044469702 9.99

 
Shoot First
A Stone Barrington Novel
Stuart Woods PTNM
In the latest nonstop adventure from #1 New 
York Times-bestselling author Woods, Stone 
Barrington embarks on a quest to defend 
a woman whose business—and life—are 
under threat. Tall Premium Edition. HC: G.P. 
Putnam’s Sons.
978-0-7352-1721-8 
___046875804 9.99

FICTION - ESPIONAGE / THRILLER

 
The Bishop’s Pawn
Steve Berry STMS
The ugly feud between J. Edgar Hoover and 
Martin Luther King, Jr. ended in April 1968 
when King was assassinated—according 
to “official” history. Now, 50 years later, 
former Justice Department agent Cotton 
Malone comes face to face with what really 
happened that day in Memphis. Tall Premium 
Edition. HC: Minotaur Books.
978-1-25014-024-1 
___044118380 9.99

 
The Collector
Fiona Cummins PINA
In the new novel of taut psychological 
suspense from the author of Rattle, an 
elusive psychopath meets his match in a 
detective who’s just as ruthless—a woman 
who knows all too well that the best mind 
games are played in the dark. “A crime novel 
of the very first order.”—David Baldacci. Tall 
Premium Edition. Original.
978-0-7860-4260-9 
___043868434 9.99

 
Dead Girl Running
Christina Dodd HQPB
The acclaimed launch title in New York Times-
bestselling author and romantic suspense 
heavy hitter Dodd’s new Cape Charade trilogy 
filled with unexpected twists, psychological 
tension, and emotional depth. TP: HQN.
978-1-33555-679-0 
___044423734 7.99

 
Don’t You Cry
Mary Kubica PRKW
The New York Times-bestselling author of 
The Good Girl returns with an electrifying 
and addictive tale of deceit and obsession. 
Tall Premium Edition. TP: MIRA.
978-0-7783-0779-2 
___040112550 9.99

 
Final Shadows
A Bishop Files Novel
Kay Hooper BRKP
A desperate underground war with the 
survival of millions at stake looms in the 
electrifying conclusion of the New York 
Times-bestselling Bishop Files Trilogy. Tall 
Premium Edition. Original.
978-0-515-15335-4 
___043196848 9.99

 
Night Moves
An Alex Delaware Novel
Jonathan Kellerman BALL
A disturbing murder with shocking 
consequences sets in motion the new 
installment of Kellerman’s #1 bestselling 
suspense series starring psychologist Alex 
Delaware and Detective Milo Sturgis. Tall 
Premium Edition. HC: Ballantine Books.
978-0-345-54148-2 
___046856549 9.99

 
Operator Down
A Pike Logan Thriller
Brad Taylor DUTT
Pike Logan’s search for a Mossad agent and 
ally puts him on a collision course with a 
ruthless military coup in Africa—and tests his 
loyalties to the Taskforce—in the latest thriller 
by a former Delta Force officer and New 
York Times-bestselling author. Tall Premium 
Edition. HC: Dutton Books.
978-1-10198-483-3 
___044346536 9.99
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Safe and Sound
Fern Michaels ZEB 
Learning that a deceased former client’s son 
is being increasingly subjected to danger by 
greedy caregivers, Isabelle summons the 
Sisterhood to protect the boy and search for 
one of their own who has gone missing in 
the 29th novel of New York Times-bestselling 
author Michaels’ series. HC: Kensington.
978-1-42014-600-4 
___043868550 7.99

 
Somebody I Used to Know
David Bell BRKP
The bestselling author of Somebody’s 
Daughter and Cemetery Girl—”one of the 
brightest and best crime fiction writers of 
our time” (Suspense Magazine)—delivers a 
pulse-pounding thriller about a man who is 
haunted by a face from his past. Tall Premium 
Edition. TP: Berkley Books.
978-1-984802-63-7 
___043953084 9.99

FICTION - FANTASY

 
Child of a Mad God
A Tale of the Coven
R.A. Salvatore TOR 
From the New York Times-bestselling author 
and legendary creator of Drizzt Do’Urden 
comes the first book in a new epic fantasy 
series—the story of a young woman, the 
daughter of a witch, how she finds herself 
alone in a tribe of vicious barbarians, and 
how she came to know the world. HC: Tor.
978-0-7653-9529-0 
___043463179 9.99

 
King of Ashes
Book One of the Firemane Saga
Raymond E. Feist HRVY
The first volume in a new epic heroic fantasy 
series from legendary master and New 
York Times-bestselling author Feist—an 
electrifying tale of two young men whose 
choices will determine a world’s destiny. HC: 
Harper Voyager.
978-0-06-146846-9 
___044325242 7.99

 
The Queen of Sorrow
Book Three of the Queens of Renthia
Sarah Beth Durst HRVY
The battle between vicious spirits and 
strong-willed queens that started in the 
award-winning The Queen of Blood and 
continued in the powerful The Reluctant 
Queen comes to a stunning conclusion. HC: 
Harper Voyager.
978-0-06-247415-5 
___044325245 7.99

 
Scourged
The Iron Druid Chronicles
Kevin Hearne DELR
Hearne creates the ultimate Atticus 
O’Sullivan adventure in the grand finale of 
his New York Times-bestselling series, an 
epic battle royale against the Norse gods of 
Asgard. HC: Del Rey.
978-0-345-54856-6 
___046856550 7.99

 
World of Warcraft®: Before the Storm
Christie Golden DELR
The official New York Times-bestselling 
prequel novel to The Battle for Azeroth. 
A terrible discovery will test two leaders, 
threatening to reignite the bitter enmity 
between their factions and shake the very 
foundations of the world of Azeroth. HC; Del 
Rey.
978-0-399-59411-3 
___046856538 7.99

FICTION - GENERAL

 
Accidental Heroes
Danielle Steel BANT
The fates of a decorated former Air Force 
pilot, a pregnant flight attendant, a dedicated 
TSA agent and many others converge in this 
#1 New York Times bestseller that engages 
ordinary men and women in the fight of their 
lives during a flight from New York to San 
Francisco. HC: Delacorte.
978-1-10188-411-9 
___046856539 8.99

 
The Family Gathering
A Sullivan’s Crossing Novel
Robyn Carr MIRA
The third novel in #1 New York Times-
bestselling author Carr’s acclaimed 
Sullivan’s Crossing series invites readers to 
nestle down at the rustic campground on the 
crossroads of the Colorado and Continental 
Divide trails. HC: MIRA.
978-0-7783-0795-2 
___046221376 8.99

 
Heist 2
Kiki Swinson DFNA
and De’nesha Diamond
This double dose of heists, seductions, and 
lethal plays features the novels The Last Heist 
by Essence®-bestselling author Swinson 
and Caked Up by Diamond. TP: Dafina Books.
978-0-7582-8032-9 
___043868433 7.99
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Her Sweetest Revenge 3
Saundra DFNA
Mya Bedford’s hopes for a normal life, free from 
the hustle, seem more distant than ever when 
her best friend’s fiancé is shot, Mya’s husband 
is thrown back into the game, and a ruthless 
new crew hits the streets of Detroit. TP: Dafina.
978-1-61773-987-3 
___043436173 7.99

FICTION - MYSTERY/ DETECTIVE

 
Arrowood
Mick Finlay MIRA
In the dark corner of Southwark, London, victims 
of a serial killer turn to a man who despises 
Sherlock Holmes, his wealthy clientele and his 
showy forensic approach to crime: Arrowood—
self-taught psychologist, occasional drunkard, 
and private investigator. TP: MIRA.
978-0-7783-0838-6 
___043878746 7.99

 
Botched 4 Murder
A Sophie Kimball Mystery
J.C. Eaton KENS
A dead body is found at the Arizona retirement 
community where Sophie “Phee” Kimball’s 
mother resides. At first, an errant bocce ball 
is blamed. However, the police find an arrow 
in the victim’s neck. It looks like this was no 
accident—and Phee and her investigator 
boyfriend Marshall will have to team up to 
bounce a killer into the slammer. Original.
978-1-49671-988-1 
___043868577 7.99

 
Fashions Fade, Haunted Is Eternal
A Haunted Vintage Mystery
Rose Pressey KENS
Hired to dress models for a fashion magazine’s 
photo shoot in a cemetery, Cookie Chanel 
hears a gunshot—and learns the grumpy 
photographer has been murdered. With help 
from her ghostly pals, Cookie must zoom in 
on the truth before she’s the next to strike a 
final pose. Original.
978-1-49671-466-4 
___043868565 7.99

 
Gown with the Wind
A Wedding Planner Mystery
Stephanie Blackmoore KENS
Professional wedding planner Mallory 
Shepard is handling the wedding 
arrangements for her ex Keith, and learns his 
bride is suspected in the death of a childhood 
rival. It’s up to Mallory to solve the mystery 
behind this unhappy occasion, before a 
different kind of civil war breaks out. Original.
978-1-49671-751-1 
___043868566 7.99

 
Leverage in Death
J.D. Robb STMS
Lieutenant Eve Dallas puzzles over a bizarre 
suicide bombing in a Wall St. office building 
in the 47th entry in Robb’s #1 New York 
Times-bestselling In Death series. HC: St. 
Martin’s Press.
978-1-25016-157-4 
___044118191 8.99

 
Live and Let Pie
A Bakeshop Mystery
Ellie Alexander STMS
Life is sweet inside Torte, everybody’s favorite 
small-town bakeshop. But what happens 
when it becomes the scene of a crime? Find 
out in the most delicious installment yet in 
Alexander’s fantastic Bakeshop Mysteries set 
in Ashland, Oregon. Original.
978-1-25015-939-7 
___044118059 7.99

 
Lost Books and Old Bones
A Scottish Bookshop Mystery
Paige Shelton STMS
Delaney Nichols is settling happily into 
her new life as a bookseller in Edinburgh, 
but after a medical student selling antique 
medical tomes—a friend of one of Delaney’s 
customers—is found murdered, Delaney 
takes it upon herself to help bring the 
murderer to justice. Includes a bonus short 
story. HC: Minotaur Books.
978-1-25019-111-3 
___044117289 7.99

 
One Taste Too Many
A Sarah Blair Mystery
Debra H. Goldstein KENS
First in a new series. Divorcée Sarah Blair is 
the polar opposite of her bubbly twin, Emily, 
an ambitious chef. After Sarah’s ex drops 
dead, seemingly poisoned by Emily’s award-
winning rhubarb crisp, culinary challenged 
Sarah must figure out the right recipe to 
crack the case. Includes quick and easy 
recipes. Original.
978-1-49671-947-8 
___043868575 7.99

 
Steamed Open
A Maine Clambake Mystery
Barbara Ross KENS
It’s summertime in Busman’s Harbor, Maine, 
but a mysterious new neighbor blocks 
access to the beach, cutting off the Snowden 
Family Clambake’s supply. Julia Snowden 
is just one of many townspeople angered 
by Bartholomew Frick. But who was angry 
enough to kill him? Original.
978-1-49671-794-8 
___043868567 7.99
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The Wanted
An Elvis Cole and Joe Pike Novel
Robert Crais PTNM
Investigator Elvis Cole and his partner, Joe 
Pike, take on the deadliest case of their lives, 
in the new masterpiece of suspense from the 
#1 New York Times-bestselling author. Tall 
Premium Edition. HC: G.P. Putnam’s Sons.
978-0-399-57389-7 
___045475366 9.99

FICTION - PSYCHOLOGICAL SUSPENSE

 
Friend Request
Laura Marshall GCEB
A paranoid single mom is forced to confront 
the unthinkable act she committed as a 
desperate teenager in this addictive thriller—
and international bestseller—with a social 
media twist. TP: Grand Central Publishing.
978-1-53873-177-2 
___044653279 7.99

 
The Girl Before
JP Delaney BALL
A New York Timesbestseller. In the tradition 
of The Girl on the Train and  Gone Girl comes 
an enthralling psychological thriller that 
spins one woman’s seemingly good fortune, 
and another woman’s mysterious fate, 
through a kaleidoscope of duplicity, death, 
and deception. TP: Ballantine Books.
978-0-525-61866-9 
___044434402 9.99

FICTION - RELIGIOUS

 
Where the Heart Takes You
Amish New World
Virginia Wise ZEB 
In the first title of a sweeping new historical 
series by Wise, a young woman finds a new 
life in America’s first Amish settlement in 
1737 Pennsylvania—and discovers that love 
requires a special sort of courage. Original.
978-1-42014-779-7 
___043868553 7.99

FICTION - ROMANCE

 
1105 Yakima Street
A Cedar Cove Novel
Debbie Macomber MIRA
The 11th novel in the series that inspired the 
Hallmark Channel’s show. Widower Bruce 
Peyton’s wife Rachel is pregnant, but she’s 
just left him, and he doesn’t know where she 
is. His 13-year-old daughter Jolene claims 
Rachel has ruined everything. How can Bruce 
get his wife back? Reissue. 
978-0-7783-0789-1 
___042463784 7.99

 
Bound for Temptation
A Frontiers of the Heart Novel
Tess Lesue BRKP
Having survived the Oregon Trail, Emma 
Palmer is ready for a fresh start, even if it 
costs her all the gold in California. Tom Slater 
is a taciturn cattleman at the tail end of a long, 
hard season on the trail. What he doesn’t 
plan on is escorting a group of women on the 
run to safety south of the border. Original.
978-0-451-49261-6 
___043959018 7.99

 
The Bride Chooses a Highlander
The McKennas
Adrienne Basso ZEB 
Scotland, 1335: Marriage between clans is a 
matter of property and power, rarely love. But 
the only daughter of Laird McKenna longs 
for passion—and finds it in a Highlander’s 
arms. Original.
978-1-42014-620-2 
___043868551 7.99

 
Cowboy Brave
A Longhorn Canyon Novel
Carolyn Brown FOVE
and A.J. Pine
This two-in-one volume contains the latest 
contemporary western romance by New 
York Times-bestselling author Brown, and a 
bonus romance, Second Chance Cowboy, by 
Pine. Original.
978-1-53874-493-2 
___044423834 7.99

 
Cowboy Wolf Trouble
A Seven Range Shifters Novel
Kait Ballenger SOBK
First in a new series. For centuries, seven 
shifter clans that roam Big Sky country have 
honored a pact to keep the peace. Even bad-
boy rancher Wes Calhoun, former leader of a 
renegade pack, has given up his violent ways 
and sworn loyalty to the Grey Wolves. But 
now, a new evil will stop at nothing to tear 
their world apart. Original.
978-1-49267-076-6 
___043763305 7.99

 
Dare to Love a Duke
The London Underground
Eva Leigh AVON
The finale to Leigh’s seductive, sexy, and 
exciting London Underground series. For a 
dashing duke and the proprietress of a secret, 
sensual club in the London Underground, 
passion could lead to love…if they dare. 
Original.
978-0-06-249945-5 
___042889896 7.99
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Dirty Little Secret
Wild Rose Ranch
Jennifer Ryan AVON
Meet the women from Wild Rose Ranch—
and the men who want them—in this 
breathtaking series of contemporary cowboy 
romance and scandal from New York Times-
bestselling author Ryan. Simultaneous 
hardcover library edition.
978-0-06-264531-9 
___044347394 7.99

 
The Duke I Once Knew
Unlikely Duchesses
Olivia Drake STMS
When two childhood sweethearts find 
themselves together after years apart, does 
their romance have a chance to be rekindled 
now that he’s a duke and she’s a governess? 
The first in Drake’s new Unlikely Duchesses 
series. Original.
978-1-25017-437-6 
___044117884 7.99

 
Harlequin™ Bestselling Author Collection: 
Just Kate
Linda Lael Miller HQPB
and Brenda Jackson
Two fan-favorite romances by two New York 
Times-bestselling authors are collected in 
this single volume. Contains Miller’s Just 
Kate and Jackson’s What a Westmoreland 
Wants. Original.
978-1-33580-429-7 
___043564729 6.99

 
Harlequin™ Bestselling Author Collection: 
The Presence
Heather Graham HQPB
and B.J. Daniels
Two tales of romantic suspense by two New 
York Times-bestselling authors are collected 
in this volume. Contains The Presence 
by Graham and When Twilight Comes by 
Daniels. Original.
978-1-33583-471-3 
___042985503 6.99

 
The Highland Renegade
A Lords of the Highlands Novel
Amy Jarecki FOVE
Award-winning author Jarecki (The Highland 
Chieftain) delivers the fifth installment of her 
sexy Scottish historical romance series, the 
Lords of the Highlands. Original.
978-1-53872-961-8 
___044423832 7.99

 
Highlander Ever After
Paula Quinn FOVE
New York Times-bestselling author Quinn 
delivers a sweeping Scottish historical 
romance between a dashing MacGregor 
highlander and his English bride—the fourth 
novel in her Highland Heirs series. Original.
978-1-45553-538-5 
___043950497 7.99

 
Home on the Ranch: Montana Rodeo Star
Rodeo, Montana
Mary Sullivan HQPB
Harlequin’s new Home on the Ranch banner 
offers readers brand-new installments of 
beloved series within the Harlequin Western 
Romance line: Sullivan’s Rodeo, Montana 
series; Trish Milburn’s Blue Falls, Texas series; 
and Pamela Britton’s Rodeo Legends series. 
Original.
978-1-33550-867-6 
___046683830 5.75

 
Home on the Ranch: Texas Cowboy, Be Mine
Blue Falls, Texas
Trish Milburn HQPB
978-1-33550-864-5 
___046683827 5.75

 
Home on the Ranch: Rodeo Legend
Rodeo Legends
Pamela Britton HQPB
978-1-33550-865-2 
___046683828 5.75

 
Home to Wind River
A Wind River Valley Novel
Lindsay McKenna ZEB 
After a harrowing tour of duty in Afghanistan, 
Army nurse Lily Thompson escapes to Wind 
River Ranch and finds work as a caregiver 
to foreman Jake Murdoch’s elderly mother. 
One look in the powerful ex-Marine’s eyes 
and Lily sees a hurt she understands all too 
well—and longs to heal. Original.
978-1-42014-750-6 
___043868552 7.99

 
Hot Target Cowboy
A Dark Horse Cowboys Novel
June Faver SOBK
Eldest son Colt Garrett is the biggest, strongest 
and steadiest of the Garrett brothers. He’s 
stayed centered, but when he falls in love, he 
falls hard. He is mesmerized by Misty Dalton, 
the younger sister of one of his brother’s 
friends, after threats to her family turn deadly 
and she turns to Colt. Original.
978-1-49266-769-8 
___043594184 7.99
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The House on Tradd Street
Karen White BRKP
The brilliant, chilling debut of White’s New 
York Times-bestselling Tradd Street series, 
featuring a Charleston real estate agent who 
loves old houses—and the secret histories 
inside them. TP: Berkley Books.
978-1-984802-16-3 
___043958853 7.99

 
Long, Tall Texan
Lori Wilde FOVE
Previously published with the title There 
Goes the Bride. Having serious doubts about 
her upcoming wedding, bride-to-be Delaney 
Cartwright hires a man to abduct her during 
the marriage ceremony, only to end up 
the hostage of Nick Vinnetti, a man who is 
following family tradition by kidnapping the 
woman to be his bride. Reissue.
978-1-53873-202-1 
___043950525 7.99

 
The Lost Platoon: Out of Time
Monica McCarty BRKP
A hunt for dangerous secrets leads to 
explosive chemistry in this exhilarating 
novel of romantic suspense from the New 
York Times-bestselling author of Off the Grid. 
Original.
978-0-399-58774-0 
___043958872 7.99

 
Nightchaser
Amanda Bouchet SOBK
The first in a new sci-fi romance series from 
the acclaimed USA Today-bestselling author 
of the Kingmaker Chronicles. “Bouchet blasts 
off with a series that’s full of heart, humor, 
romance, and action.”—Jennifer Estep, New 
York Times-bestselling author of Kill the 
Queen. Original.
978-1-49266-713-1 
___042133549 7.99

 
O’Hurley Born
Nora Roberts SILH
From #1 New York Times-bestselling author—
two remarkable tales of the O’Hurleys’ 
dynasty of dazzling talent and sizzling 
passion in a single volume. Contains The 
Last Honest Woman and Dance to the Piper. 
Reissue.
978-1-33566-643-7 
___042629101 7.99

 
The One You Fight For
Roni Loren SOBK
The third novel in the Ones Who Got Away 
series. Taryn Landry was there that awful 
night 14 years ago when she lost her 
younger sister. No one knows it was her 
fault. Since then, psychology professor Taryn 
has dedicated her life’s work to preventing 
something like that from ever happening 
again. Falling in love was never part of the 
plan. Original.
978-1-49265-146-8 
___043594136 7.99

 
Strawberry Hill
A Mystic Creek Novel
Catherine Anderson BRKP
The New York Times-bestselling author of 
Spring Forward returns to Mystic Creek, 
Oregon, where an unlikely pair learns to 
open themselves up to love. Original.
978-0-399-58636-1 
___043958724 7.99

 
Ten Kisses to Scandal
Misadventures in Matchmaking
Vivienne Lorret AVON
USA Today-bestselling author Lorret returns 
with the second book in her charming, 
witty series, in which a Bourne Matrimonial 
Agency employee with terrible matchmaking 
skills makes a bargain with a notorious rake 
to get him to teach her about attraction. 
Original.
978-0-06-268550-6 
___043878794 7.99
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What a Widow Wants
The Widows’ Club
Jenna Jaxon LYAR
The third installment in Jaxon’s Regency 
series featuring the ladies of Lyttlefield Park, 
who are returning to London society after 
being widowed by the Battle of Waterloo with 
their futures in their own hands. Original.
978-1-51610-329-4 
___043913299 4.99

FICTION - SCIENCE FICTION

 
A Call to Vengeance
Book III of the Manticore Ascendant
David Weber BAEN
and Timothy Zahn
with Thomas Pope
After the disastrous attack on the Manticoran 
home system by forces unknown, the Royal 
Manticoran Navy stands on the brink of 
collapse. It’s up to officers like Travis Long and 
Lisa Donnelly to defend the Star Kingdom 
and the Royal Manticoran Navy from threats, 
but the challenge is greater than any they 
have faced before. Original.
978-1-48148-373-5 
___044347248 8.99

 
Emergence
A Foreigner Novel
C.J. Cherryh DAWB
The 19th book in Cherryh’s beloved Foreigner 
space opera series begins a new era for 
diplomat Bren Cameron, as he navigates the 
tenuous peace he has struck between human 
refugees and the alien atevi. HC: DAW.
978-0-7564-1416-0 
___044118154 7.99

 
The Long Sunset
An Academy Novel
McDevitt, Jack SGRR
From Nebula Award winner McDevitt 
comes the eighth installment in his popular 
Academy series. Priscilla “Hutch” Hutchins 
discovers an interstellar message from a 
highly advanced race that could be her last 
chance for a mission before the program is 
shut down for good. Tall Premium Edition. 
HC: Saga Press.
978-1-48149-795-4 
___039386319 8.99

 
Survival
Ben Bova TOR 
The final novel in six-time Hugo winner 
Bova’s Star Quest trilogy. A human team sent 
to scout a few hundred lightyears in front 
of the death wave encounters a civilization 
far in advance of our own, a civilization of 
machine intelligences. HC: Tor.
978-0-7653-7955-9 
___041802592 9.99

FICTION - WESTERN

 
The Black Hills
A Hunter Buchanon Novel
William W. Johnstone PINA
and J.A. Johnstone
The first in a new series by the national 
bestselling authors introduces Hunter 
Buchanon, a towering mountain of a man 
who learned how to track prey in Georgia, 
kill in the Civil War, and prospect in the 
Black Hills of Dakota. Now he’s trying to live 
a peaceful gun-free life—but fate has other 
plans for him. Original.
978-0-7860-4440-5 
___043868438 7.99

 
Blood at Sundown
The Violent Days of Lou Prophet, Bounty 
Hunter
Peter Brandvold PINA
In Lou Prophet’s lawless West, justice comes 
from the barrel of a gun—his gun. Brandvold’s 
acclaimed Westerns tell of the bloody days 
(and thrilling nights) of the bounty hunter 
called Prophet, and the dangerous woman 
he dared to love. This volume contains Blood 
at Sundown and Death in the Snow. Original.
978-0-7860-4348-4 
___043868436 7.99

 
The Canyon of Bones and North Star
Richard S. Wheeler FRGE
Two classic Skye’s West novels by six-time 
Spur Award winner and legendary Western 
writer Wheeler are packaged together in one 
volume. Tall Premium Edition. Original.
978-1-25016-586-2 
___041802584 9.99
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PAPERBACK
 
The First Mountain Man: Preacher’s Rage
William W. Johnstone PINA
and J.A. Johnstone
While in the Rockies, Preacher and his son 
Hawk rescue a Crow woman from ruthless 
trappers—only to find that she’s not Crow, 
but white. Caroline has been raised by the 
Crow since childhood, the only people she’s 
ever known. To get her home, Preacher and 
Hawk will have to blast their way off this 
mountain. Original.
978-0-7860-4392-7 
___043868437 7.99

 
Rage for Vengeance
A Byrnes Family Ranch Novel
Dusty Richards PINA
A blazing new chapter in the epic Byrnes 
family saga from Western Heritage and 
Western Writers of America Spur Award-
winning author Richards. Original.
978-0-7860-4323-1 
___043868435 7.99

 
Shadow Killers and Deathwalk
Matt Braun STMS
Two of Braun’s most beloved novels of the 
Old West are collected in this single volume. 
Original.
978-1-25030-854-2 
___044118414 9.99

HISTORY - GENERAL HISTORY

 
Dodge City
Wyatt Earp, Bat Masterson, and the 
Wickedest Town in the American West
Tom Clavin STMS
Clavin’s New York Times bestseller—the 
definitive story of the taming of the Wild 
West, set in Dodge City, Kansas, which by 
the 1870s was known as the most violent 
and turbulent town in the West—now in a Tall 
Premium Edition. TP: St. Martin’s Griffin.
978-1-25019-072-7 
___044118424 9.99

MOVIE & TV TIE-IN

 
The Passage
A Novel
Justin Cronin BALL
Cronin’s New York Times bestseller and 
first book in the trilogy now adapted as 
an upcoming TV series on FOX, set in an 
apocalyptic America shaped by the fallout 
of a government experiment on 12 death-
row inmates that follows the journey of a 
mysterious girl asked to save the world. 
Tall Premium Edition. Simultaneous trade 
paperback.
978-0-525-61874-4 
___045444689 9.99

 
The Rhythm Section
A Stephanie Patrick Thriller
Mark Burnell STMS
Burnell’s international thriller and first in his 
Stephanie Park series is now adapted as a 
major motion picture scheduled for theatrical 
release on February 19 and starring Jude 
Law and Blake Lively. Tall Premium Edition. 
TP: HarperCollins.
978-1-25021-541-3 
___045153321 9.99

 
Star Wars™: The Last Jedi Expanded Edition
Jason Fry DELR
A New York Times bestseller, now in a Tall 
Premium Edition. Written with input from 
director Rian Johnson, this official adaptation 
of The Last Jedi expands on the film to 
include scenes from alternate versions of the 
script and other additional content. Includes 
an 8-page full-color photo insert. HC: Del Rey.
978-1-52479-713-3 
___046856537 9.99

STUDY GUIDES

 
Cracking the PSAT®/NMSQT® 2019 Edition
The Princeton Review® PRNV
Providing everything needed to ace the 
PSAT, this guide contains two full-length 
practice tests with explanations and 
answers, thorough PSAT topic reviews, 
and information about National Merit 
Scholarships. Original. (Trade)
978-0-525-56787-5 
___044889686 15.99
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Harlequin Bianca   

#1317: El millonario y la bailarina Maya Blake 9781335634139 $4.99

#1318: Boda en el desierto Lynne Graham 9781335634146 $4.99

#1319: La última conquista Kim Lawrence 9781335634153 $4.99

#1320: Susurrame al oído Lucy Ellis 9781335634160 $4.99

#1321: Un oferta escandalosa Miranda Lee 9781335634177 $4.99

#1322: El hombre que lo arriesgó todo Michelle Reid 9781335634184 $4.99

Harlequin Deseo   

#1192: Baby Business: Juegos prohibidos Katherine Garbera 9781335660992 $4.99

#1193: Corazón tatuado Andrea Laurence 9781335661005 $4.99

Harlequin Desire   

#2635: Texas Cattleman’s Club: Bachelor Auction: The Rancher’s Bargain Joanne Rock 9781335603371 $5.25

#2636: Billionaires and Babies: Bombshell for the Boss Maureen Child 9781335603388 $5.25

#2637: Texas Promises: The Forbidden Texan Sara Orwig 9781335603395 $5.25

#2638: Alaskan Oil Barons: The Billionaire Renegade Catherine Mann 9781335603401 $5.25

#2639: Marriage at First Sight: Inconveniently Wed Yvonne Lindsay 9781335603418 $5.25

#2640: The Stewart Heirs: At the CEO’s Pleasure Yahrah St. John 9781335603425 $5.25

Harlequin Intrigue   

#1827: The Lawmen of McCall Canyon: Lawman with a Cause Delores Fossen 9781335604095 $5.75

#1828: Mission: Six: Six Minutes to Midnight Elle James 9781335604101 $5.75

#1829: Missing in Conard County Rachel Lee 9781335604118 $5.75

#1830: Red, White and Built: Pumped Up: Delta Force Die Hard Carol Ericson 9781335604125 $5.75

#1831: Last Stand in Texas Robin Perini 9781335604132 $5.75

#1832: Garrett Valor: Shadow Point Deputy Julie Anne Lindsey 9781335604149 $5.75

Harlequin Large Print Intrigue   

#1827: The Lawmen of McCall Canyon: Lawman with a Cause Delores Fossen 9781335640574 $6.75

#1828: Mission: Six: Six Minutes to Midnight Elle James 9781335640581 $6.75

#1829: Missing in Conard County Rachel Lee 9781335640598 $6.75

#1830: Red, White and Built: Pumped Up: Delta Force Die Hard Carol Ericson 9781335640604 $6.75

#1831: Last Stand in Texas Robin Perini 9781335640611 $6.75

#1832: Garrett Valor: Shadow Point Deputy Julie Anne Lindsey 9781335640628 $6.75

Harlequin Large Print Presents   

#3681: Secret Heirs of Billionaires: The Secret Kept From the Italian Kate Hewitt 9781335537959 $6.25

#3682: One Night With Consequences: Carrying the Sheikh’s Baby Heidi Rice 9781335537966 $6.25

#3683: The Tycoon’s Shock Heir Bella Frances 9781335537973 $6.25

#3684: Brides of Innocence: The Spaniard’s Untouched Bride Maisey Yates 9781335537980 $6.25

#3685: Conveniently Wed!: My Bought Virgin Wife Caitlin Crews 9781335537997 $6.25

#3686: Awakening His Innocent Cinderella Natalie Anderson 9781335538000 $6.25

#3687: Claimed for the Billionaire’s Convenience Melanie Milburne 9781335538017 $6.25

#3688: One Night with the Forbidden Princess Amanda Cinelli 9781335538024 $6.25

Harlequin Presents   

#3681: Secret Heirs of Billionaires: The Secret Kept From the Italian Kate Hewitt 9781335477934 $5.25

#3682: One Night With Consequences: Carrying the Sheikh’s Baby Heidi Rice 9781335477941 $5.25

#3683: The Tycoon’s Shock Heir Bella Frances 9781335477958 $5.25

#3684: Brides of Innocence: The Spaniard’s Untouched Bride Maisey Yates 9781335477965 $5.25
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#3685: Conveniently Wed!: My Bought Virgin Wife Caitlin Crews 9781335477972 $5.25

#3686: Awakening His Innocent Cinderella Natalie Anderson 9781335477989 $5.25

#3687: Claimed for the Billionaire’s Convenience Melanie Milburne 9781335477996 $5.25

#3688: One Night with the Forbidden Princess Amanda Cinelli 9781335478009 $5.25

Harlequin Romantic Suspense   

#2023: The Coltons of Roaring Springs: Colton Cowboy Standoff Marie Ferrarella 9781335661814 $5.75

#2024: Silver Valley P.D.: Snowbound with the Secret Agent Geri Krotow 9781335661821 $5.75

#2025: The Riley Code: A Soldier’s Honor Regan Black 9781335661838 $5.75

#2026: Wingman Security: Protecting the Boss Beverly Long 9781335661845 $5.75

Harlequin Special Edition   

#2665: The Fortunes of Texas: The Lost Fortunes: A Deal Made in Texas Michelle Major 9781335573582 $5.75

#2666: Forever, Texas: The Cowboy and the Teacher Marie Ferrarella 9781335573599 $5.75

#2667: Furever Yours: A New Leash on Love Melissa Senate 9781335573605 $5.75

#2668: Rocking Chair Rodeo: The Lawman’s Convenient Family Judy Duarte 9781335573612 $5.75

#2669: American Heroes: Twins for the Soldier Rochelle Alers 9781335573629 $5.75

#2670: Sweet Briar Sweethearts: Winning Charlotte Back Kathy Douglass 9781335573636 $5.75

Love Inspired   

Prodigal Daughters: Courting Her Prodigal Heart Mary Davis 9781335478894 $5.99

Amish Country Courtships: Minding the Amish Baby Carrie Lighte 9781335478900 $5.99

Shepherd’s Crossing: A Cowboy in Shepherd’s Crossing Ruth Logan Herne 9781335478917 $5.99

Montana Twins: Her Cowboy’s Twin Blessings Patricia Johns 9781335478924 $5.99

Mustang Ridge: Beneath Montana Skies Mia Ross 9781335478931 $5.99

Bent Creek Blessings: The Rancher’s Baby Surprise Kat Brookes 9781335478948 $5.99

Love Inspired Large Print   

Prodigal Daughters: Courting Her Prodigal Heart Mary Davis 9781335538918 $6.99

Amish Country Courtships: Minding the Amish Baby Carrie Lighte 9781335538925 $6.99

Shepherd’s Crossing: A Cowboy in Shepherd’s Crossing Ruth Logan Herne 9781335538932 $6.99

Montana Twins: Her Cowboy’s Twin Blessings Patricia Johns 9781335538949 $6.99

Mustang Ridge: Beneath Montana Skies Mia Ross 9781335538956 $6.99

Bent Creek Blessings: The Rancher’s Baby Surprise Kat Brookes 9781335538963 $6.99

Love Inspired Large Print Suspense   

Amish Witness Protection: Amish Hideout Maggie K. Black 9781335678690 $6.99

Coldwater Bay Intrigue: Distress Signal Elizabeth Goddard 9781335678706 $6.99

Wilderness Secrets Sharon Dunn 9781335678713 $6.99

Mistaken Twin Jodie Bailey 9781335678720 $6.99

Explosive Reunion Karen Kirst 9781335678737 $6.99

No Safe Place Sherri Shackelford 9781335678744 $6.99

Love Inspired Suspense   

Amish Witness Protection: Amish Hideout Maggie K. Black 9781335231833 $5.99

Coldwater Bay Intrigue: Distress Signal Elizabeth Goddard 9781335231840 $5.99

Wilderness Secrets Sharon Dunn 9781335231857 $5.99

Mistaken Twin Jodie Bailey 9781335231864 $5.99

Explosive Reunion Karen Kirst 9781335231871 $5.99

No Safe Place Sherri Shackelford 9781335231888 $5.99



New from LIVERIGHT
IN MY MIND’S EYE
A Thought Diary
Jan Morris

From the “greatest descriptive 
writer of her time” (Rebecca 
West), comes “a splendidly 
quirky confection that mixes 
the trivial with the serious, like 
life” (Literary Review (UK)). 

January • 9781631495366
$24.95

WE THE CORPORATIONS
How American Businesses 
Won Their Civil Rights
Adam Winkler

The National Book Award 
Finalist—a landmark exposé 
and “deeply engaging legal 
history” (Washington Post) 
of one of the most successful, 
yet least known, civil rights 
movements in American 
history. 

March • 9781631495441 
$19.95 Paperback

NATURE’S MUTINY
How the Little Ice Age of the 
Long Seventeenth Century 
Transformed the West and 
Shaped the Present
Philipp Blom

While apocalyptic weather 
patterns destroyed entire 
harvests and incited mass 
migrations, Blom shows they 
also gave rise to the growth of 
cities, early capitalism, and the 
Enlightenment.

February • 9781631494048 
$27.95

JOY ENOUGH
A Memoir
Sarah McColl
From a bracing new voice 
comes this life-affirming 
memoir of a daughter making 
and remaking her life in her 
mother’s image. Reminiscent of 
classics like C. S. Lewis’s  
A Grief Observed.

January • 9781631494703 
$21.95

Liveright Publishing/W.W. Norton & Company
Independent Publishers Since 1923

THE PERILOUS 
ADVENTURES OF THE 
COWBOY KING
A Novel of Teddy Roosevelt 
and His Times
Jerome Charyn

“Charyn, like Nabokov, is that 
most fiendish sort of writer—so 
seductive as to beg imitation, 
so singular as to make imitation 
impossible.” –Tom Bissell

January • 9781631493874 
$26.95

ARTURO’S ISLAND
A Novel
Elsa Morante,  
Ann Goldstein 
(translator)

As Morante—perhaps the 
greatest writer of Italy’s 
postwar generation—
experiences a renaissance, 
this new translation of the 
novel that brought her fame 
exemplifies her brutal and 
astonishing talent. 

February • 9781631493294 
$27.95

New from LIVERIGHT
THAT TIME I LOVED YOU
Stories
Carrianne Leung

A “compact gem of a collection” 
(Globe & Mail) that sees Leung 
bursting onto the literary stage 
with prose remarkably attuned 
to the tenuous, and perhaps 
deceptive, idea of happiness in 
1970s suburbia.  

February • 9781631495526 
$24.95

April • 9781631494567 
$28.95

Liveright Publishing/W.W. Norton & Company
Independent Publishers Since 1923

April • 9780871404817 
$26.95

March • 9781631495540 
$23.95

WHITE HOUSE WARRIORS
How the National Security 
Council Transformed the 
American Way of War
John Gans

This revalatory history shows 
how staffers operating in the 
shadows have driven foreign 
policy clandestinely for decades, 
resulting in an escalation of 
hawkishness and polarization 
both in Washington and the 
nation at large.

GENESIS
The Deep Origin of Societies
Edward O. Wilson

Pulitzer Prize winner Wilson 
asserts (through revelations 
of complex societies that 
appear in nonhuman species) 
that religious creeds and 
philosophical questions can 
be reduced to genetic and 
evolutionary components. 

PHANTOMS
A Novel
Christian Kiefer

In prose recalling Thomas 
Wolfe, this haunting novel of 
World War II and Vietnam 
explores the ghosts of American 
exceptionalism that haunt us 
today, through two families 
confronting long-buried secrets.

March • 9781631492136 
$28.95

AMERICAN MESSIAHS
False Prophets of a Damned 
Nation
Adam Morris

Provocative and long overdue, 
this is the story of those 
charismatic, if flawed figures 
who tried to point the way 
toward an impossible “American 
Dream”: men and women who 
momentarily captured the 
imagination of a nation always 
searching for salvation. 

MUDLARK
In Search of London’s Past 
Along the River Thames
Lara Maiklem

Long heralded as a city treasure 
herself, Maiklem plumbs the 
banks of the Thames to reveal 
the stories hidden behind the 
archaeological remnants of 
an ancient city. A memorable 
journey for Anglophiles and 
history lovers alike.

March • 9781631494963 
$27.95

ONCE A WOLF
The Science Behind Our 
Dogs’ Astonishing Genetic 
Evolution
Bryan Sykes

The author of Seven Daughters 
of Eve returns with a lively 
account of how all dogs are 
descended from a mere handful 
of wolves. An engaging work 
no dog lover or ancestry 
aficionado should be without.

February • 9781631493799 
$27.95
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“HOW DO WE BECOME WHO  
WE ARE IN THE WORLD? 

WE ASK THE WORLD TO TEACH US.”
—FROM DEEP CREEK

“There is so much beauty, 
wisdom, and truth in this 

book, I felt the pages almost 
humming in my hands. I was 

riveted and enlightened, 
inspired and consoled. This is  

a book for all of us, right now.” 
—Cheryl Strayed, author of Wild

January
9780393241020

$25.95

AVAILABLE  
IN PAPERBACK,  
HOUSTON’S  
ACCLAIMED  
STORY  
COLLECTION. 

January
9780393356878  
$14.95 Paperback

NORTON Independent Publishers Since 1923



The inspirational story of 
“the most interesting mayor 

you’ve never heard of”
(The Washington Post)

The inspirational story of 
“the most interesting mayor 

you’ve never heard of”
(The Washington Post)

 “An important entry in the American political tradition for the twenty-first century…. 
Combining candor and compassion with a brilliant understanding of how 

government can be more effective.” —WALTER ISAACSON

Liveright Publishing Corporation
A division of W. W. Norton & Company FEBRUARY  ·  9781631494369  ·  $27.95



NORTON Independent Publishers Since 1923NORTON Independent Publishers Since 1923

UNQUIET
A Novel
Linn Ullmann

Praised across Scandinavia 
as a “literary masterpiece,’’ 
“spellbinding,’’ and 
“magnificent,’’ Unquiet reflects 
on six taped conversations the 
author had with her father— 
a renowned filmmaker—at the 
very end of  his life.

January • 9780393609943 
$25.95

HOUSE OF STONE
A Novel
Novuyo Rosa Tshuma

“Tshuma is incapable of  writing 
a boring sentence . . . .  By the end, 
she has managed to not only sum 
up Zimbabwean history, but also 
all of  African colonial history. . . . 
An extraordinary achievement.’’ 
—Guardian

January • 9780393635423  
$26.95

FAULT LINES
A History of the United States 
Since 1974
Kevin M. Kruse, 
Julian E. Zelizer

Two award-winning historians 
explore the origins of  a divided 
America. 

“A must-read foundational 
work for our time!’’
—Douglas Brinkley

January • 9780393088663 
$28.95

BLUFF CITY
The Secret Life of 
Photographer Ernest Withers
Preston Lauterbach

Most Americans may not know 
the name, but they know the 
photos—legendary images of  
Martin Luther King, Jr. and 
other acivists, taken by Withers 
while secretly working as an 
informant for the FBI.

January • 9780393247923 
$27.95 

THE ONLY BUSINESS 
WRITING BOOK 
YOU’LL EVER NEED
Laura Brown
Foreword by Rich Karlgaard

A winning combination of  
how-to guide and reference 
work that addresses a wide-
ranging spectrum of  business 
communication with its 
straightforward seven-step 
method.

January • 9780393635324 
$24.95

TEAM HUMAN
Douglas Rushkoff

“A provocative, exciting, and 
important rallying cry to reassert 
our human spirit of  community 
and teamwork.’’
—Walter Isaacson

January • 9780393651690 
$23.95

New from  NORTON



“Post-truth,” Oxford Dictionary’s 2016 word of 
the year, appears to cover only the turn away 
from reason in contemporary politics. In fact 
the truth behind “post-truth” is historically and 
philosophically more complex. As Fuller  
shows in this book, it reaches into the  
nature of knowledge itself.
9781783086948  |  $39.95 PB

In both climate change and financial crises, worst-case 
scenarios and disastrous risks are inescapable. Yet public 
policy often focuses on average or likely outcomes, minimizing 
the danger of extreme events. Worst-Case Economics: 
Extreme Events in Climate and Finance explores the  
underlying causes and the remedies needed for the  
most serious climate and financial risks.
9781783087136  |  $29.95 PB

The IB Music Revision Guide, 3rd Ed. includes analyses of 
all the prescribed works of the International Baccalaureate 
Diploma Programme music course through to 2021. It also 
includes a comprehensive overview of all the musical styles 
and cultures that are examined during the course, practice 
questions and answers that allow students to check their 
knowledge, and as a Glossary to help ensure key terms are 
understood. There are also revision tips and advice on exam 
technique that will help students prepare for the IB listening 
exam with confidence. Suitable for Standard and Higher Level.
9781783088669  |  $25.95 PB

New from a
Leading Independent 
Academic Publisher

Anthem_FullPg_BW.indd   1 10/30/18   8:28 AM





Books for the Mind, 
Body, and Spirit

Liver Detox
Cleansing through Diet,  
Herbs, and Massage
Christopher Vasey, N.D.
A practical guide to supporting and 
maintaining liver health naturally   
128 pages • Paperback • $12.99 
10 b&w illustrations 
ISBN 978-1-62055-699-3

Natural Antibiotics 
and Antivirals
18 Infection-Fighting Herbs  
and Essential Oils
Christopher Vasey, N.D.
Explains how to use medicinal herbs 
and essential oils to fight infectious 
illness, strengthen the immune 
system, and combat antibiotic 
resistance  
208 pages • Paperback • $14.99 
11 b&w illustrations 
ISBN 978-1-62055-735-8

Tantric Sex and 
Menopause
Practices for Spiritual and 
Sexual Renewal
Diana Richardson and  
Janet McGeever
A tantric guide to discovering the 
hidden gifts of menopause
224 pages • Paperback • $16.99 
21 b&w illustrations 
ISBN 978-1-62055-683-2

Holistic Reflexology
Essential Oils and Crystal 
Massage in Reflex Zone Therapy
Ewald Kliegel
A guide to reflexology treatments 
combined with complementary 
therapies to restore energetic balance, 
relieve pain, and support healing   
192 pages • Paperback • $19.99  
Full-color throughout 
ISBN 978-1-62055-753-2

Dreams That Can Save 
Your Life
Early Warning Signs of Cancer 
and Other Diseases
Larry Burk, M.D., C.E.H.P. and  
Kathleen O’Keefe-Kanavos 
Foreword By Bernie Siegel, M.D.
An exploration of dreams as a 
spiritual source of healing and inner 
guidance for your health and well-
being 
288 pages • Paperback • $17.99 
ISBN 978-1-84409-744-9

Reclaiming Life  
after Trauma
Healing PTSD with Cognitive-
Behavioral Therapy and Yoga
Daniel Mintie, LCSW and  
Julie K. Staples, Ph.D.
Integrative tools for healing the 
traumatized mind and body  
192 pages • Paperback • $16.99 
59 b&w illustrations 
ISBN 978-1-62055-634-4

Essential Oils for 
Mindfulness and 
Meditation
Relax, Replenish, and 
Rejuvenate
Heather Dawn Godfrey, PGCE, BSc
A hands-on guide showing how 
essential oils can support and 
enhance meditative and mindful 
practices    
160 pages • Paperback • $16.99 
Full-color throughout 
ISBN 978-1-62055-762-4

The Enneagram  
of Eating
How the 9 Personality Types 
Influence Your Food, Diet,  
and Exercise Choices
Ann Gadd
A guide to using your Enneagram 
personality type to understand your 
approach to eating, dieting, and 
exercise  
192 pages • Paperback • $16.99  
ISBN 978-1-62055-827-0



THE WOVEN FLAG 
MARGARET FOURT GOKA

$8.31 • 76 pages • 9781946492708

For someone who has grown up enjoying writing 
poetry, there’s no better way to share her literary 
world to all than with the beautiful verses of The 
Woven Flag. Untangle the poetic threads and lines 
of her poetry collection as she weaves experiences, 
memories and emotions throughout these pages. 

The Woven Flag is poet-author Margaret Goka’s 
volume of poetry about home and family, places, 
animals, inspiration, questions and answers. It 
begins with poems by a young mother; then there 
is a group of poems inspired by animals, both 
real and imaginary. Following this are memories 
about places; and the next poems give you some 
questions you may have to guess about. There are 
also poems inspired from coffee, tea or wine. And 
finally, there are poems coming from remembrances of her parents and her husband. 

Margaret Goka left home in Maryland to attend college in St. Louis, Missouri at 
Washington University, majoring in English Literature. Afterwards, she moved to 
California. She completed a M.A. in Linguistics at San Jose State University, and 
taught English as a Second Language at Evergreen Valley College. She now has 
three daughters and six grandchildren. She has written poetry since she was young, 
and wrote these poems as her children grew up and established their own separate 
lives. She collected the poems written since she came to California in The Woven 
Flag.



DESTINY
2ND EDITION 

MAHLON PALMER
$14.99  •  252 pages  •  9781640698819

He was destined to do more. 
The author’s autobiography is an inspiring true story of how one can shape his Destiny 

with sheer determination and willpower.

It’s not how one is born that will determine his fate; 
what is important is how he will live his life to reach 
his Destiny. And that is what this book is about. 
Author Mahlon “Dick” Palmer writes this book 
primarily for those young boys and girls and their 
parents and/or mentors who, for whatever reason, 
believe they have no chance at a successful life. 
This is the story about a young boy who believed 
he was in that category while growing up. The 
author hopes that readers will continue reading 
to see how that little boy changed those odds 
and ultimately did many things that most people 
cannot even dream of.

There are many children that are born into 
poverty and thus have no apparent reason to try 
to succeed. That was the case with the author, 
who was the youngest of four boys and was certainly not a welcome addition to 
the Palmer family. He was born in the midst of the greatest depression the country 
has ever experienced, thus another mouth to feed and clothe was not a welcome 
addition. There was one positive benefit though; this child did provide a cheap 
source of labor. He was expected to work 12-14 hour days, every day until he left 
home to join the Air Force when he was 17 years old.



A.  Battlefield Pennsylvania
Brady J. Crytzer
An award-winning historian takes the reader on a fascinating tour of 
over 300 years of Pennsylvania history through 29 of the state’s most  
significant battlegrounds.
9781594163050  |  $28.00 HC

B.  Daniel Morgan
Albert Louis Zambone
Historian Zambone presents Morgan as the quintessential American  
everyman, who rose from poverty and obscurity to become one of the  
great battlefield commanders.
9781594163159  |  $30.00 HC

C.  The Doan Gang
Terry A. McNealy
McNealy uses primary sources to present an even more compelling history  
of the Doan Gang and this extraordinary story from the American Revolution.
9781594160622  |  $28.00 HC

D.  Fingerprints
Andrew Young
Young delves into a significant historical crime, analyzing what is known about 
the cases using the history of fingerprint identification to frame his narrative.
9781594163081  |  $26.00 HC

E.  In the Shadow of Salem
Richard Hite
Based on extensive research, a historian and archivist tells, for the first  
time, the fascinating story of this long-overlooked phase of the largest  
witch hunt in American history.
9781594163005  |  $30.00 HC

F.  The Involuntary American
Carol Gardner
Gardner expands the understanding of immigration to the colonies, colonial 
servitude, the linkages and tensions between Europe, Massachusetts Bay,  
and America’s northeastern frontier.
9781594163128  |  $28.00 HC

G.  Journal of the American Revolution
Todd Andrlik and Don N. Hagist
A volume of 41 articles designed for institutions, scholars, and enthusiasts,  
this edition provides a convenient overview of the latest research and  
scholarship in American Revolution studies.
9781594163043  |  $35.00 HC

H.  The Narrative of Lucy Ann Lobdell
Lisa Macchia Ohliger, editor
Lobdell’s life is an illustration of the historical significance and destructive  
power of gender in society, and her narrative bears painful witness to  
the clash between taboo and survival.
9781594163029  |  $24.00 HC
Publishing

I.  Nat Turner’s Rebellion
John V. Quarstein
Quarstein weaves Turner’s confession, court records, newspaper  
accounts, official papers, and more into a fresh portrayal of the causes  
and aftermath of the uprising.
9781594162725  |  $28.00 HC

J.  Patriots from the Barrio
Dave Gutierrez
Based on extensive archival research and veteran and family accounts,  
this work is a testament to the shared beliefs of all who have fought for  
the ideals of the American flag.
9781594162992  |  $28.00 HC

K.  The Presidency of Ulysses S. Grant
Paul Kahan
A historian focuses on the unique political, economic, and cultural forces  
unleashed by the Civil War and how Grant addressed these issues during  
his tumultuous two terms as chief executive.
9781594162732  |  $28.00 HC

L.  The War of 1812 in the West
David Kirkpatrick
Kirkpatrick chronicles the near catastrophic loss of the Ohio, Indiana, and  
Illinois Territories, the bitter fight against both Tecumseh’s Confederation and  
the Creek Nation, and the slow recovery and ultimate victory of American  
forces that secured America’s frontier.
9781594163098  |  $30.00 HC
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J. K. L.

New Historically 
Significant Works

Westholme_.indd   1 10/30/18   8:36 AM



Archaeological Oddities
Kenneth L. Feder

An offbeat field guide to 40 sites 
in North America that reflect 
the rejection of the facts of 
prehistory and history—the 

physical equivalents of 
“fake news” about 

America’s ancient past.
9781538105962  |  $36.00 HC

Breaking Barriers
Douglas Stark

Stark charts the progress of 
integration in basketball, from the 
first black professional basketball 

player in 1902 to the modern 
game, making this an essential 

addition to the literature on 
sports and race in America.
9781442277533  |  $36.00 HC

In the Wake of Lewis and Clark
Larry E. Morris

Morris shares the compelling 
story of how Thomas Jefferson’s 

vision of a sea-to-sea empire 
gave rise to the Lewis and 

Clark Expedition, accelerating 
Westward expansion

and impacting a host of 
fascinating individuals.

9781442266100  |  $39.00 HC

The Promise of Wholeness
Eric Ehrke

A licensed clinical social worker 
and psychotherapist offers a new 

foundation for profound living 
based on classical teachings and 

enriched by modern scientific/
psychological breakthroughs.

9781538119815  |  $36.00 HC

NEW SELECTIONS from a Leading Independent Publisher

RowmanLittlefield_1/2Pg_BW.indd   1 10/30/18   8:33 AM

A story of thriving in medicine at a time of massive advances and 

changes in global health systems and medical services, this edition is 

a must-read for doctors of all specialties at all stages of their careers, 

wherever they practice. 

“(The authors)...have demonstrated in this book how much they 

understand about us as medical practitioners, as leaders and advo-

cates, and about our journeys and our future.”—Dr. Donald Li 

(Hong Kong, China), President, World Organization of Family 

Doctors (WONCA), 2018-2020

9781138497856  |  $24.95 PB

CRC Press

AN INNOVATIVE 
APPROACH
to Medicine & Caregiving

TaylorFrancis_1/2Pg_BW.indd   1 10/30/18   8:37 AM



Everything Under
Daisy Johnson

Shortlisted for the 2018 
Man Booker Prize—an eerie, 

watery reimagining of the 
Oedipus myth set on the 

canals of Oxford, from the 
author of Fen.

9781555978266  |  $16.00 PB

The Gulf
Belle Boggs

A hilarious send-up of 
writing workshops, for-

profit education, and the 
gulf between believers and 

nonbelievers, this memorable 
debut plumbs the troubled 
waters dividing America.

9781555978341  |  $16.00 PB

Labrador
Kathryn Davis

Back in print, Davis’s riveting 
debut is a bewitching tale of 
the rifts and reparation that 
occur between two sisters 
who are nothing alike but 

have only each other 
to turn to.

9781555978303  |  $16.00 PB

The Silk Road
Kathryn Davis

This explicitly allegorical 
novel highlights the journey 
of a community of separate 

souls—a family, a yoga 
class, and a generation.

9781555978297  |  $24.00 HC

Trump Sky Alpha
Mark Doten

Doten, a satirist of 
unparalleled vision, brilliantly 
details how the internet has 

infiltrated every aspect of life, 
laying the groundwork for the 
tumult of the current political 

moment and the future.
9781555978280  |  $16.00 PB

VOICES FOR THE 21ST CENTURY

GrayWolf_1/2Pg_BW.indd   1 10/30/18   8:47 AM



ipage.ingramcontent.com

Reach More Readers
Marketing Materials on ipage®

Easily find and download free publisher marketing materials.

Download book trailers, reading group guides, author Q&As and more!

Features: How to access:
• Free for booksellers and librarians to access 

and download.

• Easy search and download experience.

• Discover cover images, author photos, 
Q&As, book trailers, audio clips, reading 
group guides, teaching guides, and more.

• All content is cleared for use for newsletters, 
book groups, web sites, and other 
communications to customers and patrons.

1. Visit ipage.ingramcontent.com

2. Click or hover over My Account at the top of the 
home page

3. From the dropdown menu locate Ingram Services 

4. Click on Marketing Materials





Two of the world’s leading experts on infant 
management concepts have updated their 
groundbreaking approach—which has found 
favor with over six million parents in all 
50 states and has been translated into 20 
languages around the world. 

For more than 25 years, this has been the 
de facto newborn parenting manual for 
naturally synchronizing a baby’s feeding time, 
waketime, and nighttime sleep cycles, so the 
whole family can sleep through the night. 
Now millions of new moms are invited to ask 
their questions and interact Live online with 
this new Interactive Support Edition.

9781932740509  |  $17.95 PB
Hawksflight & Associates, Inc

The Leader in Childrearing Advice
For More than 25 Years is Now Updated and Interactive!



Brabazon is an author, journalist, and 
documentary filmmaker. Based in the UK, 
he has traveled to over 70 countries—
investigating, filming, and directing in the 
world’s most hostile environments. He is 
the author of the international bestseller My 
Friend the Mercenary, a memoir recounting his 
experiences of the Liberian civil war and the 
Equatorial Guinea coup plot. 

The Break Line
JAMES BRABAZON

A STUNNING DEBUT THRILLER

9780440001478  |  $27.00 HC  |  Berkley Books

ADVANCE EXCERPT
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“Martin is prone to bouts of excitement, Mr. McLean; bouts 
of excitement that can provoke unpredictable responses.”

“Such as?”

“Such as strong physical reactions. I’d ask you to be brief, 
Mr. McLean, and not to discuss any of the details of his 
last, er, deployment. He gets very nervous about that. Very 
agitated.” Crossman turned to the guard on her left and 
nodded. The guard entered a series of digits on a keypad on 
the wall between them.

“You mean in Russia, Counselor?”

“No, Mr. McLean.” She turned and tapped the second 
part of the passcode into the keypad. The door slid open, 
revealing a vestibule, a second door with a transparent 
panel, and beyond it a single bed supporting Sonny Boy’s 
tracksuit-clad hulk. I stepped forward, and the main door 
began to close behind me. “Not Russia. Your friend here was 
evacuated from Sierra Leone.”

Soldiers don’t impress me. They get paid to do a job. Either 
they do it well, or they don’t. And Special Forces aren’t 
superheroes. They sh*t, piss, bleed and grouse like everyone 
else—including the Queen they serve. But Sonny Boy? He 
wasn’t a soldier. He was a f***ing legend. And there he 
was, sat like Buddha in a soft-furnished hell, hand-rolling 
a pinch of tobacco. He looked straight through me toward 
the closing door.

“Long time, Max.”

“Long time, Sonny. How you been keeping?”

“Aw, you know . . .” He looked left and right quickly, dropped 
the half-finished cigarette into the ashtray and put his 
crooked trigger finger to his lips. “Shh.”

He eased himself off the bed and stood an arm’s length in 
front of me: six foot six and two hundred and fifty pounds 

of soft-spoken, stone-cold killer. Then, at a half crouch, he 
loped toward the far left-hand end of the room. He pointed 
at me, put his finger to his lips again and stood there, stock-
still, with one ear pressed against the beige wall. A full 
minute passed. I shifted my weight, but he held up his hand 
as if stopping traffic at a checkpoint. Another minute. And 
another—Sonny Boy unmoving, listening.

“You’re all right,” he blurted out, finally. “It’s grand. They’ve 
gone. Ha! How’ve I been keeping? Christ, Max, you wouldn’t 
f***in’ believe it if I told you. You wouldn’t believe it for a 
moment!” He sighed and laughed and sat back down on 
the bed, hard. “Sure, you wouldn’t believe a single word of 
it. But there you go.” He looked down at the floor. We grew 
up a country mile and a world apart in County Wicklow. His 
accent echoed my own childhood brogue, which had been 
softened in the army.

I inched toward the bed.

“Believe what, Sonny? What’s up?”

Without warning, a deep, trembling sob spluttered out of 
him, followed by an awful keening so forceful it made me 
recoil. He looked up. Tears blurred his eyes. His teeth were 
clenched, the muscles in his jaw bulging. I put my hand out 
to him, fingers first, like seducing a wary dog. He said, did, 
nothing. I put my hand on his shoulder. He flinched.

“Hey, Sonny,” I whispered. “It’s OK. I’m here. It’s grand.” I sat 
next to him, slowly, deliberately lowering myself onto the 
bed next to him. His hands had fallen into his lap. Tears were 
falling on them. I took his pistol hand in mine and held it 
gently. “It’s all right now. It’s all right.”

Sonny Boy half turned to me. His lips were trembling, his 
jaw slackened.

“You wouldn’t f***in’ believe it, Max,” he sobbed, trying to 
compose himself.
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He looked left and right quickly, 
dropped the half-finished cigarette 
into the ashtray and put his crooked 
trigger finger to his lips. ‘Shh.’

““



“Believe what, Sonny? Do you want to tell me about it?” 
Nothing. “We don’t have to talk. Hey, remember that time 
in Kabul when—”

“You’re going, aren’t you?”

“Going where, Sonny?”

“There.”

“What, Sierra Leone?” As soon as I spoke, I realized my 
mistake. He gripped my hand hard and looked me in the eye 
as if suddenly seeing something for the first time.

“That’s why they sent you to see me, isn’t it? They’re still 
sending you. That’s why they sent me.” His voice was quiet, 
steady. “Ah, not you, Max. Please, not you.”

I went to reassure him, but it was too late. He lurched into 
me, twisting and crashing me onto the floor. My hand in his; 
his face against mine; his teeth at my ear; he deafened me 
with a cry fit to rend my soul.

I went limp, and rolled with him. My right hand was still free. 
I pushed his head back hard. My thumb gouged his face. I 
rotated my left wrist and pulled it back to my chest. Both 
hands free. He lifted a massive balled fist, but I hit him first 
with a left brachial punch. Sonny roared in pain—half-blind, 

arm paralyzed—and collapsed on me, his forearm across my 
throat. The room blackened. I braced and struck his carotid 
artery. No effect. My windpipe was collapsing. Blackness. I 
punched again. He rolled off and found his feet, facing me 
like an obscene Cyclops. I landed a short jab to his brachial 
plexus. He swung and missed. I lunged inside his reach, the 
base of my right palm to the tip of his nose. Blood gushed 
from his face. My left wrist to his right ear, then my right 
palm to the bridge of his nose, crushing the cartilage 
completely. I kept at him. My left elbow to his left ear, hard. 
He went down. But I was too close and went down with him, 
pinned under his massive weight again.

Two men in black appeared beside me, electric pistols 
drawn. Neither fired. My palms found Sonny’s temples. His 
eye hung from its socket onto my cheek. He was bleeding 
heavily from his mouth, nose and ears; hemorrhaging into 
his throat and onto my face. The room filled with a woman’s 
voice, and the smell of peppermint and blood iron. I forced 
his head up, and he looked down through his one dying eye. 
As my hands began to twist his neck, he smiled and relaxed.

“They’re coming, Max. They’re coming.”

Cover and excerpt from The Break Line by James Brabazon. 
Text copyright© 2019 by James Brabazon. Reprinted by 
permission of Berkley. All rights reserved. 

He lurched into me, twisting and 
crashing me onto the floor. My 
hand in his; his face against mine; 
his teeth at my ear; he deafened 
me with a cry fit to rend my soul.

““
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MISSING DAUGHTER                                                                                        
Rick Mofina
MIRA Books  

Tall Mass Market Paperback 
978-0-7783-6919-6 
February 19  • $9.99

LILAC LANE                                                                                         
Sherryl Woods

MIRA Books  
Mass Market Paperback 

978-0-7783-0817-1 
January 22 • $8.99

STROKE OF LUCK                                                                                   
B.J. Daniels 
HQN Books  

Mass Market Paperback 
978-1-335-04102-9 
February 19 • $7.99

DARK WATER RISING                                                                                       
Sharon Sala
MIRA Books  

Mass Market Paperback 
978-0-7783-6917-2 
January 29 • $7.99

A WILLING MURDER                                                                                         
Jude Deveraux

MIRA Books  
Mass Market Paperback 

978-0-7783-0819-5 
February 19 • $7.99

FLARE UP                                                                                        
Shannon Stacey

Carina Press  
Mass Market Paperback 

978-1-335-92459-9 
January 29 • $7.99

LOW COUNTRY HERO                                                                                       
Lee Tobin McClain

HQN Books 
Mass Market Paperback 

978-1-335-01764-2 
February 26 • $7.99

HOW TO KEEP 
A SECRET                                                                                    
Sarah Morgan
HQN Books  

Mass Market Paperback 
978-1-335-04107-4 
January 29 • $7.99
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World Tree PressCourse In Miracles Society Enrealment Press

Ger Maa Publishers

Sounding-Light Publishing

THE ORIGINAL ANGEL 
CARDS: Inspirational 
Messages and Meditations
Kathy Tyler & Joy Drake

One of the most powerful ways 
to connect with the angels. Angels 
are inner companions. They help 
us look at the world in ways that 
infuse our lives with vitality and 
assist us to experience the deepest 
levels of understanding, creativity, 
and caring. Each Angel card quality 
evokes your intuitive abilities and 
renews your spiritual connection. 
Created by Kathy Tyler and Joy 
Drake, the Angel Cards are an 
international best-seller--over 1.3 
million sold in 6 languages.

Features the 72-Card deck, stickers, and 
carrying case – all housed withing a sturdy, flip-
top box.

THE ORIGINAL ANGEL 
CARDS AND BOOK SET: 
Inspirational Messages  
and Meditations
Kathy Tyler & Joy Drake

One of the most powerful ways 
to connect with the angels. Angels 
are inner companions. They help 
us look at the world in ways that 
infuse our lives with vitality and 
assist us to experience the deepest 
levels of understanding, creativity, 
and caring.

This set features the deck and book, wrapped 
in a special O-card that is easy to display face 
out, or on its spine. Contains the 72-Card deck, 
stickers, card carrying case, flip-top box, and 
accompanying book.

CRYSTAL DEVA CARDS: The 
Mineral Kingdom’s Messages of 
Hope and Self-Empowerment 
for the New Millennium
Cindy Watlington 
Photography: Rick Kopp

The Crystal Deva Cards contain 
new information channeled from the 
Crystal Devas, Guardians of the Mineral 
Kingdom, to help humankind heal the 
emotional and spiritual life lessons of 
today’s world. The 44-card deck features 
color photos of exquisite crystals. For 
healing, the Devas have energized each 
card with its stone’s vibration. The 320-
page book links cards to empowering 
Devic messages, helping you transform 
your life by releasing outdated belief 
systems, emotional entrapments, and 
fear. Very popular!

THE ORIGINAL 
ANGEL CARDS BOOK: 
Inspirational Messages  
and Meditations
Kathy Tyler & Joy Drake

With inspirational messages for 
each key-word, plus meditations, 
visualization and journals to use 
with the cards. This expanded 
edition book includes: 20 new 
qualities, 20 new inspirational 
messages, world work meditation, 
and additional journals.

BLESSING CARDS: 
Communicate Your Love, 
Gratitude and Caring
Kathy Tyler & Joy Drake

Blessing Cards are a dynamic 
tool for self-development, transfor-
mation and opening to the power of 
the universe. There are 210 unique 
affirmations contained in this card 
deck. Each one expresses an ener-
gy, an attitude, an aspiration or a 
power of life. By drawing the card 
and allowing your energy to attune 
itself to the power expressed by 
that card, you align yourself with 
the forces of growth and progress 
that can help to transform your life, 
your family and your world.

Set features 210 Affirmation Cards and 
comes with an Organdy Drawstring Bag for easy 
storage!

WHAT IS LIGHTBODY?
Tashira Tachi-ren 
Foreword: Aliyah Ziondra 
Onward: Zarazaiel Yovel

Because you are reading this, says 
Archangel Ariel, you are a Lightworker 
and you are here with a job to do. You are 
here to assist in the transition of planet 
Earth into Light... This book presents 
you with a model which describes 
what’s going on in this process . . . There 
is a need for this information to go out 
because the fear level is so very high . . . 
If you know what’s happening to you and 
know that it’s part of a coherent process, 
then you feel less crazy.

A COURSE IN MIRACLES – 
POCKET EDITION: Original 
Edition Text
Helen Schucman

This Text volume is the companion 
to the popular ACIM Pocket Edition 
Workbook/Manual published by Course 
in Miracles Society. We call it a “pocket 
edition” because the book is designed 
to go anywhere with the student it 
is only 8” x 5 “ and just less than 1” in 
thickness. You can toss it in a backpack, 
briefcase or even a lady’s purse. Like 
the Pocket Edition of the Workbook, the 
Pocket Edition Text is designed for rough 
treatment it is printed on a durable paper 
and has a laminated cover that resists 
spots and staining.

A COURSE IN MIRACLES – 
POCKET EDITION:  
Original Edition Workbook for 
Students, Manual for Teachers
Helen Schucman

The Pocket Edition of the Workbook 
and Manual contains the complete and 
unabridged language of the Original 
Edition of A Course in Miracles. 

We call it the pocket edition because 
it is designed to be easily portable. You 
can toss into a backpack, briefcase or 
even a lady’s purse so you will always 
have today’s Lesson at hand. The book 
is designed for rough treatment--It is 
printed on durable paper, nicely glued, 
and has a laminated cover that resists 
spots and staining.

A COURSE IN MIRACLES – 
ORIGINAL EDITION: Text, 
Workbook for Students, 
Manual for Teachers
Helen Schucman

Perhaps the most important spiritual work 
of the twentieth century, the Course is devoted 
to teachings about who we are, our relationships 
to God and with each other, and the actually 
mental nature of our bodies and the world.

There are three constituent parts to the 
Course: The Text, a Workbook for Students, 
and the Manual for Teachers. The Text lays out 
the theoretical foundation for the metaphysical 
system of the Course.  The Workbook contains 
a series of 365 Lessons to be practiced daily for 
the purpose of retaining the mind and healing 
our perception, Finally, the Manual contains 
information for and about advanced teachers 
of God.

GROUNDED SPIRITUALITY
Jeff Brown

An accessible leading edge book that 
exposes the self-avoidant and patriarchal 
spiritualities that have obstructed our 
awakening for centuries, and offers us a 
more embodied, relational, and inclusive 
path going forward.

REINCARNATION CARDS® – 
Awakening Far Memory

John Knowles, M.A. & Linda Leblanc 
Illustrator: Patricia Peters

Quality book and card set with new 
insights on reincarnations. A research 
tool designed to evoke intuition and 
to expand consciousness by uniting 
ancient wisdom, quantum physics and 
metaphysics.

THE WAY OF THE SPIRITUAL 
WARRIOR: The Timeless Path 
to Enlightenment
Imre Vallyon

The Way of the Spiritual Warrior 
starts with self-knowledge, learning to 
harmonize your personality, bringing 
the several parts of you together so 
that your body, emotions and thoughts 
are coordinated and function as a unit. 
Here you practice physical techniques, 
emotional control techniques and 
mind control techniques so that you 
are integrated in yourself and in your 
environment.   That is The Spiritual 
Warrior, the one who knows the Divine 
Plan and works to fulfil it, changing 
people and the destiny of nations and 
the planet.

ISBN: 9780976420033
Paperback  •  $14.95

ISBN: 9780976420057
Paperback  •  $14.95

ISBN: 9780976420064
Hardcover  •  $35.00

ISBN: 9780934245517
72-Card Deck & Book  •  $18.95

ISBN: 9780965903288
210 Card Deck  •  $12.95

ISBN: 9780962720956
Paperback  •  $14.95ISBN: 9780965298001

44-Card Deck & Book  •  $29.95

ISBN: 9780934245500
Paperback  •  $7.95

ISBN: 9780934245524
72-Card Deck  •  $11.95

An International 
Best-Seller!

ISBN: 9789963667000
Card Deck  •  $34.95

ISBN: 9780909038496
Paperback  •  $19.95

ISBN: 9781988648033
Paperback  •  $21.95



World Tree PressCourse In Miracles Society Enrealment Press

Ger Maa Publishers

Sounding-Light Publishing

THE ORIGINAL ANGEL 
CARDS: Inspirational 
Messages and Meditations
Kathy Tyler & Joy Drake

One of the most powerful ways 
to connect with the angels. Angels 
are inner companions. They help 
us look at the world in ways that 
infuse our lives with vitality and 
assist us to experience the deepest 
levels of understanding, creativity, 
and caring. Each Angel card quality 
evokes your intuitive abilities and 
renews your spiritual connection. 
Created by Kathy Tyler and Joy 
Drake, the Angel Cards are an 
international best-seller--over 1.3 
million sold in 6 languages.

Features the 72-Card deck, stickers, and 
carrying case – all housed withing a sturdy, flip-
top box.

THE ORIGINAL ANGEL 
CARDS AND BOOK SET: 
Inspirational Messages  
and Meditations
Kathy Tyler & Joy Drake

One of the most powerful ways 
to connect with the angels. Angels 
are inner companions. They help 
us look at the world in ways that 
infuse our lives with vitality and 
assist us to experience the deepest 
levels of understanding, creativity, 
and caring.

This set features the deck and book, wrapped 
in a special O-card that is easy to display face 
out, or on its spine. Contains the 72-Card deck, 
stickers, card carrying case, flip-top box, and 
accompanying book.

CRYSTAL DEVA CARDS: The 
Mineral Kingdom’s Messages of 
Hope and Self-Empowerment 
for the New Millennium
Cindy Watlington 
Photography: Rick Kopp

The Crystal Deva Cards contain 
new information channeled from the 
Crystal Devas, Guardians of the Mineral 
Kingdom, to help humankind heal the 
emotional and spiritual life lessons of 
today’s world. The 44-card deck features 
color photos of exquisite crystals. For 
healing, the Devas have energized each 
card with its stone’s vibration. The 320-
page book links cards to empowering 
Devic messages, helping you transform 
your life by releasing outdated belief 
systems, emotional entrapments, and 
fear. Very popular!

THE ORIGINAL 
ANGEL CARDS BOOK: 
Inspirational Messages  
and Meditations
Kathy Tyler & Joy Drake

With inspirational messages for 
each key-word, plus meditations, 
visualization and journals to use 
with the cards. This expanded 
edition book includes: 20 new 
qualities, 20 new inspirational 
messages, world work meditation, 
and additional journals.

BLESSING CARDS: 
Communicate Your Love, 
Gratitude and Caring
Kathy Tyler & Joy Drake

Blessing Cards are a dynamic 
tool for self-development, transfor-
mation and opening to the power of 
the universe. There are 210 unique 
affirmations contained in this card 
deck. Each one expresses an ener-
gy, an attitude, an aspiration or a 
power of life. By drawing the card 
and allowing your energy to attune 
itself to the power expressed by 
that card, you align yourself with 
the forces of growth and progress 
that can help to transform your life, 
your family and your world.

Set features 210 Affirmation Cards and 
comes with an Organdy Drawstring Bag for easy 
storage!

WHAT IS LIGHTBODY?
Tashira Tachi-ren 
Foreword: Aliyah Ziondra 
Onward: Zarazaiel Yovel

Because you are reading this, says 
Archangel Ariel, you are a Lightworker 
and you are here with a job to do. You are 
here to assist in the transition of planet 
Earth into Light... This book presents 
you with a model which describes 
what’s going on in this process . . . There 
is a need for this information to go out 
because the fear level is so very high . . . 
If you know what’s happening to you and 
know that it’s part of a coherent process, 
then you feel less crazy.

A COURSE IN MIRACLES – 
POCKET EDITION: Original 
Edition Text
Helen Schucman

This Text volume is the companion 
to the popular ACIM Pocket Edition 
Workbook/Manual published by Course 
in Miracles Society. We call it a “pocket 
edition” because the book is designed 
to go anywhere with the student it 
is only 8” x 5 “ and just less than 1” in 
thickness. You can toss it in a backpack, 
briefcase or even a lady’s purse. Like 
the Pocket Edition of the Workbook, the 
Pocket Edition Text is designed for rough 
treatment it is printed on a durable paper 
and has a laminated cover that resists 
spots and staining.

A COURSE IN MIRACLES – 
POCKET EDITION:  
Original Edition Workbook for 
Students, Manual for Teachers
Helen Schucman

The Pocket Edition of the Workbook 
and Manual contains the complete and 
unabridged language of the Original 
Edition of A Course in Miracles. 

We call it the pocket edition because 
it is designed to be easily portable. You 
can toss into a backpack, briefcase or 
even a lady’s purse so you will always 
have today’s Lesson at hand. The book 
is designed for rough treatment--It is 
printed on durable paper, nicely glued, 
and has a laminated cover that resists 
spots and staining.

A COURSE IN MIRACLES – 
ORIGINAL EDITION: Text, 
Workbook for Students, 
Manual for Teachers
Helen Schucman

Perhaps the most important spiritual work 
of the twentieth century, the Course is devoted 
to teachings about who we are, our relationships 
to God and with each other, and the actually 
mental nature of our bodies and the world.

There are three constituent parts to the 
Course: The Text, a Workbook for Students, 
and the Manual for Teachers. The Text lays out 
the theoretical foundation for the metaphysical 
system of the Course.  The Workbook contains 
a series of 365 Lessons to be practiced daily for 
the purpose of retaining the mind and healing 
our perception, Finally, the Manual contains 
information for and about advanced teachers 
of God.

GROUNDED SPIRITUALITY
Jeff Brown

An accessible leading edge book that 
exposes the self-avoidant and patriarchal 
spiritualities that have obstructed our 
awakening for centuries, and offers us a 
more embodied, relational, and inclusive 
path going forward.

REINCARNATION CARDS® – 
Awakening Far Memory

John Knowles, M.A. & Linda Leblanc 
Illustrator: Patricia Peters

Quality book and card set with new 
insights on reincarnations. A research 
tool designed to evoke intuition and 
to expand consciousness by uniting 
ancient wisdom, quantum physics and 
metaphysics.

THE WAY OF THE SPIRITUAL 
WARRIOR: The Timeless Path 
to Enlightenment
Imre Vallyon

The Way of the Spiritual Warrior 
starts with self-knowledge, learning to 
harmonize your personality, bringing 
the several parts of you together so 
that your body, emotions and thoughts 
are coordinated and function as a unit. 
Here you practice physical techniques, 
emotional control techniques and 
mind control techniques so that you 
are integrated in yourself and in your 
environment.   That is The Spiritual 
Warrior, the one who knows the Divine 
Plan and works to fulfil it, changing 
people and the destiny of nations and 
the planet.

ISBN: 9780976420033
Paperback  •  $14.95

ISBN: 9780976420057
Paperback  •  $14.95

ISBN: 9780976420064
Hardcover  •  $35.00

ISBN: 9780934245517
72-Card Deck & Book  •  $18.95

ISBN: 9780965903288
210 Card Deck  •  $12.95

ISBN: 9780962720956
Paperback  •  $14.95ISBN: 9780965298001

44-Card Deck & Book  •  $29.95

ISBN: 9780934245500
Paperback  •  $7.95

ISBN: 9780934245524
72-Card Deck  •  $11.95

An International 
Best-Seller!

ISBN: 9789963667000
Card Deck  •  $34.95

ISBN: 9780909038496
Paperback  •  $19.95

ISBN: 9781988648033
Paperback  •  $21.95



 

Triple Award Winner Reprinted
“This comprehensive and compassionate resource offers both 
people in recovery and clinicians hope that by addressing 
underlying shame we can create a life filled with harmony and 
peace.”

—Sherry Gaba, LCSW, author of the award winning book, The Law 
of Sobriety: Attracting Positive Energy for a Powerful Recovery

Paperback • $17.95 • 978-1-62491-074-6
176 Pages @ 5.5” x 8.5”
E-book • $12.95 • 978-1-62491-075-3



September 2018   
ISBN 9781492560654 • $24.95
Leah Cullis, a regular contributor to Yoga Journal and two-time 
ambassador for lululemon, presents a dynamic style of yoga that 
delivers high intensity and quick results. She teaches the poses, 
practices, and philosophy of this fitness- and focus-boosting training 
method to strengthen the body and awaken the spirit.

December 2018 
ISBN 9781492567882 • $24.95
Fitness expert Pete McCall offers efficient and 
effective workout programs that use only one 
piece of equipment so readers can work out 
in a shorter period of time while producing 
real results.

September 2018 
ISBN 9781492567264 • $24.95
For those striving to build muscle, lose fat, 
and maximize performance, Susan Kleiner 
delivers the proven strategies she’s used with 
professional athletes and Olympians in one 
practical, effective resource.

December 2018 
ISBN 9781492563174  • $24.95
Get more than 100 ready-to-use workouts 
for athletic performance, muscle mass, fat 
loss, endurance, strength, agility, function, 
and mobility, along with the nutritional 
interventions that will help readers transform 
their body.

November 2018  
ISBN 9781492567646  • $24.95
Coaches to some of the top trail runners in 
the world, David and Megan Roche point out 
the mental and emotional factors that help 
runners learn exactly how to become happy 
runners and achieve their personal best.

MIND AND BODY FITNESS AND NUTRITION 

ATHLETE PERFORMANCE

New from Human Kinetics
Deliver a new year of health and happiness

Offer coaches, trainers, and athletes the most authoritative resources written by leading experts in their fields  
to improve player performance and gain a competitive edge. 

December 2018  
ISBN 9781492569510 

$24.95

December 2018  
ISBN 9781492557661  

$24.95

November 2018  
ISBN 9781492563068  

$29.95

December 2018  
ISBN 9781492571278  

$29.95
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For more information on these programs or services, please reach out to our 

sales reps at 800-937-8000 or email us at customerservice@ingramcontent.com.

WINTER INSTITUTE (WI14), will take place January 22-25, 2019, in Albuquerque, New Mexico. 

With four days of education sessions and keynote speakers planned, this will be one for the books!

Indie Books for 
Indie Bookstores

Stop by our consultation station to learn more 
about our programs and services to fit your needs.

Reliable Fulfillment
Wholesale & Distribution

Special O� ers
Signed Stock

Rewards Program
Booklove

Publishing Tools
IngramSpark

Reserved Inventory
Indie Vault

Search. Order. Track.
ipage®

Webinar Series
Tuesdays with ipage®



TIM JOHNSTON

STRICT ON-SALE DATE: JANUARY 22, 2019
$27.95 Hardcover • ISBN: 978-1-61620-677-2

STRICT ON-SALE DATE JANUARY 22, 2019

“ � e Current is a rare creature: a gripping 
thriller and page turner but also a master-
work of mood and language—a meditation 
on memory and time.” 
—IVY POCHODA, author of Wonder Valley

“ Tim Johnston’s second novel, � e Current, 
is even better than his � rst, which is saying 
something. He’s a terri� c writer and de� nitely 
a name to watch.” 
—DENNIS LEHANE, author of Since We Fell

“ Haunting . . . this novel has at its heart a 
strong belief that love, for all the pain it 
brings, is the one thing that truly saves us."
–KIRKUS REVIEWS, starred review

ALSO AVAILABLE IN PAPERBACK
$15.95 • 978-1-61620-477-8

Tim Johnston, whose breakout debut Descent was called “astonishing,” “dazzling,” 
and “unforgettable” by critics, returns with � e Current, a tour de force about the 

indelible impact of a crime on the lives of innocent people.

ALGONQUIN BOOKS          

From the New York Times Bestselling Author of Descent
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KENSINGTON PUBLISHING CORP.—
 America’s Independent Publisher

The Miramar Bay Series The Bone Gap Travellers Series The Kurland St. Mary Mystery Series

 On Sale 12.18.18 
9781496708359 • $21.95 • Kensington HC

 

Internati onally bestselling author
Davis Bunn conti nues his uplift ing

Miramar Bay series about a
special seaside town of hope

 and renewal where everyone fi nds
a second chance at life and love.

 

“Bunn has excelled in creati ng
a deeply emoti onal read

that will resonate with readers.”
—Publishers Weekly 

on Miramar Bay

 On Sale 12.18.18 
9781496711694 • $26.00 • Kensington HC

 

Fans of Julia Spencer-Fleming and
Louise Penny will enjoy the second 
installment of the smart and ti mely
mystery series following ex-Marine 

Brynn Callahan and her K-9
as they solve cases among the

Traveller community in the
Appalachian Mountains.

 

 “One of top 25 books of 2017.”
—The Strand Magazine 

on Splintered Silence

 On Sale 12.18.18 
9781496702128 • $26.00 • Kensington HC

 

The sixth installment of the series
set in the English village of

Kurland St. Mary is a pleasant
combinati on of Regency

romance and mystery that
evokes Georgett e Heyer.

 

“Delightf ul, readers will hope death 
returns soon to Kurland St. Mary.”

—Publishers Weekly,
STARRED REVIEW 

on Death Comes to the Village

The Literary Pub Mystery Series The Jack and Jill Thriller Series

 On Sale 12.18.18 
9781496718686 • $26.00 • Kensington HC

 

USA Today bestselling author
Sarah Fox’s engaging new mystery
series stars Sadie, booklover and 
owner of a charming literary pub, 
fi nding her new life of book clubs

and literary-themed cocktails
suddenly on the rocks…

 

“An intriguing mystery. Cozy fans
will enjoy visiti ng Shady Creek.

A great start!”
—Sofi e Ryan, 

New York Times bestselling author

 On Sale 12.18.18 
9781496718631 • $26.00 • Kensington HC

 

New York Times bestselling author 
Taylor Stevens introduces a pair 
of wild cards into the global spy 

game—a brother and sister raised
to deceive and trained to kill—

in a dark, mesmerizing, and
high-octane thriller series.

 

“Hands-down the best thriller
I’ve read this year. Stevens has 

catapulted herself to the top of my 
favorite authors, right up there with 

Lisa Gardner and Lee Child.”
—Allison Brennan, 

New York Times bestselling author

 On Sale 12.18.18 
9781496711137 • $15.95 • Kensington TP

 

Sandi Ward’s new funny and
wonderfully tender novel is an

unusual explorati on of family life 
that will appeal to fans of The Art of 
Racing in the Rain and The Curious 

Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time.
  

“A beauti ful and touching look
into the intricacies of marriage
and family life, all seen through

the loving and unique perspecti ve
of the family pet.”

—Modern Cat
on The Astonishing Thing



BRAVO TWO SIERRA
S t e p h e n  R .  G a g i n

$16.95 • 356 pages • 9781594535604

A son’s revenge culminates in the storm-raged Caribbean Sea.
When the world shunned him since birth, 

he grew up plotting the worst vengeance he could plan.

Readers will witness the rise of a son’s hatred that 
consumed his revenge-filled heart, wreaking havoc and 
turmoil to the men responsible for his mother’s death 
and exacting his vengeance on the man he blames for 
his station in life. Author Stephen R. Gagin introduces 
Santana J. Roja, the madman who leads his band of 
cutthroat, Satan-worshipping pirates, in “Bravo TWO 
Sierra”, the first installment of his exciting series. 

With the selling of Carmella Roja into a life of 
prostitution and drug abuse by her village priest, Santana 
Roja grows up a child of the alleys and whorehouses 
of Puerto Cortez. Shunned by the powerful Catholic 
Church for his illegitimacy, Santana swears faith to 
the arcane teachings of Satanism. Soon he is in control 
of the port city’s vibrant black market. Tension is 
sustained through the individual sailing and port calls 
of the American salvage crew and Roja’s gang of black 
marketers. 

The final confrontation between father and son is as explosive as the hurricane that slams a 
Haitian gunrunner’s ship aground in the Straits of Florida. 

Bravo TWO Sierra captures all the flavors of serving on a small command, mixed with such 
a realistic scenario, that readers are sure to anticipate the release of its sequel, Code Alpha.



Get Your (Baseball) Geek On 
with Baseball Prospectus!

Baseball Prospectus is devoted to the sabermetric 

analysis of baseball. Their staff of regular 

columnists provides advanced statistics as 

well as player and team performance projections on 

their website and through their publications. Their 

flagship publication, Baseball Prospectus, has been 

described by the New York Times as “the überforecast 

of every player’s performance.” It contains all of the 

important statistics, player predictions and insider-level 

commentary that analysts need. Baseball Prospectus 

has originated several popular new statistical tools that 

have become hallmarks of baseball analysis. Baseball 

Prospectus is accredited by the Baseball Writers’ 

Association of America.

Baseball Prospectus 2019
February 1, 2019

Paperback, US $27.95  |  9781732355507 
Hardback, US $49.95  |  9781732355538

BALTIMORE ORIOLES 2019   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .978-1-949332-00-1
BOSTON RED SOX 2019   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .978-1-949332-02-5 
CHICAGO WHITE SOX 2019   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .978-1-949332-04-9 
CLEVELAND INDIANS 2019   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .978-1-949332-06-3 
DETROIT TIGERS 2019  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .978-1-949332-08-7 
HOUSTON ASTROS 2019   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .978-1-949332-10-0 
KANSAS CITY ROYALS 2019   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .978-1-949332-12-4 
LOS ANGELES ANGELS 2019   .  .  .  .  .  .  .978-1-949332-14-8 
MINNESOTA TWINS 2019   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .978-1-949332-16-2 
NEW YORK YANKEES 2019  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .978-1-949332-18-6 
OAKLAND ATHLETICS 2019   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .978-1-949332-20-9 
SEATTLE MARINERS 2019   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .978-1-949332-22-3 
TAMPA BAY RAYS 2019   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .978-1-949332-24-7 
TEXAS RANGERS 2019   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .978-1-949332-26-1 
TORONTO BLUE JAYS 2019   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .978-1-949332-28-5 
ARIZONA DIAMONDBACKS 2019   .  .  .  .978-1-949332-30-8 
ATLANTA BRAVES 2019   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .978-1-949332-32-2 
CHICAGO CUBS 2019   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .978-1-949332-34-6 
CINCINNATI REDS 2019   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .978-1-949332-36-0 
COLORADO ROCKIES 2019   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .978-1-949332-38-4 
LOS ANGELES DODGERS 2019   .  .  .  .  .  .978-1-949332-40-7 
MIAMI MARLINS 2019   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .978-1-949332-42-1 
MILWAUKEE BREWERS 2019   .  .  .  .  .  .  .978-1-949332-44-5 
NEW YORK METS 2019   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .978-1-949332-46-9 
PHILADELPHIA PHILLIES 2019   .  .  .  .  .  .978-1-949332-48-3 
PITTSBURGH PIRATES 2019   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .978-1-949332-50-6 
SAN DIEGO PADRES 2019   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .978-1-949332-52-0 
SAN FRANCISCO GIANTS 2019   .  .  .  .  .978-1-949332-54-4 
ST . LOUIS CARDINALS 2019   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .978-1-949332-56-8 
WASHINGTON NATIONALS 2019   .  .  .  .978-1-949332-58-2 

And new this year— 
team specific editions!

This more portable and more focused version of 

the 24th edition of this industry-leading baseball 

annual contains all of the important statistics, 

player projections and insider-level commentary 

that readers have come to expect. In addition, 

significant improvements have been made to 

several statistics that were created by, and are 

exclusive to, Baseball Prospectus. Take it out to the 

ball game or wherever you follow your team!

February 15, 2019

Paperback, US $11.99



ITASCA BOOKS
D I S T R I B U T I O N  &  F U L F I L L M E N T

ITASCA BOOKS
D I S T R I B U T I O N  &  F U L F I L L M E N TEverything a Band-aid Can’t Fix

Nicole Russell
9781634891479, 216pp, paperback $16.95
Wise Ink Creative Publishing

“Dear ______, This book was written for YOU and all the curious young adults who are 
looking for an instruction manual on how to deal with the craziness of the teen years. It’s a set 
of guidelines for understanding how to cope with feelings and experiences that aren’t always easy 
to share. It will help you master the ability to defeat adversity with or without the help of others; 
it will encourage you to speak out against the wrongs in your world and help protect yourself 
from them.  
    Self-care doesn’t require coverings.  So hold the Band-Aids and let’s get started.”

Letters from Elvis 
Gary Lindberg
9780998731964, 314pp, paperback, $16.99
Calumet Editions

Letters from Elvis is an explosive revelation of Elvis’s inner life, an exposé of heinous Hollywood 
crimes that targeted Elvis, a touching tale of friendship, an eerie ghost story, and a series of 
startling new Elvis mysteries. Because rigorous copyright laws prevent direct publication of 
the actual letters, the book also tells the story of the author’s thirty-year struggle to bring this 
information to light.

Aiming High 
Darren Prince
9781732500808, 290pp, hardcover, $24.95
Light Hustler

Aiming High is the astonishing story of sports and celebrity agent Darren Prince, who battled 
addiction while representing some of the most iconic names in the world. After a drug 
overdose, many demoralizing nights, and mornings where he couldn’t get out of bed without 
a prescription in hand, Darren hit rock bottom at the top--and in the process discovered the 
true meaning of success.

Drop the Puck: Hooray for Hockey Day! 
Jayne J. Jones Beehler
9781634891417, 88pp, hardcover, $17.95
Wise Ink Creative Publishing

Will ‘Hockey Day’ become a holiday? Hockeytown, USA celebrates ‘Hockey Day’ with 
outdoor rink fun, challenging games, and a special hockey festival. A lively, fast-paced chapter 
book with your favorite teammates continues the Drop the Puck series. Grab your hockey bag 
and let’s get reading!



Booklove
A Rewards Program for  

Independent Bookstores

What is Booklove?
An exclusive indie bookstore program that triggers rebates upon reaching a specified annual 

sales goal. Basically, the more booklove you help us spread, the more money you make.

JOIN IN  |  BUY MORE  |  EARN MORE

Includes EVERY title in our ENTIRE distribution network!

Visit ingramcontent.com/booklove today  
and start spreading the Booklove.

For more information on this program, please reach out to our sales reps at 

800 937-8000 or email us at customerservice@ingramcontent.com.



Here's How to...

This series covers the hottest topics in fi shing and outdoor recreation. 
These mini quick-reference books are packed with information, and their 
convenient size is the perfect fi t for your boat, vest pocket, tackle box, or 
glove compartment. 

Catch Flounder and Surfperch 
Wayne Heinz
SB: $7.95 HCFS ISBN 13: 978-1-57188-508-1
48 pages UPC: 0-81127-00358-7

Clamming
Scott Haugen
SB: $7.95 HCLAM ISBN 13: 978-1-57188-528-5 

 UPC: 0-81127-00381-5

Fishing Rigs
Robert H. Campbell
SB: $7.95 FR ISBN-13: 978-1-57188-440-4
56 pages UPC: 0-81127-00275-7

Plug Fishing for Salmon 
Larry Ellis
SB: $6.95 HPSA ISBN 13: 978-1-57188-490-9
40 pages UPC: 0-81127-00336-5

Steelhead & Salmon
Drift Fishing
Bill Herzog
SB: $7.95 HSD ISBN 13:  978-157188-492-3
48 pages UPC: 0-81127-00338-9 

Tying Strong Fishing Knots
Bill Herzog
SB: $5.95 KNM ISBN-13: 978-1-57188-269-1
48 pages  UPC: 0-66066-00458-1

Guide to Fly Fishing Knots
Larry V. Notley
Foreword Flip Pallot
SB: $5.95 GFK  ISBN-13: 978-1-57188-183-0
32 pages UPC: 0-66066-00385-0

Guide to Saltwater Fishing Knots for 
Gear & Fly Fishing
Larry V. Notley
SB: $5.95 GSK ISBN-13: 978-1-57188-273-8
56 pages UPC: 0-66066-00462-8

Catch Halibut
Wayne Heinz
SB: $7.95 HCH ISBN 13: 978-1-57188-509-8
48 pages UPC: 0-81127-00360-0

Catch Rockfish, Lingcod & 
Other Bottomfish
Wayne Heinz
SB: $7.95 HCRL  ISBN 13: 978-1-57188-510-4
56 pages  UPC: 0-81127-00361-7

RIVER MAPS &
FISHING GUIDES
Professional guides and expert anglers from each state team up 
to create these essential guidebooks. These guides feature 25-30 
detailed maps covering many miles of river—and that’s just the 
beginning. These maps are packed with information, including: 
Roads and river access points; Drift-boat and power-boat 
landings; Peak fi shing times for trout, salmon, steelhead, sturgeon, 
and more; Insect hatches and hatch-timing chart; Fly-fi shing and 
conventional tackle techniques; Fishing knots & tackle guide; 

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA

SB: $24.95 NCMR ISBN-13: 978-1-57188-518-0
8 1/2 x 11 inches UPC: 0-81127-00369-3

IDAHO

SB: $24.95 IDMR ISBN-13: 978-1-57188-520-3
8.5 x 11 inches UPC: 0-81127-00373-0

MONTANA

SB: $24.95 MTMR ISBN-13: 978-1-57188-526-5
8.5 x 11 inches UPC: 0-81127-00379-2

OREGON

SB: $24.95 ORMR ISBN-13: 978-1-57188-514-2
8.5 x 11 inches UPC: 0-81127-00365-5

WASHINGTON

SB: $24.95 WAMR ISBN-13: 978-1-57188-513-5
8.5 x 11 inches UPC: 0-81127-00364-8

BUOY 10

SB: $24.95 B10 ISBN 13: 978-1-57188-530-2
8 1/2 x 11 inches UPC: 0-81127-00383-9 Important services & 

accommodations for 
anglers, and the list 
goes on.
 Whether you’re 
casting from the 
bank or fi shing from 
a boat, these guides 
tell you where to 
be and when to be 
there. All color.

RIVER MAPS

MINI QUICK-REFERENCE PEG BOOK SERIESHere's How to...

This series covers the hottest topics in fi shing and outdoor recreation. 
These mini quick-reference books are packed with information, and their 
convenient size is the perfect fi t for your boat, vest pocket, tackle box, or 
glove compartment. 

Catch Flounder and Surfperch 
Wayne Heinz
SB: $7.95 HCFS ISBN 13: 978-1-57188-508-1
48 pages UPC: 0-81127-00358-7

Clamming
Scott Haugen
SB: $7.95 HCLAM ISBN 13: 978-1-57188-528-5 

 UPC: 0-81127-00381-5

Fishing Rigs
Robert H. Campbell
SB: $7.95 FR ISBN-13: 978-1-57188-440-4
56 pages UPC: 0-81127-00275-7

Plug Fishing for Salmon 
Larry Ellis
SB: $6.95 HPSA ISBN 13: 978-1-57188-490-9
40 pages UPC: 0-81127-00336-5

Steelhead & Salmon
Drift Fishing
Bill Herzog
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A Guide for Writing Teachers
How to Build Effective Writing Communities in College

Dr. LaRonce M. Hendricks
A helpful tool for teachers, this book exposes 
educational perspectives on how negative 
predispositions prevent a student from performing 
at high levels. The easy read suggests strategies and 
classroom management practices useful for lessening 
the effects of students’ negative predispositions.

$10.99 paperback

978-1-5246-9739-6
also available in ebook

www.authorhouse.com

Ocean Acidity Climate Shock
Science Fallen and Risen and the Art of Magic Investment

Chondrally
Ocean Acidity Climate Shock analyzes a serious 
element of climate change—the progressive acidity 
of the oceans as they absorb and reach their limits of 
carbon dioxide absorption.

$13.99 paperback

978-1-5462-2950-6
also available in ebook

www.authorhouse.com

Mike Honeycutt’s World of Hunting 
and Fishing
Mike Honeycutt
This travel book shares a collection of narratives about 
the author’s unique hunting and fishing experiences in 
remote areas of the world.

$13.99 paperback

978-1-4907-8804-3
also available in hardcover & ebook

www.trafford.com

Goodbye Danube
Rosemary Ryan Imregi
Benci, Irene, their four children and two dozen 
Hungarian citizens fled their country for Austria after 
their country was ruled by the communist regime.

$13.99 paperback

978-1-5462-2647-5
also available in hardcover & ebook

www.authorhouse.com

American Cobra Pilot
A Marine Remembers a Dog and Pony Show

J.L. Bigsby Groom
Think the Marine Corps is a warfighting organization? 
Think again. The book is a satirical account of the 
leadup, execution, and aftermath of the author’s first 
deployment as a Marine pilot.

$15.99 paperback

978-1-5144-5941-6
also available in hardcover & ebook

www.xlibris.com

It’s Time to Surrender All
A Book of Divine Inspirations

Kim Smallhorne
It’s Time to Surrender All is an inspirational text that 
uses illustrative short stories to help readers identify 
the crossroads they encounter as they find ways in 
which to pursue their purpose.

$10.99 paperback

978-1-5462-0490-9
also available in ebook

www.authorhouse.com

Willy’s Wild Ride
Julie Alles
This children’s book is about a squirrel named Willy 
who lives on a farm and goes on a wild ride to the 
tractor repair shop.

$16.99 paperback

978-1-4907-8743-5
also available in ebook

www.trafford.com

The Boy Who Understood Animals
Yeshi Dorjee and John S. Major
Tenzin, a Tibetan shepherd boy, prays to the Buddha 
to understand the languages of animals. Granted his 
wish, he uses his gift to save the life of a princess.

$21.99 paperback

978-1-5245-8801-4
also available in hardcover & ebook

www.xlibris.com

Visit us on Facebook & TwitterReal Authors, Real Impact

Bring a new story home with you today



Visit us on Facebook & TwitterReal Authors, Real Impact

Bring a new story home with you today.

Addiction—God’s Healing
For God’s Purpose, He Chose to Rescue This
Codependent Alcoholic

Duly Noted
This book could help any bankrupt, heartbroken, 
alcoholic, codependent, spiritually “dead” person 
get well and stay well!

$20.99 paperback

978-1-5320-3183-0
also available in ebook

www.iuniverse.com

Considering the Journey
One Doctor’s Perspective

Jeffrey T. Evans DHA
Considering the Journey was written to give 
perspective doctoral and PhD candidates an idea of 
what to expect along the “Doctoral Journey”.

$13.99 paperback

978-1-5462-4179-9
also available in ebook

www.authorhouse.com

Learning to Trust the Tiny
Voice of God
Allowing Communication with the Holy Trinity
and the Saints

Billy Patty
This poetry book is dedicated to my darling wife of 
sixty-nine years and my sweetheart of seventy-four 
years, my four children, grandchildren, great and 
great-great grandchildren. They have been my 
inspiration and my comfort in life in my old age.

$19.99 paperback

978-1-5434-5212-9
also available in hardcover & ebook

www.xlibris.com

Love Behind the Lies
Book One of the O’Connor Sisters Trilogy

Raj Lowenstein
In Love Behind the Lies: Book One of the O’Connor 
Sisters Trilogy, Cat Connors finds that Agent Song 
might be more of a threat to her than a cold-
blooded killer.

$20.99 paperback

978-1-4907-8844-9
also available in hardcover & ebook

www.trafford.com

Just Dance
Daksha M. Patel
Just Dance by Daksha M. Patel is a memoir 
chronicling the poignant life story of a young man 
who died at age 23 after fighting a three-year battle 
with leukemia.

$13.99 paperback

978-1-4907-8950-7
also available in hardcover & ebook

www.trafford.com

Life: As I See It
My E-mails to G-Ma

Jo Ann Spiess, Ph.D.
An inventive cat uses misquoted literature dealing 
with daily conflicts, sends e-mails, writes a book, 
and is jailed. The surprise ending includes one last 
e-mail. A delight for cat lovers!

$13.99 paperback

978-1-4907-8918-7
also available in hardcover & ebook

www.trafford.com

7 Biblical Life-Changing Lessons
A Guide to a Successful and Peaceful Life

Barrington A. Rowe
Do you want to change your life, be successful, and 
live a peaceful life? The empirical knowledge and 
techniques in this book will change the lens through 
which you see this world.

$13.99 paperback

978-1-4907-8726-8
also available in hardcover & ebook

www.trafford.com

Faith, Family & Friends
Jeff & Ken Hauk
Faith, Family & Friends consists of inspiring poems 
inspired by real-life experiences. This book is 
available in E-book, Softcover and Hardcover. For 
Hardcover orders, please call Toll Free: +1-888-795-
4274 or visit www.xlibris.com.

$17.49 paperback

978-1-5245-9930-0
also available in hardcover, ebook & audio book

www.xlibris.com



The Cudoni Creed
The Dream
Phil Cuda

In 1898, three Italian brothers head to America to 
build new lives in a new land—but soon find them-
selves pulled apart by passion, ambition, and duty.

$22.99 paperback

978-1-4525-0989-1
also available in ebook

www.balboapress.com.au

In Summa
Carl D. Schultz
In Summa is an attempt to show what is otherwise 
normally unresolved. This compendium of poems 
shows that a brain-injured poet is capable to ex-
press with such a disability.

$13.99 paperback

978-1-5462-4773-9
also available in ebook

www.authorhouse.com

Delayed Departure
Tall Paul
In this historical tale inspired by true events, a 
young orphan is led down a compelling path 
through war to his destiny where he discovers the 
power of a promise.

$13.99 paperback

978-1-5246-8966-7
also available in hardcover & ebook

www.authorhouse.com

The Second Born
The Reverend’s Ways

Arnold Robinson
The unthinkable sin would be theirs. Running out 
of time along with unanswered prayers, right from 
wrong didn’t matter anymore. The young brother 
would carry out their Reverend father’s will.

$18.99 paperback

978-1-5245-8206-7
also available in hardcover & ebook

www.xlibris.com

The Giant Shoe
M.J. Stevens
Hazel, a girl living in the new world with her parents 
in the New England area, finds a giant shoe—meet-
ing new friends and going on a magical adventure.

$31.99 paperback

978-1-9845-4061-4
also available in hardcover & ebook

www.xlibris.com

Operation ARGUS
Maskirovka: Are You Ready for the Truth?

Willy Mitchell
While investigating a former colleague’s mysterious 
death, a group of British Special Forces soldiers 
finds themselves in a complex mystery involving a 
drug cartel, the CIA, the IRA, and the Russian mob.

$20.99 paperback

978-1-5320-4769-5
also available in hardcover & ebook

www.iuniverse.com

A Professor and CEO
True Story

Richard T. Cheng
The book covers the time span of over sixty years. It 
describes the author at his youth enduring two wars 
and how he became the $240 million professor.

$25.99 paperback

978-1-5434-8132-7
also available in hardcover & ebook

www.xlibris.com

Visit us on Facebook & TwitterReal Authors, Real Impact

New stories await just for you



THE LATEST 
TITLES NOW IN 
LARGE PRINT

Encourage readers to look 

beyond the bestseller with 

a collection fi lled with popular

emerging authors. Whether 

thrillers, biographies or 

fi ction, our latest large print 

titles let you confi dently 

recommend their next reads 

throughout the year.  

The Air You Breathe
Frances de Pontes Peebles
9781432860042 | $31.99
January 2019
Literature & Fiction

All You Can Ever Know: 
A Memoir
Nicole Chung
9781432860226 | $33.99
January 2019
Biographies & Memoirs

The First Conspiracy: 
The Secret Plot to Kill 
George Washington
Brad Meltzer & 
Josh Mensch
9781432859596 | $35.99
January 2019
History

Kitchen Yarns: Notes 
on Life, Love, and Food
Ann Hood 
9781432860448 | $35.99
January 2019
Biographies & Memoirs

The Minimalist Home: 
A Room-by-Room 
Guide to a Decluttered, 
Refocused Life
Joshua Becker
9781432860509 | $34.99
January 2019
Lifestyles

The Exes’ Revenge
Jo Jakeman
9781432860851 | $31.99
January 2019
Literature & Fiction

Watching You
Lisa Jewell 
9781432860431 | $35.99 
February 2019 
Women’s Fiction

The Only Woman 
in the Room
Marie Benedict
9781432857905 | $33.99
January 2019
Women’s Fiction

Small Fry
Lisa Brennan-Jobs
9781432860318 | $32.99
January 2019
Biographies & Memoirs

Little
Edward Carey
9781432856809 | $31.99
January 2019
Historical Fiction

Trust Me
Hank Phillippi Ryan
9781432860554 | $31.99
January 2019
Thrillers & Suspense

Under the Midnight Sun
Tracie Peterson &
 Kimberly Woodhouse
9781432860707 | $32.99
February 2019
Christian Fiction©2018. Gale, a Cengage Company. GCT19588015. 9/18
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ON SALE JANUARY 8, 2019      The Red Address Book  978-1-328-47301-1 | $25.00

“A warm and tender story about life, memories, and the power of love 
and friendship. A novel with heart and humor!”

—KATARINA BIVALD, author of � e Readers of Broken Wheel Recommend

For fans of The Little Paris Bookshop and The 100-Year-Old Man Who Climbed Out the Window 
and Disappeared comes a heartwarming debut about 96-year-old Doris, who writes down the 

memories of her eventful life as she pages through her decades-old address book. But the 
most profound moment of her life is still to come . . .

So� a Lundberg is a journalist and former magazine editor. The Red Address Book will be published in 28 territories worldwide.

“Written with love, told with joy. Very easy to enjoy.”
—FREDRIK BACKMAN, author of A Man Called Ove


